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SOUTHERN INDIA abounds in prehistoric remains, mostly of the neolithic, but some few undoubtedly of the palaeolithic age; and of all the districts of the Madras Presidency none is more remarkable in this respect than the country about Bellary. The present area of this division comprises the old capital of the Vijayanagar kingdom, now usually called Hampe, from the name of a little village on the Tungabhadra River, which in the old palmy days constituted a small fraction of the great city. On the south of the district the territories of Maiśūr form the boundary. The fine old rock-fortress of Adoni lies near its eastern frontier, and on the north the Tungabhadra River divides it from the country belonging to the Nizām of Haidarābād. Within these boundaries are seen in every direction rocky hills with a very sparse covering of vegetation, standing boldly out of the level plain, some singly, some in ridges, and in a few tracts massed together into confused heaps extending in all directions for many miles. Vijayanagar, at the west of the district, was built on and about just a mass as the last described, through the middle of which

1 It takes its name from a great temple dedicated to S’ri Pampāpati, “Pampa” becoming in Canarese “Hampa.” “Pampa” was the old name of the river.

J.R.A.S. 1899.
flows the deep and rapid current of the Tungabhadra. A writer, who had been deeply impressed by his first view of the site of the city, thus describes the scene:—"Far as the eye can reach for ten square miles there is nothing between heaven and earth but boulders; the earth is paved with them, the sky is pierced with them, and their granite particles glitter and scintillate in the morning sun . . . literally in thousands of all sizes, . . . heaps upon heaps, in one instance 250 feet in height."

My personal belief is that in former years this whole tract was covered with forest, though now in most places so barren, and that the ancient tribes who dwelt therein had the cool and comfortable shade of trees over their heads, as well as ready-made dwellings to live in amongst the crags and huge broken masses of gneiss and granite. Everywhere are found neolithic celts and implements—polished axe-heads, hammers, meal-stones, bone-crushers, with some few flint or agate flakes and cores; and on the rocks of the Peacock Hills, a range about four miles east of Bellary, there are in the sides of several boulders many hollows scooped, in which the old workers had polished their weapons. The gneiss is here crossed by an enormous dyke of trap rock, and the armourers of those days had selected the spot for one of their principal workshops.

In the plains close to the foot of the hills are two very curious and large cinder-mounds; and it is to these cinder-mounds, and to others similar to them found in other places in the neighbourhood, that I am anxious to call attention in the present paper.

I have purposely prefaced my observations with a slight description, which connects the dwelling-places of neolithic man with the principal city of the great Vijayanagar kingdom, for the reason that, while general opinion hitherto has held all the cinder-mounds to be the work of the pre-historic races of Southern India, I hold myself that there is fair ground for supposing that some may be, after all, of no very great antiquity, and that their origin can be plausibly explained otherwise.
Two of these remarkable mounds are, as stated, under the hills four miles east of Bellary. There are two others described to me (I have not seen them) as lying in the plain on the eastern side of the Copper Mountain, a range about five miles south-west of Bellary. There is one, eleven miles west of Bellary, in the centre of a pass between some low hills, at a place called Būdīguntā. This I know well. But the most important of all is an enormous mass at Nimbāpuram, amongst the rocky hills north-east of Vijayanagar, a mile or two outside the limits of the old city, and close to the river. It occupies the centre of a small valley, surrounding which on all sides are rocky heights of considerable elevation. In this natural amphitheatre is a mass of cinder and scoriae, about fifty yards long by twenty broad, and from ten to fifteen feet in height. That it is a deposit of some antiquity is shown by the fact of its being overgrown with old palmyra palm trees, whose roots are deeply sunk into the mass itself.

Now the question is—and it constitutes one of our South Indian antiquarian problems—how did this mass originate? What was it caused by? It is a huge conglomerate of cinder and ash and slag. Was it a furnace? If so, for what purpose? It is absolutely unlike any of the prehistoric cinder-mounds found in other parts of the world. It has no resemblance whatever to a "kitchen-midden." Those who have examined portions of it say that it is not the refuse of any such factory as is worked nowadays, since the two can be compared, and it has been found that no factory refuse results in mounds like this. Then, what was it?

I will first recapitulate the remarks made by Lieut. Newbold, a very competent and very earnest geologist of the last generation, and then turn to the results of the latest examination, made this year at the Geological Museum in Jermyn Street.

An article by Lieut. Newbold appeared, with an illustration, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1843 (vol. vii, p. 129), in which the remains are entitled "ancient mounds of scoriaceous ashes." Dr. Benza declared
the specimens submitted to him to be "nodular and tufaceous carbonate of lime, more or less calcined and semi-vitrified, which, probably from having been long exposed to the atmosphere, have imbibed again some carbonic acid."

The Būdīguntā mound is described by Mr. Newbold as dome-shaped, 46 feet in height and 420 feet in circumference, entirely formed of scoriaceous ashes.

"Towards the summit they are whitish and friable, and appear to have been crushed, but nearer the base are seen larger masses . . . shining, semi-vitrified. The internal structure of the more calcined portions is highly vesicular, not homogeneous, but imbedding in its cavities whitish friable ashes and hard dark-green or black cellular cinders." Mr. Newbold found in the Būdīguntā mound a piece of hornblende rock which appeared to him to have been fashioned by human agency—"probably a portion of some ancient vessel."

One of the Peacock Hill mounds, that nearest to the rocks, is described very accurately by Newbold. It is about 15 feet in height, having a tabular but somewhat concave summit, which is "girt in by a low rugged wall, composed of semi-vitrified blocks of scoriaceous ashes loosely piled together. Its longest diameter is 93 feet. Fragments of rude pottery were found on the surface." The explorer made excavations in the mound. He found that the upper portion, to the depth of 4½ feet, consisted of ashy-grey earth and ashes, with horizontal bands of a darker colour and of a soft chalky texture, "portions of which were slightly unctuous to the touch." Below this lay a bed of scoriaceous ashes, partly vitrified and about 5 feet thick. Then a foot of ashes similar to the former mixed with fragments which resembled charcoal. Underneath was a bed 2½ feet thick of a dark earth, and below this a bed 3 feet thick of gravel, the detritus of the main rock on which it rested. This last affords positive proof that the remains are not of volcanic origin.

"All the ashy earths," says Lieut. Newbold, "and most of the less vitrified fragments of the scoriaceous ashes, effervesce
slightly with dilute sulphuric acid. . . . No such ashes result from the native limekilns of the present day"; and, moreover, for what purpose could such quantities of lime be required? There is no city hard by, and even if there were the most ancient Hindu forts were constructed of cyclopean masonry executed without mortar, while the houses of the poorer classes were made of hardened mud. Mr. Newbold, bent on the solution of the problem, examined various Hindu brick-kilns, pottery-furnace remains, the débris of iron-smelting factories, and of glass-workers' refuse, and found no similarity between them and the contents of the huge mounds. The refuse of the glass-workers was the nearest, but in it was no trace of the soft chalky ashes.

Baffled here he turned to the Hindus for their explanation, and learned that everywhere in the neighbourhood of the mounds the tradition existed that they were the remains of great funeral pyres, where the bodies of giants or demons or demigods had been burned in ages far back; or of enormous human or animal sacrifices performed by holy Rishis in their hermitages. Following this clue, Mr. Newbold sought for recent funeral pyres, and found that the ashes left here strongly resembled those found at the ancient mounds. Of the remains of modern cremation he writes as follows:

"The harder and semi-vitrified portions were formed from the calcination of the bones; while the ashes resulting from that of the muscular and fatty matter, mingling with those of the charcoal and fuel, formed a soft whitish-grey earth . . . . In both the ancient and recent scoriae small fragments of quartz may be seen imbedded, derived probably from the granitic soil on which the fires were kindled, and which, with the alkali of the wood ashes, have probably assisted the process of vitrification . . . . Like the recent human ashes, they fuse before the blow-pipe into a greenish-grey enamel, some of the less calcined portions giving out a distinct animal odour, though not equally strong in the ancient ashes . . . . On the
whole, however, the human ashes are of a lighter and less vitreous character, arising evidently from the less degree and continuance of heat to which they were exposed, and from the circumstance of the bodies at the present day being generally burnt singly on separate pyres. . . . The greater weight, density, and higher state of vitrification of the scoriaceous ashes of the mounds may be accounted for by the greater intensity of heat under pressure to which they were subject. For if we are disposed to admit that there are gleanings of truth in the tradition of the Hindus, that these ashes are really animal remains, or if, after a more minute analysis than I have the means of rendering, they prove to be what they certainly most resemble, it is apparent from the density exhibited in the section of the mound opened, the large size of the masses of the scoriae, and their state of vitrification, that they must have been the result of one, or perhaps two, enormous and long-continued fires. It is quite certain that they cannot be the ashes of individual funeral pyres collected into heaps . . . . and it may be added that the mounds are almost always found in sequestered spots at a distance from any town."

The writer then points out that though in the case of both calcined human remains and of burnt limestone there exists free lime which, having attracted carbonic acid from atmospheric exposure, would effervesce slightly when treated with acids, a state of things observed during the examination of the contents of these ancient mounds, a careful analysis of the scoriae by a gentleman in Manchester resulted in the discovery of phosphoric acid with lime in them—"a fact which leaves but little doubt of their animal origin."

Such was Lieut. Newbold's decided opinion in the year 1843. Fifty-five years later, viz. in the current year, I handed over some specimens obtained from these same mounds, and brought by myself to England, to Mr. W. W. Watts, of the Geological Society, at the Museum in Jermyn Street, London, asking him whether modern examination
would confirm or disprove the notion that the mounds were the remains of enormous pyres, on which in fierce heat were consumed the bodies of either human beings or animals. Mr. Watts has kindly given me the following written opinion:

"These specimens are certainly not volcanic slags, nor are they derived from any process of ore-smelting. They do not appear, either, to be such slags as result from lime-burning, glass- or brick-making.

"The large specimen from Nimbāpuram consists of a glassy slag, which has caught up while melted numerous bits of grit of various sorts, chiefly felspar and quartz. As Lieut. Newbold points out, this is the surface dust resulting from decomposition of the rocks on which the mounds are situated. Fragments of bone are to be seen in this slag.

"The smaller specimen from Būdigunta consists of a mixture of slag with ashy matter which is probably the result of burning fuel. The light-coloured slag is deeply coloured at contact with the dark ash. The microscopic aspect of the slag is similar to that of the larger specimen, but the cavities contain, in greater abundance, numerous minute bundles of crystals, almost certainly carbonate of lime, which have been deposited in them since the slag cooled down. These account for the effervescence of the slag with acid, and have been produced by the action of carbonic acid on the lime salts in the slag.

"The specimens from the Peacock Hills near Bellary seem to be practically the same as in the Būdigunta specimen. The dark colour of the ash disappears in heating, and is evidently the relic of the carbonaceous matter of the fuel still left in the ash.

"Mr. E. T. Newton has examined the bones in this box, and finds that while one specimen is undoubtedly human, two are certainly not human, and the rest are indeterminate."

1 One of my specimens was from Būdigunta, the larger from Nimbāpuram.
We may then assume with a fair amount of certainty that these great mounds are the remains of enormous pyres on which were burnt the bodies of animals or human beings, or both.

But why? And when? Let us consider the latter first. I do not think it necessary to assume that the remains must belong to the prehistoric races. They seem to indicate the destruction by burning of animal substances, possibly bodies of human beings, alive or dead. Mr. Newbold pointed out two ways in which the ancient races may have caused these mounds. First, there is mention in a Hindu work, the *Parasu Rāma Vijaya*, of women consuming themselves *en masse* on the same pyre with the bodies of their husbands slain in battle; and in an old Tamil record the women of a whole aboriginal tribe are represented as causing a great pile of fire to be kindled, into which they leaped, and died execrating their enemies, the Hindus, who, by treachery, had succeeded in slaughtering every male of their clan. Secondly, what more probable, he says, than that the mounds are made of the ashes of the slain, burnt collectively after some battle—monuments perhaps of the bloody struggles that took place between the early Brahmanical settlers and the savage aborigines?

Or they might, he thinks, even be, as held by the Hindus themselves, the remains of great sacrificial holocausts performed by the Rishis of old, since the annals of the country abound in allusions to both bestial and human sacrifices on a fearful scale of magnitude, made for the attainment of supernatural power, for the discovery of hidden treasure, in propitiation of malign spirits, or to deities presiding over agriculture and commerce.

But must we go so far back in history? Surely the fact that they are found in a country where most undoubtedly the races that used neolithic weapons resided, need not be accepted as conclusively establishing that the neolithic races were the creators of these mounds. For neolithic remains are found all over the district, and the discovery of a celt here and there amongst the débris would not
sufficiently support such a theory. I think it suffices to come down to much more modern times, and though the notion of vast human and animal sacrifices carried out by the ancient races may possess a charm to the antiquarian mind we must be careful to guard against a too hasty acceptance of it.

I ask, then, is it or is it not possible that these mounds may be only from three to five hundred years old? If so, they may have been caused in one or other of the following ways:

For the first. This country was the scene of fearful carnage and wholesale massacres during the wars between the Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan and the Hindu kings of Vijayanagar. There were bloody battles in the plains and vengeful slaughters of citizens after the capture of fortresses. At Adoni, forty miles north-north-east of the Peacock Hills, Muhammad Shah Bahmani, at the sack of that town, slew 70,000 Hindus. Outside Vijayanagar the Muhammadan confederation massacred all the inhabitants in the suburbs, and after the fall of the great city their excesses knew no bounds. Is it not possible that on the sites where so many thousands of dead lay in the burning sun the Muhammadan commanders may have collected the remains and consumed them in vast pyres to prevent pestilence amongst their troops? The situations of the mounds certainly do not militate against this theory—rather the reverse. Witness the mound at Būdigunta, on the ridge of the pass described above, the very place where terrific hand-to-hand fighting may be conceived to have taken place in the attack and defence of one of the principal approaches to the Hindu capital.

Or if this is too commonplace an explanation, I will offer one more romantic, which might at least account for the enormous mound amongst the rocky hills at Nimbāpur on the river outside Vijayanagar. The Hindu dynasty that ruled, at that place, over all Southern India for two centuries was founded about the year 1336 A.D. In 1442 the capital was visited by 'Abdur Razzāk, ambassador from
Persia, and we have in his *Matla'us-Sa'dain*¹ a glowing description of the magnificence of the sovereign, amongst whose cherished possessions was a seraglio of 700 ladies—princesses and others.

About the same time, or perhaps a little earlier, Nicolo Conti, an Italian traveller, went to Vijayyanagar, and from his rather short account of the place I extract the following passage²:—"The inhabitants of this region marry as many wives as they please, who are burnt with their dead husbands. Their king is more powerful than all the other kings of India. He takes to himself twelve thousand wives, of whom four thousand follow him on foot wherever he may go, and are employed solely in the service of the kitchen. A like number, more handsomely equipped, ride on horseback. The remainder are carried by men in litters, of whom two thousand or three thousand are selected as his wives on condition that at his death they should voluntarily burn themselves with him, which is considered to be a great honour for them."

In A.D. 1514 Duarte Barbosa visited Vijayanagar,³ and he notes this custom of sati, stating that the women of the city were burnt with their deceased husbands "in an open space outside the city, where there is a great fire." This description entirely coincides with the situation of the Nimbāpur mound. He goes on to say:—"When the king dies four or five hundred women burn themselves with him in the same manner, and they throw themselves suddenly into the pit and fire where they burn the body of the king; for the pit and fire are very large, and a great quantity can be burned in it . . . . and many men, confidants of the king, burn themselves with him."

The next authority is the traveller Caesar Frederic,⁴ who, relating his adventures at Vijayyanagar in 1567 A.D., describes the ceremonies attendant on a widow becoming

---

¹ *Matla'us-Sa'dain* (Sir Henry Elliot's *History of India*, vol. iv, pp. 95-126).
⁴ *Id.*, vol. ii, p. 547.
sati on her husband's death, and the processions about the streets, and then writes (I discard the old form of spelling):—"Then they go out of the city, and going along the river's side called Nigondin, which runneth under the walls of the city, until they come unto a place where they use to make this burning of women . . . . and when there dieth any great man his wife with all his [female] slaves . . . . burn themselves together with him."

Here, again, the description aptly coincides with the situation of the Nimbāpur cinder-mound. So that it may, after all, be merely the funeral pyre where for two centuries successive holocausts of large numbers of living women took place, hundreds being burnt at one time at the death of every sovereign, while large numbers were similarly destroyed day by day—the wives of citizens, chiefs, and princes, residents in this very extensive and populous city.

I offer this suggestion as a not unreasonable explanation of what must otherwise seemingly remain inexplicable.

In opposition to this theory must be specially noted the annular shape of one of the Peacock Hill mounds. In this one case it is certainly difficult to conceive that it could have been caused in the manner suggested; and the problem as to its origin must be considered as yet unsolved. Mr. Hubert Knox, of the Civil Service, who made a very careful examination of it, has kindly favoured me with his original notes, as well as with a letter written to him on the subject by Mr. R. Bruce Foote, of the Geological Survey of India. Mr. Foote knew the place well, and his opinion is therefore of much value. Both these gentlemen believe the mound to be prehistoric, and to have been made by the tribes to whom must be credited the stores of neolithic axe-heads, crushers, and other implements found in abundance amongst the boulders on the hill above. Parallel with the axis of the hill runs a large trap dyke, and it is of this hard and durable material that the weapons were made. This dyke, indeed, is almost certainly the cause of there having been a settlement here of the tribes
that lived in neolithic days, a settlement of the existence of which there is abundant evidence. Commanding an extensive view over the surrounding country, raised above the main forest below, and therefore exposed to pleasant breezes, this range of hills, with its ample store of material for the manufacture of weapons and implements of all sorts, its broken masses of cliffs and boulders, amongst which the inhabitants could always find shade when the day was hot, and protection when the weather was inclement, would form an ideal habitation for the tribes of those days. And that it did so is plain. For not only are there found amongst the crevices remains of neolithic stone implements in abundance, but on the rock faces themselves are the hollows made by the manufacturers in the act of polishing, while on the boulders above are a number of graffiti, many of which are beyond doubt of great antiquity.¹

I shall not attempt to discuss the latter in the present paper, but merely note in passing that the presence, amongst the representations here given, of animals most commonly found amongst forests has tended to strengthen my belief that in former days the jungle covered this country to a far greater extent than is now the case. The animals to which I allude are elephants, bears, monkeys, deer or elk with branching horns, and peafowl.

In the plain close under this hill to the east are two large cinder-mounds. One is solid and lofty, and may have been formed in the manner I have ventured to suggest. The other, however, is different. It consists of a circular ring formed by a mound about five feet high, with the centre of the ring scarcely raised above the level of the plain surrounding it. The ring measures about thirty yards across its diameter. Mr. Knox notes that he and Mr. Fawcett cut a trench across the enclosed space. "We found that the whole of the inside consists of ashes which

¹ Mr. F. Fawcett read a paper about these before the Ninth Congress of Orientalists in London.
lay on the earth about the level of the field outside. Our
trench was carried up to the hard bank which encloses
the mound. This bank had a nearly perpendicular section
inside, and a sloping section outside . . . specimens
of the cinders were submitted to Mr. R. B. Foote . . .
we found bones and pottery among the ashes, but not
a single worked stone. Mr. Fawcett took the bones which
seem determinable to England. They have been identified
as chiefly those of rodents."

This last statement must certainly be traversed by an
inspection of some of the bones now shown, which are too
large to have belonged to any known rodent; while I am
fortified by the opinion of experts in the Geological Museum
in Jermyn Street. Mr. E. T. Newton, as already stated,
declared one of the bones to be certainly human. Possibly
for "rodent" we should read "ruminant."

Mr. Bruce Foote's opinion on the specimens is important.
He writes, under date August 1, 1891—"I have examined
the contents of the box carefully. The specimens without
exception are slag or ash—not a trace of tufa. The ash
shows in many cases traces of vegetable matter in a rather
commingled state, such as you see it in buffalo's dung.
Some of the ash is still full of carbonaceous matter, evidently
from imperfect combustion. I am more than ever inclined
to think the wider heaps due to the combustion of great
heaps of cattle manure and straw." He then refers to
a custom he had heard of as existing in South Africa, where
some tribes pile up their cattle manure in banks inside their
thorn zaribas. "Such accumulations of manure when dry
would have been very liable to take fire, and would have
smouldered away slowly if very tightly pressed down, or
burned fast where loosely packed. When clayey sand or
felspathic sand was mixed with the dung, and the heat
fierce enough, it would inevitably form a slaggy cinder,
but where pure the soft ash would be produced . . . .
One bone must have been scraped with a moderately sharp
implement, and looks as if it were to have been carved into
some definite object . . . . The total absence of stone
implements in the excavated part is a puzzling fact, for I certainly found celts, mealing-stones, and corn-crushers, in some quantity, in the Sanavasapur camp, together with pottery in considerable variety." One piece of pottery was found in this Kapgal (Peacock Hill) circle, and is now exhibited.

Mr. Foote sums up his views on the several mounds in the Bellary district thus:—"The zariba cattle-manure theory will only hold good for such cinder-mounds as are really camps. Some of the others, such as Budikanama, Nimbâpur, and Sugur, appear to have been really funeral pyres. Gadiganûr, Kanchagar-Bellagal, and the Kapgal mounds I am doubtful about; but Sanavasapur, Lingadîhalli, and Halakandi I incline to regard as genuine zariba camps. The smaller cinder-mounds at Sangankal, Kuriguppa, and Kâkaballa I regard as great feasting-places; the number of mealing-stones, corn-crushers, and pounders they shewed, together with the lot of bones chiefly of oxen, makes this idea quite probable."

According to this authority, therefore, the Bellary cinder-mounds would be divided into three classes, excluding three of them which are doubtful.

1. Large feasting-places, three.
2. Gigantic funeral pyres, three.
3. Zariba camps, three.

With regard to No. 2, Mr. Foote's opinion is in accord with mine.

As to No. 3, I regret that I do not know their size. The Kapgal mound is classed by Mr. Foote as "doubtful," and it certainly seems to me impossible for a zariba camp to be so extremely small in area—only thirty yards, ninety feet, across. In a true zariba the defenders must have room to wield their weapons—to hurl their spears, to whirl their slings—and if we allow a space of only ten feet all round the inner circumference for this purpose, we are reduced to a circle of seventy feet diameter for all the cattle, women
and children, old men, and non-combatants: this would seem to be far too small for the purpose.

In conclusion, then, and to sum up, the situation, so far as I am personally concerned, is as follows. We have a large number of cinder-mounds in the Bellary district. Some of them are probably of the neolithic age. Are they all so?

A. Three appear to have been enormous funeral pyres. I suggest that these may possibly owe their origin to incineration of living human beings, dead soldiers, and animals slaughtered in battle, possibly of so recent a date as the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries A.D.

B. The rest may be of neolithic age, but some may perhaps be more modern. Of these we have Mr. Bruce Foote's classification.

(a) Large feasting-places (three). I confess to a doubt as to whether they may not be smaller examples of Class A. One of the Kapgal mounds, viz. that which is solid and lofty, I have seen, and think its shape and size incompatible with the idea of its being the remains of anything connected with mere feasting.

(b) Zariba camps (three). I have not seen any of those mentioned and can form no opinion. But unless they are much larger than the annular Kapgal mound I cannot subscribe to the theory.

(c) Doubtful (three). Amongst these Mr. Foote places the annular Kapgal mound.

The origin of this last remains at present, to my mind, an unsolved problem.
Additional Notes.

(p. 9) That the dead were sometimes collected and burned after battles, can be proved by contemporary Portuguese chronicles.

(pp. 10, 11) Purchas, about 1616, confirms these accounts of wholesale burning of numbers of women, and, like Caesar Frederic, describes them as "passing by the river's side to the burning-place," a description which tallies with the situation of the Nimbāpur mound.

(p. 11) Mr. Knox has written to say that he now accepts the author's views.

To account for the present small size of some of the pyres, in face of the suggestion that they may have originated in the burning of thousands of dead bodies after a battle, I offer the following explanation:—The agriculturists of the neighbourhood would use the remains for manuring their fields. Year by year the heaps would grow less and less, the ryots digging into them from the outside, while the wind blew the ashes and lighter materials from the surface. But year by year also the untouched centre would become more and more indurated. The nett result would be the perpetual exposure of a hardened core, left in position because it was valueless, and growing harder by exposure and pressure. The greater size of the mass at Nimbāpuram may be explained by the fact that it lies in a narrow valley between rocky hills, with a very limited amount of cultivation surrounding it.

Lastly, I would mention that the topographical position of the known cinder-mounds lends colour to the theory that they may be the remains of extensive incinerations of bodies of men slain in battle; since, while neolithic remains of the ancient races are met with all over the district, these mounds are only met with on the direct approaches to the great Hindu capital at Vijayanagar—the main lines of attack.

This manuscript, which is now in my possession, has unfortunately lost a number of pages at the beginning. Neither title nor author's name occurs in the text, but inside the cover an old Oriental penman has left the following inscription:

حافظ الصميم مواليفها إمام فخر رازى نور الله مرتدة

"The Preservation of Health, composed by Imâm Fakhru' ðdin Râzî—may God make bright his tomb!"
The colophon is:

تَفَصِّلَ هَذِهِ الْكِتَابَ بِعَونِ مَلِكِ الْوَكَابِ

على يد العباد المشتهر بفيض الهُمَاذُ الامنِی، في شهر

سَنَةَ ثُلُّثٍ وَثَمَانِينِ وَثَمَانِمَايِدِ فِي قُسْطَنْطِيَّةَ. Ḥâji Khalîfa

(under حفظ الصميم) ascribes to Hippocrates a work with this title, addressed to King Antiochus, but does not mention the translator nor the language into which it was rendered. Wenrich refers to three copies of a Latin version at Paris.1 There is nothing to show that this MS. is a translation from the Greek. On the contrary, it has every appearance of being an original work. While positive evidence as to its authorship is wanting, the ascription to Fakhru' ðdin Râzî is at least probable. The style is archaic, and quite in harmony with other works of the period. Some Arabic constructions occur, e.g., مَالِدُ مَلِيدَ نَرِم. The orthography is fluctuating: we find اسميد، سفيد، and اسميد in the course of a few pages. The authorities mentioned are Hippocrates, Galen,
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Dioscorides, Khwāja Abū 'Ali (Avicenna)—whose قانون is quoted, Ibn Mandavaiah of Iṣfahān, Muḥammad Zakariyyā, and a certain Seyyid or Imām Ismā'īl. Ibn Mandavaiah is placed by Wüstenfeld in the middle of the fifth century of the Hijra.¹ Muḥammad Zakariyyā seems to be the famous Rhazes (Abū Bekr Muḥammad ibn Zakariyyā al-Rāzī), who died in 311 A.H. or 320 A.H. I cannot identify Seyyid Ismā'īl; he may perhaps be Al-sharīf Shara'tu' ddīn Ismā'īl (Wüstenfeld, No. 23, p. 138). If we leave him out of account, Ibn Mandavaiah, who flourished more than a hundred years before Fakhru' ddīn Rāzī, is the latest authority mentioned.

This MS. contains a number of words which I have not found in the dictionaries:


(9. 3). The author is partial to this form, e.g.:
کونگلی، کشادگی، سوختگی، دمیدگی.

(143. 7), used as a noun = conserve:
پروردگر: او با گرمه حفظاً زیادت کند, "a conserve of it (ginger) and honey strengthens the memory."

(106. 2). تابگی is bread baked in a. For the form, cf. مزغ خانگی.

(151. 14). Causal of دهان را بدمانند: دمیدن, 'makes the mouth swell.'

(185. 6, 9). The meaning appears to be 'in equal proportions,' e.g.:
بخش کوب و بخش خرفه راستاراست : شرینی یکدم با آبی عدس خته.

(147. 10), but زردالو گویند (10) زردالا, may be an error of the scribe for زردالو گویند.
1 The ingredients of this confection are enumerated in the "Bahru 'ljawāhir" by Muḥammad ibn Yūsuf, the physician of Herāt, p. 146 of the edition published at Calcutta in 1830.

2 In the "Bahru 'ljawāhir," p. 272, we find "مطاطنج ،" but the form is marked as doubtful.
P. 2.  آسانا فصل خنذران خشکی بر طبع او غالب است اهل (three causes why autumn is intemperate).

Here one or more pages are missing.

P. 3.  عود گریم و خشکست بدرجة سیون در وی قببی است و اسطالی که از بریده پاتری دارد و همه احشارا قوت دهد لخ (the properties of aloes-wood, ambergris, sandal-wood, and ladanum).

P. 4.  فصل ششم در استرغمها (Section 6, on flowers). The following are mentioned and their properties described: سوسی سهید، نمام، نسرین، نرگس، نیلوفر، برفه، ایرس (also called سوسی آسمان گون).

P. 7.  مقالة چهارم در مشروبات (Fourth Discourse, on potables). These are of three kinds: water, intoxicating drink, other beverages; accordingly, this مقاله falls into three parts.

P. 8.  فصل اول در شرح صفات آبها (Part I, in explanation of the properties of waters). This Part is divided into nine sections.

P. 10.  فصل دوم در اقسام آبها (Section 2, on the different kinds of waters). There are two kinds: (a) water containing no foreign substances, (b) water containing such. Eight signs of pure and sweet water.
P. 13. (Section 4, on the different sorts of water). There are two sorts: (a) water which falls from the air, (b) water which proceeds from the earth. (a) is superior to (b), (1) because it is free from contamination, (2) because the falling raindrops move rapidly, and motion is a cause of heat, and heat is a cause of purity.

P. 14. why rain in winter is better and purer than rain in summer. Four reasons.

P. 16. why rain accompanied with thunder and lightning is purer.

why rain-water, though it is purer than any other, quickly becomes putrid.

(b) Water which proceeds from the earth: (1) running water, (2) standing water. Running water proceeds (a) from fountains, (b) from melted snow or ice. Six reasons why (a) is superior to (b). There are three kinds of standing water: (a) well-water, (b) water bubbling up from the ground (زد آب), (c) water in woods or reedy places.

P. 24. (Section 5, on drinking water in large quantities). Three great evils arise from water-drinking.

P. 27. (Section 6, on the evil effects of cold water). It is not allowed in six cases: (a) when fasting, (b) immediately after eating, for four reasons, (c) after sexual intercourse or violent exercise, (d) when one is thirsty at night, unless the thirst is caused by drinking wine to excess or eating bitter and peppery food, (e) after hot food, (f) when one is wet or hot.

1 Section 3 is omitted in the MS.
P. 33. (Section 7, on waters cooled by ice and snow).

فصل هشتم در آبهای سرم کرده به لحم و برف (Section 8, on waters which have suffered change). These are three kinds: (a) water heated by fire. (b) water heated by the sun in pools. It is extremely deleterious, for three reasons. (c) mineral waters. The author enumerates various maladies which these produce, along with remedies for them.

P. 39. (Section 9, on food made with brackish water).

فصل نهم اندرون طعام‌های آب شور (Part II, on wine).

فصل اول در منافع شراب (Section 1, on the advantages of wine). Though wine is forbidden by law, the physician must be acquainted with its good and bad properties. Two benefits are derived from drinking it, (a) it purifies the spirit, (b) it strengthens the body.

فصل دوم در بیان آنکه چرا شراب انگوری از همه شراب‌ها بهتر است (Section 2, explaining why the wine of the grape is superior to all other beverages). Four reasons are given.

فصل سوم در بیان منفعتی شراب (Section 3, explaining the evil effects of wine).

فصل چهارم در بیان آنکه شراب موافقی طبیعی کیست (Section 4, explaining what persons have constitutions suited to wine).
(1) Why drinking wine produces drunkenness.

(2) Why, when a man is engaged in drinking, his high spirits increase, whereas he ends by making a row (عیده کند).

(3) Why a drunken man imagines that everything is turning round.

(4) Why a man squints in the last stage of drunkenness.

(5) Why, although the nature of wine is hot, drunken men are more sensitive to cold.

(6) Why habitual wine-drinkers have fewer children.

(7) Why those who drink their wine neat suffer less from dizziness of sight and vertigo, while those who mix it with water are liable to these maladies.

(8) Why, seeing that cold is the cause of tremors, and wine is hot and moist, those who drink much wine suffer from tremors.

(9) Why, since the nature both of children and of young men is hot and corresponding to the nature of wine, children should not drink it, while young men should.
(10) Why some men cannot have sexual intercourse when they are drunk.

(11) Why some men, if they drink with small cups, get drunk quickly, whereas if they drink with large cups, they do not get drunk at all, while others again experience the contrary.

(12) Why negroes (زنجبار) desire more than other men to drink wine.

(13) Why persons accustomed to sour wine, if they happen to drink sweet-flavoured wine at a party (در میانه دور), are slow in getting drunk.

(14) Why those who live on oily food are slow in getting drunk.

(15) Why those who take little exercise are slow in getting drunk, while those who take much exercise get drunk quickly.

(16) Why some men, when they drink wine, are more than usually grave and dignified, while others are more than usually light-headed and ill-mannered.

(17) Why crapula (خمار) is worse than drunkenness.

(18) Why sometimes when men drink wine it produces nausea, while at other times men suffering from nausea are cured by drinking wine.

(19) Why, when a man drinks much wine, it produces constipation (امساك), but if he drinks moderately, it has a laxative effect.

(20) Why some drunken men sleep a great deal, while others sleep little, and, if they once wake, keep awake all night.
(Section 8, on the nature of wine).

(Section 9, on the stages of drunkenness): (1) It relieves a man from care, and makes him bolder, and brings a fresh colour to his face. All the benefits of wine, which have been enumerated, belong to this stage. (2) It disorders the bodily and mental faculties, so that a man begins to dance and sing, and to sport with his inferiors, and to annoy those present. (3) It deprives a man of reason, and reduces him to the lowest degradation. The consequences are epilepsy, apoplexy, hemiplegia, facial paralysis, and sudden death. Hippocrates allows this kind of drunkenness once a month.

(Section 10, on the causes of getting drunk quickly). Four causes are mentioned.

(Section 11, explaining when wine should be drunk). It should not be drunk on an empty stomach, but is beneficial to those who have a ‘cold’ stomach. Five signs of a ‘cold’ stomach.

(Section 12, explaining what a man should eat that he may drink heartily and be slow in getting drunk).

(Section 13, on some results of drinking wine). When a man becomes a slave to the pleasures of wine, he neglects all worldly and religious affairs. The author
gives three prescriptions calculated to render wine distasteful. Several things which take the smell of wine out of the mouth are mentioned.

P. 83. (Section 14, on the different kinds of wine). Wine has seven distinguishing characteristics: (1) colour, (2) taste, (3) smell, (4) consistency, (5) place where it was grown, (6) rawness or ripeness, (7) newness or oldness. Further subdivisions are enumerated under each of these heads. Finally, the author mentions (8) raisin-wine (شراب موزی), and wines made from rice and millet.

P. 91. (Part III, on the various sorts of beverages employed in health and disease). Sweet sherbet (جلاب شکر), oxymel (سکنله), and fuqqā' are mentioned, and the merits of each discussed.

P. 95. (Section 15, on remedies for symptoms which show themselves in the drinking of wine).

P. 99. (Section 16, on the cure of crapula).

P. 103. (Fifth Discourse, on the regulation of victuals).

(Part I, on the natures of simples). Of all grain, wheat is the most suitable for man. There are two kinds of bread, (a) bread made from fine flour (ناری میده), (b) bread made from dry
flour. Bread may be divided into four classes according to the way in which it is compounded: (a) unleavened bread, (b) bread baked in earth, (c) bread baked in an iron pan, (d) bread baked in ashes. Finally, the author adds (e) barley bread.

The following simples are also mentioned: beans, pulse, millet, kidney-beans, French beans, sesame, rice.

P. 108. Fasl al-Dawār dar- 우리나라 (Section 2, on flesh-meats). The following are mentioned: mutton, goat’s flesh, beef, veal, camel’s flesh, horse-flesh, venison, kid’s flesh, fish, hare’s flesh, flesh of the wild ass, flesh of the mountain-ox, flesh of the mountain-goat and mountain-sheep, flesh of the domestic fowl, flesh of the duck and goose, flesh of the crane, flesh of the young pigeon, flesh of the pigeon, dove, and wild pigeon, flesh of the sparrow, flesh of the quail, snipe, partridge, and pheasant, flesh of the kațū, salt meat.

P. 116. Fasl al-Samāw dar-Sharh Aghani Hiyawānāt (Section 3, on the parts of different animals). The following are...
mentioned: سر برده، سر پزشیه، سرآهوی، سر پریان گوسفند: دل، گرده سرپز، جلگر، روده، اشکته، پاچه، چشم، مغز خایه مرغ، سیاه، خانه و خاکیه تذرو، بهبه و مغز، مش و دراز.

P. 120. (Section 4, on the nature of spoon-meats). This includes: سکباج، تربپنابه، جغرات ابا and شورای، اسیدباج، نیشکاک، ابا and دیگ ابا، ناراکا، غورا، زیراکا، تربپنابه، تاق، دیگ ابا، آلویا، تکنکاک، و قلیه گون، قلیه سرکه and کباب، گوشت، کشمش، زیبی، مطاطیه کباب، پریان، هوست، عدس.

P. 127. (Section 5, treating of the condiments made with vinegar, etc.). The following are enumerated: شلغم بسرکه، خیار بسرکه، سیر بسرکه، بیان بسرکه، کبر بسرکه نوایه، آبکانه، باده شیت بسرکه.

P. 129. (Section 6, on milk, and things made from it). This section treats of روغن گاو، پلن، پنیر، ترف، جغرات، دوغ، بیان کوسفند، مسکه.

P. 134. (Section 7, on moist substances). The author mentions کوبی، کشیز، گندنا، کرفس، کاسی، بادروج، شیست، خرفه، سداب، کیکیز، طرفون، نعنع.

1. Perhaps we should read تربپنابه.
Section 8, on herbs.

Teb, ser, piroj, konb, solum, and are mentioned.

Section 9, on pot-herbs.

This includes qunfl, bavel, darchin, moutar, kowia, zib, nemk, temam, sedan, serke, zefuran, zembil, and nezor.

Section 10, on moist fruits.

The following are mentioned: zerdaw, album, ghoor, angor, suq, pest, alow, shafir, shifataw, kherroz, towit, shiries, narj, shiries, ambi, anbour, simeque, tarnj, enabat, tadgian, kdeo, enrode, hatma, kherrz, and
drum.

Section 11, on dry fruits.

The following are mentioned: koem, narj, nest, bast, bades, ter, bades, shiries, jowz, and kesh.

Section 12, on sweet things.

This deals with lubuina, haloa, palwe, yasin, ussul, shkar, and tatayn.

Section 13, on oils.

Those mentioned are rubini, bades, roghi, zumta, roghi, jowz, roghi, sante, and roghi, kachd. The Section concludes with a recipe for cleansing oil (tadbir shusti roghi).
P. 160. (Part II, on the manner of eating food).

فصل أول در حقیقت غذا (Section 1, on the true nature of food). Four kinds; (a) Things which act upon the body but are not acted upon by it. These are deadly poison. (b) Things which act upon the body but are themselves gradually acted upon by it and decomposed. (c) A repetition of (b). This sort of food is called by physicians غذایی دوایی. (d) Things which produce no peculiar effect on the body, but are decomposed by it. These are called غذایی مطلق.

P. 162. (Section 2, explaining how food should be eaten). Food should be taken thrice in two days: at morning and evening on the first day, and on the second day at the time of noonday prayers. Finally the author describes the effects of dry food, oily food, bitter food, and flesh.

P. 169. (Sixth Discourse).

فصل أول در استفزاغ مبادرت کردن (Part I, on sexual intercourse). This part falls into twenty sections, which need not be given in detail.

P. 221. (Part II, on going to the bath).

فصل أول در استفزاغها و در کرمانه کردن. (Section 1, on the need of motion and exercise for healthy persons). Two kinds of exercise: (a) of the whole body, e.g. walking, (b) of a single limb.
P. 227. (Section 2, on the time for exercise).

P. 229. (Section 3, on the limits of moderate exercise).

P. 233. (Section 4, on partial exercise). Various exercises suitable to the foot, the hand, the tongue and throat, the chest, and the eye are specified.

P. 235. (Eighth Discourse, on the regulation of sleep and waking). After discussing the nature of sleep the author enumerates—(1) the benefits of sleep: (a) it gives rest to the faculties, (b) it aids digestion, (c) the vital warmth is collected and strengthens the body, (d) the body is supplied with moisture. The injurious effects of sleep in certain cases are next described, and the author goes on to explain (2) the proper way to sleep. The sleeper should lie for an hour on his right side and then turn to his left side. Sleeping face downwards is an aid to digestion, while sleeping on the back rests the body better than any other posture.

In conclusion, I transcribe two passages which will afford a fair specimen of the author's style:

P. 92. ¹ See Dozy, "Supplément," sub voc.
بختیاری نخل‌های خام دلمه باشد سید اسامی‌الله
عليه میل‌وی یک آگرکسی از فقع نشکیده سه مسی‌در آب کنند
و یک مسیشر یا آب آبی ترش با وی بیامیزند بدان اندازه که
آورزو باشد آگر خواهند که میل بشیرینی دارد ترشی کنند
و آگر خواهند که میل بترشی دارد کمتر کنند بشیرینی را و آنچه میل
بترشی دارد سداب و بودن و طرخون و انگکی سنبل و انگکی نمک
خوش کند و آنچه میل بشیرینی دارد بدارجی‌نی ون و ترنفل
و زنجبل والندکی شکر خوش کنند از هر یکی جندانه به فقع
غلبه نکند و بوری ومصّره دهد که خوش آیپ و از جهت مرطوب
شیرین صواب ترو بچایی شکر انگلاً بهتر و خداوند معدد تعیینرا
سنبل و خیر با زیادت کند و آخر وردی محرور خواهد که بدبیس
فقع طبیع نرم کند بچایی شکر ترچبین کند و بچایی نارداننک آب
زرادالعلج خواهد ابوعل میل‌ورد که پرهبز باید کرد از ارکه فقع
بعد از شراب خورند یا شراب بعد از فقع زیراگه چون شرباب با
فقع آیخته شود فقع باندروی اتفا برسان و سخت مزمّتها حاصل
شور و چون فقع خورده شود و اثر ضرر او ظاهر شود برسر آن جز
مغنی‌جوز و مغنی‌بادام نباید خورین تا خربزی این مغنّها با فقع
آیخته شود و خلیف مکری و درکری راه کسدر نباید و انگشتی جند
انگلین بلیست و روست کاو و معموری زروعونی تریبی فقع است
Translation.

Fuqqā': Most physicians have spoken of fuqqā' in terms of strong depreciation, except Ibn Mandavaïh of Iṣfahān, who uses milder language. In fact, being what it is, it is impure and does not admit of safe digestion, as it produces raw phlegmatic humours. Seyyid Ismā'īl (God have mercy on him!) says that if a person cannot abstain from fuqqā', three māns of raisins should be put in water along with a man of sugar. When the sugar melts, the mixture should be boiled and strained, and pomegranate juice, or sour apple juice, or sour quince juice added in the desired quantity. If a mixture inclining to sweetness is preferred, the sour ingredients must be diminished, and vice versa. In the latter case rue, mint, tarragon, a little spikenard, and a little salt are excellent; in the former, cinnamon, aloes, cloves, ginger, and a little sugar, as much of each as, without drowning the fuqqā', will give it fragrance and flavour and make it palatable. The sweet mixture is more proper for those who have a moist constitution, but honey, instead of sugar, is better. A person whose stomach is weak must add a larger quantity of spikenard and cardamom. If his constitution is hot and he wishes to relax it by means of this fuqqā', he must put in hydromel instead of sugar, and apricot juice instead of pomegranate. Remedy: Khwāja Abū 'Alī says that care must be taken not to drink fuqqā' after wine or wine after fuqqā', because, when wine is mixed with fuqqā', it conveys the fuqqā' to the interior of the system, and grave mischiefs ensue. If fuqqā' is drunk and injurious effects show themselves, nothing should be taken on the top of it except peeled walnuts and bleached almonds, that the oil of these, mingling with the fuqqā', may thicken it and hinder it from penetrating the veins. The patient should dip his fingers in honey and lick them several times. Ghee and an electuary of zar'ūni are antidotes to fuqqā'.

فصل سیم در اندارهٔ ریاضت معتدل هرگاه که رنگ رنگ بی‌سرمی شود ودم زدن بر حال خوشبند باشد هنوز وقت ریاضت است و اصل برگز در ریاضت آنست که هنوز زلزل ریاضت می‌تریشد آگه زلزل کسرم و خشک بود از حکم ریاضت باز ایستاد و اگر مروطبست و صریح غلبه دارد بدنی حکم دوید رسانیدن و نیز انفروتبر و حرکت ریاضت اول آسیه‌ی باید کردن آنگاه بندیدید حركت سخت‌تری کند تا بگذره رسد که قوه ریاضت کنده بیش از آن نتوانست کشید بسیاری‌ی پس هم‌خوان بندیدید نرم می‌کند تا بندیدید از ریاضت باز ایستاد و بیش از ریاضت سخت‌تر دست و پیشی و پشت ریاضت کندهٔ باید مالید مالید معتدل دسته‌ای مختلف یا بخوطره درشت پس بروغتنی عذب حوره غنایهٔ بادام یا رفتهٔ کانجید نازه و عضله‌ای‌ا اورا جرب کنند و به‌هستغی‌می مالید پس بحرکت ریاضت مشغول شود و این مالیدن، حرارت عزیزی را لحظهٔ بچهماند و مسالم کشاده کند و فصل‌هارا بسم‌رور کند تا ریاضت تحلیل بژیرد و این تنی‌را باید که عضله‌ی اورا سخت باشد و مسالم اوریسته و نیز‌هی غلیظ خورده باشد اما تنشی که عضله‌ی اورا نرم باشد و خذالی غلیظ‌خورده باشد اورا بچندین مالیدن و برشت جرب کردن حاجب‌ی اورا نیست و حوره از ریاضت باز و ایستد در گرمابه‌شود و در خانه‌می‌ماند و یا آب‌نیم گرم‌چنان اکست

*The text has* حرکت.
Section 3, on the range of moderate exercise.—The time for exercise is not yet over as long as the complexion is bright and motion agreeable, the veins full, and the breathing regular. Until the constitution becomes habituated to exercise, it is a principle of great importance that, if the temperament be hot and dry, the exercise should not be too severe; if it be moist, and cold predominate, exercise may be carried to this point and even further. At first the motions should be gentle, and should gradually increase in violence till they attain a maximum which the person taking exercise cannot easily endure to pass. Similarly he should by slow degrees relax his efforts until he leaves off. Before taking exercise the arms and legs and back of the athlete should be rubbed in moderation by different hands or with a rough towel, and then with sweet oil, e.g. almond oil or fresh oil of sesame, and when his muscles are supplied and he has been gently rubbed, he should indulge in exercise. This rubbing, which helps to stir up the vital heat and
opens the pores and brings superfluities to the surface so that they admit of being expelled by exercise, is proper for a person whose muscles are hard, whose pores are close, and who has lived on coarse diet. A person whose muscles are soft and whose diet has not been coarse need not be rubbed and supplied with oil to the same extent, but when he has finished his exercise he should go to the bath, or sit in the court of the house and pour tepid water over his body to give ease to the skin. He should also be rubbed gently a second time, and while this is proceeding he should stretch his arms and legs and muscles, in order that the remaining superfluities, which the motion has dissolved, may escape at the pores and be completely expelled. It is proper to use oil in this rubbing. For one whose muscles are hard and whose diet consists of solid food a second rubbing is necessary, but a person with soft muscles who does not live on solid food, as he should not take the same exercise, may dispense with the rubbing also, and if he does require it, may be less exigent.

At the International Congress of Orientalists held in Paris in September, 1897, I had the honour of submitting to my fellow-students there assembled a scheme for the publication of a series of Persian historical and biographical texts, to be inaugurated by a critical edition of Daulatshâh's *Tadhkiratu'sh-Shu'arâ*, or "Lives of the Persian Poets." The carrying out of this scheme was made conditional on the promise of so much support as should ensure the sale (at a price less by one-third than that at which the volume would subsequently be sold to non-subscribers) of at least 200 copies. It is a matter of some disappointment to me that during the year which has elapsed since this announce-ment was made the number of subscribers has hardly reached the quarter of this modest minimum; in spite of which discouraging fact I have resolved to proceed with an undertaking of the necessity of which I am more than ever convinced. The arrangements for publication are completed: the texts will be printed by Messrs. Brill at Leyden with the Beyrout types (adapted to the Persian usage by the addition of the four supplementary letters required by that language); and Messrs. Brill and Luzac will act as joint publishers. It is hoped that the first volume of the series may be ready in time to be laid before the Congress of Orientalists which will meet at Rome next October.
§ I. The Sources of Dawlatchâh.

Dawlatchâh has not thought fit to save his readers the trouble of finding out for themselves from what sources he drew his information by including in his preface, as does the excellent author of the Târîkh-i-Guzîda, a list of the books which he used in compiling his work. Such a list, however, I have constructed for my own use. In all he makes mention of 140 books (apart from dicâns, kulliyât, and the like), but many of these are, of course, poetical works composed by the subjects of his memoirs, and not more than forty can be regarded as ‘sources.’ Of these, again, many are only referred to incidentally, while in some cases it is doubtful whether Dawlatchâh had any direct knowledge of their contents. In the following list, an asterisk is prefixed to those books of which I shall have something more to say.

(1) The Āthâru'l-bâqiya of al-Bîrunî († A.D. 1048), which Sachau has edited (Leipzig, 1878) and translated into German (Leipzig, 1878) and English (London, 1873). Once cited.

(2) The Ihya'ul-'ulûm of al-Ghazzâlî († A.D. 1111), printed at Cairo (A.H. 1278, 1282, 1306), Lucknow (A.H. 1281), etc. Once cited.


(5) The Tâju'sh-Shuyûkh, a Persian work of which Hâji Khalifa knows nothing but the title. Once cited.

(6) The Târîkh-i-Istidhârî, by which Dawlatchâh apparently means the Istidhârolumakhabar of Qâdî Ahmad Dânghâni (one of the sources of the Târîkh-i-Guzîda), another of the books mentioned by Hâji Khalifa of which he seems not to have had personal knowledge. Twice cited.
(7) A history of the Saljuq s variously cited by Dawlatshah as Tarih-i-ML-i-Saljuq, Tarih-i-Saljuq, and Tarih-i-Saljihqa, with a vagueness which renders identification impossible.

(8) The Tarih-i-Banakiti (composed A.D. 1317), an abridgement of Rashedu'd-Din's great history, common enough in manuscript, but never published in its entirety. Cited five times.


(10) The Tarih-i-Rashidi, more correctly entitled the Jami'I-Tavarih, completed by the talented and unfortunate minister Rashdu'd-Din Fanlu'llah (the patron and master of Hamedu'llah Qazvini, the author of the Tarih-i-Guzida) in A.D. 1310, eight years before his execution. An edition of this most important work is, I believe, being prepared by M. Zotenber. Twice cited.

(11) The Tarih-i-Tabari. The author of the Arabic original (at length rendered accessible to Orientalists in the Leyden edition by the heroic labours of De Goeje and his collaborators) died A.D. 923; and the Persian translation, which was probably used by Dawlatshah, was made forty years later by Bulami. Once cited.


* (13) The Tarih-i-Guzida, or "Select History," of the worthy Hamedu'llah Mustawefi of Qazwin, to whom we are also indebted for the geographical work entitled Nuzhatu'l-Qalub (of which a portion has been published by the lamented M. Scherfer in the supplement to the Siyasat-nama, Paris, 1897, pp. 141-235), and the very rare metrical chronicle entitled
Dhafar-nāmā (Rieu's Suppl. to Pers. Cat., pp. 172–174). The Guzida was composed in A.D. 1330; and a perusal of it, which I have just completed, has convinced me that it is one of the best manuals of history in Persian, and has decided me to make it the second or third volume of my series of texts. It is cited by Dawlatshāh five times.

(14) The Tadhkiratul-Auliya of Faridu'd-Din 'Attār (killed A.D. 1230). Several particularly good and ancient MSS. of this important Biography of Saints exist in London, Berlin, etc., but, so far as I know, no edition. Twice cited.

*(15) The Tarjumanul-Balāghat by the poet Farrukhī († A.D. 1077–8), mentioned by Hājī Khalfā (No. 2,894), but of which, to the best of my knowledge, no copy is known to exist. Twice cited.

(16) A work once cited as Tawārikh-i-Molikshāhī with a vagueness which precludes identification.


*(19) The Chaḥār Maqāla (“Four Discourses”) of the poet Nidhānī-i-Arbūzī of Samarqand, completed about A.D. 1160. Two MSS. of this valuable work (of which the portion referring to Firdawsi, whose tomb the author visited in A.D. 1116–7, has been published and translated by Ethé in vol. xlviii of the Z.D.M.G., pp. 89–94) are in the British Museum, and it is from them, not from the lithographed edition published at Šīrāz in A.H. 1305 (see Rieu’s Pers. Suppl., pp. 244–5), that I have drawn the facts to which I shall presently refer. Cited thrice.

(20) The Haddīqus-sihr (“Gardens of Magic”), a well-known work on Rhetoric and the Poetic Art by the poet Rushdu'd-Dīn Waṭṭāf († A.D. 1182–3) lithographed in Šīrāz, A.H. 1302. It was written
(Rieu, *Pers. Suppl.*, p. 122) in order to supersede the *Tarjumānūl-Balāghat* mentioned above. Cited six times.

(21) The well-known history of *Hamza of Iṣfahān* (circa A.D. 960) partly edited by Gottwaldt (1836, 1844) and Rasmussen (1817). Once cited.

(22) The *Dhakhira-i-Khwārazmshāhī*, a medical Encyclopaedia compiled in A.D. 1136–7 by *Zaynu'd-Dīn Abū Ibrāhīm Isma'īl al-Jurjānī*.

(23) The well-known *Rauḍatu's-Safā of Mīrkhwānd* (+ A.D. 1497), a contemporary of our author. Once cited, but only in the lithographed Bombay edition.

(24) The *Siyyāsat-nāma* (also called by Dawlatshāh, as well as by the author of the *Tārīkh-i-Guzīda, Siyāsah-i-Mulūk*) of that great statesman the *Nidhāmu'l-Mulk* (assassinated in A.D. 1092); edited (Paris, 1891) and translated (1893) by the lamented M. Schefer. Another MS., of which the existence was apparently unknown to the learned editor, but which has in many obscure passages supplied me with valuable corrections and emendations, exists in the Library of King's College, Cambridge, No. 219 of the Pote collection. Once cited.

(25) A history of the Prophet, of the identity of which I am uncertain, once referred to by Dawlatshāh as *Sharafa'īn-Nābi*.

(26) The *Suwarūl-Aqālim*. Several geographical works so entitled are known, but none, I think, by *Abū Sulaymān Zakariyyā* of Kūfa, to whom Dawlatshāh ascribes its authorship. Cited five times.

(27) The *Ṭabaqāt-i-Nāsirī* of *Jūziyānī*, completed in A.D. 1260, published in part in the *Bibl. Ind.* series (Calcutta, 1864). Twice cited. Dawlatshāh also alludes twice to a *Maqāmāt-i-Nāsirī*, by which title he probably intends the same work.


(31) The Kitābuʾl-Manālik caʾl-Masālik. It is not certain whether the work of Ibn Khurdādhbih (edited, with French translation, in the Journal Asiatique for 1865 by Barbier de Meynard, and again in the Bibli. Geogr. Arab. by De Goeje), composed about a.d. 870, or one of the other similar works bearing the same title is intended. See Rieu’s Pers. Cat., vol. i, p. 423, from which it appears to me very probable that under this title Dawlatshāh really refers to Hādīh Abrū’s geography, compiled for Shāh-rukh about a.d. 1417.

(32) The Manāqibuʾsh-Shuʿarā of Abū Ṭahir al-Khāṭūnī. This work, which appears to be lost, is mentioned by Hāji Khalifa (No. 13,026), who states that it was written in Persian. The author is mentioned in ʿImādud-Dīn’s recension of al-Bundārī’s History of the Saljūqs in several places (ed. Houtsma, Leyden, 1889, pp. 89, 105–8, 110, and 113), and Arabic renderings of some of his Persian verses are given. One of his Persian verses is also cited in Asadī’s Lughat-i-Furs (ed. Horn, Berlin, 1897, p. 7, s.v. ʿadāb, and p. 23), where his nisba is given as al-Hānūṭī instead of al-Khāṭūnī. He flourished, apparently, about the end of the eleventh century. His Biographies of the Poets, therefore, is at least half a century older than the Chahār Maqāla (No. 19 supra), and a century older than al-ʿAwfī’s Lubābīlʿ- Albāb, the oldest extant Persian work of this character, of which I shall have occasion to speak presently. Its recovery, therefore, would be of the greatest
possible importance for the early history of Persian literature. Twice cited.


(34) The Naṣḥat-nâma of the Nidhâmûl-Mulk († A.D. 1092). It is evident from the single citation that the spurious work, variously known as the Waṣṣâyâ and the Nūṣâ'î, purporting to have been written by the great minister for his son Fakhrûl-Mulk, but in reality composed (see Rieu’s Pers. Cat., vol. ii, p. 446) in the fifteenth century of our era, is meant. It is responsible for the now famous legend about ‘Umar-i-Khayyâm, Hasan-i-Ṣabbâh, and the Nidhâmûl-Mulk.

(35) The Nidhâmûl-Tawârikh of al-Bayḍâwî (better known as the author of the celebrated commentary on the Qur’ân) who died about A.D. 1310. MSS. of this meagre and jejune record exist in the British Museum and elsewhere. Thrice cited.

(36) The Nafahâtûl-Uns (Lives of Ṣūfî saints) of Jâmi († A.D. 1492), who was contemporary with our author, edited by Nassau Lees (Calcutta, 1859).

(37) The Nigarîstân of Mu'înu'd-Dîn Jucaynî, a work modelled on the Gulistân of Sa'dî, and composed in A.D. 1334–5.

The above list contains, I think, the titles of all the historical, geographical, and biographical works explicitly mentioned by Dawlatshâh. Of the oldest extant Biography of Persian Poets, the Lubâbu'-Albâb of al-'Aujfî (composed about A.D. 1220) he seems to have had no knowledge, or at least he makes no mention of it; but, having regard to his references to Abû Ṭâhir al-Khatûnî's Manâqibu'sh-Shu'ûrâ (which, as we learn from Hâji Khalfa, was written in Persian), we cannot acquit him of insincerity in the claim to have opened out a new field of literary activity which he puts forward in his preface in the following words:

"Finally I retired, in grief, regret, sorrow, and distraction, into the cell of failure, and took up my abode in the corner
of seclusion; but weariness at the futility of my life overcame my spirit, when [verse] 'The unseen voice of Reason thus did cry'—

[Couplet] 'Sit not idle; o'er the paper urge the pen:
If thou can'st not, trim the reed for better men!'

"When the treasury of ideals was thus disclosed, I perceived that the Pen was the Dragon which guarded that Treasure; and, conspiring with the double-tongued Reed, I cried, 'O Key to the Coffers of Knowledge, I take counsel with thee as to what writing shall result from the labour of my fingers and thy teeth!' The Pen, in its rasping accents, answered as follows—

[Couplet] 'What was worthy of the saying, said and said again hath been;
On the fields and plains of knowledge naught remains for you to glean.'

'Devout and dispassionate divines have compiled exhaustive biographies and manuals, and have opened the doors of hagiology to all mankind. His Holiness Shaykh 'Attār (may his resting-place be rendered fragrant by the brightest of sweet flowers!) has produced his masterly Memoirs of the Saints. Learned historians have written volumes on the history and gests of mighty monarchs. So likewise in the sciences of topography and the principles of political economy accomplished scholars have strenuously exerted themselves to do what was needful, and have left of themselves worthy memorials.

[Couplet] 'All that now remains untreated, all that's still
to do on earth,
Is to write the poets' lives and strive to fix the poets' worth.'

'For men of learning, notwithstanding their skill and attainments, have not condescended to take this trouble; while other persons have not been favoured by opportunity, or, perhaps, have lacked the necessary attainments. In
short, not a creature amongst the men of letters has recorded the history, biography, and circumstances of this class. If, therefore, you can produce a worthy volume on this subject, it will assuredly be a work of utility.'

"So when I, the broken in spirit, heard from the custodian of the treasure-house of ideas these suggestions, I perceived that this quarry had indeed hitherto escaped the nets of the huntsmen of this craft, and that this door had remained shut in the faces of all seekers. Therefore I made a compilation of the notes which I had taken at odd times during my life, and of the sheaves which I had gleaned from the harvests of men of honourable repute, from accredited histories, the divāns of past masters, the poems of the ancients and moderns, miscellanies, books of anecdotes, and the like, of whatever bore reference to the history, gests, and circumstances of the great poets, who are well known by their works or their reputation and remembered throughout the climes of the world; introducing also into this my Memoir, as occasion offered, somewhat of the histories of the great kings, from the beginning of the Muḥammadan era until our own time, in whose reigns illustrious poets have flourished; and further incorporating in my book so much as I was able, according to the measure of my power and capacity, of the compositions of the most eminent writers, and of entertaining anecdotes concerning the great poets, besides sundry data for a critical knowledge of topography."

§ II. The Materials for a Literary History of Persia.

This monstrous pretension on the part of Dawlatshāh (who avowedly made use of Abū Ṭāhir al-Khātūnī’s lost Biography of Poets, as well as of the immensely interesting second section of Nīdāhāmī al-ʿArūḍī as-Samarqandī’s Four Discourses, entitled “On the nature of Verse and the Poetic Art,” and the generally brief, but original and suggestive, notices of Persian poets—about ninety in number—contained
in ch. v, § 6, of the Tārīkh-i-Guzādo) naturally caused me to consider what really were the most ancient and trustworthy sources whence a fuller knowledge of the early literary history of Persia might be derived, and whether the valuable researches of Dr. Ethé and the brilliant generalizations of the late Professor Darmesteter really represented the final limits attainable in this direction. Now Dr. Ethé's results were largely drawn from the Berlin Codex of al-'Awfī's Lubābūl-Abbāb (described at pp. 596-7 of Pertsch's Berlin Cat. of Pers. MSS.), which for a long time I believed to be unique, at any rate in Europe. This year, however, the Hand-list of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish Manuscripts in the Bibliotheca Lindesiana was privately printed; and to the extraordinary generosity of Lord Crawford of Bulcarres and the courtesy of his Librarian, Mr. Edmond, I am indebted not only for a copy of this work, but for the loan of the priceless manuscript of al-'Awfī's Lubāb, described at p. 226 of the same and numbered 308. This proves to be the identical manuscript (formerly belonging to John Bardoe Elliot, Esq., of the Suddur Court of Calcutta) described by Bland in that classical account of "the earliest Persian Biography of Poets," which was read before our Society on February 17, 1846, and is printed in Vol. IX of our Journal, pp. 111-126. The author, Nūru'd-Dīn or Jamālūd-Dīn Muḥammad 'Awfī (see, besides Bland, Sprenger and Pertsch, Rieu's Pers Cat., pp. 749-751, s.v. Jamī'ul-Hikāyāt) lived at Dīhli in the reign of İltātmīsh (A.D. 1210-1235), but had travelled in Persia, especially Khurāsān, and was very well informed. His Lubāb may fairly be regarded as the Kitābūl-Aghānī of Persia, and, as it unquestionably ought to be printed, I am now engaged in transcribing it, so that it may form the second or third volume of the Persian Text Series. It contains notices of 122 royal and noble personages who occasionally condescended to write verse, and of about 163 poets by profession, of whom thirty belong to the Tāhīrī, Ṣaffārī, and Sūmānī periods; twenty-nine to the Ghaznavī period; and fifty to the Saljūq period; while
some fifty-four are, roughly speaking, the author’s contemporaries. As to its character, Bland well observes (loc. cit., p. 114), “the biographical notices are of comparatively little value, but the merit of the work consists in its having preserved some hundreds of beautiful Casidahs, Ghazals, and other poetry nowhere else to be met with in an entire state, and without curtailment.”

Now at the beginning of the section, immediately following the Table of Contents, al-‘Awfī makes (though with better reason) the same claim that Dowlatshāh advanced 275 years later to have produced the first Biography of Persian poets. He says:—“Although this boldness and impertinence was beyond the scope of this humble personage [the author], that he should be able to render service to the Royal Library by strewing comfits [culled] from the sweetmeat-scatterers of genius, or to sprinkle the rose-water of poesy from the tavern of meditation on the sleeve-cuffs of the servants of this Dynasty, yet hath he applied himself to this task, relying on the generosity of his master. For although several works and sundry treatises on this subject have undoubtedly been written on the Classes [Ṭabaqāt] of Arabic poets (such as the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn Salām, and of Ibn Qutayba, and of Ibnul-Mu’tazz, and the Yatimatu’d-Dahr composed by Abū Manṣūr ath-Tha‘ālibi, and the Dumyatul-Qaṣr written by the Tāju’r-Ru’asā al-Ḥusayn b. ‘Alī al-Bākharzī, and the Zaynatu’z-Zunnān compiled by Shamsu’d-Dīn Muḥammad of Andakhūd), yet no work has been seen and no manual has come under observation which treats of the Classes of Persian Poets.”

From this we may infer that the Manāqibu’kh-Shuṭurā of Abū Tāhir al-Khāṭūnī was unknown to al-‘Awfī; neither does he make any mention of the Chuhār Maqāla (which, moreover, valuable as it is for the early history of the Persian poets, would hardly come under the title Ṭabaqāt) in the short notice (Bland MS., pp. 436–7) which he consecrates to Nidhāmī-i-‘Arūḍī of Samarqand. The Arabic works which he mentions do, however, suggest a new and, as I am convinced, a very fruitful line of
enquiry to him who makes the earliest period of the post-
Sasanian literary history of Persia the object of his study.

Of the six Arabic works enumerated by al-'Afsī, the Yatimu'd-Dahr of Abū Mansūr ath-Tha'īlibī of Nishāpur
(d. A.H. 1038, but was engaged on the Yatīma as early as
A.D. 994) is the best known, and to it only have I at present
had access, in the printed Damascus edition of A.H. 1302.
Of the others, the Ṭabaqāt of Ibn Qutayba of Dīnāvar
(d. A.D. 883-4) exists in the Vienna Library (Flügel's
Cat., vol. ii, pp. 325-6); the Ṭabaqāt of Ibnul-Mu'tazz
(killed A.D. 908) and of Muḥammad Ibn Sallām al-Jumūnī
(d. A.D. 845-6)1 are mentioned by Ḥāji Khalfa (vol. iv,
pp. 144-5), but I know of no existing copies; the Dumyatul-
Qaṣr of al-Bākharzī (d. A.D. 1075), a supplement to the
Yatīma, exists in numerous MSS. (see Wüstensfeld's
Geschichtscheriber d. Araber, No. 211, pp. 70-71); while
of the Zaynatu'z-Zamān and its author al-Andakhūdī I can
find no notice whatever.

Now if we understand the term 'Literary History' not in
that narrow sense which takes cognizance only of what is
written in a particular language, but in the wider and truer
sense which Jusserand gives to it in his Literary History of
the English People (London, 1895), namely, the manifestation
in literature of the mind of a nation, or in other words its
subjective history, then we shall readily see that, contrary to
what is often expressed or implied, there is in fact no break
in the Literary History of Persia since Sasanian times, but
at most a change in the vehicle or medium of expression.
Thus understood, a complete Literary History of the
Persians would have to consider documents in not less
than five different languages, ranging over a period of at
least 2550 years, to wit:—

(1) The Avesta, to the earliest portions of which we
may for the present (following the very clearly expressed

---

1 See, however, Brockelmann's Gesch. d. Arab. Lit. (Weimar, 1897), p. 105,
n. 3. The writer in question is here called Abu 'Abдуllāh Muḥammad
b. Sallām al-Jumāhī, and it is stated that his Ṭabaqāt u'ž-Shu'arā' was largely
used by the author of the Kitāb u'l Aghānī.
reasonings of Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson in his article in vol. xvii of the *Journal of the American Oriental Society* "on the date of Zoroaster") assign a date not anterior to the middle of the seventh century B.C.

(2) The *Old Persian inscriptions* of the Achaemenians, which lie between the middle of the sixth and the middle of the fourth centuries B.C.

(3) The *Pahlavi literature*, belonging mainly to the Sasanian period (A.D. 226–640), of which the earliest important monument is probably the inscription of Shapur I (A.D. 241–272) at Haji-abad near Ištakhr, while amongst the latest are the curious Gujastak Abâlish (ou Abâlâq), relation d'＊une conférence théologique présidée par le Calife Mâmoun (ed. Barthelemy, Paris, 1887), which obviously cannot have been written earlier than A.D. 813, the date of al-Ma'mûn's accession to the Caliphate; the *Epistle of Manushchihar* dated A.D. 881; the *Bundahishn* "finally edited in the latter part of the ninth century" (West); the *Dinkard* "first compiled early in the ninth century," etc. West, indeed, in his admirable article on "the extent, language, and age of Pahlavi literature" (Sitzungsbericht. d. philos.-philol. Classe d. Königl. Akad. d. Wissenschaften, May 5, 1888), says (p. 438) "that nearly half the Pahlavi literature extant must have been compiled during the ninth century; much of it, no doubt, from older materials." It thus appears that, even when we leave out of consideration the Arabic literature of Persian authorship, modern (i.e. post-Muhammadan) Persian literature had begun before Pahlavi literature had ceased.

(4) The *Arabic literature* (both prose and verse) composed by Persians. It has long been recognized, even by the Arabs themselves, how important was the contribution made to what I may call "the Culture of the Caliphate" in almost every branch of science and art by Persians like Sibawayhi and Kisâ'i (in grammar), Zamakhshari and Baydawi (in exegesis), Tabari, Ibn Qutayba, Dinawari, Hamza, Baladhuri, and Biruni (in history), Razi, Avicenna, and Ghazzali (in philosophy and medicine), 'Umar al-Khayyam
and Naṣīrū'd-Dīn Tūsī (in astronomy and mathematics), and, most noteworthy, perhaps, of all, Ibnū'l-Muqaffa', the converted Magian and erudite Pahlavī scholar, whose Arabic style was nevertheless so good that his verses are cited with approval by competent judges, his Kalīla and Dimna is still read and admired wherever Arabic is understood, and he himself is even mentioned by Ibn Khaldūn in his Prolegomena (ed. Beyrouth, 1879, p. 527) as one of ten Arabic writers who are to be taken as models of eloquence. But I am thinking at present more particularly of the court-chroniclers and court-poets, mostly of purely Persian extraction, who were attached to the Persian dynasties of the Houses of Layth, Sāmān, Ziyār, Būya, etc., but who nevertheless made Arabic (which, almost till the Mongol invasion and final extinction of the Caliphate in the thirteenth century, remained the language of science, diplomacy, and polite conversation throughout the Muhammadan world) the vehicle of their records and their eulogies, or, when occasion arose, of their satires. It is on these men and the circumstances of their life that works like the Yatimatu'd-Dahr throw so abundant a light.

(5) Lastly comes Persian literature as commonly understood, a literature covering a period of a thousand years, during which the language has changed so little that a Persian of to-day experiences less difficulty in understanding the poems of Rūdāgī or Firdawsī than does an Englishman in understanding Shakespeare.

Having said so much as to the general lines on which, as it appears to me, Persian Literary History should be studied, I will conclude this section by recapitulating the chief sources to which I shall hereafter have occasion to refer, and the abbreviations by which I shall designate them.

I. Arabic Sources.

(1) The Yatimatu'd-Dahr (referred to as Yatīma) of Abū Mansūr ath-Tha'alībī († A.D. 1038), Damascus edition of A.H. 1302. The first volume deals mainly with
the poets of Syria, Egypt, and Asia Minor, including Sayfu‘d-Dawla, Abū Firās, the Hamdūnīds of Mosul and Aleppo, Mutamabbī, Nāmī, Nāshī, Zāhī, Babaghān, Sābi, Sirrī, etc. The second volume deals with the poets patronized by the Būyid dynasty (in Bāṣra, Baghdad, and the rest of ‘Irāq). The third volume includes the poets patronized by the Sāhib Abū’l-Qāsim Isma‘īl ibn ‘Abbād, and those of Isfahān, al-Jabal, Fārs, Ahwāz, and Gurgān, and ends with an account of the Ziyārid Prince Shamsu‘l-Ma‘ālī Qābūs b. Washmgir, who has been already mentioned (p. 42 supra) in connection with the Persian Qābūsnāma. The fourth volume contains the Sāmānīd poets, and those of Khwārazm, Khurāsān, and Nishāpūr.

(2) The Athārūl-Bilād of al-Qazwīnī († A.D. 1283–4), Wüsttenfeld’s ed. (Göttingen, 1848), referred to as Qazwīnī. This discursive work contains notices of a considerable number of Persian poets, and cites a good many Persian verses. Unfortunately it has no index; a defect which it has cost me a good deal of time to supply in my own copy. The Persian poets mentioned in it are as follows: Anwārī (p. 242), ‘Ajādī (p. 278), Aḥhadu‘d-Dīn Kirmānī (p. 164), Baiḥabad (= Bārbad), the minstrel of Khusraw Parvīz, of whom I shall have something to say presently (pp. 156, 295), Fakhrī-i-Gurgānī (p. 351), Farrukhī (p. 278), Firdausī (pp. 135, 278), Jalāl-i-Khwārī (p. 243), Khāqānī (p. 272, 404), al-Khātūnī [Abū Ṭāhir] (p. 259), Muḥīr-i-Baylqaqānī (p. 345, cf. p. 338), Nīdhāmī of Ganja (pp. 351–2), Abū Sa‘īd b. Abīl-Khayr (pp. 241–2), Sanā’i (p. 287), Shams-i-Tabāsī (p. 272), ‘Umar-i-Khayyām (p. 318), ‘Umarī (p. 278), and Waṭwāṭ (pp. 223–4).

(3) The Nihāyatūl-Irab fī akhbār ‘l-Furs waʾl-‘Arab (Burekhart MS. in Cambridge University Library marked Qq. 225), referred to as Nihāyat. A perusal of this rare and interesting work disposes me to
think that it is dismissed with too little respect by Professor Noeldeke (Gesch. d. Sasaniden, pp. 475–6). That the alleged circumstances of its composition are false can hardly be doubted; but it does not necessarily follow that the very ample narrative of Sasanian history, which purports to be drawn from Ibnu'l-Muqaffa’s lost Siyaru'l-Muluk (the Arabic translation of the famous Khwāhī'-nāma or “Book of Kings”), is unworthy of attention. At some future period I hope to devote a separate article to this very curious work, but in the meantime I will only say that it is clear to me that the author, whoever he was, had a knowledge of Persian, and was singularly well-informed as to the legends of Ancient Persia, and that one passage, if I correctly understand it, would seem to imply that the Ziyärid dynasty (A.D. 928–1042) had not ceased to exist when he wrote. As regards his knowledge of Persian, I may instance an alleged superscription from a coin of Khumānī (daughter and wife of Bahman, son of Isfandiyār), which he gives as follows (f. 48b):

\[ \text{بختر [بختور] بانو [یانو. MS. جهان هزار سال نوروز و مهرجان, and translates---} \]

\[ \text{گلی ایبتا الملكة الدنيا الف عالم يعضى من نوروز و مهرجان} \]

i.e.: “Eat [or enjoy], O Queen, the world for a thousand years which pass from Nawruz [the great spring festival of the New Year] and Mihraj [the great autumn festival].” Also the following detail (omitted by Ţabarî and Dinavārî) of the shooting of Masrûq, the son of Abraha, by Wahrîz the Persian (Din., p. 65; Noeldeke’s Gesch. d. Sasaniden, p. 233):—“Now the Persians were wont to inscribe on their arrows [one of] three names, the name of ‘the King,’ and the name of ‘the Man,’ and the name of ‘the Woman.’ And Wahrîz [MS. وهریز, ...}
Wahzan] drew forth an arrow and glanced at it, and behold, thereon was ‘Zanān,’ the name of women. So, auguring ill from it, he replaced it and drew forth another, and behold, it was like the first, on it was the name of the woman. And he drew forth a third, and it happened so again. Then he thought within himself and said, ‘Zanān—the interpretation thereof can only be zan ān’ (which, being interpreted, means—‘shoot this!’); and he augured well from it in this sense.”

II. Persian Sources.

(1) The Lubābu‘l-Albāb of al-‘Auwfī, Elliot MS. (see pp. 46–7 supra), referred to as ‘Auwfī. This very rare and important work dates, as already remarked, from the beginning of the thirteenth century.

(2) The Chahār Maqāla (composed about A.D. 1160) of Nidāhāmi-i-‘Arūḍī of Samarqand, cited from the notes (partly transcript, partly abstract) which I made in December, 1897, from the British Museum MSS. Or. 3507 and Or. 2955 (chiefly the former). It is referred to by its full title. It has been hitherto known chiefly by the notices of Firdawṣī (published by Ethé, see p. 40 supra, and utilized by Noeldeke in his Iranische Nationalepos, Strassburg, 1896) and of ‘Umar-i-Khayyām (with whom the author was personally acquainted) which it contains; but the whole of this second section, dealing with “the Nature of Verse and the Poetic Art,” is remarkable alike for the interest of its matter and the excellence of its style, and ought to be published, or at least translated, without delay.

(3) The Tārīkh-i-Guzīda of Hamdu’llāh Mustawfī of Qazwīn, composed in A.D. 1329–30, and in particular the sixth and last section of Ch. v, which treats of the poets of the Arabs and the Persians. The MS.
which I have chiefly used is one belonging to my friend Mr. Guy le Strange. It is itself modern, but offers on the whole a very correct text, and has been collated throughout with an ancient MS. at Shirāz, which has supplied many important additions and corrections.

(4) The *Lughat-i-Furs* of Asadi (*circ. a.D. 1066*), edited from the unique Vatican MS. (*dated A.H. 733 = A.D. 1332*) by Dr. Horn (Berlin, 1897), and reviewed by me at pp. 153–5 of the *J.R.A.S.* for January, 1898. The importance of this book, not only as a lexicon, but as an anthology, is in no wise exaggerated by the learned editor. Indeed, it is little short of a revelation to find the nephew of the great Firdawṣī, so long regarded as almost the father of Persian poetry, quoting the verses of so great a number (78) of poets whose very names had, in many cases, been previously unknown to us.

§ III. BĀRBAD AND RŪDAGĪ, THE MINSTRELS OF THE HOUSES OF SĀSĀN AND SĀMĀN.

The statements contained in the Persian *tadhkur* as to "the first person who composed Persian verse" are, as has been generally recognized, unworthy of much attention. Most of them are mentioned by Kazimirski (*Menoutchehri*, pp. 6–9) and Blochmann (*Prosody of the Persians*, pp. 2–3). Two only, so far as I know, refer the origin of Persian poetry to Sāsānian times. One of these (given on the authority of Abū Ṭāhir al-Khāṭūnī by Dawlatsbāḥ, but not by ‘Awfī) cites a verse which purports to have been deciphered from the Qaṣr-i-Shirīn (Kazimirski, loc. cit., p. 7), and which is presumably supposed to date from the time of Khusraw Parviz (*a.d. 590–627*); the other (given both by ‘Awfī and Dawlatsbāḥ) cites the well-known couplet ascribed to Bahram Gūr (*a.d. 420–438*) and his mistress Dīlārām. ‘Awfī further assures us that the King in
question had composed a quantity of very fine Arabic poetry, which had been collected and arranged in divān form; and that he himself had seen and read a copy of this divān, which belonged to the "Bridge-end Library of the Little Market of Bukhārā," and from which he quotes some verses.

There is, however, another older tradition which tells of a poet or minstrel at the court of Khusraw Parvīz named Bārbad (بَارْبَد) or (by Qazwīnī) Balahbad (بِلَهْبَد). The question has arisen in my mind whether the difference between these two forms of the name may not be more easily explained by a misreading of the Pahlavi rather than the Arabic script, since in Pahlavi r and l on the one hand, and ą and h on the other, are represented by the same character, and we have merely to assume a transposition of the two letters. This personage is referred to in the Chahār Maqāla, ‘Awiṣ, Qazwīnī, and the Guzida.

(1) ‘Awiṣ, after speaking of Bahrūm Gūr’s alleged poetical activity, says (p. 23):—

ودردهید پرویزنوا خسروانی که آنرا باربد در صورت آوردیامست
بسانست فامی از وزین شعر و چهارینت و مراغانت نظامیر آن دورینست
بدان سبب متعترش بیان آن کرده نیامد

1 Since this was written, my attention has been called by Professor Boevan to older accounts of this personage, and other forms of his name. The account given by Qazwīnī occurs in a fuller and more correct form in Yaqūt († A.D. 1229), ed. Wüstefeld, vol. iii, pp. 250 et seqq. (where the minstrel is called بَلَهْبَد, Balahbad, var. بَلَهِبَد, Bahlaban); and, while following Qazwīnī, I have corrected his defective text by Yaqūt. See also the compendium of al-Hamadhāni’s Kitāb ‘l-Buldān (composed A.D. 903), ed. De Goeje (vol. v of Bibl. Geogr. Arab.), and Justi’s Iranisches Namenbuch (Marburg, 1895), p. 237, s.v. Pahlapet, and the passages in the Aghānī of Abu’l-Faraj al-Isfahānī († A.D. 957) there cited.

2 Even the assumption of transposition is not necessary in the form Bahlabadād given by Yaqūt. This form in the Pahlavi character would be identical with Bārbad.
"And in the reign of Parviz the royal melodies composed by Bārbad were many, but they are remote from verse-metre, rhyme, and the observance of poetical congruities, for which reason we have not concerned ourselves to discuss them."

(2) The Chahâr Maqâla, after describing the effect which two couplets by Hanâtalâ of Bâdghis,1 the panegyrist of Ya'qûb b. Layth (d. a.d. 878), produced on Ahmad b. 'Abdu'llâh of Khujistân (killed a.d. 882),2 so that, being then but an ass-herd (خریده), he rose to be Amir of Khurâsân, continues as follows (f. 12b):

ودر عرب و عجم امالی لایس بسیارست اما درین یکی اختصار کرده، یز پادشاهدا ار شاعرینک چاره نیست که بقء اسم اورا ترتیب کند و ذکر او [در] دواویس و دفانتر مشت گرداند زیرا که جیون پادشاه بامزد که ناگزیرست مامور شود از لشکر و کنی و خزینه او آنسار ناماند و نام او بسبب شعر شاعر جاوادانه بماند، شریف

چلدنی گرگانی کرده-

از آن چندان نعيم این جهانی، که مانند از آل ساسان و آل سامان،
ثنای رودکی ماندست و مدحش، نوا باربد ماندست و دستان".

"Many similar instances are to be found amongst both the Arabs and Persians, but we have restricted ourselves to the mention of this one. A king, therefore, cannot dispense with a good poet, who shall conduce to the immortality of his name, and shall record his renown in dreâns and books. For when the King receives that command which none can escape, no trace will remain of his army, his treasure, and

1 See Ethé's Rûdgîz's Forläufer und Zeitgenossen: ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der ältesten Denkmâler Neupersischer Poesie, p. 40, where the two couplets in question are cited at the end of the notice consecrated to Hanâtalâ.
2 See Barbier de Meynard's Dict. Géogr. Hist. et Lit. de la Perse, p. 197, s.v. خجستان and ad eule.
his store; but by means of the poet's verse shall his name endure for ever. Sharif-i-Mujallidi of Gurgun says:

'Of all that worldly wealth which was left by the House of Sasun and the House of Saman
There remains only the praise and eulogy of Rudagi and the
song and legend of Bardad.'"

(3) The Guzida, after describing (p. 61) the splendour and luxury of Khusraw Parviz, continues thus:

"And as for Bardad the minstrel, the like of whom in that science hath not till now appeared, he had for the banquets of Parviz three hundred and sixty melodies, one of which he used to sing each day; and his words are a final appeal with the masters of music, all of whom are but gleaners from his harvest-field."

(4) Qazvinī is more detailed, and in three different passages speaks of Balahbad [=Bardad] the minstrel. First, under the article Fars (pp. 154-6), he says:

"The Persians imagine that amongst them [i.e., as it would appear, the old Kings of Persia, of whose greatness he has just been speaking] there existed ten persons, each unrivalled in his own order, even in Persia." These ten are Faridun, Alexander, Nushirvan, Bahram Gur, Rustam, Jamasp, Buzurjmihr, Balahbad, the sculptor whose art immortalized on the rocks of Bisutun the form of Shadbiz, the favourite horse of Khusraw Parviz, and, lastly, Shiren's unfortunate lover Farhad. Of Balahbad he says:

"And the eighth of them was Balahbad the minstrel, who excelled all mankind in minstrelsy, and he was minstrel to Ksira Abarwiz; and when anyone desired to lay any
matter before Kīsrā, yet feared his anger, he communicated it to Balahbad, and gave him gifts to compose a poem on the matter and thereto an air, and to sing it before Kīsrā, who thereby was informed of the matter."

Again, in describing the sculptures and bas-reliefs of Bi-sūtūn, he says (p. 230):—

"Āḥmad b. Muḥammad al-Hamadhānī says:¹ 'On the face of the Mountain of Bi-sūtūn is a portico cut out from the rock, in the midst of which is the figure of Kīsrā's horse Shabdīz, with [Kīsrā] Abarwīz mounted upon it. And on the wall of the portico is the portrait of Shīrīn and her attendants, said to have been executed by Fuṭrus,² the son of Sinimmār,³ and Sinimmār was he who built Khawarnaq outside Hīra. Now the cause of this [i.e. the sculpturing of these portraits] was that Shabdīz was the most intelligent of quadrupeds, the greatest in bodily strength, the most remarkable in disposition, and the most enduring in a long gallop. So long as his saddle was on him, he would neither make water nor void excrement; and so long as his bridle was on him, he would neither snort nor foam [with his mouth]. He had been presented to Abarwīz by the King of India. Now it happened that he [Shabdīz] sickened, and his sickness waxed sore; and Kīsrā said, "Whoever brings me tidings of his death, him will I slay." So when [Shabdīz] died, the Master of the Horse feared lest he should be questioned about him, and he compelled to give tidings of his death. So he came to Balahbad, Kīsrā's minstrel, and asked him to make it known to Kīsrā in a song. Now Balahbad was the most skilful of men in minstrelsy, and he did this. And when Kīsrā hearkened to it, he divined its purport, and said, "Woe unto thee! Shabdīz is dead!" And [Balahbad] said, "It is the King that sayeth it." And Kīsrā said, "Well done! How

¹ See Yūqūt, vol. iii, pp. 250 et seqq.
² Other forms are Fattūs (Hamadhānī and Yūqūt), Qaffūs, and even Qantūs.
cleverly hast thou saved thyself and saved another!" And he [i.e. the King] grieved bitterly for him. Then he ordered Fuṭrus the son of Sinimmār to make a portrait of him, which he executed in the finest manner, in such wise that it was scarcely possible to distinguish between the two [i.e. the portrait and the original], save by the [presence or absence of the] movements of life in their forms."

On the next page (231) Qazwīnī quotes some Arabic verses by Khālid al-Fayyād (d. circ. A.D. 718) 2 which give substantially the same legend:

"And King Kisrā, the Shāhanshāh, him also an arrow, feathered from the wing of Death, overtook,
What time his pleasure was Shabdīz, whom he used to ride, and
the coy embraces of Shīrīn, and brocades and perfumes.
He swore an oath by the Fire (most binding was it in its strength) that whosoever first should bring him tidings
of the death of Shabdīz should be crucified.
Until, when one morning Shabdīz lay low in death (and never was a steed like him amongst men),
Four strings scaled over him with a lament in the Persian
tongue wherein was an incitement to emotion.
And the Herbed 3 set the chords vibrating, and bursts of passion
were kindled by reason of the witchery of his left hand,
And he cried, 'Shabdīz] is dead! They said, 'Thou hast declared it!' So perjury was committed by him while
he was beside himself.
Had it not been for Bahalbad, 4 while the strings sang his
[Shabdīz's] threnody, the Marzubāns 5 would have been
unable to announce the death of Shabdīz.

---

1 This sentence is rendered unintelligible in Qazwīnī by the omission of several words which I have supplied from Yāqūt (vol. iii, p. 261), who is confirmed by Hamadhānī.
2 See Rieu's Arabic Cat., p. 260; Arabic Suppl., p. 650.
3 Yāqūt (iii, 262) has the variant šīrīn, which, however, is incompatible with the metre.
4 Yāqūt has Bahalbād.
5 Read for al-mazarib (in Qazwīnī), al-māra'ib (Yāqūt).
Fate was cruel and pitiless to them, and nothing more could be seen of them but the trifles [wherewith they diverted themselves]."

Balahbad is again mentioned by Qazwini under the article Quṣr-i-Shírín (pp. 295–7), where he says:—"Kisrā Abarwīz had three things which no king before or after him hath had, his wife Shírín, his minstrel Balahbad, and his horse Shabdīz." A little further on, after describing the magnificent park which Khusrav Parvīz caused to be laid out for his delectation near Qinnarsīn, he continues:—

"And when it was finished, the King [Parvīz] inspected it, and it pleased him well, and he ordered the architects to be rewarded with wealth. And one day he said to Shírín, 'Ask me a favour.' She said, 'I desire that thou should'st build for me a castle in this garden, the like of which none within thy realm hath possessed; and that thou should'st place therein a channel lined with stone wherein wine shall flow.' To this he consented; but he forgot [his promise], and Shírín dared not remind him of it. So she said to Balahbad, 'Remind him of my request in a song, and thou shalt have my farm which is at Ḫ̄̄f̄āhān.' To this he agreed; and he composed a poem on this subject and set it to music. And when Kisrā heard it, he said to him, 'Thou hast reminded me of Shírín's wish,' and he ordered the castle to be built and the watercourse to be made. So it was built in the handsomest and most solid style. And Shírín was faithful in her promise to Balahbad in respect to the farm, and thither he removed his family; and he has descendants at Ḫ̄̄f̄āhān who trace their pedigree to him."

Bārbad is also mentioned in several passages in Nidhāmī of Ganja's Khuṣraw va Shírín, together with the harper Nakisā (نکیسای). The vocalization of the second syllable is proved by the line (Ṭihrān lith. ed. of A.H. 1301, p. 104)—

\[\text{طلب فرمود کردی باردرا، وزو درامانطلب شد کار خودرا،}\]

1 Cf. Yāqūt, iv, pp. 112 et seqq.
“He bade them summon Bārbad, and from him sought a remedy for his affair.”

Hence it is clear that the Burhān-i-Jāmī is in error in pointing the second syllable with the vowel u. Both vocalizations are given by the Burhān-i-Qāṭī. The Anjuman-ārā-yi-Nāṣīrī of that accomplished scholar Rūdā-quli Khān “Lālā-bāshī,” poetically surnamed Hidāyat, has the following notice:

“Bārbad was the name of a man, a native of the town of Jahrum in Fārs, who held the office of chamberlain under Khusraw Parvīz. It was for this reason that he was called Bār-bad, that is, ‘Chief of the Audience-hall’ (پرگت بار), for by his means men obtained access to the presence of Parvīz. He had the greatest skill in the modes of music, and at Khusraw’s banquets he and Nakisā [the harper] conduced to the enjoyment [of the guests].”

So much for the legendary Bārbad. It will be seen that he is represented as a minstrel rather than a poet; he is not a mere musician like his comrade Nakisā, but essentially a singer, an improvisatore, who, in the form of ballads, brings to the King’s notice what it is desired that he should know. ‘Awfī, as we have seen, refuses to regard his ballads as poetry, alleging that they lacked “metre, rhyme, and the observance of poetical congruities,” but Qazwīnī, on the other hand, describes his improvisations as “verse” (شعر). Perhaps they most closely resembled the taṣnīfs of modern Persia—ballads, generally with a refrain, referring to current events, passing from mouth to mouth, but seldom or never committed to writing, having both rhyme and metre, but of a very simple kind.¹

Now it seems to me that there exists a very striking analogy between Bārbad the Sāsānian minstrel and Rūdāgī the Sāmānian poet, to illustrate which I shall quote the version given in the Chahār Maqāla of the well-known tale which tells how the latter, by the charm of his verse, succeeded in prevailing upon Naṣr b. Aḥmad the Sāmānīd

¹ See my Year among the Persians, p. 283.
Prince (A.D. 913-942) to tear himself from the charms of Herāt and return to Bukhārā. Before doing so, however, I wish to direct attention to a notice of the poet which I have met with in an Arabic MS. in the Cambridge University Library bearing the class-mark Qq. 33, and entitled Ghāyatul-kawsā'il ila marifatul-waqā'il ("The supreme means for a knowledge of beginnings"). The notice in question occurs on f. 178b, and runs as follows:

"The first to compose good poetry in Persian was Ābū `Abdu'llah Ja`far b. Muḥammad b. Ḥakīm b. `Abdu'r-Rahmān b. Ādam ar-Rawdhakī, a poet eloquent of utterance, whose verse is widely current and whose dīvān is well known in Persia. In his day he excelled all his compeers in composing verse in Persian. Abu'l-Faḍl al-Bal'ami the Vazīr used to say, 'Rawdhakī has no equal amongst the Arabs or the Persians.'"

This notice is rather important on account of the vocalization of the poet's name which it indicates; and it merits some attention, since the work (hitherto, I believe, unknown) in which it occurs is of considerable antiquity, being dedicated to the Ātābek Shihābūd-Din Ṭughril Beg, who fell from power in A.H. 629 (A.D. 1231-2) and died in A.H. 631 (A.D. 1233). Its author is Isma`īl Hibatu'llāh b. Abī`r-Ridā al-Mawsīlī. The MS. itself is dated A.H. 1074, but professes to have been transcribed from an ancient original dated A.H. 306 (sic), probably a mistake for 806.

To return to the Chahār Maqāla, the author, Nidhāmī-i-Arūdī of Samarqand, when in his native town in A.H. 504

(A.D. 1110-1111), not more than 170 years after Rūdāgī's death, met the Dihqān Abū Rijāh Aḥmad b. 'Abdu's-Šamad al-'Abidī, and learned from him some particulars concerning Rūdāgī which are incorporated in the following narrative (f. 14a):

"Now in the service of Kings naught is better than improvisation, for by improvisation the King's temper is cheered, assemblies are rendered brilliant, and the poet himself attains his object. Such favours as Rūdāgī obtained from the House of Sāmān by his improvisations and by virtue of his verse none hath experienced.

"Anecdote.—They relate thus, that Naṣr b. Aḥmad, who was the central point of the Sāmānid group, whose fortunes reached their zenith during the days of his rule, was most plenteously equipped with every means of enjoyment and material of splendour—well-filled treasures, an efficient army, and loyal servants. In winter he used to reside at the capital, Bukhārā, while in summer he used to go to Samarqand, or some other of the cities of Khurāsān. Now one year it was the turn of Herāt. He spent the spring at Bādghīs, where are the most charming pasture-grounds of Khurāsān and 'Irāq, for there are nearly a thousand water-courses abounding in water and pasture, any one of which would suffice for an army.

"When the beasts had well eaten, and had recovered their strength and condition, and were fit for warfare or to take the field, Naṣr b. Aḥmad turned his face towards Herāt, but halted outside the city of Marghazār-i-Sapid and there pitched his camp. Cool breezes from the north were stirring, and the fruit was ripening in the districts of Mālān and Karūkh⁵—fruit such as can be obtained in but few places, and nowhere so cheaply. There the army rested. The climate was charming, the breeze cool, bread plentiful, fruit abundant, and fragrant scents filled the air, so that the soldiers enjoyed their life to the full during the spring and summer.

⁵ See Barbier de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, pp. 487, 511-512, according to which the former is distant from Herāt two parasangs, the latter ten.
"When Mihrjân [the autumnal equinox] arrived, and the juice of the grape came into season, and the eglantine, basil and yellow rocket were in bloom, they did full justice to the charms of autumn, and took their fill of the pleasures of that season. Mihrjân was protracted, for the cold did not wax severe, and the grapes proved to be of exceptional sweetness. For in the district of Herât one hundred and twenty different varieties of the grape occur, each sweeter and more delicious than the other; and amongst them are in particular two kinds which are not to be found in any other region of the inhabited world, one called Parinjân and the other Gulchidî, tight-skinned, slender-stalked, and luscious. . . .

A cluster of Gulchidî grapes sometimes attains a weight of five maunds; they are black as pitch and sweet as sugar, nor can one eat many for the sweetness that is in them. [And besides these there were] all sorts of other delicious fruits.

"So Amîr Naṣr b. Ahmâd saw Mihrjân and its fruits, and was mightily pleased therewith. Then the narcissus began to bloom, and the raisins were plucked and picked in Mâlin, and hung up on lines, and packed in chests; and the Amîr with his army moved into the two groups of hamlets called Ghîrâ and Darwâz. There he saw mansions each one of which was like highest paradise, having before it a garden or pleasure-ground with a northern aspect. There they passed the winter, while the Mandarin oranges began to arrive from Sîstân and the sweet oranges from

1 Tâkas. Bahrami of Sarakhs, the father of Mu‘izzî the Saljuq poet-laureate, says, describing the black grape of this or a similar kind (Aujumân-ardâ-yi-Nâşiri, s.v. takas) :

آن خوشه بین چنانگه یکی خیگت پر نبید 
سرسخت و نرده در او دست هیچ کس 
برگونه سیاهی چشم اسست غرب او 
هم بر مثال مردمکت چشم ازو تکس

Tâkas really appears to mean the core which forms the continuation of the stalk, or the point marking the end of the same externally after the grape is plucked. In the latter sense its smallness is a criterion of the slenderness of the stalk, and therefore I have translated it as above.
Māzandarān; and so they passed the winter in the most agreeable manner.

"When [the second] spring came, [the Amīr Naṣr b. Aḥmad] sent the horses to Bāḏghīs, and moved his camp to Mālin [to a spot] between two streams. And when summer came, the fruits again ripened; and when Mihrjān came he said, 'Let us enjoy Mihrjān at Herāt'; and so from season to season he continued to procrastinate until four years had passed in this way. For it was then the heyday of the Sāmānian prosperity, and the land was flourishing, the kingdom unmenaced by foes, the army loyal, fortune favourable, and heaven auspicious; yet withal [the Amīr's attendants] grew weary, and desire for home arose [within their hearts], while they saw the King stationary, the air of Herāt in his head and the love of Herāt in his heart; and in the course of conversation he would express his preference of Herāt to the Garden of Eden, and would place it above the spring-tide of Beauty.

"So they perceived that he intended to remain there for that summer also. Then the captains of the army and courtiers of the King went to Abū `Abdu'llāh Rūdagī, than whom there was none more honoured of the King's intimates, and none whose words found so ready an acceptance. And they said to him, 'We will offer thee five thousand dinārs if thou wilt contrive some artifice whereby the King may be induced to depart hence, for our hearts are dying for desire of our wives and children, and our souls are like to leave us for longing after Bukhārā.' Rūdagī agreed; and, since he had felt the Amīr's pulse and understood his temper, he perceived that prose would not affect him, and so applied himself to verse. He therefore composed a qaṣida; and, when the Amīr had taken his morning cup, came in, and did obeisance, and sat down in his place; and, when the musicians ceased, he took up the harp, and, playing the 'Lovers' air,' began this qaṣida:—

1 These verses, which vary slightly in different traditions, are very well known. They are included in the extracts in Dr. Forbes' Persian Grammar, and are cited at p. 3 of Blochmann's Pronunciation of the Persians.

J.E.A.S. 1899.
'The Jû-yi-Mûliyân we call to mind,  
We long for those dear friends long left behind.'

"Then he strikes a lower key, and sings:—

'The sands of Oxus, toilsome though they be,  
Beneath my feet were soft as silk to me.
Glad at the friends' return, the Oxus deep  
Up to our girths in laughing waves shall leap.
Long live Bukhârâ! Be thou of good cheer!  
Joyous towards thee hasteth our Amir!
The Moon's the Prince, Bukhârâ is the Sky;  
O Sky, the Moon shall light thee by and bye!
Bukhârâ is the Mead, the Cypress he;  
Receive at last, O Mead, thy Cypress-tree!'

"When Rûdagi reached this verse, the Amir was so much affected that he descended from his throne, bestrode the horse of the sentinel on duty, and set off for Bukhârâ [in such haste that] they carried his riding-boots after him for two parasangs as far as Burûna, where he put them on; neither did he draw rein anywhere till [he reached] Bukhârâ, and Rûdagi received the double of that five thousand dinârs from the army.

"[When I was] at Samarqand in the year A.H. 504 [A.D. 1110-1111], I heard from the Dihqân Abû Rijâ Ahmed b. 'Abdu's-Šâmad al-'Äbidi as follows: 'My grandfather, the Dihqân Abû Rijâ, related that on this occasion when Rûdagi reached Samarqand, he had four hundred
camels laden with his wealth.' And indeed that great man was worthy of this splendid equipment, for no one has yet produced a successful imitation of that qaṣida, nor found means of surmounting the difficulties [which the subject of it presents] with triumph. Thus the Poet-laureate Mu‘izzī was one of the sweetest singers and most graceful wits in Persia, and his poetry reaches the highest level in freshness and sweetness, and excels in fluency and charm. Zaynu‘l-Mulk Abū Sa‘d [b.] Hindū b. Muḥammad b. Hindū [?] of Iṣfahān¹ requested him to compose an imitation of this qaṣida, and Mu‘izzī, unable to plead his inability so to do, wrote:

**Rustam is coming from Māzandarān; Zayn-i-Mulk is coming from Iṣfahān.**

"All wise men will perceive how great is the difference between this poetry and that; for who can sing with such sweetness as does Rūdagī when he says:

**Eulogy and praise are an advantage, even though the treasury sustain loss.**

"For in this couplet are seven admirable touches of art, first, [the verse is] appropriate (مطابق); secondly, it is marked by antithesis (متناسق); thirdly, it has a refrain (مرتفع); fourthly, it contains an enunciation of equivalence (تذویت); fifthly, it has sweetness (جزالت); sixthly, style (فنماط); seventhly, energy (جزالت). Every master of the craft, who has deeply considered the poetic art, will admit, after a little reflection, that I am right."

I have given this rather lengthy citation from the Chahār Maqāla partly to make known one of the most ancient notices of him who is generally regarded as practically the father of

Persian poetry, and thus to supplement the notices contained in 'Awfi's and other tadhkiras made known by Dr. Ethé; partly to give some idea of the excellent, concise, telling style of Nidhami-i-'Arudi of Samarkand—a style which, unfortunately, is but too rare in Persian prose, especially in later days; partly to contrast this appreciation of Rudagi's genius with the opinion of Dawlatshah, who flourished at a time and place where literary taste was profoundly vitiated (as witness the senseless rhodomontade of such books as the Anvar-i-Suhayla); but chiefly to emphasize the remarkable parallelism which exists between the perfectly historical Rudagi and the half-legendary Barbad. Both, it will be observed, have the same special virtue in the eyes of their contemporaries; through the medium of their skilful verse, accompanied, as it would appear, in both cases by music, they are able to bring to the notice of their wilful and dangerous masters matters to which others dare not direct their attention. Is it not possible that an older tradition thus survived from Sasanian times to the period of what may be called the Persian Renaissance, and that the gradual loss of this tradition accounts for the inability of later critics to comprehend the beauty in Rudagi's verse, which their predecessors had recognized? For here is Dawlatshah's judgment of the same verses:—

"This poem [of Rudagi's] is too long to be cited in its entirety in this place. It is said that it so delighted the King's heart that he mounted his horse and set out for Bukhara without even stopping to put on his boots. To men of sense this appears astonishing, for the verses are extremely simple, entirely devoid of rhetorical artifices and embellishments, and lacking in strength; and if in these days anyone were to produce such a poem in the presence of kings or nobles, it would meet with the reprobation of all. It is, however, probable that as Master Rudagi possessed the completest knowledge of harmony and music [attainable] in that country, he may have composed some tune or air, and produced this poem of his in the form of a song with
musical accompaniment, and that it was in this way that it obtained so favourable a reception. In short, we must not lightly esteem Master Rūdagī merely on account of this poem, for assuredly he was expert in all manner of arts and accomplishments, and has produced good poetry of several kinds, both mathnavis and qaṣidas, for he was a man of great distinction, and admired by high and low."

In future articles I hope to deal more fully with some of the sources enumerated in this paper, especially the Chahār Maqāla, the section of the Guzida treating of Persian poets, the Arabic compositions of Persian poets so abundantly illustrated in the Yatima, and, last but not least, the curious and problematical Nihāyutu'l-Irab. But for the present I must refrain, seeing that my article has already exceeded the limits assigned to it. In conclusion I desire to express my gratitude to my friend and colleague Professor Bevan for his kindness in revising the proofs of this article, and for calling my attention to the notices of Bārbad, Bahlabadh, or Balahbadh, given by Yāqūt and al-Hamadhānī.

There is no work to which a student who wished to study the doctrine of Soul as set forth in the Upanishads could be referred. There are excellent popular accounts of later Indian beliefs. Professor Deussen has written a very complete and scholarly exposition of the views of the great Vedantist Śankar Ācārya.¹ And Professor Garbe has now given us an equally valuable presentation of the Sāṃkhya philosophy.² But Śankara is of the eighth century of our era (about 760–820 A.D.); and the earliest corresponding commentary on Sāṃkhya—that of Gandapāda—is approximately dated by Garbe between 700 and 750 A.D. The very curt texts which these old commentators expound, though of quite unknown date, are probably at least three centuries earlier. What the student would want would be the views on the subject current in the Valley of the Ganges 1,200 years earlier, before the time when Buddhism arose.

These views are nearly all contained in the Upanishads. This word means literally séances, 'sittings down near another,' but had very early acquired the connotation of the secret imparting of a deep mystery, more especially to a pupil seated in awe-struck attention by his teacher. The books so called are esoteric teachings of the higher mysteries of religion appended to the ritualistic or liturgical manuals of the Brahmins. And they contain (inter alia) the doctrine of the relation of God, or the gods, to the human soul.

Neither the date nor the author of any one of these Upanishads is matter of certainty. But by the consensus of the scholars who have most thoroughly considered the

¹ Das Vedānta-system (Leipzig, 1883).
² Die Sāṃkhya-philosophie (Leipzig, 1894).
question (especially of Weber,¹ of Regnaud,² and of Deussen,³ who have discussed the question of date at some length), there are about a dozen of these treatises that may, with certainty, be considered as older than the rest, and as dating from before the rise of Buddhism down to a period not much later than that event (say from 800 or 700 B.C. down to 300 or 200 B.C.).

As to the exact order, in time, in which these older Upanishads should be arranged there are slight differences of opinion. The evidence is only of three kinds—such as can be found in differences of style or language; in the relation of, or signs of progress in, the speculative opinions expressed; and in the comparison of the same or similar verses or episodes found in two or more of these ancient documents. Such evidence, in this as in other literatures, appeals with different force to different minds. But we shall not be far wrong if we take as a working hypothesis sufficient for our present purpose the conclusions reached by M. Regnaud,⁴ who, gives the following chronological table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upanishad</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Brhadāranyaka Upanishad</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Chāndogya Upanishad</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Kaushitaki-brāhmaṇa Upanishad</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Aitareya Upanishad</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Taittirīya Upanishad</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Isā Upanishad</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kena Upanishad</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Kaṭha Upanishad</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Praśna Upanishad</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Muṇḍaka Upanishad</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Māṇḍūkya Upanishad</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Śvetāśvatara Upanishad</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Maitrī Upanishad</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pages of this size: 474

¹ Indische Studien, vols. i, ii, and ix (Berlin, 1849-1865).
² Matériaux pour servir à l'histoire de la Philosophie de l'Inde (Paris, 1876-78).
³ "Sechzig Upanishad," 1898.
Of these the two oldest are also the most considerable in extent. The Īṣā, Kena, and Māṇḍūkya are really short edifying tracts, and the rest of Nos. 4 to 11 are very little more. It is moreover, to say the least, doubtful whether the last five are pre-Buddhistic. Our inquiry, therefore, will be chiefly confined to the earlier works in this list, and to such fragments of philosophical speculation as are to be found scattered in works still older than they are; that is to say, in the Vedas themselves and in the Brāhmaṇas.

Just as these sacrificial hymns and liturgical treatises have preserved for us the evidence only of a late and much developed stage of religious belief, so also the Upanishads imply a long period of previous thought on ultimate philosophic questions. However vaguely expressed and incompletely reasoned out, these earlier attempts to reach the causes of things are of the greatest historical importance, inasmuch as certain hypotheses they take for granted have continued, through the centuries, as the basis of nearly all Indian thought; and even when finally discarded have still influenced the tone, and the actual expressions, of the philosophy that discarded them.

The most far-reaching of these hypotheses was that of soul. As is well known, this hypothesis has been adopted, and no doubt quite independently, among so many different peoples in all parts of the world, that it may fairly be described as almost universal. It is even by no means certain that it is not quite universal; in which case its adoption is probably a necessary result of the methods of thought possible to men. But it is easily possible for us now, who no longer use the word 'soul' exclusively in its original sense, to misunderstand the ancient view, and to import into it modern conceptions. The oldest, and simplest, form of the hypothesis was frankly materialistic. The notion was that of a double—shadowy, no doubt, and im-palpable—but still a physical double of the physical body.

We must try to put ourselves in the place of these early thinkers (if thinkers they can be called whose thought was only spontaneous and intuitive). The word 'hypothesis' was
unknown to them. To the processes of consecutive reasoning they were entirely unaccustomed. Sensations experienced in dreams were as real to them as sensations experienced in the waking state; and in some respects they were nearer, in this matter, to the truth than we are. When a man after a hard-fought victory and a rude feast, perchance on the body of his foe, fought the battle over again, in his dreams, in the familiar glades, and awoke in terror at an impending blow to realize that all was over, and he was safe at home, the conclusion was inevitable that his foe had been alive again, that there was a something—he knew not what—which existed within the body, and was like the body, and which left it when the breath or life departed, to carry on elsewhere an existence of its own. He did not reason much about it, or stay to consider whether its existence was to be eternal or not. But he was too much frightened at it to forget it. And the dread reality afforded him a perfectly simple and a perfectly clear explanation of many otherwise mysterious things. When he awoke in the morning after hunting all night in his dreams, and learnt from his companions that his body had been there all the time, it was of course his 'soul' that had been away. And this 'soul' was in all respects a mysterious, misty, shadowy double of his waking body.

When the 'soul' was away the body lay still, without moving, without life. When the 'soul' came back motion began again, and life. 'Soul' was the basis, the explanation, then, of motion as well as of life and breath; and where these were, there also must be 'soul.' Here again there was no argument admissible. The thing was perfectly clear and simple, which only the perverse or wicked would doubt. There must be a 'soul' in the sun, in the boisterous, quick-flowing, treacherous stream, in the forest tree that moved its great arms so weirdly in the twilight, in the animals with their quaint half-human ways. Endless were the ramifications of a theory which, however devoid of the essential marks of a sound scientific hypothesis, underlies every variety of the speculations of the Upanishads. But
long before it had reached the stage in which we find it in the Upanishads, the theory had gone through a course of development shown, in its later results, in the Vedas themselves, more especially in the Rig and the Atharva Vedas. The souls supposed to preside over the powers of nature had become gods. And as the feelings of awe or terror, produced by those powers in men's minds, were wont to differ, so the degree of worship paid to the various beings supposed to animate them differed too. Certain of these gods at different times—first the Mother Earth, then the Moon, then the Sun, for instance—were regarded as in some sense superior to the rest. And the latest speculation before the time of the Upanishads, preserved in the Brāhmaṇas and also in the last and latest book of the Rig Veda, arrived at the conception of a First Cause (though that expression is not used) out of whom all the gods, and all the human souls, were supposed to have proceeded.

These speculations (in which it should never be forgotten that 'God' is a corollary of 'soul') bear in many respects a very striking resemblance to early speculations in the West. And the reason of this is sufficiently obvious. The speculations in both cases were the result of the primitive reasoning of early thinkers in a similar stage of intellectual development; and were based in both cases on still older fallacies similar again, in their turn, since they arose from similar causes. It is for this reason that the forms in which such early thinking clothes itself follow in all cases (whether in Greece or India, in Egypt or China) an analogous order. The results reached are always, and inevitably, unreliable. For the methods followed were wholly inadequate. But they were the necessary preliminaries to any further steps in intellectual effort. And each of the different phases of this ancient speculation—for in method and in similarity of result it is, after all, but one—has an interest of its own, besides its especial interest from the comparative point of view; while the Indian phase of it is not only peculiarly rich in religious feeling and in poetic expression, but is also distinguished by its logical completeness.
But this logical completeness in the evolution of thought in India does not, unfortunately, involve completeness of exposition in detail. Just as in the West we find, for instance, the existence of a 'soul' inside the body taken for granted, and yet no clear statement as to how or when it came there, or whereabouts in the body it dwells, or how and when it escapes, so in the Upanishads the hypothesis is never set out with clearness or fulness of detail, nor are the isolated statements or paragraphs worked out into any system. And the reason is simply that the hypothesis having been handed down from immemorial time, and being taken for granted as accepted by all, it was considered amply sufficient to refer to it in vague and indirect phraseology. As this hypothesis is the basis of the whole of the teaching of the Upanishads, it will be necessary, as a first step, to piece together these vague references in order to see what they do, and what they do not, presuppose.

In the living body, in its ordinary state, the soul dwells in the cavity of the heart.\(^1\) By this no special vacant space appears to be meant, but simply the interior of the heart. In the oldest texts\(^2\) the soul is described as being in size like a grain of barley or of rice, and in later texts\(^3\) as of the size of a thumb; and it is therefore called 'the dwarf.'\(^4\) It is in shape like a man,\(^5\) in appearance like a yellow robe, like smoke-coloured wool, like cochineal, like flame, like a white lotus, like a flash of lightning,\(^6\) or like a light without smoke.\(^7\) And it consists of consciousness, mind, the Vital Airs or Spirits (explained below), eye and ear, earth, water, air and ether, heat and no heat, desire and no desire, anger and no anger, law and no law; in a word, of all things.\(^8\)

---

2. Brhad., v, 6; Ch., iii, 14. 3.
3. Kaṭha, iv, 12, 13; vi, 17; Svet., iii, 13; v, 8.
5. Tait., ii, 2, 3, 4, 5: compare Brhad., i, 4. 1 = Sat. Br., xiv, 4. 2. 1.
In other passages the soul is said to be made of mind only,\(^1\) or of consciousness only,\(^2\) but even then it is said to rise out of the elements. And in one obscure and curious old text \(^3\) we have four souls made respectively of Vital Spirit, mind, consciousness, and joy, each of them the same as, and yet different from, the former, and each of them of the shape of a man. This theory, which is already adumbrated in one or two passages in the older books,\(^4\) has become an integral part of the later Vedānta speculations under the name of the theory of the Koshas or 'sheaths.' But that word is not found, in this sense, in the old texts.

In dream sleep, however, the soul is away from the body.

"Therefore they say: 'Let no one wake a man brusquely; for that is a matter difficult to be cured for him if the soul find not its way back to him.'" \(^5\)

It was no doubt also supposed to be away from the body during trance (as it is in certain diseases, Ait. Ār., iii, 2. 4. 7), but there is no mention of trance in the pre-Buddhistic Upanishads.\(^6\)

During the dream the soul, leaving the body in charge of the Vital Spirits, wanders at its will, builds up a world according to its fancy, creates for itself chariots and horses, lakes and rivers, manifold shapes, a gorgeous playground, wherein it acts and enjoys and suffers, "either rejoicing with women, or laughing with his friends, or beholding horrible sights."\(^7\) Till at last, tired out—just as a falcon after roaming hither and thither in the sky, tired, flaps his wings, and is wafted to his nest—the soul returns from that playground of his to the state where in deep fast sleep he wants no more, and dreams no more.\(^8\)

The dreams are unreal, built up of the memories of the

---

\(^1\) (Manas) Brhad., i, 4. 17; vi, 6.
\(^2\) (Vijñāna) Brhad., ii, 1. 17; iii, 7. 22; iv, 3. 7; iv, 5. 13.
\(^3\) Tat., ii, 2-5.
\(^4\) Brhad., i, 5. 3; ii, 1. 17; iv, 3. 7; iv, 4. 5; Ch., 3. 15. 1, 3.
\(^6\) Dhyāna at Ch., vii, 6. 1 is perhaps ecstasy of meditation on one object only, but not trance, which is first mentioned in the Maitri Up., vi, 18-25.
\(^7\) Brhad., iv, 3. 9-13; Ch., viii, 12. 3.
\(^8\) Brhad., iv, 3. 19.
things the soul has experienced in the body, and independent of time and space and causality. But they are true so far as they are premonitory of good luck, or the reverse. So in an old verse preserved in the Chāndogya (v, 2. 9) the sight of a woman betokens success, and in the Aitareya Āranyaka (iii, 2. 4. 17) there are ten different dreams stated to be certain signs of approaching death.

During the dreamless, deep, sleep the soul pervades the whole body, to the very hairs and nails, by means of the 72,000 arteries called Hitū (the Good). As a young man or a great king having reached the summit of happiness might rest, so doth he then rest. And then no evil touches him, for he hath obtained light.

The Māṇḍūkya Upanishad, one of the very latest included in the list given above at p. 72, and the shortest of them all, consists of only twelve verses, entirely devoted to this theory of the waking, dreaming, and sleeping states. It gives special names, not found in the older Upanishads, to these three states, and adds a fourth state called the Turiya (‘fourth’), the state of the man who has reached salvation by realization of the fact that his soul is identical with God. This fourth state is only mentioned elsewhere in the closing words of the Maitrī Upanishad, which is certainly post-Buddhistic, and the idea is possibly derived from the use of the word Turiya in a quite different sense and connection (as a name of part of the Gāyatrī metre) in the older Brhadārānyaka.

There is no distinct statement in the Upanishads as to the time or the manner of the entrance of the ‘soul’ into the body—whether at the moment of conception, or at the quickening of the child in the womb, or at the moment of birth. All views on this point were, no doubt, as hazy then in India as they are now in the West. But there are passages which show that the ‘soul’ was supposed to have

1 Praśna, iv, 5.
2 Brhad., ii, 1. 19; iv, 3. 20; Ch., viii, 6. 3; Kauṣāṇa, iv, 19. Compare Brhad., i, 4. 7; Praśna, iii, 5; iv, 1. 6; Kaṭha, vi, 16.
3 Brhad., i, 14. 3. 7. So two of the other names in the Māṇḍūkya occur already (in a different sense) in the Chāndogya, v, 12.
existed before birth in some other body,¹ and to have been inserted at the origin of things into its first body downwards through the suture in the top of the skull into the heart,² or, as one passage has it, through the tips of the feet upwards through the belly into the head.³ And there is a curious speculation, of which we have three variants, on the transfer of the soul by generation through the seed.⁴

The length of a man’s life on earth is predetermined.⁵ When he dies the soul leaves the body. But as to the manner in which it leaves it, and the place to which the soul goes, the statements are just as vague and contradictory as those as to the when and the how of the soul’s entrance into the body.

According to one statement of the Brhadārānyaka⁶ the soul at death goes into the ether, and nothing is left of the man save his Karma. But this doctrine is regarded as a great mystery not to be discussed in public, and the passage (however interesting as a partial anticipation of Buddhism) stands quite isolated, and has been overshadowed in the later Upanishads by another and entirely contradictory doctrine found in another passage of the same work.

This is the well-known passage at vi, 2. 15, 16, which recurs almost word for word in two places in the Chāndogya.⁷ According to this passage the souls of “those who know this (a certain fivefold mystical interpretation of the sacrifice), and of those who in the forest follow faith and the truth, go

at death to light;
from light to day;
from day to the bright half (of the month);

¹ Brhad., iii, 2. 12; iv, 4. 6; Kaṭha, v, 7 (compare vi, 4, and Ait. Ār., 2. 3. 2).
² Tait., i, 6. 1; Ait., 3. 12.
³ Ait. Ārānyaka, 2. 1. 4. 1-8.
⁴ Brhad., vi, 3. 16; Kaush., i, 2; Ait., ii, 1-4. Compare Ait. Ār., 2. 3. 7. 3, and Ch., ii, 13; v, 8; Brhad., i, 5. 7.
⁵ Chāndogya, v, 9. 1 = Brhad., vi, 2. 13.
⁶ Brhad., iii, 2. 17.
⁷ Brhad., vi, 2. 15 = Ch., iv, 13. 5. 6; and Brhad., vi, 2. 1-16 = Ch., v, 3-10.
from there to the six months when the sun goes north;
from there to the Deva-loka, the world of the Gods
[in the Chāndogya, to the year];
from there to the sun;
[from there to the moon] (not in the Brhad.);
from there to the lightning.

"Then a spirit (whom the Brhad. qualifies as 'made of mind,' and the Chāndogya as 'not human') meets them, and leads them to the Brahma-loka, the world of Brahmā. There they dwell for ages upon ages, and they come not back (to earth).

"But they who (though they do not understand the fivefold mystic meaning of the sacrifices) nevertheless carry them out, and do charitable deeds and penance, they go
at death to smoke (of the funeral pyre);
from smoke to night;
from night to the dark half (of the month);
from there to the six months when the sun goes south;
from there to the Pitr-loka;
[from there to the ether] (only in the Chāndogya);
from there to the moon.

"When they have reached the moon they become food;
and then the Devas feed on them, just as the sacrificing priests feed on the Soma as it grows and becomes less. And when that is over they come back to this ether,1 thence to the air, thence to the rain, thence to the earth. When they have reached the earth they become food, and are again offered in the altar-fire which is the male2 (that is, men eat them). Then they are born on the altar-fire which is woman (that is, women conceive them).3 Thus, passing from world to world, do they transmigrate.

1 It is probably only as a parallel to this mention of the ether that the Chāndogya inserts ether also in the last list.
2 This is one of the fivefold mystic explanations of the sacrifice (Brhad., vi, 2. 12 = Chāndogya, v, 7).
3 That souls pass from man to woman in seed is often referred to elsewhere: Brhad., v, 6. 2; Kausch., 1. 2; Ait., 4; Ait. Ār., iii, 2. 2. 4.
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"Those, however, who do not know (either of) these ways, (they become) worms, moths, and gnats."

This is, as a theory, perfectly simple, and holds well together. Those who know the mystic, euhemeristic interpretation of the sacrifice go through light and the Deva-loka to the sun and to an immortal life in the Brahma world. Those who do not know it, but are good men and do penance, go through the night and the world of the dead to the moon, and thence return through rebirth to this world. But the bad become insects.

The Chāndogya spoils the symmetry of this theory by sending 'those who know' also to the moon, and by putting with them (not in the second company) those who do penance. And again, at the end, by dividing the second company (who, on its own hypothesis, are good) into good and bad, and then giving the good a rebirth into the higher castes and the bad a rebirth into animals or outcasts. Finally, it winds up with a kind of protest against the Brhadāraṇyaka by saying that the insects form a class by themselves with which the previously mentioned men, either good or bad, have nothing to do.¹

There is yet a third theory in the same book, but inconsistent with each of the foregoing. According to this² the soul at death gathers into itself the Vital Spirits of all the senses; and (the top point of the heart having become lighted up) the soul, guided by that light, departs, taking with it the Vital Spirits, through the eye, to another body, exalted or not according to the deeds done in the body it has thus left. All this is true if the soul at death be full of craving. But if craving have ceased, then at death the soul, being Brahman, goes through the opening at the top of the skull³ to Brahman, obtains Brahman, and becomes immortal.

In the Kaushitaki, which is certainly later than the

¹ Compare Ch., vi, 9. 3; vi, 10. 2, on rebirth as animals.
² Brhad., iv, 4. 1-6; compare Praśna, i, 9-16; iii, 10. Kaush., iii, 3.
³ Chāndogya, viii, 6. 6; Kaṭha, vi, 16; Tait., i, 6. 1. Compare Praśna, 3. 6. 7.

J.R.A.S. 1899.
Brhad., there is yet another theory. 1 "All who go forth from this world go even to the moon. It is by their spirits that the bright half of the moon waxes. 2 In the time of the dark half it (the moon) sends them on to a new birth. This verily is the door of heaven; to wit, the moon. Him who answers it, it sends on higher. Him who answers it not, it rains down hither, and he is born again here either as worm, or grasshopper, or fish, or bird, or lion, or bear, or snake, or tiger, or man, or some other creature, according to his Karma, according to his knowledge." If, on being thus reborn, he gets to perceive the identity of himself and his teacher, then he goes on, through the worlds of Agni, Vāyu, Varuṇa, Indra, and Prajāpati, to the world of Brahmā, which is described at length and with much eloquence. Five hundred maidens there receive him. His good Karma goes to his kindred, his bad to his enemies. Many are his difficulties and adventures before he at last comes to Brahmā himself, and having answered rightly all the questions put, then whatever victory, whatever power, belongs to Brahmā, that he also wins.

The above theories are all that are set out with complete detail. But there are not a few isolated passages which presuppose other views really inconsistent with any of these, though often made up of a mixture of them. Thus the Taittirīya gives an account, 3 according to which the soul makes its way out through the head, where the roots of the hair divide. Thence it goes to Agni, Vāyu, Āditya (fire, wind, sun), and finally to Brahman. There it attains to lordship, having reached the lord of the mind, and becomes lord of speech, sight, hearing, and knowledge. This has clear analogies to the last theory, but it is not the same.

The Mūndaka Upanishad says that those who think sacrifice and pious deeds are the best are befooled, knowing

1 Kaushitaki, i, 2.
2 So the rays of the sun in one passage of the Śatapatha Brahmaṇa (i, 9. 3. 10), and the stars of heaven in another (vi, 5. 4. 8), had already been identified with the souls of the righteous.
3 Tait., 1. 6 (ii, 8 is only about abandoning the world, in the sense of becoming a recluse).
not the other things that are better; and when in heaven’s heights they have enjoyed the fruit of their good works, they return to this lower world. But those who practise penance and faith in the forest go through the door of the sun to where that immortal Person is whose soul passeth not away. This is taken from the Chāndogya variation of the second theory in the Brhad.

The Kaṭha Upanishad says that fire sacrifice leads to heaven, and they who go there enter the immortal state, having overcome rebirth and death. But in another passage it says that he who has mind and intelligence, and is pure, reaches the place whence he is not born again; whereas he who has not, and is impure, goes into transmigration. Yet, again, it says that some enter the womb and have (living) bodies, but others enter blocks of wood (things that don’t move) according to their works and their learning. But when all the bonds of the heart are broken, then the mortal becomes immortal, moving upwards by the artery that passes into the crown of the head.

The Śvetāsvatara says that those who know the universal spirit become immortal, but the others transmigrate into various bodies.

The author of the Praśna Upanishad, short as it is, contrives with reckless boldness to give five different views of what happens to the soul after it leaves the body.

Those who trust to sacrifice and pious works are reborn into the world of the moon, and thence return (to this world); but those who have sought the soul by penance, faith, and knowledge gain the sun, the home of the spirits, the immortal, free from danger, the highest state.

---

1 Mund., i. 2. 10, 11: compare iii, 2. 6, 7.  
2 Katha, i, 13.  
3 Ibid., i, 17.  
4 Ibid., iii, 7, 8.  
5 Ibid., v, 7.  
6 Ibid., vi, 16, 16; compare Svet., i, 8.  
7 Svet., i, 7; iii, 10; iv, 11-17; v, 14.  
8 Svet., v, 7, 11, 12.  
9 Praśna, i, 9, 10.
THEORY OF ‘SOUL’ IN THE UPAnishads.

§ 1. Those who observe the rule of Prajāpati (a certain rule there set out of conjugal continence) produce a pair, and to them belongs the Brahma world; those in whom are penance and continence, in whom the truth is set firm, to them belongs the Brahma world.

7. It is in the heart that the soul dwells. There there are 101 arteries, each hundredfold, and to each one belong 72,000 branch arteries, in which the Vyāna (a mode of breathing or breath) moves. Through one of these arteries the Udāna (the up-breathing) leads it by the good it has done to a good world, by the evil it has done to an evil world, and by both to the world of men.

8. Whatever a man’s thought is (at the time of his death), with that thought he goes into his Vital Spirit, and the Spirit together with the bodily warmth leads him with his soul to the world he wishes for.

9. If a man mediates till death on the first letter (only) of the word AUM (Om) he is quickly reborn in the world. It is the Rig Veda verses which lead him to the world of men, but if there he becomes gifted with penance, continence, and faith he achieves greatness. If he meditates on two letters he is quickly reborn in mind. The verses of the Yajur Veda lead him up to the sky. That is the world of Soma (the moon). He first enjoys glory there, and then comes back (to earth). If he meditates on all three letters, that is, on the Great Soul, he goes to light and to the sun. He is led by the verses of the Śāma Veda to the world of Brahmā.

Lastly, it is very remarkable that in the solemn words with which the Chāndogya closes, and which are put in the mouth of Brahmā himself, it is said that he who has learnt the Vedas from a family of teachers according to rule in

1 Prāśna, i, 15, 16. Compare Chāndogya viii, 4. 3.
2 Ibid., iii, 6, 7.
3 Ibid., iii, 10. Compare the obscure passage in the Chāndogya Upanishad, iii, 6–10, where the soul becomes in succession one of different sets of gods whose colour he has understood.
4 Ibid., v, 3–5.
5 Chāndogya, viii, 13.
6 Just as the contrary doctrine is in Chāndogya, iii, 11. 4.
his leisure time after performing his duties to the teacher, and who after going home to a pure land keeps up his memory of the Vedas by repetition, has brought up virtuous sons, and keeps his senses in subjection to the Soul, and is merciful to all beings (except at the tirthas)—he who acts thus all his life goes then to the Brahma world, and does not return, yea, he does not return.

Here it is not the man who has mystic knowledge, but the ordinary Brahmin who fulfils the duties of a Brahmin who goes (practically for ever) to the Brahma world. And still stronger is another passage in the same book, according to which when any man, without any distinction at all, departs this life, his speech passes into his mind, his mind into his Vital Spirit, his Vital Spirit into heat, and the heat into the supreme deity.

Indian pandits, almost without an exception since the time of Śankar Ācārya, see no opposition in these divergent statements. They hold that those who see a difference are merely blinded by the want of that insight which is able to reconcile contradictions. To them all that the Upanishads say is one. To most of them it is one with the interpretation put forth by Śankara, in which all the discrepancies are explained away. Others accept other interpretations, and Professor Thibaut has discussed, in a most interesting manner, in the introduction to his English version of Śankara's comment on the Vedānta Sūtra, some special points of these different interpretations. But they are all at one in seeing only one coherent set of views in the Upanishads. And such a position is indeed inevitable to those who look on the Upanishads as forming part of an infallible authority, however entirely at variance it may be with the historical method. From the historical point of view, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that these various speculations are the outcome of a long-continued struggle against those parts of the still more ancient theory, contained in the Vedas themselves; against which

1 Chāndogya, vi, 8. 6.
the growing moral sense of the people brought about an inevitable revolt.

As is well known,¹ the Vedic position is the simple one, closely allied to the beliefs held by all Indo-European peoples, that the souls of the good go to heaven, where, in new and glorified bodies, they enjoy a life of sensuous pleasure (very much like that of the happy upon earth) with the fathers and with the gods; while the bad are cast* into the darkness or into the pit. There is nothing here about transmigration, and no stress is laid especially upon sacrifice. It is in the Brāhmaṇas that the efficacy of sacrifice as a means of gaining heaven is put into the foreground in numerous passages²; and there is once reference in an old verse quoted by the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa,³ to the efficacy of knowledge as leading men to that condition in which desires have passed away. A similar idea is once or twice met with in different forms in other Brāhmaṇas,⁴ so that it must already at an early date have gained somewhat wide circulation in the circles of the Brahmins. Finally, the Brahma-loka, the world of Brahma, is mentioned once in the Atharva Veda, and one obscure passage in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa⁵ says that fire, wind, water, moon, lightning, and sun are six doors of, or to, Brahма. He who sacrifices with a burnt-offering arrives by Agni (fire), as the door, to Brahма; and is born into union with Brahма, into the same world as he is in. In another passage,⁶ he who reads the Vedas in a particular way attains to oneness of soul with Brahма.

Who can doubt that the similar speculations in the Upanishads are the outcome of these; that their variety is due to the variety of their sources; and that their greater clearness is at least partly due to the greater lapse

² See the passages quoted by Professor Weber in the Z.D.M.G., ix, 237 foll., and by Muir, loc. cit., 314 foll.
³ Śatap. Br., x, 5. 4. 15.
⁴ Taittiriya Br., iii, 10. 11. 6; iv, 10. 9. 11. Ait Br., iii, 44.
⁵ Śatap. Br., xi, 4. 4. 1.
⁶ Ibid., xi, 5. 6. 9.
of time during which they could be more thoroughly thought out? The modifications which we find in the Upanishads are also partly due to another very interesting cause—to the influence of the laity.

The Brāhmaṇas are exclusively the work of the priestly caste of the Brahmins. The Upanishads, as we have them, are no doubt also put together by the Brahmins. But they acknowledge (more especially as regards what is considered the highest teaching of the Upanishads) the co-operation and even guidance of the more thoughtful of the laity. The point is of so much importance for the history of thought in India, and particularly of Buddhism, but another article would be necessary to deal with it at suitable length.¹

ART. V.—Cave Drawings in the Kaimur Range, North-West Provinces. By John Cockburn.

[The following paper has been forwarded to us by Mr. Vincent Smith, who has, kindly added a few notes. —Rh. D.]

Previous Researches.

These drawings were first brought to notice by the late Mr. Archibald Carleyle and myself, and were discovered by us independently of each other in 1880, he working in Rewah and Mirzapur and I in Banda. I took up the subject from the anthropological and zoological side entirely, Mr. Carleyle from the antiquarian or philological side. He evidently had made some important discoveries of ancient records, but, as he desired to work them himself, he imparted no information on either the nature or the localities of his discoveries, and his knowledge has died with him.¹ The first scientific paper on the drawings was by myself published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1883, and was entitled “On the recent existence of Rhinoceros Judicus in the North-West Provinces, and a description of an archaic rock painting from Mirzapur, representing theighting of this animal” (Journ., lli, part 2, 1883, pp. 56-64, with two plates).² This article excited much interest

¹ Notes on lately discovered sepulchral mounds, cairns, caves, cave paintings, and stone implements. By A. C. Carleyle, First Assistant, Archaeological Survey of India. In this paper Mr. Carleyle enumerates all discoveries of interest lately made by him in the district of Mirzapur, and then gives a general account of his discoveries in Berghelkhand, Bundelkhand, and other places during the last nine years. This paper will be published in the Journal, Pt. I., 1883. (Proc. A.S.B., Feb., 1883, p. 49.) Unfortunately, the paper never appeared in the Society's journals.

² Abstract in Proc. A.S.B. for 1883, p. 123. (V. A. S.)
in Europe, and great things were expected from the
discovery. I regret that I have no copy of the paper.
A short paragraph is also devoted to the subject in the
Gazetteer of Mirzāpur. There is a further paper in the
Proc. Asiatic Society, Bengal, for 1884,1 on the durability
of haematite drawings on sandstone rocks, by myself also.
Shortly afterwards Mr. A. M. Markham, C.S., noticed
a few words written in this pigment in ancient characters2
at Chachaie Koond, or the Falls of the Tons in Rewah.
Mr. Beglar, of the Archaeological Survey, also noticed
extensive records in this pigment at the Chitilekna rock,
Ramgarh, in Sirguja State, Chutia Nagpur, and attributed
the writing to the seventh century.3 Then came the
discovery of a dated record in this pigment at Gingi Hill,
an islet of British territory belonging to Allahabad, but
situated in Rewah. I paid a visit to this spot for the
express purpose of noting in what state of preservation
the writing was, and found it faint, but yet perfectly distinct
and readable.4 I have seen older writing. The position
of this record shows how extremely difficult it is to find
pictorial records. It is situated at the base of the hill,
which has here perpendicular sides, and the writing is about
five feet from the ground, and very inconspicuous. This
record is nearly 1,900 years old, and it seems likely from
what has been observed in the interior of the Great Pyramid
by Dr. Flinders Petrie that the pigment laid on rock lasts
4,000 years in sheltered situations. This gentleman found
that the lines drawn in ruddle for dressing and facing the
blocks in the interior of the Great Pyramid looked as fresh
as if they had been done a few days before; and as the
climate of the North-West Provinces resembles Egypt
somewhat,5 and as many of the drawings are in rock shelte

1 Proc. A.S.B. for 1884, p. 141. See also ibid. for 1883, p. 125. (V. A.)
2 I cannot find any record of this discovery. (V. A. S.)
3 Cunningham, Arch. Survey Reports, vol. xiii, pp. 34-41, pl. x. (V. A.)
4 Cunningham, Arch. Survey Reports, xxi, p. 119, pl. xxx. The date is
the year 52, probably equivalent to the beginning of the Christian era. The
record relates to a Maharaja Bhima Sena. (V. A. S.)
5 The resemblance is not very close. (V. A. S.)
or caves, only open on one side, they are perfectly protected from the weather, and might last just as long.

These paintings and petroglyphs, or rock writing, must, therefore, be considered among the most ancient records in India; some of them, in all probability, being earlier than the earliest of records graven on stone or copper, and their importance can hardly be overestimated, particularly as some of the writing is in a character that looks like Mongol or Türkî, and, when regarded in connection with the discoveries now being made in the buried cities of Central Asia, the supposed home of the early Aryans, may possibly throw light on the Aryan invasion of India.

Similar drawings in the identical pigment occur in Australia and in South Africa, where they were done by the Bushmen, in North America, as described by Catlin, and in South America as described by Alfred Wallace. The concentric circles, yet considered by the natives of the Amazons as symbols of the sun and moon, are very common in Indian caves. But the most remarkable feature about them is their close similarity to modern savage Australian drawings done on bark. (See Brough Smith, "The Aborigines of Victoria.") The conventional method of representing the stone chip spear or 'gidjee,' the stone knife, boomerang, and the attitudes of the corroboree dance, are identical. There is also a close similarity in other points. The Australian drawings which have been explained by aborigines to Englishmen are a valuable key to the Indian paintings.

A great antiquity is generally ascribed to this class of drawings, but they continue to be made to the present day, particularly in India, where the painting, done in red pigment on the front of a house where a marriage has occurred, and called Kohobur, passes imperceptibly into the cave drawing, some of the conventional forms of animals, birds, and inanimate objects being identical. It is therefore

---

1 Mr. Cockburn's estimate of the antiquity of these documents may prove to be exaggerated. (V. A. S.)
2 This result is, I should think, very unlikely. (V. A. S.)
just possible that the drawings in these caves would afford as complete a pictorial record of the history of antiquity down to modern times as a volume of The Graphic does of the civilization of the present day, and they will certainly yield as much as, if not more information than, the sculptures of the Bharhut railing.

**Position of the Drawings.**

The drawings are executed on vertical rocks, and in caves known as rock shelters. The accompanying sketch will give an idea of a section of a typical rock shelter: the drawings are done on the surface A, which is generally from four to ten feet high, and presents a very smooth and almost imperishable surface of vitreous quartzite. But many of them are on vertical rocks. Overhanging boulders, and the curious deep cañons, or gorges, formed by streams that cut their way through the Vindhyan plateaux, are favourite localities.

The Chunderpurba and Karamnasa rivers are cases in point. The drawings occur on both the northern and southern scarps of the Kymores, and also on the plateau between,
which is from twenty to thirty miles wide; thus I have seen them near Mirzāpur and Chunar, at Pabhosa, and at Chitrakot, where a typical rock shelter with ancient drawings has had a series of modern stone steps several hundred feet high built up to it. The best of the rock shelters and drawings, in my opinion, are to be found on the southern scarp of the Kymores, which overhangs the valley of the Sone. The above sketch shows the position and probable way in which these rock shelters of the Kymore scarp have been formed. The stratum A being of great hardness endures, while the material of the cave C was crushed, or broke away at right angles to B, and was removed by denudation. The surface D is generally vertical, being cleanly fractured transverse to the bedding, and is an admirable material to draw on. There was but little soil in this cave. The Likhunia shelter overlooks Tuppeh Chourasi in the valley of the Sone, perhaps the finest bit of scenery in the Mirzāpur District. I have hardly devoted more than a couple of weeks in all to their examination, and only in my spare time. Many of them are in exceedingly dangerous positions, necessitating crawling down the face of a precipice on the hands and knees; but most of these nearly inaccessible caves, if there is any earth on the floor, form veritable museums of prehistoric antiquities in the way of flint knives, cores, arrow-heads, celts, fragments of fossil and charred bone, pottery, etc. From this source alone I am confident I could make a fine collection, sets from which might be sent to every museum in the world, after meeting our own wants. Colonel Rivett-Carnac, assisted by me, has already presented sets of the larger stone implements to every museum in the world.¹ It must not be supposed that every cave contains

¹ "On Stone Implements from the North-Western Provinces of India. By J. H. Rivett-Carnac, Esq., C.S., C.I.E., F.S.A., etc." (J.A.S.B., vol. iii, pt. 1, p. 221, 1883.) This excellent account, illustrated by three good plates, describes the larger stone implements, hammers, ringstones, and celts collected by Messrs. Rivett-Carnac and Cockburn in the course of several years. A promised supplementary paper by Mr. Cockburn on the smaller chert implements does not seem to have been published. (V. A. S.)
interesting drawings, or records, or implements, and it must also be understood that very often miles of the Kymores prove to possess no caves at all, or the caves prove to have only a few trivial drawings of a very rude and conventional character in them. Thus, near Markandi and Majhgawan in the Banda District, after a laborious search, I only found two sets of drawings, and the most interesting of these was perfectly inaccessible, as it was on the face of a scarp 100 feet high, and the floor had dropped off. As a matter of fact, rock shelters sufficiently durable to contain drawings only occur in certain localities where the upper strata of the Kymore sandstone have been fused to a very considerable degree of hardness. In the strata known geologically as the Rewah formation they hardly occur, and I only know one good cave in the south of Pargana Khairagaarh of the Allahabad District, near Arazee [sic], where this formation occurs.

The height of the hills is no criterion, but rather their hardness.

Petroglyphs occur everywhere. I have chiefly seen them about Bijaygarh in South Mirzapur: one particularly fine record in perfect preservation was seen by me at Ek Powah Ghat near the gorge of the Ghaghur, near Robertsganj in South Mirzapur. Each letter was about two inches long, and the strokes were a quarter of an inch thick. There were about six lines of about four feet in length, if I remember right. The character was some early form of Hindi. The shell-writing occurs everywhere, and much of it is of very large size, each letter being a foot long, and the record extending for fifteen or twenty feet.1 Words in Asoka characters are common in many of these caves. There can be no doubt that they have been inhabited first by savages, and then by Buddhist and Hindu hermits, from the earliest times to the present day, when holy men from Benares occasionally take up their residence in them, many of the

1 See Cunningham, Arch. Survey Reports, vol. i, pp. 60, 67; iii, p. 154, pl. xlv; viii, pp. 86, 129, 192. Cunningham referred this style of writing to the seventh and eighth centuries A.D. (V. A. S.)
caves being no more than a single long march from Benares. I am certain that a considerable mass of rock-writing will be discovered in the course of a general search, but a search for writing alone would not be very remunerative.

**Nature of Drawings.**

The more ancient drawings are often very elaborate and exhibit considerable skill, as will be seen by a reference to the plate of the rhinoceros hunt, which covered about a square yard of rock. The drawing is executed with a degree of boldness and accuracy as regards zoological detail quite beyond the natives of India at the present day. The position of the man tossed by the rhinoceros, sprawling in the air, is ridiculously like a picture in Baldwin's "African Hunting." Drawings as large depicting other scenes occur, and a good deal of information may be got out of them. For example, a river scene shows the character of the boat used, and the species of huge fish harpooned is recognizable at a glance. The reels holding the harpoon line are very similar to those used in parts of Africa at the present day.

Some of the drawings of animals are of a high standard of merit. One drawing of a stag, *chital* (spotted deer), with his head turned round, is quite up to a modern drawing, and certainly better than I could draw the animal myself.¹

¹ I have not seen the tracing of this drawing. Tracings of three drawings are enclosed. (V. A. S.)

**Fig. 1.** Man spearing Goor stag (*Rucervus Duvaucelii*). From Bhalduria, Pargana Ahraura, Mirzapur. The animal has an arrow stuck in the throat, and was also shown as attacked by dogs. The spear-head, while very like those made of hoop-iron used by the modern Andamanese for spearing dugong, may possibly have been of stone, though the probabilities are in favour of iron or copper. The Goor is locally extinct, but is yet found in small numbers 200 miles south.

**Fig. 2.** Man with a torch encountering a panther at night. From Lohri Cave.

**Fig. 3.** Man spearing sāṃbar hind with stone spear. The object in front is probably a leaf screen, such as Indian shikarris yet use in stalking game. The conventional form of representing the head and barbs of the spear is exactly similar to that used by the modern Australian aborigines in representing their stone spears on bark and in cave drawings. From Likhunia Cave.
Individual abnormalities in the antlers of deer are often represented, and I came across an injured drawing of a two-horned rhinoceros. Weapons, utensils, and totems are very accurately figured. Pigments of various colours have been used. I have seen traces of white, black, and yellow, but the chief pigment is ruddle, or red oxide of iron, which occurs in a very pure form in these hills, pencils and lumps of it being found in the soil of the caves. The pigment was probably rubbed up with animal fat, and I have succeeded in reproducing it perfectly, and left my name at various spots with a date, fourteen years ago. It would be interesting to know in what state of preservation this writing is now. Wallace, in his "Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro," mentions finding the names of Spaniards who had visited picture drawings a century before, in perfect preservation, they being done with the same pigment, red oxide of iron, which was also the favourite war-paint of the North American Indian. Indeed, the Indian equestrian cave portraits resemble the American reproductions of Catlin very closely, though the latter cannot possibly be more than three centuries old, for horses were introduced by the Spaniards. This pigment was laid on pretty thick, and perfectly preserved paintings bear much resemblance to the red paintings on the outside of mummy cases. I have shown in one of my papers how this oxide of iron communicates a stain to the rock—a stain that is evidently capable of lasting thousands of years; but, unfortunately, many causes are at work destroying the drawings, and not a monsoon can pass without some of them being destroyed.

The chief causes of destruction are natural ones. The roofs of a considerable number of the shelters project many feet in the form of a thick slab, and these very frequently give way when saturated by rain, thus closing the shelter. Then, again, the water that oozes through the strata of the sandstone is charged with carbonate of lime, and leaves a thin white deposit of stalactite over the drawings, completely obliterating them. Smoke made by fires of
herdsmen and robbers who frequent these caves accounts for the destruction of a considerable number. I have also seen a few mischievously battered with stones. It may be safely said that every year sees their numbers diminish, so that their examination ought to be taken up as speedily as possible.
Art. VI.—Māham Anaga. By H. Beveridge.

This lady was one of Akbar’s nurses, and is said to have watched over him from the cradle to the throne. She must have been a notable woman, for she acquired great influence over Akbar, and was for a time the administratrix of his kingdom. It was in great measure through her intrigues that Akbar emancipated himself from the control of Bairām Khān. There has long been a mystery about her status and about the paternity of her children. She had two sons, Bāqī Khān Kōka and Adham Khān Kōka, but their father’s name is never mentioned. Abūl-faḍl, Nizāmu-d-din, Badāōni, and other writers, always speak of them as the sons of Māham Anaga, but give no hint as to their father’s identity. Hence Mr. Blochmann concluded that Adham Khān, the more celebrated of the two, was “doubtless a royal bastard.” Professor Dowson demurs to this view on account of the great respect with which Māham Anaga is always spoken of, but admits that there is a mystery about the paternity. If, however, an illuminated MS. in the possession of Colonel Hanna is to be trusted, the mystery is cleared up, for its author states that Māham Anaga was the wife of Nadim Khwāja Kōka, the sherbet-provider (sharbat-bardār) or butler of Humāyūn. The statement occurs at p. 9b of the MS., in telling the story (also given in the Akbarnāma) of how Akbar, while still an infant, comforted his nurse Jījī Anaga. Māham Anaga and the other nurses were, it seems, jealous of Akbar’s predilection for Jījī, and accused her to Humāyūn of practising enchantments so as to make the young prince refuse all milk but her own. Jījī was very sad about this, and one evening when she was alone with the child, the latter, while yet in the cradle, opened
his Messiah-like mouth and bade her be of good cheer, for she would always have the exclusive nursing of him. The statement about Māham Anaga’s being the wife of Nadīm is quite clear, and Nadīm is a perfectly possible husband for her, for he seems to have been a foster-brother of Humāyūn, and he is frequently mentioned by Abū’l-fażl, Jauhar and others, as a faithful follower of Humāyūn’s fortunes. It is true that Abū’l-fażl, in his account of Akbar’s nurses, speaks of Nadīm Kōka’s wife as Fakhrūn-nissā, but this may have been another name for Māham, and the author of Colonel Hanna’s MS. uses both names as if they belonged to the same person. Moreover, Gulbadan Begum, who is presumably a better authority than either of them, calls Fakhrūn-nissā the mother, and not the wife, of Nadīm. The main question is—Is the author of Colonel Hanna’s MS. a sufficient authority for the statement that Nadīm was Māham Anaga’s husband? Colonel Hanna has kindly allowed me to examine the MS., and I have read as much of it as I could in two days. On the flyleaf the MS. is said to be the composition of two ladies—Shukru-n-nissā, a daughter of Akbar (afterwards married to Mīrzā Shāhrukh), and her sister-in-law Ḥabība Bānū, daughter of ‘Azīz Kōka and wife of Prince Murād. But I was unable to find in the MS. any reference to a dual authorship, or to its being the work of a lady. The author speaks of himself as a grandson of ‘Azīz Kōka, and was consequently a great-grandson of Akbar’s nurse Jījī Anaga. He wrote apparently in the time of Jahāngir. Some of his statements are not accurate, but he seems to have had good sources of information, for he quotes the Tārīkh-i-Atka Khān, which seems to have been written by Nawab Sharīf Khān, a son (?) of the Atka Khān (Shamsu-d-dīn), and which appears to be now lost. As a descendant, too, of Jījī Anaga, I think he may be trusted about a fact connected with her. Unfortunately, the preface to the first part of the MS. is wanting. What is prefixed to the beginning is a fragment of the introduction to the second part. Hence we have not the author’s account
of the work. I conjecture, however, that he was a teacher employed in the royal court and that he wrote his book for the instruction of some young prince. Perhaps this explains the curiously rude and childish form of the pictures in the book. Colonel Hanna is inclined to think them the productions of the above-named two young ladies, but it seems to me more probable that they are sketches made by a Mūnshi for the instruction and amusement of a child.¹

¹ The words used at p. 96 of the MS. are Māham Anaga zan-i-Nadim Khwāja. Nadim is not called Kōka, but he can hardly be a different person from the Nadim Kōka of Abū'īl-īsāl. At p. 96 he is called Nadim Khwāja, shbarbat-bardār. On the same page, we are told that Jīji Anaga was also called Sultanam, and that she belonged to the family of Āmīr Sayyid 'Abdu-l-lāh Al Farīd (?). That Nadim was a man of some position is shown by the statement in the Akbarnāma (Bib. Ind., i, 241) that he was one of Humāyūn's most trusty servants, and that he was put in charge of Mīrzā 'Askari when the latter was recaptured after his flight from Qandahār (A.D. 1545).
Dedication of a Temple.

Bêêt D.P. Lugala
û D.P. Šu-ul-la-at

3. Nu-ur-i-li-šu
mâr Bêl-na-da
a-na i-li-šu

6. i-pu-uš
išten šar bêt a-na i-li-šu
a-na na-bi-iš-ti-šu

9. u-ri (?)-di
Pi-ša-Šamaš-ma
ša-gu-um bêti

12. Nu-ur-i-li-šu
a-na ša-gu-ti-im
u-la i-ra-ga-am

15. li (?)-mu (?)-un D.P.
Šamaš
u Su-ma-ila

ša i-ra-ga-mu

A temple of Lugala
and Šullat
Nûr-ili-šu
son of Bêl-nada
for his god
has made.

1 šar the temple, to his god
for his life
he has dedicated (?)
Pi-ša-Šamaš is
priest of the temple.
Nûr-ili-šu
against the priesthood
will not bring action.
The curse (?) of Šamaš

and Suma-ila (shall be
against him)
who brings action.
Before Bûr-nunu, son of
Ibubu (?)
Before Ibik-Istar, son of
Ibubu;
Before Sin-rabû, son of
Aba-Ellila-kime;
Nûr-ilî-šu has built for his god the temple of Lugala and Šullat. One šar (is the measure of) the temple of his god—he has dedicated it for his life. Pi-ša-Šamaš is the priest of the temple. Nûr-ilî-šu shall not make a claim against the priesthood (i.e., demand the restitution of the property he has given). The curse of the Sun-god and Suma-îla (shall be upon him) who brings an action.

This interesting document is drawn up in accordance with the desire for strict legality that seems to have been so firmly fixed in the Babylonian mind, and from that very circumstance, forms a remarkable contrast with the illegal, and, in fact, lawless account given in Judges xvii of the dedication of a priest and images (and, it may also be presumed, a temple) for religious (heathen) worship. The existence of prohibitions against claiming back property that had been sold or given are so common in Babylonian contracts, that one can hardly help believing that the people were very prone to giving, and even to selling, things that they afterwards, in a moment of repentance, proceeded to claim as their own again.

Lines 1, 2. Lugala and Šullat (instead of Lugala we may read Šarru)
are apparently names of Marduk or Merodach as "the King," and Zir-panitum, his consort, as "the Bride," though the latter rendering is doubtful. If, however, the translation here suggested be correct, the meaning (bride) probably arose from the custom of carrying off a maiden from her father's house. The root is probably šalālu, 'to carry off (as spoil). The absence of case-ending to the name Šullat is noteworthy.

Line 5. "For his god." As the form ilit, oblique case of ilu, could hardly have been plural at this early date, the temple would seem to have been built for Merodach alone, and it may be surmised that the consort of the god was included "by courtesy" (so to say) only.

Line 11. Šagum is apparently the word that appears in the syllabaries of later date as šangū, 'priest.' The abstract noun from this, šagutīm (oblique case), later šan gutim, occurs in line 13.¹

Lines 15, 16.  א - א ( ? ) א - א ( ? ) א - א א - א א - א א - א א - א א - א א - א א - א א - א. The first two characters are doubtful, but they seem, from the traces, to be ilit and mu, which would make the word limun, construct case of limmu, 'evil,' here equivalent, apparently, to the word 'curse.' That limun Šamas, 'evil of the Sun-god,' is a proper name, is doubtful, and even improbable. On the other hand, Suma-ilit would seem to be a royal name, coupled, as is usual, with that of the god, to bring down a curse on the contractor, in the case that he should break his solemn word here given. Suma-ilit (the text has Zuma-ilit) may possibly be the same as Sumu-la-ilit, the second ruler of the dynasty of Babylon (that to which Hammurabi or Amraphel belongs). The completing words in this line seem to be those that the sense requires.

In the list of witnesses, all the names are Semitic except Aba-Ellila-kime ('who is like the god Bel?'), father of Sin-rabû, and Lu-Ninsah ('man' or 'servant of the deity Ninsah'), father of the first of the two witnesses named

¹ The root is apparently the Akkadian šaga, 'head.'
Sin-idinnaššu. Another possible reading of the name Aḫum-hibum is Aḫum-tâbum, ‘the good brother.’

Bu. 91-5-9, 407.

Wedding Contract.

D.P. Aḫ-ḫu-a-ya-bi
mârat In-na-ba-tim
3. D.P. In-na-ba-a-tum
ummi-ša
a-na Zu-ka-ni-ia
a-na aš-šu-tim û mu-
tu-tim
6. i-di-in D.P. Zu-ka-ni-ia
i-zi-ib-ši-ma
išten ma-na kaspi išakkal

9. Aḫ-ḫu-a-ya-bi
i-zi-ir-šu-ma
iš-tu di-im-tim
12. i-na-da-ni-iš-ši
a-di In-na-ba-tum
ba-al-ta-at
15. D.P. Aḫ-ḫu-a-ya-bi
i-ta-na-ši-ši-ma
wa-ar-ki In-na-ba-tum
18. (e)-li Aḫ-ḫu-a-ya-bi

Aḫḫu-ayabi
(is) daughter of Innabātum
Innabātum, her mother,
to Zukania
to wifehood and husbandhood
has given. Zukania,
should he forsake her,
one mana of silver he shall pay.
Aḫḫu-ayabi,
should she deny him,
from the pinnacle
he may throw her.
As long as Innabātum lives,
Aḫḫu-ayabi
shall support her, and
after, Innabātum
against Aḫḫu-ayabi

Reverse.

[u Za-bu]-um ša a-
wa-at

(and Zab)um (against him)
who the words of

1 Written ama-a-ni, the Akkadian for ‘his’ or ‘her mother.’
2 Written ni-la(l)-r, the Akkadian for ‘he shall weigh’ (pay).
3 Such seems to be the reading, notwithstanding the extra wedge with which the character di is written.
3. [duppi an]-ni-im u-na-ka-ru
Maḫar Li-bi-it-Ištar
Maḫar Bur-nu-nu ša D.P.Šamaš
Maḫar D.P. Da-mugal-zu
Maḫar D.P. Mar-tuba-ni
Maḫar I-da-du-um NIGAB
9. Maḫar Ḫa-ta-lum mār Mu-da-du-um
Maḫar Ḫu-pi-lum mār Lu-lu-ḥa-a
Maḫar Be-li-zu-nu
12. Maḫar La-ma-zi
Maḫar D.P. A-a-ši-ti
Maḫar Ru-ba-tum
15. Maḫar Zu-ka-ta-ni
Maḫar Na-ru-ub-tum
Maḫar Ša-ad-ku-bi
18. Maḫar Ku-mu-zi-li
Maḫar Za-za-tum
Maḫar D.P. A-a-damiktum (?)
Maḫar A-ya-ar-tum

Left-hand Edge.

20. (Maḫar) . . . -Sin mār Būr-Sin
(Maḫar) . . . -la-tum
(Maḫar) . . . -ṣu-tum
Maḫar A-ḥa-tum
Maḫar Ku-mu-zi-li mār Ḫa-ti-i (?)
Maḫar D.P. A-a-damiktum (?)
Before Bēli-zunu;
Before Lamazi;
Before Aa-šiti;
Before Rubatum;
Before Zakatani;
Before Narubtum;
Before Ṣad-kubi;
Before Kumuzili;
Before Zazatum;

this tablet changes (shall be invoked).
Before Libit-Ištar;
Before Būr-nunu, priest (?)
of the devotees of the Sun;
Before Damu-galzu;
Before Martu-bani;
Before Idadum, the ferryman (?);
Before Ḫatalum, son of Mudadum;
Before Ḫupilum, son of Luluḥa;
Translation.

20. Before . . . -Sin, son of Bûr-Sin;
Before . . . -latum (?);
Before . . . -šutum (?);
Before Aḫatum;
Before Kumuzili, son of Išhati(a);
Before Aa-damiktu (?);
Before Ayartum.

Free Rendering of the Contract.

Aḫhu-ayabi is daughter of Innabatum. Innabatum, her mother, has given her in marriage to Zukania. Should Zukania forsake her, he shall pay one mana of silver. Should Aḫhu-ayabi deny him, he may throw her down from the tower. As long as Innabatum lives, Aḫhu-ayabi shall support her, and Innabatum afterwards (shall have nothing?) against Aḫhu-ayabi.

(The spirit of the Sun-god and Zabium) shall be invoked against him who changes the words of this tablet.

With this interesting contract may be compared the Journal of the Society for July, 1897, pp. 604-613, where translations of similar texts are given.

The expression “Innabatum afterwards (shall have nothing) against Aḫhu-ayabi” seems to imply that such a provision was needful, but the mutilation of the text in this place naturally makes the sense very doubtful. In the J.R.A.S. for 1897, p. 605, there is a similar phrase in the nature of a declaration, wherein is stated that no person had anything against the bride that was to be.

The punishment for unfaithfulness seems to be the same as that decreed on p. 607 of the same volume, where death by being thrown down from the tower (probably the highest portion of one of those towers in stages that were to be found in most of the great cities of Babylonia) is spoken of. If this be the case, 𒇉𒌋𒊒𒊒𒊓 (?) ዃ𒊕 (?) 𒇉𒇉, iš-tu AN-ZAG (?)-GAR-KI, would seem to be equivalent to 𒇉𒌋𒊒𒊒𒊓 𒅝𒉊, iš-tu di-im-tim, of the present

The clause decreeing that Aḫhu-ayabi is to support Innabāṭum would seem, from a comparison of parallel passages, to be due to the latter having handed all her property to her stepdaughter on the occasion of her marriage, though this fact is not stated in the record of the deed.

That Aḫhu-ayabi was not the real, but the adopted daughter of Innabāṭum, is implied by a comparison of this text with those translated on pp. 604 and 605 of the J.R.A.S. for July of last year, quoted above.

Bu. 91–5–9, 419.

**Concerning an alleged Runaway Slave.**

D.P. Ârad-D.P. Bu-ne-ne
ša Tamḫi-i-li-šu be-el-šu

3. a-na Aš-nun-na a-na išten bar ma-na kaspi
id-di-nu  şu
šattu ḫimiltu i-na li-ib-bi Aš-nun-na ki

6. be-lu-tam il-li-ik-ma
a-na Bāb-ili ki it-ta-bi-tam
ugarē (?)

9. D.P. Ârad-D.B. Bu-ne-ne iz-zu-u-ma
ki-a-am iḫ-bu-šum
um-ma šu-nu - ma

12. el-li-ta ab-bu-ut-ta-ka
gu-ul-lu-ba-at ta-al-la-ak i-na BARA-NITAH (pl.)
D.P. Ârad-D.P. Bu-ne-ne šu-u

15. ki-a-am i-pu-ul
um šu-u-ma
i-na BARA-NITAH (pl.) u-ul a-al-
la - ak
18. il-ka ša bêt a-bi-ia
   a-al-la - ak
   D.P. Li-bi-it-D.P. Addi D.P. Addu-lu-zi-rum
21. û Ib-ni-D.P. Šamaš aḫ-ḫu-šu
   MU D.P. AMAR-UDUK U Am-mi-ša-na LUGAL-E
   IN-PAD-DE- E-WEŠ
24. a-na Árad-D.P. Bu-ne-ne aḫḫi-šu-nu
    a-na ri-šu-tim la ra-ga-mi
    D.P. Árad-D.P. Bu-ne-ne a-di ba-al-tu
27. it-ti aḫḫi-šu
    i-liḫ bêt a-bi-šu-nu
    i-il-la-ak

30. Maḫar A-wi-il-D.P. Addi D.P. Amurrū
    maḫar Ilu-bi-ša már D.P. Sin-i-din-nam

ITI ŠU-UMUN-A UTU NIŠ-IA
33. MU Am-mi-ša-na LUGAL-E
    AD-GI-A GU-LA D.P. UTUKI D.P. AMAR-UDUK-
    BI - DĀ

Translation.

Árad-Bunene
whose master Tamhi-ili-šu
3. into Ašnunna, for 1½ mana of silver
   sold him:
   for five years in the midst of Ašnunna
6. in subjection he went, and (then)
   to Babylon he fled.
   Sin-mušalim and Marduk-lamaza, overseers (?),
9. Árad-Bunene recognized (?), and
   thus said to him
   as follows, even they :
12. thy bright armlet
   is marked—thou must go among the sanctuary-people (?).
   Árad-Bunene, he
15. thus answered
as follows, even he:
I will not go among the sanctuary-people (?)—
18. the way of the house of my father
I will go.
Libit-Addi, Addu-luzirum,
21. and Ibni-Šamaš, his brothers,
the spirit of Merodach and Ammi-šitana the king
invoked
24. to Årad-Bunene, their brother,
to slavery (he was) not to be claimed.
Årad-Bunene, as long as he lives,
27. with his brothers
the way of the house of his father
goes.

30. Before Awel-Addi, the Amorite;
before Ilu-biša, son of Sin-idinnam.

Month Tammuz, day 25th
33. year Ammi-šitana, the king,
held great counsel with Šamaš and Merodach.

*Free Rendering.*

Årad-Bunene, whose master, Tamši-ili-šu, sold him into Ašnunna for $1\frac{1}{2}$ mana of silver, served faithfully for five years in Ašnunna, and then escaped to Babylon. Sin-mušalim and Marduk-ramaza, overseers, recognized Årad-Bunene, and said to him thus: "Thy bright armlet has a mark (like that of a slave)—thou must go among the temple-servants (?)". Årad-Bunene answered thus: "I will not go among the temple-servants (?) . I am doing the business of the house of my father." Libit-Addi, Addu-luzirum, and Ibni-Šamaš, his brothers, swore by Merodach and Ammi-šitana the king to Årad-Bunene, their brother, that he should not be claimed to go into slavery—as long as he lives, he is to do, with his brothers, the business of the house of his father.

(Here follow the names of the two witnesses, and the date.)
Line 2. As the characters $\text{H}\text{A}$ are written rather close together, the question naturally arises whether they may not have here another value than that usually attributed to them. This being the case, the reading of the name Tamhi-ślišu must be regarded as being possibly provisional.

Line 6. $\text{E}\text{E}\text{F}\text{F}$, be-lu-tam il-li-ik-ma. This phrase receives, apparently, illustration from lines 18, 19 and 28, 29, where we have ilka ša bēl abi-ia allak and ilik bēl abi-šu illak: "I am going the way of the house of my father" and "he is going the way of the house of his father." Ilka alāku would therefore seem to mean 'to go about the business' of someone, and bēl utam alāku ought, therefore, to mean 'to go under domination,' i.e. 'to serve a master.'

Line 8. The transcription of the characters $\text{J}\text{I}\text{I}$ (ēli ugarē) is very doubtful—in fact, it must be regarded as being merely provisional. The translation is, of course, equally so.

Line 9. $\text{E}\text{I}\text{E}\text{I}$, iz-zu-u-ma. The meaning of this word seems to be clearly indicated by the context. As to the root, that is, in all probability, nazū, connected, perhaps, with nazāzu, in its meaning of 'to witness.' Indeed, nazū will probably be found to account for some of the irregularities of the verb nazāzu, as tabulated in Delitzsch's Handwörterbuch.

Line 12. $\text{G}\text{D}\text{F}\text{U}$, el-li-ta ab-bu-ut-ta-ka. Another difficult phrase. According to Delitzsch, abbuttu means 'a kind of fetter,' but from this passage it would seem to have been an armlet or wristlet. If this be the case, elligita must be the adjective qualifying it, though adjectives preceding the noun are comparatively rare.

Line 13. $\text{G}\text{E}\text{G}$, gu-ul-li-ba-at. This must be the 3rd person fem. sing. of the permansive pu'ul gullubu, from the root galābu. Gullubu is generally rendered 'to cut,' 'to cut off,' especially of the hair. If, however, abbuttu have the meaning of 'fetter' or 'armlet,' gullubu
must also signify 'to cut in,' 'to engrave,' and 'to provide with a distinctive mark.'

Line 16. \(\text{𒈗𒈠𒈟𒆠, um, seems to be written here, by mistake, for } \text{𒈗𒈠𒈟, um-ma, as in line 11.}\)

Line 21. Note the plural \(\text{āhhu, 'brothers,' here, and } \text{āhhi (oblique case after } \text{itti) in line 27. The singular occurs in line 24, and has only one } \text{ḥ (ahi-šunu, 'their brother').}\)

Lines 22, 23. \(\text{MU AMARUDUK U AMMI-TITANA LUGALE INPADDĒWEŠ. This is the usual oath-formula found in these texts, and indicates, from its position, that it is equivalent to the English idiom 'they swore by Merodach and Ammi-titana the king to Ἄραδ-Βουνε, their brother, that he should not be claimed as a slave.'}\)

The word \(\text{ḫḫ Ēī ŠĒī, ri-šu-tu, is not from the noun } \text{rēšu, meaning 'head,' but from } \text{rēšu 'servant,' which in Delitzsch's } \text{Handwörterbuch is placed among the roots having } \text{ā as middle radical.}\)

**Bu. 91–5–9, 511.**

**Claim and Judgment.**

D.P. Ri-ba-tum mārat
Sa-la-a
ša Sa-la-a Ḯū-ša ¹
3. \(\begin{align*}
& \text{u } \text{Mu-ul-lu-uk-tim} \\
& \text{ummi-ša ²} \\
& \text{id-di - nu - šī} \\
& \text{D.P. Šu-nu-ma - ilu}
\end{align*}\)
6. \(\begin{align*}
& \text{u Mār-ir-ši-tim} \\
& \text{mārē E-ri-ib-Sin} \\
& \text{ir-gu-mu-ši-im-ma}
\end{align*}\)
9. \(\begin{align*}
& \text{dayane ik-šu-du-ma} \\
& \text{samnet (ʔ) gan ekli (ʔ) } \\
& \text{ḫi-bi-il-ti-ša} \\
& \text{ut-te-er-ru-šī}
\end{align*}\)

Ribatum, daughter of Salā
who Šalā, her father, and Mulluktim, her mother, gave (property) to her Šunu-ma-ilu and Mār-iršītim, sons of Ėrib-Sin, made claim against her, and took judges, and 8 (?) gan, the field her inheritance (?) they claimed from her.

¹ The original has the Akkadian at-ta-a-ni, 'her father.'
² The original has the Akkadian ama-a-ni, 'her mother.'

*J.R.A.S. 1899.*
12. D.P. Šu-nu-ma - īlu
    ā Mār - ir - ści - tim
mārē E-ri-ib-Sin
15. u-ul i-tu-ru
    u-ul i-ra-ga-mu,
MU D.P. UTUKI D.P.
    A-A D.P. AMAR-
UDUK
18. ā Sa-am-su-i-īlu-na [IN-
PAD-DE-WEŚ]
Maḥar . . . . -īlu . . .
mahār Ap-pa-an-ili
dayanu
21. maḥar D.P. Sin-na-tum
dayanu
    maḥar D.P. Sin-im-lik
dayanu
    ITI ŠE-KIN-TAR
    UTU U-KAMA
24. MU AMA-AR-GI KI-
    EN-GI KI
Šunu-ma-īlu
and Mār-irṣītim
sons of Ėrib-Sin
shall not make claim (and)
shall not bring action.
The spirit of Šamaš, Aa,
Merodach,
and Samsu-iluna, they have
invoked.
Before . . . . -īlu . . . ;
before Appan-ili, the judge;
before Sinnatum, the judge;
before Sin-imlik, the judge.
Month Adar, day 10th,
year of Amargi (and) Kengi.

Free Rendering.

(The tablet) of Ribatum, daughter of Salā, to whom Salā,
his father, and Mulluktu, her mother, have given (property).
Šunu-ma-īlu and Mār-irṣītim, sons of Ėrib-Sin, made
claim against her, and took judges, and claimed from her
8 (?) gan, the field her inheritance (?).
(Result :) Šunu-ma-īlu and Mār-irṣītim, sons of Ėrib-Sin,
shall not make claim, and shall not bring action.
They have invoked the spirit of Šamaš, Aa, Merodach,
and Samsu-iluna.

The translation of ‘inheritance’ for hibilti in line 10 seems
to be required by the context. The word, however, as well
as the meaning, is doubtful.
Utteru in line 11 apparently comes from tāru, the root
of īturu in line 15.
The date, "Year of Amargi and Kungi," is equivalent to the second year of Samsu-iluna. Whether this entry refers to some conquest, or to a battle, is uncertain until further historical details have been acquired. Kungi is given as equivalent to the land of Sumer, identified with that portion of Babylonia known in the most ancient times as Shinar.

Bu. 91-5-9, 418.

An Appeal concerning Property Detained.

Samnet šar berutu (?)
ša ana šalšet bar ma-na
kaspi
3. iš - ša - mu
D.Pp. Marduk-mu-ba-
li-ṭ
... -hu-ul-lu-ši
6. ḫamšet šar berutu (?)
mi-iš-lum
it-ba-al-ma i-te-pu-uš
zu-ḫa-ar-šu šattu
ḫamšāa
9. i-na li-ib-bi a-ši-ib
um-ma a-na-ku-ma gu-
um-me-er-ma
kasp-am id-nam
12. kasp-am u-ul id-
di-nam
û bitu ḫa-ab-la-an-ni
ēṣret (?) gan ekli ṣi-bi-
it BARA-NITAH
15. [ša?] a-like i - di - ia
ša ki-nu-un šu-bi-lu-u
āla D.S. id-di-nam-ma
18. iš-tu šatti šelašāa
a - ak - ka - al
i-na-an-na a-di a-na-ku

8 šar, a plantation
which for 3½ mana of silver
was bought.
Marduk-mubalīṭ

hired (?) it
5 šar, a plantation (was) the
part
he took and acquired
its smaller piece (?) for 50
years (?)
in the midst I have in-
habited.
Thus I then (said): "Be
contented, and
pay the money," (but)
he did not pay the money,
and the house was lost to me.
10 gan, a field, the possession
of the shrine-man (?)
going by my side
who delivers the censers
gave the place, and
since the 30th year
I am eating (of its produce).
Now as long as I
21. i-na ḫar-ra-an be-li-ia ka-ta
   i-na Sippar D.S. wa-aš-ba-ku
   mi-ši-il ēkli-ia
24. ši-bu-ut āli D.S. il-ku-ja
   a-na ša-ni-i-im-ma it-ta-at...
   Be-li at-ta bēt berutí (?)
27. kūb-bu-um-ma li-ki...
    ra-kab-ia a-na be-li-ia lu-ub-lam
    u ēkli-um ša ha-lu-ni-in-ni
30. ši-bu-ut āli D.S. li-še-lu-nim
    ēkli-am li-te-er-ru-nim-ma
    la a-ma-at
33. Be-li at-ta i-zi-iz-za
    D.P. Marduk ra-im-ka
    a-na šu-te-šu-ri-im
36. i-na ki-it-tim ib-ni-ka

in the pathway of my lord, of thee,
in Sippar dwell,
half of my field
the elders of the place have taken,
for the second time it has been (sequestrated?).
My lord, thou the house of the plantation
claim (?) and take, (and)
let me send my messenger to my lord,
and the field that has been sequestrated from me,
let the elders of the place give up,
the field let them return, and
I shall not die.
My lord, be thou angry—Merodach, he who loves thee,
to cause to be directed in justice created thee.

Free Rendering.

(Tablet) referring to 8 šar, (the measure) of a plantation that was bought for 3½ mana of silver. Marduk-mubaliḥ hired it, and a plantation of 5 šar was the amount he took and acquired. I have inhabited the smaller portion for fifty years. I said to him thus: "Please pay the rent." He did not pay the rent, and the house is a loss to me. A field of 10 gan, the property of the temple-servant who goes by my side, who causes the censer to be brought—(this) place he sold (me), and since the 30th year I have lived on it. Now that I dwell in Sippar, in the service of thee,
my lord, the elders of the place have taken the half of my field, and for the second time it has been alienated (?) (from me). My lord, do thou claim and take possession of the house (and) plantation, (and) let me send my messenger to my lord, and let the elders of the place give up the field that has been sequestrated from me—let them return the field, and I shall not die. My lord, be thou severe. Merodach, who loves thee, formed thee to rule in righteousness.

This text being a difficult one, the above translation is given with all reserve, for many improvements in the rendering will undoubtedly be made when more is known concerning the language and manners and customs of the time to which it belongs. The fifty years mentioned in line 8 and the thirtieth year referred to in line 18 are, naturally, difficult to reconcile, though an explanation of this difficulty will probably be found before long. Certain words and expressions at present doubtful also obscure the meaning, as well as one or two slight breaks.

The transcription of 𒈪𒈬 by berūtu (lines 1, 6, 26) rests on the probability that the group is equivalent to 𒈪𒈬, which was pronounced the same (ki-gala) in Akkadian, and was therefore a variant of it.

Itepuš in line 7 seems to come from the root épēšu, which has the meaning of 'to acquire.' If this be the case, a new form (the secondary one of the kal) has to be registered in the dictionaries. The form hitherto met with is the pu'ul, found in the Assyrian contract tablets.

Zuḫar in line 8 is apparently the construct case of zuḫaru, a word that seems to come from the root šaharu, 'to be small,' by the change of š into z.

In line 10 the verb 'said' is, as often happens in these texts, omitted. Gummer is apparently the imperative of the pu'ul of the verb gamaru, 'to complete,' and has evidently here the meaning of 'be content,' equivalent to our word 'please.'

BARA-NITAH (line 14) would appear from this passage to designate a 'temple-servant.' The text Bu. 91–5–9, 419
(see p. 109 ff.), seems to indicate that the temple-servants were escaped slaves whose masters could not be found.

*Kinun* in line 16 is apparently the terminationless form of *kinunu*, meaning, according to Delitzsch, ‘chafing-dish’ and ‘censer.’ I have regarded the form here used as being collective, but the singular may, nevertheless, be intended.

*Kubbu* (line 27) is apparently the imperative pu’ul of *kabu*, ‘to speak,’ and probably means ‘to claim’ or ‘demand.’

*Izissa* in line 33 seems to be from *ēzzu*, ‘to be angry.’ *Izissa* is probably for *izisa*, this again being for *izza*, the root-vowel being kept on account of the obscuration of the form that would otherwise have occurred by the bringing together of the two *z*’s.

Notwithstanding the many doubtful points in this text, the general sense of the whole may be regarded as being fairly certain. One peculiar thing about it is, that although it is addressed to some one who was the superior of the person making the complaint, there is not the usual dutiful introductory phrases that generally begin documents of this kind. This being the case, it is impossible to find out who the personage was who was appealed to.

Bu. 91–5–9, 2,474.

**CLAIM AND JUDGMENT.**

A-na išten âmtu ad-kal-
ši-im
ša A-ya-ti-ia um-ma-ša
3. a-na Ḫu-la-al-tim
mārti-ša
i-zi-bu-ši-ma Ḫu-la-al
tum
D.P. A-ya-ti-ia um-
ma-ša
6. it-ta-aš-šu-ši-ima
D.P. A-ya-ti-ia ša i-na
Bu-zu D.S.

Concerning one slave, her handmaid (?), which Ayatia, her mother, to Ḫulaltum, her daughter, left her, and Ḫulaltum left Ayatia, her mother

nourished her, and

Sin-našir was husband of Ayatia. What was in Buzu
9. D.P. A-ya-ti-ia šattu ēšrāa
   i-zi-bu-ši-ma um la ra am
   a-na mi-im-ma ša A-ya-
   ti-ia šu (?)
12. iš-tu A-ya-ti-ia
   a-na ši-ma-ti-ša
   il-li - ku
15. D.P. Sin-na-šir a-na
   Ḫu-la-al-tim
   aš-šum ad-kal-ši-im
   ir-gu-um-ma I-šar-
   li-im
18. ra-bi-a-an Sippar
   D.S.
   u kar Sippar D.S. di-
   nam
   u-ša-ḥi-zu-šu-nu-
   ti-ma
21. ar-nam i-mi-du-šu
   u-ul i-ta-ar-ma u-ul i-ra-
   ga-mu
   niš D.P. Šamaš D.P.
   Marduk u Ḫa-am-
   mu-ra-bi
24. Di-in I-šar-li-im
   D.P. Amat-D.P. Šamaš
   D.P. damkaru
   D.P. Itti-Bēl-ki-in-ni
27. D.P. Bur-Sin
   D.P. Il-šu-ba-ni
   Araḫ Adari
30. MU IT-TI ŠI-DA
    ELLIL-LA

Ayatia (in) the 20th year
left her and (there) was (?) no tablet (?)
concerning anything of Ayatia.
After Ayatia to her fate went, Sin-našir against Ḫulaltum
concerning her maid (?) brought action, and Išarlim scribe of Sippar,
and recorder (?) of Sippar, judgment caused them to have.
He placed the wrong upon him;
he shall not make claim and shall not bring action. The spirit of Šamaš, Mero-
dach, and Ḫammurabi (they have invoked).
Judgment of Išarlim, Amat-Šamaš, the agent,
Itti-Bēl-kīnī, Bûr-Sīn, Il-šu-banī. Month Adar,
Year of the canal Šīda-Ellīla.
Free Rendering.

Concerning one slave, her maid, whom Ayatia, her mother, left to Ḫulaltum, her daughter, and Ḫulaltum (on that account) nourished Ayatia, her mother. And Sin-naṣîr (was) husband of Ayatia. What (was) in the city Buzu Ayatia left to her in the 20th year, and there was no tablet (?) (documentary evidence) concerning anything (that belonged) to Ayatia. After Ayatia died, Sin-naṣîr brought an action against Ḫulaltum on account of the maidservant, and Iṣarlim, scribe of the city of Sippar and recorder (?) of Sippar, caused them to receive judgment. He declared him (Sin-naṣîr) to be in the wrong. He is not again to bring action in the matter. Judgment of Iṣarlim. (The four names which follow are apparently those of a kind of jury.)

The transcription of 𒈦𒈠 (lines 1 and 16) by ad-kal is very uncertain, the second character of the group having so many values. There is every probability that the word is Akkadian.

In line 9 the text seems to be corrupt, and the rendering "there was no tablet" is, therefore, provisional. Perhaps we ought to read, instead of 𒌓 𒈦𒈠 𒈦𒈠 𒆠 (?), um (or duppa) la ra-am, 𒌓 𒈦𒈠 𒈦𒈠 𒆠 𒆠 𒈦𒈠, um-ma la ra-ga-am, "(saying) thus: 'There is to be) no going to law.'"

From this inscription it seems clear that, at the period to which it refers, Babylonian women had absolute control over their own property. In this case, Ayatia must have adopted Ḫulaltum as her daughter, and left to her her property. Sin-naṣîr, however, is here represented as proceeding against his foster-daughter to recover the slave referred to.

The mutilation of the chronological list does not allow us to fix the exact date in the reign of Ḫammurabi when the tablet was written.
LIST OF THE MALAY BOOKS BEQUEATHED TO THE SOCIETY
BY THE LATE
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COMPiled FROM Notes made by C. OTTO BlAGDEN, M.R.A.S.


2. Tuḥfat al Naḥṣ. A historical work, containing the history of certain Malay States down to modern times, including an account of the Royal Family of Selangor. By Rāja ‘Ali of Riau. MS. Fol. 228. 22 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1307. Size, 12½ by 7½.


4. Ḥikāyat Rāja Budīmān. MS. Fol. 42. 25 lines on a page. Size, 13½ by 8½.


7. Three Malay Tales by Mir Hassan, viz.: Śri Rūma, fol. 27; Rāja Dōnan, fol. 29; Rāja Ambōng, fol. 20. MS. 24 lines on a page. Dated a.h. 1303. Size, 13½ by 8½.

8. Aṣal Rāja-rāja Malāyū, or Kitāb Katurunan Rāja-rāja Malāyū. A Genealogical Chronology of Malay Kings. Followed by sketches of the history of Muar and Nanning; a list of Malacca Governors and Resident Councillors (cīr. 1717–1855); a list of the Khalīfs (561–1242); a history of Riau and other Malay States (a.h. 1087–1156), containing a good deal
about the relations of the Malays with the Dutch Government of Malacca. MS. Dated A.H. 1242. Fol. 27. 21 lines on a page. Size, 13½ by 8½.

9. *Chronological Extracts.* Apparently the same as the lists in No. 8, but without the following history. MS. Fol. 11. 24 lines on a page. Size, 13 by 8.


12. *Kitāb Ta‘bir Mimpi.* Treatise on the interpretation of Dreams and other matters connected with Luck and Magic. MS. Fol. 15. 27 to 30 lines on a page. Size, 13½ by 8.


17. (a) *A Religious Treatise.* Fol. 11. (b) *A Book of Laws.* Fol. 17. MS. 26 lines on a page. Size, 13 by 8.


20. (a) *A Book of Laws.* 64 chapters. Followed by a chapter containing a story of Rāja Nusrawān the Just (Charitra Rāja Nusrawān 'Aadil). MS. Fol. 20. 22 lines on a page. Size, 12½ by 8.


24. (1) *A Treatise on Fowls*. Lucky and Unlucky (for Cock-fighting?). 18 chapters.

(2) *On Casting of Bullets, Shooting, etc.* (Magic.) 7 chapters.


MS. Fol. 49. 23 lines on a page. Size, 12¾ by 8.


29. *Comparative Vocabularies of Malay and various Dialects*. Some of the words are those of non-Malayan Jungle Tribes, Sakai, Semang, Jakun, Mentra, etc., all written in the Arabic character. MS. Fol. 154. 23 lines on a page. Size, 12 by 8.

30. *A Mythical History (?)*. Beginning with Adam and relating the myth about Iskandar, etc. Ending with a list of Rājas. MS. Fol. 13. 20 lines on a page. Size, 11 by 7¾.


43. (1) *Shʿair (?)*. MS. A Poem. Fol. 66. 17 lines, in double column, on a page.

(2) *An Account of the Isrā and Miʿrāj*. Fol. 32. 19 lines on a page. Size, 8½ by 6.

44. (1) *Undang-undang Menangkābau*. A Book of Laws in 132 chapters. MS. Fol. 69. 13 to 16 lines on a page.

(2) *A Genealogical Account and Lists of the Kings of Perak*. Fol. 12.

(3) Another paper on the same subject. Fol. 12.

(4) *Short Chronological Account of the Sultans of Stamboul or Rūm*. Size, 8½ by 5½.

46. **Hikayat Būrong Bāyan Budīmān.** MS. Fol. 130. 13 to 16 lines on a page. Dated A.D. 1879. Size, 8½ by 6¼.

47. **A Book of Laws.** Containing Law of Property, Maritime Code of Malacca, Laws of Menangkābun, Constitutional Law, Ḥukum Qānūn, Criminal Law, etc. MS. Fol. 77. 17 lines on a page. Size, 9 by 6¼.

48. **Pantun Ahf Bā Ta.** An Alphabetic Acrostic Poem. MS. Fol. 4. 14 lines, in double column, on a page. Size, 9 by 7¼.

49. **A Book of Arabic Prayers or Texts.** Part with Malay interlinear notes or translations. MS. Fol. 17. 17 lines, in double column, on a page. Size, 9 by 6¼.

50. **Treatise on the Law of Marriage.** By Daūd bin ʿAbdullāh of Patani (?). MS. Fol. 77. 21 lines on a page, Size, 9 by 6¼.

51. **Rāja Dōnān.** Printed. 8vo. Singapore, 1887.

52. **Hikayat Ālf Lailah wa Lailah, or Hikāyat Sarībū Sālū Mālam.** Malay version of the Arabian Nights. First portion. Litho. Singapore.


54. **Kitāb al Huruf Aksar bilānγan.** A short treatise apparently on the mystic meaning and value of the letters of the Alphabet. MS. Fol. 12. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8½ by 6¼.

55. **Tāj al Salāṭīn.** MS. Fol. 84. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8½ by 62.


57. **A Series of Explanations of various Arabic Words.** Arabic words in red, followed by lengthy Malay explanations in black. MS. Fol. 9. 17 lines on a page. Size, 8½ by 6¼.
58. *A Collection of Poems*. Mainly love songs, especially Pantuns. MS. Fol. 97. 16 and 17 lines, in double column, on a page. Size, 8 by 6¼.


60. *Hikayat Rāja-rāja berputra*, or ʻĀdat Segala Rāja-rāja Malāyū yang purba kāla. A treatise on the Malay Court Customs and Ceremonies observed during Pregnancy. With Notes and Glossary. MS. Fol. 60. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 6½.


64. *Sha‘ir Sōngking (?)*. A Poem about a certain Ratū Udina of Kosambi Karta (?). Litho. 4to. Singapore, a.h. 1303.

65. *Sha‘ir Acheh*. A Poem about Achin. Litho. 4to. a.h. 1303.


76. Hikayat Raja Shāh Mardān. A Romance of Indian origin. MS. Fol. 88. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 6½.


80. A Treatise containing the Explanation in Malay of a number of Arabic Technical Terms (Religious, Grammatical, Legal, etc.). MS. Fol. 32. 13 lines on a page. Dated A.H. 1263. Size, 8 by 6½.

81. Hikayat Mahārāja 'Ali. A Historical Romance. MS. Fol. 27. 15 lines on a page. Size, 8 by 6½.

82. Sha'ir Salindang (or Silindung) Dalimā. Also known as Sha'ir Sri Būnian. A Poem. MS. Fol. 72. 15 lines, in double column, on a page. Size, 8 by 6½.

83. Sabailal. The Rites and Ceremonies of Muhammadanism. Litho. 4to. Singapore, A.H. 1289. (First fasciculus wanting.)


86. Sha'ir 'Abdul Muluk. Litho. 4to. Singapore, A.H. 1284.


90. *Ḥikāyat Rāja Būdāk.* Litho. 4to. Singapore, a.h. 1288.


92. (1) *Ḥikāyat Darmah Tāsiah.* (2) *Ḥikāyat Abū Nāvās.* Litho. 4to.

93. *A Treatise on Religious Observances, Fasting, Prayers, etc.* MS. Fol. 77. 17 lines on a page. Size, 7¾ by 6¾.


97. *An Account of the Isrā and Mi'rāj.* MS. Fol. 34. 15 lines on a page. Size, 7½ by 6½.


103. *Silsilah Rāja-rāja yang didalam negeri Pērāk.* A Genealogical History of the Kings of Perak. MS. Fol. 16. 15 to 18 lines on a page. Written at Blanja, Perak, a.h. 1299. Size, 6\(\frac{1}{4}\) by 4.

104. *A Religious Treatise.* MS. Fol. 32. 15 lines on a page. Size, 6\(\frac{3}{4}\) by 4\(\frac{1}{4}\).

105. *Fragment wrapped up in ornamental cloth.* Part of a historical work. First dozen or so of pages missing. On the lines of the *Sejarah Malāyū*, but shorter, and with several divergencies. Ending with a history of the Perak Rājas. MS. Fol. 36. 15 lines on a page. Size, 7\(\frac{1}{8}\) by 4\(\frac{1}{4}\).

*Note.*—This list has been made for record and library purposes. Mr. Blagden hopes to make a more thorough examination of the collection and to catalogue them more exactly.—O. C.
CORRESPONDENCE.

1. Tathāgata.

Monsieur et Honoré Secrétaire,—Permettez-moi d’ajouter quelques mots à ce qui a été dit de la question débattue dans notre Journal ; c’est-à-dire, du sens et de l’étymologie du mot tathāgata.

Je ne puis dire quelle signification les premiers bouddhistes attachaient à ce terme, mais on peut hardiment affirmer que qu’il était pour eux au premier siècle de notre ère.

En effet, lors de l’introduction du bouddhisme en Chine, en l’an 67 a.c., tathāgata a été traduit en chinois par les deux mots zho lai 如 來, dont le premier signifie ‘ainsi’ et le second ‘venir, venant,’ ou ‘venu.’

Conséquemment, pour les Indous bouddhistes de cette époque tathāgata équivalait à tathā āgata, ‘ainsi venu.’ N’est-il pas probable que c’était son acception primitive?

Mais en ce cas, que signifie ce tathā qui ne s’explique pas d’une manière obvie?

La réponse à cette question ne me paraît pas difficile. Si l’on compare ce mot tathā à ses dérivés tathāteam ‘la vraie nature d’un être,’ tathya ‘vrai’ (Sanskrit Wörterbuch de Roth : wahre natur, wahr), et à son congénère tattvaem ‘essence, vérité,’ on sera forcé de conclure que tathāgata signifiait, selon les Indous eux-mêmes, ‘qui est venu véritablement, selon sa nature, comme cela devait être.’

Je propose cette solution à la discussion de nos savants confrères.—Votre tout dévoué,

Louvain, 24 Oct., 1898.

C. DE HARLEZ.
2. CHINIOT OF BĀBAR’S FIRST CAMPAIGN IN INDIA.

Belfast, Oct. 27, 1898.

Dear Sir,—In Mr. Beames’ article on “The Geography of the Kandahār Inscription” in the Society’s Journal for October, 1898, after citing the references in Bābar’s Memoirs, pp. 254, 255, to the countries of Behrah, Khushab, Chenāb, and Chaniūt, he identifies the last of these places (at p. 804) with “Chiniot, a town on the Ravi near Gugaira,” and interprets Bābar’s reference to it as meaning the Rechna Duāb.

Chiniot is not on the Ravi, but on the Chenāb, and is fully sixty miles from Gugaira, and about fifty miles from Bhera, which is almost due north of it. It is still a well-known town, and is the headquarters of a revenue subdivision (tahsil) of the Jhang district. It will be found under the name of Chanyot in the map of the Panjab illustrating Alexander’s campaign, opposite p. 104 of Cunningham’s “Ancient Geography of India,” and as Chandanvati in the following map; and a rocky hill near it is mentioned at p. 183. In an enumeration of old cities of the Panjab in the Archaeological Survey Report for 1872–3, at p. 94, Cunningham includes Sodra, Chaniot, and Shorkot on the Chenāb.

It was while on his way across the Salt Range to Bhera in February, 1519 a.d., that Bābar mentioned these countries, “among which” he “now was” (Dowson’s Elliot, M.H., iv, 232), and which he desired to recover, as they had been in the possession of Sultan Mas‘ūd Mirza, ruler of Kabul and Zabul. He appears to have meant the districts which were within easy reach of the fort of Bhera, and could be controlled by a force stationed there; and the mention of Chiniot indicates that the country in that neighbourhood, on both banks of the Chenāb, was included. Some part of the Rechna Duāb (between the Chenāb and Ravi rivers) would thus be included, but probably not a very large part; and the country adjoining the Ravi, as well as the Upper
Rechna Duāb, could hardly be referred to, as they would naturally be controlled by the garrison of Lahore.

From the positions of Bhera, Khushab, and Chiniot it may fairly be inferred that the Chenāb country embraced the greater part of the Lower Chaj Duāb, except so far as this was included in the other three countries named. But as Khushab is only about forty miles in a straight line from Bhera, its territory can scarcely be said to comprise the southern part of the Sind Sāgar Duāb. At most it would represent the middle part of that Duāb, and probably it would not extend right across it to the Indus.

In the same article, at p. 801, last line, a comma is apparently omitted between Shor and Patan Shaikh Farid. Shor appears to be Shorkot, north of the confluence of the Ravi and the Chenāb; while Patan Shaikh Farid is the place now known as Pāk Patan, the ancient Ajudhan, near which there was an important ferry over the Satlej (see Cunningham, "Ancient Geography of India," p. 218).—

Yours truly,

D. G. Barkley.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

3. Pedro Teixeira on the Veddas of Ceylon.

Dear Sir,—None of the many writers on the Veddas of Ceylon seems to have called attention to what is, apparently, the earliest reference by a European writer⁴ to these "wild men of the woods." This occurs in cap. xxxv of Pedro Teixeira’s Relaciones,² where, in one of his many digressions from the subject of his book, he refers to Ceylon, its products, etc. After speaking of cinnamon, he proceeds:—

"And before leaving the forests where it [the cinnamon] grows in the same Island of Seylan, I shall relate the custom of a certain race that lives in them which is worthy of being known: these barbarians are called Pachas, and dwell naked in the thickets and

¹ I exclude the Greek and Latin authors quoted by Tennent, as their references are doubtful, to say the least.
woods, living on the fruits thereof: but their principal food is flesh of deer, of which the Island contains a large number, and killing many with bow and arrow they cut them in pieces, and in the trunks of the oldest and most worm-eaten trees, which on that account have most capacity, having filled them with honey, of which there is abundance there, they place as much of that flesh as will fill them, and leave it thus until the time of need, when they make use of it; which in the honey is preserved without corruption, and they eat it without preparing it in any other way; to which I refer on account of its being a strange manner of living."

That the above refers to the Veddas there cannot be the least doubt, the custom being described by Governor Rijklof van Goens¹ in 1675, by Robert Knox² in 1681, and by Captain João Ribeiro³ in 1685. Teixeira has, however, confused the Veddas with a low caste of Sinhalese, who, in early Portuguese times in Ceylon, appear to have led a bandit life in the western forests, armed (like the Veddas) with bows and arrows.

The earliest reference that I have found to these Pachas is in Couto (dec. V, liv. v, cap. viii), where, recounting the treacherous massacre in 1539, by command of Miguel Ferreira, of the Moors Pachi Marcá and Cunhalé Marcá, the historian says:—"And that night, as they were going through the forests, where by order of Madune were concealed many Pachas (who are a caste of Chingalás of the most cruel nature, who when they have overthrown an enemy immediately cut off his nose and lips), as they were passing along they poured flights of arrows upon them, and one by one struck them all down, and cutting off their heads sent them to Miguel Ferreira, by which he was appeased."

Again, in his graphic description of the famous siege of Colombo by 'Rajù' (Rāja Sinha I) in 1587, Couto (dec. X, liv. ix, cap. iv) says that at one of the posts of defence

² "Hist. Rel.,” p. 63.
³ " Fatalidade Hist.,” p. 70.
the captain of the fortress placed "some Dorias¹ with their Pachas, who are a race low by blood, but valiant in war."

From Bocarro (dec. 13, cap. clxviii) we learn that in 1617 the captain-major Manuel Cesar marched with his troops to Hiripiţiya, in the Hāpiţigam Koralé, "a village of the faithless pachas," to inflict chastisement on them for their treachery.

Ribeiro (op. cit.) mentions the Pachas as a people of low caste; and from the Portuguese account of the siege of Colombo by the Dutch in 1655–6 embodied in Baldaeus's "Ceylon," it seems that Pachas were still employed in the defence of the city,² as they had been seventy years before. Valentyn (op. cit.) does not enumerate them in his elaborate list of castes; and the only mention of them that I have found in his work is in a list of castes in the disāvani of Colombo drawn up in 1707 by the Dessave Bolscho, where 922 "Paatjes" are entered, being preceded by "Chialiaissen" (chaliyas, or cinnamon-peelers) and followed by "Hunawas" (himācō, or washers for chaliyas).

The name 'Pacha,' as applied to a caste, appears to have died out in Ceylon. The word itself is simply Sinh. pajja, paja, or pajaya, "Sudra, low and wicked man, one of a degraded tribe, mischievous fellow" (Clough), the literal meaning being 'foot-born,' referring to the legendary origin of the Sudras.—Yours very truly,

Croydon, Oct. 1, 1898.

DONALD FERGUSON.

4. MORE LIGHT ON 'OMAR KHAYĀM.

DEAR SIR,—With reference to Professor Denison Ross's very interesting article, and to Mr. Burn's letter, I beg leave to point out that the true reading for the penultimate

¹ A Durayā is a headman of the jaggery, palankin-bearer, and cinnamon-peeler castes.
² The Portuguese diarist says: "On the 13th four Pachas deserted." This the English translator (in Churchill's "Voyages," vol. iii) renders: "The 13th we sent away four Pachas, or Advice-boats"! He evidently confounded Pachas with pataxos.
word of the first line of the verse quoted at p. 359 of the April number is $kham$ and not $ham$. Mr. Whinfield has shown me that this is the reading in the Lucknow edition of the quatrains, and I have since found it in three MSS. of the Tārikh Alfi in the British Museum and in two in the India Office. This reading also makes better sense. What ‘Omar said was, “You have gone and come back, nay, you have turned crooked,” in allusion to the circumstance of the erect body of a man having been changed into the crooked or bent body of a quadruped. If the abridged copy of the Tārikh Alfi referred to by Professor Schukovski be that described by Dr. Dorn in the *Mélanges Asiatiques*, vi, 121, it is a very modern work, it having been written in 1834. The Tārikh Alfi was written by the order of Akbar and dates from about 1586. The dates given in it are calculated from the death (Rihlat) of Muḥammad, and so are ten years less than the Hijra dates. Hence, when ‘Omar Khayām’s death is placed under the year 495 in the Tārikh Alfi this means 505 A.H. But even then the date given for the death is twelve years less than the commonly accepted one (517 A.H.).

The notice in the Tārikh Alfi is a curious one, and apparently longer than that in the abridgment used by Professor Schukovski. It begins in the same way as the extract at p. 358 of our Journal, but there seems to be some differences in the readings. ‘Omar’s ancestors, it tells us, came from Shamshād. The Persian of the curious passage about ‘Omar’s avarice is: “az wāṣte bakhal dar intishak-i-‘alūm u ṭinat dar taṣnīf chandān asārī namānd.” The story about the three friends is not given, but the story of the donkey is, and also the anecdotes about ‘Omar’s quarrel with Sulṭān Sanjar and about his last hours.

The new date for ‘Omar’s death is important, for it reduces the improbability of his having been a schoolfellow ofNiẓām al Mulk. Both Professor Browne and Professor Denison Ross reject the story about the three friends on account of alleged anachronisms, but is it really so unbelievable? Niẓām al Mulk was born in 408 A.H., and was cut off by the hand
of an assassin in 485 A.H. when he was about seventy-five years of age according to our calendar. Does the fact, if it be one, that Hasan died in 518 A.H., make it impossible that he should have been Niẓām al Mulk’s schoolfellow? We do not know how long the latter might have lived if he had not come by a violent death. At all events Omar Khayām might have been his contemporary, for he died in 505 A.H., or only twenty years after Niẓām al Mulk was killed. Of course, if Hasan lived till 518, he can hardly have been born in 408, but he may have been some years younger than Niẓām and still have been at school with him. It must be remembered, too, that Hasan certainly died at an advanced age, and that the period 408–518 is not so formidable in the Muhammadan calendar as in the Christian. It amounts to 106 and not to 110 years.

For convenience of reference I note the pages in the MSS. which refer to ‘Omar:—

1. B.M. MS., Or. 142, pp. 300c & b.
3. Do. do. Add. 6,551, pp. 323b & 324c.
4. India Office MS., No. 312 (113 of Ethé), p. 280.

P.S.—The Dastūr al Wazrā of Khwāndamīr, a work written after the Ḥabība-s-suīr, gives 478 as the date of Hasan Šabāh’s death (B.M. MS., Or. 234, p. 906), and a notice in Schefer’s Supplement, p. 56, which is put as if an extract from the Waṣīya, but does not occur in that work, gives 492 as the date. Probably, however, these are both mistakes. A better defence of the story may perhaps be found in the uncertainty about the date of Niẓām al Mulk’s birth. The commonly received date is 408, but that seems to rest on the authority of Arabic writers who were far removed in place, if not in time. The local history called the Tārikh-i-Baihaq, which was written in the middle of the sixth century, gives 410 as the date (B.M. MS., Or. 3587, p. 43a, No. 89 of Rieu’s Supplement), and the same date is given in the Nasakh
Jahānāva (B.M. MS., Or. 141, p. 89a). Nizām himself, in a story accepted by Gibbon, is said to have declared himself to be 93 years of age. Certainly there is nothing in what is known of his career to make it necessary that he should have been born as early as 408. He was Prime Minister for thirty years, but he may have begun when he was thirty, and we do not hear of his being much employed in public affairs before 455. The only employment that we hear of was at Balkh, but as he was ill-treated there he probably did not remain long before he ran away. Something, too, may be said for the verisimilitude of the story in the Waṣāya. That book cannot be older than the ninth or the end of the eighth century, but it was written by and for a descendant of the Vizier. It contains anecdotes of Alp Arslān and others, and one or two of them have been copied into the Nigāristān. Are these also inventions? Is it not more likely that the author used, as he says he did, books and family traditions, and that there is a substratum of truth in the story of the three friends? It would help us in deciding on the authenticity of the story if we knew the date of the Imām Muwaffiq who is mentioned as the teacher of the friends, but it is difficult to identify him. Ḥāji Khalīfa (vi, 144, and iii, 316) speaks of an Imām Muwaffiq who died in 568, and Yāqūt (s.v. Bijistān) refers to an Abūl Qāsim Muwaffiq who was greatly respected in Nishapūr, and who flourished about 520. If either of these be the Muwaffiq of the Waṣāya the story is false. On the other hand, Imādu-d-dīn Isfahānī, in an Arabic extract given at p. 115 of M. Schefer's Supplément, quotes some one who speaks of an Imām Al Muwaffiq who was teaching in 434, and had ʿUmīd al Mulk Alkindarī for a pupil. This seems to support the story. Alkindarī was Nizām's predecessor as Vizier, and was presumably older than he, for he was the minister of a previous king. If he was at school in 434, Nizām may have been a later pupil. Indeed, if the story be true, he must have been about the last pupil that Muwaffiq had, for he was then over 85.
I have gone into these details from a desire to support the story if possible, but I admit that the chronology is a difficulty. It is due to Mr. Whinfield to point out that the apparent anachronisms in the story were noticed by him several years ago, in the introduction to his translation of the quatrains.

H. Beveridge.

5. Ari.

The histories of Burma, as stated by Sir A. P. Phayre in his work, published by Trübner & Co., p. 33, make mention of certain recluses or priests, called Ari, who conducted the religion prevalent at Pagan in the year A.D. 1000. Sir A. Phayre seems to think that they were the priests of Nāga worship, and that their "practices resembled those of the Vāmāchāris of Bengal." He, however, makes no attempt to explain the word, and now Mrs. Bode, who does not pretend to know anything about Burmese, suggests that it may be connected with ariyo. Mr. Tawseinko says, in his notes on the Kalyāṇī inscriptions of King Dhammaceti of Pegu (A.D. 1469): "A debased form of Buddhism, which was probably introduced from Northern India, existed at Pagan. Its teachers, called Aris, were not strict observers of their vow of celibacy; and it is expressly recorded in native histories that they had written records of their doctrines, the basis of which was that sin could be expiated by the recitation of certain hymns." He, too, makes no attempt to explain this word, whose spelling ought to have attracted notice.

As given in Stevenson's Dictionary, and in the copy of Burmese history in my possession, it is spelt အိုး, which properly transliterated would be araṅn, but, according to the modern pronunciation of Burmese, is now ari.

If this word were pure Burmese it would be a noun formed from the verb ကြာ, which might be pronounced either as ri, reh, or rin, with a heavy accent. There is
no verb of this kind in present use, though one, now obsolete, is found in the word რიზტარი რიზტარი, 'to indulge in mutual love.'

It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the word has been borrowed from some foreign language—Sanskrit or Pāli; and, if so, the : at the end shows that it has been abbreviated.

There is a similar word, ბიეც byecz, 'a consonant,' which is undoubtedly the shortened form of ბიანჯანამი byañjanamī.

As the letter ლ in the middle of a word is usually წ in, as in წაწია paṇṇa, წუწუ suṇa, I feel sure that წყლწილ stands for arañnaka or arañnakō, 'one who dwells in the forest.'

Whether these 'forest-dwellers' were priests of a Nāga cult, or like the Vāmāchāris of Bengal, according to Phayre, remains to be proved. Burmese histories cannot be relied on, especially with reference to the period prior to a.d. 1000. They have evidently been written up according to the fancy of the compiler or his patron.

For instance, Phayre says (p. 21) : "Nearly two centuries later (a.d. 924) it is related that in the reign of an usurper, Soa Rahan, a corrupt worship called Nagā, or dragon worship, was introduced." He also states that Soa Rahan caused the image of a dragon to be set up and worshipped.

Other historians, however, state that Soa Rahan, or Puppā-tsoa-rahan (Pubbā-chao-arahan) was a monk who married the queen of the preceding monarch, and was an exceedingly religious Buddhist, who was learned in the Bidagat and Bedin (Pitaka and Vedas), and make no mention of Nāga worship or other heresies.

Seeing that the historians of Burma cannot be relied on, the only course is to search thoroughly for the early traces
of the prevalent religion amongst the ruins of Tagoung and Old Pugan, in latitude 23° N. or thereabouts, and not in New Pugan below Ava, which was not founded till many years later.

R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

November 28, 1898.

6. The Tantras.

Cher Monsieur Rhys Davids,—Je viens de lire l'article qu'un de vos plus éminents collaborateurs a bien voulu me faire l'honneur de consacrer dans notre Journal à l'examen d'un volume d'études bouddhiques que j'ai récemment publié (Octobre, 1898, pp. 909 et suivantes).

Voulez-vous me permettre de vous dire deux mots à ce sujet. Aux déductions de M. Rapson, je pourrais opposer des arguments tout aussi solides à mon point de vue, et l'unique résultat de cette joute courtoise serait d'accuser la divergence irréductible de nos opinions, de notre méthode, de nos tendances. Une remarque cependant : au fond, comme il arrive presque toujours, la divergence initiale porte sur la définition des termes; M. Rapson appelle 'Bouddhisme' la doctrine prêchée par Šākyamuni ; j'appelle 'Bouddhisme' l'état général de croyance qui s'est condensé autour du nom du Buddha. L'un comme l'autre sont en dehors de notre atteinte directe; l'hypothèse est notre seul guide et bien arbitraire. Le temps, les découvertes nouvelles, la connaissance plus exacte de l'Inde tireront sans doute la lumière de ce chaos. Soyons, en attendant, indulgents les uns aux autres; essayons de nous comprendre, cherchons à nous aider les uns les autres.

M. Rapson ne cache pas son mépris pour "l'infect Tantrisme." Je ne suis vraiment pas suspect de tendresse à l'égard des Tantras : j'en ai étudié quelques-uns—besogne pénible et qui de prime abord ne vous paie pas de vos peines. Eh bien, je les trouve intéressants, je constate qu'ils sont héritiers à toutes les formes religieuses de l'Inde, je
les crois nécessaires à la connaissance de ce que j’appelle le Bouddhisme. Ils vous choquent : j’en suis chagrin, mais avouez que je n’y peux rien. Déclarer inutile l’étude des Tantras sous prétexte qu’ils sont modernes, c’est vraiment abuser d’une présomption peu stable et mal définie.

Je vous prie de bien vouloir agréer, cher Monsieur Rhys Davids, l’expression de mes sentiments respectueusement dévoués.

LOUIS DE LA VALLÉE POUSSIN.

Wetteren (Gand), Nov. 29, 1898.

[I think a reader of my notice will see that I do not mean to say, and did not say, that the study of the Tantras was useless because the Tantras are modern. They are a phase of Indian belief, and unquestionably come to form a part of later Buddhism, but I cannot see that there is any evidence to indicate the slightest connection between them and early Buddhism—whatever definition may be given of that term. The study of each and every phase of Indian belief seems to me important, and Indianists are to be congratulated that a scholar, to whose wide and varied learning, I ventured to call attention, has taken up the study of what is not a very pleasant subject, and has therefore been avoided by others. They will not be the less grateful to him because they cannot share his views as to the history of Buddhism.

—E. J. R.]

7. THE MOHAMMADAN CALENDAR.

Wandsworth, Dec. 17, 1898.

DEAR SIR,—Why does Mr. C. J. Rodgers think that the tārīkh on the date of the battle of Pānīpat “is certainly one day wrong” when it states that the battle was fought on the morning of Friday, the 7th of Rajab, A.H. 932? (cf. p. 729 of the current number of this Journal). Does he merely think so, because according to the ideal chronology that Friday fell on the 8th of Rajab? If so, may I suggest
that he should peruse a brief note by Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole in the current (October) number of the *English Historical Review*. Although we have the testimony of Sultan Suleyman's diary to prove that the Friday in question was reckoned as the 8th of Rajab in Stambûl, yet the author of the târikh may still be right. The obvious explanation is, that in his neighbourhood the new moon was observed a day earlier at the beginning of the month than in the Turkish capital.

LEWIS L. KROPF.

*To the Hon. Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.*
NOTICES OF BOOKS.


This is the first volume of a contemplated series of translations of Śaṅkara’s commentaries on the Upanishads. It would have been more useful if the title had made this clear, as the sole value of the undertaking is precisely the English translation of these commentaries. It will be a distinct advantage to the student of the historical development of religious thought in India to have this English version of the eighth-century interpretation of the old Upanishads. Unfortunately the English is neither forcible nor always exact. The student can find a reference to any point he is engaged on more easily by means of the translation. But he will naturally wish also to refer back to the text. It would, therefore, be a great advantage in any future volumes to insert, in brackets, the number of the page of the original, at the place where the translation of that page begins. And there should be a complete alphabetical index of all the separate words explained by Śaṅkarācārya, and also of the subjects discussed. As it stands, the little volume will be more useful as an edifying manual of the later Advaitism than as a help to the study of the old Upanishads themselves.
ETYMOLOGIE DES SINGHALESISCHEN, VON WILHELM GEIGER.

CEYLON TAGEBUCHBLÄTTER UND REISE ERRINNERUNGEN,
von WILHELM GEIGER. 8vo; pp. 212. (Wiesbaden: Kreidel, 1898.)

In the first of the above publications by the able and versatile Professor of Indo-European languages at the University of Erlangen, he has made a considerable step towards a scientific treatment of the language of Ceylon. It is the first fruits of the special journey he undertook to that beautiful island in order to gather, on the spot, materials for his forthcoming monograph on the Ceylon Language and Literature to be published in Bühler's "Grundriss." And very pleasant are the anticipations it raises of the future results we may expect from that journey, of which he has also published so interesting an account in the second volume named above.

Our members will recollect the very valuable papers contributed to this Journal by the late Professor Childers in 1876 and 1877 on the Sanskrit origin of Sinhalese. Professor Ernst Kuhn in 1879 and Professor Eduard Müller during the years 1880-82 carried the investigation further. But these papers are all of a fragmentary nature, and do not even attempt to deal at large with the very important historical results which may be expected from a full study of the language and the literature of the Sinhalese. Professor Geiger has now set himself resolutely to the task of dealing with these questions as a whole; and his present treatise on the etymology of Sinhalese gives us every hope that it will at last be adequately and thoroughly dealt with.

It is not easy to explain the neglect with which this interesting language has been treated. The records of the Sinhalese language, both in books and in inscriptions, go back much further than those of any other Indian Prakrit.
The level of general culture, and of literary effort, in Ceylon, has always been very high. Since the more learned among the Sinhalese began to write in their spoken language also, as well as in Pali, there has been a constant succession of literary productions of a high class. And though there are no books extant of an earlier date than the ninth or tenth century, there are inscriptions going back at least to the third, if not earlier. We have, therefore, a long series of documents from which the gradual evolution of the dialect and the history of the literature can be very fully traced out—longer, indeed, than is the case, for instance, with English.

One reason why these valuable records have not been hitherto utilized is the want of texts. Since the English took possession of the island the patronage extended so often by the native kings to literature and scholarship has practically ceased. Whereas the home Government issues a magnificent series of editions of ancient texts dealing with the former condition of the country, the Ceylon Government has hitherto printed only one, the well-known chronicle called the Mahāvamsa, and that is in Pali, not in Sinhalese. And the only Sinhalese text so far printed in Europe is my Yogāvacara Manual issued last year—and that, too, is so full of Pali quotations that they occupy about half the book. What is, therefore, most urgently wanted is a series of the ancient texts properly edited by competent scholars with suitable introduction and notes. Such a project cannot be carried out by private enterprise. It would be impossible for any publisher to recoup the expenses required. It would redound to the credit of any Government in Ceylon who should do for the ancient literature of that island what the Record Office publications have done so well for the corresponding texts in England.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

Such is the title of a large and highly important work on the ancient Buddhist architecture of Ceylon, which has been presented to the Society by the author. With the exception of a few scattered reports, this is the first book on the subject which has been written by a professional architect, and it contains results of the explorations carried out by himself under the order of the Ceylon Government. We are indebted to the late Sir Hercules Robinson, afterwards Lord Rosmead, whilst Governor of Ceylon, for initiating the survey, which has since received the patronage of his successors, and is being now ably carried on, on a larger scale, by Mr. H. C. P. Bell.

The present volume is unfortunately not handy for general use on account of both its unwieldy size and the want of proper indexes. It deals with seven dagabas, three palaces, and a bathing-pond, as follows: (1) the Thūpārāma dagaba, (2) the Lankārāma dagaba, (3) the Mirisaveṭi dagaba, (4) the Ruvanveli dagaba, (5) the Abhayagiri dagaba, (6) the Jetavanārāma dagaba, (7) the Kujjatissārāma dagaba, (8) the Daladā Māligāva, (9) the Mahasen's pavilion, (10) the Queen's pavilion, and (11) the Kūṭṭam pokuṇa.

We need not draw special attention to the accuracy of Mr. Smither's drawings of the ruins. So far as excavations permitted him at the time, he has done his work admirably. The reader himself will recognize it on an examination of the sixty-seven plates, which are drawn to a large scale, and which form the greater portion of the work. The descriptions are prefaced by a historical account of each ruin, mostly derived from Turnour's translation of the Mahāvaṃsa. In these we are sorry to find inaccuracies, especially in the spelling, the etymology, and
the meaning of native terms. The mistakes could have easily been avoided, had the author had his last proof revised by a competent Pāli and Sinhalese scholar, and had he used Vijesinha’s translation of the Mahāvaṃsa instead of Turnour’s. We find, for example, Prākrama, Devenipiatissa for Devenipētis or Devānampiyatissa, Atamasthāna vandaname for Atamasthāna vandanāva, Duttugaimunu for Duṭ̣uṇgeṇunu, Dāthādātu for Dāṭhādāṭu, Golakābhayo for Goṭhūbhaya, Mahāwamma for Māna- vamma, Ambustāla for Ambasthula, etc.

The ruins dealt with in the work under review do not, of course, represent all the types of architecture found even in Anuradhapura alone. But the dāgabas being the principal feature in Buddhistic monuments, the author has rightly devoted the greater portion of his book to their description. One of the earliest amongst these dāgabas is the Thūpārāma dāgaba, which was built, according to the Sinhalese chroniclers, by Devānampiyatissa (the contemporary of Asoka), 307–267 B.C. The author has identified this dāgaba with the one so named at present, and situated to the north of the Ruvanvēli dāgaba. In this identification he has followed the current tradition and the belief of previous writers. But so far as we are aware, no proper record or monument has as yet been found which definitely confirms the tradition.

Without repeating his lucid descriptions, it will not, perhaps, be out of place to draw attention to certain points of interest. An important feature of the Thūpārāma and the Lankārāma dāgabas is the existence of concentric circles of pillars round them. Several theories regarding the purpose for which these pillars were intended have been put forward.

Fergusson supposed that they represent the rails of the Indian topes, the pillars being originally “connected with one another by beams of wood on their capitals,” from which painted frames or curtains may have been suspended. The author thinks that the pillars were surmounted by emblematic figures and ornaments of some kind.
Mr. H. W. Cave, in his beautifully illustrated work "The Ruined Cities of Ceylon," supports this theory, and adds: "they were doubtless used on festal occasions to suspend strings of lamps and garlands, always one of the chief features of Buddhist ceremonial" (p. 41).

The other theory, more or less based on certain passages in Turnour's translation of the Mahāvamsa, is that the pillars supported a roof which covered the entire dāgaba. But the author, after a careful examination of the building, concluded that it was impossible, from an architectural point of view, for these pillars to have supported a roof of 65 feet span, elevated 23 feet above ground. The theory, however, that they may have sustained some other kind of roof has not been disproved.

The following is the opinion of Mr. C. R. Peers, as an architect:—

"From an inspection of the measured drawings and restorations of the Thūpārāma dāgaba—plates iv and v in Mr. Smither's book—it would appear that it would have been quite possible that the concentric circles of pillars supported architraves, probably of wood; but it does not appear, from the relative positions of the pillars in one circle to those in the next, that the original design included any form of timber roofing, such as raking rafters running from one circle to the next. Also, there is no provision made, as far as can be judged from the present condition of the building, for counteracting the thrust which would result from such a construction. If the wall marked on the plan as 'parapet' was originally as high as the fourth or outermost circle of pillars, it would, of course, have been possible to roof the space between it and these pillars.

"In plate xi, the plan of the Lankārāma dāgaba, the positions of the two inner circles of pillars allow of the possibility of constructing a raking roof, the thrust of which might be taken by the brick wall marked on the plan as existing inside the third circle of pillars—over the two inner circles of pillars and the space between them and the brick wall."
“On the archaeological aspect of the question, I am quite unqualified to express any opinion.”

Tradition and written history, moreover, agree as regards the existence of a roofed structure at the Thūpārāma. The passage Thūpārāma Thūpagharam, in the Mahāvamsa, xxxv, vv. 87 and 91, clearly indicates it, and Mr. Smither is right in saying that by the word thūpa-gharam the ancient chronicler referred to “a structure within which the dāgaba was enclosed,” but this edifice must have been, at least partially, roofed over, as we find it recorded (ch. xlix, v. 81) that Vajira, one of the generals of Dappula III (A.D. 827-843), “covered the Thūpa house at the Thūpārāma with tiles of gold as became it, and fixed doors also of gold to the house.” Besides, there is noquotable example in the whole range of Sanskrit and Prākrit literature where the word gharam or Skt. gṛīha is used to mean a roofless structure (cf. Paṭimā-gharam, bodhi-gharam, etc.). Mr. Smither’s criticism on Turnour’s translation of the passage (in Mah., xxxv, 88), thūpārāme thūpagharam kārāpesi mahipati, is also not quite accurate. By Turnour’s expression “the roof over the Thūpārāma,” he probably meant a roof only over the ārāma, or the sacred ground round the thūpa, and certainly not over the large thūpa. The Wata-dā-gē referred to by Mr. Smither was a circular building at the Thūpārāma, and was distinct from the Thūpagharam.

In reference to the other ruins, we may observe that Mr. Smither has followed the traditional identification of them. He has not attempted to find out how far this identification can be verified either by authentic monuments found in course of excavation or in their absence by collateral evidence derived especially from native records. His historical sketches of the ruins and the theories based on them can, therefore, hold good only if the identifications are correct. On the other hand, his accurate descriptions of the ruins as they stand at present are invaluable. With the extended operations of the Ceylon Archaeological Survey now being excellently carried on by Mr. H. C. P. Bell, and
with the publication of many of the ancient native chronicles, it is hoped that materials will be brought to light which will settle the doubts as to the identity of these ruins, and enable Mr. Bell to make a plan of Anuradhapura as it stood in ancient times when it was the capital of Ceylon.

**Selected Poems from the Dīvān-i-Shams-i-Tabrīz,**

Persian poetry is, without doubt, better of its kind than Persian prose; the best Persian poetry is, on the whole, that of the mystics; and Jalālu’d-Dīn Rūmī, if he be not, as Mr. Nicholson reckons him (p. viii), “the greatest mystical poet of any age,” is assuredly in the very highest rank of those divinely intoxicated dreamers whose spirits, “freed,” as Hāfīd has it, “from all that wears the colour of attachment,” hang poised in the fathomless empyrean of the Transcendental. It is unnecessary in this place to recapitulate the facts known to us of a life singularly uneventful for one who was contemporary with Changiz and Hūlāgū Khāns, and whose peaceful retreat at Qonya (Iconium) can hardly have altogether shut out the storm of consternation produced in the Muḥammadan world by the Monghol invasion, the sack of Baghdad, and the extinction of the ‘Abbāsid Caliphate. His great mystical Mathnavī, an inexhaustible storehouse of transcendental lore, has long been famous both in the East and in the West, and, though it has not yet found a European editor, is accessible to us in several unusually excellent Oriental editions, amongst which those of Bulāq and Tīhrān (ed. ‘Alī’u’d-Dawla, A.H. 1299 and 1307, with Kashfu’l-abyāt or Concordance of verses) merit especial praise. To the English reader also it has been made known by Sir James Redhouse’s versified translation of Book i, and by Mr. Whinfield’s excellent selections.
It is otherwise with Jalâlu'd-Dîn's lyrical poetry, that vast collection of amazing rhapsodies (of which there exist single MSS. containing nearly 60,000 couplets; in other words, equal in extent to the Shâhnâma) composed in the name and to the glory of Shams-i-Tabrîz, "that weird figure, wrapt in coarse black felt, who flits across the stage for a moment and disappears tragically enough." Very striking is the parallel drawn by Mr. Nicholson in the work before us (p. xx) in the following words:—"He was comparatively illiterate, but his tremendous spiritual enthusiasm, based on the conviction that he was a chosen organ and mouthpiece of Deity, cast a spell over all that entered the enchanted circle of his power. In this respect, as in many others—for example, in his strong passions, his poverty, and his violent death—Shams-i-Tabrîz curiously resembles Socrates: both imposed themselves upon men of genius, who gave their crude ideas artistic expression; both proclaim the futility of external knowledge, the need of illumination, the value of love; but wild raptures and arrogant defiance of every human law can ill atone for the lack of that 'sweet reasonableness' and moral grandeur which distinguish the sage from the devotee."

Of this Divân, which, though written, as already said, in the name of Shams-i-Tabrîz, is well known to be the work of Jalâlu'd-Dîn, there exist two Oriental editions (Tabriz, A.H. 1280; Lakhnaw, A.H. 1295); an Anthology (Auswahl) by Rosenzweig, containing seventy-five odes with German verse translations (Vienna, 1838); and a fair number of MSS., which differ in an extraordinary degree as to extent and arrangement. The editions and seven MSS., of which the most ancient, dated A.H. 774 (A.D. 1372), is in the British Museum, as well as a large number of other works, Arabic, Persian, and European, have been used by Mr. Nicholson in the preparation of the excellent and finished piece of work which now lies before us, whereof, it may be added, the form is worthy of the matter. It contains an Introduction (pp. xv–li) singularly original and rich in suggestions; forty-eight of the odes (including only
four of those selected by Rosenzweig) with English prose translations (pp. 2–195); excellent Notes (pp. 197–330); four Appendices (pp. 331–350); and Arabic and English Indices (pp. 351–367). Of the Appendices, the first contains some illustrative passages from the Diran, showing the close analogy which exists between the Sufi and the Neo-Platonist doctrines, together with a list of the historical and autobiographical allusions (comparatively few in number) which it contains; while the second comprises translations in verse of five of the odes. It were greatly to be wished that the number of these had been increased, for Mr. Nicholson has a very happy knack of producing verse-renderings at once graceful and true to the original, as, for example, the following (pp. 46–9 and 343–5):—

"Poor copies out of heaven's original,
Pale earthly pictures mouldering to decay,
What care altho' your beauties break and fall,
When that which gave them life endures for aye?"

Bad verse-translations are certainly not to be encouraged, and a very good scholar may be a very bad versifier; but where the gift of song is conjoined with the scholarship, there can be no question that, in the case of poetry, a rendering into verse, even though it be at times somewhat free, far more truly reflects the original than a bald prose version, however literal. The impulse given to Persian studies in Germany and England by the genius of Rückert and FitzGerald is a sufficient witness to the truth of this assertion. It behoves Orientalists to remember that nothing will ultimately conduce so much to the advancement of their favourite studies as an increase in the interest of the general reading public in their results; and that, in literature, form, if not everything, is at least a very important factor.
Of the text and translations of the odes selected from the *Divān* by Mr. Nicholson, we need only say that they display the most careful and scholarly workmanship, and that only in a very few places could we, after a careful scrutiny, suggest any change—for instance, in the seventh couplet of Ode IV (pp. 14-15):

إِنَّ كُمْ يَمِيْنَا نَافِذَةٌ كَرْدَسَت مَسْرَاقَ كَيْمِمَا
مشهور آٰمِدَ ایٰن کَه مَسْ آزَ کُیمِمَا زَرُ مَمْشُونَ

Here the point of the last line is, perhaps, insufficiently emphasized by the translation “Our copper has been transmuted by this rare alchemy.” The translation should rather run:

"'Tis notorious that copper is transmuted by the Philosopher's Stone into gold,

[But] our copper has been transmuted by this rare Alchemy into the Philosopher's Stone."

The "rare Alchemy" is so called because it not only transmutes into gold that which is subjected to its influence, but bestows on it its own power to effect this transmutation in others.

The Notes which illustrate the Odes are rich and suggestive, indicating in particular a very wide familiarity with the writings of the great mystics of both East and West. In this respect Mr. Nicholson follows with success the excellent methods employed by Mr. Whinfield, notably in his scholarly edition and translation of the *Gulshan-i-Rāz*. From Mr. Whinfield's conclusions, however, he differs in assigning to Christian influences a much smaller share in the moulding of Şüfi doctrine. In this view we concur, and still more strongly in the thesis which Mr. Nicholson so ably maintains that Şüfiism, in so far as it is not an independent growth, owes more to Neo-Platonism than to any other system. We have been too long misled by vague generalities about "Aryan reactions against Semitic thought" and "Indo-Iranian affinities," into ignoring the
historical fact that the complex Perso-Arabian civilization of the ‘Abbāsid Caliphate, while owing comparatively little to India, borrowed with both hands from the Alexandrian philosophers. Of these Porphyry (and even, perhaps, Iamblichus) was better known to them than Plotinus, though Mr. Nicholson is in error when he says (p. xxx), following Renan, that the name of the latter was unknown in the East, for he is explicitly mentioned in the Fihrist (p. 255) as Flūtinus (فلوتيتسن), while, as shown by Haarbrücker, it is he to whom Shahristâni refers under the title of “the Greek Shaykh” (الشيخ اليوناني).

A very interesting portion of Mr. Nicholson’s Introduction is that (§ 8, pp. xxxvi et seqq.) in which he endeavours to trace the external influences which may have helped to form Jalālu’d-Dīn’s style—a fruitful line of inquiry which might well be extended. Naturally he puts in the first place Sanā’i and ‘Aṭṭar, to whom Jalālu’d-Dīn avows his obligations; but he also finds references to, or reflections of, Sa’di, Nidhāmī of Ganja, and ‘Omar-i-Khayyām. We are disposed to include in the list another poet, in no wise less than these in verse, and more interesting in personality, to wit, Nāsir-i-Khusraw, the head of the Isma‘īlī propaganda in Khurāsān in the latter half of the eleventh century of our era. The following parallels are at least remarkable:—

I. (N., p. 15.)

"The name well known of pure ambergris ['ambar] is a scent, not [the letters] 'ayn, nūn, bé, and ré."

(M., i, p. 15.)

When Nāṣir (N.) is cited, his Dīrān (ed. Tabriz, A.H. 1280) is intended, unless otherwise specified. In the case of Jalālu’d-Dīn’s poetry, the first book of the Mathnawī (M.) is cited from the Constantinople ed. of A.H. 1288, the other books from the Tihrān lithographed ed. of ‘Allā’ū’d-Dawla (A.H. 1299), while of the Dīrān only Mr. Nicholson’s Selections (S.) are here referred to.
"Mim, vār, mim, and nūn confer no honour: the word 'Mu'imin' [Believer] only serves to define."

(M., ed. Ṭih., p. 90, l. 21.)

"Didst e'er a Name without an Essence see,
Or cull a Rose from R, O, S, and E?
Thou speak'st the Name: go seek the Object, fool!
The moon is in the sky, not in the pool."

II. (N., p. 77.)

"Thou sayest to me, 'The Essence of the Devils is of Fire'; the Devils of this age are fashioned from clay!"

(M., i, p. 16.)

"Since there are many devils which have the face of man, therefore one should not place one's hand in every hand!"

III. (N., p. 187.)

"When thy soul hath been strengthened by Faith and Wisdom, then shalt thou learn the tongues of birds."

(S., pp. 8, 9, and note ad loc.)

"How would it be if one ear showed itself familiar with the tongues of our birds?"
IV. (N., p. 5.)

"Thy water and bread in man become man: seest thou not that the dog converts water and bread into dog[-flesh]?

(M., i, p. 14.)

"Both sorts of bee [i.e. bee and wasp] draw nourishment from one place, but from this comes the sting and from that other the honey.

"Both sorts of deer feed on [the same] grass and water; by this [only] dung is produced, by that pure musk.

"Both reeds [i.e. the common reed and the sugar-cane] are fed from one source; this one is hollow, while that one is full of sugar."

Many other instances could be adduced, did space allow it, of striking coincidences of thought and expression between Nāšir-i-Khusraw and, not only Jalālu'd-Dīn, but other Śūfī poets, such as Maḥmūd Shabistārī; and the significance of the alleged descent of Shams-i-Tabriz from Kiyā Buzurg-umīd, the second Grand Master of the Isma'īlīs of Alamūt (Introduction, p. xix), has, apparently, not escaped Mr. Nicholson (ibid., p. xxx); for though an Isma'īlī may "abandon his ancestral sect, burn their books and tracts, and preach Islām in the strongholds of heresy,"
there is some truth in Firdawsi’s saying, “Zangi bi-shustan
na-yardad safid” (“The Ethiopian will not become white
by washing”), and in Sa’di’s well-known couplet—

"At length the wolf-cub will become a wolf, even though
he grow up with men"

—though we are far from desiring to apply these quotations
in the uncomplimentary sense in which they are generally
used, rating, as we do, the intelligence and learning of the
Isma’ilis and ‘Râhidis’ very far above those of their
‘Nâṣibi’ antagonists.

In conclusion, we most cordially congratulate Mr.
Nicholson on the successful accomplishment of a very
difficult piece of work, and the Cambridge University Press
on the excellent manner in which it has been produced.
The volume should receive a cordial welcome from all
Persian scholars and students of Oriental Mysticism.

E. G. B.

CATALOGUE OF JAPANESE PRINTED BOOKS AND MSS. IN
THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM. By R. K.
DOUGLAS, Keeper of Oriental Books and MSS. (Printed
by order of the Trustees.)

It is difficult, if not impossible, to review a catalogue of
this kind in such a manner as to do justice to the author
and avoid weariness to the reader. Catalogue-makers, like
lexicographers, eminently deserve a gratitude they rarely
obtain. This is pre-eminently the case with Professor Douglas
in the present instance. Some early Spanish missionary
described the scripts of Japan as a “conciliabulo de los
demonios para enojar à los fideles,” and the confusions of
Japanese literary and artistic nomenclature are even more
perplexing. A Japanese author or artist appears to live
in a succession of constant name-changes, and to shun
diligently the use of his own name. Thus, Hokusai had more than a dozen known names; Bakin, whose real name was Takizawa Kai, used such appellations as Sakitsu, Saritsu, Raisai, Gendō, and half a dozen others; while one author is mentioned in Professor Douglas' preface as "rejoicing" (did he rejoice? if so, it was a solitary joy) in twenty-three names!

But this was not Professor Douglas' only difficulty. The titles of Japanese books are usually written with Chinese characters. But how are these to be read? In many cases, one may say, they are not to be read at all, save with the eye. But if read phonetically it is very often not even in Japano-Chinese, nor in pure Japanese, but in a mixture of the two, the exact rendering of the Japanese portion being in too many instances in the highest degree uncertain. Lastly, there is the difficulty of recognizing foreign names spelled in Japanese kana. 'Makusu Muyūraru' perhaps most persons will recognize, but it is less easy to disinter 'Muirhead' from 'Bōiren,' and in not a few instances even Prof. Douglas has been obliged to abandon the task.

There are really four catalogues comprised in the book—principal and supplementary catalogues of authors, with their works arranged under their names, and a fairly abundant number of cross references, giving titles (with their translations) of 16,000 works, a catalogue of book-titles with proper references, and a valuable index of the more important books with their authors arranged in order of subjects. Perhaps to the student of Japanese literature this is much the most useful part of the volume, for it must be confessed that a considerable proportion of the books contained in the principal and supplementary catalogues are of little, if any value, many being translations from common European books and works of a purely ephemeral utility, marking no stage or phase in the course of Japanese civilization or history. This redundancy, however, is due to no fault of Professor Douglas, but is rather his burden, for it has added immensely to his task, and deprived him of time which doubtless he would much rather have given to brief
descriptions of the standard works in Japanese literature, which after all are not very numerous and might have been sufficiently described in a score or so of pages.

In the execution of his task Professor Douglas is a pioneer. No such work exists in any Western language, or has ever been attempted, and even in Japanese I only remember one, the "Gunsho ichiran."

F. Victor Dickins.

Muhammeds Lehre von der Offenbarung quellen-mässig untersucht, von Dr. Otto Pautz. 8vo; pp. 304. (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1898.)

Recent events in the East prompted the author to write this book. The Moslim world has, indeed, been brought in such close contact with European culture of late, that the duty of making themselves acquainted with the principal tenets of Islām devolves upon all those who are affected by these events. The quickest way to accomplish this is to study the life of its founder, and to follow step for step the first movements of his faith. It is, however, just here where the greatest difficulty lies, because the origin of Islām is even now anything but clear, in spite of the excellent works we possess on Muhammed's biography.

The problem Dr. Pautz has set himself is to describe the Muhammedan doctrine of revelation, and to explain the essence, tenets, and vehicles of the same. To this end he has acquired a thorough knowledge of the Arabic sources, and has bestowed much care on the study of the Qurān, which is not the most attractive of readings. He has also contributed many valuable remarks on the exegesis of this book, a subject which has not yet found all the attention it deserves.

Yet as regards the treatment of the main question, viz., the powers which brought Islām into existence, Dr. Pautz's book is rather disappointing. Upon the point of view from which we eye the impetus which urged Muhammed into the career of a reformer, our conception of the nature of
Muhammedan revelation must largely depend; and here the
author merely repeats what is already known. The rise
of Islām is a subject for the historian rather than the
theologian, because predisposition of any kind mars criticism
in this field as well as in any other. No one can blame
Muhammed for having attacked Judaism and Christianity,
nor was it always misguided judgment which caused him
to reject the doctrines of the two older churches. The late
Professor Palmer already raised the question: why did not
Muhammed rather accept either of these creeds than found
a new one (The Qur'ān, transl., vol. i, p. li)? This was
exactly what he could not do, because some dogmas of the
one appeared irreconcilable with his conception of the Unity
of God, whilst the law code of the other was incompatible
with the conditions of life in Arabia, with the habits of
the people, and with many sources of the national wealth.
This detracts but little from the surprising merit of having
rendered monotheism victorious against such tremendous
odds. Like his predecessors, Dr. Pautz makes Muhammed
ponder in the solitude of Mount Hīrā on the real essence
and the proper veneration of God (pp. 15–16), and that
it was on this spot where the birth of the new idea took
place. He evidently means that Muhammed found mono-
theism spontaneously. This I do not believe. The Moslim
traditions on the first revelation (Qor., xcvi, 1–5), in which
Dr. Pautz seems to place some reliance, were not conceived
till many years later, nor without the assistance of the
Prophet himself, and they deserve no credence at all. The
legends on the ḫqrā'-verse—as can be clearly shown—form
part of a circle of homilies which in their simplest form
evidently originate from one and the same author. For
the first word of v. 1, which Dr. Pautz also and justly
regards as the oldest of the Qurān, he has very properly
adopted Noeldeke's translation, Predige, which is superior
to any other. He notes the derivation which I suggested
in 1883 (R.E.J., p. 188, and Beiträge zur Erklärung
des Qurān, p. 6) from Gen., xii, 8, and similar verses,
although he does not think it correct. This derivation,
however, becomes more patent to me the more closely I examine it. It is only necessary to consider that post-
Biblical Jews pronounced the Tetragram by Adônaї (my Lord), which the LXX rendered by κύριος, the Psâthâ by mâyâ. Why should Muhammed in his first proclamation use rabb(ika), which is the exact Arabic translation of the same term? Is this not also verbatim the same verse? It therefore makes no difference whether he heard the verse in Hebrew or Syriac, from a Jew or a Christian. Now the addition of the words ‘who has created’ (viz. ‘man,’ as in v. 2) gives in one short phrase the whole idea of Gen., ch. i. In this manner Muhammed managed in a proclamation of five words to teach the existence of God, his Unity, and that he is the Creator. Should this represent the result of the musings of an unlettered man? The iqra‘-verse is the key to the right comprehension of Muhammed’s prophetic afflatus. When once he had succeeded in convincing his countrymen of these three principles, everything else became, by the force of circumstance, but the natural sequence. Traditionists may relate what suits them, but all that is said of Muhammed’s mental struggle, that he believed himself possessed by a demon, or that the archangel Gabriel acted as interceditor, must be abandoned. Never was a man more conscious of his actions than Muhammed was when he proclaimed his first address, nor does this lessen the admiration due to him; for it required great moral courage to take this first but decisive step. Of course a proof of the existence of God must not be expected in the Qurâň, as this is a postulate in a revealed religion, but Muhammed made a distinct attempt to demonstrate His Unity (Qor., xxiii, 93; xxii, 22). On the formulas of Unification there is a great deal more to say than Dr. Pautz has done. The phrase “There is no God besides Allâh” is but the final crystallization of several attempts to condense the first article of the Muslim creed into a motto.

More satisfactory are Dr. Pautz’s remarks about the difference Muhammed endeavoured to establish between himself and the Kâhâins (soothsayers) of his people. The
same is to be said about the observation that, in order to intensify the grandeur and mysteriousness of his revelations, Muhammed frequently substituted indefinite terms or the pronouns 'it' and 'this' for 'Qorān'; but this again proves with what shrewd calculation he proceeded. Fully justified is the remark that the doctrine of original sin is nowhere to be found in the Qorān, and the survey of the various terms used to describe the revelations is really helpful from an exegetical point of view.

Not tenable, however, is Dr. Pauz's observation that human free-will appears unchecked in the Qorān, because it is preached side by side with its opposite. The subject is too vast to allow of more than a few words on it here. Muhammed had evidently meditated on this problem, and as taught both in Jewish and Christian writings, but found it too hard to solve. In his theory of predestination he was not able to distinguish between man's responsibility for his actions, and his fate, which are both in the same 'Book.' Whilst on the one hand trying to raise the standard of morals, it was his interest to minimize the belief that man could shape his own fate. The political aspect of this question Dr. Pauz has overlooked entirely. Muhammed's aim was to ensure absolute obedience, and next to the belief in Allāh hardly any dogma is enjoined with the same emphasis as to obey 'his prophet.' As the fate of everyone who took part in a battle was sealed beforehand the command of recklessness was superfluous.

The charge Muhammed brought against the Jews and Christians of having falsified their holy writings must be explained rather than refuted, because from his point of view it was not unfounded. One of his accusations is, that the Rabbis by writing laws "with their hands" placed themselves on a level with God (Qor., ii, 73). Dr. Pauz is not sufficiently acquainted with Rabbinical literature to see the connection between this and innumerable passages in the Qorān, and to give due appreciation to what others have said on this matter.

The question whether Muhammed was able to write and
read is not so immaterial as our author assumes, since it
in some way concerns the criticism of the Qurān. It is
at least certain that he could read Hebrew square characters,
though not always correctly, as can be proved by his
misreading of several Hebrew words which have hitherto
puzzled students of the Qurān.

Our task in studying the early history of Islam consists
chiefly in viewing Muhammed with a calm and dispassionate
mind, with all possible rationalism, and complete absence
of sentimentality. We then see how he from the very
outset of his career worked in the most systematic manner,
with great cleverness and real enthusiasm. We must never
lose sight of the faculties he brought to bear on his work,
the circumstances with which he had to reckon, and the
character of the people he wished to impress. The Qurānic
doctrine of divine revelation can be summed up in a few
words: it is the transmission of a Biblical idea already
in existence to a ground where the new faith was to spring
up; all we have to do is to observe how it grew and
developed in the new surroundings.

H. Hirschfeld.

1898.)

This is the latest and in many respects the most important
contribution to our knowledge of the heart of Asia. We
have here records of journeys of exploration made by
a scientific traveller of learning and experience. In the
Preface Dr. Sven Hedin gives a brief and comprehensive
summary of his travels in Asia, and of the scientific work
which he performed in the course of these travels, and also
of the material and formation of his book. This very
modest Preface is followed by an Introductory Chapter, in
which we have an interesting résumé of the recorded travels
and explorations in Tibet and Central Asia. Beginning
with the visit to Tibet in the fourteenth century by Odorico
di Pordenone, the sketch brings us down to Captain Bower's
travels in Tibet and China in 1891–2.
In the next chapter we have a description of the traveller's original plan, and of the departures from it which circumstances compelled him to make. We have also particulars about his equipment and the expenses of his travels and explorations. The first part of his travels was through Russia to the Kirghiz steppes, on to Tashkend, and ultimately to the Pamirs. From the Russian Fort to the north-east of Fort Pamir the traveller set out on his first journey of exploration. His record of his attempts to ascend the great mountain range Mus-tagh-ata is extremely interesting. He went on to Kashgar and thence returned to Fort Pamir, from which he proceeded by a different route back to Kashgar. Thence he went on to Merket, from which he began his terrible journey across the great desert. The story of the traveller’s sufferings and privations in this vast waste of sand is a thrilling one told in a plain and simple manner. After this we have his journey down the Khotandaria and his return to Kashgar again.

The second volume begins with another visit to the Pamirs. Then we have the journey from Kashgar to Khotan, and thence on to Karashahr, with an interesting discussion on the Lop-nor question. Our traveller next takes us through North Tibet, over the Arka Tagh, to the Desert of Tsaidam. From the Mongolian Tsaidam he goes to the Tangut country, through it to the Koko-nor, thence on to Si-ning-foo, and at last to Peking the goal.

It is impossible to give in a short notice any fair idea of the vast and varied information about tribes and districts of Asia, little known or quite unknown, which these two volumes contain. The information, moreover, is imparted in a pleasant, affable manner, and the reader finds himself acquiring knowledge about Taghliks and Kirghizes, and wild asses and camels, and unknown mountains and rivers, and many other subjects, without any effort and with real enjoyment. There are numerous photographs by the author and sketches made or inspired by him; and the work is furnished with two large maps, and has an index.

In the parts of this remarkable and valuable treatise
which treat of Chinese men and matters there are a few errors and peculiarities of transcription which may be briefly noticed for the benefit of the general reader. In vol. ii, p. 735, we read: "The entire distance between Kashgar and Khotan has been divided by the Chinese into potai (2½ mile distances)." The author adds: "The potai are indicated by flattened pyramids of clay, eighteen or twenty feet in height, and there are on an average ten such intervals or 'miles' between every two stations." This potai, as the author's illustration shows, is the Chinese P'ao-t'ai, commonly translated by Fort, and the term was probably applied in the above district to the Fire and Smoke Beacons used by the Chinese from the earliest times.

Then at p. 748 we are told that jade is called 'Yü-tien.' But Yü ( yü ) -tien is the Chinese name for Khotan, and the name for jade is Yü ( yü ) simply.

On p. 783 we find the following statement:—"The same Chinese traveller whom I have just quoted, Shi Fa-hian, also journeyed in the seventh year of the reign of the Emperor Thai Tsung of the Thang dynasty from Khotan to Lop-nor." This is an unfortunate slip, and Dr. Sven Hedin forgot for the moment that the pilgrim who travelled in the reign of T'ang T'ai Tsung was the celebrated Yuan-chuang (Hiouen Thsang).

The 'Darin' of our traveller is the Ta-jen or 'Great Man,' 'His Excellency,' of other writers; and his jambois (p. 932) are the Yuan-pao, the silver ingots, or 'shoes of syce,' of people who live in China.

T. W.


The Indian Parsis themselves have collected ample materials for a history of their residence and progress in India, from the best documents and authorities which still
survive and are accessible. These materials are available for Anglo-Indians in the Gujarāti Pārsi Prakāsh (1878–88), compiled by Bahmanji Behrānji Paṭel, and the Mumbai-no Bāhār (1858–84) by Ratnaji Frāmji Vāchā; while the mere European can consult Dosābhāi Frāmji Kārākā’s English History of the Parsis (1858 or 1884). M. D. Menant has made full use of all these authorities, besides consulting the statements of old travellers, Albīrūnī’s Chronology of Ancient Nations, Briggs’s Parsis, etc., and he has had the advantage of personal intercourse with many of the leading Parsis in Bombay at the present time. The result is a very correct and impartial, but sympathetic and picturesque, history of the Indian Parsis, and of their successful progress in education and enlightenment. This first part of the work confines itself chiefly to their civil life and progress, while a second part will be devoted to a consideration of their religious faith and duties, both past and present.

The Introduction gives a brief review of Parsi history, from the fall of the Sāsānian empire in Irān, owing to the defeat of Yazdagard at Nihāvand, and his assassination at Marv in 650, down to the present time. The rapid conversion of the mass of the people to Islāmism; the retirement of some of the faithful Zoroastrians to Khurāsān for less than a century, and thence to Hormuz, at the mouth of the Persian Gulf, for a short time; whence many of them sailed to Diu, near the Gulf of Cambay, where they stayed about a score of years before crossing the sea to Sanjān, then a populous commercial town, where they were allowed to settle (possibly about 716) by its Hindu ruler, Jādi Rānā, on certain conditions, which secured them full freedom of religion in return for conformity with Hindu law in civil matters. Here they built a place of worship in 721, according to tradition. Probably further immigrations took place; but the Parsis were much disturbed by the Musulmān conquest of Gujarāt, though soon accommodating themselves to the change of government. Early European travellers found them settled as cultivators along the coast of Gujarāt,
and later as traders at Surat and Bombay. Near the end of the fifteenth century Cāṅgā Āsā, a rich and pious Parsi of Naosāri, sent a messenger to Irān to obtain some religious information, and this appears to be the oldest correspondence between the Indian and Irānian Parsis of which we find any documentary evidence surviving.

Regarding the rapidity of the conversion of the Persian Zoroastrians to Islāmism, we may gather from Pahlavi writings that it was hardly so rapid as the conversion of the Romans, or the Anglo-Saxons, to Christianity. If we turn to the Dādistān-i Dēnīk, we find that its writer was Mānūsheēhar, the executive high-priest of Pārs and Kirmān, the director of the profession of priests and leader of the religion, who wrote his Epistles in 881, and his Dādistān perhaps fifteen years earlier. This latter treatise contains replies to ninety-two religious questions, which had been propounded to him by some of his distant disciples, and which had lain two months unattended to, until he returned home to Shīrāz from a tour in the provinces. He mentions incidentally (Dd., i, 6) that, notwithstanding the grievances of the religion, there still were controllers, priests, high-priests, judges, and other religious leaders in various quarters. This is certainly not the language of absolute despair, although it must have been written about A.Y. 235. In his Epistles, written A.Y. 250, "Shīrāz, Sīrkān, Kirmān, Rāi, and Sarakhs are still mentioned as headquarters of the old faith, and we are told of assemblies at Shīrāz and among the Tughazghuz, the former of which appears to have had the chief control of religious matters in Pārs, Kirmān, and the south, acting as a council to the high-priest of Pārs and Kirmān, who was recognized as the leader of the religion. We also learn that the leaders of the Zoroastrians, if not their high-priests, were still in the habit of maintaining troops." It was probably more than a century later before the Irānian Parsis were reduced to

2 Ibid., pp. 277–366.
the scanty numbers reported by early European travellers in Persia, and which have only recently begun to increase. Whether the traditional date of the arrival of Parsi fugitives at Sanjān, which is not very well authenticated, be altogether compatible with this continued comfort and influence of those of their faith in Iran, is therefore a matter for consideration.

After dealing with the exodus of the Parsis from Persia, and the fate of the Zoroastrians who remained behind, M. Menant proceeds to describe the Indian Parsis and the progress which they have made—their population, costumes, customs, and festivals; their domestic life, birth, and investiture with sacred shirt and girdle; their marriage and funerals; their \textit{panchayat} and education; and their trade, literature, and politics.

In accordance with their agreement with the Hindu Rājā, the Parsis adopted Hindu dress and customs, so far as these were not inconsistent with their own religion; and the tendency of this adoption was, no doubt, to produce a closer conformity, in the course of time, than they intended originally, as in the case of infant marriage, which had not been a Zoroastrian practice, but which the Indian Parsis often adopted, even after the middle of this century. Since then, this custom has gradually disappeared, and is now practically extinct among those in Bombay. Other Hindu fashions of dress and manners have also given way to European customs and education. Whether the Hindu, Jewish, and Musulmān's dislike of the pig, which the Parsis had fully adopted, has yet disappeared seems doubtful, and M. Menant does not appear to allude to it. It was not a Zoroastrian prejudice, as appears from the pig being mentioned as a common domestic animal, in company with a dog, or a goat, in \textit{Shāyast-lā-shāyast}, ii, 58;\footnote{S.B.E., vol. v, p. 260.} also as a supply for a sacred feast, in Mānuśchīhar's \textit{Epistle}, I, viii, 3.

With regard, however, to all practices really enjoined by their religion, the Parsis are highly conservative, and find little difficulty in defending them. Even their mode of
treating the dead can be shown to be more conducive to sanitation than burial, provided the dokhma be far enough from dwellings, and the dead be not too numerous: two conditions which are quite as necessary in the case of a cemetery as in that of a dokhma. In Vend., viii, 16–18, instructions are given for expelling the fiend of corruption from the path along which a corpse has been carried. This precaution consisted in leading either a yellow dog with four eyes, or a white dog with yellow ears, along or across the path, a certain number of times, and in reciting certain spells; but it appears to be no longer practised. The difficulty of finding a dog with four eyes, even when it is assumed that two of them might be spots above the usual two eyes, must have been considerable; however, about ten years ago, there was a chocolate-coloured dog, living a few miles from Munich, something like a very large spaniel, and having a large white spot above each eye, who might have passed for the four-eyed dog, though not quite right in colour.

When it is said that the Parsis are prohibited from fasting, as in Les Parsis, p. 92, it is necessary to observe that they do abstain from meat occasionally, and substitute fish (pp. 113, 166, 190); but this abstinence is not for the purpose of acquiring religious merit, as actual fasting and vociferous mourning for the dead are alike forbidden by their religion. It may also be noticed that the Avesta word asperena, quoted in p. 93, is equivalent to Skt. apûrṇa, 'imperfect, incomplete,' and is used as a noun for anything imperfect or immature: thus it means a lamb, or immature sheep, in Vend., iv, 48, and a rag, or imperfect cloth, in Vend., v, 60. The Pahlavi gloss, in the latter case, which has been read jûjan, 'a dirham,' can also be read yûgo = Pers. yûk, 'a rag.'

Interesting features in M. Menant's work are the numerous illustrations, including thirty-two portraits and four family groups indicating the rapid change of education and costume.

1 The Academy, 24th Sept., 1887, p. 207.
since 1860, which has certainly not increased the picturesque
ness of Parsi attire. As a very favourable specimen of the
old school, Frāmji Kāvasji Banāji (1767–1851) is specially
worthy of notice. At first a shipping agent and interpreter,
he made two voyages to China before the end of last century,
and a few years later engaged largely in the China trade
on his own account, becoming the owner of several ships.
Later on, for many years, he made experimental plantations in
Salsette for improving the cultivation of grain and fruits, and
continuing the growth of sugar-canases, mulberry-trees,¹ and
spices, which had already been introduced under European
management, but with no greater success. He improved the
water-supply of one district in Bombay, and did more to
encourage the spread of English education among the natives
than any other leader of his time. He himself had learned
the language under difficulties, but spoke it fluently and well,
though with a slightly foreign accent. To his patronage
the Parsis owe the first translation of their most sacred
books into Gujarāti; and he took a great interest in the first
introduction of railways into India, but did not live to see
the opening of the first section of railway line. He was
a kind-hearted, liberal-minded, enterprising man, with much
perseverance and energy; and the Parsis have good reason
to be proud of him, as a worthy representative of their
general character, and to be grateful to him for his foresight
in striving to put a sound English education within the
reach of every one of them. His portrait, which M. Menant
has published, appears to be a correct likeness of his appear-
ance in his latter days, so far as memory can be trusted
after the lapse of half a century.

The most striking change that has taken place among
the Parsis during the last thirty years has been the spread
of European education and habits among the ladies, as
a necessary supplement to the more general female ver-
cnacular education that commenced twenty years earlier. So
long as the young men were imperfectly educated, scholastic

¹ Parsi Prakāş, p. 561.
instruction of females was very wisely opposed by their elders, as likely to do more harm than good. But the rapid progress of the men soon made female education indispensable, and the male students began to take the matter into their own hands successfully, until they could find female teachers to undertake the continuance of the work. The result has been that, in 1892, only one-sixth of the Parsi females in Bombay between 14 and 24 years of age were classed as illiterate, while the illiterate Parsi males between the same ages were still one in eight; so the women had already nearly overtaken the men in the branches of education most generally useful.

The Zoroastrian woman has always enjoyed as much freedom as was compatible with implicit obedience to her parents and husband, as well as respect for her religion. This may be clearly seen from many passages in the Avesta; and the Pahlavi literature, which gives us a view of the opinions held in Sāsānian times, tells much the same tale. Thus the Dīnkard, book viii, informs us that a privileged wife can make a plaint for her husband, and also give evidence (ch. xx, 11), but not if a foreigner or not well-behaved, though any woman who is her own guardian can give evidence (§ 29). A woman or child acquainted with the law is a better judge than a man unacquainted with it (xxii, 21). The priestship of a woman or child is also mentioned (xxix, 6). The limits of a wife's liberality and reverence are alluded to (xxxi, 5). The religious controller of a daughter is her mother, but her father gives her in marriage, during the joint life of the parents (xliii, 10). The mother becomes guardian of the father, when necessary, if they have a son (§ 18). And the performance of housewifery is taught by that wife who shall joyfully pay reverence to her husband; because her housewifery is for the satisfaction of the husband, the satisfaction is through her reverence, and the reverence arises through joy (Dk. IX, lxvi, 10). The laws of inheritance also, which are detailed

1 The Parsis, p. 354.
in the Dūdīstān-i Dēnīk, liv and lxii, give twice as much to the wife, or any blind or crippled child, as to each healthy child or dependent relation. Further, the Persian Rivāyat of Kāūs Kāmān (about A.D. 1553) provides, in case of a debtor’s death, that the debts and his privileged widow’s dowry shall be the first charges upon his estate, and then his widow and children share the remainder according to law.

The seclusion of their women, borrowed from the Musulmāns, was probably felt as an inconvenience by Parsi men long before they ventured to discontinue it. I was told, by a Parsi of the middle class, more than fifty years ago, that he had driven out with his wife and family one afternoon, when he was discreetly by seeing the first Sir Jamshedji Jijibhāī passing in his carriage. But Sir Jamshedji found an opportunity, a few days later, to congratulate him upon his good sense in breaking through the absurd custom of always avoiding his wife in public.

M. Menant mentions the attachment of the Parsis to England (Les Parsis, p. 363), and this loyalty to British rule has often been noticed, especially by foreigners who have taken the trouble to become personally acquainted with really influential Parsis; but those who remark this loyalty seldom try to account for it. To a certain extent it may be due to both the British and the Parsis being foreigners in India and few in number, with the same interest in peaceable internal government, which no native dynasty has ever been able to maintain for any length of time; and the Parsis have had too much experience of native governments already to wish for a repetition of such incompetence. Under these circumstances, Parsi loyalty certainly shows that they have no real cause for dissatisfaction with British rule. But the chief reason for their contentment is probably the similarity of character between the average Briton and Parsi. In both we may generally trace the same enterprise and self-reliance, the same fondness for liberty and dislike of official interference, the same perseverance and self-control, and the same love of justice and hatred of tyranny.
and deceitful servility. May they long retain these attributes of character, and not give way to effeminacy or corruption, which are too often the effects of rapid progress in the material comforts of civilization.

E. W. West.


(Institut Colonial International, 36, Rue Veydt, Bruxelles.)

These two volumes form part of a highly important series of works which are being issued under the auspices of the Institut Colonial International of Brussels. They are intended to facilitate the comparative study of the various systems of colonial administration, and are planned on very generous lines with a view to that end.

Les Fonctionnaires Coloniaux contains the administrative regulations touching the personnel of the colonial establishments of France and Spain. The latter regulations will have, it is to be feared, little more than a historical interest after the events of this year, but the former, which occupy about four-fifths of this volume, are likely to grow in importance. It would be interesting, did space permit, to compare them in detail with the regulations of the India Office and Colonial Office of this country. One point, which would strike even a superficial observer, is the much greater minuteness and complexity of the French rules. Another is the provision, under them, of a systematic course of instruction in Eastern languages, a matter in regard to which our own country still lags most wofully behind every other nation. A third is the great consideration shown by the French Government to its officials, not indeed in paying
them very high salaries, but in allowing frequent and ample vacations and leave, with special regard to the climatic conditions of the countries in which they serve.

_Le Régime Foncier aux Colonies_ contains the regulations relating to the disposal and acquisition of waste lands in the British Indian provinces of Bombay, Bengal, the North-West Provinces and Oudh, the Punjab, Burma, Assam, and Coorg, and the land regulations of the German Colonies and Protectorates of East Africa, Togo and the Cameroons, South-West Africa, New Guinea, and the Marshall Islands. The first part of the volume (which relates to British India and occupies about five-eighths of the whole) is furnished with an introductory memorandum by Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell, C.I.E., a retired member of the Indian Civil Service, who has also added explanatory notes to each section, which will be of great assistance in rendering these somewhat complex regulations intelligible to the unofficial and especially the foreign reader. The general administrative system of British India is briefly sketched, some indication is given of the circumstances peculiar to each of the provinces here dealt with, and the native and other technical terms occurring in the text of the regulations are duly explained.

The second part of the work, which deals with the German colonies, is annotated in a somewhat similar way, but by no means as fully, by Mr. H. Herzog. The German regulations here given have, however, a somewhat wider scope than those reprinted in the British Indian part, including as they do such subjects as compulsory expropriation for public purposes, purchase of lands from native occupiers or owners (which is placed under considerable restrictions and in some cases forbidden), and a very complete system of registration of title. Seeing that the whole of this German legislation dates no further back than the year 1887, and that most of it is still more recent, it must be admitted that it has already accumulated into a relatively considerable bulk.

It is noticeable that a large part of this legislation consists of Imperial Ordinances and Orders of the Imperial Chancellor
made in pursuance of them, comparatively little being apparently delegated to any local legislative or administrative authority in the colonies themselves except the filling in of details. As these regulations, however, are scrupulously exact and minute, this latter function is perhaps of greater relative importance than would appear at first sight. The general scheme of the whole system for the ascertainment of proprietary rights and the demarcation of Crown lands does not differ fundamentally from that with which British Indian and Colonial officials are familiar.

These volumes deserve the careful attention of all persons who are interested in the comparative study of administrative methods, and of every Government which cares to profit by the experiences of other nations.

C. O. Blagden.

Le livre des Beautés et des Antithèses attribué à Abu Othmān Amr b. Bahr al-Dāhiz de Basra. Texte arabe, publié par G. van Vloten. 8vo; pp. xxiii, 382. (Leyden: Brill, 1898.)

We cannot but hail with satisfaction the publication, by a European scholar, of the first of the writings attributed to Al Jāḥiz. It is somewhat strange that "the staring" leader of the Basrian Muʿtazilites did not engage the special attention of students of Arabic literature before, although attention is called to his name in numerous works on the most heterogeneous subjects. There were few subjects relating to the religious, social, or literary life of his age on which (if we may trust the native litterateurs) Al Jāḥiz did not have a word to say. He continually endeavoured to root out antiquated views and prejudices, and impregnated many younger authors with the spirit of his criticism. The writings attributed to him are legion. The MS. Cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3,138 alone is composed of abstracts of not less than twenty-seven essays bearing his name, but Professor Rieu has already remarked in his Catalogue that only two of them are mentioned by Hājji Khalifa. The uncertainty
regarding the authenticity of many of the works is not of recent date. Ibn Abi USEIBIA, in mentioning an essay by the famous physician AR RāZI (which was written as an answer to an attack of Al JāḥIZ against medical aid, i, p. 316), says: a treatise ‘attributed’ to Al JāḥIZ. Rather much has been made of his complaint that his talents remained unappreciated, and that he was obliged to adopt a pseudonym in order to be read. This must be taken cum grano salis. For it stands not only in glaring contrast to the flattering remarks passed on him by the author of the Fihrist (p. 44) and Ibn Khalliqān (transl. by De Slane, ii, p. 405), but it is certain that other authors used his name as a hall-mark for their own productions.

Dr. van VLOten has clearly demonstrated that this was the case with the book under consideration. He shows that the bulk of the book did not originate from Al JāḥIZ’ pen, but was compiled some time after his death either by, or with the assistance of the كتاب المقالات والمساواة, Al-Baihaqi. Fortunately this circumstance does not diminish its literary value, and cannot deprive it of a prominent place in Arabic Adab literature. It is exceedingly rich in material of the most variegated kind, its object being to discuss the good and bad points of a number of propositions, both sides of the question being illustrated with tales, anecdotes, proverbs, and verses. The last-named two groups are of particular importance. The book abounds in fine observations, and contains many details which add to our knowledge of Arab culture, history, and literature. It is noteworthy that with respect to proverbs Al JāḥIZ seems to have been regarded as a special authority. Al Tha‘ālibi in his تمار القلوب (see H. Kh., ii, p. 493, and Cod. Brit. Mus. Add., 9,558) quotes his name continually, often several times on one page. Unfortunately he seldom mentions the work from which he quotes, e.g., كتاب التدوين (fol. 54°) and كتاب البغال والتربيع (fol. 67°). Many

1 See Préface, p. xi; and Goldziher, “Abhandlungen zur arab. Philologie,” p. 141; Brockelmann, “Geschichte der arab. Literatur.”
quotations are evidently taken from the كتاب العيون, although the work is not named, and I have no opportunity of verifying this. As Dr. van Vloten has promised to deal further with the Jāhiz literature, he will probably clear up much that is still uncertain concerning it, and possibly also include the quotations in Al Tha'alibi's work in his researches.

Another prominent feature of the book are the sayings handed down by Moslim traditions on behalf of Muhammad. Among these, of some interest is the answer he is supposed to have given to a believer who asked him to pray for a pious wife for him, "Allah," Muhammad replied, "announces in heaven which husbands and wives are destined for each other." Compare with this a passage in the Talmud (Sбот, fol. 2ce): "R. Jehûdah says: 'Forty days before the creation of the embryo a heavenly voice calls out: 'So and so's daughter shall be given to such and such a man.'" The saying of Al Hasan al Basri (p. 162, l. 18) وإنما خرجت من سبيل بولس نطفة مشرعة باتذارد is all but a literal rendering of a passage in Abîth, iii, 1.

The verse of Al Ḥuteia (p. 38), said by Ka'b al Aḥbâr to be based on the command of gratitude given in the "Tôrâ," has been fully dealt with by Goldziher in Z.D.M.G., vol. xlvi, p. 499. Another quotation preceding this one, also supposed to be from the "Tôrâ," and bearing on the same subject, is equally spurious. The proverb, p. 168, l. 19, كلب جوال خير من أسد رابين should be compared with Eccles., ix, 4.

The list of trades and professions exercised by the Qoreish chiefs in Mecca (p. 165) is characteristically not placed in the chapter on the "merits of gaining a livelihood," but in that one which deals with the disadvantage of ancestral pride and self-glorification. This list is nevertheless of great archaeological interest, and gives at a glance a clearer insight into ancient Arabic culture than many lengthy accounts of traditionists and historiographers coloured by racial and religious prejudice.
A considerable but not less interesting portion of the book, comprising a series of chapters, is devoted to women of various characters and stations. The lead is taken by the ‘mourning’ ones, and no one will be surprised to see that a relatively large space is devoted to the poetess Al Khansâ. The verses accompanying the anecdotes concerning her form a welcome supplement to those published by Nöldeke, \textit{Beitraege zur Kenntniss der Poesie}, etc., p. 181. Both sides of the marriage question are illustrated by anecdotes, proverbs, and poems. The chapter on “the tricks of women” contains some pretty tales. As to the superscription \( \text{مكثر النساء} \) and the parallel proverb \( \text{قيد النساء} \) in Al Tha’ālibi’s above-mentioned work (fol. 59\textsuperscript{v}), see Qor., xii, 28, 31. The various forms of rivalry and jealousy occupy a larger place in the book than any other subject. Altogether, these portions are full of fine pieces of composition. The chapter on Persian feasts is particularly instructive. Rather curious is the report that (p. 362) when the Neirūz (New Year’s Day) fell on a Saturday the King sent to the \textit{Rās al Jālūth} (جلاذل, Exiliarch of the Jews in the Irāq) a present of 4,000 dirhams, for no other reason than that this was an old custom. Here, again, it is interesting to note that Al Tha’ālibi (l.c., fol. 63\textsuperscript{v}) mentions the \textit{راس الجالوت}, but with the misapprehension that \textit{الجالوت رأس} meant the real head of the \textit{جلاذل}, \textit{الجالوت رأس} the head and also the head of the army. The word is in so far the cause of further confusion, as in Qor., ii, 250, it stands for Goliath. The conclusions which might be drawn from the consonance of the two terms would lead too far. The discussion of the Persian feasts, and the concluding one on ‘the Presents,’ show to what extent Persian customs had crept in upon the life of good Moslems under the Abbaside rule.

The edition is done with the care and skill Dr. van Vloten has taught us to expect from him. His treatment of the poetic passages deserves special praise. To the list of misprints I should like to add—p. 60, l. 1, v. طوال and
An index of names would have been not only a welcome but even a necessary appendix to make the edition a ready book of reference.

H. Hirschfeld.

Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie: V, Neupersische Litteratur. Von Dr. C. H. Ethé. (Strassburg, 1897.)

With the exception of his Catalogues of the Bodleian and the India Office MSS. and some articles in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, nearly all Dr. Ethé’s contributions to the study of Persian literature have been written in German, and lie buried in the depths of German periodicals, always more or less inaccessible to English readers, and now mostly out of print. Few English students are fortunate enough to possess copies of Dr. Ethé’s studies on the earliest period of Persian poetry—his papers on the forerunners of Rūdagī, on Rūdagī and his contemporaries, on Kīsāī, on the Quatrains of Abū Sa’īd bin Abū-l-Khair, and on those of Avicenna. His paper on Nāsir bin Khusrau, which gave a masterly solution of the problems suggested by the poems of that author, was read at the Sixth International Congress of Orientalists, but is now only accessible in the voluminous report of the transactions of that Congress. His latest work, which forms the subject of this notice, does not seem hitherto to have attracted in this country the attention which it deserves. It quite supersedes the older authorities such as Hammer’s “Redekunste Persiens” and Ouseley’s “Persian Poets.” The first portion of the book is devoted to the poets, who are treated of according to the class to which they belong—Epic, Lyric, Didactic, or Mystical; and the account of each of the most notable poets is followed by an excellent bibliography. The same plan is followed in the case of the prose-writers, and probably it was this portion of his work which cost Dr. Ethé most trouble, since the ordinary Tāzkiras do not, generally speaking, pay much attention to prose-writers. The only regret one feels is
that Dr. Ethé was not able to enrich his notices of the poets by specimens of their verses, as Hammer did, but this was, of course, impossible in the limited space allotted to him by the editors of the "Iranische Philologie."

E. H. W.

HITTITE UND ARMENIER, von P. JENSEN. Mit zehn lithographischen Schrifttafeln und einer Übersichtskarte. (Strassburg: Karl J. Trübner, 1898.)

A book well printed, and on thick paper, of xxvi and 255 pages, ten double-page plates giving values of characters, and a map, enables Professor Jensen to lay before the public his carefully, learnedly, and elaborately reasoned-out system for the decipherment of the so-called Hittite inscriptions, which have so greatly puzzled and exercised the minds of students and scholars ever since they were brought clearly to the notice of the learned world by Dr. Wright.

There is no doubt that the system of Professor Jensen, following, as it does, that of Grotefend in the decipherment of the Persian Cuneiform inscriptions, is the best means of penetrating the secret of this strange writing, and one cannot but desire that such perseverance as the author of this book has shown may turn out to have led him on the right path. Even if half the values that he professes to have made out prove to be correct, or approximately so, he is deserving not only of the gratitude but also of the thanks of all those to whom Oriental archaeology is a thing of importance and worthy of attention.

It is to be hoped, then, that the learned Professor, who has brought together so much material bearing on the subject, has met with at least some measure of success. The immense difficulties that attend the work of decipherment in the domain of "Hittology," however, will be well realized when one sees what one so well equipped for the fray as Professor Jensen has been able to produce:—
INSCRIPTION FROM Hamā.

Line 1. 'š mi sign of a dignity ('word-beginner') mšį (á) mi (-sign of nominative) Ḥ(Ḥ)atiá ?-? (-sign of nom.) ('word - beginner') ? ('word-beginner') r (-sign of nom.) ū-i w(p')-? s-r dsari(o)

" 2. (division-mark) š (MAN) ? ? ? (-)m-á (division-mark) dsari(o) (-)m r ?-a ? š-r' ? m-š. dsari(o) ? dsari(o) mšį ?

" 3. ?-a i-á-i mšįá ? m-š r(-)?(-)w(p')( -sign of nom.) dsari(o).

Translation.

Line 1. I am the (of the) ?, the great one (of the great one), the powerful ?, of Ḥ(Ḥ)ātī the (a) ?, of [the goddess] ? the man, of this land (?) district, or city?) king, the king,

" 2. I, the ? ? ? ?, [among] the kings the man, the powerful (great), ? (name) the king, the powerful, the great, the king, ? the king, the great, the powerful,

" 3. the ? of the god (?) the great, the ?, the great one, the ? (?), the king.

(The reference-marks to the numerous notes and some few variants have been omitted as tending to confuse the transcription and, to a certain extent, the translation.)

If Professor Jensen has really got so far as to give with any certainty the meanings of such words as are translated above without queries, he has without any doubt made some progress, but, to put it mildly, his method of transcription is a very teasing one, and it is something of a labour to find one's way through it. The value of the book would have been greatly increased, and a great deal of trouble
saved to the reader, if the inscriptions translated had, in every case, been accompanied by the original text. The original characters are, in fact, absolutely necessary to enable the reader to see clearly which of them the author regards as certain or otherwise in his work.

Other inscriptions treated of are from Hamā, Jerābis ("inscriptions of the kings of Kargami(?): or Kar(?gami(?)"), Mar'aš ("inscription of a king of Gurgum"), the lion-hunt inscription of Arslantepe near Ordasu ("inscription of Mutalu of Comagene and Melitene"), inscriptions from Izgin, Gürün, Cilicia, Bulgarmaden, Ivriz, Bor, Kölitolu, Beiköi, Agrak, Fraktin, Chammanene (?) near Bogazkeui, Karabel, and a number of seal inscriptions. It will thus be seen that there is a sufficient amount of material to work upon.

It is somewhat startling to see that, in his rendering of the so-called "boss of Tarcondemos" (generally read Tarqûdimme), Professor Jensen reads the name TAR-BI-BIUASSIMI or TAR-KU-UASSIMI. He may be right, but his reading seems to me to be hardly in accordance with the divisions of the characters in the Babylonian text, though, as the text in question is very badly engraved, almost any division of the characters is possible. With regard to this object, I am not by any means satisfied, myself, that the Assyrian characters are genuine.

According to the author, there are various helps to the deciphering of these inscriptions. A diagonal stroke is a doubtful "word beginner and closer," whilst another, generally written like sanserif IL, certainly (according to the author) has this power. Another, a double group, "marks once the beginning of an inscription." Besides these, there is a 'word-closer,' a 'word-divider,' a nominative sign, and (doubtful) a determinative for ideograms and signs of words.

It is a valuable work if the conclusions it contains be correct. One cannot help wishing, however, for a sufficiently long bilingual.

T. G. Pinches.
EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND. Archaeological Reports. Edited by F. Ll. GRIFFITH, M.A. 1898.

This is a small volume of 70 pages, with illustrations and maps, the letterpress being contributed by Professor Flinders Petrie, Messrs. Clarke, Grenfell, Kenyon, Crum, and the Editor. It is an excellent report, and not only shows what the Fund has done during the year, but also what has been done in the domain of Egyptology in general during the same period. The plate facing p. 7 gives an excellent reproduction of the fragment of a sculptured mace-head, representing an Egyptian king of the second dynasty opening canal works. This interesting object was found at Hieraconpolis.

T. G. PINCHES.


Whatever view may be taken as to the utility or desirability of missions which have for their object the conversion of Muhammadans, all must sympathize with those which devote their energies to the strengthening, building up in knowledge and righteousness, and education of the native Churches in the East. Amongst these, the excellent work done by the Archbishop of Canterbury's Mission to the Nestorians of Ûrmi (Urumiyya), in the Persian province of Ardharbâyjân (Atropatene), has long been recognized and appreciated. From the Mission Press there established many Syriac works have been issued, but hitherto nothing in Persian. The Persian Grammar, compiled and translated into modern Syriac by the Rev. F. F. Irving, which has just been printed and published in Ûrmi, marks, therefore, a new departure. The writer of this brief notice, having received a copy of the work in question, desires to call the attention of Syriac scholars
to it; but, being himself unacquainted with Syriac, can
do little more than chronicle its appearance and offer his
congratulations to those untiring and devoted workers to
whose beneficent activity it owes its existence.

The little volume comprises 240 pages of $17 \times 10\frac{1}{2}$ inches,
and consists of (1) a sketch of Persian grammar, treating
of the different parts of speech in order, of the inflexion
and composition of words, and of Arabic locutions employed
in Persia; (2) an account of the Calendar (Persian and
Arabic, Turkish cycle of years, $hijra$ computation, and
conversion of Muḥammadan to Christian dates, and $vice
versâ$); (3) dialogues in Persian and modern Syriac; forms of
address employed in letters, specimens of letters, petitions,
bonds, legal documents, leases, etc.; (4) tables of money,
weights, and measures; (5) list of Syriac verbs, with Persian
equivalents. The work is based chiefly on the late Professor
E. H. Palmer's $Persian$ $Grammar$, Captain Wilberforce
Clarke's $Persian$ $Manual$, and M. Kazimirski's excellent
$Dialogues$ $et$ $Vocabulaire$ $Français-Persans$. Its general plan
and conception appear good; its utility is indisputable; and
though there are a good many misprints in the Persian and
some Indianisms (no doubt derived from Captain Wilberforce
Clarke's $Manual$) in the dialogues, this could hardly be
otherwise in so novel an attempt. Revision of the proofs
of the next edition by a well-educated Persian $mīrzā$, and
a more exclusive use of Kazimirski's work, will easily remedy
these defects in the second edition, which, it may be hoped,
will soon be called for.

E. G. B.

Archaeological Survey of Egypt, edited by F. Ll.
Griffith, M.A., F.S.A. Sixth Memoir. A Collection
of Hieroglyphs: A Contribution to the History
of Egyptian Writing, by the Editor. (London:
Offices of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1898.)

The ever active Editor of the publications of the Egypt
Exploration Fund (from whose pen comes the Annual
Report, also noticed this quarter) gives us, in this work, a scientific description, based on new material, of a number of the Egyptian hieroglyphs, of which drawings from the hands of Mr. H. Carter, Mr. Blackden, Miss P. F. E. Paget, and Miss A. Pirie, are printed in colour at the end.

The plates are nine in number, with a total of 193 figures, and show the various objects depicted in the Egyptian Hieroglyphic system in what the Egyptian sculptors and scribes conceived to be their natural colours, and with greater attention to detail than the majority of Egyptian inscriptions show. The originals, which were found in various sites in Egypt, are of the Twelfth and Eighteenth Dynasties.

Interesting is the well-drawn figure of a ‘pin-tailed duck,’ which, though in modern conventional writing identical with that for the goose, was, in reality, a quite distinct sign. It is this character which stands for ‘son,’ generally written, and having the pronunciation of si or se. In the Babylonian name-lists it is reproduced by si, as in, or, , , Siptahy, or , , Siptahu, ‘son of (the god) Ptah’; , , Sihuru, ‘son of Horus,’ etc. The duck which is represented is a brightly-coloured bird with two long feathers in its tail, hence the name given to it.

The character , from its form in the more carefully-drawn and coloured hieroglyph given in the plates, is described as being probably the opening of a drain with a stand to support it (p. 63).

The well-known character , which generally means ‘good,’ has long been supposed to be the representation of a lute. As, however, it is drawn in these coloured pictures of hieroglyphics with the same markings on the oval part as are found on the hieroglyph for ‘heart,’ and the long
neck of the object has a number of horizontal lines upon it, Mr. Spurrel and Professor Petrie suggest that it may represent the heart and tracheae. This explanation, it is pointed out, would then agree with the description given in the Hieroglyphics of Hieropolis ("absurd inventions," mostly), where it is said that "a man's heart hung from the windpipe means the mouth of a good man."

As is also common knowledge, the 'chicken,' does not represent the young of our own familiar barn-fowl, but some other bird of the same family. Mr. Griffith suggests, with some show of probability, that it is the young of the quail, possibly hatched from the eggs that were found abundantly in the harvest-field.

One could go on, however, quoting interesting identifications from this attractive book far beyond the limits of our space. It is well got up, and clearly printed, but would have been handier in a smaller form. It is difficult to overestimate the good work done by the Egypt Exploration Fund in printing the results of the discoveries that are being constantly made in Egypt by their explorers. It is work that deserves the support of all who have the recovery of the lost records of Egypt at heart, and Mr. Griffith has rendered a real service to science in the compilation of this volume.

T. G. Pinches.

M. Edouard Naville publishes, in the Revue Archéologique, an interesting article upon a small wooden box with ornamentation in Egyptian style, which the Rev. Mr. MacGregor has added to his collection at Tamworth. This object is of a semi-cylindrical form, is divided within into two compartments, and has a flat lid running lengthwise in a groove made to receive it. The interesting thing about this object, however, is the broad band carved in relief with representations of wild animals—a lion carrying off a cloven-hoofed animal on his back, a dog running and apparently in the act of barking, a calf or steer, also running, a lioness devouring
an ibex, and another mutilated design seemingly of the nature of a struggle between a lion and a bull.

M. Naville sees in this carving a style of art similar to that of a plaque of ivory found by M. Perrot at Spata, and printed by him in his *Histoire de l’Art*, vol. vi, p. 826. He points out, moreover, that, whilst the dog recalls the bas-reliefs of Aṣṣur-bani-apli where the hunting-dogs are shown, the lioness devouring an ibex has an absolutely similar *motif* in the art of Mycene. He thinks, however, that the author of these sculptures, though he may have been a Greek, was not domiciled in Greece nor in the Isles of the Aegaeon, but somewhere in Syria.

Pictures of these and of other objects of art of the same nature found in Egypt accompany this interesting article.

The veteran Professor J. Oppert is in his element in the paper "Alexandre à Babylone" that he contributes to the *Comptes Rendus de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres*, this subject giving him opportunity to touch upon many chronological questions of interest. More interesting, however, to the general reader, is his translation of an inscription of the reign of Alexander that refers to the temple at Babylon known as E-sagila. It records a gift, by Baruqa (so I read instead of Maruqa) through his servant Nannanu, of ten manas of silver as tithe, being his contribution towards the clearing away of the rubbish of the temple preparatory to its restoration, as recorded by Strabo, whom the author of the paper quotes. This work, begun by Alexander, was never finished, for the death of the Greek ruler occurred shortly afterwards, and none of his successors thought it worth while to continue it, especially as it was a labour of great magnitude.

The name of E-sagila in the Aramaic docket (as I have already noted in this Journal) ought to be read with two yods at the beginning (יְסָגוּל, *Ye-sagil*). With regard to the spelling of the name of the king, the mutilation of the last two characters preserved renders it rather doubtful,
but there is great probability that the real reading is אַלַּסְאַנְדֵרִיִּיס, A-lik-sa-an-dar-ri-is, a corruption of the Greek Ἀλέξανδρος, as mentioned by Professor Oppert in his note, p. 419. The veteran Assyriologist may be congratulated on having written a learned and most interesting paper.

T. G. Pinches.


The preparation of such a glossary as Mr. S. A. Cook has produced by the diligent use of the time that he could spare from other work needs no elaborate justification: an examination of the private notes of Semitic scholars would probably reveal that not a few have had to make more or less extensive lists for their own use. Nor is there any more need to justify its publication by the Cambridge Press: it is not a superfluous addition to the Semitic scholar's workshop, nothing of the kind having appeared before; it is useful, few, if any, having time to construct for mere private use a record at all so complete.

The importance of a study of Semitic (as of other) inscriptions is becoming more and more recognized. Unfortunately it is a branch of study difficult to prosecute, because, apart from the great libraries, many of the publications containing the texts are not generally accessible. Within the last thirty years over 1,100 Aramaic inscriptions have been made available for study.

In 1868–77 the Comte de Vogüé published 150 Aramaic inscriptions from Palmyra; in 1875 Mordtmann published other 93; in 1885 Euting published still 40 more, and 70 Nabataean Aramaic inscriptions from Arabia; in 1887 Euting published 12 more from Palmyra; in 1889 the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres began the issue of the second part of the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, with 112 (Nos. 1–112) Aramaic inscriptions from Babylonia, etc., 34 (Nos. 122–155) from Egypt, and
161 Nabataean; in 1891 Euting published 677 from the Sinaitic Peninsula; and in 1898 D. H. Müller published over 40 from Palmyra. In addition to these, not a few inscriptions are to be found in the pages of the various Journals and Proceedings of learned societies, most of which are enumerated by Mr. Cook.

Of course, these inscriptions have been diligently studied. Euting’s two volumes have indexes of proper names, one of which includes also some words of the language. Between the issue of these two volumes Ledrain, in 1887, published a useful Dictionnaire des Noms Propres Palmyréiens. D. H. Müller’s Die altertümlichen Inschriften von Sendschirli (1893) contains a vocabulary. Still, there was nothing whatever of the nature of a general dictionary until the appearance of this glossary of Mr. Cook.

In the preface (pp. v–viii) he mentions the chief collections of inscriptions used, states what has been done already by other scholars, and describes the general aim of the present work.

The introduction (pp. 1–10) contains a convenient classification of the available Aramaic inscriptions, according to their source, as coming from what we may call—(1) a north-east district, stretching from Babylonia to Asia Minor; (2) a south-west district, viz. Egypt; (3) the intervening district. To this middle region belong by far the most of the published Aramaic inscriptions, viz.: (a) the Nabataean, (b) the Palmyrene, and (c) the Sinaitic. The bibliography and the chronological limits of each of these groups are briefly stated. At the end is a list of abbreviations.1

The glossary itself (pp. 11–127), a laborious piece of work containing over 2,000 entries (as compared with some 500

1 We think that readers who at first object to the very free use of abbreviations and symbols will in time come to appreciate them. We do not like, however, the hybrid ‘e-.f.’; it should be e.p. or c.f. (if Pehlevi has to be learned it does not need to be copied). Certain readers would find it convenient to be told that the frequent references to Ibn Doræid are to the Kitāb el-Istīkḥār, ed. Wüstenfeld. A symbol indicating the origin of the inscriptions cited merely by numbers would have been useful. In the article [27], e.g., printing 158x for 158 would have informed the reader that 158, as well as N7, is a Nabataean inscription.
in Ledrain’s *Dictionnaire*), rests on the work of the copiers and editors of inscriptions and on critical discussions founded thereon. The usefulness of the book consists in its bringing to a focus under each word in alphabetical order, with a constant exercise of judgment and critical care, whatever relates to it in the publications enumerated in the preface. A first compilation of such a kind is entitled to lenient treatment, which will be willingly accorded. All we are justified in looking for is (1) as close an approach as possible to completeness of record; (2) an honest attempt to discriminate between what is certain and what is doubtful in decipherment and interpretation; and (3) accuracy of statement.

(1) As for the first of these, completeness: Mr. Cook could not, of course, be expected to go behind published inscriptions; he believes he has included all such except certain (e.g. in some of the earlier numbers of the *ZDMG*) which, he thinks, have not been critically enough edited. (2) Uncertainty of decipherment is indicated by a point over the Hebrew letter; conjectural restoration, by square brackets. Mr. Cook sometimes controls the decipherment of the editors, from the context, or from an examination of the facsimiles. In the matter of interpretation he does not aim at being independent: he has followed, as he tells us, the editors of the various texts. Later critical investigations, however, have been laid under contribution, and we find now and then a suggestion that is new.

(3) The reader will wish to know most of all what degree of accuracy has been attained. As the book professes to be in principle a digest of the work of others, only extended use of it as an index can reveal how far it is trustworthy. We may say at once, however, that such cross references as we have had occasion to verify have been found correct, and that, where some questionable point has led us to compare the original, the same is true of the citation of

---

1 Occasional slight discrepancies between a note of reference and the place referred to (e.g. *NY* on p. 11, third article, compared with *NY* on p. 52) are almost unavoidable and will mislead no one.
inscriptions.\textsuperscript{1} It is naturally to the strictly Aramaic part of the work that the compiler has devoted most attention. Where the decipherment is so often uncertain, and the meaning doubtful, the choice between rival explanations is often difficult, and we cannot expect always to agree with the result. It is a pity that practical considerations forbade a fuller treatment. The illustrations from Arabic, Assyrian, and ancient Egyptian are generally taken from the same source as the inscriptions themselves, and (apart from misprints and slips of the pen\textsuperscript{2}) criticism of them does not touch Mr. Cook.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} On p. 42, however, under מִּדְרַשׁ, 120\textsuperscript{4} should be 124; and on p. 63, under מִדְרַשׁ, 362 should be 662. Moreover, in מַגְאַהֲנָו and in מַגְאַהֲנָו, on pp. 22 and 97, should be ד. The facsimile is quite unambiguous.

\textsuperscript{2} It is not worth while pointing out such things as omissions or misplacements of ; but it may be of use to some readers to correct the following misprints:

- on p. 13 for the of CIS—i.e., on p. 19 for of Euting; on p. 27 for ; on p. 37 for ; on p. 43 for ; on p. 53 for ; on p. 55 (following a misprint in De Vogüé) for ; on p. 58 for ; on p. 59 for ; on p. 88 ‘Obaisat (after CIS) for ‘Obaisat; on p. 93 for ; on p. 96 for ; on p. 97 for ; on p. 111 for ; (on p. 113 is a rare form, not an error for ); on p. 115 for ; and on p. 119 for , and for .

\textsuperscript{3} Sometimes, however, the effort to be concise leads to obscurity or misstatement: on p. 19, under מִדְרַשׁ, Nöldeke’s explanation “one who is cut from the body of his mother” is not an alternative translation of מִדְרַשׁ, but a translation of מִדְרַשׁ; in the same article Leps. 86 refers to Denkmäler aus Aegypten, Abth. vi (Band xi), Tafel 14–21; on p. 22 and ‘nose’ are alternatives, not equivalents; on p. 56 the juxtaposition of כָּרָבִיל and Heb. כָּרָבִיל suggests to the unwary reader that the Arabic word is known in the sense of ‘grasshopper’; on p. 105, if ‘to place, to set’ be correct, should be . On the other hand, there seems to be a misapprehension on p. 38 in the  

J.R.A.S. 1899.
We hope he will have the satisfaction of having his book much used while it is still up to date. It is well printed and well bound. Perhaps the leaves were left uncut because it was thought likely that scholars would wish interleaved copies.

This glossary will materially facilitate the Ausbeutung of the inscriptions. The brief introduction will be an aid to the student, who will probably wish that Mr. Cook had allowed himself more scope. Students of the Aramaic inscriptions will appreciate his method of quoting systematically every form in which a word occurs (e.g., הָרוּם, שָׁהֲוָה); his warning that certain readings are uncertain; and his quotation of alternative readings (e.g., אֶבְרָהִים, בְּרֶשֶׁת, מַרְאוֹם). His practice, in the case of obscure words, of quoting the context (e.g., for example צֹּבָא, מַלְאָך, etc.), and in the case of bilingual inscriptions of giving the equivalent expression in the second language (בְּרֶשֶׁת, מַרְאוֹם, מִלְאָך, etc.), will be specially appreciated by the student who is not fortunate enough to have easy access to the sources. Mr. Cook's interest in comparative Semitic philology appears in useful observations occurring from time to time (e.g., for

article רְבִּיעַ. דּוֹרִיף does not mean 'tanner.' Mordtmann means to say that the Palmyrene proper name רְבִּיעַ, coming from a root = Arab. דּוֹרִיף, will mean 'tanner.' Gérân on p. 37, given as the Ethiopic for 'fever,' should be germâ. On p. 75 סְעָרִים, Manawât, should be סְעָרִים, Manât.

In the case of Assyrian and Egyptian words, it is to be regretted that the system of transliteration employed in the CIS has been preserved. It is extremely desirable that, whatever be done about the Egyptian vowels, the system of transliteration of the consonants that is now dominant should be used in all Semitic work. This does not in Assyrian, as in Arabic, employ a ẖ and an ẖ, but only ẖ—ἠ, not being distinguishable, except etymologically. In any case it is misleading to find kimahhi on p. 37, and similarly ẖ in almost all Assyrian words, but patāhu on p. 24. In Egyptian, on the contrary, it need hardly be said, ẖ and ẖ represent distinct symbols and distinct sounds. Thus, in ḫa khu (i) on p. 53, and in ḫor en ḫet on p. 56, ḫ is correct; but if so, in ḫut ḫet on p. 56, in ankh (i.e. 'nh) on p. 94, in hontu on p. 82, in ḫabas on p. 50 (and of course in ḫabas and ḫath), in ḫonu on p. 55, and in other examples, ḫ should be ḫ. We may add here that we do not suppose the author means to propose a new theory of the date of Daniel when he assigns it to the middle of the second century B.C. (p. 3, note 2).
example such notes as those on the letters נ, ת, etc.). No one working through the Aramaic parts of the Old Testament should overlook the notes on the parallel or the divergent forms supplied by the inscriptions: the fact that some of the inscriptions can be dated gives special value to their evidence. Mr. Cook's work on the Encyclopaedia Biblica has given him a special interest in Semitic onomatology, which is fortunate, for he tells us that three-fifths of the entries in his glossary are proper names.

Finally, we may give one example of the convenient way in which such a glossary collects interesting facts, and of the care with which it must, nevertheless, be used—

One of the most firmly established facts of Semitic phonology is that, under certain conditions, words that appear in Hebrew with י and in Arabic with א will be found in Aramaic to have ס. A well-known example of this is the word סִּינַר, 'the earth.' It is well known, however, that certain Aramaic dialects have the remarkable parallel form סִּינֵר (cp. Jer. x, 11). Now the glossary shows that whilst the inscriptions contain both forms, the common form סִּינַר occurs in only one inscription and the peculiar parallel form in no less than nine. This might lead to the generalization that the Aramaic represented by the inscriptions, most of which are late, used almost invariably the form with פ. If the inscriptions containing the word are noted more carefully, however, it will be found that they are the inscriptions on the famous sculptures from Zenjirli and its neighbourhood, and the legends on certain well-known weights and tablets from Nineveh, all belonging to the eighth century or the seventh. Elsewhere in the Aramaic inscriptions the word does not happen to occur except in the one case referred to, where it appears in the common form סִּינַר. This is in the Sinaitic peninsula, and the inscription, which is one of the three that bear dates, belongs to about the year 189 A.D.

Anyone who experiences difficulty in remembering the inscriptions by the numbers will find it pretty easy to construct an analysis of them on a single leaf of paper to keep as a mark in the glossary. He will thus be able to determine at once the nature of the attestation of any word or form.
Enough has been said to show that the glossary is an addition to the Semitic library, useful to learners and convenient for scholars, and to suggest to those who use it to help on the cause by reporting important inaccuracies to the author. Cambridge has done well in encouraging its younger scholars by undertaking the publication of such a work.

Hope W. Hogg.

At the last moment, as these sheets are being passed for the press, M. Lidzbarski's eagerly expected Handbuch der Nordsemitischen Epigraphik has been issued, and is found to contain a complete glossary. It would not be fair to compare it with the other work, their scale and scope being so different. Had the scholars in Germany and England who encouraged Mr. Cook to go on with his work been able to tell him of the enterprise on which Lidzbarski was engaged, the glossary, at least in its present form, would probably not have appeared. If its author does not regret his labour, however, no one else will. The Glossary and the equivalent columns of the Handbuch seem, on a rapid glance, to be to some extent complementary as well as parallel. One would not willingly be without either. Each has entries that the other lacks; and the plan of the smaller work made it possible to give many references and other notes which the learner, in particular, will find very useful.—H. W. H.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(October, November, December, 1898.)

I. GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

November 8, 1898.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that—

The Rev. W. A. Briggs, M.D.,
Mr. M. N. Venketasvami,
Mr. V. R. Pandit,
Captain F. Webb Ware,
Mr. M. Macauliffe,
Mr. C. G. Luzac,
Mr. V. C. Seshacharri,
Mr. F. W. Thomas,
Mr. Nobushigé Aménomori, and
Mr. H. Franklin

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. R. Sewell read a paper on "The Cinder-Mounds of Bellary." The paper appears in the present number.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. J. Kennedy, Dr. Gaster, Mr. Beveridge, and Dr. Thornton took part.

December 13.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that—

H.H. the Mahārāja of Mysore,
Mr. A. R. Macdonald,
Mr. Robert Pearce, and
Mr. Suryanarain Row

had been elected members of the Society.
The Rev. Professor Mills, D.D., read a paper on "The Initiative of the Avesta." The paper will be printed in a subsequent number.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. E. G. Browne, Professor Ross, Dr. Gaster, and Professor Rhys Davids took part.

II. CONTENTS OF FOREIGN ORIENTAL JOURNALS.

I. VIENNA ORIENTAL JOURNAL. Vol. xii, No. 2.

Steinschneider (M.). Heilmittelnamen der Araber.
Hartmann (M.). Zur kurdischen Literatur.
Kegi (A. v.). Vişāl und seine Söhne, eine Dichter-Familie des modernen Persiens.
Mahler (Ed.). Aegyptologische Studien auf dem Gebiete der Chronologie.

II. JOURNAL ASIATIQUE. Tome xii, No. 1.

Loisy (A.). Le Monstre Rahab et l'histoire biblique de la création.

Chabot (J. B.). Notes d'épigraphie et d'archéologie orientale.

Parisot (M.). Le dialecte de Ma'lıula.

 Féer (L.). Spécimen de la langue lepcha ou rong.

III. ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MORGENTHÄNDISCHEN GESellschaft.

Band lii, Heft 3.

Mann (O.). Quellenstudien zur Geschichte des Aḥmed Sāh Durrānī (1747–1773).

Houtsma (Th.). Eine unbekannte Bearbeitung des Marzbān-nāmeh.

Mordtmann (J. H.). Die himjarischen Inschriften von Kharibet-Se'oūd.


Böhtlingk (O.). Miscellen.


IV. VIENNA. SITZUNGSBERICHTE DER KAISERLICHEN AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN, PHIIL.-HIST. KLasse. Bd. cxxxvi.

Müller (Fr.). Beiträge zur Text-kritik und Erklärung des Kārnāmak i Artasīr i Papakān.
— Beiträge zur Text-kritik und Erklärung des Andarz i Ājurpāt i Māhraspandān mit einer deutschen Uebersetzung.
— Die semitischen Elemente der Pahlawisprache.
— Die Transsription fremder Alphabete.

Bd. cxxxvii.


DENKSCRIFTEN. Bd. xlv.

Nöldeke (Th.). Zur Grammatik des classicischen Arabisch.

V. ST. PETERSBURG. BULLETIN DE L’ACADÉMIE IMPÉRIALE DES SCIENCES. Série v, Tome viii, No. 1.

Radloff (W.). Eine neue aufgefundene alt-türkische Inschrift.

VI. MUNICH. SITZUNGSBERICHTE DER K. B. AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN, 1898. Heft 3.

Hirth (Fr.). Aus der Ethnographie des Tschau Ju-kua.
Laufer (B.). Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft der Tibeter.
Grünwedel (A.). Padmasambhava and Mandārava.
Hopkins (E. W.). Āvarta.
Schreiner (M.). Beiträge zur Geschichte der theologischen Bewegungen im Islām.
Schwally (Fr.). Nachträge.
Windisch (E.). Zu “The Indian Game of Chess.”
III. Notes and News.

Jewish Ethics.—Professor M. Lazarus has at length published his System of Jewish Ethics (Die Ethik des Judenthums, T. Kauffmann, Francfort-on-the-Main, 1898), in a large and beautifully got-up volume. As might have been expected from so distinguished a thinker, this work leaves little to be desired, both as regards deepness of thought and clearness, and elegance of diction. Although there is no lack of smaller works on the subject, a systematic representation of the ethical principles as developed in post-Biblical Jewish writings has been a desideratum. Of special interest are the author's arguments against E. v. Hartmann's rejection of ethics which are founded on a theistic basis.

Magic among the Hebrews.—Readers of the Journal will recollect that some months back Dr. Witton Davies read a paper before the Society on "Magic, Divination, and Demonology among the Hebrews and neighbouring peoples." This paper has been expanded and has just appeared under the same title. A notice of it will appear in our next issue.

Oriental Congress.—A Committee, consisting of the President, Sir Raymond West, Professor Sayce, Dr. Thornton, Professor Douglas, Mr. Sewell, Mr. Lyon, Mr. Hewitt, Dr. Gaster, and Dr. Cust, has been appointed to carry out for this country all matters connected with the forthcoming International Congress at Rome in October. The Council hope that as many members of the Society as possibly can will take part in the proceedings.

The Peppé Relics.—With reference to our announcement in last Journal (p. 868), we have now to add that the King of Siam is sending an envoy to India to receive the relics offered to His Majesty by the Indian Government. The King, who gratefully accepted the offer, has agreed to distribute from Bangkok portions of the relics among the Buddhists of Burma and Ceylon.
KAŚMĪR ANTIQUITIES.

The following interesting account, written by Dr. M. A. Stein, is abstracted from the Times of India, Nov. 5:—

A short time ago we published the news that the Kaśmīr Durbār, upon the proposal of Captain S. H. Godfrey, Assistant Resident in Kaśmīr, has resolved to establish a museum at Śrīnagar. The new institution, for which a suitable building is already in course of construction, is to serve for the reception of Kaśmīr antiquities and of characteristic specimens of the arts and industries of the Valley.

There is, perhaps, no part of India which could furnish richer or more interesting materials for a local museum. There is certainly none in which the establishment of such an institution is at present more needed or more significant as a mark of progress. The whole of Kaśmīr might have been described, until not so long ago, as one great museum of local antiquities. There were the ruins of ancient date which still cover so many prominent sites in the Valley. Time-honoured were the products of the artisan, the method of the administration, the ways and thoughts of the people.

Great are the changes which Western influences have produced in Kaśmīr, particularly during the present Mahārāja's reign. They reach deeper than any we can trace in the country's previous history. Much of what modern 'reform' has swept away will not be regretted even by the most ardent lover of old Kaśmīr. But much of what is of high value and interest to the student of Indian history and art, is also now bound to disappear. It is time to collect these remains of antiquity, whether they are in stone and wood, in manuscripts, or in the traditions and thought of the people.

The interest which these remains claim is closely connected with the old history of Kaśmīr. And the latter, again, is rendered curious and attractive by the exceptional advantages we enjoy for its study. Indian literature has
often been blamed, and not without justice, for its want of historical works. Kaśmīr, however, has preserved for us a series of Sanskrit chronicles which in authenticity and value fairly reach the mark of the chronicles of mediaeval Europe. Adding to these the Persian records from Akbar's time onwards, Kaśmīr history presents itself to us in reliable accounts extending over more than 1,500 years. Traditions popular in origin, but yet of value, which are recorded in the oldest of these works, Kalhana's Rājatarāṅgini, carry us back even further to the times of Aśoka and the great Indo-Scythian kings.

It is not alone this wealth of truly historical records which enables us to restore in detail the picture of ancient Kaśmīr. Small as the country is, its contribution to ancient Indian literature has been considerable. Sanskrit works by Kaśmirian authors are plentifully preserved in the Valley. Kaśmirians seem always to have had an open eye for the realities of life and for the peculiarities of their country. It is not chance that these old writers give us many a curious glimpse of contemporary Kaśmīr, such as the scholars of India proper rarely vouchsafe to us in regard to their own homes.

Nor are we entirely dependent on these indigenous sources. It is well known how much valuable information on ancient India has reached us in the accounts of foreign travellers. These do not fail us in Kaśmīr. The favoured "Land of Śārada" (Pārvatī) has always been famous for its sacred sites, its holy springs or Nāgas, its mountain Tirthas. A land of such spiritual merits could not be missed by the pious Christian pilgrims who wandered through the breadth and length of India during the centuries preceding the Muhammadan conquest. The curious and detailed notices which they have left us of the Valley and its inhabitants correspond to the long stay they used to make there. It seems in fact as if these pious men had not been wholly indifferent to the material attractions of the country. Kaśmīr has always had its charm for visitors from northern climes. Now, too, the Ḥājis of Yarkand and the regions
beyond readily linger in the Valley before resuming their
long journey. Hiuen Tsiang did so before them, and so
other less known Buddhist pilgrims who passed through the
"Paradis terrestre des Indes" (Bernier) to the sacred places
of the dusty hot plains.

In the light which we derive from this wealth of records,
the tangible remains of old Kaśmīr resume fresh life. The
coins of Kaśmīr rulers, which we possess in almost unbroken
succession from Indo-Scythian times onwards, are more than
a mere framework for dynastic lists. We know often a good
deal of the reigns and persons of the kings who issued them.
The coins and their legends more than once illustrate in
a characteristic fashion incidents of which the Chronicles
tell us.

The ruined temples and sculptures, which are far more
numerous about the Valley than the guidebooks would show,
furnish ample materials for the study of the architecture
and art of ancient Kaśmīr. They, too, are not mute records
with date and origin doubtful, as is so often the case in
India proper. From the Chronicles we learn the deities
to which these temples were dedicated, the names of their
founders and of the sites which they were intended to
adorn. We can often trace the varying fortunes which
these structures underwent, and strange indeed they were
sometimes.

Many a famous shrine which we still see in its ruins
served with the riches it once contained unscrupulous Hindu
kings in their financial troubles. The massive quadrangles
of others were used at times as fortified places, just as in
the Middle Ages did so many monuments of ancient Rome.
During the endless rebellions of the later Hindu period they
stood more than one siege. Frequently we find popular
Muhammadan shrines built with the slabs and columns of
ancient Hindu temples, or the latter simply transformed
into Ziārāts. Muhammadan shrines in most cases can be
shown to mark the sites of earlier Hindu worship.

This fact strikingly illustrates that slow and gradual
process of conversion which led the great mass of the
Kašmīr population from their old gods and beliefs into the fold of Islām. In more than one direction this conversion has remained superficial. The qualified student can still easily trace the old Hindu in the customs and superstitions of the Kašmīr villager.

Islām did not enter Kašmīr by forcible conquest. Not the valour of its inhabitants—it seems to have been small indeed at all times—but the great mountain barrier to the south had saved the Valley from Muhammadan invasion. The great Mahmūd repeatedly endeavoured to reach Kašmīr: the bravest of his Hindu opponents in the Panjāb had found there a refuge. But in the narrow defiles which lead to the passes over the Pir Pantsāl, even the resistance of a small stronghold like the ancient Lohāra was enough to stem the wave that in the plains of India had proved irresistible. Kašmīr thus escaped that great break which the Muhammadan conquest marks in the historical development of other Indian territories. The subsequent gradual conversion to Islām did not affect materially the marked historical individuality of the country, or the traditions and habits of its population. The ease and accuracy with which we can restore the ancient topography of Kašmīr serve to illustrate this fact.

If we take for comparison the great Panjāb plain we find there only a few ancient sites and local names standing out as landmarks of the pre-Muhammadan epoch. It is strikingly different in Kašmīr. We can there trace the ancient towns, pilgrimage places, administrative divisions, etc., far back into Hindu times, with such thoroughness and accuracy as if we stood on the classic soil of Greece or Italy.

It is not surprising, perhaps, that the ancient routes through the mountains have remained unchanged. Until the advent of the British engineer man had little chance to work great changes here. But it still shows the remarkable tenacity of local tradition in Kašmīr that we can even to the present day follow up the old tracks over the mountains mentioned in our historical records, and locate the watch-stations which guarded the passes. Thus, e.g.,
the site of the stone gate which closed "the western entrance of the kingdom" in Hiuen Tsiang's days, in the gorge below Bāramidula (Vārāhmūla), still bears its ancient name. On the heights of the Pir Pantsāl Pass popular tradition still shows the place where cruel King Mihirakula (of the sixth century) was believed to have amused himself by throwing elephants over a precipice.

It is the same in other parts of that geographical micro-cosm, Kaśmīr. Hundreds of ancient localities mentioned by the Sanskrit chroniclers, from great towns down to modest hamlets, can be identified with certainty. Śrīnagar has retained more than the name of the ancient capital Śrīnagari, "the City of Śyā, i.e. the goddess of fortune." (This is the name which the Kaśmīr capital has borne since the days of Aśoka; though the guidebooks, following a whimsical etymology of that worthy but in historical matters amusingly naive traveller, Mr. Vigne, will persist in turning it into "the City of the Sun.") The antiquarian can still identify in it the remains of many of the great buildings that once adorned it, the quarters into which it was divided, the canals and main thoroughfares which intersected it. Thus history guides us wherever we move in Kaśmīr, whether in the great flat of the river plain or high up in the alpine side-valleys. Of the ancient irrigation canals we know the makers; even for the artificial changes in the course of the Vitastā (the old Hydaspes, our 'Jhelum') we can give the date.

It is not necessary, however, for us to go back to the sculptures, coins, inscriptions, and other antiquities which the old sites yield, in order to find objects worthy of preservation in a museum. Kaśmīr since the time when Muhammadanism entered the Valley from the north has had its connection with Central Asia and Khorāsān. Many interesting arts were imported from those quarters and developed by the Kaśmīrī with that imitative talent which distinguishes him. Many excellent specimens of this Muhammadan art of Kaśmīr, Persian in its chief features, still survive, but they are rapidly leaving the country.
The Kaśmīrī, like other people, has the defects of his virtues. The same ability with which he reproduced the best elements of Persian art-design in his metal and textile work leads him to imitate only too readily European models, poor as the specimens of Western art mostly are that have hitherto reached him. Collectors know how to appreciate the worth of old Kaśmīr art. Most, perhaps, of what was of value, has already found its way into the public and private collections of Europe. Not much time remains to be lost if Kaśmīr is to retain any of the good products of its old art industries.

It is evident that nothing could help more to guide back the modern workman to the former level of his art than select models of this type. It is equally certain that a museum is the best means for their preservation in the country.

It is gratifying to find the Kaśmīr Durbār alive to the importance of its obligations in regard to the antiquities and the arts of the country. As far as the study of the former is concerned it has already shown its interest by enabling Dr. Sreīn to study the archaeology of Kaśmīr in detail, and to prepare an annotated English translation of the oldest of the above-named Chronicles. This is in course of publication through Messrs. A. Constable & Co., London.

The new museum which has been sanctioned, and the building of which is now rapidly advancing, will undoubtedly lead to a far more effective preservation of ancient remains than has hitherto been possible. It may also form the starting-point for a new era in the development of modern Kaśmīr art. For many of the European visitors from the plains who reach the Kaśmīr capital in yearly increasing numbers it is sure to prove an attraction. From whichever point of view the new institution is judged, it does credit alike to the enlightened policy of the Durbār and to Captain Godfrey’s timely initiative. It is also satisfactory to think that the funds required for the museum have become available through the improvement in the State’s finances, which has been remarkably steady during the office of the present Resident, Sir Adelbert Talbot.
I. Colonel Davidson, after employment on the Afghan frontier, has compiled a collection of 1,600 to 1,800 sentences of the language of the Siah-Posh Kafir, an independent race, neither Hindu nor Mahometan, who dwell in the mountainous district on the eastern frontier of the kingdom of Afghanistan as lately demarked. The compiler had peculiar opportunities, and has made good use of them. He is now preparing a Vocabulary: he has not attempted a Grammar. Of this language little or nothing is known. It is important that these collections should be published.

II. Mr. Macauliffe, of H.M. Indian Civil Service on the retired list, has prepared a careful translation of the Sacred Books of the Sikh or Singh Sect, dwelling in the Province of the Panjāb. About forty years ago a German Professor, Dr. Trumpf, was sent out to India by the India Office to learn the language, and make a translation: he succeeded so far, that he published a volume, the Adi Granth, which was valued at the time, but something better is now required: a fuller knowledge of the language, and a larger selection of original MSS. And this Mr. Macauliffe, after a residence of a quarter of a century amidst the people, a knowledge of the modern Vernacular, and an acquaintance with learned and intelligent Sikhs, has succeeded in supplying. The difficulty now is to publish it. Specimens of the work have appeared in the pages of the Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review. Mr. Macauliffe, though he has taken his pension, still seems to cling to India as a home, and though in England at the present moment, he is returning to Amritsar to give the last finishing touch to his work, and if the funds are forthcoming from the Sikh Chieftains, to carry it through the Press.

III. M. Ujfaly, of Paris, has published in the French language a most interesting volume on the inhabitants of both the North and South slopes of the Hindu-Kush: he has himself visited the North, or Russian, slope, and brings into notice the Ghalcha tribe. He goes into great detail
with regard to the people of the Southern slope, and is familiar with all the great English authorities, who have in late years written on the subject. The book is a very interesting one to read, and my long acquaintance with the Author, and general knowledge of the region, justify me in pronouncing the work to be trustworthy. Of course the languages and customs of the tribes are fully noticed.

IV. I have received from the Author of a volume, entitled "Les Ba-Ronga, les indigènes de la Baie de Delagoa," a copy of his very interesting ethnographical study in the French language. I have long been acquainted with M. Junod, and he is a missionary of a Swiss Protestant Mission settled many years in that Province of South Africa, a colony of Portugal on the East Coast. A considerable portion of the work is dedicated to the language, one of the Bantu family, and the religions: the latter has not risen beyond the Animistic Class: our Author states that the two chief features are (1) worship of ancestors, (2) a conception of Heaven.

R. N. Cust.

October, 1898.

A FEW REMARKS ON PICTOGRAPHS, OR ARCHAIC FORMS OF SCRIPT.

A more accurate use of terms is necessary: the word 'Alphabet' in the Oxford English Dictionary applies to Written Characters representing sounds by a symbol, and the oldest existing specimen of such Alphabetic writing is the Moabite Stone, which may roughly be attributed to the eighth century before the Christian era. Yet both in English and French writings we find such use of the word 'Alphabet,' as is quite unjustifiable. It may be the case, that at the time of the Exodus there was a free use of the Egyptian Ideographs, and Assyrian Cuneiform, in the Regions between the Euphrates and the Nile; but neither of these Written Characters were Alphabetic, and the impression therefore is left, that the Alphabetic Writings attributed to Moses in the eighteenth century before the
Christian era could not have been from his hand: he may have written in Ideographs, which at a subsequent date were transliterated into the Phoenician Alphabet.

Before the epoch of Alphabets, came the period of the extensive use of the Egyptian and Assyrian Written Characters: they are too well known to require any additional remarks.

But apparently at a date possibly anterior to these great Scripts, and at any rate more or less independent of them, are certain Pictographs, or Archaic Forms of Writing, the full description of which will be the work of the Twentieth century. Among these are:

A. Cretan and Aegean in Europe.
B. Kheta, alias Hittite, in Asia.
C. Tifináq in Africa.

And there are many others, such as Cypriote in the Island of Cyprus, and Orkkan in Siberia: my object is to draw general attention to the subject: care should be taken to keep clear of all local forms of Alphabetic Writing. I limit myself to the three in my list as specimens of the three Continents.

A. Cretan and Aegean.

In the Journal of Hellenic Studies, vol. xiv (1894), p. 270, appeared a remarkable communication from the pen of Mr. Arthur Evans on the subject of "Primitive Pictographs, and a Præ-Phenician Script, from Crete." It made a great impression on me, but I was deep in other subjects, and could only make a note of it.

In the same Journal, vol. xvii, part 1897, p. 327, has appeared from the pen of the same writer a communication on "Further Discoveries of Cretan and Aegean Script, with Libyan and Proto-Egyptian Comparisons." The subject is now lifted into the first rank of questions to be solved in the Twentieth century.
The second Essay is divided into three Parts:

Part I. "The Discoveries," subdivided into nine Sections, with 27 Plates.

Part II. "Proto-Egyptian and Libyan Comparisons," subdivided into four Sections.

Part III. "Concluding Observations."

Part I (second Essay). The Author states, that from the evidence of Cretan seals it was demonstrable that there existed a form of pictographic writing from its simplest beginnings to a more conventional and abbreviated stage. A variety of data supplied by seals, vases, and inscribed stones showed the further existence of a linear system of writing, connected with the other, and presenting striking comparisons with Egyptian Inscriptions on the South, and the syllabic script of Cyprus and Anatolia. In some instances Cretan linear characters displayed a remarkable correspondence with Phenician and Early Greek letter-forms.

The evidence showed, that the purely pictorial class of Cretan seal went back to the Twelfth Dynasty in Egypt, or more than 2500 B.C.; and further evidence has since gone to prove an earlier contact of Crete with Egypt than that date.

They were, however, beyond doubt indigenous, the later conventionalized pictographs approaching nearer to the Hittite character than the Egyptian.

The Author then passes under review the different classes:

(1) Primitive Prism seal with linear characters and figures.
(2) Early Pictographic Prism seals.
(3) Later seals with conventionalized Pictographs.
(4) Signet-shaped stones with conventionalized Pictographs, and other figures.
(5) Seals and other objects with linear signs.
(6) Inscribed vase from Cerigo.
(7) Inscribed Libation Table from the Diktacan Cave.

Part II, Sections 1 and 3. The points of resemblance to the Cretan and Egyptian scripts are here dwelt upon, and there can be no doubt that the populations of Crete
and Egypt were thrown into constant intercourse, and a resemblance of the outcome of their culture and form of religious worship can cause no surprise.

Section 2 opens out the still more interesting consider-
tation, that Crete was the meeting-point of Thraco-Phrygian
elements to the North, and Libyan elements to the South.

The Author considers that the intervention of Libyan
intermediaries seems necessary to explain the primitive
relations between Crete and the Valley of the Nile. At
the same time, the remains found in Crete bring it in
relation with the Western coastlands of Asia Minor, the
mainland of Greece, and even the Danubian Basin. While
the influence from the South of Egypt must be admitted, the
presence of members of the great Thraco-Phrygian race
must also be admitted.

Section 4 deals with the resemblance with the Tifnág
Alphabet, which is described separately in this essay.

Part III. The Author admits, that the proved antiquity
of the Egyptian Script gives some warrant for inferring,
that the Egyptians are not indebted to the populations of
the Mediterranean Basin for the ideas of interchange of
thought by means of the eye as well as the ear. On the
other hand, he concedes, that the ancient relations betwixt
Crete and the African littoral of the Mediterranean suggest,
that the early Script of the island, if not derived from
Egypt, was at least influenced in its development from that
quarter. This is as far as we can safely go with our present
limited knowledge of the environment.

It is, moreover, evident, that through a wide European
area there exist the records of a primitive picture-Script,
which, as far back as prehistoric time, showed a tendency
to simplify itself into abbreviated linear signs.

The Author concludes with the following remarks, which
speak highly for his good sense and freedom from sensa-
tional haphazard guesses:

"I have abstained from any attempt to interpret either
the linear, or the pictographic, Script. The main object has
been to collect materials and institute comparisons."
B. Kheta or Hittite.

In Luzac's Oriental List, 1898, I read as follows:—
"A book has just been published by Colonel Conder entitled "'The Hittites and their Language,' in which the author "makes an attempt to explain the Hittite symbols, and gives "what he calls 'translations' of the 'Hittite' Inscriptions. "Colonel Conder bases his system of decipherment on the "assumption that the Hittite, Cyprian, and Akkadian forms "of writing are interchangeable, and that a superficial "resemblance in the form of any two signs is sufficient to "prove their identity of value. His 'translations' of the "texts are based on the further assumption, that 'Hittite' "is Turkish in character. It is needless to point out to our "readers, that both these assumptions are entirely without "proof or foundation. We could wish that the labour, which "it is evident Colonel Conder has expended on his work, "had been applied in a direction, where it might have been "rewarded with more valuable results."

In The Athenæum of August 27, 1898, p. 285, is a very hostile review of Colonel Conder's newly-published book, "The Hittites and their Language" (Blackwood & Son). Allusion is made to Professor Jensen's articles in the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Society about three years ago, and the decipherment of this language. Professor Jensen has now published a solid work, "Hittites and Armenians." Colonel Conder gives a Hittite Vocabulary, and fifteen plates of Hittite Inscriptions taken from the Marash Lion, various slabs, figures, and seals. No bilingual Inscription has been found. No two authorities agree: Jensen connects the Armenian with it, Conder the Accadian: there is no certainty, that they have any claim to the name of Hittite, for no character has been identified to the satisfaction of all.

C. Tifināg.

I quote from my own "Languages of Africa," p. 75, 1883:—
"Of the old Libyan or Numidian form of writing
"specimens are found in Inscriptions brought casually to
"light, and not yet satisfactorily explained. It is the
"mother of the existing local written Character, called
"the Tifināg, the language being called Tamashke, and
"the tribe using it is the Tiwārik of the Sahāra, a sub-
"division of the Berber Family."

Oudney first noticed them in 1822; Richardson drew
attention to them in 1847, and an account by him was
published by the Foreign Office. In the highways of the
Desert are found blocks of stone entirely covered with
this Character. The Arabs were totally ignorant of their
meaning. In the houses are similar scribblings on the
walls. Attempts have been made, with some success, to
translate them. They are read from right to left, and form
a syllabary. Hanoteau in his Grammar of the Kabail and
Tamashek Languages, Halévy and De Saulcy in the Journal
of the Asiatic Society of Paris, Letourneux in the Report
of the Florence Oriental Congress, Faulman in his work
on Written Characters, have noticed this Character. See also
De la Blanchere, "Inscriptions Sahariennes et l'écriture
Libyque" (Bulletin Correspondance Africaine, vi, p. 354,
1883); Duveyrier, "Explorations de Sahara Inscriptions,"
p. 396; "Alphabet Libyque" (Journal de la Société Asiatique,
p. 253, 1884).

I communicated to a Vice-President of this Society, who
is a master in this particular department of science, my
intention of writing a brief Memorandum on this subject.
In his reply he remarked: "A hypothesis, or rather a
"suspicion, has been growing up in my mind of late, that
"the chief Hieroglyphic systems of the ancient world really
"had a common origin somewhere in Western Asia: that
"all the pictorial systems were developed out of this
"primitive and embryonic Script. Along with this suspicion
"has been another, that the Neolithic people of primeval
"Egypt and Northern Africa had a linear system of
"writing, which has left its traces in the Tifināg and
"linear Cretan, and signs on Neolithic Egyptian pottery.
"These signs continued to be used by the non-Phenician
"population of Egypt down to a comparatively late date, and are found not only in pottery but on the rocks."

"However, these are only suspicions, and I must leave it to younger men to find out whether they are justified or not. I am getting too old for pioneering work."

This explains my motive in putting forth this brief paper. I lay the idea, the suspicion, the germ of a conception, before some retired Anglo-Indian official, about fifty years old, who wants a subject, which has been apparently not occupied by another. He can feel carefully, without partiality or prejudice, down the outline of the conception, read up all that has been written, and write a paper for the Journal of this Society in the early years of the Twentieth Century. I shall not be there to read it.

October 25, 1898.

R. N. C.

Note on James Fraser, Author of the "History of Nadir Shah" (1742).

James Fraser is the author of the first book in English on Nādir Shāh, "that very costive Sophy," as Byron calls him, known in the East as قاهر المی , or the Scourge of God. Fraser's work is a first-hand contribution to the history of the period, important not only by reason of its early date, but because of the number of original documents it has preserved, documents not to be found elsewhere.¹ In addition to his claim as an author, he is entitled to some brief record as an early, if not the very first, collector of manuscripts in India; and thus indirectly a prominent contributor to the valuable Oriental collections of the Bodleian Library at Oxford. On the strength of the above achievements he was, I should have thought, entitled to

¹ Lowndes (ed. 1858, p. 834) gives the "History of Nadir Shah" as published in 1732. This is an impossible date, Nādir Shāh's invasion of India, with which the book is chiefly concerned, not having occurred until 1737-8. The date must surely be a mistake for 1742. All the copies I have seen are of the second edition and dated 1742. Apparently the first edition appeared in January of the same year (Gent. Mag. for 1742, p. 56).
a modest place in the "Dictionary of National Biography"; and though passed over there, it is stranger still that his name is not to be found in the "Book of Eminent Scotsmen" of Joseph Irving (1881); but this neglect may yet be rectified by Dr. Ethé in the second volume of his Bodleian Catalogue of Persian MSS., as announced (now, alas! nearly nine years ago) in the preface to his first volume.

As a small contribution to Fraser's biography, I have transcribed some manuscript notes from a copy of the "Nadir Shah" lately acquired by me. The book belonged in 1754 to Samuel Smalbroke, son of Dr. R. Smalbroke, the Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry mentioned by Fraser in his preface, p. vi (at the top). The notes referred to are without doubt by S. Smalbroke himself.

[On the flyleaf.] "January 21st, 1754, Novo Stylo—Died Mr. James Fraser at his own house at Rylick near Inverness in Scotland: he went out Writer to ye Factory at Suratt, then after Returning to England and publishing this Book, carried his new-married Wife . . . . with him to ye Indies, whither he went as Supercargo. Return'd ye 2d time (after 6 years stay) into England, December 1749, where I saw them in London in ye Beginning of 1750. He then intended to send his MSS. & goods by Sea to Scotland. He complain'd of his want of Latin, and intended to compleat an Antient-Persick Lexicon out of several imperfect ones y' he possess'd and to Translate the Zund of Zerdusht from y's original, as he had promis'd to Bp. Smalbroke & like wise to Translate the Væd of the Brahmans.

"Mr. Fraser show'd me the Væd (or Bæd = Beth in Bernier) in ye original characters (a little and beautifully written and adorn'd MS. in broad-twelves) & some chapters of allegorical writings (ethical) of some of the Brahmins w'ch he had Translated into English & redd to me. They contain'd a Fiction of Gyants or Peris fighting in Battle & a conversation of some of them taken up into their war-charriot concerning the soul, an emblem perhaps first borrow'd from Plato's Wings & Chariot of y's soul, for y's
 Greeks Books were carried into Indostan by ye Traders of Persia & Egypt after ye Macedonian conquests, if not before.”

[On title-page.] “Merchant” added to author’s name.

[Preface, p. vi, line 2.] “Dr. R. Smalbroke, at whose request Mr. Fraser studied the Old Persick (in order to Publish Zerdusht Book) [and] afterwards brought many Fine MSS. at his return in 1749 (Dec. vii), seen by me S. Smalbroke in his custody. Since Mr. Fraser’s death in Scotland bought (at my intimation to Oxford) for ye University.”

[id., line 17.] “I studied [Arabic] under”...

[id., line 21.] “Three hours each day [in Sanskerrit = ‘pure tongue’: see Bernier].”

[p. 17, note †.] As to Geronimo Xavier’s knowledge of the Persian language: “But he seems never to have learn’d it well, for he wrote his Spurious Gospel (published by De Dieu) in Portuguese & got it turned into Persick by Molana Ben Kassem at Lahor, or at least corrected.” See, for this Xavier and his doings, E. D. Maclagan, “Jesuit Missions,” Journal Asiatic Soc. Bengal, vol. lxvi (1896), p. 110.

[p. 69, third line from foot.] After the words “treacherous correspondence,” “if at all true.” This remark does great credit to Mr. S. Smalbroke’s acumen, for the sending of any letter by Nižām-ul-Mulk to Nādīr Shāh is very doubtful indeed.

[p. 131, note, on custom of having two governors, one to command a city and the other its castle] “in imitation of Cyrus’s method in Persia.”


[p. 231, as to Nadir’s answer to his mother] “exactly the answer of Oliver Cromwell to L’a Broghill.”
Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts.

[p. 19, under "Ayar Danish."] "It seems at least (to me) to have been originally ye invention of Perzuia, or Buzurj rather, in Persick about a.d. 550 (tho he fathered [it] on ye Brahmins), and immediately translated into Greek."

[On margin.] "A copy (finely wrote) of this in ye original tongue Mr. Fraser brought home in 1749, wh I saw."

[p. 20, at end of the para.] "There are two Greek Versions of it, one a verbal one, and seems very old, printed by [blank] at Hamburgh under ye title of 'Sapienta Indorum.' Ye other is a Loose Paraphrase printed with Portallas's Latin version in 'Histor: Byzant:' There is a French translation of these Fables & an English one from it lately, 12°. The English is called 'Pilpay's Fables' for Bidpai, ye supposed Narrator of them to an Indian Prince."

[p. 29, Farhang Jahanguiri.] "Mr Fraser brought a 2nd copy of the Appendix, 1749 (tho imperfect too); both are now in ye Bodley Lib."

[p. 40, added at end.] "See many more MSS. particularly of the Zand in Old-Persick & several Lexicons (tho' all imperfect) of ye tongue, but wh. he intended to compleat & publish & the whole Væd of ye Indians in the Bramins character wh. Mr Fraser showed to me S. S. in 1749 in London, wh. now I hear are safely deposited in ye Bodley Library, having been bought of his Widow by Dr Radcliff's executors & given to the University of Oxford at ye instigation of Dr Owen, who heard of them from Mr James Brunker, to whom I related as above.

"(Signed) Sam' Smalbroke."

The place of James Fraser's death, "Rylick near Inverness," seemed to point to a connection with the family owning the estate so named (also spelt Reelick, Relick, Relig). It lies in the parish of Kirkhill, a few miles southwest of the town of Inverness, and had in 1845, after great
drainage improvements, a rental of £640 a year ("New Statistical Account of Scotland," vol. xiv, p. 460). The family, according to John Anderson ("Historical Account of the family of Frisel or Fraser," 1825, pp. 71–6, 195), was founded early in the sixteenth century by Hutcheon Bain, an illegitimate son of Thomas, fourth Lord Lovat (d. 21st October, 1524). On referring to Burke's "Landed Gentry," ed. 1894, vol. i, p. 709, I find that James Fraser (1713–1755) was descended in the seventh generation from this progenitor; he was the second but eldest surviving son of Alexander Fraser (d. 1733). James married in London, Mary, only daughter of Edward Satchell, of Warwickshire; she died 18th June, 1795. Their only son, Edward Satchell Fraser (1751–1835), was the father of John Baillie Fraser (1783–1856), the author of several books of travel in India and Persia (see "Dictionary of National Biography," and "Encyclopaedia Britannica," 9th edition). Another son was William Fraser, Commissioner of Dehli, who was shot there in 1835 (W. H. Sleeman, "Rambles and Recollections," 1844, vol. ii, pp. 215–231; R. Bosworth Smith, "Life of Lord Lawrence," 1883, vol. i, pp. 75–78). Other grandsons of James Fraser were connected with the East, viz., Edward S., who died at St. Helena, 25th April, 1813; Alexander Charles, who died in India, 4th June, 1816, aged 27; and George John, 1st Bengal Cavalry, who died at Aurangabad, 27th August, 1842, aged 42. Burke's date, 1755, for James Fraser's death, must, if we follow S. Smalbroke's notes, be altered to 1754.

The Court Books of the East India Company from 1728 to 1750, which I have been permitted to consult at the India Office, furnish no confirmation of Mr. Smalbroke's statement that James Fraser went out the first time to India as a Writer. Very probably that was the case, though I have not traced the appointment. But I find that, on his second visit to that country, he went as the Company's servant, having been appointed on the 12th November, 1742, a Factor on the Bombay establishment to reside at Surat. His bondsmen in £1,000 each were Hugh Ross and George
Fryer, of London, merchants. On the same date he was posted as an agent to Mocha in the Red Sea, with $2\frac{1}{2}$ per cent. commission, other $2\frac{1}{2}$ per cent. being apportioned between his two colleagues, Captain Freeman and Mr. Parker. On the 29th December, 1742, Fraser’s wife and a little girl, a relative of his, were allowed to proceed to Bombay on one of the Company’s ships. On the 14th September, 1748, a letter was received from James Fraser at Surat, dated the 10th, 22nd, and 24th November, 1747; and he must have left India soon afterwards, for on the 12th January, 1749, he presented a Memorial for an inquiry into some official dispute or quarrel. He is there described as “late of Council at Surat.” I have not pursued my inquiries further, the above being sufficient to confirm the assertion that he was in the Honourable Company’s service.

Anquetil Duperron (“Zendavesta,” vol. I, Discours préliminaire, ccclviii, ccclix) heard of Fraser at Surat from the Pārsī, Dastūr Shāpur, and it was to inspect Fraser’s Zand MSS. in the Bodleian that in 1762 he (A. D.) visited Oxford, when brought a prisoner of war to England. James Darmsteter (“Annales du Musée Guimet, Zendavesta,” I, Introduction, xi) does not seem to have known much about Fraser, nor is what he does say very accurate. “Quelques années plus tard” [i.e. after 1720, when Bourchier sent home to Oxford a Zand manuscript] “l’Écossais Frazer, conseiller à Bombay, se rendit à Surat pour étudier auprès des Parsis; ils lui vendaient deux manuscrits et lui refussèrent leurs leçons.” Here we may note (1) that Fraser was of the Surat, not of the Bombay Council; (2) that he had already lived at Surat ten years, 1730–1740; (3) that he procured many more than two Zand manuscripts; (4) that, as p. vi of his Preface to “Nadir Shah” shows, he had no difficulty in obtaining Pārsī teachers; (5) that, as Mr. Smalbrooke’s annotations prove, Fraser had a working knowledge of the Zand tongue. Fraser’s death at the
comparatively early age of forty-one years goes a long way to account for his doing nothing further with the materials that he had so assiduously accumulated.

Wm. Irvine.

IV. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.


Presented by the Senate of the Calcutta University.


Presented by the Madras Government Museum.


Presented by the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press.


Presented by the Leiden University.


Presented by the Musée Guimet.


Presented by Professor Rhys Davids.
Sen Krishna Bihari. Asoka Carita (Bengali).
8vo. Calcutta, 1895.

Presented by the Religious Tract Society.
Thornton (D. M.). Parsi, Jaina, and Sikh, or some Minor Religious Sects of India.
8vo. London, 1898.

Presented by Messrs. J. D. Keymer & Co.
Oudemann (Dr. J. A. C.). Die Triangulation von Java. Two vols.

Presented by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.
Margoliouth (D. S.). The Letters of Abu 'L-'Alā of Ma'arrat Al-Nu'man. Edited from the Leyden MS., with the Life of the Author by Al-Dhahabi, and with translation, notes, indices, and biography.

Presented by R. C. Dutt, Esq.
Kablána and others. Rājataraṅgini, or History of the Kings of Kashmir, translated by J. C. Dutt. Three vols.

Presented by Major L. A. Waddell.
The Gazetteer of Sikkim. 4to.
A Book of Press Cuttings on the Discovery of Buddha's Birthplace.

Presented by Professor Leumann.
Tsuru-Matsu Tokiwal. Studien zum Sumāgadhāvadāna.
8vo. Darmstadt, 1898.

Presented by the Authors.
Sewell (R.). Eclipses of the Moon in India.
4to. London, 1898.

Cordier (H.). Charles Schefer.
Pamphlet. 8vo. Paris, 1898.
— La Collection Charles Schefer.
Roy. 8vo. Paris, 1898.

Pamphlet. 8vo. München, 1898.

— Zur Kulturgeschichte der Chinesen.

Pamphlet. 8vo. München, 1898.

Sanjana (D. D. P.). Observations on M. J. Darmesteter’s Theory regarding Tansar’s Letter to the King of Tabaristan and the Date of the Avesta.

Pamphlet. 8vo. Leipzig, 1898.


Sell (Rev. E.). The Historical Development of the Qurān. 8vo. Madras, 1898.


Presented by the Translators.


Presented by the Publishers.


(1) Inde Britannique.
(2) Colonies Allemandes.

8vo. Bruxelles, 1898.


Marquart (Dr. J.). Die Chronologie der alt-türkischen Inschriften. 8vo. Leipzig, 1898.


Lazarus (Dr. M.). Die Ethik des Judenthums. Roy. 8vo. Frankfurt-am-Main, 1898.

The Purra-poruḷ Veṅbā-Mālai is a very ancient work, professing to be founded upon a still older composition called "The Twelve Chapters," by one of the twelve disciples of Agastiyar. This points to a mythic origin, but we cannot historically go further than its Tamil author, or compiler, as he would represent himself. It is quite essential for a Tamil writer who would become a classic to cite his original, or the authoritative 'first-work' from which he draws (or professes to draw) his materials. (See Nannūl, 4–10, and Pope's 3rd Grammar, p. 142.) Where there is no such 'first-work' (Uṣaṇuṟṟu, Muthanūḷ), he or his commentators must suppose or invent one, and ascribe it to some venerable personage. The real author here is AIYANĀR-ITHAN, of whom nothing is known but that he is said to have been a descendant of the old Čēra kings, and the compiler of this very interesting composition. It can hardly be less than ten centuries old. It has recently been for the first time printed under the editorship of

---

1 In the commentary on the Tel-Kāppam by Nacchinārkkiniyār, Porul-athi, ix, 94 (Ci. Vai Tāmotharam Pillai's edition, p. 807, Madras, 1886), reference is made to this statement.

J.R.A.S. 1899.
Vē. Čāmināthaiyar of Uttamatāna-puram, the very learned and worthy Tamil Head-Pandit of the Kumbakōṇam College; and has probably never been seen by any European till now, though the late Sir Walter Elliot (clarum et venerabile nomen) obtained and caused to be translated some fragments of it. These were edited for private circulation by R. Sewell, Esq., M.C.S. Some were also printed in the Asiatic Quarterly.

Mālai means 'garland.' Venbā (see Pope's Kural, Int. xxv, and Nālaṇi, Int. xxvi) is the name of the metre—very artistic quatrains like those in the Nālaṇiyār.

Porul is a subdivision both of grammar and of treatises in general, and signifies 'substance, reality, subject.' This Porul is divided in the most ancient grammar, the Tol-Kāppam, into Agam ('inner') and Purram ('outer'). Of these, Agam ('the subjective') treats of love, its various emotions, incidents, and accidents. Purram ('the objective') relates to all 'other things'—life in general, and especially war, and the affairs of kingdoms. This work, though professing to treat of practical subjects in general (Purram), has portions, as will be seen, which belong to the other division (Agam)—emotional and passionate. The ideas and even the phraseology of these verses are cited and used by all commentators upon the other classics, as being of absolute authority.

It is divided into twelve chapters (Paḍālam: Skr. पडळ, or as they are generally termed, Tinai (తిని), containing 360 quatrains.

It seems probable that the work itself is more ancient than the Kural, and suggested many of its couplets. It is closely allied in subject and in tone to the Purra-nānnūrru.

1 Tinai. This much used Tamil word-of-all-work really signifies 'genius,' and is applied to the main divisions of any subject. These are divided into sections (purrai = பூரை). This latter is equal to 'species,' and is used for the subdivisions of a subject. Here, each chapter is preceded by a small summary; and every quatrain has a curious little couplet giving the pith of the quatrain. This couplet is called Kolu (= 'substance, contents': from Qāṭu-sir).
(P.N.N.), with which and the Tol-Kāppyam it must be studied, though it is more recent than the text of these works.

It will be necessary to give some account of the Purra-nānnūrru, or "Four Hundred Lyrics of Life." This anthology has been lately printed for the first time, though it has been in existence for upwards of a thousand years, and contains ballads which in substance must have been sung in the early centuries of our era. We owe it also to Čāmināthaiyar, the learned and indefatigable Professor of Tamil in the Kumbakōṇam Government College, that it is now carefully edited and put forth with all necessary apparatus in such a way that it may find an entrance into the house of every Tamil scholar. This is the fifth large work issued by the same editor. The industry and learning which have been employed in the editing of these books would have gained for Čāmināthaiyar a very high place among scholars in Europe, if the subject had been one which the scholars of the West were disposed to value. But, although the very ancient, copious, and refined Tamil language is inferior to none, it is regarded by most people as the (probably barbarous) vernacular of a people living somewhere in a remote district of Great Britain's imperial possessions. Neither does our Indian Government nor do our Universities fully recognize the value of Tamil literature; and those who spend their lives in the study of the great South Indian classics must resemble men seeking for pearls under water. Our editor's compatriots, however, will not be slow to recognize the benefit that his studies are conferring upon his people. Nor is it too much to hope that his labours may be so far recognized as to procure for him such pecuniary assistance as may save him from absolute loss. Tamil scholarship is a direct road to poverty!

To return from this digression. This work consists of 400 Lyrics, varying in length from six lines to fifty, being for the most part songs sung by Court minstrels and wandering bards in honour of the kings of the South, including not only the Pāndiyan, the Čōran, and the Čōran kings, but about 120 of the petty Rājas and
chieftains who then divided the South, and were more or less independent, having their fortresses on every hill and coign of vantage throughout the southern land. Of those ancient rulers and heroes scarcely anything is known but what these, and a few similar works, enable us to conjecture. Their names have not yet been found or recognized in inscriptions or on coins, and it is very doubtful whether we shall ever be able to recover many authentic details of their history. Still, the glimpses of ancient manners, thought, and conditions of life afforded by these poems are exceedingly interesting. The ancient bards, about 150 in number, fragments of whose songs have thus been rescued, were of very unequal powers; but some of them display, if I am not mistaken, very great poetical genius, and some of the fragments are veritable gems.

It is worthy of note, also, that of these poems, except the introductory invocation (which is of much later date, by Perum Devanār, the translator of the Mahā-Bāratham), none make any decided allusion to Čiva worship. Demons are constantly referred to, and various charms and ceremonies for driving them away from the battlefield, where it was their delight to hold their eery festivals, are mentioned. Throughout all the petty kingdoms of the Tamil lands there seems then to have been a system of demon-worship much like what now prevails in the extreme south.

Feasts and dances in honour of Murugan (from T. 'murugu,' a fragrant wood: Agallochum) are often alluded to. He was evidently the tutelary god of the aborigines of the South, and is now promoted to be the younger son of Čivan.

I shall reserve a more minute account of these poems, their heroes and their bards, for another occasion, and return at once to the Purra-poru! Veṇbā-Mālai.

---

1 He seems to have edited a series of works for the Madura literati.
PADALAM I.

Veṭchi, or the Cattle-raiders.

The first tínai is called Veṭchi, and the following seven divisions have titles of a similar import. They are taken from the garlands worn by warriors in the contests in which the tribes of South India in those times seem to have been incessantly engaged. The Tamil rhetoricians enumerate eight species of distinctive garlands worn by kings and warriors when going forth on various expeditions, the garland being supposed to indicate the character of the undertakings, and the feelings of those engaged in them.¹

This is to us a novel form of the 'language of flowers.'

The Veṭchi (གཤེི་) is the Ixora coccinea, which is commonly called 'Flame of the Forest,' or sometimes 'the country geranium.' It bears a profusion of flowers, sometimes of quite dazzling brightness, and of a deep scarlet hue. These garlands were intended to strike terror into the eyes of the opposing hosts, and to some extent supplied the place of military uniform. The armies of Europe have never been unmindful of the moral effect of the soldier's headdress; though it would be a novel experience if our troops went forth to war like a marching garden of flaming and fragrant flowers! The warriors who wore the veṭchi were cattle-raiders. It would seem that this constituted no small part of the duty—and duty was delight—of the ancient South Indian soldier.

This Padalam, or chapter, contains twenty verses, and illustrates with exceeding clearness several phases of the thoughts and habits of the people in those 'good old times'! A translation is given of the more important verses, and a summary of the remainder.

§ 1. The King's Call to the Cattle-raid.

VERSUS 1. THE KING SUMMONING HIS PEOPLE.

"Youthful warrior, who bearest the wondrous three-pronged dart, go forth, seize and bring home the herds of cattle with

¹ They were not infrequently artificial, composed of gold and gems.
the bulls their leaders! See your foes bending their bows, as though they would cut down whole forests and set them on fire, and inspecting their arrows as they fit them to the string. Put their ranks to flight!"

§ 2. The Toddy-booth.

This introduces the idea, which is always coming to the front in these poems, of the 'toddy-jar.' [§ 15.] The raid begins and ends with the canteen!

Verse 2.

"Forget not, O thou with the loving large eyes, the clear sweet boiled palm-juice in the standing jar of toddy, never empty. The warrior on whose feet are the heroes' anklets, who is fierce of eye, endures not debt. To-morrow's morn shall see the foeman's herds thronging thy wide-extended gates."

It would seem that these champions cleared off their scores with the nymph of the palm-wine jar by means of the plunder they brought home. [§ 16.]

All classes except Brāhmans, even the ladies, are represented as indulging freely in the use of toddy. The same thing is illustrated in the Kambar-Rāmāyaṇam, where the whole Court — king, queens, princes, counsellors, and warriors — are represented as indulging in a most unedifying debauch of many days' duration. [Bāla-Khāṇḍam, xviii: 'The Canto of the Festivities.']

§ 3. Eager for the fray.

Verse 3.

"The raven's hoarse cry arises in the jungles of our foes who own the beauteous herd — omen of ill to them; while beating their drums our warriors armed with long spears put on the veḍchi flower and go forth upon the well-nigh impervious paths, where the raven croaks." 1

1 Cf. P.N.N., 280.
§ 4. Omens.

This speaks of omens which are continually referred to here.

Verse 4.

"In the little town encircled with barriers, at eventide, while our people stand around with clasped hands, she [the wise woman of the village] speaks, and would say, 'Bring forth toddy from the jar in the stand'; but really says, 'Bring the large-eyed cow from the shed.' Therefore, O thou who bear'st the bent bow in thy mighty hand, the victory is ours." 1

§ 5. They go forth.

The raiders armed with bows, and so styled in Tamil, 'Ploughmen of the Bow' (cf. Kurral, 872), go forth through the stony wilderness to the hill fortress of those whose cattle they are bent on carrying off.

Verse 5.

"Like death's satellites, bearing the curved bow in their left hands, followed by flocks of vultures they go forward! Their minds fixed on the station where the herds of cattle are found, they make for the hill whereon the long bambus wave."

§ 6. The Scouts.

The raiders send forward trusty spies to ascertain the precise position of the bell-bearing herds, and the number of the warriors to whom these belong.

1 Here קָוםְךָ קָםָךְ = 'stand,' or 'cowshed'; קָוָיָף קָוָיָף = 'taddy from the jar,' or 'large-eyed'; and for קָוָיָף they heard קָוָיָף = 'cow': so she seemed to say, 'Bring the large-eyed cow from the fold.' The sybil seemed involuntarily, by the mistake of a letter (ד for i), to urge them to the raid.
VERSE 6.

"Our friends have gone forth in the deep darkness to ascertain the place of the herds, and their number, and the hosts of the bowmen who defend them, O eagle-eyed warrior king, with honey-dripping wreath, and hero's jewelled anklet deckt!"

The raiders lie hidden in the dense jungle at the foot of the hill, while the scouts make their way through the darkness up the gorge, to spy out the dwelling-places of those against whom the foray is made.

§ 7. The Fort Surrounded.

The raiders surround their enemies' fortified dwelling on the crest of the hill, and set guards to prevent egress on every side; and this is done in the silence of the night unknown to the unsuspecting objects of the attack.

VERSE 7.

"None from hence shall 'scape! Like fires of the day of doom the enemy came forth at dawn. Their power is spent. The stealthy marauders have surrounded every part: none of the beleaguered ones shall issue forth."

After a short but fiery contest the attacked have retired within their stronghold, which is straitly besieged.

§ 8. The Storming of the Hill-fort.

The raiders, urging on their swift-footed horses and bearing aloft their bent bows, storm the fort, which is soon enveloped in flames.

VERSE 8.

"Hate lends them help; while fierce fire rages they shout; they rush on regarding no obstacle! In the broad daylight those fall that living never knew defeat! With jewelled anklets' sound and deadly bows the raiders storm the mountain fort."

Having overcome and taken the stronghold, the victorious heroes seize the whole herd—bulls and cows and calves.

VERSE 9.

"Like a congregation of spotted tigers, in the town in midmost of the bamba-encircled upland plain they take possession of the assembled herds, and round about stand steadfast to repel all who would set them free."

§ 10. The Fight around the Herds.

Now muster on all sides the clansmen of the attacked people wearing wreaths of Karanthai (καράνθαι, a species of Basil, bearing a dark purple flower). This wreath is worn by the bands that come forth to rescue the stolen cattle and repel the raiders. The whole subject is more fully treated in the second Pañalam.

VERSE 10.

"Those, who came to retake the herds from the raiding host, have fallen; the vultures have swooped down upon the corpses of the slain; their dark clouds are like those of the arrows reeking with blood, that the foemen, fearful as those of the cruel bowman death, have sent forth."

§ 11. The Cattle driven off over the Wolds.

The raiders, to elude pursuit, drive off the herd quietly through wild unfrequented paths.

VERSE 11.

"'Let the cattle graze, and rest awhile in quiet companionship': thus spake the bow-bearing, jewel-ankleted hero, though he saw the rescuing host rushing after, like water from a lofty hill; and so they paused under the shadow of the mighty crags."
§ 12. The Raiders' Return.

The relatives of the raiders rejoice at the return of their hero with the spoils.

Verse 12.

"First come the cows with their hanging dewlaps; then come the bulls with their black masses of hair. The warlike drums sound out, and the woodland maids who feared for their loved ones hail the signs that show them safe."

§ 13. The Spoils brought home.

While the drums sound out, and the whole town is in a state of eager expectation, the raided herds enter the village enclosure.

Verse 13.

"The Warrior's spouse, with shining rows of teeth and rare beauty, sees her hero crowned with wreaths midst which the beetles hum! Her heart swells with gladness as she beholds the herds with tinkling bells filling the open spaces of the village."

This is sung of in P.N.N., 262:—

"Bring out the buried toddy; slay the rams; in pandāl thatched with green leaves, with slender (bambū) posts, lavishly strew fine sand from river-bed! My Lord, who first led the charge against the foeman's van, comes home in rear guarding the captured herds; his faithful comrades march, more wearied than himself."

This is a song of Madura. Did even the Pāṇḍi kings indulge in these sports? See also P.N.N., 297.
§ 14. Division of the Spoils.

The raided herds of cattle are distributed among the successful soldiers according to each one’s deserts.

Verse 14.

"To those who overcame with their glittering swords,—
to those who sought out as spies, and brought back the tale,—
to the skilful ones that interpreted the favouring omens,—
they divide the herds of cattle in the little town."

§ 15. The Feast.

The warriors with jewelled anklets, that tinkle as they walk, drink ‘toddy,’ and dance rejoicing.

Verse 15.

"The aspect of the maidens, sweet of speech and fair as Lakshmi,
fills with pleasing pains the warrior’s soul!
The gladness of the intoxicating draught departs, as does
the anger against his foes from out his soul."

Love is lord of all!


The spoils acquired in the raid are lavishly bestowed on all that ask.

Verse 16.

"The wealth brought back from the battlefield by the warriors
that flinched not in the strife, but bent their bows,
has become the price paid for the fiery drink
by musicians, drummers, singers, and singing women."

§ 17. Extra Rewards.

To those who as scouts explored beforehand the scene of the fierce strife they give more honour than they take unto themselves.
"To those who feared not death, but night and day explored the battlefield, spied out, and brought us news, some gifts beyond those given to others surely is due, O warrior wielding the keen dart, that slays the fiery foe!"

§ 18. The Favourable Prognosticators.

Some reward is given to those who faithfully expounded the lucky signs.

Verse 18.

"When we went forth with minds intent upon our foemen's herds, these made plain the favouring signs, and sounds that gave us heart; think not of what is strictly due as their share; to each give four cows, with udders large, distended with milk!"

§ 19. The Drummer.

The virtues of the old man who beats the drum, according to ancestral custom, for the jewel-ankled warriors, are celebrated.

Verse 19.

"For my grandsire's grandsire his grandsire's grandsire beat the drum! For my father his father did the same; so he for me. From duties of his clan he has not swerved: Pour forth for him one other cup of palm-tree's purest sweetest wine!"

The following song (P.N.N., 290) illustrating this section is attributed to the ancient poetess Avvaiyār:—

"O king, whose chariot drawn by angry elephants is foremost in the fray, pour out for him the palm-wine. His father's father, in fierce fight, when spears flew thick, died tenacious as the workman's pincers, defending the king, thy father's father!"
He, too, with valour filled, instinct with glory of his race, shall, like palm-leaves that screen from sun's fierce rays, hide thy head from the spear hurled at it.”

§ 20. The Demoness Kottavai.

Here they celebrate the never-failing grace of her who protects the warlike host, whose glory never grows dim.

Verse 20.

"Her beauteous banner bears the lion's form. Her hand the golden parrot grasps and bounding stag. A countless host of demons round her press—great Kottavai! When we designed the attack on the foeman's fort, she went before our host, and made foes flee!"

§ 21. The Devil-Dance.

The damsels, with flawless jewels decked, dance the mystic dance with Velan; now the deed is done. This is called the Vaiilai Dance.

Verse 21.

"Did the black-throated One behold, he would rejoice; it is the dance performed for the dart-hurling Murugan by warrior and by jewel-bearing lovely maid, with fragrant garlands dight."

The following (P.N.N., 257) gives a portrait of the leader of the cattle-raid. It is somewhat confused, but belongs to the VEĐCHI Paḍalam:—

Call the Milkmaids!

"Softly he treads as though pebbles were in his sandals; huge his paunch and broad his chest, bright his eye, and beard bristly as the mountain-side, his cheeks hang down like dewlaps!"

1 "He will cover thy head in the day of battle."
2 Vēlan = spearman.
3 Çivan.
Who is this that thus cometh with his bow? A fearful sight!
Look close, he doth not come from far;
he is not one whose fort is in the wilderness.
At early dawn he watched the course of the foeman's herds,
pointed them out with his hand, numbered them,
and with his bow drove off the would-be rescuers!
The herd is large, but what the gain
if those who milk with white large-mouthed vessels,
and who churn, are not at hand."

These twenty-one verses form the whole Pañalam commemorating the incidents of the cattle-raid.

PAñALAM II.

THE Karanthai WREATH, OR THE RESCUERS.

This is a wreath of basil or tulaçi, a sacred plant of several species having dark purple flowers, contrasting with the bright crimson of the Veḷchi of the former Pañalam. This Karanthai wreath was worn by those who went forth to oppose the raiders and rescue the herds. In P.N.N. there are eleven lyrics referred to this Tiñai.

§ 1. The Karanthai.

Here the owners of the herds with their chaplets of dark purple flowers rush forth to the rescue.

VERSE 22.

"The crowding warriors crown their heads with garlands of karanthai,
and go forth to rescue the herds the foeman drives away;
as though one should bring back the souls of dwellers on earth
begirt by the sounding sea, after death has devoured them."
§ 2. The Summons.

The people whose herds are being driven away are bidden to relinquish their occupations and haste to the rescue.

Verse 23.

"The jewel-ankleted heroes, the fierce bowmen, they who wield the spear, men terrible to sight, who fear not death in their fierce anger,—all hear the sound of the drum, and go to rescue the flocks which the Vedà-chapleted have carried off."

§ 3. The Rescuers on the Track.

Only those unfit for war remain in the town; the rest, boiling with fierce wrath, follow the track of the raiders.

Verse 24.

"The conch-shell sounds, with the mighty horn, and instruments of music; adorned with peacock feathers, and roused by the roll of the loud drum, the Rescuers arise, and over the fiery desert make their way, following the tracks of the cattle,—spears glistening like the sun."

§ 25. The Doubtful Fight.

They draw near the raiders, surround them, attack them with fearful energy, and a battle with many changeful fortunes is fought.

Verse 25.

"Like a multitude of tigers or lions or warrior-elephants, full of power and wrath and honourable shame and glorious resolve they shout, and hasten on, as they hear the raiders' defiant cry;—and so the battle rages."
The following sections of this chapter speak of the glory of the individual heroes on either side. They fall fighting to the last full of enthusiasm. But we shall henceforth content ourselves with a few specimen verses.

§ 13. The Glory of the King.

The praise is sung of the Marravan king, a valiant swordsman.

Verse 34.

* * * * *

"They truly live who yield their lives fighting against the foe in the fierce battle amid the flash of swords and the whirling of the spear!"

§ 14. The Heroic Race.

The praises of the heroes of tried valour and of ancient race.

Verse 35.

"The men of ancient race that appear foremost in the fight wielding their swords; who stand as, in the universal deluge, some mountain-top rises firm amid the flood;—what wonder if their glory lives when all falsehoods have passed away!"

Thus ends the chapter of the Rescue.

We have seen that many of the lyrics in the Purra-nānūrru seem to have been composed from the hints given in these verses; or it may be that from those lyrics this more systematized work has arisen. Certain it is that they are closely connected, and must be studied together. Thus P.N.N., 259, evidently refers to an incident in the attempted rescue. The rescuers are in sight of the raided flocks, but the raiders themselves are not seen; the bard cries out to the angry pursuers:

"See' st not the ambushed Marravars with well-strung bows, hid in the jungle vast amid the leafy trees, who while the raided cattle move, move not with them!"
Stay, stay, all honour to thy glorious soul! O thou whose foot the hero's jewelled anklet wears, by whose side glistens the sword resplendent, whose steeds, quivering with eagerness, shake like the priestess' frame before the demon shrine, when Murugan inspires her soul!"

Here we have an instructive glimpse of the current demon worship, with the agitated priestess dancing wildly before the image of the hill-god. This may be seen daily even yet in the South.

Cattle-lifting is a chief topic in all these poems. It was the beginning of warfare: the Raid was followed by the Rescue, and these by the organized Invasion of the enemy's country (for which another wreath was assumed). This led to the systematic defence, and the defenders assumed a different wreath. The siege and protection of forts each demanded its appropriate garland. Then came war in general, and for that another wreath was borne. And finally, the victors who had gained supremacy had another wreath, which they wore as the proud token of their victory. Thus our work relates to the expeditions in which these eight different chaplets were worn by the combatants. Some interesting chapters follow in which kings and their attributes, and miscellaneous matters connected with the life of the people, are illustrated. It is from these, as has been said, that the authors of the Kurraļ, the Nālaδiyūr, and other, lesser poets drew much of their material. It must be evident, therefore, that in many respects the work we are now concerned with is an introduction to almost the whole of the genuine poetry of the Tamil language.

The thorough exposition of these chapters, which reveal to us the South Indian primitive tribes making war with one another from their hill fortresses, would require a volume. It must be remembered that in those days there were three great kingdoms of the South—the Pāṇdiyan, with Madura as its capital; the Čēra, with Karūr as its centre; and the Čōra, with Urraiyyūr as its chief town. (See my
Nāladiyār, p. 414; and here, verses 240–3.) But besides these, almost every little hill had its chieftain, who sometimes considered himself subject to one or other of the great powers, but generally was independent, and sometimes even fought against them. These petty chieftains were for the most part of lower caste, if indeed caste distinctions were really recognized among them. In the greater kingdoms Brāhmanical influence was predominant, and was gradually leavening the whole South.

The chief tribe of what we may call the aborigines were the Marravar, or ‘men of violence,’ as the name signifies. They often fought as mercenaries in the armies of the greater kings. They still form a very great part of the population of the extreme South, and have no small share of the rude qualities of their ancestors.

The Demoness whom they worship was called Kottavai[§20], ‘the Victorious One’ [in Malayālim, Kotti]. She was evidently the object of worship among the oldest peoples of the South, and is the great Demoness whose worship is performed under many names in the Devil temples which are still found in every southern village. The Brāhmans have transferred her attributes to Umā, the wife of Cīvan, and call her Durgā, with whom she is now quite confounded.1 There was also a divinity, the Hill-god of all the South, who is represented as being the son of Kottavai. His name is Murūgan, ‘the Fragrant One.’ And he has been received into the Hindu Pantheon and invested with the attributes of Kārttikēyan, the warrior son of Cīvan, and is so regarded by nearly all the rural tribes. Originally it seems quite certain that he had nothing to do with the Brāhmanical deities. The student who would form an independent opinion on these subjects must read these verses in the original, comparing them with the Purra-nānnūrru, and with the Tol-Kāppyam (Porul, 56–60), and with chapter 1 of the Pattu-pāṭtu (‘ten lyrics’). Good editions of all these have been issued by

1 The whole history of the myths connected with Durgā and many kindred subjects should be studied in Muir’s “Sanskrit Texts,” vol. iv, with references to the very complete index.
Çamināṭhaiyar, and Tāmotharam Pillai, veteran scholars, whose learning and industry are worthy of all praise. Of these works it is hoped that some account may hereafter be given. The dances in honour of these divinities, and especially of Murugan, are many, and are still performed. The late lamented Sundaram Pillai, in an article published in the Madras Christian College Magazine, March, 1891, has given an exceedingly interesting account of the Pattu-pāṭṭu, and he says: "It seems not altogether impossible that Murugan was originally a Drāvidian deity; and that in the course of time, when Āryan civilization found it expedient to adopt the cult of the independent nations over which it came to exercise its influence, a place in the Purānic mythology was found for the war god of the Tamils, as transformed and embellished by Āryan genius, just as in more recent times Buddhistic institutions and even Buddha himself, under the name of Sasta, came to be absorbed into Brāhmanism."

Perhaps one of the most remarkable 'developments' that can be found anywhere is that of the idea of this Devil-dance as seen to this day in the South, into the really beautiful idea of Čivan's mystic dance giving life and blessing to the whole created universe. This, most undoubtedly, is the origin of the dance in Tillai. [See Nāl, 16.]

PAḌALAM III.

THE Vāñji WREATH, OR INVASION OF THE ENEMY'S TERRITORIES.

Raids such as have been described naturally lead to systematic invasions of the territories of those who have proved themselves such troublesome and treacherous neighbours. The injured king now declares war, or makes war without declaring it; while he and his warriors, binding the Vāñji wreaths upon their brows, go forth with their fourfold full
array of elephants, chariots, horses, and infantry. The \textit{Vañji} is the general name for any creeping plant, such as is found on all the mountain slopes. This particular wreath is represented as composed of flowers of a yellow colour, and the plant is one whose leaves are green all the year round. It is the symbol of a race the fire of whose valour is never extinguished. It is curious that \textit{Vañji} has become the poetical name of \textit{Karūr}, the Čēra capital, and it would seem that the Čēra kings, of whom twelve are celebrated in the P.N.N., were remarkable for the frequency of their invasions of neighbouring territories. Being for the most part mountaineers, their energy was resolute, and we may add that their wrath was implacable. Thus in P.N.N., 4, the great poet \textit{Paranar} sings of one of these expeditions, and his song is a specimen of very many in the same work. He celebrates the sword, the jewelled anklet, the capacious shield, the fiery charger, the resolute elephant, and the towering banner-crowned chariot of a king; and thus concludes:

"Like the ruddy sun arising over the dark sea,
art thou in thy beauty, O king!
And therefore, the land of them that provoked thy wrath
shall ceaseless mourn, foodless, and helpless,
like the tender infant forsaken by its mother!"

§ 1. \textit{The Invasion.}

The king puts on the unfading \textit{Vañji} wreath, and contemplates the subjugation of the enemy's land.

[The invasion and complete subjugation of the whole southern seaboard by the famous Pāṇḍyan \textit{Nequm Čeriyan} is related in P. Pāṭṭu, vi, 149, etc.]

\textit{Versh 36.}

"Like young bulls red-eyed
the youthful warriors bend their bows,
with glistening eyes, longing for the battle-feast; and so put on the \textit{Vañji} wreath, to subdue the unsubdued."
§ 2. *The Invading Hosts.*

The heroes arise in their wrath, brandishing their bright swords, amid the trumpeting of the elephant-hosts.

**Verse 37.**

"The drums sound out like the roaring of the angry sea! Wreathed with the Vañji the valiant bands rush on. In the midst of the glittering bands, like the eternal fires, the elephants madly rush like black clouds in the rainy sky."

The following verses speak of the uplifting of the banner, and the unsheathing of the sword. *Kottavai* is again introduced as putting to flight the enemy’s forces.


**Verse 41.**

"You ask how the hero distinguishes himself: foremost mid his kinsmen’s hosts, he emulates the prowess of the bravest. Like fire he penetrates the foeman’s ranks: these are the deeds of the jewel-ankleted hero."

§ 8. *Woe to the Conquered.*

The soldiers commiserate the sufferings of the land they overrun.

**Verse 43.**

"The lotus-like eyes of the warrior, whose breast bears the warlike wreath, are wet with tears, as he exclaims: ‘They perish, a fearful spectacle to all beholders,— they who erewhile rode forth with garlands gay, with glistening eyes, and sound of warriors’ cars.’"


As they come to distribute the spoil, the question arises,— who of the foe shall be spared?
VERSE 44.

"Touch not the temples, where sacrifices are offered; spare the dwellings of the holy ascetics; enter not the houses of the sacred Vedic Brähmans. Let all the rest be abandoned to our warriors as their guerdon."

[So P.N.N., 9.]

The vanquished enemy now submits and pays tribute. The prowess of the heroes is again celebrated.


The devastation of the ravaged land, and the deserted homes, described. [Cf. P.N.N., 6.]

VERSE 50.

Spoils.

"Gather the slaves, the heaped-up jewels, pearls, red gold, the plunder from the stately homes, and give them to the warriors; while subjects of the hostile king make loud laments!"

The inhabitants of the invaded land flee on every side; the country is ravaged with fire; and the invaders build their fortresses.

§ 22. The Warriors’ Feast.

VERSE 58.

"The instruments of music sound out. The heroes like tigers rush upon the field and reap the crops and feast, while they explore the resources of the vanquished lands."

§ 23. Glory to the Conquering Invaders.

Triumph and pity mingle in the final song.
"Where palaces like mountains reared their heads, the roar of the consuming fire is heard. Wild jungle plants grow among the ruins. The conqueror rides glorious on his lofty car, round which triumphing hosts flow like a mighty sea!"

These desolating wars account for the multitudes of deserted strongholds whose ruins are yet to be seen, and for the comparative sparseness of the population at the period when authentic history begins. In P.N.N. twelve lyrics refer to this chapter. In all the poems there is a note of an oft-times savage ferocity. These old Dravidians were great and most implacable warriors!

Whatever faults may be found with the government under the Pax Britannica by peevish and restless partisans, we see that the idea of a Pax Tamuliensis is a myth.

PADALAM IV.

THE KĀṆJI PADALAM, OR THE DEFENCE OF THE KINGDOM.

The Kāṇji is the Ulmus integrifolia, or elm-tree, and its foliage was dark. Its flowers and leaves formed the wreaths worn by the defenders of an invaded country, and were supposed to be indicative of a stubborn resolve to conquer or die. This most generally ended in the death of the king and the overthrow of his kingdom, and hence the same word (Kāṇji) is used for the wreath of a minstrel who inculcates moral precepts, and more especially dwells on the instability of worldly things. The word Kāṇji has thus become a synonym for 'sober counsel,' and some of the verses under this heading have nothing particular to do with
war. The great example of this is the Madura-Kāṇji, an account of which will be given in the life of the Pūndiyan, Talai-Ālangānatta Čeruvendra Neṭum Čerīyan.

§ 1. The Kāṇji Wreath.

The inhabitants of the invaded country put on wreaths of the Kāṇji, and retire to make a last stand in their mountain fortresses.

Verse 61.

"'Since there is no longer any band to withstand the foe upon the plain,
at least we can die on the heights of our native hills!' So saying, intent upon the defence of their little mountain homes,
the warriors assume the Kāṇji wreath."

The following verses in the chapter illustrate the fierceness of the final struggle. Marvels of bravery are related. The heroes fall; their wives perish with them; the warrior rips open his wounds and dies on the plain; demons and demonesses brood over the gory battlefields, sometimes helping and sometimes destroying the dying men; much toddy is consumed, libations to the great demoness are poured out, and a universal wail is heard.

§ 19. The Elegy.

Praise and pity mingle in the song as the heroes ascend to the paradise of the valiant.

Verse 80.

"He was the raft on which his people sailed over the sea of battle! He was a pillar amongst the mighty! He was the life of his town, and of the world! The door of charitable deeds has been closed by the spear that tore open our leader's breast!"
In P.N.N. there are forty-one lyrics, of which this gives the keynote.

Other topics are introduced, but the chapter ends with the 'crushing defeat' and, it would seem, the extermination of the conquered people.

---

**PADAŁAM V.**

**THE DEFENCE OF THE FORT.**

**The Nochi Wreath.**

The next chapter speaks of the defence of hill-forts. When hostile kings besieged a fort its defenders were accustomed to assume a wreath of the leaves and flowers of a wild creeper called the Nochi, or 'Vitex Nirgundi.' There are many species of the Vitex, which is often called the 'five-leaved chaste tree' (see Ainslie's "Materia Medica," vol. ii, p. 252). The flowers are of a pure, pale-bluish colour, and have a pleasant fragrance. This flower is very celebrated in Tamil songs. The poet Mōći-çaṭtanār has sung of it very sweetly (P.N.N., 271, 272):

"Like linked gems are Nochi's curling ringlets blue!  
Mid all the flowering trees is none whose tender hue  
So fills the soul with love as thine, whose blooming wreath  
Men see the youthful maiden's slender form ensheathe,  
In the wide guarded city,—sight beloved of all.  
And when fierce enemies attack the moated wall,  
The warriors on their brows thy flowers defiant show,  
As sign they shield their virgin fort from every foe."

It was the symbol of chastity, and those that wore these wreaths were pledged to keep their fort inviolate. The virgin fortress guarded by warriors so adorned, laughed at its foes. Much of romance mingled with the ferocity of those ancient days!
§ 1. *The Nochi.*

The heroes go forth to guard their turret-crowned battlements, whence archers shoot forth their deadly arrows.

VERSE 86.

"Like the host of the *Avunär,* whose triple fort
the god with serpent crowned, and fiery form would take,
these warriors crowned with *Nochi* wreaths
guard their strongholds, wielding the sharp-pointed dart."

This is one of the commonplaces of Hindu verse, here borrowed from the *Mahā-Bhārata.* The story of the destruction of the three forts of the *Asurar* (or *Avunär*) is most celebrated (see Muir’s Sanskrit Texts, vol. iv, pp. 203, 225).

There were in the sky three cities of the valorous Asuras, one of iron, another of silver, and a third of gold, which Maghavan (Indra) could not demolish, with all his weapons. Then all the great gods, distressed, went to the great Rudra (afterwards known as Çivan) as their refuge, and said to him, after they were assembled: "Rudra, there shall be victims devoted to thee in all the sacrifices. Bestower of honour, destroy the Daityas with their cities, and deliver the worlds." He, being thus addressed, said, "So be it"; and making Vishnu his arrow, Agni its barb, Yama, the son of Vivasvat, its feather, all the Vēdas his bow, and the excellent Savitri (the Gāyatri) his bowstring, and having appointed Brahmā his charioteer, he in due time pierced through these cities with a three-jointed three-barbed arrow, of the colour of the sun, and in fierceness like the fire which burns up the world. These Asuras with their cities were there burnt up by Rudra. [Cf. *Tiruvāçagam,* xiv.] ¹

One of the most famous historic (?) defences of a fort is referred to in P.N.N., 21. The fort was called Gana-pēreyil, and its king bore the epithet of *Vēngai-mārbān* (he whose breast wore a *Kino* garland). It was besieged by the

¹ Now printing at the Oxford University Press.
famous king of Madura, *Ukkira-peru-Varuthi*, of whom something will be said in the analysis of the P.N.N. The poet *Mūlam-kīrar* of *Aiyūr* enumerates the parts of the fortification: "There was, first of all, a moat so deep that it reached down to the abodes of the demons; next, there was a wall that rose up to the heavens; this was crowned with turrets from which the archers shot forth their arrows; there was an impervious wood that surrounded all; and there were numerous small forts at every angle."

The chapter contains the usual praises of the king and his warriors, relates how they fell fighting to the last: "they desired not, these lions in the fight, to guard their bodies or their lives." There is also a hint that these sieges were often the result of a refusal on the part of the king to give his daughter in marriage to the leader of the besieging army.

---

**PAḌALAM VI.**

**THE BESIEGERS: ATTACKING ENEMIES' STRONGHOLDS.**

**The Urrīñai Wreath.** [Veṇbā, 95–126.]

When an army marched to besiege a fort they wore a wreath of the Urrīñai (*Oerua lanatar*), a species of cotton-plant, which is mentioned in P.N.N., 50, where it is said to have 'golden shoots,' and to belong to the 'Western Country.' This seems to have been worn by our heroes in derision, implying the worthlessness and weakness of the fort they went to seize. There is little remarkable in this chapter. We are told in it that sheep were offered in sacrifice by the combatants; the exploits of Viṣṇu, who stormed a fort called *Viraço*, are celebrated; as also those of Čivan (as above). The encircling wood is cut down; the besiegers make rafts on which they pass the moat; scaling ladders are applied to the wall; the besiegers leap down into the area; tremendous fights take place; and the fort is taken.
§ 23. Utterly waste.

This relates how the conquerors, yoking asses, plough up the foundations of the fort, and sow worthless jungle plants upon the spot.

VERSE 120.

"The beautiful homes with pictured walls are levelled with the dust; 
asses are yoked to plough up the soil with spears; 
while worthless plants are sown on the foundations. 
Thus rages the conquering king!"

Other verses tell how there is a solemn washing of their blood-stained swords in sacred waters, and their presentation as offerings. The conqueror is solemnly wedded to the newly-acquired country; neighbouring kings bring tribute; and the chapter ends with universal submission: "They make a desert and they call it peace."

This subject is formally discussed in Tol-Kăppyam, Porul, 66–68, pp. 135–146. An admirable illustration of it is found in P. Pāṭṭu, vi, 149, etc.

PAḌALAM VII.

WAR IN GENERAL.

THE TUMBAI WREATH.

When a king contemplated an offensive war he assumed a wreath of the especial war-flower, the tumbai (Phomis Indica). This is celebrated in Sanskrit as the droma.

§ 1. The Wreath.

VERSE 127.

"The king, whose war-drum sounds like unceasing thunder from the stormy clouds, 
contemplates war that shall bedew the battlefields with blood. 
He has put on the warlike tumbai wreath, and leads forth his hosts eager for the glorious strife."
To these old kings the excitement of war was a necessity of life; it was only thus that the monotony of existence could be relieved. Yet the horrors of war are much dwelt upon in these verses, and the king is represented as hesitating, and only deciding upon battle when its necessity was apparent. The twenty-five verses of the chapter present, without any attempt at arrangement, many of the striking incidents of ancient war.

§ 2. Presents to the Troops.

The king heaps upon his chosen warriors gifts so that they go forth joyously under his banner.

Verse 128.

"Badges of victory, lands, precious treasure, farms, murderous elephants, and horses,—the king distributes. His enemies, tho' strong in horses and chariots, tremble when they hear of the movements of the jewel-bearing king."

§ 3. Can the fight not be prevented?

Both armies are brave: might it not be well to avoid a struggle?

Verse 129.

"Should these warriors meet on the demon-haunted battleground and with their polished spears begin the fight, 't will prove the saying false, that 'glory of the king is Guardianship of human lives.'"

Praises are now sung of the elephants, the horses, the gallant heroes, and the war chariots.


The battle has been fought, and the bards on the battlefield burn or bury the dead with appropriate songs of praise.
VERSE 137.

"The tender spouse, the mother, the children know not this!
Upon the battle plain the fiery piles are lit, the death songs sung!
Heroes who fell beneath the elephants they slew
have gone to banquet with the heroes’ gods!"

While demon shapes like fantastic shadows dance before, behind, and around, the bodies of some of the slain heroes are carried home.

§ 23. Joy mingled with wailing.

The wife, seeing the body of her husband covered with glorious wounds, and still grasping the sword, weeps with proud joy.

VERSE 151.

"Even death is abashed, for here is valour greater than his own!
The wife takes the sword from the hand of her dead warrior;
and, watching his calm triumphant repose, is glad as she bedews his breast with tears."

This ends up with her voluntary death.

§ 25. All died gloriously.

They perish not; their renown is established for ever, though they lie strewn over the battlefield.

VERSE 154.

"They urged a stubborn fight alone; the two kings fell,
grasping still their spears; the earth is desolate!
Swiftly their wives uprose, and threw themselves into the flames.
Behold, even fierce death himself is satisfied."

This last verse seems to be a reminiscence of the history referred to in P.N.N., 62, 63. There the kings were the Çēran prince Kudakkō-Nedum-Çēralāthan, and his rival
the Çōran Peruvirral Kikki, who fell on the same battlefield. Their deaths were sung by the poets Karattalaiyăr and Paranar.

There is power and pathos in the following dirge, by the former of these:

P.N.N., 62.

“What has become of the defiant valour of these rival kings?
Demon-Furies probe deep the wounds of the fallen heroes, while with bloody hands they besmear their dishevelled locks, and hovering round display their blood-stained forms. With sullen sound the death-drums moan, while demons dance.
The kings themselves raging with heroic wrath are fallen, and lie amid the vultures that devour the slain. The victory-vaulting kingly canopies are low, the drums that erewhile announced the leaders’ glory and their sway, lie broken there. Over the field, where myriads fought, a fearsome stillness broods.
The heroes’ wives on dainties feast no more, nor bathe in perfumed waters, but lie dead on the bosoms of their lords. They have gone to feast in the world of the gods, who wear unfading wreaths from the tree of Immortality,—whose eyes slumber not,—who eat ambrosial food. Let the glory of the heroes live for aye!”

The site of this famous battle is unknown, but it is often referred to in old Tamil verse.
PADALAM VIII.

THE CONQUEROR.

THE Vāgai WREATH.

The leaves and flowers of the vāgai (Mimosa flecruosa), which are white, were worn by victorious kings, or any who won prizes in a competition. This chapter contains thirty-four verses, and appears at first sight to be entirely without plan or purpose; but it indicates the course of conduct which entitles anyone, of any caste or class, to the praise of his fellow-men. It is probably of later introduction. There are more conquests than men are apt to imagine. Peace has its victories, more worthy of the Vāgai than those of war. A few of these verses, more artificial than the preceding, throw light upon the feelings and habits of the people, and these I have given.

Much of this is from Manu (or similar works), and is the introduction of the Brāhman code into the South. We have here the four castes, Kshatriyas, Brāhmans, Vaisyas, and Cūdras.

§ 2. The King's Vāgai. Triumphant War. The Kshatriya.

The king, returning from conquest, puts on the white vāgai garland, with the dark jewelled anklets, and girds himself with a purple cincture.

VERSE 156.

"These were the glorious wounds I received on the battlefield; of them and sorrows we will think no more! Bid my heroes who have overcome the fiery foe put on the victor's anklets, stainless wreath, and girdle's purple folds."

Eight more verses similar to those in the foregoing chapters celebrate the kingly warriors' triumph.

The learned Brāhmans celebrate their victory by offering the yāgam sacrifices.

Verse 163.

"On the land bordered by the sea, on whose borders the surges rise, he who has seen the Vētham's farthest shore, sits an ascetic king.
He, mid the praises of all, lights his sacrificial fires, himself the shining light of men."

§ 10. The Merchants' Vāgai: Practical Life.

This speaks of the sixfold deeds of the merchant king, free from all evil.

Verse 164.

"He ploughs and reaps the harvest; guards the lowing kine; sells piles of precious wares; learns lessons of sacred lore; performs his daily rites with the three fires; scatters his gifts, nor looks for recompense: he is the merchant king." 1

These are the Vaisyās. They are the capitalists, proprietors; and the Vellālar are their servants.

§ 11. The Vellālar-Vāgai: Faithful Toil.

The Çūdras, or fourth caste, are those who cultivate the soil under the direction of the higher castes. Their 'triumph' (Vāgai) is to do the will of their lords.

Verse 165.

"They flourish, in obedience to the three higher ranks; according to the orders of these they act, and refuse no command; they live according to the 'ethic' rules prescribed; they plough the fields, where the beetles hum; they are the life of all that live on the earth."

1 He had a wreath, too, of the Strychnos flower.

Here is a warning to the chief. He must never be tempted, contemplating his own fame and greatness, to treat others contemptuously; but must learn to honour all men.

Verse 166.

"Glorying in thy hosts, like the billows of the sea, despise not thy foes! Those who rightly judge touch not with their hands the fire that smoulders still, 'neath ashes white; but wait till it utterly dies out."

The power of vanquished enemies may yet revive; even in their ashes "live their wonted fires."


Verse 167.

"The sun sheds light and scatters darkness in three worlds, earth, hell, and heaven. The wise man knows three times,—the past, present, and future belong to man. Though sun, and worlds, and times should change and pass, though milk become sour, and light darkness,—the good man's word of truth fails not."


The hero's mother speaks:

Verse 176.

"My father lives in stone, a hero's effigy; my husband fell in battle slain. My brothers died, resisting the foe to the last. When all the host had perished, My son, like a porcupine, pierced by innumerable darts, fell fighting against the foeman's king."

VERSE 177.

"Once in the village courtyard children fitted their arrows to their bows,
to shoot the hares that gathered there. Its heroes now
ward off the strokes of hostile kings, from the mighty breasts
of their own leaders: such is the city now!"

§ 30. Excellence is Victory. The Vāgai of the Good.

VERSE 185.

"They change not as in the sky the changing moon.
Though they obtain wealth brought in ships from over the ocean,
will their excellence change, whose hearts are pure
as the white conch-shell found on that ocean's shore?"

§ 33. Grace in Life and Death. The final Vāgai.

This chapter, concerned with the conqueror's wreath, contains many verses that hardly seem to belong to the subject, and seem to be of later origin; but it ends with the following quatrain, which is meant to teach that there is no real victory but that which overcomes the world. There is an aroma of the Bhagavat Gītā here.

VERSE 188.

"Before the body perishes, that long with many pains
has afflicted us and bound us fast, let us escape from the net,
with many meshes, of the world, which is full of fear and confusion,
and gain the right path! This alone is strength and victory."

Thus ends the eighth chapter; the eight wreaths of the warrior have been sung in order.
PADALAM IX.

ROYALTY.

This chapter, in fifty-one quatrains, is supposed to treat of the duties and glories of the king and kingdom. The *Kurral*, ch. xxxix, contains the substance. It is entirely miscellaneous, and its topics will better be studied in connection with the Purra-nānnūrru (cf. P.N.N., 6).

A few verses illustrating the lives of these old chieftains are interesting. In P.N.N., 239, is given a picture of what to them was a 'perfect life.'

The Paragon.

"He wedded one with armlets decked, one fair to see;  
He put on chaplets in the pleasant flowery park;  
He smeared himself with fragrant sandal paste;  
He slew his foes with all their kindred race;  
He friends extolled and magnified;  
Homage to none he paid as mightier than himself;  
Triumphed o'er none as weaker than himself.  
He ne'er sought aid of others as a suppliant;  
To none that asked did he refuse his aid.  
He shone with glory in the councils of the state;  
He stood a bulwark 'gainst the vanguard of the foe;  
He followed up relentlessly their fleeing host.  
He urged his charger swiftly o'er the plain;  
Round the long course he drove the lofty car;  
He rode aloft on mighty elephant of state;  
He quaffed from golden bowl the sweet palm-wine;  
He made the hearts of minstrels glad with feasts;  
His lucid word made clear the darkest theme:  And thus, all that a man may do he did!  
Take ye the head of this all-glorious one,  
Cut off with sword, or burn, or let it lie  
Where'er you will; his glory is secure."

The king was Nambi Nedum Čeriyan, evidently a king of Madura in very ancient days. He is mentioned nowhere else. The minstrel was *Murrvvalar* ('the laughing one') of *Perejil* (see notes on v. 36), and this is his only remaining song.
The following beautiful verse (P.N.N., 245) is by Ma-Kothai, the Čēran king, on the death of his queen:

"My sorrow swelling knows no bounds, but hath not strength to free me from this loathèd life! I bore her forth to burning ground, where Kalli\(^1\) spreads; there on the fire I saw the fuel heaped; I laid her on her couch of rising flame! The innocent in soul hath died, and left me here! What charm hath life henceforth for me?"

These kings not unfrequently renounced their kingdoms and became ascetics. This is referred to in the two following songs. (P.N.N., 251, 252.)

**The King has renounced his Kingdom and become an Ascetic.**

"We saw erewhile the king within his pictured home weaving gay garlands for the happy mountain maids; but now, upon the mountains in the bambū brake amid the waterfalls, he dwells, and lights his fire with wood\(^2\) the elephants have brought and dries his tangled hair."

"Amid the roaring cataracts he makes his way; his hue is changed; his locks are brown as Tillai buds. He plucks the creepers' sacred flowers.\(^3\) But erst he wove the net of courtly words that took the simple hearts of the fair maidens in his stately palace-home."

The following lyric (P.N.N., 243), which strikes a chord that will vibrate in many hearts, was Tođi-talai Viru-Taṇḍīnār, one of the bards of the ancient Madura College.

"I muse of YOUTH! the tender sadness still returns! In sport I moulded shapes of river sand, plucked flowers to wreathè round the mimic forms: in the cool tank I bathed, hand linked in hand, with little maidens, dancing as they danced!

---

\(^1\) A kind of Euphorbium, abundant in desolate places.

\(^2\) Wild elephants serve the holy ascetic.

\(^3\) The Čūh, a convolvulus, sacred to Čivan. (See Tiruvācaṉam, xix, 36.)
A band of innocents, we knew no guile.  
I plunged beneath th’ o’erspreading myrtle’s shade,  
where trees that wafted fragrance lined the shore;  
thен climbed the branch that overhung the stream,  
while those upon the bank stood wondering;  
I threw the waters round, and headlong plunged,  
dived deep aneath the stream, and rose,  
my hands filled with the sand that lay beneath!  
Such was my youth unlesson’d. ’Tis too sad!  
Those days of youth, ah! whither have they fled?  
I now with trembling hands, grasping my staff,  
panting for breath, gasp few and feeble words.  
And I am worn and OLD!”

[Cf. Nālaṭiyār, ch. ii.]

The young prince to whom this was sung was Perum Čāttanār of Olli-ūr, whose dirge (P.N.N., 242) was sung by Nallāthanār. It is as follows:—

“The youths wear garlands bright no more;  
the damsels gather flowers no more;  
the bard puts wreaths around his lyre no more;  
the songstress gay adorns herself no more!  
Čāttan is dead, who with his mighty spear  
O’ercame and slew great heroes, triumphed so!  
O jasmine, dost thou flourish still in land of Olli-ūr?”

PAḌALAM X, XI, XII.

Miscellaneous.

These three chapters form a kind of appendix, into which much has been thrown that belongs properly to the other great division of Aga-poruṭ. There are, however, a few verses that throw light upon the ancient history of the South. We have seen the warriors crowned with eight different wreaths. There are three flowers worn only by kings.
§ 1. The Palmyra Wreath of the Çēran.

The Çēra king, when he went forth to war, assumed a wreath of the flowers of the palmyra-tree,¹ which flourished most in the lands over which he then held sway.

VERSE 240.

"By the gushing waters of the hill of Kolli,² where the Kānthal³ spreads its leaves like a canopy, the Vānavan⁴ crowns his brows with the cool blue lotus; when he goes forth to war his wreath is the palmyra-flower."

§ 2. The Margosa Wreath of the Pāṇḍiyan. Vēmbu.

The Pāṇḍiyan wears the Margosa⁵ wreath when he goes forth to battle.

VERSE 241.

"The great Vaṅuthi,⁶ the guardian just, the horseman swift, who leads forth a valiant host of stout warriors crowned with Tumbai, when he goes out to fight, with banded chariot dreaded by his foes, crowns himself with the Vēmbu wreath, praised by all."

§ 3. The Ātti⁷ Wreath of the Çōran.

The Ātti is the wreath worn in war by the ‘Çēmbiyans.’

VERSE 242.

"The garland of the king of the land of Kāvēri’s rushing flood, where heroes go forth on elephants, wielding the murderous sword, decked with the jewelled anklets, and brandishing their spears, is the Ātti.”

¹ Borassus flabelliformis.
² A range of hills in the Salem district, belonging to the Çēra kingdom.
³ Gloriosa superba.
⁴ The ‘heavenly’: an epithet of Çēra kings.
⁵ The Nīm, Vēmbu: Melia Azadirachta (Lin.). In Portuguese ‘Amargoeira’ and corrupted into Margosa. See my Nālaṭiyār Lex. (in loc.).
⁶ An epithet of the Pāṇḍiyans = ‘shining’?
⁷ Ātti (Bauhinia racemosa), called also Ar. It is worn by Čīvan.
In Dr. Hultsch's "Epigraphia Indica," vol. iv, Nos. 22, 23, 52, are given three Tamil inscriptions found at Kīl-Muttugūr (இலீவுறுச்சூர்), in North Arcot, of which one records the death of a hero who fell while rescuing some cattle that had been lifted (இலீவுறுச்சூர் பூர்வம் காண்டுவர்). The stone bears the effigy of the hero in relief. Some of these fallen warriors have offerings by their side. So in P.N.N., 232, ascribed to Avvai, it is said:

"Let change of morn and eve for ever cease,
and all my days of earthly life be done! For, ah!
the stone stands there with feathers bright.
Will he accept libations poured—he wont to give
to all that asked—who now receives no gift bestowed?"

There are many songs in P.N.N. bearing upon the same subject, and the photographs we possess of those recovered stones would be the most appropriate illustration of these verses.

In chapter x there are several verses which speak of the honour due to departed heroes. Surviving comrades seek far and wide for a suitable stone to place over the hero's ashes; this stone is brought to the spot with great processions; it is then washed and consecrated; and finally inscribed with the hero's name and exploits.

§ 10. The Setting up of the Stone.

Verse 251.

"While garlands wave, jewels tinkling sound, and fragrant smoke goes up,
they pour forth libations of toddy, crown the stone with peacock feathers, and inscribe it with their hero's name, adding:
'This is the memorial of him who thirsted for the fight,
full of valour, amid the hurling of the spears.'"

In some cases shrines were built, where the departed heroes were honoured. It would appear that while many
widows died with their husbands, this was generally a kind of suicide, and not a formal çati. The çati was, however, frequent, and in the P.N.N. Brähmans are spoken of as striving to hinder it, but in no case as prompting it. The life of the widow as depicted here is one of absolute asceticism, and to escape this many sought death.

We read (P.N.N., 246) of the Suttee (ÇATI), and this is hinted at in many of the verses.

The word Çati (चती) is Sanskrit, and means a virtuous woman; but has been specialized to denote one who burns on the funeral pyre with her deceased husband. There is no word in Tamil equivalent to it, nor is the custom at all consonant to the feelings of the Tamil people. It was purely a Brähmanical idea. Yet there are evidences in the old Tamil poetry that the widow felt herself a poor miserable outcast, and often sought relief in suicide. Many beautiful stanzas give utterance to this feeling. The tenderest affections of the human heart have often been perverted, and in this case the awful scenes of what in English we call the suttee had such an origin. Yet we must believe that in most cases the immolation was purely voluntary on the part of the victim—the result of over-exalted feeling. In the following verse the Brähmans and kindred of the despairing woman had attempted to dissuade her from the sacrifice; she replies to their urgent exhortations:

P.N.N., 246.

"O ye of wisdom full! O ye of wisdom full! Ye bid us not go forth to death; ye would restrain; O ye of wisdom full, but evil is your counsel here! We're not of those content to live forlorn, and feed on bitter herbs, where once they feasted royally. We lie not on rough stones, who slept erewhile on sumptuous couch.

1 The Skt. word Çakti (in Tamil Çatti) is the name of Čīvan's 'energy' (see note 8 to life of Māṇikka Vaṣṭagāra), or bride, Umaī, who is also called Çatti, and hence the words are often confounded.
The pyre's black logs heaped up in burning ground
to you indeed seem terrible; to us,
because our mighty spouse is dead,
the waters of the pleasant lake where spreads
the lotus-flower, and the fierce fires are one!"

The queen supposed to utter these words was called Perum
Gōpendu (= great queen), and her husband was the renowned
Būtha-Pāṇḍiyan of Madura.
In P.N.N., 255, the widow has found her husband's body
amid the slain on the now lonely battlefield:—

"If I should cry aloud for help I fear the tiger.
If I strive to bear him off, my strength fails me to lift his
stalwart form.
May tremblings like my own afflict thee, pitiless death!
Were it not easy for thee to grasp my hand, and lead me
to the shades?"

In P.N.N., 256, she appeals for burial with her lord:—

"O Potter, shaper of the urn!
like the little white lizard that sits
in the garland on the axle of the chariot,
over many a desert plain I've come with him.
Make the funeral urn large enough for me, too,
maker of the urns for the old town's burning-ground!"

In a quatrain (P.N.N., 248) the widow thus utters her
lament:—

"'Tis sad! when we were young, the little white water-lily
as wreath we wore;
but now our spouse, who lived in wealth and power,
is dead, and we drag on our painful days
eating the bitter grain from that same lily flower."

In P.N.N., 249, is a picture of the surviving widow. The
poor widow remembers the time—which seems but yesterday
—when her royal spouse feasted many guests with rich

1 The white water-lily yields a kind of bitter grain, which in times of
mourning is eaten instead of rice.
dainties, and she enumerates especially the various kinds of rare fish taken from the royal ponds, for the banquet which she was wont to arrange; but now,

"The lady pure of heart, of radiant brow,
since HE has gone—entered the heavenly home—
wipes a little spot free from ashes,
and washes it with thickly falling tears!"

She is placing in the burial-ground the offerings of food (Piṇḍam) prescribed for the departed ones.

'The Sepulchral Urn' is the title of a chapter in Dr. Caldwell's "History of Tinnevelly," pp. 279–282. The subject of South Indian sepulchral urns is there discussed as far as the facts were then known. The learned author gives the Tamil word for 'urn' as Tāli. It is so pronounced by rustics in Tinnevelly, but the real word is Tāri ( tářı́). He thinks that these, as found in various parts of the country, are relics possibly of an antiquity higher than the Christian Era; and he states that "No relic, trace, or tradition of such a mode of sepulture has survived to the present day." But in the Purra-nānnūrru (p. 228), and in other places, these urns are mentioned as used in the burial of heroes and kings at a period certainly not earlier than the eighth century A.D.

A lyric addressed to the Çōra king, Kīlli-Valuwan, by Mudavanār of Aiyūr ("the lame bard of Aiyūr"), is as follows:—

"O potter-chief! maker of vessels!
Thou whose furnace sends up thick clouds
of smoke veiling the outspread heavens,
who makest vessels for the wide extended ancient town!
Thou art to be pitied! What toil hath befallen thee!
The descendant of Çōra kings,
whose armies spread themselves to earth's utmost verge,—
whom minstrels praise,—the truly glorious one,—
whose glory shines afar,
as in the heavens the sun with resplendent ray,—

1 It is curious that the title Ko = 'king, chief,' belongs also to potters.
VALAVAN, the great, on the brows
of whose warrior elephants bright banners wave,—
hath gained the world of gods. And so
'Tis thine to shape an urn, so vast
That it shall cover the remains of such an one.
But if thou wouldest mould the needful urn,
the vast earth must be thy wheel,
and mighty Meru sufficeth not for earth to mould its
form!"

The Bishop says that at the time when these urns were
used cremation must have been unknown, and burial the
universal practice; but the two customs have ever existed
side by side. The ancient inhabitants generally buried their
dead, as will be seen by a careful study of Purra-Poru|-
Ve|b|; but Brahm|ical and Caivite usages were found
side by side, from very early times, throughout the
South. It will be seen also by a reference to these
two works (which are a mine of information regarding
the ancient manners and customs of the southern lands),
and from passages scattered through the other Tamil
classics, that when heroes fell in battle they were often
buried on the spot, and their effigies in stone placed over
the grave. The same was often done when kings and other
great men retired into some lonely region (generally specified
as the 'North'), and died there. This is exemplified in the
very touching histories of the king K|perum-c|ran and
his devoted friends Pottiyar and Pi|r. This illustrates
also Kural, ch. lxxviii, 1.

"Ye foes! stand not before my lord! for many a one
Who did my lord withstand now stands in stone!"

Here the learned commentator, Parimelaragar, remarks
that when heroes died on the field of battle, it was the
custom to place their effigies on the spot where they fell.
These heroes often became tutelary divinities, or demons,
and were worshipped with offerings of food and flowers.
In Purra-nānnūrru, song 218, the subject of worthy friendship is beautifully illustrated in connection with this topic. The renowned Kō-perum-çōran, who reigned in Urraiyūr, renounced his kingdom, went ‘to the north’ (the banks of the Ganges?), and died there. His most intimate friends, Pottiyyār and Piçirānthaiyār, who were not his subjects, shared his hermit cell, and all three after death were commemorated by stones placed side by side over their urns. The poet Kaṇṇaganār, visiting the spot, sang as follows:

“Red gold, and coral, pearls, and rare
Gems the mighty mountains bare,—
Remote their homes in sea or mine;—
If once the precious things combine,
And men in costly shapes entwine,
Henceforth in blended beauty one they shine.
So worthy men with worthy side by side
Remain; the worthless with the worthless bide.”

The history of these three, as traced in P.N.N., is the favourite Tamil illustration of faithful friendship. (See Pope’s Kurral, ch. lxxix.) In Nālaḍī also, chs. xxi–xxiv, many exquisite thoughts on friendship are to be found.

We hope to give more of these ballads at another time.
Art. IX.—The Initiative of the Avesta. By the Rev. Professor Mills, D.D.

I have announced as my subject in these introductory lectures the general relation of the Avesta to other systems of theology and philosophy. And I have especially mentioned its interest for Biblical criticism, because a relation, or a supposed relation, between the Avesta and Exilic and post-Exilic books of the Old Testament has been notorious for half a century.

We cannot, however, so well judge of the relation between the Scriptures and the Avesta until we know to some further extent what each of them is in its relation to other creeds; and, as is usual in similar cases, our knowledge as to each grows with our knowledge of the other, the stones on one side of the arch supporting those opposite. We do not yet know the Avesta in all its analogies until we know more of the Bible, and we can hardly be said to be fit to expound the Bible with ultimate opinions, until we can answer conscientiously the question as to how closely it may have been connected with the lore of the Avesta, or with some older system, out of which certain features in both the Avesta and the Exilic scriptures sprang.

If this supposed original faith were the only subject under discussion its examination would be very desirable indeed; how much more worthy of investigation that sister lore of

---

1 This article was read as curtailed on October 20th last, at the Indian Institute in Oxford, as an inaugural to the Professorship of Zend Philology in the University. This lecture was also delivered as curtailed on December 13, 1898, at a meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society.
the Avesta becomes when strong reasons exist which point to an immediate and historical connection.

But in order to approach this part of the entire theme, it is naturally necessary to examine beforehand what it really is as regards those particulars where its connection with other systems becomes of special interest.

I proceed to state the items in a synoptic manner, quite unadorned, pausing only to say that a relation between the Avesta and any other literature may consist in an inherent parallelism without any immediate historical connection; or, again, it may be an analogy which has resulted from an actual external influence; and the first is quite as important as the last, and in some respects more so.

The most striking feature in the lore of the ancient Avesta is the advanced intellectual tone of much of its terminology. We take up the documents which originated, as we believe, in ancient Bactria, or slightly to the northwest of it, and some 700 (?) to 1,200 years B.C. We open the texts, and what do we find in a book originating from such a place and at such a time? The locality had long been settled indeed, but we naturally suppose it to have been rough in its social and political features. At the very beginning of the Gāthas, however, we see expressions which may be fairly said to be technical in a philosophical-religious sense: they are such as "the bodily life and the mental"; and "in thought, in word, and in deed" as the lines for the analyses of character, "the laws by which at the first this world into being entered," etc.

This terminology, if recurring only rarely in these especial forms, is yet of very great exegetical importance, for it controls the exegesis of the Gāthas as to some capital particulars; it shows that we should expect the more subtle and less realistic idea in various places throughout

1 And I would remind the reader that this present writing is merely a popular delineation.
2 It being universally difficult to fix more closely the dates of such documents; compare the differences in opinion as to the age of Homer, of the Rig Veda, etc.
them, whereas we should be in doubt as to the existence of these ideas in very many passages were it not for these remarkable, if somewhat widely separated, occurrences. And they are, of course, important to a history of intellectual development, as showing a capacity to define conceptions in this refined manner at a time prior to other attempts, and in a place and under circumstances amidst which one might least expect to find such a state of things. Where in all the then extant literature of which we have any certain knowledge can such penetrating distinctions be found?

It is generally conceded that Zarathushtra antedated the earliest of the speculative Greeks who philosophised at all on his lines;¹ and if ancient Iran was not as bereft of intellectual culture as we naturally suppose it to have been, the possibility that it was not thus untutored is only shown by this very terminology and the other related characteristics. Here, then, is a hegemony in intellect as to this particular, so far as I can see.

If there were not a mechanical historical priority, so to speak, in the actual dates of the enunciation of these distinctions and all that they implied, then there was indeed a rational priority, if not an actual isolation, in the appearance of such an advanced development as arising out of such apparently unpromising antecedents, and maintaining itself in despite of the still persisting concomitant circumstances. Unless we deny that the Rig Veda is closely related to the Avesta (so that they belong almost together in such a discussion as this), where do we find such a refined system arising out of an unknown abyss, and where in the early Rk itself do we find such astonishing discriminations? Also, the altogether remarkable grouping of those abstract names which afterwards became the Ameshapsends, although loosely traceable in the Rig Veda, is a proof of the advanced development. Imagine a people almost in Middle Asia, whose gods were Benevolence,

---

¹ Putting the death of Heraclitus at 470-478 B.C.
Justice, Government, Devotion, Healthful Weal, and Deathless Long-life;—the words speak for themselves—what a public there must have been in early Iran to make such terms possible. And if these distinctions marked an epoch in the history of thought, how much more do they mark an epoch in the history of religious, or philosophical-religious, thought. Take their chief feature, dualism.

Whether they were anterior, posterior, or contemporaneous with certain parts of the Rig Veda, they show a startling advance upon the state of theological opinion as to this subject which prevails in those richly poetical productions. The mixed elements in the recognized characters of deities have all been sifted out. Nothing at all corresponding either to an Indian Indra or a Greek Hercules (or Zeus for the matter of that) is any longer visible in the Gāthas.

Ahura Mazda is a spiritual God (in the Gāthas) even more bereft of anthropomorphic paganism than the early Jewish Yahveh in some of His manifestations. All conceivable good is gathered and centred in Him (the Good God), Ahura, and all conceivable evil is gathered in Angra Mainyu; a polarity of thought becomes pronounced; and the most marked theological dualism which has ever been formulated presents itself: the Good God could not prevent the evolution of evil characteristics in the beings whom He created, nor could the evil force prevent the evolution of what is good.

Surely this was no trivial phenomenon. It seems to me to have been eminently important and decidedly hardheaded. It gathered up all those elements of dualism which had been recognized in all religions previously, and which have been recognized in other religions ever since. Even our Christianity must acknowledge that the possibility of evil inheres in the possibility of good, it being inconceivable that God Himself could have made a world without it; it is the most commonplace of questions. But no one had at any previous period of time pretended to state its chief condition so bluntly as Zarathushtra. Instead of saying, with a contradiction in terminology, "there is an
Almighty God who was powerless to create a universe without sin," he simply cut the matter short; there was no such being (so he thought) in such a sense almighty that He could have undone the fundamental laws of morals and of anterior logic (in the Hegelian sense). If a supreme God could have avoided the toleration of misery in the existing universe, it is difficult to see how He could have been good if He had not in fact so avoided it.

There was a 'limit' in the very nature of things which made unmixed prosperity an impossibility¹ as well as unalterable holiness. The texts do not go into the details which I have mentioned, but there were two great limited forces, and they are described naturally enough (after the fashion of the time) as personal: "There were two original spirits."²

"Thus are the spirits primeval who as twain by their deeds are famèd;
In thought, in word, and in deed, a better they two and an evil.
Of these let the wise choose aright; choose ye not as the evil-minded!

"Then those spirits, created as first they two came together,
Life and non-life, decreeing how all at the last shall be, ordered;
The worst life, at last, of the wicked, but to the righteous the better mind."

Then cf. Y., xlv, 1:

"Thus forth I announcing speak this life's first two spirits, Of whom the more bounteous thus the evil accosted:
'Never our thoughts, nor creeds, nor understandings; Never our beliefs, nor words, nor yet our actions, Nor can our souls, or faiths, ever be one!"³

¹ It could not be defined and so 'perceived.'
² Cf. Y., xxx, 3.
³ A repudiation par eminence.
The 'mixture' was abhorrent to their keen logic, and the word became later a term of derision. Whether true or false, and as much so if true as if false, the doctrine was important. Somebody had to propose it, and no-one at that period had ever dreamed of stating it so boldly, nor has any analogous suggestion been put in clearer light. But the speculative interest is surpassed by the moral. If we could trust ourselves to a literal translation of the Gāthas, we should be quite astounded at the singular depth of their tone, considering their age, or, we might almost say, without any particular consideration either as to their age or circumstances.

The literal words express almost the enthusiasm of a religious brotherhood, and they have been considered the most marked productions of antiquity in this respect aside from our Semitic scriptures. Those who from want of knowledge care less for them have betrayed their own sense of their extraordinary moral elevation by finding fault with its recurring expression; yet this is exactly that which we should recognise as a priceless quality, even if it were produced at the total sacrifice of rhetorical animation. It is, however, true that this vivacity cannot be given up, and for a curious reason. Strange as it may appear, in one light fortunately and in another unfortunately, we are not always permitted to accept the plain recurring words in their first and obvious sense. If we were we should be well content to accept even a far larger measure of iteration than that which some superficial observers object to in these hymns, for we should have the words 'holiness,' 'benevolence,' 'ruling power,' and 'devotion' recurring at every turn with a resulting effect so remarkable as to recoup us for the surrender of every claim to rhetorical point and life; but unhappily (or happily) we cannot lay claim to the right to render the words always exactly in their natural meaning. Facts show that the clear terms may sometimes be taken in a realistic sense, as referring to persons or to the community, although their literal meaning includes no

1 See the Critical Review, Jan., 1896.
such idea; and it is our ungrateful task to try to break down their supreme morality, gaining therefore more historical detail. We must do all that it is possible for us to do to show that the terms do not always convey an actual meaning which corresponds to their literal force; and just in so far as we can give them an application to the scenes of the contemporaneous experience, just in so far we gain brightness of colour to our picture, while we sacrifice to a corresponding degree the depth of the thought. And we can indeed make out that the composer was at times talking of men when we had thought that he was talking of principles, of the State when we had thought that he was talking of holiness. But our victory is very far from being complete; for believe as we may that he often used the name of a principle, such as the 'good mind,' 'righteousness,' 'devotion,' or 'rule,' to designate certain good men, holy communities, devoted partisans, or government officials, we can yet never get rid of the deep sentiment which pervades the whole; for the good 'men' were only alluded to as constituent members of a sanctified community, dear to Zoroaster as holy church is to a Catholic, and the enthusiasm for a holy race was a passion deep as the Jewish, because it could save the soul.

To illustrate for a moment. If he spoke of holiness and meant by it the church, it was of course only the church as an 'embodied holiness' (which, wonderful to say, was one of his own expressions). If he spoke of the 'good mind' and meant by it the 'good man,' it was because the individual member of a beneficent community was, after all, the only object in which a sane benevolence became real; if he spoke of the 'ruling power' and meant by it (as we indeed often do) the administration, or the army, it was because he viewed authority as the inexorable condition of prosperity, national or individual, spiritual, moral, and material, and because it was only made actual in the executive of his religious nation; and so of the other sometimes personified ideas. After all our iconoclasm these concepts remain what they have been declared to be, and
that is pre-eminent in the history of the moral sense, so far as we know of that history up to their approximately estimated date.

As the embodiment of the great moral ideas in different representative classes or individuals among the community by no means eliminates the moral force from them, neither does their full supranatural personification in sub-gods or archangelic beings extinguish the vitality of the principle, though hypostatisation in my opinion introduces a lower stage.

And as a technical phenomenon, this personification of the main ideas of Zoroastrianism seems also to mark an era in religious mental development, and I might indeed have touched upon it while dwelling upon the speculative interest, but its place is on the whole here, as it involves a strong moral element. Of course, a quasi-personification of similar abstracts appears often in the Rk of the Veda, and we may safely admit (or indeed claim) that wherever the mental habit became set toward the poetical personification of religious principles, an analogous development took place; but where do we find it so clearly defined as in the Avesta? Ahura addresses Asha, the ‘personified holiness of the law,’ and “Asha to Him makes answer.” The saint prays, “O Asha, when shall I see thee?” and the same of the Good Mind. Aramaiti, the ready mind of devoted zeal, is likewise addressed in the vocative, and she is termed Ahura’s daughter, while all the leading four are bidden to listen and to come:

“Ye, the most bounteous Mazda Ahura, and Piety with Him, And Asha the settlement furth’ring, thou Good Mind, and thou the Dominion, Hear ye me, all, and have mercy for all deeds which I do whatsoever.”

In the later Avesta the personification of these powers or attributes becomes quite the predominant usage, issuing in one passage of a truly sublime type, where the souls of the seven ‘Immortals’ are represented as being of the “same
thought and word and deed, seeing each other thinking of good thoughts and words and deeds; having one father and commander, Ahura Mazda."¹ To be sure, a deterioration becomes apparent later on, and it is indeed foreshadowed in the earlier parts of the later Avesta, if not possibly in the Gāthas themselves, but this does not alter the curious interest of the circumstance. The thoughts, words, and deeds of the supreme good God are naturally qualified by adverbs; He speaks with His truth, acts with His benevolence, and rules with His authority; but how interesting it is in the light of technical philosophical history to see this truth, this benevolence, this authority treated as personal subjects subordinate to Him and yet closely related to Him. The fact that this hypostatisation does not totally emasculate the virility of the ideas, I have already asserted on the same authority which supports us in defending their application to the human individual and to functions among the people. If the Zoroastrian felt that Asha, the holiness of the law, was more actual as holiness when he thought of it as alive within a community who were striving to live up to it, with what emotion must he have adored an archangelic Being whom he thought existed, and for the purpose of making his holiest ideals real. Surely it must have helped him to love the law better when he believed that there was a mighty spirit close in the presence of Ahura, whose separate function it was to watch and help on the universe in obeying that law, and who to this end especially furthered its proclamation and confirmed its influence in populations and within the moral sense of individual men. And so of the Benevolence, Government, and Devoted-zeal. All these noble concepts were the thoughts of God, but as such alone they might have been impaired by confusion in their effect upon our limited receptivity, and each might be lost in the other; the Archangels embodying each of them severally kept them apart for us. They remind us at once of the Greek

¹ Yasht, xiii, 83.
logos with the daimones of Plato and the Stoics, and they recall the dynami
<omitted content>
Surely this hypostatization is a feature of signal value.

The personification of mental abstracts appeared in rough Bactria hundreds, or decades at least, of years before an analogous development took place in the most favoured land of the ancient West.

We cannot say that the Ameshaspenta were distinctly termed 'emanations' from the Deity; nor can they be said in more theological terminology to 'proceed' from either a Father or a Son, but that 'truth' with which God speaks 'proceeds' from Him, and when at the next step this truth is called a 'person,' to establish a more obvious means of communication with the Almighty, the resulting ideas constitute something which is indistinguishable in its effect, but not in its motive† from the Platonic, Stoic, and Philonian analoga.

As to the practical virtues in social life, it is hardly necessary to particularize. That justice was urged needs not to be asserted, while vindictive retribution is perhaps too emphatically insisted upon. Benevolence has been already mentioned; either the love of God is expressed or His delighted good wish for us; and it was, of course, to be imitated. Mercy toward enemies cannot be traced, but the Avesta seems to afford the earliest examples of charity to the poor in an organized shape.

"Your rule, what is it? Your riches? how I may be Your own in my actions, Through Righteousness and Thy Good Mind, to nourish Your poor in their sufferings; Foremost of all we declare You, before Demons and demonised men."

Yasna, xxxiv, 9.

† The motive of the Platonic emanation was the impurity of matter which God could not touch without an intermediary, an idea radically opposed to Zoroastrianism.
“Thine is the Kingdom whence to poor and right-living
Thou givest, Lord, better.”

_Yasna_, liii, 8.

And in Vendidad, xxi, which deals in supranatural imagery, we read of a spiritual heavenly home, which seems especially to exist for the purpose of combating diseases; and the idea may have been new to literature.

Among domestic virtues, respect to parents stood high, for the question is asked at Yasna, xlv, 3, “Who hath made dutiful the son to the father?”

The bestowal of significant names came into vogue in a manner which reminds of Puritan England or New England. Pouruchista, ‘the much taught one,’ shows how the generation affected pious training; it reminds us also, of course, of uses which were subsequent to original Zoroastrianism, but which as regards us were still early Orientalism.

The virtues of home life are beautifully touched upon in the bridal song in Yasna, liii,¹ and in correspondence with these moral features in temporal life there was a judgment in store for those who failed in attaining them.

“Thus I’ll conceive thee, bounteous, Ahura Mazda,
As in creation’s birth I foremost saw Thee,
When deeds, most just, rewarding, and words Thou givest
Ill to the evil, pure blessing to the good.
By Thy great virtue in this world’s last change!

In which last changing Thou a spirit bounteous
Comest with Thy Good Mind and Thy Kingdom, Mazda,
By deeds of whom the settlements in Right are furthered
Laws unto these to teach Armaiti striveth,
Laws of Thy holy Realm which none deceives.”

_Yasna_, xliii.

¹ “Let each one the other devotedly cherish; so the home shall be happy.”
"Who e'er to me, be he or man or woman,  
Our tribe's gift gives which Thou as best perceivest,  
Prize for the holy gives with good men's ruling,  
Whom praising You I urge as comrade leading,  
Forth to the Judge's Bridge with all I go."

_Yasna_, xlvi, 10.

So in _Yasna_, xlix, 3—

"These give I safest, Lord, in Thy protection,  
Men living yet, and souls of saints on high;"

and again of the evil—

"Then evil rulers, evil doers, speakers,  
Those believing ill and spirits evil minded,  
With poisoned food the souls to meet are coming,  
In Falsehood's home at last their bodies lie."

And as quite an astonishing fact these rewards and punishments are subjective; the retribution is in the soul's own self; compare _Yasna_, xxxi, 21, where it is said, "This be your world, O ye foul; by your deeds your own souls will bring it."

"Cursed by their souls and selves,  
Their being nature, ever in  
Demon's home their dwelling is."

_Yasna_, xlvi, 11.

And to show the continuity of the doctrine, the external particulars, which, though scattered, were yet so plainly marked in the _Gāthas_, are preserved and restored in the later but still genuine _Avesta_. There lost souls come to meet the condemned man as well with poisoned food and reviling words; pleasing features are, however, first detailed. In a passage which has been greatly admired, the man's own conscience comes to meet his soul under the form of a beatified being. The saint is bewildered, and asks, "Who art thou?"; and she answers, "I am thyself; thy good thoughts and words and deeds." The soul, incredulous, like the one in the Gospels, inquires, "Who hath desired thee
hither with his love?" She answers, "Thou hast called me hither," and she recites his good deeds, one of which is, curiously enough, exactly the same as in St. Matthew: "Thou didst care for the stranger coming from near and from afar." 1

Fancy such expressions occurring in remote Iran some centuries before Christ (if only a few), and, as proved from the passages cited, evidently repeating details which had been formulated still earlier! The matter is more fully traced out in the Vendidad, 2 where the evil are dragged to Hell, and where Vohu Manah, the Archangel of Benevolence, arises like Christ from his golden throne to meet the saved man, who passes on to endless bliss. We may have had adumbrations of the like, as I suppose, in other ancient religious systems, but to no degree like this; it was a realistic picture frescoed upon the religious imagination.

Whether it was (together with other highly coloured delineations as to resurrection, etc.; see below) the original of Daniel's Judgment scene, depicted in what might be called a Jewish-Persian book, or whether they both proceeded from an earlier original, are propositions which can never be definitively proved nor refuted.

The golden thrones of the Ameshapsentas recall the thrones of the apostles in the Apocalypse, and in view of the 'consummation' the saints strive with holy emulation to bring on Frashakard, which was the 'restitution of' all things. 3

Those features in eschatology which have less of the moral point in them are also represented, and perhaps in a manner even more advanced than they are in the New Testament; the righteous dead arise, and enter upon a life

1 "When saw I thee a stranger," etc., the soul asks; and the answer is, "Inasmuch as ye did it," etc.—Matt., xxi, 38, 40.

2 Fargard, xix.

3 "Yea, may be like those who bring on this world's perfection,
As the Ahuras of the Lord bearing gifts with Asha's grace,
For there are our thoughts abiding where wisdom dwells in her home."

Yana, xxx, 9.
unaging, without disease, deformity, death, or the evil passions; they eat imperishable food, etc.¹

A question in ethnology of the utmost moment presses itself upon our attention. No one doubts, as I suppose, that the Indian Aryans, the people who spoke early Sanskrit, once lived with the people who spoke Zend, for the Aryans went down into India through territory named in the Avesta, or reported by the Greeks, as being deeply coloured with Zoroastrian associations.

It is indeed safest to suppose that the people who worshipped God under the old name of Daevas, and who are so prominent in an evil sense in the Avesta, were only the lingering remnant of the tribesmen whose vanguard had already long since gone south.² If they were, indeed, no more than a last shred of them, yet the conjunction of circumstances is of rare interest. It is seldom that we see two distinguished ancient peoples, later separated by hundreds of miles, in close connection, even if one of them is but a feeble residue; yet it is undoubted, while a possibility comes into view which might be almost regarded as of overpowering moment in such questions. Were these Daeva-worshippers who were so fiercely fought in the Gāthas not a forgotten shred of a people, the masses of whom had long previously migrated to India?; but were they actually the vanguard of those masses themselves, whose descendants only afterwards reached the Indus, and became the Aryan Hindoos, so that they were not merely their distant cousins lingering at a later day in the north?

Their gods were largely the same as those in the Avesta, with the peculiarity that some of the chief ones among them have exchanged their characteristics, being devils in one lore and deities in the other; the languages also in which these details were written were closely cognate. The question arises—were, then, those tribes on the frontier of Iran when the Gāthas were first sung, against whom the

¹ Yasht, xix, 89, and elsewhere.
² Centuries earlier. That they were closely connected by ties of kindred with these early emigrants is absolutely certain.
bloody border wars, which are everywhere so apparent in
the Avesta, were directed, actually the fathers of the future
Indians?

If they were—and no one can say that they certainly were
not—we have in the Avesta documents of such importance for
ethnology that it is impossible to exaggerate their value in
this connection to attest a profoundly impressive episode
in the history of races; and the possibility of the fact must
for ever hang over the subject.

To proceed: apart from ethnology itself, we have an actual
history in the Gāthas. If my venerated friend Prof. Oppert
could give as a title to an exposition of one of the columns of
the Behistun Inscriptions "The People and the Language of
the Medes," how much more appropriately might something
like that be the title of the Gāthas, with 'Iranians' for
'Medes'! They are as personal as the Psalms, if not, indeed,
more so; everything being 'I' and 'Thou,' and the figures of
the four chiefs stand out in bold relief. They exhort and
pray; now furious at the Daevas-men and anxious over
their progress, now in suspense before the encounters, now
heart-broken at defeat or jubilant in victory; while all
ends in a political marriage fragment of a characteristic
description. I can only repeat what I have said before:¹
in the Gāthas all is sober and real. Grehma and Bendva,
the Karpans, the Kavis, the Usiks are no mythical monsters;
no dragon threatens the settlements, and no fabulous
beings defend them. Zarathushtra, Jamasp, Frashaoshta,
Maidyōmah, the Spitamas, the Hvogvas, the Haechataspas
are as real as any other characters in history, and they are
mentioned with a simplicity which is as unconscious. Except
a possible claim to inspiration there are no miracles; all
the action is made up of the exertions and passions of living
and suffering men. Let the Zendist study the Gāthas well,
and then let him turn to the Yashts and the Vendīdād; he
will go from the land of reality to the land of fable.
He leaves in one a toiling prophet to meet in the other
a phantastic demigod.¹

¹ See SBE., xxx, Introd., p. xxvi.
There are few documents extant which afford indirectly a more genuine portrayal of events. While all annals which make so-called historical assertions are liable to the strongest suspicion (one might almost say that they by their very affirmations make a supposed fact more improbable at once), indications which are both indirect and unconscious are, on the contrary, the sole source of sound conclusions as to the reality of supposed past events.

We know from the Gāthas that a little nation in mid-Asia were impassioned in their religious convictions, and as refined as the Greeks in their modes of religious thought; that they possessed an organization which aimed at the regulation of agricultural and other forms of industrial civil life; that they were of our Aryan blood; that they were closely related to the Indian Aryans; that they struggled through border wars with tribes whom they deemed half pagan; that they ultimately founded a branch at least of the great Medo-Persian nation, and spread their religion over vast territories among millions of inhabitants through successive generations; and the most memorable figure among them bore the name of Zarathushtra.

Data in the history of politics are involved in this, and we have in the Gāthas, I believe, for the first time in the Aryan world, a union of Church and State. A contribution to the history of logic is involved in what has been already said at the outset. A history of rhetoric, if one existed, would gain a memorable particular. That such a state of mental culture should have prevailed as could make possible such expressions as "This ask I Thee; aright, Ahura, tell me," is truly astonishing when we clearly see that they were used with no slightest approach to a foolish belief that God would either physically hear or vocally answer.

"This ask I Thee, aright, Ahura, tell me:
Who ever earth and sky from falling guarded;
Who hath save Thee brought forth forests and rivers;
Who with the winds hath yoked storm-clouds to racers;
Who of the good man's grace ever was source?"
This ask I Thee; aright, Ahura, tell me:
Who with skilled hand the lights made, who the darkness;
Who with wise deed hath giv'n sleep, or our waking;
Who hath auroras spread, noontides and midnights,
Warning discerning man, duty's true guides?"  

It might have been written yesterday. It is simply certain that the interrogatives are those of rhetoric, though this seems incredible for the period. The uses of such terms as 'son of Ahura,' 'daughter of Ahura' were more to be expected.

Coming to more technical matter, we have an almost equally interesting item in the matter of metre. I fear we hardly realise the very exceptional nature of this circumstance. The metres of the Rig Veda have been sacred and studied for (say) at least two thousand years; some of them are mentioned in the Veda itself, but one of the oldest and most valued of them was found in the Zend Avesta some forty years ago.  

Zend philology has the reputation of being the most difficult of Oriental subjects in an Aryan tongue, as it requires a serious knowledge of several ancient languages. The Pahlavi in which the ancient native commentaries are chiefly written is the most inscrutable of all characters which have been preserved in manuscripts. The Sanskrit of the Yasna translation is also of a peculiar cast, disturbed in the sequence of its words by the fact that it is a rendering of a rendering, while the Parsi-Persian is as irregular as it is indispensable. No man living has ever yet sounded these ancient expositions to their depths in all parts of their extent, though Spiegel has given us enormous help.  

---

1 Yasna, xlii, 3 et seq.
2 Some of the most precious parts of the Gāthas are written in triaḥtup, and others in triaḥtup with the simple addition of a line.
3 Since Spiegel's pioneer attempt no second edition of the Pahlavi translation of the Yasna has appeared outside of the Gāthas. Spiegel did the great foundation work here as from the beginning, but most valuable as his contribution was, having been based upon a single manuscript, it was as of course just in so far limited as a means of permanent assistance, and it is now well-nigh half a century old. So also his very valuable text and partial rendering of Neryōsang; it is now, of course, to some degree antiquated, while the exceedingly precious
Very few indeed have ever made the shadow of an attempt to explore these regions, and from among the excessively small number of scholars who pretend to be independent experts some of the most prominent have advanced to the highest enterprises of Zend philology with the open statement that they have left these original translations unmastered.

But lest I should be misunderstood, let me hasten to say that the lore of the Avesta is by no means alone as to this particular.

As a simple matter of fact, the human family has not been in a position in which it has been able to support a sufficiently large class of persons fitted and willing to grapple with these nearly endless and too often thankless tasks, and the report which those who have sacrificed themselves sometimes bring in is enough to repel many who might otherwise be both competent and ready. But we must not despair. Slowly and little by little the pioneers are clearing the forests, and the miners are extracting the ore; while the very mass of the work still left undone offers an opportunity to enterprising minds, and enough has been discovered to whet the flagging appetite. We need first of all a thoroughly critical edition and explanation of the Asiatic commentaries, and we need translations made only after they have been thoroughly studied.

And here I suppose that it is proper for me on this occasion to give some general idea of the plan of my own

Parsi-Persian rendering, often the key to the Pahlavi, has not been at all reproduced, except in the Five Zarathushtrian Gāthas. Nor does any full and modern explanation of the Pahlavi of the Vendidad exist, while partial translations are often silent when we wish them most to speak; and so of the Parsi-Persian version of the Vendidad. Justi's masterly dictionary, of which Roth could write as the "musterhaft eingerichtetes zweckmässiges Handbuch," is, of course, now to some degree too old; it was published in 1863, and needs to be supplemented by the labours of scholars who understand all parts of their business. This is only a part of what needs to be done on the texts of the Avesta itself, not to speak of the Pahlavi literature.

1 Who can name more than a very few units?
2 Writing to others to decipher their texts for them, and, as too often in similar cases, with difficulty forgiving their benefactors for doing them the favour.
3 Let it be kindly remembered on what occasion this paper was first read.
well-meant labours, and of those which I propose for my pupils. Spiegel's bahnbrechend texts, translations, and commentaries were, indeed, a foundation on which any man might be proud to build, though criticised by men who did not know the chief alphabet involved. But my objects were different in kind: Spiegel's work was necessarily spread over an enormous territory; my object was to take a single field and explain every part of it in all its details. So vast had been the lack of labour since Spiegel's main works in this respect, that editors and translators had been, and have been even till to-day, forced to furnish provisional editions and renderings which must for ever bear the mark of limited preparation.

I saw, as others did, the astounding gap many years ago. The particular work, as attempted in the only manner in which it ought to have been attempted, had at that date been attempted by nobody living, and nobody was willing to undertake it. It being left wholly unattended to in the manner desired, I set out as an autodact to do what I could toward an exhaustive rendering of the Gāthas, with the Asiatic commentaries edited with the collation of all the MSS., and interpreted by that well-nigh endless translation and re-translation which their peculiar circumstances required.1

1 See the "Five Zarathushtrian Gāthas," Introduction, p. xiv et seq. I am far from underrating the very useful suggestions which have been made by the pupils of Roth (for I am of their number). On the contrary, that very great interpreter did an inestimable service (strange to say) in attempting to read the Gāthas (at first only) with a practical disregard of the Asiatic commentaries, even being, as he told me more than once, without "any experience" of their chief language (later, however, even writing upon it, in Z.D.M.G.; Zend was with him, let it be remembered, only a secondary study). It was an indispensable service for some scholar of supreme authority to read the Gāthas as pure Sanskrit (so to speak), giving us all the courage to say that the Pahlavi commentaries are by no means slavishly to be followed, and great is my own personal indebtedness to him. I understood from him that Haug was his pupil also on the Zend; and at the date of Haug's great work on the Gāthas he, too, evidently had no knowledge of the Pahlavi language, affording, nevertheless, the most valuable preliminary results; but such provisional and tentative expositions should be followed by others attempted only with a mind prepared by exhausting the materials. (I need hardly remind many of my readers that Haug became later a high authority on Pahlavi, giving us discoveries and hints of inestimable value. Roth also, as I have said, later conceded its importance.)
The Initiative of the Avesta.

It was for this reason that Professor Darmesteter so urgently requested me to take his place in writing the then still needed translation of the Yasna (which contains the Gāthas) in the thirty-first volume of the "Sacred Books of the East."

1 "In the hope of a favourable answer." The remaining parts of this note are in answer to erroneous statements which are carelessly contradictory to my own printed remarks (see below); these errors have also been given a wide circulation in a publication of an importance of its kind second to none. I gladly take this opportunity to correct them.

In the preface to the thirty-first volume of the "Sacred Books of the East," p. 5, I had said: "My work on the Gāthas had been for some time in the hands of Professor Darmesteter's". He requested me as a friend to write the still needed volume of the translation. Although deeply appreciating the undesirableness of following one whose scholarship is only surpassed by his genius, I found myself unable to refuse." Yet there appeared so long afterward as 1895 actually in the Annuaire of the University of Paris the extraordinary remark—"Avec cet oubli de soi (!) qui caractérise le vrai mérite . . . . il ceda à M. Mills l'honneur d'achever la publication," and distinctively gave the impression in some other words that I suggested (!) the arrangement. The exclamation points are my own. This very singular version of the facts lingers in Paris to contradict me till this day.

The renderings afterwards published in my Gāthas (let me repeat once for all) were in Professor Darmesteter's possession in an unfinished condition, though provisionally printed, and he wrote pointedly asking me to repeat them in the book which he was urging me to write as his continuator: "Vous n'avez qu'à détacher de votre travail (the Gāthas) la traduction rhythmique avec quelques notes explicatives et le mot-à-mot [Latin] quand vous en écartez trop. Cela vous prendrait infiniment peu de temps, puisque de travail est déjà fait . . . dans l'espoir d'une réponse favorable." (Nov. 5, 1883, some sixteen years ago.) I was also so fortunate as to be of service to other distinguished persons; and a somewhat similar occurrence forces me to allude to it to explain to students of Zend who may be using certain books and may wonder why they do not see my name in them. This time it was gentlemen on the other side of the Rhine whom I was able to help. But, unlike my great colleague, these beneficiaries, to whom I had extended assistance immeasurably greater than acts of decipherment, resorted to the strange policy of total silence, combining together to omit all mention of my name in some books bearing on this subject (a course which is considered among scholars one of the most aggravating forms of indignity which it is possible to devise). Darmesteter could speak in noble terms of thankfulness with Pischel and Justi, and that not in private communications but in leading publications: see the Gött. gelehr. Anz. of May 13, 1893; Revue Critique of Sept. 18, 1893; Z.D.M.G., July, 1896; etc., etc.

But what will an honourable public say of professed old friends, who had received the closest form of personal teaching by long previously advanced copies of an unpublished pioneer work, put often at their own request gratuitously into their hands, and then combining to boycott the scholar who had taught them their rudiments? And this is the explanation of a fact noticed so curious by a very distinguished friend of all Zendists in the London Daily Telegraph of August 10, 1894.

Fortunately the circumstance has been as harmless as it was contemptible. My sole offence, I need hardly say, consisted in the original treatment of things hitherto unattempted, and the very strong expressions of recognition which followed them. Though I was warned by Darmesteter of the fate of all pioneers, and though the actual result has been favourable beyond measure, yet one cannot forget the sting of a degraded ingratitude.
And if life be spared I must continue on with precisely this same plan so long since adopted, and produce an exhaustive treatment of the rest of the Avesta. As Professor Pischel was so kind as to say, my procedure (after a work of 650 pages) includes a dictionary. A large fraction of this is at this moment in type, and I hope soon to offer the University a first section of it, to be followed by others without interruption, save such as may temporarily take place from the pressure of inevitable duties. Side by side with this effort I hope to progress with a preliminary treatment of the Pahlavi Sanskrit and Persian texts of other parts of the Yasna and Vendidad on the plan mentioned. I should also report that I seem to have secured a serious adhesion in reference to some reforming suggestions as to the decipherment of the Zend alphabet itself as distinguished from that of the Pahlavi. A somewhat full article which appeared in the last (October) Heft of the Zeitschrift of the German Oriental Society engaged the acquiescent sympathy of certain distinguished scholars who saw it in manuscript before its publication, and this I regard as important in view of the new matter suggested.

If but one-half of what specialists report as to the elements of interest involved in the study of it be in fact the truth, many who have no time to enter into the professional details of this laborious speciality will greatly desire to acquire a general view of it based upon the solid results already attained. For the benefit of such persons let me say what indeed will seem to them somewhat unaccountable: it is that the extraordinary difficulties of the Gathas have reference largely to technical detail. Just that which makes them most difficult to advanced experts, viz., their sparse expression, makes them to a certain degree all the more accessible to one who values them chiefly for

---

1 Mills' "Werk, das ergebniss langjahriger Muehe und entsagungsvoller Arbeit, vereinigt bis auf ein Wörterbuch das in Aussicht gestellt wird, alles was für die Erklärung der Gathas nothwendig ist . . . Immer wird es die Grundlage bilden auf der sich Vede weitere Forschung aufbauen muss. Mills hat mit ihm der Avesta forschung einen hervorragenden Dienst geleistet." — Professor Pischel, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft (Heft ii, 1896).
their high moral tone. Incredible as it may appear to a novice, some of the most difficult strophes in the Gāthas (that is to say, some of the most difficult to those who exact an absolute certainty as to the precise literary point of the detailed sentences) are made up of words of the simplest description, so that the translation of the actual terms of the greater part of the strophes into the cognate Sanskrit possesses no difficulty at all;¹ and even word-for-word imitations in Latin can often vary from each other only in the choice of synonyms. An acquisition of a knowledge of the consecutive terms is, with the exception of inscrutable forms here and there, by no means a very intricate undertaking, and these literal terms convey what Biblical students most admire, viz., the depth of the moral sentiment and the height of its fervour. We might even leave all the more difficult words untranslated, indicating the spaces which their rendering would occupy by blanks, and very much of great importance would be left; indeed, it would not be too much to say that the most of what we value them for would still be preserved. One reason for this state of things has been already stated: great difficulties may occur on a part of a strophe which bears on ideas of a secondary or qualifying importance (to the general theme). But these differences in opinion as to exegesis are also robbed of their fatal severity by that cause to which I have already alluded, but which I will now state again in a new form, and draw from it a vitally important conclusion. It was this, as expanded (see above on p. 277): one of two, three, or even four slightly or flagrantly differing renderings, as is usual in similar cases, may be the correct one; but, what is seldom indeed the case, not one of the two, three, or four varying views, grossly as they may differ, can possibly avoid expressing what we most value in our researches.

If the 'good mind' when meaning the 'good man' has that sense only with a full inclusion of all that the good

¹ See Roth's "Festgrüss," p. 192.
mind meant in the Gāthas (see above)—if Asha never meant the 'church' in them without a solemn reference to the 'law' which the church embodied, etc. (see above on page 277)—why, then, the terminology absolutely shuts out the purely commonplace sense (almost, if not quite, totally) everywhere, and it shuts in the expression of moral and religious depth.  

I am the first Professor who has taught on Zend philology in Oxford since Thomas Hyde expounded such parts of it as had been then discovered in the year 1700. That the subject should have been so long neglected is, indeed, to be regretted; and it is to be hoped that we may pursue it now with vigour.

As is implied in what I have already said, the first duty of an accredited specialist on such a subject is to contribute toward its completion as a legitimate branch of science, and this can only be done by printed books.

Knowledge which is locked up in a single memory has but a precarious tenure; and becomes also exaggerated in public estimation. It must, moreover, perish with the life of its possessor. Every specialist on such a subject as Zend philology is, or should be, well-nigh overwhelmed with labour, all of which must ultimately come to press. I offer, of course, no exception to this rule, and I cheerfully give the rest of my life under the providence of God to this duty.

I will close by citing the remark of a respected writer in the Critical Review of January, 1896: "The Gāthas, or

1 Surely to many of us it is (for instance) of inferior importance whether a sentence means 'finding the way to God' or 'finding His throne'; the 'way' must lead to the 'throne,' and 'the throne' is found by 'the way'; and yet this uncertainty occurs in a passage of the utmost difficulty, where a positive decision is almost impossible.

2 It was in this year that he published his "Historia Religionis Veterum Persarum." He was one of the most distinguished Orientalists of his time (born 1636, came to Oxford 1658, made Reader of Hebrew 1659, Keeper of the Bodleian in the same year, in 1666 was appointed Librarian-in-chief, 1673 Archdeacon of Gloucester, 1691 Laudian Professor of Arabic, 1697 Regius Professor of Hebrew, Eastern interpreter at the Court under Charles II, James II, and William III, died in Oxford 1703).
Hymns, of Zoroaster are by far the most precious relic which we possess of Oriental religion; the only sacred literature which in dignity, profoundness, in purity of thought, and absolute freedom from unworthy conceptions of the divine, could ever for a moment be compared with the Hebrew scriptures."

By way of explanation, I may be permitted to say that having been for some time engaged on an inquiry into the history of the various kinds of Indian landlord tenure,¹ not as a matter of theory, but on the basis of local facts, it became necessary to consider the origin and distribution of the tribes or clans to which the landlord classes most commonly belong. A number of notes were thus accumulated; and I thought it might be useful to put them together, much more in the hope of receiving correction, and of thus gaining information, than with the design of imparting it. It at once appears, as regards Northern India, that of the superior proprietor class when ‘Hindu,’ or at least originally Hindu, a large proportion belongs to the tribes known as ‘Rajput.’ Some of the higher families, however, now resent being so designated, and call themselves ‘Kshatriya.’² The latter name, again, is usually understood to have reference to the military and ruling caste of ancient times,

¹ Which I hope eventually to publish in continuation of my study of the Indian village communities and their tenures.
² Or in the spoken form Chatri. This, in fact, is the equivalent of ‘Kshatriya,’ and not the word Khatri, which is also in use but indicates quite another caste. The latter has no real connection with the old military order, though sometimes attempts are made to assert such a connection. The objection to be called ‘Rajput’ is quite modern, the reason being that ‘Rajput’ now applies to a large group of caste-men who have become agricultural, and have even taken to cultivating with their own hands (saving only the touch of the plough—not that!). The higher families therefore desire some distinguishing name, and naturally assert that of the twice-born caste of old. Yet when the name Rajput was first used, it certainly was in a laudatory sense, meaning the royal or ruling race.
and to have been comprised in two great groups known as 'Solar' and 'Lunar' respectively. It was almost inevitable to inquire whether anything could be ascertained about the (probable) real birthplace and connection of the so-called 'Rājput' races. So much is clear, that the names of the various clans and septa are not names which occur in any early literature; and they can but rarely be connected, even by any tradition that will stand the slightest analysis, with the Kṣatriya races of the Mahābhārata and Purāṇas. The term 'Rājput' seems rather to have been invented expressly to meet the case of conquering or ruling clans and houses whose origin did not, in general, enable them to be linked with the established 'Solar' or 'Lunar' genealogies.

I am informed that the term 'rāja-putra' often occurs in Sanskrit literature in the sense of 'prince' or 'king's son,' but is not used as the designation of a caste or tribe before the eleventh century. The question, however, deserves further investigation. The term certainly is much connected with the idea of the "thirty-six royal houses," and the latter seems to have originated with the mediaeval bards. Some of the largest Rājput clans are professedly not connected with the Solar and Lunar races. When such a connection is asserted, it is rarely due to any other cause than to the natural desire of bards and genealogists to find an 'orthodox' origin for their princes whose clan had become famous in the land and whose dignity was acknowledged. In most cases, customs, history, and birthplace are all against such an origin. But here I refer to a connection with the earlier races of the most familiar centre—the Ganges Valley and the old states of Indraprastha, Kāśi, and Magadha, or the 'Solar' kingdom of Ayodhya. For there is a more tangible connection, in some cases, with the Aryan stock, in the fact that some Rājputs are derived from, or mixed up with, the great YĀDĀVA tribe or group of tribes. Now since uniform tradition represents Yadu (the ancestor) as a brother of Pura, the progenitor of the 'Lunar' tribes
(their common father being Yayāti), it follows that the Yādavas are, in a sense, 'Lunar.' But it is noteworthy that with Yayāti (or perhaps with his father, Nahuṣa) all knowledge of ancestry ceases, and the earlier names in the table are of mythical persons—the moon, the earth, the planet Mercury (Budha), etc. I shall therefore take the liberty of confining the term 'Lunar' to the Ganges Valley group—the reputed descendants of Puru, and better known as the Kuru-Paṇcāla families. To make 'Lunar' apply to both, would be to render undistinguishable two totally distinct groups. For, assuming the entry of the Aryan confederate tribes at the north-west corner of India, all literature and tradition point to a wide and early separation between the Yādava tribes who took the Indus Valley line, and the other tribes who went eastward—crossing the Panjāb and gradually occupying the whole of the Ganges plain as far as the sea. These two groups I shall distinguish as the 'Western' and 'Eastern' (or Ganges Valley) Aryans. Once separated, they always remained apart; distinct in dialect, social character, and, for a long time, in religion. They were Separated in the north by the intervening Panjāb plains, and in the south by the line of the Narbada and the Vindhyān Hills. The two groups were only brought in contact in after times (1) by the curious formation and movement (vid the Chambal Valley) of the Śūrasena branch, of whom came Krishna,¹ who entered into an alliance with the Pāṇḍava; and (2) by the vague contact of the Haihaya king Sahasra-arjuna with the (Brahman) Bhṛgu tribe (Parasurāma), and, some generations later, of the Tālajāṅgha branch of the same with a king of Ikšwāku descent. Owing to the peculiarity of the Sun-worshipping or Solar tribes, there is a thread of connection in that line, which, however, does not necessarily attach to the (Brahmanic) Solar group of Oudh. I take the opportunity of noting that I keep the 'Solar' history entirely distinct, putting what has to be said about it in a separate section.

¹ I permit myself to use the familiar form, for simplicity of printing, instead of the more accurate Krśṇa.
Notwithstanding that the Rājputs are largely foreign and post-Aryan, it is impossible to deal with their history without considering the general facts about the 'Lunar' and 'Solar' genealogies. In doing this, literary and traditional statements have been taken as they stand, and for what they are worth; their continuity, and even probability, are sometimes attested by coins and inscriptions. It is, of course, open to anyone to attribute them all to fancy, or to explain them allegorically. On the other hand, among a people so retentive of genealogical reminiscences—as far as human or natural progenitors are concerned—it seems to me unlikely that the lists of kings and their forefathers are wholly imaginary. It is quite possible that a genealogy may be genuine up to a certain point, and that where further knowledge failed recourse was had to mythical or supernatural ancestors; the whole is not thereby rendered suspicious. Moreover, different genealogies may contain variations, whether by change or addition. These very variations tend to show that there is a real history. Whether this is so or not, it is worth while seeing whether the literary references, traditions, and 'gotrāchāryas' really do assert or imply.

It is not beyond the memory of living persons that the generally received opinion regarding the Śāetrāguḍa race represented the Sanskrit-speaking Aryans as forming the chief, if not the only, important element in the population of all ranks throughout India. The Aryans, so it was believed, in the course of their general advance into India, met with some barbarous, snub-nosed, black tribes of little importance; these they put to flight, driving them to refuge, either in the outer Himalayan ranges in the north, or to the Vindhyā Hills of the centre, or to places still further south. Aryans then filled the land, as far as it was adapted for immediate occupation. They it was who

1 Moreover, where some mythic story is introduced, impossible to connect with real persons, it is very likely to be an allegorical way of representing some real occurrence, which could not be explained.

2 Excluding, that is, the originally Moslem tribes and those non-Aryans who are conventionally called 'aboriginal.'
introduced agriculture, and practised it in ‘village communities’ by their Vaiśya caste, aided by the Śūdra or servile, fourth, caste; and the whole country was ruled over by Kshatriya kings, with the help of Brahman councillors. The Brahmanic caste and religion were assumed as everywhere dominant. Little attention was paid to the indications that there were other tribes of importance who appear to have entered India about the same time as the Aryans, or perhaps before them; and that these were not always disposed to yield submission to the Brahmanic yoke. Little attention also was paid to the subsequent irruptions, or to the great changes that must have taken place locally, when successions of Śaka, Kuśan, Gurjara, and Hūna tribes came to India. Nor was allowance made for the important influence of some of these tribes, whose language must have already had affinities with the Sanskrit, and to which we owe the Pāli element in language and the Kharoṣṭhī character. These Northern races sooner or later abandoned their original worship of the Sun and the Serpent (or both?) and adopted Jainism, or, still more widely, Buddhism. The great body of Jain or Buddhist tribes were not converts (or perverts) from orthodox Brahmanism, in whatever stage of development. I am not aware of any evidence of wholesale conversions (I do not say individual cases) of tribes from Brahmanism to Jainism or Buddhism. Rather those separate faiths were adopted by clans who were either far removed from contact with Brahmanical developments, or who never accepted them until long after Epic and Puranic history closes.

In the absence of such corrective considerations, the Brahmanic stories reported undiscriminately by Tod and others were accepted; and it was taken, as a matter demanding no further inquiry, that the ‘Rājputs’ were of ‘Solar’ or ‘Lunar’ origin, as the case might be; and that, in fact, they continued, unbroken, the line of the old military caste. This general acquiescence in a prominently Aryan, Brahmanic, or ‘Sanskrit’ origin for everything was, however, not unnatural, seeing that, as a fact, ‘Hindu’
dialects, as well as caste and religious observances, have
spread widely and coloured the greater part of Indian social
life to a surprising extent, although the result was reached
in a way other than that commonly supposed. And to this
day we are perhaps too much inclined to 'Sanskritize'
everything.¹

If we look to the actual extension of Aryan speech, and
note the regions where Sanskrit is substantially the basis of
popular language, both north of the Narbada and in the
west and centre of India, it is evident that Aryan influence
must have had its source partly in the actual early settle-
ment of Aryan clans and partly in later changes effected by
Brahmanic missionaries. If we imagine a map of India,
coloured red where Aryan speech mostly prevails and blue
where the Dravidian and Kolarian, etc., were but slightly
affected; and if we draw a double line across the continent,
following the double line of the Vindhyān ranges, north and
south of the Narbada, we observe that the country north of
the upper line is red, and most purely so in the Madhyadeśa
or central region of the Ganges. In the further regions
of the south the blue would be almost unchanged, since
the Telugu, Tamil, and other local languages have only
received additions from the Sanskrit, but the basis of

¹ In a quite recent authority I have seen it objected that the Huṇa must be
referred, not to the Huns of the fifth century, but to some other 'Kṣatriya'
race, because they appear in a text of Manu or in the Purāṇa, etc. But is
there sufficient reason to believe that these texts, whether by origin or later
recension, are earlier than the first few centuries of our era? So, too, when
strange names in Hebrew appear for articles of commerce imported by King
Solomon (1000 B.C.) from India, we immediately set about discovering
Sanskrit origins for the words. What Sanskrit-speaking people had by
that time so prevailed as to have made their speech the common language
of commerce on the West Coast of India? What possible Sanskrit name (to
take a single example) could there be for 'sandalwood,' when the tree does not
grow in or near any country in which a Sanskrit-speaking people had established
themselves? Māisur, the home of Santalum album, was not an Aryan country,
and only became 'Hinduized' at a late date, when it acquired a Brahmanic
dynasty. As a matter of fact we find the old Dravidian name of the product
adopted into Sanskrit (as well as into every Indian dialect and even into
Burmese) when the wood became an article of commerce throughout India.
I do not say that the 'almug' or 'algum' of Scripture can be directly traced
to a Dravidian name, as most of the other words can. We must make allowance
also for the uncertainty of the kind of wood intended, and for the possibility of
a name being transmuted (or substituted) by trading intermediaries from the
coast of Arabia or Africa. But certainly there is no Sanskrit original.
the language is not Sanskritic. But the upper part of the country below the lower line would be less easily distinguished. A sharp division as to colour would not be possible. The Narbada Valley itself would be chiefly red. As to the country beyond it, at the western end an extensive and well-marked suffusion of red would cover Gujarât, the Western Dakhan, and the Upper West Coast; at the eastern end, a smaller suffusion would cover (but not entirely) Orissa. At the eastern end, too, of the Vindhyan hill country there would be some Aryan element, owing to intercourse between Bâghelkhand and the region of Magadha beyond; while in the middle the present much 'Hinduized' dialect of the Central Provinces is due to later events.¹

But it is not enough merely to distinguish areas in which the speech was more or less affected by a dominant Sanskritic element. The subject is one regarding which I have no pretensions to be able to speak; but so much seems correct to say, that within the large area coloured red on our imaginary map, the Sanskrit grammarians (I believe not before the fifth century) distinguish three principal variations—which were doubtless intended, each, to include several subordinate varieties. The western area was characterized by the Mahârâstrî, the central by the Śûrasenî, while Upper India had an eastern portion distinguished by the Magadhî. This is exclusive of the Southern dialects, which cannot properly be treated as 'Prakrits,' though naturally they were so imagined by Brahman writers. It may be reasonably supposed that these writers, living perhaps near Ujjain or Kanauj or some other orthodox centre, regarded the general Aryanized speech of Central Upper India or Madhyadeśa, as the standard; so that the three named are the prominent variants from that standard. These authors were perhaps too centrally situated to know of the ancient Aryan element in distant Kâśmîr, or of the

¹ See Gazetteer Cent. Prov., Introd., p. cxvii. It was not till after the reign of Akbar that any considerable Hindi-speaking population extended beyond the Narbada districts.
Sindhi with its archaic traces, or of the Sanskritic basis of Panjab speech. Now the Mahārāṣṭrī region (including, I suppose, the minor variants of Kaçch, Gujarāt, or Marwār) does really show a region where special causes for a change can be assigned; and so in the case of the (Śūraseni) area of the Chambal Valley. The same is true of the Magadha country about Patna and Gāyā, and perhaps including the Bhojpuri dialect of part of Bihār. It is impossible to suppose that these marked variations arose among pure Aryan settlers, merely differentiated by time and locality. It is true the Aryan tribes themselves did differ, as they came to rule over different regions in the course of their separate progress; but the variations are much more due to admixture, not with a few scattered local families, but with numerous and not uncivilized non-Aryan races, either preceding or accompanying them. Largely also they may have been developed by a subsequent addition of foreign races—notably so in the case of Magadha, Central Rajputāna, and Western India.

Now it is curious that both the geographical conditions and the traditional evidence, combine to explain, in each case, what the general cause of the local difference was, even though details may often remain obscure. For example, the 'Śūraseni' centre: tradition tells us of a branch of the Aryans who came, not at all with the Lunar Aryans to the Ganges plain, but separately, by the western line, to a home in the Narbada Valley. It was a subdivision of this group that extended northwards up the Chambal Valley. As their ultimate centres were at the further part of the valley, with Mathūrā and Bindraban on the Yamunā for their capitals, they were thus brought into a certain contact with the Eastern Aryans. And as Krishna was born in this family, and was afterwards worshipped (with Mathūrā as a centre of the cult), the whole locale became famous. The development of this cult, its immense popularity, and the connection established between its centre and the western peninsula of Gujarāt, are among the most curious features of Indian history. Then, again, Magadha
was notoriously a special or distinct centre, not only because of the early Kolarian races in it, but also because of foreign (Turanian) rulers, the Śeṣṇāga and the Maurya, whose capital (Pātaliputra) was in the region. And we have an even more complete explanation of how Western India came to be differentiated.

As it is the West that calls for special attention in connection with the Rājput clans, I may just remind readers of the distinctive character of the now Hindu population of the West, with its Mahrāthā chiefs, its superior mercantile caste, and its energetic ‘Kuṇbi’ tribes, all-important as regards number and agricultural supremacy. And it is notorious that these people are different both from the people of North India as from those of Madras. This

1 I must not go into details about this curious country; but I may say in a footnote that the earliest (epic) legend places the kingdom in the hands of a tribe who are (in the Rgveda) closely connected with the Bharata, who take as their leader the (Kusūka) Viswāmitra. But before long we find the dynasty of Jarāsandha (always belonging to the Lunar genealogy, but in reality indicating some fusion of the Kusūka race with the Lunar Aryans) not only ruling Magadha, with its largely Kolarian population, but extending his power all round, overthrowing the Solar princes to the north-west of his dominion, and threatening Mathurā. Then in the course of time—perhaps owing to a general destruction of Lunar princes in the Great War—we find the Aryan dynasty replaced by one whose designation, Śeṣṇāga (or Stiṣunāga), indicates a Turanian, serpent-worshipping, origin, and probably a connection with the Nāgaṇa houses which, at an undetermined date, established dominion over the Kolarian inhabitants of Chutiya Nāgpur and Eastern Central Provinces. The advent of these non-Aryan rulers, whether as a new importation or a revival of a power already in India, seems to synchronize with the ‘prophecy’ of the Vishnu-Purāṇa that pure Kshatriyā kings would cease, and the Yavana, Tuṣāra, etc., reign in their stead. At the end of the Śeṣṇāga times, the Maurya appear; and whether we accept the improbable Buddhist account (Max Müller, Hist. S. Lit., p. 283 ff.) or the Hindu, the originator was certainly a foreigner. He is found in connection with Taxila in the north; and that, in Alexander’s time, was the capital, if not of the Takā, still of a serpent-worshipping king. It is apparently from Magadha that the foreign Andhra (Genus Andarua of Pliny) originate, though they are known chiefly as dominating the northern Telugu country. Being Buddhists, Manu speaks of them with contempt (x, 36), as he does of the Liçchhavi (x, 22), though the latter were of great power and dignity (Corp. Ins., iii, 135). Not only was there this strong influx of foreign rulers, but there must have been a large Kolarian (Magha) element in the population. Zimmer mentions that in the Atharvanveda Magadha is alluded to as a ‘mixed’ race. (Altind. Leb., p. 216; see also p. 35.)

2 Mahārastra probably began to receive an Aryan (Yādava) element almost as soon as the Ganges Valley, if not before it. I cannot readily adopt the derivation of the name from mahā = ‘magna regio.’ More probable is the origin from Mahār, the name of a once important Dravidian people whose relics still exist. The country is not mentioned by this name in the Mahābhārata (?), but much later in the Mahāvaṃso, in connection with the sending of Buddhist
Western Aryan influence is traceable southwards as far as the upper part of the North Kānara District. It received a gradual expansion eastward up to and after the seventh century; but it was evidently very ancient in the Upper Western districts—in the Dakhan highland, and along the Narbada Valley as far as the Cedi country to the northeast of the present Central Provinces.

If we look to the Vedas as our earliest sources of information, we do not expect to find the means of making a complete list of Aryan and allied tribes, or of tracing the order of their movements. But what indications there are, fit in with what is said in the Epics and Purāṇas. The most important point has been alluded to already, viz., that when the tribes—such of them as did not remain in Kāśmīr, Gandhāra, etc.—reached the plains, one group, and that a powerful body, occupied the Indus Valley, and (naturally) also the country immediately adjacent on the east (such as the Śauvīra land, so often mentioned along with Sindhu); and there is evidence that in remote times they extended as far as the Indus mouths. From such a position the group of tribes, as they multiplied or were joined by cognate (or other) tribes of later date from the Western passes, must have been attracted by the wealth and sea trade of Gujarāt, and have extended in that direction, and thence up the Narbada and Tapti Valleys and over Upper Western India in general. But another group of Aryan tribes and allies extended in the other direction, viz., away from the Indus towards the Jamna and Ganges. The evidence does not show any considerable or permanent early Aryan domination of the central plains of the Panjāb. The reason can only be conjectured: it was partly because other tribes were already in possession, and still more because, in the absence

missions after the third synod, apparently in Asoka's time (Lassen, ii, 246). Varāha Mihira calls the people by this name. When the Mughals conquered the country (sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) they corrupted or changed the name of the people (Mahrātha) into Marhātta, which means 'rober.' Hwen Thang speaks of the country as having a large capital, which perhaps means the seat of the West Chalukyā dynasty.

of irrigation (in such early times), settlement would not have been invited by the nature of the country, except in the immediate vicinity of the rivers. In any case the bulk of the tribes crossed the Panjāb plains, and went eastward to and beyond the Jamna. We are not surprised to find that in after times the people and kings of the Sindh country and the adjoining West and South Panjāb, are regarded almost as foreigners (along with the frontier Śaka, Yavana, etc.), and intercourse with them was less frequent. But there seems to have been some special determining cause for this continued separation, beyond the mere accidents of tribal movement. The Mahābhārata seems to point to some schism or quarrel; for the Panjāb is declared to be impure, and unfit for decent Aryans to live in even for two days; and that, because the people would not obey Brahmanic ordinances, “na hi brahmaçaryam çaranti.” And in the time of Pāñini the distinction is also to some extent accentuated; these people, says the grammarian, are without kingly government and religious ordinances. From this we may infer that all the Brahman families of any importance led, or accompanied, the eastward-going tribes; any that remained were regarded as ‘degraded,’ and would not have shared in the development of religion, law, philosophy, and literature that was destined to take place in the Ganges Valley.

1 Such a fertile region as Jālandhar (Trigarta) might (e.g.) have early been inhabited, either at once or by an early expansion, from the Ganges Valley settlement. I refer only to permanent settlements; the early Aryans, being largely pastoral, may have formed temporary encampments on the banks of the rivers.

2 No doubt in the course of time this idea of impurity would fade away. Adventurous princes seeking new settlements would soon disregard it, and in any case, could have found domains like those of the ‘Porus’ of Alexander’s time, where they were not in contact with impure races. Later on the M. represents the Pāpāvā princes as making alliance with the Bāhikā, Madra, etc., of the Panjāb. Brahmanas, too, would be tempted to return in order to extend the sphere of their influence, just as they penetrated into other ‘uncivilized’ regions. (See Lassen, Ind. Alt., ii, 181; Muir, A.S.T., ii, 482.) The Bombay Gazetteer (vol. i, p. 13, note) refers to a similar impurity, except in the case of pilgrimages, attaching to the more distant countries of Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, and Saurāstra: (this last addition is very curious, since in the Rāmāyana, Saurāstra is an Aryan land). In Manu’s time it would seem that the Panjāb was reckoned as an ‘Aryan country,’ since (ii, 19) ‘Aryāvarta’ takes in the whole land between the Himalaya and the Vindhya, as far as the ocean, both east and west.
I may pause for a moment to remark how the geographical features of the country assisted in keeping separate the two groups, so that their later movement and expansion continued to take them farther and farther apart. For the Panjáb plains being a barrier westward, the Indus Valley group would expand downwards to Western India, as already stated. In that course of movement, the barrier of the Vindhyān Hills would keep them separate from the Ganges Valley Aryans. And let me add that not only did the hill ranges themselves form an obstacle, but the whole belt of country between the Jamna-Ganges on the north and the Narbada—where the first Vindhyān ranges are reached, must have been for a long time something in the nature of a ‘neutral ground.’ It was only locally and sparsely inhabited: in part it was barren, hilly, and inhospitable; in part it was forest-clad, and inhabited chiefly by ‘Niṣāda.’ The earliest indications suggest only the rich plateau of Avanti (near the Narbada Valley) as dominated by Aryan kings; while at the eastern end were the Čedi, perhaps identical with the Vatsya people of the further Madhyādesa above. Rājputāna and Northern Central India were not colonized till long afterwards, when the Yādava began to be driven from the Indus and Panjáb, and when the general movement began which is noticeable about the sixth and seventh centuries.

But turning to the Vindhyān barrier itself: had the line (or rather lines) extended right across the continent to the extreme West Coast, not only would the Aryans of the Ganges have been kept (as they were) out of Southern India, but the ‘Western’ group would have been unable to extend as they did; and the whole course of subsequent historic conquests would have been changed. Neither Yādava,⁠¹ and their allies, nor Greeks, nor Indo-Scythian ‘satraps,’ nor the Gurjara, nor the Arabs, nor, lastly,

⁠¹ I cannot say I believe in the Yādava approaching Gujarāt, etc., by sea. Why should they? It is not, however, impossible that they sent trading vessels from the Indus mouths to the West Coast. But no other tribes came by sea. As to the formidable nature of the obstacle presented by the Vindhyān Hills, now much modified by road and railway, see my “Ind. Village Community,” p. 46.
Maḥmūd of Ghaznī and the later emigrant Kāthi tribes, would have reached Kačch, Gujarāt, and the West, however much attracted by the prospect of desirable possessions. But the barrier does not so continue. At some considerable distance from the mouth of the Narbada the upper line of hills stops short and turns northward. The whole of Gujarāt from Kačch to the Narbada is thus directly open towards the Indus Valley on the north-west. Nothing but a desert tract intervenes, and that would present but little difficulty to lightly equipped armies and tribal groups of early times—at any rate, during some seasons of the year. Moreover, the desert could in some cases be skirted round.1 Once in the level country of Eastern Gujarāt, the West Coast districts were directly accessible; the whole Narbada Valley lay open up to Jabalpur; the lower (parallel) valley of the Tapti opened in to Berār (very early known as Vidarbha) and Kānhdeś, till the eastern central hills and jungles rendered further progress difficult. Nor would the country of the Mahrāṭha highlands—Ahmadnagar, etc. —be inaccessible; and it would offer many advantageous strongholds.

It should not be forgotten that this configuration also directed the movement of the earliest Turanian or Dravidian tribes who colonized the South, and who seem to have come through the Western passes (where they left a local trace in the Brahūṇ tribe). These tribes may have been nearly contemporaneous with the Yādava in their movement. Aryan tribes coming by this line would bring in their national and linguistic influence, without coming in contact with the Eastern Aryans; the two might have remained more entirely apart than they actually did but for the Chambal Valley settlement, to which allusion has

1 We know as a matter of history how in the eleventh century Maḥmūd, coming through the Western passes beyond the Indus, crossed the river at Ucch, skirted round the desert, touching Ajmer and the Abu country, and thence moved directly on the plain towards the north of Gujarāt and came to Anhilpur, whence he crossed the peninsula to attack Somnāth. A similar route must have suggested itself to many other earlier adventurers. Others would, at possible seasons, have crossed the open desert and the 'Irina' or Ruin.
been made. It seems also that before very long the route from Gujarāt to Mālwa, and thence to Ajmer (vid Dohād, Ratlam, and Mandasor), became known and used. Further east there would in time be communication from the country above the Upper Narbada and Bāghelkhand: but the far-Eastern people there met with would be hardly more advanced or Brahmanical than the tribes of the Narbada itself.

We may now return to the Vedic and Epic notices of tribal movement. In the Rgveda a number of tribes are mentioned by name—some clearly Aryan or confederate, others hostile or alien.1 The 'Aryavarna' are naturally the central object. Two points directly concern us. One is that not the least notice is taken of any descendants of Ikshwāku (reputed ancestor of the Solar race) going eastward towards Ayodhya, or joining the Aryan host in the eastward march. Possibly, therefore, such a move may have taken place before the times represented by the Vedic hymns. On the other hand, there is mention of the Ikshwāku house or family as ruling in the Indus Valley at or near Pāṭāla. This shows an 'Indus' or 'western' location of 'Solar' races, and illustrates the rather curious assignment (in the Vishnu-Purāṇa) of another Solar locale to Saurāṣṭra. The second point is that the 'aryavarna' is principally represented by the 'paṇcakṛṣṭaya,' or five races who are descended from, or named after, Anu, Druhyu, Turvaśa, Yadu, and Puru.2 But four other important tribes, in close relation to them, are named. (1) The Tṛṣṇu under the king Divodasa and his son Sudās are apparently orthodox Aryans, under the guidance of Vasiṣṭha and

1 It is not necessary for my purpose to take any note of the several names that are doubtful or disputed. The 'dasyu' or enemies are, I suppose, certain tribes in the Northern hills; for the Niṣāda or Bihil tribes would hardly have been met with so far north of the Jamna forest region (see Zimmer as to the Parakara, Altind. Leb., p. 38). The Rgveda does not represent a stage of progress beyond the Ganges—I might say the Sutlej-Jamna. But already there were 'Ahi' or snake-worshipping tribes, as there were in the Panjāb, centuries later, in Alexander's time.

2 Zimmer, p. 122, collects the places of this mention: Rg., i, 108. 8; viii, 10. 5, etc.
specially helped by Indra. As enemies of Sudās, (2) the Matsya people are once mentioned. The Tṛṣṇu are at one time in conflict with the ‘five’ and afterwards are opposed by the Bharata, and ultimately cross the Jamna and settle there, apparently near the upper part opposite the Sutlej. They are heard of no more, and are never mentioned in the Epics or Purāṇas. But the Matsya reappear, closely allied with their neighbours the Pañcāla in the great war, and are settled on the west bank of the Jamna, somewhere north of the place of the disappearance of the Saraswati, and apparently close to where the Tṛṣṇu once were. The others are (3) the Bharata and (4) Kuśika tribes, mentioned together. The Bharata (called puny, arbhakāsah) are driven back across the Bīśa and Sutlej, apparently to a settlement further east. There is no further mention of them in the Rgveda; but they appear as an exceedingly numerous people in Epic times, and were certainly settled in the country east of the Jamna. Further remark about them is, however, made under the head of the ‘Solar’ tribes. The Aryans frequently quarrel among themselves, as ever afterwards. But the whole of the allusions point to the tribes being not alone, or merely meeting with locally settled enemies who are overthrown; they are accompanied or surrounded by other tribes, many of them not Aryan; this general remark is true whatever difference of opinion may exist as to whether this or that tribe named is or is not meant to be ‘Aryan.’

As regards the ‘five tribes’ themselves, Puru is supposed by Zimmer to have come from an earlier settlement on the

---

1 The Tṛṣṇu are called the sacrifice-loving ‘Kshatriya sons of Sudās’ (Rg., iii, 20. 7). As to their help from Indra and crossing the Jamna, see Zimmer, p. 126.
2 Rg., vii, 8. 16.
3 This appears from the Rāmayana, ii, 71, v. 5. 6 (Lassen). And Zimmer, p. 127, refers to the Mahābhārata for the same. The place assigned in Lassen’s map (in vol. ii) is quite opposed to this, and many, many miles too far east. But it is explained that the Matsya (also called Kirāta) afterwards extended further east to the neighbourhood of the Cedi.
4 Rg., iii, 33; but it is desirable that this should be cleared up.
Indus. Anu may be intended to appear as first settled on the banks of the Parusni or Râvi. Nothing is said about Druhyu or Turvaśa; but Yadu and Turvaśa are mentioned together, and this may suggest a remoter, north-western or western home, in union, of their tribes. Druhyu and Anu are also mentioned together; and both names are afterwards (in the Epics) associated with the 'derelict' tribes in the Panjâb and those beyond Peshâwar. Turvaśa is mentioned also with Sûnjaya; this name afterwards appears in the Epic genealogy as that of one of the five Pañcâla brothers. And when the 'five tribes' are opposed by the Trtsu, they are aided by a people with a name in dual form—the Vaikarna. Zimmer has given good reason for concluding that this name represents the Kuru-Kṛvī people who are afterwards so prominent east of the Jamna. The Veda suggests no blood affinity between the 'five' and these Kuru-Pañcâla; it remains for the Epics and Purâṇas to assert it.

The Mahâbhâråta of course represents, in general, a much later stage of settlement and a greatly extended geographical knowledge. The real theatre of action is the country of the Eastern Aryans, though the Yâdava and their offshoots,
Haihaya, Tūlajāṅgha, Śūrasena, and also Bhoja, as well as the Magadha kings, are all spoken of. Puru now appears as chief, although younger than Yadu; for he acquires the place of honour as "having given his youth to restore his father (Yayāti's) strength." The other sons fall into the background: Anu, Druhyu, and Turvaśa are all connected with the more distant kingdoms, with which the poet has little concern. Anu is the father of the abandoned Panjāb tribes—Madra, Bāhikā, etc.,1 also called Arāṭṭa, and settled near the Yādava of the Indus region. Turvaśa is generally represented as the progenitor of the Yavana, a term used for the 'Greeks'—when they were in evidence—but more generally applied to a group of cognate tribes on the west and north-west frontiers of India.2 He is also the father of the Angā, generally placed in N.E. Bengal at the other end of Upper India; this is curious because of a thread of connection often appearing between foreign ruling clans in Magadha, and the North-West frontier. Naturally, perhaps, the sound of 'Anga' makes some authors refer to 'Anu.' Druhyu is sometimes the ancestor of the (N.W.) Gandhāra people, and sometimes of the Bhoja. This variation reflects the uncertainty which hangs over the much-wandering Bhoja, who, apparently of Yādava connection, may very well belong to an earlier home in the North-West. The fact is quite clear, that all these remoter kingdoms on the North, North-West, East, and North-East, are regarded as rather out of the pale; and authors are in some doubt about their exact origin.

1 As to Anu's connection with Anartā, part of Saurāstra, there is a difference. The V.P. associates it and the city Kuśabhā with a son of one of Ikshvāku's brothers, from whom came Revata, whose daughter married Balārāma, brother of Kṛṣṇa (Wilson, p. 354). But Trūa, a descendant of Anu, gives rise to the (historic) Yaudheyya tribe of the Lower Sutlej Valley, who were attacked by Rudradāman, the 'Western Satrap,' about 150 a.d. In R.'s inscription (at Girnar) they are placed along with the Panjāb Mālava (Māli) and Madra (J.R.A.S., 1897, p. 885 ff.). The M. represents Yudhiṣṭhira as having a son called Yaudheyya by a daughter of the king of the Śibi (Lassen, i, 792).

2 This is stated, in so many words, in the V.P. (Wilson, pp. 176 and 177), which first mentions 'Yavana,' and a little further explains that the term includes the Sindhu, Sauvira, Hūṇa, Sālva people, those of Sākala, Madra, Ambastā, etc.
The more purely 'Aryan' settlers of Upper India are all derived from a common ancestor, Puru, who has (as I have said) gained pre-eminence over his brethren. But the secondary progenitor, Kuru, soon becomes more prominent; and the designation 'Paurava,' if used at all, is only retained by one branch. The whole Aryavarta up to Bihār and Magadha is marked by the territories of these tribes. But, as I have observed, they are by no means the sole occupants, or even dominators, of the entire area. I cannot discover who are intended to be the special settlers of that sacred portion of soil between the Saraswati and the Drāpadvati, west of the Jamna.\(^1\) But west of the Jamna are placed the Matsya; they are not called blood relations of the five brothers of Paṇcāla, nor are they of the Kurus, but they are their close allies; and the kingdoms of Hastinapura and Indraprastha (connected with Pāṇḍu) adjoin their territory. Beyond, comes a kingdom at Pratiṣṭhāna (Prayāg, near Allāhābād) and Kāśi or Varaṇasi, east of which is the domain of Mithila or Videha, of Magadha, and (to the north-west) Kosala; none of these latter belong to the 'Lunar' chiefs, though Magadha comes under their sway in the course of time.

It is noteworthy that the Epic and Puranic record does not point, as we might expect, to the settlements at Hastinapura, Indraprastha, or any place on the west side of the Jamna (e.g. about Thanesvar), as the earliest established cities. The earliest capitals are not founded at or near the first-reached frontier of Eastern settlement. We are to understand that in some way, the great ancestors established themselves in the heart of the country, Puru himself (e.g.) becoming king of Pratiṣṭhāna or Prayāg; the city and kingdom of Kāśi (or Benares) are understood to be founded contemporaneously with Puru himself; though some authorities make this line of kings only collateral to Puru, being descendants of Puru's uncle (brother of Yayāti). Moreover, 'Bharata' becomes king of 'Antarveda'.

\(^1\) Cf. Manu, ii, 19.
before even Hastinapura is founded. This looks as if the country nearer the frontier was in the occupation of other tribes, and that the Matsya-Kuru-Pañcāla only slowly and gradually made their way. The Pañcāla afterwards build Abhichatra, Mākandi, and Kampilya, and the Matsya build Vrikasthala and Upaplāvya (which I cannot trace). It has also to be borne in mind that even the complete series of kingdoms never covered the entire area of the country. We cannot look on ancient Madhyadeśa as we do now at the N.W. Provinces, where we pass the boundary of one district or division only to enter upon the next, in an unbroken series. The early kingdoms were often separated by great stretches of waste land and dense forest.

With regard to the intervening settlements held by other tribes, we must understand the allusions in the M. to mean that the Matsya-Kuru-Pañcāla had to contend with serpent races—the 'Nāgas,' who were born of the mythic Kasyapa and his serpent wife Kadru, and who were named Vāsuki, Śeśa, Takshaka, Karkotaka, etc. When the Kuru need to build another city besides Hastinapura, and proceed to clear a site (by burning the forest) for Indraprastha, the 'snakes' are driven away with great slaughter. Their king Takshaka escapes at the time; and afterwards more friendly relations exist, since Arjuna twice marries daughters of the race—one, by the way, connected with the ancient State of Manipura (N.E. Central Provinces). Hostility is, however, easily renewed; and in the time of Arjuna's grandson Parikshita, the king insults a hermit, who calls on the 'snake king' to avenge him, and the Hindu king is slain (bitten). Janmejaya, his son, in retaliation, undertakes a great 'sacrifice' to destroy the Nāgā, and myriads perish; but Vāsuki, who (curiously enough) is the nephew of a Brahman, intercedes, and further destruction is averted. Fergusson thinks that the appearance of a 'Nāga' dynasty at Magadha (after the Kuśika-Lunar) is merely a resuscitation of Turanian clans already in the country. But it may be connected with a fresh invasion about the sixth century B.C.
I have no suggestion to offer regarding the general introduction and spread of these serpent-worshipping tribes, whether before the Aryans or simultaneously with them; or whether their known site (Takā tribe) in the N.W. Panjāb, and their dominion in Kāśmīr, gave off branches which extended southward and eastward. It is quite possible that one group of Dravidians took the Indus line and went directly south, while another group kept to the north; so the ‘Nāgā’ in the Eastern Central Provinces, Chutiya Nāgpur, etc., may either have been wanderers upwards from the southern continent, or have travelled downwards from the north-west frontier across to Magadha and the country at the eastern end of the Vindhya. I have already expressed a belief that the great bulk of the southern and peninsular Dravidians came by land (and partly perhaps in trading vessels by sea), by the Western route and the Western passes, where the Brahūi still preserve a relic of the ancient language. That need not prevent the supposition that another, smaller group (or some other section) entered further north.

But to return to the Aryans and their associates in Upper India. The Matsya-Kuru-Pañcāla are by no means the only kingdoms besides Prayāg and Kāśi, not forgetting the ‘Solar’ dominions in Oudh and the country east of it. We must find room for the great Bharata tribe, who, indeed, gave their name to the whole land—*Bharatavarṣa.* Bharata is made to be king of *Antarveda,* which appears to apply to the whole Doāb, though more properly to the south part of it. Then, again, the Bharata are in close connection with the Kuśika (or Kauśika), of whom came Viswāmitra, son of Gādhi, the sage, who led the Bharata.1 Gādhi founds Kauñju on the Ganges;2 Kausambi and Magadha are also Kuśika foundations. Jarāsandha, afterwards king of Magadha, is represented as a ‘Lunar’ prince; and the

---

1 In chap. vii Manu calls Viswamitra the son of Gādhi, a Kauśika. He attained the Brahmanhood by his great humility.
2 And one of the names of Gādhipur or Kanyakubja was Kuśaśṭhala (Lassen, i, 138, note 3).
Purāṇas place him fifteenth in descent from Kuru; but there is a curious story about his miraculous birth (in halves) which perhaps suggests some union of the Kuśika and Lunar tribes. All the authorities, however, call Jarāsandha the son of Vrihadratha. 1

The various 'cities' appear to have changed their masters before long; since the Kuru and Paṇcāla became enemies, and so, indeed, do many other reigning houses. Thus at the beginning of the great war we find the Pāṇḍava princes claiming cities that had been founded by the Paṇcāla and Matsya, 2 or by even earlier hands, since Kuśasthala (Kanauj) and Vāraṇāvata (south of Hastinapura) were also claimed by them. But whatever changes took place, we see how, all over the Madhyadesa, other tribes besides Lunar Aryans established their cities.

At this point it will be convenient to reproduce in two short Tables (I and II) the chief personages of importance to the descent. According to usage, the single name often represents the king of a state with its capital city; and usually there is a whole clan or tribe derived from the king-ancestor. I have not put in the sons of Anu, Druhyu, and Turvasa, as they have been sufficiently alluded to already.

A glance at the two lists shows, first, that the 'Solar' house from Ikshwāku has no kind of (human) ancestral connection with either the Lunar or the Yādava line. The M. accordingly hardly takes notice of Ayodhya or Kosala at all. Videha or Mithila is mentioned. 3 Next we find the two houses of Puru and Yadu are really completely distinct, only joining at last in the distant common ancestor Yayāti. But what is of most importance is, that while the whole of the names in Table I are connected with Upper India, and imply an absorption of the kingdoms or domains of the Bharata and Kuśika into the 'Eastern' Aryan group, the

1 See Wilson, V.P., 465, 466, and note. The Rāmayana calls him a Kuśika outright. Bharata has not only been adopted into the Lunar genealogy but also into the Solar; this will be discussed further on.
2 Lassen, i, 840.
3 I refer to the list of countries and people from the Bhishma Parva which appears in the V.P. (Wilson, pp. 178–189).
whole of Table II is connected with princes and their domains in Sindh and South Panjāb, in Western India, Berār, and the Narbada Valley region—in short, it is the ‘Western’ group, quite distinct, as geographical indications would prepare us to expect. Thus I infer that the Çedi, who from their position may have become earlier influenced by Brahmanism, really came not from the ‘Eastern’ group but from the Indus line via the Narbada Valley; and that the Bihār Bhoja extended in a similar direction.¹

**Table I.**

PURU (son of Yayāti)

Bharata, marries a daughter of the King of Kāśi

Hasti (founder of Hastinapura)

Ajuśīda (and other sons)

Santa

Riksha (4th progenitor of Kuśika-Kauśambī, Gādhi, etc.)

KURU

[Vrihadrāṣṭra

[The five brothers of Pañcāla land. The history of the family is given in Lassen, J, 745.]

Dritarāṣṭra

Vrihadrāṣṭra

PANDU

Jahāsandha

Yudhishtīra, Bhima, Arjuna, etc.

Duryodhana

Drupadā, etc.

Note.—Both tables are derived from Tod’s table, compared with Lassen, i, 763, and appendix to the volume. The dotted lines indicate that several (or many) intermediate names are omitted. The different genealogies in the Ādi (Sambhava) Parva of the M., as given in Mr. Hewitt’s paper (Appendix A), J.R.A.S. for 1889, pp. 316, 317, do not really present, as far as I can see, any point that affects the result as to the general relationship or tribal connections intended. Particular names differ, are put in or left out, and their order of sequence is not the same. *All* the genealogies insert Bharata.

¹ The V.P. further illustrates this distribution when it describes the ‘regions’ of India, and says of Upper India that on the west side of it dwell the Yavana (see note 2, p. 311), on the east side are the Kirāta, and in the middle “the four castes” (explained to mean the Kuru-Pañcāla; see Wilson, pp. 175–7). For the rest of India, the author mentions the regions of Mālwa, Saurāṣṭra, etc., as in the west; and the south includes the Paṇḍra, Kalinga, etc.
### Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YADU (son of Yayati)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kroṣṭri</td>
<td>Fifth son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraśka</td>
<td>HAIHAYA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÇEDI, etc.</td>
<td>Satvata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyāki or Yuyudhana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhaka</td>
<td>Mahābhoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhroja kings of West Bihar</td>
<td>Sahasra-arjuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukkura, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sūra</td>
<td>Tālajangha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasudeva</td>
<td>Sūrasena, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.—** Other genealogies make Sūra and Sūrasena both descendants of Sahasra-arjuna. Krishna is certainly commonly treated as closely connected with the Sūrasena branch. For the sake of comparison with Table III (further on), which gives the (Brahmanic) ‘Solar’ houses, it may be mentioned that when Sahasra-arjuna is slain by the (Bṛgu Brahman) Paraśurāma, Harischandra, son of Trisankhu (Solar) is reigning (Skanda-P.). Eight descents later (32nd in the whole list) we have Sagara in conflict with the Tālajanghas.

Let me develop a little further the evidence of this separate distribution and local domination of the characteristically different, but linguistically allied, ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ Aryan groups. There is a complete unanimity as to the Yādava (with many branches) dominating first the Indus Valley and then the Gujarāt peninsula, Western India, and the Nārada country. The Indus Valley settlements would naturally overflow somewhat on the Panjāb side also. And this overflow was afterwards increased by some early event—possibly indicated by the story of the scattering of the Krishna branch by the Mauryan emperor, which drove some of the Yādava into the Salt Range or North-West Panjāb.¹ Marks of this residence still survive. Again, say

---

about 120 B.C., in consequence of the Indo-Scythian movement, some of the West and North-West Panjāb tribes, as well as those of the Indus, were displaced; we see that these were Yādava—the Jhāreja and the Bhatti (or Bhāti) branches of the stock—who were driven to Kaçch and Gujarāt, and to 'Bhattiāna,' Jaisalmer, and the 'Yāduvaṭi' country east of it (where the Jāduṅ State of Rasauli still survives).¹

The Śūrasena settlement, by the time it had (at Mathurā and Bindraban) come into nearer contact with the 'Eastern' group, seems at once to have been subjected to attack. We hear of Jarāsandha from Magadha driving the tribe away. Again, they succumb to the Mauryan king. Once more, to quote Cunningham, "they were overwhelmed by the Indo-Scythians under the [Northern] Satrap Rajubul and his son Saudāsa. They next fall under the power of the Gupta. At the time of Hwen Thsang’s visit in 635 A.D. the King of Mathurā was a Śudra, but a few centuries later the 'Jādu Rājputs' are in full possession both of Bayāna and Mathurā. Nearly the whole of Eastern Rājputana belonged to the Yāduvaṇsi."²

How the Krishna branch of the Yādava became connected with the Gujarāt peninsula is not so clear. But it must be remembered that early Aryan (or semi-Aryan) tribes would naturally have extended to North-Western Gujarāt—most of them probably of Yādava connection—long before the move towards Mathurā. And when once the Krishna family became celebrated, Yādava families of any branch, or mere connections (like the later Rāvs of Junāgaḍh), would hasten to discover their descent from Krishna himself. Naturally we have no direct evidence of specific Yādava tribes in the

¹ This secondary movement towards the old Sūrasena region was very likely directed by the traditions of the tribes (see Beames' Elliot, Gloss., i, 128); but the author did not notice that the occupation of the Yāduvaṇṭi was the consequence of the Sākā movements, and long centuries after the original Sūrasena settlement (cf. Arch. Rep., ii, 21, 22). It was in connection with this invasion that (the Yādava) Sālivāhana, from his Dakhan home, made a brave but ultimately unsuccessful stand against the Indo-Scythians, defeating them at Kahror, sixty miles from Multān.

first ages; we have only the fact of Yādavas in the Indus region and the certainty that this group extended southwards. Whatever the truth may be, legend soon connects Mathurā with ‘Dwārka’; and as soon as the Śūrasena are disturbed at Mathurā, we find the Krishna clan backwards and forwards, to and from the peninsula; and Balarāma marries the daughter of Revata, a local king. In Saurāstra we find Akriti, brother of Bhīṣmaka, king of a local Bhoja territory. Bhīṣmaka himself is called a Bhoja and is king of Vidarbha, and is the father of Krishna’s wife, Rukmini. Kruṣṭri, the son of Yadu, is also king of Vidarbha, and so are his many descendants. The Śatvata branch (of Yādava) are also early kings of ‘the South.’ In later times we find the ancient Rāṣṭrakūṭa (in this very branch) dominant in the Dakhan, and shall notice their career later on; meanwhile it may be said that reasonable evidence can be adduced linking on the Rāṣṭrakūṭa with the later Yādava dynasty of Devagiri, and the ‘Hoysala’ Yādavas as far south as Mysore. There are Kuṇbi divisions also, claiming Yādava origin.

Of the collateral branches (Table II) we have limited and scattered information. These tribes, who long remained non-Brahmanic, were perhaps hardly worthy of much notice from Brahmanic writers. But all are found in the neighbourhood.

The Bhoja tribes are said to have had eighteen divisions, a specific number frequently used, but meaning nothing more than that the tribe was numerous and much subdivided. Something has already been said as to their locale and their Yādava connection. One branch (that of West Bihār) is

1 See Lassen, i, 758. When Arjuna visits Kuśasthali (Dwārka), families of Vṛṣṇi (Krishna’s Yādavas), Andhaka (another Yādava), and Bhoja families come out to greet him.

2 The V.P. (Wilson, p. 441) remarks on the great number of the Yādava branches.

3 See Aitareya Br., viii, 3. 3-14.

4 See Rajendralāla, “Aryans in India,” ii, 387. Wilson (V.P., p. 186, note) also concluded that the Bhoja were derived from (perhaps ‘related to’ would be better) the Yādava. Bhōjakata, one of their cities on the Lower Narbada, was founded by Rukmi, Krishna’s wife’s brother, and Bhīṣmaka is called a Bhōja. The uncertainty of origin is reflected in the variations of the genealogists. The M. derives Bhoja (in the remote past) from Druhyu. Others take them, more
shown as directly connected by descent from Yadu through Andhaka. They seem to have been in conflict with the Haihaya in the Lower Narbada Valley. They are mostly connected with the Narbada region and with Mālwa; and the recurrence of the name Bhoj among the 'Pramāra' kings of Mālwa suggests that possibly the Pramāra Rājputs may be remote descendants, though in a very mixed race.

The Haihaya are a distinct branch of the Yādava, with a separate history. The tribe is certainly ancient, and the Narbada Valley—first in the lower, afterwards in the upper part—is the scene of their settlement; it is a sufficiently distinct territory to place the tribe considerably apart from their other 'Western' relatives, and make them quite outer strangers to the 'Eastern' Aryans of Upper India. I am at a loss to account for the legend which brings the Bhrigu-descended (i.e. Brahman) Paraśurāma on to the scene in the Narbada Valley, even if the upper end, nearer Bundelkhand and Mahākosala, is intended. But the story of the destruction of Sahasra-arjuna (Kārtavirya) is explicit.¹ The Haihaya have relations, the Tāljangha, who also fight the Solar kings several generations after the time of Paraśurāma and Kārtavirya, judging by the respective places in the list of Trisankhu and Sagara. I do not know

proximately, from Kunti-Bhoja, father's sister's son of Sūra. See Lassen, i, pp. 720 and 757, as to the connection; also Wilson, V.P., p. 418 (note 20) and pp. 424. It must always remain doubtful whether the Bhoja are not Dravidians, contemporaneous like the Bharata, with the Aryans proper; and whether some were not united by adopting Brahmanic customs and by marriage, and so taken up and grafted on the Aryan (Yādava) stem.

¹ Sahasra-arjuna is represented as deriding the Brahmans, "clad in skins," because "they thought so much of themselves" (Muir, A.S.T., i, 462). From early times we begin to have mention of hermits from the North in the Vindhyan forests; a settlement in the Payoṣṭi (Tapti) Valley is also mentioned. Possibly the 'heathen' Haihaya mocked the Brahmans, who by their own clansmen or some local adherents avenged themselves. Paraśurāma is made contemporary with Rāma of Oudh by the V.P., which represents the latter as 'humbling' the former! Paraśurāma again appears as miraculously reclaiming the Malabar coast out of the sea; but this latter is a quite late legend to glorify the local Nambūri Brahmans. But possibly it is intended that we should take Paraśurāma as one of those sages who, like Vasiṣṭha and Visvāmitra, live through whole ages and appear when wanted: he represents a principle, or symbolizes the fact that now and again the priest merges into the warrior or fights his own battles. Even Brahman kings (in Kahal and Sindh) were not unknown to history, at least in the early centuries of our era.
to what event the driving of the Haihaya to the farther extremity of the Valley is to be referred; or whether we have evidence to establish the Bhoja in their place in the Lower Valley. But the Haihaya rule in the Upper Valley¹ and in the North-East Central Provinces is historic. It is curious that the Haihaya are often connected with the Çedi people, of whom a single mention occurs in the Rgveda;² and the ‘Vatsya’ tribe appears to have been settled in the same general region, up to the west frontier of Magadha. Indeed, Lassen notes³ that the “city of the H.” is called “city of the Vatsya,” and the country ‘Vatsabhūmi,’ in the Mahābhārata. The Çedi also, if they are not identical with the Vatsya, boast in their inscriptions of descent from the (Haihaya) Kārtavīrya.⁴ The Kālachuri (or Kaṭachuri) are of this group also, and they (with the Traikūṭaka clan) are at one time dominant in the West. When the clan was defeated by the early Cādukya king Mangaliśa in the late sixth century they were ruling from Tripura (Tewar), near Jabalpur. The Haihaya were at one time Buddhists, and are afterwards mixed up with the Nāgabañsi chiefs. As they were so much out of the notice of the Brahmanic authors, they seem to have been regarded very much on the same footing as the Nāgabañsi and other foreigners.⁵

¹ The ancient (lower) capital was Mahismati (Mahesar in the Indore State). Some confusion is caused by the attempt to carry the reminiscence of this traditional seat further up the Valley to Mandla: there is no reason to believe that Garha Mandla, or any other place there, was ever called Mahismati.

² Rg., viii, 6, 37.

³ Vol. i, 744, note.

⁴ See Arch. Rep., ix, 77. It will be observed that the genealogies (Table II) make them Yādava, but in another branch. In a later volume (Arch. Rep., xvii, 71) Cunningham says that the Çedi in the oldest Rājim inscription (Raipur District, Central Provinces) do not refer to H., but call themselves sons of Kuru. This may have some special justification, but certainly, in general, the Haihaya are alluded to as ‘Çedi swāmī’—lords of the Çedi; and the Kālachuri always accounted themselves Haihaya (see Arch. Rep., ix, p. 92, and Corp. Ins., iii, Introd., p. 10). The Gujarāṭ bards sometimes insert the Kālachuri (in some corrupt forms) among the “thirty-six royal clans.” They were of high rank, and married into families of Mewār, and the Mālwa Prāmāra, in the twelfth century.

⁵ I can only just allude to the illustration afforded by Sloeman’s account of the ‘Gond princes’ (not that the princes were Gond, but that they ruled over Gondwāna, and left many illegitimate descendants called Rāj Gond). The tradition originates the dynasty in one ‘Jādava-rāya’ (the names suggest a Yādava tribal connection) who was serving a Haihobhañsi chief. He transferred his services to a local Nāgabañsi prince, married the prince’s daughter (and
Of the Śūrasena (or Śūrasenaka), whose history is made important by the Krishna legend, something has already been said. There is some confusion about the descent. Krishna is usually associated with the Śūrasena, but the genealogy derives him from Śūra in a collateral branch. Perhaps there was a double connection. But the families are not always friendly; Krishna and the Śūrasena take opposite sides in the great war. In any case with Mathurā, the centre of a very Brahmanic worship, the Śūrasena—called 'bhadrakāra'—the righteous (Brahmanic) law-keepers, must have been separated from the Haihaya.1

It was natural to examine the list of kings and tribes that are represented as taking part in the great war. We should expect to find the array exaggerated by bringing on to the scene distant kings, who could have had nothing really to do with it; but still we might come upon certain indications of affinity. There is, however, little information which throws light on our subject. We only notice that the Śūrasena (as I have said) are not on the Pāṇḍu side with Krishna. Some of the kings are attached merely (like the King of Kāśi) on the ground of family ties. The Bhoja and other Narbada peoples are much divided; some appear on one side and some on the other. The Haihaya are not named, perhaps are meant to be indicated under 'King Driṣṭaketu of Čedi.'

1 While speaking of the Yādava and cognate tribes, it is impossible to omit all mention of the Ahir, apparently the same as the Abhira, who are certainly a non-Aryan, perhaps early Indo-Sythian tribe, from the north-west. Now, they hold no place in the Panjāb, but in the N.W.P. in Ahrirwāra and the Upper West of India. They are not now esteemed, but once furnished princes both in Nepal and on the West Coast. One list at least, gives 'Abhira,' a place in the 'thirty-six royal clans.' (See J.R.A.S., October, 1897, p. 890, and Arch. Rep., ii, 300.) In the N.W.P. the Ahir are still divided into great, and quite independent, sections—Jayudañi, Nandabhāsī, and Gwālañi (Elliot, i, 3). Nanda, with whom Krishna took refuge, was an 'Ahir' chief. The author of the Prabandha Cintāmani (sired 1305 A.D.), in relating the story of the Yādava Rāvs of Junāgarh, called Navaghana 'the Ahir Rāva' (Raśmāla, p. 118), while an inscription calls the same family 'Yādava.' In the Central Provinces, where the Ahir are numerous, they seem to be connected with some traditional 'Gāoli' of former importance, and their name survives in Gwāliūr, Gāvaghar, Gol-khanda, etc. The Abhira appear in the Samudra Gupta inscription, and are the people of Ptolemy's Abhira.
Here, too, 'King Vrihadbala of Kosala' is just named as taking side with the Kurus, but without the least allusion to Ayodhya, or to any remarkable dignity or power of his kingdom.

The separate character of the Yādava, Lunar, and Solar lines so far appears clear; and, moreover, the Yādava themselves become so subdivided that distinct centres naturally arise. This separation of 'Eastern' and 'Western' Aryans would not only facilitate the growth of different linguistic and physical features; it would entail much difference in ideas of caste and religion. It is only necessary to recollect the entire change that came over 'Hindu' religious ideas as they developed from the Vedic stage to that of the Purāṇa and Tantra; and the caste rules of later days were so little developed in Vedic times that the tribes of those days in their first movement could have carried with them, to the west, very few such restrictions. The whole of the systems of religion, law, and philosophy, as well as the literature, which we associate with the term 'Hindu,' were in fact developed by Brahmans and among the Eastern group after their settlement throughout Āryāvarta. The Yādava and their congeners would have, originally, no part in this progress. In the Indus Valley and Western India, the Aryan element could mix without hindrance with at least the superior families of other tribes or families—Dravidian, early Sū or Abar, and later Śakā and Yū-chi—such as the Abhīra, Nāgbaṇsi, Andhra, Bālā, Śakā, Gurjjara, etc.¹

Then, again, some centuries must have elapsed before the Puranic religion and law reached or were accepted

¹ I do not mean to imply that even the Eastern Aryans very soon, or very completely, acquired strict caste ideas. Not only have we repeated allusions to sages and heroes marrying 'serpent' and other strange, not to say 'inferior,' wives, but a more general laxity long prevailed. Mr. J. F. Hewitt (J.R.A.S., 1889, p. 196) has justly called attention to a conversation in the M. in which Yudhiṣṭhira says to Nahuṣa that 'in human society it is difficult to ascertain one's own caste, because of the promiscuous intercourse among the four orders. Men belonging to all the orders have children by women of all the orders.' This, however, shows that the idea of established 'orders' and of the propriety of caste distinctions, existed; and that is more than can probably be said for early times in Western India.
by the Yādava and other ruling races. Whether they long retained a Vedic type of worship in their new settle-
ments, we have no means of knowing; but for centuries they were non-Brahmanic, and Jainism and Buddhism appear at one time dominant in their early history as reflected in the cave-sculptures and other remains. It is notorious, too, that those (independent) faiths are always connected with Northern and Indo-Scythian tribes and the earlier dynasties of the West who had affinities with them. Wherever we can trace a family to the early Yādava, or to Magadha, or the Indo-Scythian times, or to the Nāga connection, or to princes like the Maurya, we invariably find some early worship of Sun or Serpent giving way to Jainism or Buddhism, as the case may be, before an ultimate prevalence of the worship of Śiva or Viṣṇu. On the other hand, none of the Ganges Valley (Lunar) Aryans are non-
Brahmanic, nor open to accept Buddhism when it arises. But Brahmanic religion and customs only slowly filtered into the West and South and Lower East. Nor is the fact altered by the possibility of finding an early ‘Hindu’ prince or dynasty here and there before the general acknowledgment of Brahmanic superiority. Brahman hermits early began to wander, and must have made occasional royal or baronial converts. There are, for example, inscriptions of the ‘Western Satraps’ which show that there were many Brahmans then in Gujarāt and Upper Dakhan, though Buddhism was prevalent. If we can judge from the general traditions which prevail, and the certainly foreign character of the Western Brahmans, we shall, I think, conclude that the Brahmanic faith was

1 In the M. we hear of Brahmans in the Payoṣṇi (Tapti) Valley, and even as far as Gokarna on the West Coast. Among the Kasatrapas we notice Ushavadatta (probably ruling during the first quarter of the second century). Though a Saka by birth, he is believed to have adopted the Brahmanic faith. The inscriptions, with pardonable exaggeration, record how he gave 300,000 cows and other wonderful gifts to Brahmans. He fed, we are told, "hundreds of thousands" of Brahmans every year, which is obvious nonsense, because such a number could not have been in existence in the West. It cannot be supposed that Brahmans accompanied the Yādava from the Indus; so that none could be found but hermit wanderers in small groups from the North. (See Bombay Gazetteer, vol. i, pt. 1, p. 125.)
not general in Maharāṣṭra before the seventh or eighth century.¹

The success of the Brahmanic ideal, developed as it was among a small minority of a ruling race, overcoming Buddhism, proving superior to all racial and geographical barriers, is one of the most remarkable facts of Indian history. But Brahmanism really displaced no cherished national divinities; it only ranged or embodied them in a new order; it could admit all kinds of local deities, even the hated Nāga;² it could devise the most minutely ritualistic and formally objective worship, while, on the other hand, its various schools of subjective speculation could develop a misty pantheism which is reality of nothing and the negation of any intelligible worship whatever. But the greatest strength of Brahmanism lay in its combined social and religious system. It took possession of both the elements of which Hindu Society was made up. One element was the mass of the people—nearly all non-Aryan (or very mixed), agriculturist and industrial; this element provided the modus vivendi for the second. The second element included both the spiritual ruler—the Brahmān—and the temporal ruler, the king, and his host of nobles, relations, hangers-on, and officials. Of both elements the Brahmans took complete possession. Their rules of caste were calculated to promote the interests of both. In the case of the lower orders, they fixed a certain, if humble, status of respectability—certain, because there was the abyss of outcastedom below it: but caste, to some extent at least, effected a permanent division of labour, and presented an obstacle to overcompetition in any given

¹ I may refer to the tradition or legend of the Kādamba king Mayuravarmā, or Mayurāśarman, of N. Kanara, introducing eighteen 'agrahāra' of Brahmans, which could not have been before the seventh century. (See Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 2, p. 560.) As regards Mr. Baine's remark (Census Rep., 1891, Parl. Blue Book, p. 141) that the Mahrāthī language is peculiarly Brahmanic, any such feature could have been taken on, just as the introduction of Christianity affected the vocabulary, etc., of many languages that had long been fixed.

² Nor need I argue about Śiva and phallic worship being of Dravidian origin. The whole genesis of Śiva worship and the rival Viṣṇu sect is curious. The Krishna cult seems to have been invented as a bid for popular favour for the Viṣṇu side against the Saivite.
trade or industry. Among the upper classes, caste appealed to family pride and ideas of respectability and dignity. But, indeed, the Brahmanic system as a whole—not merely its caste distinctions—attracted all classes. The populace in towns found their religious sense satisfied by the assistance of a family priest, ever ready with his sacred ceremonial and offices arranged in connection with every event and stage in family life. In the country wandering teachers and ascetics attracted eager attention, and shrines and holy places were established all over the continent. Nor were the ‘mela’ or local religious gatherings and periodic pilgrimages without a powerful effect in attracting adherents. To these must be added the power of the Brahman to declare ‘good’ and ‘bad’ days—the astrological government of life, and his control of supernatural influences by charms and exorcisms, which, in spite of educational progress, continue to be almost as much a power as ever. Nor was the system less adapted to capture the ruling classes. The Brahman made his presence needed at every Rājā’s court, to organize business and direct the State correspondence as well as to declare the sacred law. Here, too, astrology played no unimportant part in securing priestly ascendancy. Kings seem, at all times, to have accepted the traditional position of the Brahman, and never to have had any misgivings as to the great merit of making land-grants and lavishly endowing priestly families. In the developed Hindu State polity, the Brahman Counsellor is as much a part of the Constitution as the Rājā himself. To this organizing power of the Brahman we undoubtedly ascribe the general spread and immense success of Hinduism over the West, and still more the South, of India, where the Aryan element was otherwise so little diffused. The (Southern) legend of Āgastya but symbolizes the process—the Brahman teacher converting the

1 And it is not necessary to say that caste rules had a certain moral utility they had their good aspect as well as their bad.

2 It is notorious to the present day how any ascetic teacher or hermit will gather a following. The effect of shrines and the ‘melas’ connected with them is equally well known.
Dravidian masses from his hermitage or preaching station, set up at every mysterious point of natural scenery, on mountain peak or riverside. The Brahman minister found his way into the Court of the Scythian Kshatrapa as well as into that of the rude but capable Dravidian princes. He inspired them with a new idea of family dignity and its increase by caste observance; he proceeded to organize the local Court and the public administration; and to judge by the Sanskritic inscriptions only, that Court would often be imagined as more extensively 'Hindu' than it really was. Then, too, some members of a more nearly Aryan military race would be received and given high command, being found useful in introducing improvements into the army. All this happened, not in any rapid flood of Aryan progress, but in the slow course of centuries, and by individual influences.

Nor must it be forgotten that the Brahmanic system had not only to reckon with more or less crude Kolarian and Dravidian religious ideas. It had to contend with a rival, and at times powerfully State-protected, Buddhism and Jainism. Moreover (and this chiefly concerns us here), it had to admit and provide for a long and varied series of foreign additions to the ruling and dominating class. For in some parts of India, the orthodox Kshatriya element never existed; in others it had died out, and in others had been replaced by foreign clans who were not indisposed to adopt the form of orthodoxy, so long as their own ruling and conquering position and dignity were provided for. I need not repeat the enumeration of these foreign elements—from the sixth century B.C. down to the sixth century A.D. All were originally outside the pale of Hinduism; and despite

1 We have examples in the Central Provinces and elsewhere of how the Nāga chiefs discarded their ancient symbol, and accepted 'Rājput' rank and an impossible genealogy for some Epic or Puranic hero. Such princes adopt caste observation with extreme strictness. After some few generations (backed by wealth and success) they are admitted to marriage alliances with Rājput houses of more established reputation.

2 With reference, for example, to the possibility of some real descendant of Pāṇḍu, or other Aryan Kshatriya of the North, finding his way to power in the Southern 'Pandyan' kingdom.
the attractiveness of the Brahmanic system among the long-acclimatized Western and Southern peoples, Brahmanic institutions had a very limited hold on countries like the Panjāb, where to this day we find Brahmans indeed everywhere admitted, but not much held in reverence, while their 'Hindu law' is almost unknown. Everywhere, except in a few high-caste families in cities, the agricultural tribal custom of inheritance, adoption, marriage, etc., prevails; and doubtless the limited influence of Brahmans made it so much easier to convert 'Rājput' tribes to Islam (which was common), and helped the establishment of Sikhism. Very probably other provinces remote from the Madhyadeśa, would furnish similar examples.

No wonder that so few surviving castes and clans represent pure descent of any kind. No wonder, on the other hand, that on becoming 'Hindus,' so many began to claim kindred with Brahmanic heroes or sages; just as many Moslem castes claim descent from Arabian chiefs and saints, though their Hindu origin can hardly be concealed. There is, indeed, an obvious gradation of superiority, mental and physical, connected with the higher castes and clans, especially in Northern India; but these mark the superior elements of several races, while among them the 'Aryan' has had the best chance. But the mass of middle and lower castes, agricultural or industrial, are either not 'Aryan' at all, or represent only the least advanced, and most mixed, sections of the race.

(To be continued.)

In Mr. Baden-Powell’s article, No. XXV of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for July, 1898, on Village Land-Tenures in India, he asks with reference to my letter on the same subject in the Journal of the Society for July, 1897, for further local details on the following points:—

I. As to whether the original matriarchal stage of village life described by me is to be found in the primaeval history of both Kolarian and Dravidian tribes, or whether its institutions were only indigenous among one of these groups.

II. On p. 609 he also asks for a statement of the grounds for asserting that the matriarchal form of village I sketched actually prevailed, and for further information as to the locale and actual features of the Nāga and Ooraon villages mentioned by me on p. 631 of my letter of July, 1897.

III. He asks (p. 611) for further proofs showing that the whole cultivated produce of the village lands was brought into one common stock or central store, whence it was issued for the common meals and common use of the associated cultivators.

In answering the first question it is necessary to state clearly the distinction which, according to my understanding of the meaning of the terms, separates Kolarians and Dravidians. In the first place, the languages of the two races are radically distinct, the Kolarians or Mundas speaking dialects akin to those of the Mon tribes of Burmah, while the Dravidian tongues are allied to the Madras Tamil, and Tamil is also, I believe, the speech of the Madras Cholas, who there represent the Kols of Western Bengal. There
is also a distinct difference in the characters of the two races, the Kolarian Mundas being excitable, light-hearted, garrulous, exceedingly sensitive, and not nearly so steadily industrious as the Dravidians, who, as represented by the Bhuyas, their most distinctive tribe, in Chutia Nagpore, are silent, self-contained, indomitably obstinate, and persevering. Both races are dolikho-kephalic, and as a general rule the Kolarians, at least in their dominant tribe, the Ho Kols of Singhbhum, have not the semi-negroid features and thick lips of the Dravidian Bhuyas and Marya or Tree Gonds.

But neither of these races are to be found now in India in a pure unmixed state. All their component tribes have in the course of past ages and the process of the birth of local nationalities been very much fused together, and thus Dravidian customs are found among the Kolarians and Kolarian among the Dravidians; and as far as I can judge from my own observations I would say that the Marya Gonds of the forests of the Central Provinces in Kakeir and Bustar, where the Mahanuddi and Wardha rivers rise, are the purest representatives in Central India of the original Dravidian stock. The mixed character of the Gonds is proved by the fact that their ruling clans are Turanians, undoubtedly descended from immigrants from Asia Minor, who first introduced into India the sacred oil-seed, the Tilli (Sesamum Orientale) and the northern millets, Jowari (Holeus Sorghum) and Kessari (Paspalum frumentaceum). They were the Gonds of the second immigration described in their national epic, the Song of Lingal, as being born in the caves at the sources of the Jumna. They were thence carried down the river by the flood which arose while they were cooking their kessari millet, and the four fathers of the four ruling Gond clans were saved from death by Lingal and Dame the tortoise, who placed them in safety on the tortoise earth of the Kushika or Nāga race, and taught them to build houses and to found the tribal city of Nur-Bhumi.  

1 Hewitt, ""Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times,"" vol. i, Essay iii, pp. 222, 223.
of the first immigration, who had come, like the Mundas, from the mountains of the North-East, the hill lands of North Burmah and Southern China, and had become amalgamated with the still earlier Dravidian races born of the forest trees.

In consequence of this constant intermixture of early indigenous and immigrant races, among whom only the very faintest sense of national as opposed to local distinctions existed, it is somewhat difficult to determine exactly the race among which the distinctly matriarchal customs I have described as regulating the union of the sexes in India arose. For very similar customs to those of India are proved by the writings of Khwang-tzi, the greatest of the followers of Lao-tzi, the apostle of Taoism, to have existed in the primaeval villages of China. He in pt. iii, sect. vii, describes the age of the first village founders as that of the Nest-builders, who roosted at night on trees, lived on acorns and chestnuts, and did not know the use of clothes. These people, he says, knew their mothers, but did not know their fathers, and from this state they emerged to become a people who ploughed and ate and wove and made clothes.¹

In Chutia Nagpore and the adjoining districts of Chuttis-gurh we find every stage of village organization existing in India before the institution by the immigrant Jats and Rajputs of Northern India of Bhaiāchārā and Pattidari villages, with rights of private property in the soil vested in the families of the village shareholders. The evidence furnished by these early tenures fully proves that this Chinese description of early village life gives a very true account of the origin of Indian villages. The first stage approaching that of the Nest-builders is to be found among the Kolarian Korwas, occupiers of the Pāts or volcanic plateaux of Jushpore and North-East Sirgujya. These, which were originally one plateau, have been divided into a number of elevated islands, separated from one another by the deep valleys of the rivers rising in these central mountain lands. Each of these is

occupied by a section of the Korwas, who scatter themselves over its surface in small groups, living in the rudest possible huts, made of tree branches stuck into the ground. But each location is only occupied for two or three years till the fertility of the soil cleared for their encampment is exhausted, and then the occupants move to another tract. The nucleus round which these scattered groups congregate is their Byga or tribal priest, the maker and consecrator of the arrows used by the hunters. He, in the Lahsun Pāt, which is that which I know best, used always to live in its centre before the Korwas were deported from the Plateau because of their persistent habit of robbing merchants and travellers passing along the roads encircling the base of their rocky fastnesses. The only permanent village among the Korwas was that in the south-west of the Pāt formation in the Maini valley. This was the home of the chief of all the scattered clans, the potentate answering to the Manki or head of a Kol Parha or province.

The next stage succeeding that of the nomade Korwas is found in the Munda and Kol villages, each ruled by its own Munda or headman, while each Parha or union of ten or twelve adjoining villages has, as among the Korwas, its tribal priest.

In succession to these Munda villages we find those of the Gonds of Chuttisgurh, where the headman is aided in the management of the village by four or more assistants, the subordinate members of the village Panchayut, who are, as I have described in pp. 635, 636 of my letter in the Journal of July, 1897, the autocratic rulers of the village.

The transition from these Munda and Gond villages to the elaborately organized villages of the Ooraons, which I have fully described in my "Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times," vol. i, Essay ii, pp. 91-95, is very great. The Ooraon tribes are those ruling the central provinces of the Lohardugga plateau of Chutia Nagpore. This forms the estate, and before our assumption of the Government was the ruling portion of the dominions of the Nagbunsi Rājas of Chutia Nagpore. This name means the mother (chut)
country of the Nāgas. But this name of Nagpore or the land of the Nāgas was also that of the whole Gond kingdom of the Haihaya or Haio-bunsi kings of Central India, extending from the valleys of the Tapti or Nerbudda in the west to the Behar boundaries of the Magadha or Cheroo kings of the Gangetic Valley on the east, and this boundary is still marked by the estates vested in the Ghatwali landowners of Khurrukdeha in Hazaribagh and the Ghatwals of Birbhum, Bancoorah, and Midnapore, who were placed to guard the boundaries of the Ghats or mountain passes leading down to the plain. In the remains of the Deshbohi of the old Haihaya kings of Chuttsigurh for 1629 Sbt., 1563 A.D., given to Mr. Chisholm, Settlement Officer of Belaspur, by the descendants of the Sherishtadars or record holders of the Haihaya kings, Chutia Nagpore is named as a subordinate tract of the Haihaya kingdom, and its wealth in gold and diamonds must have made it the most valuable part of their dominions, and have justified its name of the Mother Country of the Nāgas. The name Haihaya or Haio-bunsi means, I believe, the sons (bunsi) of the water-snake (haio). They, like the Chutia Nagpore Rājas, used the sign of the Nāga snake as their totem mark, and doubtless wore it (like the Kushika or Kushite Egyptian kings) on their foreheads, where similar marks are worn by all Hindu Vishnuites and Sivites. The land ruled by the Haio-bunsis was once the whole of the Gond lands of Central and North-Eastern India, afterwards called Mahā-Kosala and Kosala, the country of the Kashis or Kushikas. The present Rāja of Huldi in Ghazipur is a Haio-bunsi, and Sir H. Elliot tells us they are also found in Sohajpur. Also in the Vishnu Purāṇa the Haihayas are spoken of as the early rulers of Ayodhya or Kosala, and local tradition, as recorded by Sir A. Cunningham,¹ tells us that the oldest name of the country was Gandā or Gonda. The Ooraon tribes, successors of the Gonds, probably represent the mixed Nāga, Gond, and Munda races under

¹ Cunningham, "Ancient Geography of India," p. 908.
their original aspect, before they were subjected to the later influences of the Cheroos or later Jats and the Kshatriya tribes, and the relation in which they stand to the Cheroos is shown by the fact that the owner of the greater part of the Hazaribagh district, an appanage attached to the office of Senapati or Commander-in-Chief of the Chutia Nagpore Rājas, is a Kharwar by caste, and it is from the Kharwars that the Cheroos or Jats are descended. The organization of the Ooraon kingdom of the Nagbunis and of the Haihaya land of Chuttisgurh also shows a later addition to the strength of the ruling authority in the Kauris and Rantia Kauris. To these representatives of the Kaurāvyas of the Mahābhārata were allotted the greater number of the frontier estates of Chutia Nagpore and Chuttisgurh, which are still held by their descendants. They were the military guardians of the frontiers, and are thus the equivalents of the Kharwars to whom the office of Commander-in-Chief was entrusted.

The Ooraons are undoubtedly later immigrants from the North than the millet-growing Gonds. They call themselves the sons of the ass, an animal indigenous to Syria, whence it has been brought to India. They say they were the first people who brought the plough to India, and that they came from the West, the land of Ruhi-das, a name meaning the country (das) of the red men, and similar to that of Rotou, meaning 'red,' by which the Egyptians called the Syrians. They brought also barley, a Mesopotamian plant, with the plough, and one of their chief festivals is the Kurrum festival, held in August, when the villagers dance round the Kurrum, or almond-tree, cut from the forest and planted for the occasion in the centre of the village Akra, or dancing-ground. They wear in their hair yellow sprouts of the young barley plants, sown by the daughters of village headmen in river sand, mixed with turmeric, the sacred plant of the yellow races.

1 For the connection between Cheroos and Jats see Hewitt, "Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times," vol. i, Essay v, p. 484.
In their villages we find the Panchayut of the Gonds replaced by the ruling council, composed of the Munda or village headman, the Pahan or village priest, and the Mahto, the village accountant, who became the Patwari of Bengal and the North-West, and the Kulkarni of Bombay. Except the Pahan, these officers do not, like the Munda and Gond headman, hold a separate tract of land as an appanage of their office, but they have allotments in the three tracts of cultivated land set apart for the clans of Bhunhiars, or original settlers, whence the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto are chosen. Thus we have in this organization a distinct instance of clan or guild tenure, and an appropriation of cultivated soil to the official village clans in place of the land allotted to the Gond headman, who gets one share out of the five into which the village lands are divided, or to the Munda headman, whose holding certainly in many cases is no larger than that of other well-to-do cultivators, and whose official emoluments consist of the donations of forest produce given him by the ryots. Another most distinctive mark of the Ooraon villages is the Manjhus, or royal land, found in every village. This, which represents the headman’s share given to the Gond Patel, is a grant appropriated by the Rāja, whose capital was originally in the central province of Khokra, on the Lohardugga plateau. This Manjhus land is tilled, under the superintendence of the Mahto, by the ryots, who hold the lands not appropriated to the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto koonts, or clans, and its produce is stored in the royal granaries.

These Ooraon villages are all founded on a primaeval Munda basis, and the original Munda Rāja, or Manki, has, by the intermarriage of the ruling family with the successive Ooraon, Kharwar or Nāga, and Kaur invaders, become a Nag-bunsi Rajput. The Ooraons, according to their own evidence and that of the Mundas, entered the Lohardugga district peaceably, with the permission of the Mundas, and the truth of this statement is to be found in the existence to the present day of the old Munda Parhas,
each with its distinctive flag, which have been merged in the large Ooraon provinces of Khokra, Doisa, and Pethoria. Throughout the whole of this area the village lands are held, not in individual, but common property, and the land tilled by each ryot is liable to pass into other hands at the village redistributions. In these redistributions, not only the lands held by the subordinate cultivators, but also those of the headman, come into the common stock. This I can assert positively as to Chuttisgurh, from my own experience as settlement officer in that district, and I believe that in Lohardugga the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto lands are also redistributed. Such distributions have now become very rare among the best cultivated villages in Lohardugga, and as I have never settled a series of Ooraon villages I cannot say whether the clan lands of the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto koonts show by the segregation of their plots, in villages containing a great variety of soils, that they have been subjected to this process, but I have been told by Mr. Webster, who was from 1864 to 1866 Manager under the Court of Wards of the estates of the Chutia Nagpore Raja, that he has known land to be redistributed in the jungle province of Tori, and, therefore, those allotted to the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto koonts must have been treated in the same way. Thus the right of property vested in the clan was not the right to certain fields in perpetuity, but that to a definite quantity of soil of an equal quality to that originally held, the measurement being, before we introduced linear measurements and maps, made, according to the custom of Chutia Nagpore and Chuttisgurh, by reckoning the unit of land as the area which would be sowed by a maund of seed. A great deal of information on this point might be gathered from an examination of the maps of the Bhunhiari lands of the Mundas, Pahans, and Mahtos of the Lohardugga plateau, prepared by the Surveyors employed by Government under the Bhunhiari Act to inquire into these local land tenures. This inquiry began in 1869, and the Munda, Pahan, and Mahto lands in each village were
mapped and recorded in the settlement papers, not in the names of the individual tillers of each plot, but under the general heading of the lands of the koont subject to distribution among the clan members according to clan customs. The only plots in these lands held as individual rights were those in the Pahan koont allotted as appanages of his rank to the Pahan chosen to the office among the members of the priestly clan. He thus was in the position of an English rector holding glebe land appropriated to each successive holder of the post.

As to the matriarchal customs originally associated with these communal village tenures, very distinct traces of them are found among the Mundas, Gonds, Ooraons, and their allied tribes. The rule under which the young men of a neighbouring village of the Parha are invited to the seasonal dances by the girls of another is customary among the Dravidian Juangs and Bhuyas as well as the Kolarian Ho Kols, and everyone who has seen these dances and the orgies accompanying the celebration of these festivals, some of which last for three days and nights, can understand from the evidence of his own eyesight that these gatherings, where rice beer is consumed in enormous quantities, were originally instituted for the propagation of children. These children were in matriarchal days looked on as the legitimately born children of their mother’s village, but now those who owe their parentage to these dances are generally legitimized by the subsequent marriage of their parents. Among the Ho Kols these meetings of the girls of one village with the men of another at the great annual Māgh (January-February) festival are prolonged for weeks, during which the united bands go from village to village and dance in the Akras of those they visit. These orgiastic meetings are, as I have shown in the “Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times,” vol. i, Essay iii, pp. 204, 205, described in Rg., viii, 58 (69), 7–9, as the times when Indra and the bard used to visit the house of Rudra the red one, the red-headed stick god Bhim-sen of the Gond forest-races, and drink ‘Madhu’ or intoxicating spirit at these dances. The dances of the
village women are also mentioned in Rg., i, 92, where the beams of the morning sun are said to be like the "maidens who come trooping out on the shady village green (the Akra under the shade of the Sarna), dressed in their brightest clothes and ranged in order for the dance, bringing with them Soma," which was originally an intoxicating liquor. Also, in another hymn, Rg., x, 146, the first stirrings of the birth of the spring leaves are said to be caused by the sound of the dancing cymbals used as musical instruments in these dances.

The seasonal dances which have now almost, if not quite, disappeared from the Northern India of the Vedic bards, still flourish everywhere in Chutia Nagpore. They are held in the Akra or dancing-ground, under the shade of the Sarna or sacred village grove. This grove is a remnant of the pramaeval forest still retained by the first founders of permanent villages, who carved them out of the forest. The village dwellings are placed close to it, and round this centre ran the ring of cultivated land called by the Gonds the ring of the guardian snake. This separated the home of civilized life from the world of death, the land of the uncleared forest. The children begotten near the Akra under the shade of the mother trees were thus the children of the grove, and hence, when marriages succeeded to the matriarchal unions, arose the custom observed by the Bagdis and Bauris of Western Bengal, the Bunjhis, Kharwars, Rautias, Lohars, Mahilis, Mundas, and Santals of Chutia Nagpore, and by the Kurmis throughout India, of marrying all brides to a tree before they were united to their husbands. It was these matriarchal customs which made the tree called Marom by the Gonds, the mother of the Marya or Tree Gonds. It is the memory of this tree mother which is preserved in the name of the mother goddess universally worshipped throughout Southern India as the goddess Mari-amma, or the Mother Mari. She is the only Indian deity whose image is always made of wood.\footnote{Abbé Dubois, "Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies," edited by Beauchamp, vol. ii, pt. 3, chap. iv, p. 589.} She is the
godess called in the Mahābhārata Mahish-Mati or the
Chief Mother, who is said to rule the southern land of
King Nila, conquered by Sahādeva. This is called the land
“where the women are not obliged to confine themselves to
one husband.” ¹ This is the land of the Nairs, where the
unions between the sexes are governed by a custom directly
derived from the matriarchal age. For the Nair woman,
though obliged by existing custom to marry, does not,
unless she chooses to keep him longer, see her husband after
the first month of their union, and for the rest of her life
she takes temporary partners according to her fancy, as
restricted by tribal rules.

Among these Nairs is found the custom of educating all
children as children of their mother village, which I have
described on p. 631 of my letter on the Origin of Indian
Land Tenures in the Journal for July, 1897. This custom
arose from the rule forbidding the men of any village to
become the fathers of the children of the women of their
own village. It also survives among the Nāgas in Assam,
the Marya Gonds, the Juangs, and Ooraons, and under it
all boys and girls are placed, as soon as they can leave
their mother, under the care of the village elders and
matrons. The boys occupy one building and the girls
another, and each sex eat together in reminiscence of the
days when all the villagers ate a common meal. Among
the Juangs, as Mr. Risley tells us in his “Tribes and Castes
of Bengal,” the boys’ residence, called by the Ooraons
the Dhumkuria or Bachelors’ hall, is also the place where
strangers visiting the village are entertained.

The custom of regarding each village as the family home
of united sisters and brothers is also preserved in the Gond
conception of the cultivated land as the boundary snake.
This belief, which I have described on p. 634 of my previous
letter, is preserved in the ritual of eating the sacred snake
in all boundary disputes in Chuttisgarh. The village
boundary guardian, the Gorait, priest of the Gond boundary
god Goraya, who is chosen by lot to mark the boundary,

¹ Mahābhārata Sabha (Digvijaya) Parva, xxxi.
solemnly eats before he starts on his journey a piece of the earth of the boundary, calling it 'the sacred snake,' and when thus inspired by the god, begins his task of walking round the true boundary. That this belief in the boundary snake is not confined to the Gond lands of Chuttisgurh, but extended to the old Gond kingdom of North-East India, is proved by the following story taken from a cutting from *Allen's Indian Mail*, No. 2,005, of the last week of December, 1896, given me by a friend. It is said to be taken from a note of a recent meeting of the Bombay Anthropological Society. It tells how a boundary dispute arose between the villages Shuknara and Pipra, in Pergunnah Pachlak in the Sarun district, belonging to the Majhowli Raja of Ghorakpur. The two villages were about to fight for the possession of the disputed land, when the sacred serpent appeared in a dream to the headmen of both villages on the night before the intended battle. He told them not to fight, and he would mark out the true boundary. The next morning the snake came out of a Pakur-tree (*Ficus infectoria*) close to the Shuknara Masjid, and drew its length over the right boundary.

The selection in this story of the Pakur mother tree close to the village temple as the sacred tree of the Nāga boundary snake is also significant, as the Pakur is the sacred fig-tree still worshipped at Pureag, the meeting-place of the Jumna and Ganges. This is consecrated as the place where the union between the immigrant Turanian tribes coming down the Jumna and the earlier dwellers in India was consummated, and where the union of the Kushika Nāgas who founded the sacred city of Kashi (Benares) was formed. The historical stage indicated by the reverence for the Pakur or Plaksha is also distinctly shown in the Soma ritual, where in the form of Soma worship succeeding that celebrated on the altar thatched with Kusha grass, the parent grass of the Kushikas, forming the ring still used in the marriage of Kushika cultivating tribes,¹ Plaksha branches

¹ Hewitt, "Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times," vol. i, Essay iii, p. 175, note 2; p. 280.
are ordered to be placed as coverings on the altar above the thatching of Kusha grass. The altar thus covered was that used for animal sacrifices, showing that the ritual was earlier than that of the Soma altar, where only milk in various forms, barley, and running water were mixed in the Soma cup.¹

The national snake-god of the Gonds is the god Sek Nāg, the rain-god whose image of a wooden snake is placed in his shrine under the national parent tree, the Saya (Terminalia tomentosa). Only men worship him, and his worshippers must come to his shrine perfectly naked. That he is a sea-god is shown by the offerings made to him—seven cocoanuts which only bear fruit within the influence of the sea-breeze, seven pieces of betel-nut, milk, and flowers, but no animal victims. This absence of animal sacrifices in his ritual proves that his worship dates back to the days of the tree mother and the father tree ape, the Gond god Maroti, to neither of whom are offered the animal sacrifices introduced by the Northern immigrant sons of animal totems. This god becomes, in the ritual of the Takkas of the Panjab, Shesh Nāg, who rules the Winter season of the year, the Spring and Summer seasons being ruled by Takht Nāg and Bāsuk Nāg. These three Nāga gods form the prongs of the holy trident worshipped by the Takkas, and this trident is the descendant of the Gond trident of Pharsi Pen or the female (pen) trident (pharsi), composed now of the iron rod and central prong called Pharsipot inserted into the female bamboo, while the two outer prongs are called Manko Rayetal and Jango Rayetal, his two tiger wives. These are the tiger mothers of the Malli or Mon race, who with the Liechavis, the sons of the Akkadian lion or dog Lig, constitute the confederacy of the Vaggians (Sanskrit, Vyaghra; Pali, Vyaggho), who ruled North-Eastern India, the kingdom of the Gonds, in the lifetime of the Buddha. The name Pharsi Pen or the female trident given to this sacred sign of the year-god of

¹ Eggeling’s Šat. Brāh., iii, 5. 1. 35; iii, p. 3, 10–12. SBE., vol. xxvi, pp. 120, 202, 203.
the year of three seasons points to the matriarchal age, when mother and not father gods were worshipped.

The god Sek or Shesh Nāg was the god who is said in the Mahābhārata to have been placed by the god Vasu, the Takka Vāsuk or Bāsuk Nāg, below Mount Mandara, the central mountain of the Kushikas, as the ocean snake on which it rested. It was from this ocean that he made the holy ass Ucchāi-shra-vas, the horse of Indra with the long ears, to emerge by making the mountain revolve, as in their belief the earth revolved under the guidance of the Pole Star.

This ass is the sun-god of the Summer season of the year of three seasons, called in the Bandahish, xix, 1–11,\(^1\) the three-legged ass with three feet and six eyes. He is the counterpart and successor of the snake Azi Dahāka, the Vṛitra of the Rigveda, with three heads and six eyes.\(^2\) It is he who helps Tishtriya (Sirius) to draw from the ocean the rain which is to water the earth at the close of the burning Summer, and which falls in North India during the rainy season at the Summer solstice ruled by Sirius. This ass, who succeeded the sacred Vṛitra or enclosing (erī) snake of the Rigveda as the god slain by Indra, is the totem god of the Ooraons, who are also, as I have shown above, closely connected with the Kharwars, the parent tribe of the Cheroos ruled by Vasu.

The god Vasu is also said in the Mahābhārata\(^3\) to be the god-king of the Pūruvas, or eastern people, whom we have seen to be the sons of the tiger dwelling in the land of Chedi, the land of the birds (Cheḍ or Chir), the country of the Cheroos rulers of Magadha. He is said to have set up on the Sakti mountains, the Kymore range forming south of Benares the southern boundary of the Gangetic Valley, the bamboo pole, the female bamboo of the trident of Pharsi Pen, as the sign of the divinity. This he crowned

---

with the lotus garland of Indra, the rain-god, to whom, as to Sek or Sak Nāg, the god of the Sakti mountains, no animal victims were ever offered. His name, derived from the root īndu, shows him to be the god Ind or Aind, the eel or water-snake, the totem of the Haihayas, or Haios, and also of the Kherias, Cheroos, Kharwars, Mundas, Rautia Kaurs, Asuras, Gualas, Pans, and Santals; in short, of all the ruling primitive tribes of Chutia Nagpore and Western Bengal, the mining races who developed the mineral wealth of Chutia Nagpore, and made it the treasure-house of the early Nāga kings. This eel was, as Herodotus tells us (ii, 72), worshipped by the Egyptians, who also adored the Nāga snake of the Hindu Kushika, or Kushites. It was the parent fish of the Sanskrit Matsya, sons of the fish from whom the royal races of India were descended. He and his sister Satya-vati, wife of Shantanu, and thus ancestress of the Kaurāvyas and Pāṇḍavas, the conquering races of the Mahābhārata, were born, as that ancient historical poem tells us, from Vasu and his hawk wife. She was the Hindu equivalent of the Greek goddess Circe or Kirke, from κηρκός, 'the hawk,' and the root kir reappears in India as the Chir or bird-mother of the Cheroos. In Egypt she was the hawk-headed goddess Hat-hor, whose son Horus always is depicted with a hawk's head. Mr. Boscawen tells us that the image of the sun-mother hawk is engraved as the sign of the guardian god on the walls of the oldest mines in Egypt. The sons of the hawk, the Cheroos, were the successors of the trident-worshipping Takkas, and they are named as the second of the Dri-dasyas, the three (dri) country-born races (dasya) in the Madras list of the three races, the Cholas or Kolas, the Cheroos, and Pandyas, descended from Agastya, the star Canopus, and Lopā-mudrā, the fox (lopā-sha) mother, the moon-goddess.

The original fish or water-snake, Sek or Shesh Nāg, who was the god of the Spring season in the Takka triad, is

1 Mahābhārata Adi (Adivansavatarna) Parva, lxiii, pp. 174, 175.
3 Mahābhārata Vana (Tirtha-yatra) Parva, xvi, xvii, pp. 307–314.
the Vedic Suk-ra, another form of Indra. The mountain Mandara, which he surrounded as the ocean-snake, is the forest-clad hill called Paris-nath, the lord (nath) of the traders (Paṇis or Paṇris) on the Burrakur in Chutia Nagpore. It is still one of the most sacred shrines of all the Jains of India, whose earliest shrines are in Khātiawār in the West of India. The great majority of the Jains are traders and bankers, and they, according to the genealogy of their Tirtha-karas, their twenty-four parent gods, are descended from Rishabha, the bull (rishabha) of Kosala and the mountain (maru) goddess Maru-devi. The image of their mountain mother, encircled by the ocean-snake, reappears in the conception of the earth in the Edda, where its centre is Mount Asgard, surrounded by the Midgard serpent, and crowned with the mother-tree, the sacred ash, Ygg-drasil.

These historical stories of Vasu, the sacred mountain, and Shesh Nāg, filtered down into the theology of the Mahābhārata and the Vedas, through Goud, Takka, and Cheroo tribal traditions, are all shown by the Takka mythology to point to the year of three seasons indicated by the three gods of the Takka trident. But as in this mythology Vasu or Vāsuk Nāg is said to have added himself as ruler of Summer to an actual year formerly consisting of Shesh Nāg, the Spring and Summer, and Takt or Taksh Nāg, the Winter season, it is clear that the year of Vasu was preceded by one reckoned by two seasons. These are the two seasons of the year of the Munda sun-bird, the sacred jungle-fowl, which begins its annual circuit round the heavens with the Winter solstice, when the Sohrai Saturnalia of the Santals and the Pongol or year festival of Madras is held. It makes its journey from the south to the north during the six months called in Hindu ritual the Devayāna. At the Summer solstice it turns back again from the north to the south, during the six months season of the Pitri-yāna, and ends its yearly course in the south, with the sun at the Winter solstice. This is the sun-course represented in the two Sū-astikas,
called female and male, the sacred signs of all the Jain traders of Western India; the female Śū-astika, or Śū-v-astika, ॥, marking the northerly course of the sun as going widdershins, or from right to left, and the male Śū-astika, ॥, representing its southern or deasil course from north to south or from left to right. This last is the holy circuit, the Sanskrit Pradakshina, the Pāli Padakkhino, of the Brahmans and Buddhists, and the latter in the Buddhist books are represented as thus going round the Buddha with their right sides towards him. This male Śū-astika is also depicted on the feet of the Buddha. The earlier mother sun-bird, who began her course at the Winter solstice, is the Shyena or frost (śyā) bird of Rg., iv, 27, who was wounded by the arrow of Krishānu, the rainbow-god, the drawer (karsh) of the heavenly bow, the god who brings the Winter rains. With her blood one of her feathers fell to earth, and grew in the Spring following the Winter solstice into the Palāsha-tree (Butea frondosa), as we are told in the Brāhmanas.¹ This Palāsha-tree, called Shyena-hrita, or the tree sacred to the Shyena bird,² is the most ancient of the sacred trees of which the sap supplied the holy Soma juice, and it is also the sacred tree of the Mundas. The arrow with which it was slain represents, according to the Brāhmanas,³ the year of the three seasons of the Upasads succeeding that of two, its feather being the Spring, its shaft the Summer, and its barb the Winter, and the whole story of the arrow and the bird tells of the coming of a northern race, who used the bow instead of the Dravidian boomerang.

But the year of the sun-bird of the Eastern Mundas, Santals, and Madras Dravidians, which became the orthodox Brahminical year, the year of the Vedic god Tvashtar, or the most complete two, was not the earliest year of the founders of the Indian communal village carved from

¹ Eggeling's Sat. Brāh., i, 7. 1. 1. SBE., vol. xii, p. 183.  
the primaeval forest. This last was the year of Western India, beginning with the new moon of Khartik (October-November), the month of the Krittakas or Pleiades. This is the year observed by all traders in Western India, who close their books on the 26th of October, to prepare for the Dewali or Dibālī festival, held at the beginning of November. This November feast of lamps is still celebrated in Japan, and was also held in Egypt in connection with the yearly burying of Osiris, the star Orion, the god of the old year at the same season in Egypt.1 This is the year of the people of the Southern Hemisphere, who as ancestors of the forest races of India, the first founders of villages, were led by the exigencies of agriculture, which rendered a knowledge of the times and seasons a necessary part of a farmer's education, to seek for a method of measuring annual time. They did not seek this knowledge in the course of the sun, the evil spirit which burnt up their crops unless its heat was tempered by constant rain, but in the stars, which rose, culminated, and set like the sun. Their object was to find a constellation which marked the 1st of November, the beginning of their Spring. This they found in the Pleiades, which, as they noted, set immediately after the sun on the 1st of November, and continued to set later than the sun up to the beginning of April, when they were no longer visible in the night sky. They reappeared again in May, to set before the sun, and this they continued to do till the end of October. Thus their year was divided into two seasons of six months each, from November to May, and May to November, the first year of the parent year gods called the two (teu), who became, when this year was succeeded by the Munda sun-year, the Tvashtar or superlative two of the Rigveda. This Pleiades year begins everywhere throughout the Southern Hemisphere with a three days' feast to the dead.

A story was invented to explain the motions of the stars headed by the Pleiades, and its most picturesque form is that surviving in Australia. According to this, the Queen of the Pleiades found a tree-grub in a forest-tree and took it out. It became the giant star Canopus and ran away with her, that is to say, dragged her and her attendant stars round the heavens. This became among the Dravidians the story which represented the giant ape, the Gond tree ape god Maroti, as sitting on the top of the central tree of the world's village grove and dragging the stars round the Pole. This survives in Egyptian astronomy, in which the stars of the Great Bear are called the Thigh of Set, and Set, whose name according to Brugsch means the vanquished (st) god, is the god originally called Hapi in Egyptian form of the Tamil Kapi the ape. In the Rāmāyana this story appears as that of the marriage of Su-grīva, the ape king, with Tārā the Pole Star, and it is Su-grīva who, with Hanuman, the Gond tree ape god, Maroti helps Rāma, the ploughing ox-god, to visit Sitā, the furrow, in the island of Lanka (Ceylon) by means of the bridge formed of 360,000 apes, that is to say, by the 360 days of the year. Tārā, again, is the Buddhist mother goddess worshipped at Budh-Gaya and in Thibet, the goddess Tārā Pennu or the female (pen) Tārā of the Khonds and other ruling races of the earliest northern immigrations to Orissa and Chutia Nagpore. This ape star god, the star Canopus of Southern astronomy, called Agastiya in the Rigveda and Mahābhārata, is the father god of all Southern India, who was, as we have seen, by Lopāmudrā his wife, mentioned with him in Rg., i, 179, father of the Dri-dasyas, the Cholas, Cheroos, and Pandyas. The fingers of this ape god, with which he dragged the Pleiades round the Pole, appear in the reckoning of the early Pleiades year as the five days of the weeks into which it was divided. There were seventy-two weeks of five days each, the five fingers of his mighty hand, reckoned in this year. Thus each of its two seasons of six months contained thirty-six weeks, the thirty-six steps of Vishnu, the year-god of Hindu mythology. This is the
week of the Shans of North Burmah, who hold their markets at intervals of five days. It was also the week of the people of the Gangetic Doab, called in the Mahābhārata the Panchālas or men of five (panch) claws (ala), also called, both in this poem and the Rigveda, the Srinjayas, or men of the sickle (srini). This was the week they reckoned in their first sun-year, reckoned by months, the eighteen months' year represented in the ritual of the Ashvamedha sacrifice recorded in the Mahābhārata, by the eighteen sacrificial stakes then erected in place of the eleven hitherto set up to represent the year of gestation of the sun-horse, that of eleven lunar months.¹ It was also the week of the Zends, called the Punchak fartum, represented in the seventy-two threads of the Zend girdle, which, like the three knots of the Brahmin's girdle, tied to represent the three seasons of the year, recalled the memory of the primaeval five days' week. It was also the Fint, the name of the five days' week of the Scandinavians.

I have now shown in this sketch of the development and extension of the matriarchal village customs, with the accompaniment of a communal tenure of land, that this primaeval system originating in the south, was gradually spread by the northern advance of the southern forest races all over India. The evidence also shows that these customs were in part taken over by the first northern immigrants, the Mundas and Turanian Gonds, and that among these early founders of primitive states, divided into Parhas or Provinces, the Pergunnahs of Bengal and the North-West, the first villages each contained its central Sarna or sacred village grove, and its Akra or dancing-ground, where the matriarchal unions of the sexes were consummated at the seasonal dances. Also that the first northern immigrants from the south brought with them their year, reckoned by the movements of the Pleiades, beginning with its three days' feast to the dead, and this

year was by the Mundas replaced by their solstitial year of the sun-bird, also divided like the Pleiades year into seventy-two weeks of five days each. For the original three days' feast to the dead beginning the November year, there was substituted by the corn-growing Syrian immigrants from the north, who instituted the year measured by equinoxes as well as solstices, the present Hindu Shraddha held in Bhadon, at the autumnal equinox. This was the time when the original Syrian and Macedonian solar year, the year still used by the Jews, began.

But the Indian evidence as to the matriarchal, social, and territorial customs of the earliest founders of villages is not the only evidence adducible on the subject, for, as I shall now proceed to show, we find in Europe and South-Western Asia evidence proving the existence there of the Indian matriarchal system, and thus corroborating that I have shown to exist in India. Also this evidence gives us as to certain details, especially those connected with the ancient custom of common meals, more exact proof than that can be gathered from India, where it has been almost everywhere destroyed by the caste system, which again originated from the earlier division of the country into villages, where the inhabitants fed together, and from the system of trade guilds introduced by the Kushika, under which, as in Europe, the guildsmen dined together.¹

These early village founders, in making their way through the country to seek new sites for the settlements of the growing population, used the natural high roads supplied by the rivers and the sea. It was on the river banks and the western sea-coasts of India, covered with forests down to the water's edge, that they learned the arts of boat-building and navigation. As the possessors of these arts, it was they who first introduced maritime trade and civilisation into the coast lands of the Indian Ocean, for, except on the Malabar coast of India and those of the islands of the Archipelago, no ship-building timber is found elsewhere.

¹ Hewitt, "Ruling Races of Prehistoric Times," vol. i, Preface, pp. iviii, lix; Essays ii and iii, pp. 87, 310, 311.
near the sea over its whole extent. It was in the course
of these coasting voyages to seek new lands more accessible
than those situated far from the rivers among the tangled
woods, that they gradually made their way to the Persian
Gulf in the boats which were henceforth used throughout
Assyria and Egypt to represent the dwelling-places of these
national gods, the arks in which they were carried in all
religious processions. There they found good arable land,
but the sandy soil was not well suited to their rice, and
hence, as they in India had grown rice from the wild grass,
still hung up in August in the houses of all ryots in Central
India, as the parent rice plant, so their descendants in
Mesopotamia found the wild grasses, whence, as all botanists
now agree, our European barley and wheat were originally
produced. These people came to Asia Minor at the close
of the Palaeolithic Age, the age of the Glacial epochs, when
cultivation in Europe was all but impossible, and united
with the hunting races, the cave-dwellers, who were the
sole inhabitants of the country during the Ice Age. It was
there that they substituted Orion, the hunting star, for
Canopus as the leader of the Pleiades and their attendant
stars round the Pole, for Canopus in Argo ceased to be
visible north of the Isthmus of Suez, and it was thence that
they spread themselves all over Europe as the dwellers
in the Neolithic villages. In these, as Lubbock and Boyd
Dawkins have shown, all the crops grown and all the beasts
domesticated owed their origin to Asia Minor and South-
Western Asia. These people took with them their reverence
for the village grove, and the village tree, preserved in the
temple groves and the temple Temenos forming the
Akropolis or centre of all towns and villages. The seasonal
dances were reproduced in the dances to Istar, Mylitta,
Cybele, Aphrodite, and Venus, and the matriarchal national
customs produced the Amazonian rule of women along the
coasts of the Mediterranean and in Ancient Greece. The
consecrated maidens of Istar of a later age represent the

village women of the matriarchal epoch, and the Babylonian customs of the worship of Mylitta, which obliged all women to appear at her temple before their marriage and there unite themselves with the first male worshipper who chose them, show clearly their derivation from matriarchal village unions. The custom of common meals was preserved by the Cretans, Spartans, the Oenotrians and Sikels of South Italy and Sicily, the Arcadians of Phygalia, and the Argives. It was observed at Megara in the days of Theognis, and was said to have been introduced into Corinth by Periander, and Aristotle in his Politics tells us that these meals were taken from the common granaries (ἐκ κοινοῦ). The primaevale custom of common meals was universally preserved in Italy and Greece by the common ceremonies performed in each city at its public festivals. These were always, as Mons. Fustel de Coulanges has shown in his graphic work "La Cité Antique," accompanied by common meals partaken of by all the inhabitants. We have also in the Bible a reminiscence of these common sacrificial meals in the feast held by Samuel as national prophet at Ramah, where the sacrificed victims were eaten, and the thigh, the part of the victim assigned to the priest, was set before Saul as the national priest and king. But this feast was, as the number of guests was restricted, a guild feast of the priestly guild which succeeded the village festivals.

The Indian division of the country into Parhas, each with its central village, the residence of the Manki, was reproduced in the divisions of Palestine recorded in Joshua, where each province with its villages is named after its central city. Also the Nomes of Egypt were constituted in an exactly similar manner, only that in these Nomes the totem system of descent was preserved more clearly than in India, for the villages and capital city of each Nome

2 Fustel de Coulanges, "La Cité Antique," livre iii, chap. xvi.
3 1 Samuel, ix; Levit., vii, 32.
were consecrated to a special animal totem. In Abyssinia, whence the Kushite kings came to Egypt, the Indian village with its central grove still exists, and this grove dedicated to the temple is now the site of the village church.\(^1\) Also the village groves were a most prominent feature in the national religion of Palestine. The village Town Hall, the Gemeinde Haus of Germany and the Gemeente Haus of Flanders, is a surviving relic of the Bachelor's Hall of the matriarchists, which exists everywhere where the communal tenure of land prevails. The annual or less frequent redistribution of land at the close of a series of years which marked the communal tenure of the Indian villages also survived in the villages of South-Western Asia and Europe. The Rev. J. Neill, in an article on "Land Tenure in the Village Communities of Palestine," published in No. xliv, vol. xxiv, of the Transactions of the Victoria Institute, describes how the village lands are annually redistributed among the cultivators exactly in the same way as was customary in Chuttisgarh, and Tacitus has described the existence of similar customs among the Suabians of South Germany, where they still, as I know, existed at intervals of years till recently, and still every purchaser of a peasant's land has to pay an additional sum to the commune for right of entry, thus showing the peasant not to be the full proprietor of the land. That they formerly obtained in England is proved by the annual distribution of common lands, such as the Lammas lands of Coventry, and that the methods of distribution were exactly similar to those used in India is proved by an instance quoted by Sir H. Elliot from Collinson's "Somersetshire," vol. iii, p. 586. He tells how before 1811, when the lands of the parishes of Congresbury and Puxton, called Dal-moors, were enclosed, they used to be annually redistributed to the inhabitants of the parishes. They were divided into strips, each covering an acre, and bearing a peculiar and different mark cut in the turf, such as a horse, four oxen and a mare,

two oxen and a mare, a pole-axe, duck's nest, hand reel, and hare's tail, etc. The fields were thus named in an exactly similar way to that still in use in Chutia Nagpore. On the Saturday before old Midsummer, the tenants of the proprietors of estates in Congresbury, Puxton, and West St. Lawrence used to assemble on these lands, and a number of apples, each marked with the mark of a field, are put into a bag, and each tenant took possession for the ensuing year of the plot bearing the mark of the apple he drew. Four acres were also reserved for the payment of expenses, and these were let by an inch of candle. These answer to the Beth-kheta lands in Ooraon villages in Chutia Nagpore, lands held in common among the ryots for the payment of village expenses and allotted to different ryots in turn.

But besides this evidence of the transference from India to Europe of matriarchal social customs, and those connected with the tenure and distribution of land, there is also most cogent evidence furnished by the custom of reckoning the year beginning in November. This was the year of the Druids, the priests of the mother-tree (drui), who always began their year in November, and it was then that the Druid nuns were obliged to pull down and rebuild the roof of their temple, and it was then that the annual fires were lit. Also the year began with the three days' feast to the dead, still preserved all over Europe in the three sacred days of All Hallows Eve, All Saints, and All Souls Day. It is still the custom in several counties in England for farm servants to be hired for the year from the 1st November. Also the beginning of the second season of the year, from May to November, is celebrated in the May festivals, accompanied by the annual perambulation and marking of boundaries, a survival of the Indian ritual of the boundary snake-god.

This snake-god survived in Greece in the Echis, the

---

2 Also all Mayors and Corporations in English towns are elected annually on the 1st of November.
parent snake killed by Cadmus, and the father of the Achaioi. This snake was the Sanskrit Ahi, the holding snake who appears in Vedic mythology as the Ahir Budhnya, the ocean- \( (budhna) \) snake encircling the base of the mother mountain, the Python or snake of the depths \( (βυθός) \) of Delphi. The Ahi, again, is the snake \( Vṛitra \) slain by Indra, and his name, from the root \( vṛi, \) means the circling snake, or snake of the Indian village. The Greeks still call themselves his children, for, according to Mannhardt, in Greek villages at the present day all unbaptized boys are called \( δράκος, \) \( δρακόντας, \) ‘male snakes or dragons,’ and girls \( δράκανα, \) \( δρακοῦλα, \) \( δρακόντισσα. \)

But one of the most telling pieces of evidence as to the transference of Indian matriarchal customs to Greece is furnished by the festival of the Thesmophorizousai. This festival, which is apparently a Northern reproduction of the universally observed festival of firstfruits, held in the Southern Hemisphere at the beginning of the November year, was, according to Herodotus, ii, 171, introduced among the Pelasgi by the sons of Danaus, the Indian Dānava, the sons of the Akkadian Danu, the Pole-star God. It was, he says in vi, 16, held in a cavern by the women of Ephesus, one of the cities founded by the matriarchal Amazons. It took place on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of Puanepson (October-November), answering to the 24th, 25th, and 26th of October, and was held at night, showing it was a festival of the southern races, who began their day, not with the rising of the sun in the morning, but by the rising of the stars led by the Pleiades at night. Only the women of each \( demos \) or village took part in it, and among these two were chosen by the rest as rulers of the feast. Pigs were sacrificed to the mother De-mēter, the barley-mother, just as in India pigs are sacrificed to the god Rāhu, the sun-god of the ploughing races. The Greek pigs were consecrated to the snake parent gods, and no pomegranates, a fruit consecrated to the sun, were allowed to be eaten.

This feast was followed by the Chalkeia, held on the 19th of Puaneption, the 1st of November. This was dedicated to Athene and Hephaistos, the latter being the god of the fire-drill. Between these two were held the village feast of the Apaturia, when the assembly of the phatria of each village was held, the lists of members of the village community revised, and the young men who were sufficiently old for admission received the χλῆρος, or grant of cultivated land, allotted to them, a grant which necessitated the rearrangement of the village lands. It was at this feast that the year’s fires were lighted from the central fire of the village, the hearth dedicated to the goddess Hestia, the Roman Vesta. At this fire each man lighted the torch which was to light his household fire, and these were carried in procession through the village. Similarly these fires were lighted among the Druids, and this feast of the annual relighting of fires is called in Wales and Ireland Samain. It lasts for three days before and three days after the 1st of November.  

I have now shown, in this review of the customs and institutions of the primitive villages, that in their earliest form no individual right of property in any piece of land was recognized. The tenures were thus entirely distinct from those of the Gothic Hof Bauers of North-West Germany, who, with the Bratsvenici Slavs of the Balkans, were the ancestors of the Indian Jats. To each Bauerschaft or Bratsvo a definite estate belonged, which was divided into separate portions allotted to each family, as in Bhāyāchāra villages in India. In Europe each family had its land, and each tribal territory was marked by its distinct boundary marks, the origin of our hedges, which are never seen in the communal villages of Belgium, Eastern France, or South Germany, except where a tract held by private proprietors exists. It was these marrying Goths who were the precursors of the later Aryan Celts of the Vedic age, the people who

1 Rhys, “Hibbert Lectures for 1881,” pp. 517, 518.  
burnt their dead, and who superimposed rights of private property in India, which have, wherever the Mitakshara and Dhyabhaga codes prevail, superseded those of the earlier village communities.

With regard to Mr. Baden-Powell's remark, in p. 611, that it seems to him very improbable that once the cultivator had no separate interest in the plot or aggregate of plots he was told to cultivate, I would remark that, as all the produce of the whole cultivated tract was once stored in the common granary (as in the Cretan villages described by Aristotle), he could have no possible private interest in the produce. Similarly the produce of all freshly cleared land belonged to the community, and the land itself, if cleared by any one individual cultivator, was included in the cultivated land of the village at the next distribution.

More than eight years have passed since the publication in this Journal of a posthumous article by Pāṇḍit Bhagvānlāl Indrāji on "The Coinage of the Western Kṣatrapas." With the exception of a chapter in "Coins of Mediaeval India," by the late General Sir A. Cunningham, little of importance has since been written on the history of this dynasty. The Pāṇḍit's article is still the best and fullest account of the subject taken as a whole. So much new information has, however, been obtained from the coins—partly from specimens recently brought to light, and partly from a more minute scrutiny of specimens previously known—that a supplementary account has become necessary. The following notes profess merely to supply addenda et corrigenda to the article in question, and are not intended in any way to supersede it.

The most important results have been obtained from the collection of the coins of the Western Kṣatrapas made by Colonel J. Biddulph, while Resident at Baroda, and many of the new facts now published are due to his patient and painstaking observations.

When our manuscript was about to be sent to the printer, I received a very interesting letter from the Rev. H. R. Scott, giving an account of the investigation by

1 J.R.A.S., 1890, p. 639. In the following pages, this article is referred to as EA.
Mr. Vallabhji Haridatta and himself of the Kṣatrapa coins—two or three hundred in number—in the Watson Museum at Rajkot. These observations, which confirm our conclusions in some instances, and suggest further possibilities in others, have been added to our notes.

The Obverse Inscriptions in 'Greek' Characters.

As is well known, the coins of the Kṣatrapas, throughout the whole duration of the dynasty, generally bear on the obverse traces of what seems to be undoubtedly an inscription—or rather, perhaps, in most cases, an imitation of an inscription—in Greek characters. This is clearest during the period when the workmanship is at its best, i.e. approximately from the reign of Dāmajadāsṛi, son of Rudradāman, to that of Vijayasena, son of Dāmasena; and, in their endeavours to decipher these enigmatical coin-legends, numismatists have naturally selected for study those specimens on which they were most clearly and completely expressed.1 There seems to be little doubt, however, that at this time (roughly from about 90 to 170 of the Kṣatrapa era = A.D. 168 to 248), this Greek inscription had lost all meaning, and continued to be reproduced mechanically and unintelligently as a sort of ornamental border. If so, the failure of the numismatists to give any satisfactory explanation is not to be wondered at. The best hope of recovering the lost meaning lay evidently in a study of the earliest coins of this class—those of Nahapāna and Caštana—which belonged to a period when these Greek inscriptions possibly still had some significance; but, unfortunately, all the known specimens of Nahapāna and Caštana were lamentably deficient and fragmentary in this respect.

An unusually well preserved coin of Caštana, belonging to Colonel Biddulph, supplies, I believe, the clue to the proper explanation of these obverse inscriptions in Greek.

1 Rapson, "Indian Coins" [Bühler's Grundriss, ii, 35], § 81, for references to the various attempts made to explain these coin-legends.
characters; and the recognition of this fact is due, in the first place, to Mr. G. F. Hill, who immediately saw that the name of Caṣṭana actually appears here as Čiṭánta (inf., p. 370, Pl. 2). From this observation, the natural inference followed that these Greek inscriptions are, after all, nothing but what might have been expected, i.e. either translations or transliterations of the Indian inscriptions on the reverse. If the attempt to restore these fragmentary coin-legends be made from this point of view, it will be quite evident that they are not translations. There are no traces, for instance, of the word ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, which would naturally have been used to translate rājño; but there will be very good reason to suppose that they are transliterations.

In the case of the coins of Nahapāna, for example, the Indian inscriptions on the reverse are—Rājño Kṣaharatasahasana Nahapānas (Brāhmi), and Raño Chaharatasa Nahapanasa (Khāroṣṭhī). The obverse inscriptions on all the available specimens are, unfortunately, very fragmentary. The remaining traces, if read from the top downwards—the direction in which the corresponding Indian inscriptions on the reverse invariably proceed at this period—are as follows¹:

(1) . A . . . . . . . . . . . CcNά[멘A] Bh.
(2) . ANNIΩΛΔΛΑΔΛΑΛΛΛA[ sperma]Nά[ sperma] Bh.

Now there can surely be no doubt that the first word PANN[w] is intended to represent rājño or raño, and that the third word NAA[멘N]A[ sperma]NACC contains in blundered fashion the name Nahapāna in the genitive. With regard

¹ It may be mentioned that in these copies the restorations within brackets are in every case probable, and seem to be justified by the traces which remain of the letters. A note of interrogation has been substituted whenever the visible traces do not suggest a probable restoration. It is interesting to note that Colonel Shepherd's coin alone of all the available coins of Nahapāna and Caṣṭana preserves the letter P of PANN[w] distinct, and thus verifies a conjecture which had been made before its appearance.
to the second word, the greater part of which is to be seen on only one of the three coins, there is less certainty. ΙΑΤΑΛΑΔΩΓΓ can scarcely, after all allowance for blundering has been made, be intended for a transliteration of Κσαθαρά-τασα or Chaharatasa, the title which Nahapāna usually bears on his coins; but a little correction would make it into ΙΑΤΑΝΑΔΩΓΓ, and this might very well represent a Graecized form ςατλαπασα₁ = kṣatrapasa or chatrapasa, a title which he bears in some of his inscriptions,² and which, indeed, may possibly even have been used in the Indian legends on the reverse of this particular coin, for both the Brāhmī and the Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions are too imperfect in the case of this word to admit of any certain reading.

In the case of Caṭana, the obverse legend in Greek letters is plainer. The two coins which are clearest in this respect read:

(1) ANN WI A . . . . . . . . NCA [Bh.
(2) ANN[IΩ]IAT[P] . . . . [Ci]ACTANCA
[Col. Biddulph.

This seems undoubtedly to be a transliteration of Rājñā kṣatrapasa Caṭanasa. It must be noticed, however, that it does not correspond with the Indian (Brāhmī) inscription on the other side, which gives to Caṭana the higher title of Mahākṣatrapa and calls him the son of Ghosamotika (v. inf., p. 370, Pl. 2). The silver coin attributed by Bhagvānīlā (p. 645) to Jayadāman also has [¬]ΔΝΝΙΟ quite distinct; but, as will be seen (inf., p. 372), it is extremely doubtful whether this coin should not rather be assigned to Caṭana ruling as Kṣatrapa. Generally it may be said that no attempt to explain as significant the inscriptions in Greek characters on coins subsequent to the time of Caṭana has hitherto been successful; and that

₁ For the initial letter ι, cf. the Greek transliteration of the word kṣatrapa on the coins of Caṭana (inf., p. 370). The representation of ι by l both in Sanskrit and in the Prakritic dialects is common enough; cf. Wackernagel, Allindische Grammatik, § 191.
² Cf. Archaeological Survey of Western India: Kāṭjāwād and Kaĉh, p. 16.
the probability is that they then ceased to have any meaning and continued to be imitated or repeated simply as a sort of ornamental border.

They are, nevertheless, not altogether unworthy of study; and, for the purpose of illustrating our observations, it may be worth while to quote a few of the most perfect.

(3)]. After the time of Vijayasena, son of Dāmasena, the obverse inscriptions become more fragmentary, but the fragments can, in by far the greater number of instances, be referred back to this stereotyped form. There are, however, exceptions to this general rule, e.g.:

(6) ••• aυπιείσια ••

(7) •••• Μίλυμα •••

Rudrasimha, son of Svāmi Jiavadāman, Kṣatrapa from 22x to 233 (?) (B.M., India Office Coll., 945, and Bh. Coll., 539). The fragments of the obverse inscriptions of this Kṣatrapa tend to show that they were altogether abnormal. This trifling observation may not be without significance when it is coupled with the fact that a break occurs in the dynasty at this time, and that the reign of Rudrasimha, son of Svāmi Jiavadāman, marks a new departure. Such traces as are to be seen on later coins seem, however, to indicate a subsequent reversion to the old form.

It has been generally supposed that the Kṣatrapa coinage was derived, alike as regards its form and its standard of weight, from the later Graeco-Indian coinage, and that the origin of this obverse inscription in Greek characters is thus fully explained. This view must be, in the main, perfectly correct. There can be little doubt as to the general similarity between the Kṣatrapa coins and the hemidrachms of Apollodotus Philopator, for instance; but there are also, apparently, traces of other influence; and in some respects, notably in the arrangement of the inscription—which is interrupted by the bust, not continuous all around the coin—Roman denarii rather than Graeco-Indian hemidrachms seem to have served as the models from

1 I must altogether retract an opinion expressed by me in a note to Bhagvaniālī's paper (p. 648) that "It is scarcely too much to say that no identical or even very similar combinations of these Greek letters are to be found on different specimens." It was only after the systematic examination of many hundreds of specimens that it was seen that these fragments are, in most cases, parts of the same original.
which the Kṣatrapa coinage was copied.¹ The letters of the obverse inscriptions of Nahapāna and Caṭṭana are undoubtedly Greek, but, on the later coins, there seem often to be reminiscences of such commonly recurring Roman formulae as AVG, COSIII, etc. It is most probable, then, that the Kṣatrapa coins owe something to both Graeco-Indian and Roman sources.

The Coin-Dates and their Representation.

Most important modifications in the dynastic list, as arranged by Paṇḍit Bhagvānlīl, have resulted from the discovery of specimens bearing new dates. At the same time, scarcely less has been gained by a more precise and rigid method of dealing with the dated specimens already known. It is important to distinguish always between the certain and the probable. It is almost equally important to abstain from all conjecture as to mere possibilities. In these pages, therefore, a note of interrogation has been added to every reading of a date as to the absolute accuracy of which there can be the slightest shadow of a doubt, and this note of interrogation has been used only to denote what is in itself probable and apparently justified by traces remaining on the coin or other satisfactory evidence, never to denote what is possible but wholly conjectural. The letter x has been used to indicate a digit which is quite uncertain, and, where it is possible to assign limits to this uncertainty, these have been added within a bracket.

With regard to the reading of these dates, some ambiguity remains apparently on one point only—the determination whether, in certain cases, the character which appears in the unit's place should be read as 8 or 9. There is no doubt about the normal forms of these numerals. They both occur in inscriptions in cases where the number is

¹ Roman coins belonging to the period from Augustus to Antoninus Pius were, as we know, plentiful in India (to the references given in Indian Coins, § 14, add Hill, Num. Chron., 1898, p. 204), and there are undoubted instances of Roman influence on Indian coinage—e.g., in the bust on the small bronze coins of Kozola Kadaphes, and in the style of the figures of divinities represented on the gold coinage of the Kuṣana monarchs Kaniśka and Huviśka.
represented both in figures and words, e.g., eight = ८, ९, and १ (Arch. Surv. West. Ind.: Buddhist Cave Temples, pl. xlvi, Mahad, 1 and 2) and nine = ९ (id., pl. lli, 18, from Nāsik). The doubt arises when we find on the coins forms which, by a little ingenuity, admit of explanation as either. Such a form is १, which is of frequent occurrence (e.g., B.M., Bh. Coll., No. 25). Bühler assigns the value nine to this figure (Indische Palaeographie, Tafel ix), while Bhagvānlal invariably reads it as eight. The coin from the Bhagvānlal Collection just referred to is one of Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman, and has the date १०१, and the earliest known date of his successor, Jivadāman, son of Dāmajada, appears on a coin—Bh. Coll., No. 20—as १०१. There can be little doubt that the latter is 119, and if so the presumption is that the former is 118, i.e. that this १०१ = eight. The same rule works well if applied to other cases of possible doubt. For instance, on the coins of Vijayasena, son of Dāmasena, we find both १०९ (Bh. Coll., Nos. 255, 256) and १०९ (id., No. 257, etc.). Now, the latter is almost certainly 169 (although the fact was overlooked by the Paṇḍit), and, if so, the former is surely 168, as all the other unit-figures are perfectly well known. The hook at the top seems to be the chief characteristic of the nine: the short line at the top of the eight seems simply to be a mātra—or what English printers call a serif—such as was added to Nāgari letters generally at this period.

The Era of the Coin-Dates.

The vexed question of the origin of the Śaka era need not be discussed here. What we have to decide is whether the dates on these coins are more fittingly ascribed to it or to some other era. In Indian Coins, § 83, I point out that the assumption of another era, beginning about 100 A.D., is quite unnecessary, and that the known facts of the case well agree with the presumption that the dates are in the Śaka era, beginning 78 A.D. This view has since been confirmed by Professor Kielhorn’s observations as to
the use of the word varṣa (as opposed to saṃvatsara) to denote 'year' in inscriptions. From an examination of all the known instances he concludes that "the great preponderance of the word varṣa, in the technical language of the Śaka dates must, no doubt, be regarded as a distinguishing feature of the Śaka era." After referring to the dates on the inscriptions of the Western Kṣatrapas, he says "the word for 'year' everywhere is varṣa (or its Prakrit equivalent), and this circumstance seems to me to connect these dates in an unmistakable manner with the dates which are distinctly referred to the Śaka era, in which the word varṣa decidedly predominates. In fact, the way in which varṣa is used both in the dates of the Western Kṣatrapas and in the Śaka dates universally so called, tends, in my opinion, to support the views of those scholars who have assigned the former to the Śaka era, on historical grounds."¹ This acute deduction appears to me to make practically certain what was before a very probable theory.

General Cunningham (Coins of Mediaeval India, p. 3) tentatively assigned the years found in Nahapāna's inscriptions, 41, 42, and 46, to "the era of the Mālavas, beginning in B.C. 57." It is extremely improbable that Nahapāna and Caḍṭana were separated by any such interval as would be necessitated by this theory; and Professor Kielhorn's rule would show that Nahapāna's dates like those of the Western Kṣatrapas are in the Śaka era.

The Representation of the Eye in the Portraiture of Different Periods.

The types of the silver coinage remain the same from the beginning to the end of the dynasty—from the reign of Caḍṭana to that of Rudrasimha, son of Satyasimha—a period of about two centuries and a half; but, in spite of this conservatism in regard to main features, which is characteristic of other Indian coinages also, slight variations are

¹ Ind. Ant., 1897, p. 153.
naturally to be observed in the art and workmanship of different periods. Some of these—e.g. the different methods of representing the eye and lips in the portraits on the obverse, and the various forms assumed by the caitya, star and crescent, on the reverse—were noticed by Newton in 1862,¹ and it is interesting to observe (op. cit., table facing p. 26) how the results which he obtained from a minute examination of these details generally confirm the order of succession of these princes as determined by their inscriptions and dates.

These observations are often useful as criteria of date. The different methods adopted in the representation of the eye seem, in particular, to be determinable with great accuracy. The chief methods are shown in the accompanying sketches, which I owe to the kindness of Mr. Hill; and the period during which each one of these prevailed can be dated in most instances almost to the exact year.

(1) Drawn from a coin of Mks. Rudrasimha, yr. 110: B.M., Bh. Coll., No. 90.

From the beginning of the dynasty until about the year 115, in the reign of Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman, the eye-ball is regularly represented by a dot in relief.


For a short period after this, the eye-ball is generally indicated by a line between the eye-lids in the form of a curve bending inwards. This style seems to prevail between the years 116 and 126. Of the five coins of Jivadāman, son of Jayadāman, in the British Museum, four are in accordance with the rule, and one, dated 1xx, shows

the earlier form of eye given in Fig. 1. The earlier coins of Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha, follow the rule.

(3) Mks. Rudrasena, yr. 136 : B.M., Bh. Coll., No. 121.
   After the year 126, the curve which indicates the eye-ball is attached to the middle of the line representing the upper eye-lid; and, in the reign of Damasaena, apparently about the year 153, the curvature of the line representing the eye-brow is greatly increased (see Fig. 4).

(4) Mks. Vijayasena, yr. 170 : B.M., Bh. Coll., No. 263.
   A tendency to make the upper line of the eye straighter and the curve of the eye-ball more circular is observable from about the year 170, in the reign of Vijayasena, and this style seems to last until after the year 211, in the reign of Bhartṛdāman.

(5) Mks. Bhartṛdāman, yr. 214 : B.M., Bh. Coll., No. 51 (the eye-brow copied from No. 445).
   A coin of Bhartṛdāman, dated 211, follows the style shown in Fig. 4, but on all his coins of a subsequent date, the curve representing the eye-ball has become a complete circle. As will be noticed (inf., p. 393), the dates on the coins of Viśvasimha and Bhartṛdāman are in such an unsatisfactory condition that it was, until quite recently, doubtful which of the two reigned first. The evidence from style is, in this case, important. Of the sixty-nine specimens of Viśvasimha's coinage in the British Museum, not one has a portrait with the eye formed according to the fashion prevalent during the latter part of Bhartṛdāman's reign—a fact which, of itself, seems to show that Viśvasimha ruled before Bhartṛdāman.

   During the reign of Rudrasimha, son of Jivadāman, before the year 230, we find what seems almost to be a reversion to the style shown in Fig. 4. The only differences appear to be that the curve indicating the eye-ball is attached nearly to the end of the upper line of the eye, and that the lower line is shorter. The dates on most of Rudrasimha's coins are very indistinct, and it is impossible to date the introduction of this style very
accurately. It certainly prevails after 230; but of the coins reading 22x, some follow this style and some that shown in Fig. 5.


On the coins of Yaśodāman (240–249), the lower line of the eye is much reduced—often it becomes a mere dot—and the curve indicating the eye-ball is much smaller, and is attached to the extremity of the upper line. This style seems to prevail until about the year 290, in the reign of Rudrasena, son of Rudradāman.


In this reign, after about the year 290, we seem to find a new style, in which the eye-brow is made much thicker, and the eye-ball represented by a circle at the end of the upper line, existing side by side with the style shown in Fig. 7. Both of these styles seem to occur together until the end of the dynasty, but the one described last and shown in Fig. 8 seems to predominate.

**The Silver Coinage.**

**Nahapāna, the Kṣaharāta (Bh., p. 642).**

[Kṣatrapa: dated inscription 41?, 42; Mahākṣatrapa: dated inscription 46.]

**Obv.** Bust to r., PAN[N] . . . . . . [Π]Α[N]ACCI.

**Rev.** Arrow and thunderbolt: Raño Chaharatasa Nahapanasa (Kharoṣṭhī): -nasa (Brāhmī).

Colonel Shepherd. ‘65, wt. 30 grains; Pl. 1.

As has been already mentioned (sup., p. 359), this coin is important as preserving quite distinct the initial P of PAN[N] = raño, and thus making certain a reading which was previously somewhat problematical. Another noteworthy feature is its perfect Kharoṣṭhī inscription in bold distinct characters.

1 Thomas (Arch. Surv. West. Ind., Kāthiāwād and Kachh, p. 46 ff.) contended with much learning and ingenuity that the Greek title ΤΥΡΑΝΝΟΥ was to be restored here. In J.R.A.S., 1881, p. 526, he suggested ΤΥΡΑΝΝΟΥΝΤΟΣ—no doubt on the analogy of the coins of Miusa.
The Paṇḍit’s statement (on p. 641) that the title Chaharatā used by Nahapāna occurs also “on the Taxila copper-plate dated in the seventy-eighth year of the great king Moga,” must be accepted with some reservation. Hofrath Dr. G. Bühler, in his edition of this copper-plate inscription (Epigraphia Indica, iv, p. 54 ff.), while admitting (p. 55, note 7) that the reading Chaharatasa was “not absolutely impossible,” preferred to read the passage as Chaharam[m] Cukhsasa ca Chatrapasa, and to interpret it as meaning that “Liaka ruled as Satrap over the districts of Chahara and Cukhsa.” It is, therefore, not yet satisfactorily proved that we know of any other ruler of the Kṣaharātā family besides Nahapāna. My account of the Kṣaharātās, in Indian Coins, § 78, should be amended accordingly. The statement, moreover, that Nahapāna is “known as a Śaka from the inscriptions of his son-in-law Uṣavadāta” should be qualified. The fact is merely that Uṣavadāta himself—not Nahapāna—is, in all probability, but still not quite certainly, called a Śaka in one of the Nāsik inscriptions (Arch. Surv. West. Ind.: Buddhist Cave Temples, p. 101, note 3).

There can be no reasonable doubt that the Kṣaharātā family is to be identified with the Khakharātā family, which the Andhra king Vāsiṭhiputa Puḷumāyi boasts of having destroyed, in the Nāsik inscription dated in the nineteenth year of his reign (id., p. 108). In another inscription the title appears as Khararāta (id., p. 101, No. 6).

Nahapāna is styled Rāja Kṣaharātā Kṣatrara in an inscription dated in the year 42, and having a postscript in which the years 41 and 45 are mentioned (id., p. 102, No. 9); but he appears as [Rāja] Mahākṣatrara Svāmi in an inscription of his minister Ayama dated in the year 46 (id., p. 103, No. 11). He seems to bear the higher title only on this inscription, and on no coin hitherto discovered. It is, perhaps, scarcely safe to conclude from this one piece of evidence, that, on the assumption of the higher title Mahākṣatrara, he discontinued the use of his family-name Kṣaharātā.
From the coins of Caṣṭana we learn that he was the son of Ghsamotika. This would seem to be the Indian transliteration of some foreign—probably Persian—proper name; but until this point can be definitely decided, the alternative may be borne in mind that Ghsamotikaputra may possibly be some title formed on the analogy of rājaputra, devaputra, and the like. If Ghsamotika be a proper name, it is somewhat strange that it is unaccompanied by any title whatsoever. All the genealogical tables given in the inscriptions begin with Caṣṭana, and no mention whatever is made in them of his father. This is to be explained, according to our adoption of one or other of the alternative suggestions just mentioned, as due to the fact either that the father was a private person without any titles, or that ghsamotikaputra simply means 'son of the feudal lord,' 'knight,' 'esquire,' or something of the kind.

In Thomas's article on the "Epoch of the Guptas," in the Journal for 1881, p. 524, he says: "Mr. Burgess informs me that a coin of the father of Caṣṭana has lately been found. The name appears in its archaic form as ग्यान, खनोतिक, Syamotika." A very slight correction in this reading would, of course, give us Ghsamotika. Unfortunately, this interesting coin has disappeared. Dr. Burgess tells me that he distinctly remembers seeing it in the Paṇḍit’s collection, and being told that it came from Kāthiāwād. The Paṇḍit’s collection is now in the British Museum, but all attempts to find this particular coin have been in vain.

Caṣṭana, son of Ghsamotika (Bh., p. 643).

[Kṣatrapa and Mahākṣatrapa: no dated coins or inscriptions.]

1 Obr. Bust to r., [ANN][I][AT][P] . . . . . [C]ACTANCA

1 As the types of the silver coinage of the Kṣatrapas remain the same from this time to the end of the dynasty, it will not be necessary to repeat the description of them in every case. The Rev. H. R. Scott informs me that there is a specimen of Caṣṭana’s coinage, similar to the one here described, in the Watson Museum at Rajkot. It is "thinner than the ordinary Kṣatrapa coin, a little broader, and a few grains less in weight."
Rev. Cāitya; r., star; 1., crescent; Rājñō Mahākṣatrapasa Ghsamotikaputraasa Caṭanasa (Brāhmī); Caṭanasa\(^1\) (Kharoṣṭhī).

Col. Biddulph. 6, wt. 30·5 grains; Pl. 2.

The importance of this coin as being the first to afford a clue to the explanation of the fragmentary obverse inscriptions in Greek characters has already been pointed out (sup., p. 359).

The suggestion (Bh., p. 644) that "the name of Caṭana may possibly denote that he belonged to the Caṭa or Gutsa tribe, which is mentioned in the Taxila copper-plate grant," cannot be entertained since Bühler has shown (Ep. Ind., iv, p. 56) that the true reading is Cuksa\(^2\) or possibly Cuṣha.

As the Pāṇḍit (Bh., p. 644) remarks, there are two types of reverse on Caṭana's coins:—(1) a crescent and a star or rayed sun, and (2) the cāitya accompanied by these symbols. This latter type is universal for the silver coinage from this time until the end of the dynasty. Of the former there appears to be no specimen in England, and none has been published anywhere. We have in the Bhagvānlāl Collection only a cliché in lead, from which the cast photographed in the Plate has been made. We have no information where the original coin, from which this cliché was taken, is at present.

Rev. R., star; 1., crescent; Rājñō Kṣatrapasa Ghsamotikaputraasa [ . . . . ] (Brāhmī); [ . . . . . . . . . ]\(^3\) (Kharoṣṭhī) B.M., Bh. Coll. Pl. 3.

The sum-total of our knowledge of Caṭana's reign is indeed meagre. From this coin,\(^4\) and possibly from another,

---

\(^1\) The reading of the second syllable as -ṭa is not quite certain on any of the coins, but it is more probable than any other. The last syllable -sa on this coin is also very peculiar. Want of space is, perhaps, a sufficient explanation of these abnormal characters.

\(^2\) Dowson's original reading, J.R.A.S., 1863, p. 221.

\(^3\) There is no certain trace of a Kharoṣṭhī inscription. It is inferred on the analogy of other coins. There is certainly not room enough for the whole inscription. It may possibly have been Rājñō Caṭanasa or even Rājñō Chatrapasa Caṭanasa.

\(^4\) The actual name of Caṭana does not occur on this coin, but there can scarcely have been another Ghsamotikaputra.
we learn that he reigned as Ksatrapa, while all the other coins and all the inscriptions in which he is mentioned give him the higher title of Mahâksatrapa. In the inscriptions of his successors, he is universally regarded as the founder of the dynasty; but we have no dates on coins or inscriptions to aid us in determining the limits of his reign.

The other coin just mentioned as possibly attributable to Caštana as Ksatrapa is assigned doubtfully by the Pañdit (Bh., p. 645) to his son and successor, the Ksatrapa Jayadāman. Its reverse inscriptions are—

Rājñō Ksatapasa [ ... ] (Brāhmī):
Raño Cha [ ... ] (Kharoṣṭhī).

So far as the epigraphy is concerned, the missing name may be restored as Caštanaśa or as Jayadāmnaḥ with equal probability.

There are, however, some points in favour of an attribution not only to Caštana, but also to an early period of his career.

(1) As the Pañdit remarks (Bh., p. 645), "The coin is in many respects like those of Nahapāna; both style and letters are similar."

(2) In these early coins there is a distinctly noticeable tendency to curtail the Kharoṣṭhī inscription. On the coins of Nahapāna it is quite full and of equal importance with the inscription in Brāhmī characters. On the coins of Caštana, as Mahâksatrapa, on the other hand, the bare name, without any titles whatever, appears in the Kharoṣṭhī transliteration. If we are to assign the coin in question to Jayadāman, we must suppose that the Kharoṣṭhī, after a period of decline, had again risen into importance. It is more reasonable, surely, to assume that the gradual disuse of the Kharoṣṭhī inscription finds its explanation in changed conditions of time or place, and that, after the time of Caštana, the Kharoṣṭhī inscription, if it occurred at all, might be expected to contain merely the name, without any of the titles.
(3) The portrait is certainly not unlike those on the undoubted coins of Caśṭana.

For these reasons we shall probably be justified in transferring the coin to Caśṭana, and in supposing that, as Kṣatrapa, he issued silver coins of both his reverse types.

Jayadāman, son of Caśṭana (Bh., p. 645).

[Kṣatrapa: no dated coins or inscriptions.]

A most interesting coin was published by the late General Sir A. Cunningham in his Coins of Mediaeval India, p. 6, pl. i, 7, and attributed to Jayadāman. This attribution cannot, unfortunately, be regarded as quite certain until the reading of the name is confirmed by further specimens; but it is, in itself, not improbable, and, if it can be proved, it will supply an important link between the coins of Ujjain¹ and the Kṣatrapa coinage.

General Cunningham’s description of his coin requires correction. It should be—

Obe. Elephant to right: [\ldots]yada(?)ma(?)[\ldots].

Rev. Four circles joined by a cross—the symbol of Ujjain.

The oft-quoted passage of Ptolemy (vii, i, 63), Ὀξηνη βασίλευς Τιαστανοῦ, leaves very little room for doubt that Ujjain was Caśṭana’s capital, or rather, perhaps, one of his capitals; and if this coin, undoubtedly bearing the symbol which is characteristic of nearly all the ancient coins found at Ujjain, can be proved to bear also the inscription Jayadāmana, it will be practically certain that Ujjain continued to form part of the kingdom of his successor, the Kṣatrapa Jayadāman; and, at the same time, we may with great probability assign the Ujjain coinage, from which this symbol appears to be borrowed, to a period anterior to that of the Kṣatrapa coinage.

¹ Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 94, pl. x.
Dāmaghsada (or Dāmajaḍāśrī), son of Rudradāman
(Bh., p. 648).

[Kṣatrapa and Mahākṣatrapa: no dated coins or inscriptions.]

Hitherto only coins of this prince ruling as Kṣatrapa have been known. He appears, however, as Mahākṣatrapa on a specimen in the Cunningham Collection—

Rev. Rājīno Mahākṣatrapasa Rudradāmn(h) putrasa Rājīno Mahākṣatrapasa Dāmajaḍāśriya(h).
B.M., Cunn. Coll. 65, wt. 30.

No adequate explanation has yet been given of the second part of this name. We seem to have here an undoubted instance of a hybrid formation. The first part is Sanskrit and the second apparently Persian. Is it possible that -ghsada or -jada is simply the Persian zāda 'son'? There are three princes bearing this name, and this explanation would give a satisfactory meaning in two cases out of the three—(1) son of Rudradāman, (2) son of Dāmasena; but the third case—Dāmajaḍāśrī, son of Rudrasena—defies any such solution. Some other explanation must, therefore, probably be sought for. It is much to be wished that some competent Persian scholar would decide whether or not these names occurring in the earlier Kṣatrapa dynasty—Ghsamotika, Caṭṭana, Dāmaghsada—can be traced to Persian sources.

The final syllable of the name is always spelt with the lingual ḍa by Bhagvānlāl; but on the coins it is not easy to recognize any difference between it and the initial dental Dā. This may, of course, be due to the fact that the letters are too small to allow of the distinction, which is often not very great, being represented. On stone inscriptions it would be unmistakable, but, unfortunately, not one of them seems to contain this particular name.

1 "Of Rudradāman's son, Dāmajaḍāśrī, we have two coins, neither with date, and both call Dāmajaḍa Mahākṣatrapa." (Rev. H. R. Scott.)
Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman (Bh., p. 650).


Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman, has hitherto been placed after Jivadāman, son of Dāmajada, but a revision of the dates leaves no possible doubt that this order must be reversed.

About Rudrasimha a considerable amount of new information has been obtained. When Bhagvānlāl wrote he was generally known to have ruled as a Kṣatrapa on the evidence of an inscription only. This evidence is now supplemented by a coin in the Cunningham Collection, dated 102, the obverse inscription of which has been referred to above (p. 361). The reverse inscription is—

Rājño Mahākṣatrapasa Rudradāmaputra[sa] Rājño
Kṣatra[pasa] Rudras[i]hasa.

In the following year, 103, Rudrasimha appears as Mahākṣatrapa, and retains this title on all the coins dated between this year and 110. Of those dated 110 some bear the title Mahākṣatrapa and some the title Kṣatrapa. For some cause or other, then, Rudrasimha abandons the superior and assumes the inferior title within the year 110. None of his coins in our collections seems to be dated 111, but he retains the title of Kṣatrapa on all the coins as yet found

1 For the facts see the following paragraph on Jivadāman, son of Dāmajada.
2 The date of this inscription is 103 as stated in BH. There is no doubt on the subject, as the date is given both in words and figures. The reading on the facsimile of this inscription, given in Bhāvnagar Inscriptions, pl. xvii, is undoubtedly [a]ye triuttaraśate = 103. Bühler, however, read devuttaraśate = 102. His statement (Ind. Ant., x, p. 157) that the date (102) is no new one, as it occurs on the coins, was no doubt the result of his own observation; but it appears not to have been published. The Rev. H. R. Scott tells me that a coin in the Watson Museum at Rajkot appears to be dated 102.

Rudrasītha seems to be the regular form of the name on the coins, though the vowel i is not always visible. The same form is found in inscriptions, cf. Bühler, Ind. Ant., x (1881), p. 157.
bearing the date 112. He appears again as Mahāḵṣatrapa on all the coins as yet found bearing the date 113, and keeps this title until the year 118, which is the last year of his reign appearing on the coinage.

These facts in the history of Rudrasimha are of great interest, in so far as they add to the data which we already have for determining the relations which existed between the offices of Mahāḵṣatrapa and Kṣatrapa within this dynasty, and perhaps between this dynasty and some other power claiming and sometimes exercising a sort of suzerainty over it. At a later period it seems probable both that the dynasty was independent and that the title Kṣatrapa was given—as will be seen from Colonel Biddulph's table (inf., p. 407), not regularly, but frequently—to the heir-apparent, who became Mahāḵṣatrapa in due course on the death of the sovereign. But it is doubtful whether such was the case originally. Bhagvānlīl assumes throughout that these princes were at first feudatories of some greater power. There seem to be certain indications that this was the fact, but it can scarcely be said to be proved, and some of Bhagvānlīl's historical deductions cannot be maintained. The whole question of the history of Nahapāna and Caṣṭana, their relation to each other, and the relation of both to the Andhra power, requires careful re-examination in the light of the available inscriptions. Too much has hitherto been taken for granted. It must suffice here to state the facts which are known as to the use of the titles Kṣatrapa and Mahāḵṣatrapa by the earlier members of the dynasty:—

1. Nahapāna and Caṣṭana bear both titles, proceeding from the lower to the higher; 2. Jayadāman is Kṣatrapa only;
3. Rudradāman is Mahāḵṣatrapa only, and boasts in his great inscription of having won this title for himself;
4. Rudrasimha proceeds from Kṣatrapa to Mahāḵṣatrapa, then for between two and three years uses the title Kṣatrapa only, and eventually resumes the title Mahāḵṣatrapa. From all this it seems very probable that these princes originally won the higher title for themselves, as Rudradāman boasts of doing, and were forced to take the lower when their
power suffered a temporary eclipse. We know from the inscriptions that Nahapāṇa and Rudradāman came into conflict with the Andhras, and it is extremely probable that this feud was carried on, according to the Indian fashion, almost year by year with varying fortune. The title Mahākṣatrapa may possibly have depended on this fortune, and may perhaps originally have been attached to some particular province wrested from the Andhras. This suggestion is put forward merely as possible, and as apparently not contradicted by anything we know.

The probable Persian character of the earlier names occurring in this dynasty has been referred to above (p. 374). Can it be that these princes are to be identified with the Pahlavas of the inscriptions? It is doubtful if we have sufficient evidence on which to decide this question; but indications in favour of the identification are as follows: (1) The work commemorated in the inscription of Rudradāman was executed by the "Pahlava minister Suviśākha, the son of Kulaipa" (Arch. Surv. West. Ind.: Kāthiāvād and Kachh, p. 130); (2) the Andhra king Vāsiṣṭhiputa Puḷumāyi boasts that he "humbled the pride and arrogance of the Kṣatriyas ... destroyed the Śakas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas ... entirely destroyed the Khakharāta race ... restored the fame of the Śatavahana race" (id., Buddhist Cave Temples, p. 109). Some sort of explanation can be given of all the other names here mentioned; and this makes it not improbable that the remaining name, Pahlavas, is here used to designate the Kṣatrapa power, with which the Andhras are known to have been sometimes at feud.

In the reverse type of the Kṣatrapa coins, the star or rayed sun almost invariably appears to the right of the caitya and the crescent to the left. On the available coins issued by Rudrasimha in the year 110, after the diminution of his power described above, this order is reversed. Whether this fact is merely curious, or whether it has some

---

1 Two in the B.M.: Cunningham, 94, 5–7, 679; and Bh., 91.
significance, it is difficult to say.¹ No coins bearing the date 111 have yet been published, but on those dated 112, while Rudrasimha still bears the title of Kṣatrapa, we find a reversion to the usual arrangement—star to right and crescent to left.

**Jivadāman, son of Dāmajada (Bh., p. 649).**

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 119, 120.]

The Pāṇḍit's statement that the only date found on the coins of Jivadāman is 100, needs correction. An examination of the four dated specimens now in the British Museum gives the following results:

(1) *Bh.*, 18, dated 1xx. Only traces of the 100 figure are now visible; but there is nothing to show that a decimal and a unit figure were not also intended.

(2) *Bh.*, 17, dated 11x. The decimal figure 10 can be restored with certainty. The tail of the unit figure can be seen, so that it must have been undoubtedly one of the figures from 4 to 9. As Jivadāman's predecessor was ruling in 118, the date on this coin may be restored as either 118 or 119.

(3) *Bh.*, 20, dated 119. There can be no doubt about this date. The reverse of the coin has been double struck, so that the designation Dāmajadasa putrasa appears twice, while the name Jivadāmasa is altogether absent. It is just possible, therefore, that this coin may belong to Satyadāman, the other known son of this Dāmajada. This is, however, extremely improbable, because of (1) the date, and (2) the fact that Satyadāman's coin-legend is in pure Sanskrit.

(4) *Cunn.*, 94, 5–7, 676, dated 120. There can be no doubt about this date.

There is, therefore, no proof of the existence of the date 100. What has been so read should be given as 1xx. On the other hand, the dates 119 and 120 may be regarded as certain.

¹ So far as has been noticed, only one other instance is known, on a coin of Mks. Svāmi Rudrasena, son of Mks. Svāmi Rudradāman, published by Newton in the Journ. Bomb., Br. R.A.S., 1862, p. 9, fig. 9.
SATYADĀMAN, son of DĀMAJADAŚRĪ.

[Kṣatrapa: coin dated 1xx.]

Obv. Traces of date 1xx, and of inscription in Greek characters.


Colonel Biddulph. 6, wt. 29 grs.; Pl. 4.

This most interesting and important coin was brought to me by Colonel Biddulph in April 1897. It reveals to us a member of this dynasty of whom no other record has yet come to light. Unfortunately, there are traces only of the hundred figure in the date on his coin, and we are, therefore, unable to determine his position with absolute certainty. There is nothing to show definitely whether he was the elder or the younger son of Dāmajadaśrī, and, as will be seen from Colonel Biddulph's table of Mahākṣatrapas and Kṣatrapas (infra, p. 407), there are several gaps in the line of Kṣatrapas which might quite possibly have been filled by him. With our present data, the easiest solution of the problem seems to be to suppose that he was the younger son of Dāmajadaśrī, and that he was Kṣatrapa at the time when his elder brother Jivadāman was Mahākṣatrapa, i.e. during the years 119 and 120. This position may be provisionally assigned to him for the present; but of course it must be borne in mind that future discoveries may quite possibly show that he was Kṣatrapa at some time during the two periods 103–110 and 113–118, when his uncle Rudrasimha reigned as Mahākṣatrapa, or even earlier still during the reign of his father Dāmajadaśrī.

Satyadāman's coin-legend forms an exception to the general rule. It is written in Sanskrit, whereas all the others are written in Prakrit. All its genitive forms, for instance, are quite regular. The sandhi in Rājño Kṣa—found also in inscriptions, cf. Hoernlé, Ind. Ant., xii (1883), p. 32—is the only point in which it at all varies from the ordinary usage of Sanskrit.
Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha (Bh., p. 652).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 121; Mahākṣatrapa: dated inscription 122?, dated coins 125–144.]

For our knowledge that Rudrasena held the position of Kṣatrapa we are again indebted to Colonel Biddulph, who first called attention to the following coin in his collection:—

Obr. Date 121; remains of inscription in Greek characters. Rev. Rājno Mahākṣatrapasa Rudrasanasa hasa putrasa Rājno Kṣatrapasa Rudrasanasa.

Colonel Biddulph. 6, wt. 32.5 grs.; Pl. 5.

There are now two other specimens in the British Museum on which Rudrasena appears as Kṣatrapa. The date of one of these—Cunn., 94, 5–7, 680—seems undoubtedly to be 121. On the other—Bird, 54, 5–29, 18—the unit figure is indistinct. On one of Bhagvānīal’s coins, No. 109, the date is apparently, though still not quite certainly, 122; but the inscription is incomplete, and it is impossible to say whether it is a coin of Rudrasena as Kṣatrapa or Mahākṣatrapa.

It may be inferred from what the Pandit says about a stone slab bearing an inscription of Rudrasena that he was reigning in 122 as Mahākṣatrapa. A further examination of this inscription is much to be desired. The two points on which more precise information is required are—(1) Is the date undoubtedly 122? and (2) is Rudrasena undoubtedly called Mahākṣatrapa? Regarding this inscription, Dr. Burgess most kindly wrote to me as follows:—“The Muhcāsar inscription (I think the J.R.A.S. spelling is wrong) was either the first or second Kṣatrapa inscription I got a copy of—how long ago I cannot remember; but it was on thin calico—a tracing made by some political or police officer who had come across it in Okhamandal. I gave the tracing to General Cunningham in 1870 and heard no more of it. But before leaving Bombay in 1889,
I saw the stone in the lobby at the foot of the stairs of the Bombay Asiatic Society’s Library. It is very much weather-worn, and would hardly yield an estampage or any other sort of copy: the reading of it is difficult, as the large letters have got worn to mere irregular depressions. . . . Mulwāsar is on the Gulf of Kachh, W.N.W. from Dwārka, if my memory serves me.” It is to be hoped that the letters are still sufficiently clear to enable some scholar who has access to the original to determine the date and title. It is important to verify the Paṇḍit’s statements as given in the Journal for 1890, as this article was compiled by me from his rough notes, and it is quite possible that I may sometimes have been mistaken in my representation of his views.

An inscription, published in Bhāvnagar Inscriptions, p. 23, pl. xix, is attributed to the time of a Mks. Rudrasena, and the date read as 232. This reading is certainly not correct. The decimal figure seems undoubtedly to be 20. The question remains whether the hundreds’ figure may not possibly be 100. From the facsimile, which is, unfortunately, not a very good one, this numeral seems at first sight to be 200; but, on closer examination, it will be seen that the short line attached to the right, which appears on the facsimile, may well be due either to a flaw in the stone or to some imperfection in the squeeze. A similar line, undoubtedly a flaw, is seen to be attached to several other characters in this inscription—e.g. to the numeral 20 in the date. The difficulties in the way of accepting a date 222 for another Rudrasena are so considerable, that on the whole it seems extremely probable that the correct date of this inscription is 122. If so, this date must be added to our list of Mahākṣatrapas.

Colonel Biddulph has pointed out to me that Sir E. Clive Bayley, in his article “On the Genealogy of Modern Numerals” (J.R.A.S., 1882, p. 373), assigns a date 122 to Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha, but gives no information as to whether he bears the title Kṣatrapa or Mahākṣatrapa on the coin in question.
The coins dated 125 are still the earliest on which Rudrasena is known with certainty to appear as Mahākṣatrapa. A coin in the British Museum, Bh. Coll., No. 29, has the date 144 or 146. The dates of Saṅghadāman and Dāmasena show that the former must be the correct reading.

Saṅghadāman, son of Rudrasimha (Bh., p. 652).

[? Kṣatrapa; Mahākṣatrapa: dated coin 144.]

According to Bhagvānlāl, “on a coin belonging to the Naeb Dewan of Bhunagar, Saṅghadāman bears the title of Kṣatrapa.” Now, curiously enough, the inscription on the coins of Saṅghadāman is very liable, in the case of imperfect specimens, to be mistaken for that of the Kṣatrapa Yaśodāman, son of the Mahākṣatrapa Rudrasimha, who lived nearly a hundred years later. A minute examination of the lettering would, indeed, in all cases, dispel any doubt as to the correct attribution, even if the syllables composing Saṅgha- or Yaśo- were not clear; but only those who have had much to do with these coins can realize how very easy it is to confuse the two. As instances in point, it may be mentioned that we originally attributed one of Colonel Biddulph’s specimens to a Kṣatrapa Saṅghadāman, and that a similar mistake was made in arranging the series in the British Museum. Paṇḍit Bhagvānlāl may possibly have fallen into a similar error. In the absence of positive proof one way or the other, it will be safest for the present to add a note of interrogation to Saṅghadāman’s name in the list of Kṣatrapas.

No query need be added to the date 144 as the reading of the coin on which he appears as Mahākṣatrapa, although, as Bhagvānlāl remarks, the unit figure is somewhat indistinct. The fact is that traces of a cross line show that the unit figure must either have been a 4 or a 6. The date can scarcely have been 146, as Dāmasena began his reign as Mahākṣatrapa in 145 (v. inf.). There can, therefore, be practically no doubt whatever that the unit figure on Saṅghadāman’s coin must be restored as a 4.
Prthivīśena, son of Rudrasena (Bh., p. 653).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 144.]

The Pāṇḍit believed his specimen to be unique, but Colonel Biddulph has since acquired another specimen.

*Obv. Date 144; portion of inscription in Greek characters:*


Colonel Biddulph. 55, wt. 21·5 grs. (much worn); Pl. 6.

Colonel Biddulph informs me that he received from the State of Junāgaḍh the photograph of yet another specimen of this coinage. ¹

Dāmasena, son of Rudrasiṁha (Bh., p. 653).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 145–157.]

There seems to me to be no possible doubt that the Pāṇḍit’s reading, 148, as the earliest date appearing on Dāmasena’s coins should be corrected to 145. He probably regarded the curve to the right, which is characteristic of the figure 5, as a fragment of the usual inscription in Greek characters. On careful examination, however, this curve is seen to be connected with the other part of the numeral, and the whole constitutes a 5 of quite normal character. The limits of Dāmasena’s reign as given by the coins should, therefore, be corrected as above.

Dāmajadaśrī, son of Rudrasena (Bh., p. 654).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 154, 155.]

Sir E. Clive Bayley (J.R.A.S., 1882, p. 374) gives 155 as the date of one of his coins of this Kṣatrapa. As he used this coin for the form of the figure 5 given in his

¹ "We have a specimen in this Museum in fairly good preservation, with inscription as figured in your plate, in well-shaped letters . . . . date 14z." (Rev. H. R. Scott.)
plate of numerals, there seems to be no reason for doubting the correctness of his reading. This date should, therefore, be added to the one previously known.

It may be worth while to state that, on incomplete or badly preserved specimens, there is considerable risk of confusion between this Kṣatrapa Dāmajadaśrī, son of the Mahākṣatrapa Rudrasena, and the Mahākṣatrapa Dāmajadaśrī, son of the Mahākṣatrapa Dāmasena, who ruled later (v. inf., p. 389). Our Kṣatrapa has accordingly, in consequence of this confusion, been supposed to have reigned also as a Mahākṣatrapa. There is, however, as yet no really good specimen to prove this. The probability is that he does not occur as a Mahākṣatrapa on the coinage.

Īśvaradatta (Bh., p. 656).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins ‘first’ and ‘second’ year.]

That this monarch belonged to the Ābhīra tribe, as conjectured by Bhagvānlāl, is extremely probable. The causes which led to his intrusion into this dynasty are still as mysterious as ever. All that is certain is that the period hitherto assigned to him can now no longer be supported. As will be seen from our discussion of the coins of Dāmajadaśrī, son of Dāmasena (inf., p. 390), the gap which was formerly supposed to exist between the reigns of the Mahākṣatrapas Vijayasena and Dāmajadaśrī—from 171 to 176—has been shown by newly-discovered coin-dates not to exist. Íśvaradatta can, therefore, no longer find a place here.

All that we know of him directly from his coins is that he reigned as Mahākṣatrapa for two years. The reverse inscriptions are dated in words either as “in the first year” or “in the second year”; and it is almost certain that the discovery of more complete specimens will show that these dates are repeated in numerals in the usual place on the obverse. Two coins in the British Museum, Bh. Coll., Nos. 708 and 46, seem to show distinct traces of the numerals — and  respectively.
From a glance at the dated list of Mahākṣatrapas it will be seen that there are several gaps in the chronology as at present fixed by the coins and inscriptions. It remains to ascertain what evidence there is in favour of any one of these possible dates for Īśvaradatta.

At first sight the most tempting view is that the degradation in rank of Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman, during the period from the year 110 to the year 112 was due to the rise of this Mahākṣatrapa; but, as will be seen, this view cannot be maintained. Other gaps which might possibly have been partly filled by Īśvaradatta's reign are between Jivadāman, son of Dāmajada, and Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha—120 to 125; and between Dāmasena, son of Rudrasimha, and his son Yaśodāman—157 to 161. The gaps which occur after the decline in the style of the coinage which sets in towards the end of the reign of Vijayasena (v. inf., p. 389) need not be considered, as it is quite certain that the coins of Īśvaradatta show no signs of this decline, and are, therefore, earlier than the latter part of the reign of Vijayasena (162?–172?).

The evidence derived from considerations of portraiture and epigraphy is as follows:—

(1) The treatment of the eye on the coins of Īśvaradatta is such as we have seen to prevail during the period from about the year 127 in the reign of Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha, as Mahākṣatrapa, to about the year 170 in the reign of Vijayasena, son of Dāmasena (v. sup., p. 367, fig. 3).

(2) Bhagvānlāl supposed (Bh., p. 656) that the bust on the obverse of Īśvaradatta's coins was imitated sometimes from that of Viradāman (Kṣatrapa, 156–160), and sometimes from that of Vijayasena (Kṣatrapa and Mahākṣatrapa, 160–172?). Newton also notices the general resemblance in portraiture and epigraphy between the coins of Īśvaradatta and Vijayasena—“The coins of Īśvara Datta bear a striking resemblance to those of Vijaya Sāh (r. Vijayasena); some apparent differences in the character of the legends being accounted for by the circumstance that on Īśvara Datta's

1 It is extremely doubtful, however, whether such a gap exists (v. sup., p. 380).
coins the difficulty is to extend the legend over the space allotted to it; but on Vijaya Sāh’s to compress it within that space. I do not doubt that the reigns of the two kings were not separated by any long interval.”

The degree of resemblance between the different portraits of these three—or four, if we add another ruler of the period, Yasodāman (Kṣatrapa, 160; Mahākṣatrapa, 161)—is no doubt to a great extent a matter of opinion. What remains certain is that these four portraits have in common a likeness, which distinguishes them from those of rulers whom we know to have been earlier or later in date.

(3) In judging of the date of Kṣatrapa coins from their epigraphy, three characters—kṣa, pa, and ha—are especially serviceable for comparison, both because their different changes in form can be dated with a fair amount of accuracy, and because they all appear on every complete specimen. The change from one form of ha to the other—from l to s—comes in very early, and does not concern us here.

The form of kṣa occurring on Īśvaradatta’s coins is $ with a very distinct sharp curve at the bottom. This form seems to come into use during the reign of Rudrasena, son of Rudrasimha, but probably not until after the year 130—it does not occur on his coins as Kṣatrapa (121) and apparently not on the earlier coins (125–130) struck by him as Mahākṣatrapa. It is very distinct on the coins of Prthivīsenā (144), Dāmasena (145–157), Viradāman (Kṣatrapa, 156–160), and Vijayasena (160–172?). After this date the curve tends to become more rounded, but the sharp curve does not disappear entirely until after the reign of Bhartṛdāman (2xx–214). The evidence of this letter, therefore, only helps us to determine the earliest possible limit for Īśvaradatta’s reign. He can scarcely have come between Jivadāman and Rudrasena, even if they were separated by an interval (120–125).

2 Generally after the time of Caṇḍana; but the earlier form still appears occasionally on coins of a later date (infra, p. 397).
The letter pa on Íśvaradatta's coins is distinctly rounded at the bottom, like a capital U; at a later period it becomes quite angular, like a V; and it is possible on the coinage to trace the transition between the two forms. There seems to be no instance of the pointed form before about the year 159. On the coins of Viradāman (Kṣatrapa, 156–160) the rounded form is by far the more common, and wherever the date can be read it seems to be either 159 or 160 on the specimens on which the pointed form appears. Yaśodāman's coins (160 and 161) have both, and so have the earlier coins of Vijayasena; but the 'rounded' form at this period so nearly approaches the angular that it is not always easy to distinguish between them. There can be little doubt, however, about the very definitely rounded form which occurs on the coins of Íśvaradatta. It almost certainly signifies that his date is before the year 160.

It will be seen then that the evidence derived from broad features of resemblance and from minute details of portraiture and epigraphy alike points to the same conclusion—that the most probable position of Íśvaradatta is between Dāmasena and Yaśodāman (157–161), and that he was Mahākṣatrapa while Viradāman was Kṣatrapa.

Viradāman, son of Dāmasena (Bh., p. 654).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 156–160.]

Here again a revision of the readings of specimens previously known necessitates a considerable change in the chronology. The coin, of which Bhagvanlāl read the date doubtfully as 176, is unquestionably dated 156. The limits of Viradāman's career as Kṣatrapa are, therefore, according to the coins, 156 and 160. This emendation simplifies matters greatly. The suggested date 176, which can now no longer be upheld, was a fruitful cause of difficulty. Since both Yaśodāman and Vijayasena appear as Kṣatrapas in the year 160, we were driven to the supposition either that Viradāman, after being deposed, had regained his
position, or else that there were two or more Kṣatrapas reigning at the same time (Bh., p. 655). To the same source we may trace the assumption (Bh., p. 657), that while the interloper Īśvaradatta had usurped the position of Mahākṣatrapa, “the Kṣatrapa Vīradāman remained unmolested all through this period (i.e. 171, 172), as testified by the dates on his coins.” Apart from this conjectural date, the coins testify to nothing of the kind.

**Yaśodāman, son of Dāmasena** (Bh., p. 655).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 160; Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 161.]

The Pandit’s account requires slight correction. There are eight coins of this Yaśodāman in his collection—five as Kṣatrapa and three as Mahākṣatrapa.

**Vijayasena, son of Dāmasena** (Bh., p. 655).


As we have just seen, the hypothesis that “Vīradāman, Yaśodāman, and Vijayasena, sons of Dāmasena, were all Kṣatrapas—probably governors of provinces—at the same time,” is now no longer necessary. They all strike coins as Kṣatrapas in the same year, 160, but there is no reason whatever for supposing that they did not hold that office successively.

Bhagvānlāl gives the dates as—Kṣatrapa, 160–162; Mahākṣatrapa, 163–171. But there is some doubt on the subject. On the coins available for examination, the only certain date borne by coins struck by Vijayasena as Kṣatrapa is 160. The dates 161 and 162 are merely possible on some incomplete specimens. On the other hand, a coin struck by Vijayasena as Mahākṣatrapa has the remains of a date which can scarcely have been 163, but may quite possibly have been 162. It is the custom in Vijayasena’s time to arrange the three short strokes, which represent
the numeral 3, in a vertical line, thus Ξ; and the numerous good specimens with the date 163 give ample evidence of the space usually occupied by these strokes. On the coin in question there seems not to be space enough for all three, but there is certainly sufficient to admit of the two lower ones, if the date had been 163. On the other hand, there is probably not sufficient space to show the upper of the two strokes which would have denoted 2, Σ; while the stroke still visible seems to be too low down to have been intended for 1, the stroke for which seems regularly to occupy the midway position. It is not improbably, then, that this coin affords us evidence of the fact that Vijayasena was reigning as Mahākṣatrapa in the year 162.

For similar reasons it is probable that the date 172 should be restored on another coin, Bh. Coll., No. 206.

The Paṇḍit remarks that "all the years from 160 to 171 inclusive are represented with the single exception of 169." If the view propounded above (p. 363) as to the representation of 8 and 9, is to be accepted, viz., that ḫ = 8, and ȳ = 9, we may say that, with the doubtful exception of 161, every year between these two limits seems to be represented.

So far as concerns workmanship and distinctness in the representation of inscriptions and dates, the coins of Vijayasena are the most satisfactory in the whole series. But already in his reign, about the year 167 or 168, we note the beginning of a gradual degeneration in style, which continued until the end of the dynasty.

Dāmajadāṣṭī, son of Dāmasena (Bh., p. 658).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 172 (or 3 ?)–176.]

On the chronology of this Mahākṣatrapa, some additional light has been thrown by General Cunningham's coins. Bhagvānlāl only reads one date, 176, on his coins, and this remains the extreme limit assignable to his reign from
this source. But the new coins undoubtedly prove that the reign began earlier than has been hitherto supposed. The date on Cunn., 94, 5–7, 702, is certainly to be restored as either 172 or 173. Here again, as in the precisely similar case of a coin of Vijayasena discussed above, the balance of probability is in favour of 172—the solitary stroke visible seems to be too low down to be intended for 1, and the space above it too great to admit of its being the lowest stroke of a 3.

With regard to other dates of this Dāmajādaśrī—175 is certain on five of General Cunningham's coins, and 174 is possible as an alternative to 176 on one of Pāṇḍit Bhagvānlāl's own specimens, No. 365.

The probability, therefore, is that this Mahākṣatrapa Dāmajādaśrī, son of the Mahākṣatrapa Dāmasena, began his reign as early as the year 172; and, as we have seen, his predecessor and brother Vijayasena was reigning in 171. The Pāṇḍit had supposed an interval of five years (171–176) to have elapsed between these two reigns, and this was the chief reason for placing the usurper Īśvaradatta here (Bh., p. 656). Another reason was derived from considerations of style and fabric. The Pāṇḍit saw a great difference in these respects between the coins of the two reigns; and it must be confessed that the contrast between the best coins of Vijayasena and the ordinary coins of Dāmajādaśrī is sufficiently striking. But, as we have seen, the process of degeneration had already begun during Vijayasena’s reign, and the difference in point of art between his later coins and those of his successor is so slight as to be scarcely appreciable.

The question of the probable position of Īśvaradatta is discussed elsewhere (p. 384).

1 The Rev. H. R. Scott says: "We have a coin of Dāmasena's son Dāmajādaśrī which appears to be dated 173, in which case the gap mentioned by the Pāṇḍit would be filled up and no room left for Īśvaradatta between Vijayasena and this king."
RUDRASENA, son of VIRADĀMAN (Bh., p. 658).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 17x (6-9)—194.]

Both of the limits of this reign (180–190) as given by Bhagvānlāl must be corrected in accordance with coins in the collection of Colonel Biddulph.

Obr. Date, 17[x].
Rev. Rājñāh Kṣatrapasa Viradāmaputrasa Rājño Ma[hā]-
kṣatrapasa Rudrasena.

Colonel Biddulph. .55, wt. 28.5 grs.; Pl. 7.

Obr. Date, 194; traces of inscription in Greek characters.
Rev. Rājñāh Kṣatrapasa Viradāmaputrasa Rājño [Mahā]-
kṣatrapasa Rudra[se]nasa.

Colonel Biddulph. .55, wt. 32 grs.; Pl. 8.

As Rudrasena’s predecessor Dāmajadaśri was reigning in 176, the date of the former of the two coins here described must be between 176 and 179. Another of Colonel Biddulph’s specimens affords the date 19x, probably = 191.

According to the Rev. H. R. Scott, there is a coin of Viradāman in the Rajkot Museum dated 196 (or 194) and another 192. If the date 196 can be proved, it will, of course, necessitate the extension of the reign by two years; but it must be remembered that 6 and 4 are very easily mistaken on these coins.

VIŚVASIMHA, son of RUDRASENA (Bh., p. 658).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 13x, 199, 200, 2[xx]; Mahākṣatrapa: no legible dates.]

The dates on the coins of this prince and his brother Bhartrīdāman are in a most unsatisfactory state. Bhagvānlāl gives the limits of Viśvasimha’s dated coinage as 198 and 203. It is quite possible that the unit figure, of which traces are to be seen on many specimens, may have been an 8; but it seems to me that the only certain unit of all
the coins dated 19x is undoubtedly a 9. The Pandit's reading is perhaps due to the confusion which has so often been made between these two numerals (v. sup., p. 363). On the other hand, I cannot think that his reading 203 can be absolutely proved for any of his specimens in the British Museum. There are numerous specimens in which the figure 200 is probably followed by another, but what that other is, is quite uncertain.

Our knowledge of the fact that Viśvasimha also reigned as Mahākṣatrapa is again the result of Colonel Biddulph's investigations. He possesses four specimens on which Viśvasimha bears this title—in the case of three of them quite certainly, in the case of the fourth most probably.

_Obe._ Date illegible.

_Rcv._ Rājñō Mahākṣatrapasa Rudrasenaputrasa Rājñō Mahā-
kṣatrapasa Viśvasihasa.

Colonel Biddulph.  55, wt. 31 grs.; Pl. 9.

The British Museum also possesses two specimens—one (Bh., 502) quite certain, and the other (Bh., 468) more or less doubtful. Unfortunately not one of these coins has a legible date.

As has been already remarked (p. 375) _-simha_ regularly appears as _-siha_ on the coins. It may be added that most frequently no distinction is made between the _i_ of Viṣva- and the _i_ of _-siha_. On the greater number of specimens (cf. Bh., Nos. 54, 461, 481, 498, 501) the name appears as Viśvasiha; but the proper distinction is sometimes made between the two vowels (e.g. on Bh., No. 515).

The coin, dated 198 (recte 199), to which the Pandit refers as reading Rājñāh Kṣatrapasa (sic) Rudrasenaputrasa, etc., is probably his specimen, No. 53. It would indeed be remarkable if this reading could be proved. Rudrasena, as we know from his own coins, was certainly Mahākṣatrapa from 17x to 194, and it would be passing strange to find his son describing him afterwards, in 199, as a Kṣatrapa. The reading cannot, however, be supported; and it is quite
easy to explain how the Paṇḍit fell into this mistake. The letters Mahā- certainly do not appear on the coin, since, in consequence of the manner of striking, only portions of those letters can be seen which reach beneath the line. There is, however, ample space for them, and there is no reason whatever to doubt that the reading is Rājīṇaḥ Mahā-kṣatrapasa. On the coins of Viśvasimha the correct sandhi is preserved in the writing of his own title Rājīṇaḥ Kṣatrapasa; and the Paṇḍit was probably confirmed in his reading by two of the cluster of dots which occur on this portion of the coin, and might easily be mistaken for the visarga (h).

Hitherto, some doubt has been possible as to the order of succession of Viśvasimha and his brother Bhartṛdāman. Indeed, it has seemed most probable that Bhartṛdāman was the earlier. But the dates, incomplete as they are, seem to prove, so far as they can be certainly deciphered, that the opposite was the case. The evidence in favour of this order is supported, in a very curious and interesting manner, by an argument derived from the treatment of the eye in the portraiture of Kṣatrapa coins (v. sup., p. 367).

Bhartṛdāman, son of Rudrasena (Bh., p. 658).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 2(xx); Mahā-kṣatrapa: dated coins 2(xx), 203–214.]

Bhartṛdāman was known only as a Mahā-kṣatrapa until Colonel Biddulph obtained the following coin on which he appears as Kṣatrapa.

Obv. Date illegible.

Colonel Biddulph. '55, wt. 27.5 grs.; Pl. 10.

I subsequently went over all the numerous specimens of Bhartṛdāman's coinage in the British Museum, and found several on which he appears as Kṣatrapa—e.g., Eden, 53, 3–1,
309; India Office Coll., No. 927; Bh. Coll., No. 459—and others on which the same reading is most probably to be restored—e.g., Bh. Coll., No. 451.

The Rev. H. R. Scott says: “We have three coins of Bhartrdāman’s styling him Kṣatrapa; one of these has date apparently 204.” This suggested reading must, surely, be incorrect, as Bhartrdāman appears as Mahākṣatrapa on a coin—Bh. Coll., No. 441—of which the date seems to be without doubt 203. But if it can be proved, it starts a problem, the solution of which is not apparent. He also mentions a coin of Bhartrdāman as Mahākṣatrapa, on which the date “appears to be 220, but is not very clear.” This is much more probable, but this date must remain very doubtful until a better specimen is found.

With regard to the name of this prince, there has been a division of opinion among scholars. Newton and Thomas read the name as Atri; the reading Bhartr is that of Prinsep, Stevenson, and Bhagvānlāl.1 There are two points to be decided—(1) Is the first akṣara च or म? (2) Is the second त्र or तः? With regard to the former, it must be admitted that very often on these coins the character looks quite as much like a as bha, but there are instances (e.g., on two coins of Bhartrdāman’s son Viśvasena in the British Museum—Steuart, 53, 4–5, 56 and 61) of what seems to be an undoubted bha of the ordinary form; with regard to the latter, there is no doubt on most specimens as to the reading rtr (often with the superscript r, but sometimes without) as opposed to tri. If, then, the possibility of a doubt be admitted as to the initial character, the second is surely sufficient of itself to decide the question. Atri चत्र can surely never have been written Artr चत्र. The probability, therefore, is in favour of the name Bhartr generally written with a somewhat abnormal initial bha.

Some specimens of Bhartrdāman’s coinage, both as Kṣatrapa and as Mahākṣatrapa, have traces of the hundreds’

1 Cf. Thomas, J.R.A.S., 1850, p. 58.
figure (200) of a date; and, in some cases, it seems probable that there was nothing following this. But as this is not quite certain, it will be best to write this date as 2(xx).

? Simhasena, son of Rudrasena (Bh., p. 659).

The evidence on which this Mahākṣatrapa is admitted into the dynasty is so extremely unsatisfactory that it is a question whether it will not be safest to omit him altogether. At all events, if he is provisionally retained in the list, his name should always be accompanied by a note of interrogation, and it should always be borne in mind that his existence depends on the evidence of a single coin, the reading of which is most uncertain.

The Paṇḍit admits that "the style of his coin differs considerably from those immediately preceding" (Bh., p. 659). This fact is by itself sufficient to throw doubt on the attribution proposed. But in addition to this the lettering is also different. Both style and lettering belong, in fact, to an earlier period, when the rounded pa U had not as yet given place to the pointed v (cf. the inscriptions as given in my lithographed plate attached to the Paṇḍit's article).

Let us now examine the legend of this coin. The Paṇḍit's reading is—

Rājño Mahākṣatrapasa Rudrasenasa putrasa Rājño Mahā-
kṣatrapasa Simhasenusa.

Now, in the first place, the name of the father is more probably spelt -sahasā, i.e. -sahasā, or -simhasā (v. the lithographed plate referred to above); and, secondly, the name of the reigning Mahākṣatrapa himself is altogether doubtful. The first two aksaras are quite uncertain; the last three are probably -simhasa or -senasa.

From these considerations—the form of the letter pa, the name of the father, and the termination of his own name—it follows that we have here the coin of some Mahākṣatrapa,
who was the son of Rudrasimha, son of Rudradāman (v. sup., p. 375), and whose name ended in -simha or -sena.

We know the following as sons of Rudrasimha—Rudrasena, Saṅghadāman, and Dāmasena. The second is quite out of the question here; and the corrupted letters can scarcely have been intended to represent any akṣaras reaching below the line such as the Ru and dra of the first. The last is just possible; but it must be admitted that the beautifully neat letters of Dāmasena’s ordinary coinage offer a striking contrast to the straggling characters on this specimen. At the same time, it must be borne in mind that the difference between the two consists not in form but in the degree of finish. They almost certainly belong to the same period. Either, then, this is a coin unusually badly struck of Dāmasena, or it belongs to some other son of Rudrasimha.

**Viśvasena, son of Bhakṛtṛdāman (Bh., p. 659).**

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 216–225.]

The limits of date, as given by Bhagvānlāl, were 216 and 223. There are, however, two coins in the British Museum—Steupert, 53, 4–5, 56, and one from Prinsep—which read quite clearly 225.

The Rev. H. R. Scott mentions two coins of Viśvasena in the Rajkot Museum with probable dates 224 and 226. It is to be hoped that new specimens will be found to place the latter date beyond suspicion.

**Rudrasimha, son of Svāmi Jīvadāman (Bh., p. 660).**

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 22x–231, 233 (?).]

The limits hitherto accepted are 231 and 240, but an examination of the specimens in the British Museum and those in Colonel Biddulph’s cabinet shows that there are undoubted instances of a date 22x.1 The traces of the unit figure are invariably those of one extending below

1 Confirmed by the Rev. H. R. Scott’s account of the coins in the Rajkot Museum.
the line, i.e. from 4 to 9; and, as we know that Viśvasena was Kṣatrapa in 225, our choice here is limited to those between 5 and 9.

Obr. Date, 22x (5–9); traces of Greek inscription.

Rev. Śivām J[i]padāmaputrasa Rājña Kṣatrapasa Rudrasimhāsa:

Colonel Biddulph. 55, wt. 32.5 grs.; Pl. 11.

It seems doubtful whether the two dots: so generally found at the end of this coin-legend are a misplaced visarga, or simply intended as a stop.

The revival of the older form of the letter ha ḫr on some of these coins is interesting. It is also important, as at this period the two characters for ha and na have become so very similar, that, without its evidence, we might have been in some doubt whether to read the name of this Kṣatrapa as Rudrasimha or Rudrasena.

Bhagvānlāl gives the latter limit of date as 240, and it is quite possible that he may have had good reasons for this. It must be said, however, that from the coins now available to us, we can be certain neither of this reading nor of the reading 234 also given. The latest probable date on the specimens in the British Museum is 233, and the latest certain date 231.

Yaśodāman, son of Rudrasimha (Bh., p. 660).

[Kṣatrapa: dated coins 240–249.]

Quite a number of new dates have been discovered on coins of this Kṣatrapa, since Bhagvānlāl wrote. Colonel Biddulph’s collection supplies the dates 242, 244, and 246?; and the British Museum the dates 243 (Cumn. Coll., 94, 5–7, 731) and 249 (Bird, 54, 5–29, 15). The description of the last mentioned is as follows:—

Obr. Date, 249.

Rev. Rājña[h] Kṣatrapasa Rudras[i]haputrasa Rājña[h]

Kṣatrapasa Yaśodāmna[h].

B.M., Bird. 55, wt. 31.5 grs.; Pl. 12.
Rudrasena, son of Rudradāman (Bh., p. 661).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coins 270–298, 300 (?).]

Colonel Biddulph points out to me that Sir E. Clive Bayley reads the date of one of his coins as 300. There is little reason to doubt this, and we shall be justified in regarding the reading as probably correct until it can be definitely proved.

No coins have yet been found of Rudrasena’s father, the Mahākṣatrapa Rudradāman. His reign must have filled some part of the great gap which is now left in our list of Mahākṣatrapas between the years 214 and 270—the latest of Bhartṛdāman and the earliest of Rudrasena; but as yet we can give no certain answer to the questions how he came into this dynasty and what relation he bore to his predecessors. The dotted line in Colonel Biddulph’s genealogical table (p. 406) denotes that the position there assigned to him as a son of Svāmi Jivadāman is purely conjectural, and remains to be proved or disproved by subsequent discoveries and researches. There are, of course, other possibilities—he may have been the brother or son of Yasodāman, or he may have been related in some way to the old line which seems to us to end with Viśvasena (216–225), son of Bhartṛdāman.

The reading of the name as Rudrasena and not Rudrasimha seems to be undoubtedly correct. On the greater number of these coins it is not easy to distinguish the letters ha and na, but some specimens, e.g. Bh. Coll., Nos. 554, 563, 574, 580, have the name Rudrasena without any possibility of doubt.

Simhasena, sister’s son of Rudrasena (Bh., p. 660).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coin 304.]

Very important alterations have to be made in our account of this Mahākṣatrapa. In the first place, Bhagvānlāl’s coin is no longer unique. There are now two others from the

---

Cunningham Collection in the British Museum, and Colonel Biddulph possesses a fourth. One of the Cunningham coins, 94, 5–7, 331, published by General Cunningham in his *Coins of Mediaeval India*, p. 8, pl. i, 14, undoubtedly bears the date 304. It is, therefore, necessary to place Simhasena some forty or fifty years later than was contemplated by Bhagvānlīl, who supposed him to be a nephew of Rudrasimha, son of Jīvadāman, and a cousin and successor of Yaśodāman (Kṣatrapa, 240–249). That he should have reigned for fifty-five years after the latest date on his predecessor’s coins might be possible, but would be, to say the least, remarkable. But there is another difficulty in the way of this supposition, which is noted by Bhagvānlīl himself. Rudrasimha is known from his own coins and those of his son Yaśodāman only as a Kṣatrapa. He would appear, if this attribution were correct, on those of his nephew as a Mahākṣatrapa.

General Cunningham, seeing these difficulties, supposed him to be the sister’s son of the Mahākṣatrapa Rudrasimha, son of Satyasimha, who himself strikes coins in the year 310 (*Coins of Med. Ind.*, p. 4). This correction does not make matters altogether plain. It gives us a Mahākṣatrapa who strikes coins in 304 and calls himself the sister’s son of another Mahākṣatrapa who reigns after him in 310! Suppositions of revolution and counter-revolution will always suggest a way out of these little chronological difficulties; but they are quite unnecessary here.

The plain fact is that Simhasena is sister’s son of Rudrasena, not of Rudrasimha. The difficulty of distinguishing between the letters ha and na on these late coins has been previously referred to; and it may be granted that it is next to impossible to discriminate between the two on the Cunningham coin figured in *Coins of Med. Ind.*, pl. i, 14, and on the Pāṇḍit’s own specimen (cf., for instance, the ha and the na of the word Simhasena as it appears in the facsimile in my lithographed plate to the Pāṇḍit’s article). On Colonel Biddulph’s coin, however, and on the Cunningham coin given in *Med. Ind.*, pl. i, 15, a distinction between
the two characters is certainly made in this word (Simhasena
sy on the Cunningham specimen); and if the other
proper name—absent, unfortunately, from Colonel Biddulph’s
coin—be examined in the light of this distinction, the
remaining traces of the character in question certainly show
that it was na and not ha.

The description of the specimen still unpublished is as
follows:—

Obr. No distinct traces of date or inscription.
Rev. Mahārāja-kṣatra[pa- . . . . . . . . . ]
Rājño Mahākṣatrapasa Svāmi Simhasenasya.
Colonel Biddulph. 55, wt. 26 grs.; Pl. 14.

There is, therefore, some positive evidence in favour of
the change of the old reading Rudrasimha to Rudrasena;
but, even if the confusion of the two letters ha and na were
quite hopeless, we should be justified in making this change
on purely chronological grounds.

In addition to this, the inscriptions of all these coins as
hitherto given require correction. The readings of Bhag-
vañlāl (Bh., p. 660) and Cunningham, Med. Ind., p. 8,
pl. i, 14, should be amended by the substitution of svasri-
yasya or possibly svasriyasya, स्वस्रियस्य or स्वस्रीयस्य, for the
impossible form svasryasya स्वस्रस्य (Bh.), and for svasriyasa
(Cunn.). The distinction between r and ra (ri, ri) appended
to a consonant is almost invariably observed on these coins.

According to General Cunningham’s reading of his other
coin (Med. Ind., p. 8, pl. i, 15), Simhasena is called the
son of Rudrasimha (recte Rudrasena). It would indeed be
strange to find the same person described sometimes as the
son and sometimes as the nephew of another! But this
is not the case. The reading is wrong. It should be—

Mahārāja-kṣatrapa-svāmi-Rudrasena-svasriya[SYA] Rājño
Mahākṣatrapasa Svāmi-Simhasenasya.

The impartial use of the Prakrit and Sanskrit genitive
terminations on these coins is curious.
It will be noticed that the two classes of Simhasena's coins show that Rudrasena bore the titles sometimes of Rāja Mahākṣatrapa Svāmi and sometimes of Mahārāja Kṣatrapa Svāmi. Whether there was any difference in rank denoted by these two designations is not certain.

[?Rudra]senā, son of Simhasena.

[Mahākṣatrapa: no dated coins or inscriptions.]

Colonel Biddulph's recently acquired specimen of this Mahākṣatrapa is at present unique.

Obv. No date visible; remains of Greek characters.


Colonel Biddulph. 55, wt. 29·5 grs.; Pl. 13.

Unfortunately we cannot be quite certain of the first part of the name of this Mahākṣatrapa. The first syllable is probably ra or ru, or perhaps some compound of which one or other of these forms the second portion. The second syllable seems more like tr or dr than dra. It is possible that the name may prove to be Trātṛsenā, or some such form; but, on the whole, it is perhaps more probable that the name is Rudrasena, with the second character of a somewhat peculiar shape.

Rudrasimha, son of Satyasimha (Bh., p. 662).

[Mahākṣatrapa: dated coin 310.]

The date 310, quoted by Bhagvānlāl on the authority of Dr. Bühler and General Cunningham, is quite beyond doubt. It occurs on two of the Cunningham coins—the one published in Med. Ind., p. 7, pl. i, 13, was held to be somewhat doubtful until the discovery of the other (Cunn., 94, 5–7, 744) dispelled all doubt as to the correctness of the reading. The only question now is whether the date may not have been 312.
The Mahākṣatrapa Satyasimha is still unrepresented in our collections by any coins of his own. His relationship to his predecessors is therefore doubtful, and the position provisionally assigned to him in Colonel Biddulph’s table is purely conjectural. Between the years 304 and 310 (or perhaps 31x), we find no fewer than four Mahākṣatrapas—Sinhasena and his son [? Rudra]senas, Satyasimha and his son Rudrasimha. The most probable conjecture is that Satyasimha was a brother of Sinhasena.

_The Billon Coinage._

There is very little to add to what has been already published about the billon and lead coinages. These classes have never been properly collected and studied, and it is probable that they are as yet only very partially known to us.

The billon coins are of two kinds:—

A. Obr. Humped bull to r., inscription in Greek characters; (when more perfect specimens are discovered we may reasonably expect to find the date as on the silver coins).

Rev. Caitya; r., star; l., crescent; inscription as on the silver coins, but without the father’s name.

Examples of this class are:—

(1) The coin figured by Prinsep (Essays, ed. Thomas, vol. ii, pl. xxxvii, 14), now in the British Museum. Unfortunately the inscription is only Rājñō Mahākṣatra[...], and we are, therefore, not able to determine its attribution very accurately. The clear, bold characters seem, however, to justify us in assigning it to an early period.

(2) Cunningham, _Coins of Med. Ind._, p. 7, pl. i, 9. A coin of Rudrasimha wrongly attributed to Rudradāman. The inscription, which is quite distinct, should be thus corrected—Rājñō [mahā]kṣatrapasa Rudrasihasa. The coin, therefore, belongs to one of the two periods—from 103 to 110, and from 113 to 118—during which Rudrasimha reigned as Mahākṣatrapa.
(3) Id., p. 7, pl. i, 8. A coin of Jivadāman, Mkṣ., 119, 120.

B. Obr. Elephant to r.

Rev. Usual type, but without inscription; date beneath caitya.

The known dates on specimens of this class are—147, 14x, 153, and 15x. General Cunningham (op. cit., p. 7, pl. i, 10) read the date on one of his specimens as 129; but the unit figure is almost certainly 8, and there is some doubt about the decimal figure. It is certainly not a 20 of the usual form, and may possibly be a corruption of some other numeral, perhaps 50.

It seems reasonable to suppose that class B is later in date than class A.

The Lead Coinage.

No new dates have as yet been discovered on the square coins of lead belonging to this dynasty. The dates on the specimens—all from the collection of Colonel Sykes—published by Thomas in this Journal (1850, p. 61, pl. ii, 27–31), include all the years from 280 to 286, and, if the date on figure 32 should be read reversedly as Thomas suggests, 294.

All the specimens in the British Museum belong to the Bhagvānlāl Collection. The only legible date on them is 284.

Colonel Biddulph possesses specimens dated 284 and 285, the latter of which is here described.

Obr. Humped bull to r.

Rev. Caitya; r., star; l., crescent; date, 285.

Colonel Biddulph. 55; Pl. 15.

It will be noticed, then, that all the dates hitherto found on these leaden coins fall within the reign of Mkṣ. Rudrasena, son of Rudradāman (270–300?).

The use of a currency in lead is common to the Andhras and Western Kṣatrapas; but, whereas in the case of the
former it extended over a very considerable period, it is confined in the case of the latter—so far as we know at present—to a few years. It seems quite possible that a leaden currency may have been characteristic of some particular district, the possession of which passed temporarily from the Andhras to the Western Kṣatrapas.

NOTE ON THE ORDER OF SUCCESSION OF MAHĀKṢATRAPAS AND KṢATRAPAS.

By Colonel J. Biddulph.

What knowledge we have of these rulers is almost entirely derived from their coins. The earlier coins are undated, and, of the later ones, the dates are often illegible. Were it not for the practice of each one putting his father's name on his coins as well as his own, we should often be at a loss to discover the order of their succession. Even with this assistance there appears at first sight to be much confusion. The dates often overlap. Some rulers bore the title of Kṣatrapa only, others bore the title of Mahākṣatrapa only; some bore both titles at different times. Others, again, figure as Mahākṣatrapas whose fathers were only Kṣatrapas.

A very simple rearrangement of their names seems to give the clue to the relations that existed between the Kṣatrapas and Mahākṣatrapas. By placing all the Mahākṣatrapas on one list according to dates when they bore that title, and excluding them and others while bearing the title of Kṣatrapa, there is no longer any overlapping of dates, and we have a succession of rulers who cover the period from Caṣṭana to the latest ascertained date of Bhartṛdāman, viz. 214. In the same manner, by placing all with the Kṣatrapa title on a separate list according to date, we find the whole period fairly covered, but with occasional gaps, from Caṣṭana down to the last Kṣatrapa Yasodāman, whose latest ascertained date is 249. The inference is clear,
that the heir of the ruling Mahākṣatrapa bore the title of Kṣatrapa, and had coins issued in his name during his father's lifetime. The fact that some of the Kṣatrapas before Bhartṛdāman, viz., Jayadāman, Satyadāman, Pṛthivisena, Dāmajada, and Viradāman never assumed the higher title might easily be accounted for by their having died before their fathers, or it may be that they reigned for so short a time that none of the few coins they can have issued as Mahākṣatrapas have yet been discovered.

After Bhartṛdāman a disturbance in the direct succession apparently occurred, and the title of Mahākṣatrapa seems to have remained in abeyance for many years. His last known date is 214, and he is depicted on his latest coins as an old man. His son Viśvasena only held the title of Kṣatrapa eleven years after Bhartṛdāman's latest date, and from 214 to 270, the next ascertained date of a Mahākṣatrapa, we have only one intervening Mahākṣatrapa, Rudradāman, of whom no coin has been found, and whose parentage is therefore unknown. At the same time we have two Kṣatrapas, Rudrasimha and Yaśodāman, father and son, in succession to Viśvasena, but not directly descended from any of their predecessors, so far as is known.

The evidence is in favour of the supposition that for nearly sixty years the title of Mahākṣatrapa remained in abeyance. After Rudrasena's comparatively long reign, 270–298, 300?, we have certainly one, if not two, breaks in the direct descent, and, of the four Mahākṣatrapas known to us in the ensuing ten or twelve years, one is known from a single coin only, another is known only from his son's coinage, while of the remaining two hardly a dozen coins have been found. During the same period no evidence exists as to the use of the title of Kṣatrapa.
GENEALOGICAL TREE OF THE WESTERN KṢATRAPAS.

I. Nāhapāṇa (Kṣahṛatā)  
   |  Dinika
   |  Ḍakṣamitrā = Uṣavadatta
   |  Ṛṣi

II. Caśāna
   |  Jayadāman
III. Rudradāman

IV. Dāmajada

Satyadāman

VI. Jivadāman

VII. Rudrasena

VIII. Saṅghadāman

IX. Dāmasena

Prthivisesa

Dāmajada

X. Īśvaradatta

Viradāman

XI. Yaśodāman

XII. Viṣatasena

XIII. Dāmajada

XIV. Rudrasena

XV. Viśvarimha

XVI. Bhartṛdāman

Svāmi Jivadāman

Rudrasimha

XVII. Svāmi Rudradāman (no coins known)

Yaśodāman

XVIII. Svāmi Rudrasena

daughter

XIX. Svāmi Simhasena

XXI. Svāmi Satyarimha (no coins known)

XX. Svāmi (?) Rudrasena

XXII. Svāmi Rudrasimha

N.B.—The names of Mahākṣatrapas are printed in capital letters; those of Kṣatrapas in ordinary Roman type; and those of individuals, who are not known to have held either office, in italics.
## ORDER OF WESTERN KŚATRAPAS, WITH ASCERTAINED DATES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.D.</th>
<th>KŚATRAPAS.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>MAHĀKŚATRAPAS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Nahapāna, Kṣaharāta (inscription) ... 41?, 42</td>
<td>Caṭana.</td>
<td>Nahapāna, Kṣaharāta (inscription) ... 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Caṭana.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Jayadāman.</td>
<td>Dāmajada.</td>
<td>Rudrasimha ... 102, 103</td>
<td>Rudradāman (inscription) ... 72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>Dāmajada.</td>
<td>Rudrasimha ... 110-112</td>
<td>Satyadāman ... lxx</td>
<td>Dāmajada.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Rudrasaṇa ... 121</td>
<td>Rudrasimha ... 113-118</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rudrasaṇa ... 122?, 125-144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>? Saṅghadāman.</td>
<td>Prthivisena ... 144</td>
<td></td>
<td>Saṅghadāman ... 144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Dāmajada ... 154, 155</td>
<td>Viradāman ... 156-160</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dāmasena ... 145-157</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yasodāman ... 160</td>
<td>Yasodāman ... 160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vijayasena ... 160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viśvasimha 19x, 199, 200, 2(xx) (1-3)</td>
<td>Viśvasimha (dates not legible)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bhartṛdāman ... 2(xx), 203-214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhartṛdāman ... 2(xx)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viśvasena ... 216-225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rudrasimha ... 22x-231, 233?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yasodāman ... 240-249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>388</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Art. XIII.—Yet More Light on 'Umar-i-Khayyám.
By E. G. Browne, M.R.A.S.

As Mr. Beveridge has referred to my criticism (which is in reality not mine, but Professor A. Müller's, cited by Professor Houtsma in a footnote on pp. xiv-xv of his edition of al-Bundārī's History of the Seljūqs) on the now familiar story of 'Umar's covenant with the Nidhāmu'l-Mulk and Ḥasan-i-Ṣabbāḥ, I should be glad to have an opportunity of stating that my recent reading has shown me that this tale at least reposes on more ancient and respectable authority than either the Rawḍatu-s-Safā or the Tārīkh-i-Alfī, namely, on that of the Jāmi'u't-Tawārīkh of Rashīdu'd-Dīn, who was put to death in A.H. 718. The passage, cited from f. 292b of the British Museum MS., Add. 7,628, runs as follows:—
"Now the cause of the enmity and mistrust which existed between them [i.e. the Nidhamu'l-Mulk and Hasan-i-Sabbah] was this, that 'Our Master' [Sayyidnâ, the title given to Hasan-i-Sabbah, as explained earlier, by his followers] and Umar-i-Khayyâm and the Nidhamu'l-Mulk were at school together in Nishâpûr, and, as is the custom of boyish days and the way of children, they inaugurated and pursued a rule of friendship and devotion which culminated in their drinking of each other's blood and swearing a solemn oath that whichever of them should attain to high rank and lofty degree should patronize and help the others.

"Now it chanced, by a train of circumstances fully set forth in the 'History of the House of Seljûq' [Târîkh-i-Âl-i-Saljûq], that the Nidhamu'l-Mulk attained to the position of Prime Minister. Umar-i-Khayyâm waited upon him and reminded him of the vows and covenants of their boyish days. The Nidhamu'l-Mulk, recognizing these old claims, said, 'The government of Nishâpûr and the surrounding
districts is thine.' But 'Umar, who was a great man, and withal an eminent philosopher and a man of sense, replied, 'I have no desire for the government of a province or for the restraining of the people by command and prohibition. Rather assign to me an allowance or stipend of the nature of a salary or pension.' So the Nīdhāmu'l-Mulk assigned him an allowance of ten thousand dīnārs from the treasury of Nīshāpūr, to be paid and delivered to him year by year without diminution or charge.

"In like manner 'Our Master' [Hasan-i-Sabbāh] came from the city of Ray to wait on him, and said, 'The noble man, when he promises, performs.' 'Choose,' answered the Nīdhāmu'l-Mulk, 'the government of Ray or that of Isfahān.' 'Our Master,' being a man of high ambition, was not contented or satisfied with so much, and refused to accept it; for he cherished hopes of participating in the office of Prime Minister. So the Nīdhāmu'l-Mulk bade him attend the King's Court for a while; but, perceiving that he was desirous of the post of Prime Minister, and was aiming at his position and office, avoided him, and continued on his guard against him. After some years the King conceived a slight mistrust of the Nīdhāmu'l-Mulk, and required of him a statement of the revenue accounts." [The remainder of the narrative agrees substantially with that of the spurious Wāṣāyā, the Dabistān, and the histories of Mīrkhwānd and Khwāndamīr, given by Whinfield on pp. ix–xi of the Introduction to his Quatrain of 'Omar Khayyām (Trübner, 1883), and familiar to all of that large and increasing class who interest themselves more or less seriously in the Astronomer-Poet.]

An older and better authority than even the Jāmi'u'l-Tawārīkh for the history of the Assassins and their founder (with which the history of 'Umar-i-Khayyām and the Nīdhāmu'l-Mulk is so closely linked in the tradition above cited) is the Jahān-Kushā, the author of which, 'Alā'u'd-Dīn 'Aṭā Malik Juvaynī, was present with Hulāgū Khān at the capitulation of Alamūt, the chief stronghold of the Persian Assassins, in a.H. 654, and was entrusted with the
task of examining the books of the sect preserved in that place, with a view to the destruction of all such as savoured of heresy. Amongst these books, as he informs us (British Museum MS., Or. 155, f. 255°), he found a volume containing the biography and adventures of Hasan-i-Ṣabbāh, called by them [i.e. the Assassins] ‘the Adventures of Our Master’ [Sar-guzasht-i-Sayyidnā], from which he derived most of the particulars which he gives of the career of that remarkable man. These particulars, which are very full, and are illustrated by numerous citations from the ‘Adventures,’ include Hasan’s genealogy—

الحسن بن علي بن محمد بن جعفر بن الحسين بن الصباح الجمیر

and a good many dates, including the following:—

A.H. 464. Hasan takes the Ismā’īlī oath of allegiance at the hands of the dā’i Amīr Darrāb (who, according to the Jāmi‘u’l-Tawārikh, succeeded Nāṣir-i-Khusraw as head of the Isma‘īlī propaganda in Khurāsān), or Bū Najm-i-Sarrāj, or ‘Abdu’l-Malik ‘Aṭṭāsh. [My notes are here too scanty to enable me, in the absence of the MSS., to say with certainty which of the three is intended.]

A.H. 469. Hasan starts for Egypt, which he reaches in—

A.H. 471 (Safar 18 = Aug. 30, A.D. 1078), after a journey lasting a year and a half.

A.H. 473. Hasan returns from Egypt to Isfahān.

A.H. 483. Alamūt seized by Hasan and his followers.

[The curious coincidence that the sum of the numerical values of the letters composing the full name of the castle, Āluh-āmūt (الله أموت) gives the date of its capture by Hasan (1 + 30 + 5 + 1 + 40 + 6 + 400 = 483) is noticed by Ḥamdu’llāh Mustawfī in this Tārikh-i-Guzīda. The name is generally explained (even in the two old histories now under consideration) as meaning ‘the Eagle’s Nest’ (عاقبة), but I think there can be no doubt that
Ibnul Æthîr is right in saying (cf. Defrémery's *Histoire des Seldjoukides et des Ismaéliens ou Assassins de l'Iran*, extrait No. 5 de l'année 1848 du *Journal Asiatique*, p. 116, n. 2) that its real meaning in the Daylamî dialect is "the Eagle's Teaching" or "Showing" (تعليم العقاب), for āhu = eagle (cf. Nöldeke's *Geschichte d. Artakhshir-i-Pāpakān*, p. 59, n. 2), while āmu't is merely the dialectical form of āmūkht, this dropping of the quiescent ะ after a long vowel being of constant occurrence in the dialects.]

A.H. 485. Amir Arslân Tâsh is sent to attack Alamût by Malikshâh, the Nidhâmîl-Mulk having resolved to extirpate the Assassins. The siege is unsuccessful, and the Nidhâmîl-Mulk is assassinated on the 10th of Ramadân in this year (= Oct. 14, A.D. 1092).

A.H. 487 (10th of Dhu'îl-Ḥijja = Dec. 21, A.D. 1094). Death of Mustansîr, the eighth Fâtimid Caliph, after a reign of 60 years; and disputed succession between his sons Musta'îî (who actually succeeded him) and Nizâr (whose cause was espoused by all the Persian Ismâ'îlîs, but who was bricked up alive by his brother).

A.H. 493. Propaganda in favour of Nizâr inaugurated at Isfahân, and alarm of Barkiyaruq the Seljûq.

A.H. 495. Assassination of Musta'îî.


I now propose to examine the dates which Mr. Beveridge attempts to establish, and to show that some at least of them are untenable, if that be admitted which appears an obvious canon of historical criticism, viz. that *caeteris paribus* the older account of any transaction is entitled to greater credence than the more modern, especially when it can be definitely traced back to a writer of repute and intelligence who was contemporary, or almost contemporary, with the events he describes, or who had at his disposal sources of unusual authority. Thus, Nidhâmî-i-'Arûdî of Samarqand,
the author of the *Chahār Maqāla*, was personally acquainted
with *‘Umar-i-Khayyām*, and therefore is more likely to give
correct information about him than later writers such as
those cited by Mr. Beveridge, and this writer (of whose
*Chahār Maqāla* I have made a complete translation, which
will, I hope, appear in the next two numbers of the
Journal) relates two anecdotes concerning *‘Umar* in the
chapter consecrated to Astrologers.

The first of these (Ṭihrān lith. of A.H. 1305, pp. 130–131)
relates to *‘Umar*’s prognostication, made in A.H. 506 (A.D.
1112–1113) at Bālkh, in the Street of the Slave-sellers, in
the house of Amīr Abū Sa‘d, in the presence of Khwāja
Mudḥaffar-i-Iṣfīzārī and the author, that the trees should
shed their blossoms (not roses, as the “Omarites” do falsely
suppose; for *gul* in Persian means not only the rose, but
any flower, and the sequel shows that the blossoms whereby
the prognostication was fulfilled were those of pear-trees and
peach-trees—*amrūd u zardālā*) on his grave. This story
shows clearly that *‘Umar* was alive at least a year after
the date (A.H. 505) in which Mr. Beveridge would like to
place his death, and probably several years later, for the
writer continues:—“When I arrived at Nīshāpūr in the
year A.H. 530 (= A.D. 1135–1136), it being then some years
since that great man [i.e. *‘Umar*] had veiled his countenance
in the dust, . . . . I went to visit his grave.”

The second anecdote (Ṭihrān lith., pp. 131–133) relates to
an astrological prediction made by *‘Umar* “in the winter
of the year A.H. 508” (A.D. 1114–1115), three years after
the date assigned to his decease by Mr. Beveridge. The
latter, therefore, cannot, in my opinion, be defended, and
there seems to be no reason for abandoning the date (A.H.
517: see Rieu’s *Persian Catalogue*, p. 546) hitherto generally
accepted.

As regards Ḥasan-i-Ṣabbāh, the date A.H. 518 is given
as that of his death, not only by the Ḵāṃūn’l-Tawārikh, but
also by *Ibnu’l-Āthīr* and the author of the *Ṭārikh-i-Guzīda*.

As regards the Nidhāmūn’l-Mulk, the date of so important
an event as his assassination was not likely to be forgotten,
and we find, in point of fact, all reputable authorities at one
in placing it in Ramadān, A.H. 485. Ibnul-Athīr definitely
states, in recounting his death, that he was born in A.H. 408;
while his age is stated by the Jāmi’u’t-Tawārīkh to have
been at the time of his death not, as Mr. Beveridge asserts
(on what authority I know not), “about seventy-five,” but
“over eighty,” which agrees very well with Ibnul-Athīr.
I think, therefore, that we may take it for granted—

(1) That the Nidhāmu’l-Mulk was born in A.H. 408
(= A.D. 1017), or thereabouts, at the very latest.

(2) That it is exceedingly improbable that ‘Umar-i-
Khayyām and Ḥasan-i-Ṣabbāh, both of whom died
natural deaths in the years A.H. 517–518 (= A.D.
1123–1124), were more than a hundred years old at
the time of their decease.

(3) That even if we assume both ‘Umar and Ḥasan to
have been centenarians, and consequently place their
births about A.D. 1023, they would still have been
six years younger than the Nidhāmu’l-Mulk, and the
three could hardly have been ‘boys’ or ‘children’
together, as is implied in the Jāmi’u’t-Tawārīkh.

(4) That the story is exceedingly improbable, though not
absolutely impossible, and, did it rest merely on
books like the spurious Wāṣayā, the Dabistān, etc.,
would scarcely merit serious consideration; but that
the testimony of the Jāmi’u’t-Tawārīkh, both on
account of its early date, and the repute of its author
as a historian, cannot be dismissed so lightly.

It must, however, be borne in mind that no great lapse
of time is needed for the growth even of legends of a far
more surprising character. The spurious Autobiography of
Nāṣir-i-Khusraw, regarded by Ethé as “a fabrication of the
ninth or tenth century of the hijra, unworthy of serious
attention,” is hardly richer in marvels than the notice
given by Qazwīnī in his Āthāru’l-Bilād (ed. Wüstenfeld,
pp. 328–9, s.v. ٣٨٨٠٥٥٥٤٨٨٧٠), written in the first half of the
seventh century of the hijra, not more than 200 years after the poet's death. It would, I believe, be worth while to make a careful examination and analysis of the spurious Autobiography, with a view to determining which portions were, or might be, genuinely historical, which were absolutely fictitious, and which could be traced to a confusion of identities. I am almost convinced, for example, that that portion of the narrative which deals with the adventures of Nāṣir amongst the Malāhidā ('Heretics,' a term especially used to denote the Assassins, who, of course, did not exist at this epoch, since their power in the Caspian provinces began with the seizure of Alamūt by Ḥasan-i-Ṣabbāḥ in A.H. 483, and he himself, their founder, was, as we have already seen at p. 412 supra, converted to the Ismā‘īlī doctrines by Nāṣir-i-Khusraw's successor, Amīr Darrāb) arose from a confusion of him with the celebrated philosopher Nāṣir-i-Ṭūsī (d. A.H. 655), who actually did compose the first edition of his well-known Akhlāq-i-Nāṣirī for the Ismā‘īlī governor of Quhistān, Nāṣiru’d-Din ‘Abdu’r-Rahīm b. Abī Mansūr. (See Rieu’s Persian Catalogue, pp. 441–2.) It is also worth noticing that the anecdote given in the spurious Autobiography, and translated at pp. 479–480 of my Year amongst the Persians, concerning the rending in pieces of one of Nāṣir's disciples by the orthodox at Nishāpūr, is also given in the short notice of Nāṣir's life prefixed to the selections from his poems in the India Office MS. No. 132 (Selections from six old Persian poets, dated A.H. 714), and is therefore of considerable antiquity.

As I have had occasion to mention Nāṣir-i-Khusraw, I should like to declare my complete agreement with the view held by Dr. Ethé and the late M. Scheser as to the identity of the poet and the traveller. The case for the dual theory is most clearly stated by Professor Rieu (Pers. Cat., p. 380), but nearly all his objections to the identity of the poet with the traveller can be met; for—

(1) I have read carefully through the whole Divān of the poet (Tabrīz lith. of A.H. 1280) and find no single
allusion to Isfahān, but a great many to Khurāsān, amongst which the following clearly shows that it was the poet’s birthplace (p. 241) :

"Although my origin is from Khurāsān, after spiritual leadership, authority, and supremacy
Love for the Family and House of the Prophet have made me a man of Yamgān and Mazandarān."

(2) The chronological difficulty presented by the dates found in some copies of the Raōeshanā’ī Nāma (A.H. 420, Gotha MS.; A.H. 343, Leyden MS.) is to be overcome, as maintained by Ethé, only by a rejection of these dates as clerical errors; for no one has hitherto ventured to maintain that the Dīvān of Nāsir-i-Khusraw and the R. N. are by different authors, and—

(3) As pointed out by Ethé, the author of the Dīvān explicitly states (Tabrīz lith., p. 110) that he was born in A.H. 394, and that, after spending the first part of his life in worldliness and dissipation, he began to “seek after wisdom” at the age of 42 (elsewhere, speaking in round numbers, he speaks of his age at this turning-point in his life as 40, e.g., Tabrīz lith., p. 217), i.e. about A.H. 436.

(4) In the Safar-nāma (ed. Schefver, p. 7), in relating the dream which caused him to set out on his travels to search for Truth, he says that he had “awakened from a sleep of forty years”; and, a few lines lower down, he gives the date of his departure on his journey as Thursday, 6th of Jumāda II, A.H. 437; all of which very closely and strikingly corresponds with the above deductions concerning the author of the Dīvān.

J. H. A. S. 1899.
(5) In the Jāmī‘u’t-Tawārikh (British Museum MS., Add. 7,628), besides the reference to Nāṣir-i-Khusraw (f. 290°) as the head of the Ismā‘īlī propaganda in Khurāsān, he is again mentioned on f. 286° as follows:—

و ناجي خسرو بآوازه مستنصر أز خراسان بعصر آن و هفت سال در آنجا ساكن بود و هرسال بخت میرفشت و بعصر رجوع میفرود و آخر برآه هجت بعصر آن و با خراسان گشت و بیلیج دعوت علیون مصیر میکرد ً اعدا قصد او کورند، برکوه سمنگان مستواری شد و تا بیست سال بر آنجا بماند و با باب و گیاهی قناعت می نمود، و حسین بن صلاح حمیری یمنی از عجم بصورت نجات پیش المستنصر بالله رفت، و در حسواره که دعوت تودر باد عجم کنمش او، اجازت داد و او بخولت از مستنصر برسید که بعد از تو به که دعوت کنم، گفت برفرزندم نزار آنکه مهربست، بایین سبب اسمعیل، بامامت نزار قاپل ان، و سیما با اختیار تکلر قهستان کرد چنانکه بعد از روزن خواهیم گفت،

"Nāṣir-i-Khusraw, attracted by the fame of al-Mustansîr, came from Khurāsān to Egypt, where he abode seven years, performing the pilgrimage every year and returning to Egypt. Finally he came, after performing the pilgrimage, to Baṣra, and returned to Khurāsān, where he carried on a propaganda for the ‘Alids of Egypt’ [i.e. the Fāṭimid Caliphs] in Balkh. His enemies attempted to destroy him, and he became a fugitive in the mountain of Simingān, where he remained for twenty years, content to exist on water and herbs. Hasan-i-Ṣabbāh, the Himyarite, of Yemen, came from Persia before al-Mustansîr bi’llâh disguised as a carpenter, asking his permission to carry
on a propaganda for him in the Persian
permission having been accorded to him,
secretly of al-Mustansir in whose name the
should be carried on after his death. 'In the
my son Nizār,' replied the Caliph, 'who is th.
For this reason the Ismā'ilīs [of Persia] re-
Imāmate of Nizār. And 'Our Master' [i.e.
Ṣabbāh] chose [as the centres of his propa-
Castles of Quhistān, as we shall presently relate.'
Now in his Safar-nāma Nasir-i-Khusraw mentions visiti-
Mecca for the fourth time in A.H. 442 (ed. Scheser, p. 10),
and returning thence to Bāṣra in A.H. 443 (p. 48), Isfahān
in Muḥarram, A.H. 444 (p. 13), and Khurāsān in Jumāda II,
A.H. 444, all of which agrees pretty well with the above.
At this last date he must have been about 50 years
of age (since seven years elapsed between his departure
for Egypt, at the age of 42, and his return thence).
Twenty years more in Simingān (see B. de Meynard
Dict. . . de la Perse, pp. 317, 318, s.v. يمینکان) would
bring him to the age of 70. In his Diwān he incidentally
mentions his age in numerous passages; e.g., age 40 and
42 (Tabriz lith., pp. 217 and 110); age 50 (pp. 20, 219,
230, 263); age 50 and odd (p. 78); age 60 (pp. 24, 79,
102, 164, 173, 179, 199, 244); age 62 (pp. 166, 171); age
60 and odd (p. 70); and he also gives the period of his
pilgrimages and stay in Egypt as six years (p. 113). As
the author of the Safar-nāma reached Egypt in Safar,
A.H. 439, and came to Bāṣra on his homeward journey in
Sha'bān, A.H. 443, his sojourn in the West was, in fact,
only four years and a half, but he appears to have recko-
from the date of his departure from Khurāsān (Jumāda
A.H. 437) to his return thither (Jumāda II, A.H. 444), w
was exactly seven years. As he performed the pilgrim
so far as practicable, every year during this seven y
absence from home, it is easy to see how the i
Tārīkh that he
Therefore, that there can be no doubt as to the poet Nāṣir-i-Khusraw and the traveller Khusraw, and that the dualistic theory must be abandoned. Indeed, it seems to have been necessarily by the statements of late biographers, like who drew their information from the spurious by and other equally untrustworthy sources.
CORRESPONDENCE.

1. Torres Straits Languages.

Grand Hotel, Thursday Island,
Torres Straits.
Nov. 8, 1898.

My dear Sir,—As you will see by above address, I acceded to Professor Haddon's request that I should accompany the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits. Leave was granted me from my school studies. We have been enabled to make a very interesting study of the natives of the Torres Straits Islands, and of the Hood Bay, Port Moresby, and Yule Island natives in New Guinea. You will be interested to know of the philological material which I have been able to gather:—

1. Grammar and Vocabulary of the Murray Island language.

2. Grammar and Vocabulary of Mabuiag and other dialects of Western Torres Straits.

3. Grammatical notes of:
   (a) Hula and Keapara (Hood Bay).
   (b) Sinangoro (inland from Kapakapa) and Aloma (east of Hood Bay).
   (c) Cloudy Bay.
   (d) Grammar of Nara or Pokan language (east of Hall Sound).
   (e) Roro (Yule Island), Mekeo (St. Joseph River).
   (f) Kiwai (Fly River).
(2) Note on language of Cape York tribe (No. Queensland).

(4) Grammatical note on Koitapu language (Po Moresby).

I find that there is a great advantage in making inquiries as to language on the spot, and have received much help from missionaries.

SYDNEY H. RAY.

2. PĀLĪ MSS. IN NEPAL.

Kathmandu, Jan. 1, 1899.

DEAR DAVIDS,—You will be interested, and doubtless also other Pāli scholars, to hear that I have found in the Maharāja's library here, in a bundle of unrecognized fragments, three palm-leaves in Gupta character, evidently from a large book, and containing an index to some Pāli suttas, and giving the beginning of each sutta in Pāli. Of course, I have no Pāli reference-books here, and cannot say whether the leaves were at the end of a MS. of one of the Nikāyas; but I have photographed them, so we can work this point out at leisure. But it is satisfactory to find that in this country, which one considered hitherto exclusively Mahāyānist, the Hinayāna literature was known in early times. It is only another proof (if proof were needed) to show how absurd it is to call the Hinayāna 'Southern,' and to identify Pāli literature exclusively with Ceylon, Burma, and the South. In the same bundle were some fragments of a Sanskrit Buddhist work written in a character hitherto only known in Central Asia, and called by Hörnle 'Central Asian Nagari.'—Yours truly,

C. BENDALL.

3. BUDDHIST SCULPTURES FROM TAKHT-Ī-BAHĀI.

The two panels of carved stone represented by the accompanying photographs were found, after the Malakhand edition of 1897, in the ruins of Takht-ī-Bahāi, an ancient city which is situated in the Yusufzai country near
BUDDHIST CARVING FROM TAKHT-I-BAHI.
Hoti-Mardan on the N.W. frontier, and in which a number of other Buddhistic sculptures had previously been unearthed. The panel with the large central figure of Buddha was dug up in the ruined monastery of the town in December, 1897. It was found lying face downwards about five feet below some débris, having apparently fallen from a wall above. The other panel was found in the same ruins. Both are carved in a soft blue micaceous slate. Along with the larger panel was dug up a copper coin representing on one side a lion and on the other a man riding an elephant. This coin has been identified by an authority on Indian numismatics as one of King Huvishka's, dating from about 100 A.D. The stones are in the possession of Miss J. E. Hume, at present resident at Hurbunswala, Dehra Dun. The original photographs by Mr. F. Giles, C.S., were enlarged by Sands, Hunter, & Co. These enlargements are here reproduced on a smaller scale.

Both panels evidently represent scenes from the life of Buddha, who is identifiable in both cases by his halo. In the larger panel he forms the central figure, and is distinguished by his great size as well as his halo. He seems to be receiving an offering from the two Nāgas on his left, whose serpent nature is represented by the snakes rising up from between their shoulder-blades. The altar behind which they are standing resembles that represented on p. 96 in Grünwedel's Buddhistische Kunst. The figure to the right holding a vajra in his left hand is probably Māra. Behind and to the right of him in the air is a Gandharva, who, recognizable by his garland and the vina in his left, is holding up a fruit in his right hand. Those who are more familiar with Buddhistic legends than I am will probably be able to identify the scenes depicted on these two carved stones. The sculptures are probably to be assigned to the first century A.D., the early period of Buddhistic art in which Greek influence is more marked; but others will be able to pronounce on the question of their approximate date with more knowledge than I possess.

A. A. Macdonell.
4. Persian Manuscript attributed to Fakhru'uddin Rāzī.

Strassburg,
Feb. 11, 1899.

Dear Sir,—The Aja Sofia in Constantinople has a copy of the work described by Mr. Nicholson in your January number. It is contained in a work numbered in their catalogue No. 3,694, and bearing the title حفظ البدن.

Also the “Four Discourses,” Chahār Maqāla, of Arūdhi, mentioned by Mr. E. G. Browne, on p. 40 of the same issue, is in Stambul, in the Ashir Effendi Library, in the MS. No. 285, 116 foll.

Several of the works referred to in Professor Ethé’s sketch of Persian literature in the “Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie” as unique, must also now lose that distinction since the publication of the catalogues of the Constantinople libraries.

Since I saw how much of the celebrated medical compendium, “The Treasure of Khwārezmshāh,” was drawn from older sources, especially Avicenna (see my paper in the Wiener Zeitschrift f. d. Kunde des Morg., iv, 131–143), I have very small confidence in the originality of all such Persian handbooks of general medicine. And it is not likely that so great an encyclopaedist as Rāzī was altogether original in his medical work. The extracts given in my article just referred to would, I think, convince Mr. Nicholson of the very close connection between Rāzī’s work and the “Treasure of Khwārezmshāh.” And as the latter is older than Rāzī, Rāzī may have used it; and may even possibly be referring to its author, Isma’il ibn Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad al Husaini al Jurjani, when he speaks of ‘the Saiyid,’ son of Imām Isma’il. Perhaps Mr. Nicholson would be so kind as to give us a further communication on this point.

May I be allowed to take this opportunity of calling attention to another point which has hitherto, I think, escaped attention.
Naïma tells us (Stambul edition of A.H. 1281, vol. ii, p. 220, at the end) how the soldiers went to باپا جعفر زندانیانه and set free the prisoners there. Were a scholar to undertake a learned inquiry as to who this Baba Ja'far was, taking him as the builder of the prison, he would go wrong. It is soldiers’ slang. As German soldiers call the place of detention ‘Vater Philip’ (see my book “Die deutsche Soldaten-sprache,” Giessen, 1899, p. 121), so the Turks call it Baba Ja'far. So the Turks call a recruit تحم ومخالم. This also has its analogy in the slang of the Bavarian soldiers, who call a recruit a ‘Russian’ (loc. cit., p. 36). We should not be surprised that so exclusive a cast as the Janissaries should have developed a jargon of this kind; and no doubt other Orientalists will have come across other instances of this interesting slang in the course of their reading.—Believe me, sincerely yours,

Paul Horn.

To Professor Rhys Davids.

5. The Peppé Inscription

Asiatic Society of Bengal,
57, Park Street, Calcutta.
Feb. 10, 1899.

Sir,—I have just read Mr. V. A. Smith’s note on the Śākya Inscription from Piprāhwā in the last July number of your Journal. Owing to the importance of this document, as also to the fact that I had an opportunity of examining the original urn, which, together with the other relics, is now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, I beg to ask for your permission to state my opinion on some minor details in regard to the inscription.

(1) Mr. V. A. Smith says that “the final character of bhagavato looks like te, with a stroke to the left, but must be read either as to or ta.” In my opinion, the word is bhagavate, and I do not see any reason for correcting this. For in Māgadhi, Pāli bhagavato must become bhagavate, as the rule that final o changes to e holds good throughout.
(2) *sa bhaginikanain*, if correct, would be very puzzling indeed, for the change of dental *n* to cerebral *n*, though common enough in the literary Prâkrits, is unknown to epigraphical Pâli or Mâgadhî. But, from an examination of the original urn, I can confidently assert that what has been taken for the upper cross-bar of *ni* (𝔦), is merely a small particle of stone peeled off when the writer engraved the *i-matra* of *ni*. Hardly any photograph or impression will show this clearly, but on the original urn there remains no doubt whatever.

(3) I am glad to confirm the correctness of the reading *saputa*, instead of Mr. Smith's *saputra*, pointed out by you in a foot-note. Mr. Smith probably has been misled by the fact that one stroke of *t* is prolonged a little down below the bottom line of the letter, thus ।. But, if this be *r*, it ought to be a serpentine line, and not a straight down-stroke, as, e.g., we have dra in one of the Bharhat Stupa inscriptions.

My reading of the inscription, from the original, accordingly stands thus:

\[
\text{yanaṁ}
\]
\[
\text{iyam salilanidhane budhasa bhagavate saki sukhitibhatinam}
\]
\[
\text{sabha ginikanam saputadalanain.}
\]

This inscription is in one line only, round the hemispherical lid of the urn, with the exception of the two syllables *yanaṁ*, which stand above *suki*.—I have the honour to be, sir, your most obedient servant,

T. Bloch,

*Philol. Seer. A.S.B.*

*To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.*

6. **The Gosinga Kharoṣṭhi MS.**

As our readers are aware, fragments of an old birch bark MS. in Kharoṣṭhi characters found their way in 1896 to Paris and St. Petersburg. The MS. was found about
thirteen miles from Khotan, at or near the site of the ancient Gosinga Vihāra, and is the earliest known Indian MS. M. Senart has published in the *Journal Asiatique* facsimiles of the seven leaves which, together with numerous fragments, form the Paris portion of this important discovery; and has added to the great services he has rendered to the reconstruction of Indian history by a masterly decipherment of the contents of these leaves, with numerous valuable notes.

The little work is an anthology, a Dhammapada, a collection of religious verses. From what sources was the collection made? As is well known, there is a similar anthology included, under the name Dhammapada, in the Buddhist canon. M. Senart has shown that the majority of the verses included in this new collection are found also in the old one, but not in the same order, or in the same connection; and that a number of others in the new MS. are not in the older collection at all. This would seem to point to the supposition that the new anthology has not been compiled from the Pāli one; but rather from the sources from which the latter was itself compiled.

Besides M. Senart's references I have noted the following:

11. 4 Sutta Nipāta, 333, and Thera Gāthā, 653, 1005.
11. 5 Milinda, 379.
15. 2 The MSS. of the Dhp. read often Hīna-Dhammaṃ.
16. 4 Samyutta, 1. 157; Divyāvadāna, 300; Milinda, 245; Netti, p. 41 of my MS.
17. 5 Thera Gāthā, 257.
18. 7 Jātaka, 5. 72.
19. 1 Thera Gāthā, 676.
20. 2, 3 " " 677–8.
21. 6 Milinda, 213.

¹ The figures on the right give the page and verse of the tirage à part of M. Senart's paper.
40. 9 Samyutta, 1. 73; Milinda, 399.
41. 11 Thera Gāthā, 2 (for mantabhaṇī).
48. 23 Itivuttaka, p. 42; Thera Gāthā, 1032; Mahāvastu, iii, 422.
50. 26 Samyutta, 1. 182.
53. 32 Itivuttaka, 45.
54. 34 Jātaka, 5. 99.
56. 38 Sutta Nipāta, 950.
57. 39 Divyāvadāna, 339; Udānavarga, 185.
74. 6 Jātaka, 1. 314.
85. 33 Itivuttaka, 48; Vinaya, 3. 90.
89. 43 Thera Gāthā, 636.
90. 3 Samyutta, 1. 97; Netti, 95; Lalita Vistara, 328.
95. 16 Udāna, 1. 5; Divyāvadāna, 561.
102. 31, 32 Samyutta, 1. 77; Jātaka, 2. 140.
108. 43 Samyutta, 1. 83.
108. 44 M.P.S., vi, 16; Samyutta, 1. 193; Gātaka, No. 95, etc.

Professor Oldenbourg, of St. Petersburg, is editing the other and larger portion of this Gosinga MS.; and when we have the whole text before us we may be able to draw some more certain conclusion as to the probable method of its compilation. At present it is uncertain whether the compiler translated into his native dialect from the Pitakas, or whether he drew from previous translations of the Pitaka books, or whether he translated from one or other of the other anthologies, different from the Pāli Dhammapada, which (from the lists of books extant in China or Tibet) we know must have existed in the centuries preceding the Christian era. As the MS. comes from a district afterwards predominantly Mahāyānist, it is interesting to note the fact that it contains no trace of Mahāyāna doctrine.

T. W. Rhys Davids.
7. THE THEORY OF SOUL AND THE INITIATIVE OF THE AVESTA.

DEAR PROFESSOR RHYS DAVIDS,—With regard to Professor Mills’ paper on the Avesta, and your own on the Upanishads, will you allow me to make the following observations.

Against M. Darmesteter’s later views as to the age of the Avesta may be urged—firstly, the archaic nature of the language of the book, many of the Gāthās differing little from pure Sanskrit; and secondly, the fact that the parallelisms between Vedic and Avestic thought are found precisely in those passages of the Avesta and the Rig-Veda which, alike by Iranian and Indian scholars, are admitted to be the oldest. I refer especially to such as deal with ethical concepts, with Rita and Asha, Riju and Ratu, Vrijinā and Vareza, and to those Gāthās and Sūktas which represent the moral aspects of the Ādityas and Amesha Spēntas.

As to the absorbing question of Zarathustra, despite all that has been said to the contrary, there seems little reason to doubt that he was born at Ragha, not far from Tihrān, and appeared as the prophet of Magism under King Vīstāspa. Amongst future chroniclers there will doubtless be sceptics who will contend that the great English statesman who has lately left the sphere of his labours was but a pillar of Hercules or the Stone of the glory of Heaven (‘Hρακλής = Sargaśravas), and this by the same arguments as Prof. Kern seeks to show that the Iranian prophet was only a humanized Hesperus!

Turning now to your own article, may I venture to suggest that it would have been helpful had you in each case given us the Sanskrit term to which you referred. We find at least four equivalents of ‘soul’ in the Upanishads, namely, jīva, sūkṣma-śarīra, puruṣa, and ātman. All friends of folklore will be particularly grateful for the mode of dealing with the subject adopted by you. And though my own interest in these ancient treatises is for the most part a philosophical one, I should like, from your standpoint, to institute a comparison between the Upanishad doctrine and that of the Avesta.
The words used to express 'soul' in the Avesta are five: \textit{Fravashi}, \textit{ushtâna}, \textit{a\textilde{}hva}, \textit{baodha\textacute{\textbreve{g}}}h, and \textit{urvan}.

Of the first of these, namely, \textit{Fravashi}, there is no exact counterpart in the Upanishads, though in some respects it may be compared with \textit{sûksma-	extbreve{\textbreve{v}}ira}. Phonetically it is equivalent to \textit{pravriddhi}, and would seem to indicate the expansion of the supreme spiritual principle. It is the spiritual archetype of every man, without beginning and without end, attaching itself to the body at birth, wholly independently of \textit{urvan} and \textit{baodha\textacute{\textbreve{g}}}h, and leaving it at death. There is a mystical utterance about children in the New Testament which may well remind us of the \textit{Fravashis}. The Master said: "Their angels do always behold the face of my Father which is in heaven."

The term \textit{ushtâna} (= Skr. \textit{utthâna}) is the vital principle which maintains the functional activities of the senses, and corresponds to \textit{jiva}. It is an enlargement of \textit{ushta}, 'health, well-being, salvation,' from \textit{\textsf{\textbreve{v}}sta} and \textit{ud}, and implies full enjoyment of all the faculties. In close conceptual relationship to this is the word \textit{a\textilde{}hva}, which is the Bactrian form of \textit{asu}, and sometimes means self, but oftener the seat of life, as \textit{pr\textgrave{\textbreve{\textbreve{n}}}a} is used in the Upanishads.

\textit{Baodha\textacute{\textbreve{g}}}h is partly \textit{vijñ\textbreve{n}a} and partly \textit{manas}, but in either case it represents man's psychical force and nature.

Lastly, we have \textit{urvan}, which expresses the characterizing individuality, the consciousness of responsibility in man. At death the Urvan has to give account of itself on the Ci\textacute{\textbreve{n}}v\textacute{\textbreve{a}}d bridge, and, according to the verdict of the Judges, goes either to heaven or to hell. The word comes from \textit{\textsf{\textbreve{v}}ar}, 'to wish, choose,' so that we should not be far wrong in describing it as the faculty of volition. In the Avesta there is a great deal about the Geus Urvan or Animal Soul. The song contained in the 29th \textit{H\textbreve{a}} of the Yasna consists of a dialogue between Geus Urvan (Goshurun), the Ox-Soul, the personification of life, here appearing as the guardian of all things living, on the one side, and Ahura and Asha on the other. The soul of the ox complains to the Creator of the persecution suffered by all creatures here below at
the hands of demons; whereupon Ahura Mazda turns to Asha for advice on the subject. The latter then declares that he himself is supreme ruler and Lord of all, but there is no consolation until Ahura Mazda announces to Goshurun the coming of Zarathustra. Though not wholly satisfied with this, Goshurun nevertheless thenceforth submits to the will of Ahura.

In conclusion, it is worthy of note that, among other Vedic and Avestic contrasts, whereas according to the Upanishad doctrine the soul when in deep sleep goes into Searga or Brahma-loka (heaven), according to Zoroastrian lore it goes into acisto aghus (hell), because in the one case sleep is attributed to the Good Spirit and in the other to the Bad.—Yours faithfully,

HERBERT BAYNES.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

[Mr. Baynes raises a large question. Dissatisfaction with the ordinary soul theory led, no doubt, in widely separated countries, to its being supplemented by other theories. In India, also, there were such other theories, and about 1,500 years after the date of the books I was discussing these were worked up into an elaborate system by Šaṅkara. If in the Avesta similar theories had already been worked up into a similarly elaborate system, that would be very suggestive as to the date of the Avesta. Of the five Avesta words explained by Mr. Baynes, only urvan seems to belong to the soul theory proper. It would be very interesting, if documents are available, to have a history of all five; and also of the four Indian terms referred to. The sūkṣma-śavira was not born till many centuries after the time I was dealing with. Jīva does occur at that time in the sense of ‘alive, living’; or, as substantive, ‘life.’ Jacob gives five passages from the Chāndogya and one from the Kāṭhaka. In none of them does the word mean ‘soul’; in three of them the reference is to a tree. Puruṣa occurs frequently in the sense of ‘man, human.’ The word whose meaning I discussed was ātman.—RH. D.]
8. Early Commerce between India and Babylon.

Mr. Kennedy concludes his learned and valuable article on this interesting topic (above, 1898, p. 273) with a discussion as to the date of the knowledge of the monsoons, and with the remark that "the true trade route to India—that is, from Persia—was discovered when the black-hulled merchant ships first plunged through the salt sea spray and ploughed their eastward course, under the stars, amid the open ocean."

In preparing my forthcoming translation of the Dialogues of the Buddha, I have come across the following passage in the Kevaddhu or Kevaṭṭua Sutta of the Dīgha (fifth century B.C.). The Buddha says:

"Long ago ocean-going merchants were wont to plunge forth upon the sea, on board a ship, taking with them a shore-sighting bird. When the ship was out of sight of land they would set the shore-sighting bird free. And it would go to the East and to the South and to the West and to the North, and to the intermediate points, and rise aloft. If on the horizon it caught sight of land, thither it would go. But if not, then it would come back to the ship again. Just so, brother, etc."

Such a simile would scarcely be made use of, in ordinary talk, unless the habit referred to were of some standing, and matter of general knowledge. It is, I think, the earliest reference in Indian books to ocean-going ships out of sight of land.

T. W. Rhys Davids.
NOTICES OF BOOKS.


In this work, of which the first volume has just appeared, Professor Dalman is making practical use of the extensive Aramaic studies which he has pursued hitherto with such singleness of purpose and success. It appears now that they were merely the preparatory work, the scaffolding for a totally different structure. All these philological researches had, as their ultimate aim, the purpose to penetrate behind the Greek form of the words and the statements ascribed directly to Jesus, chiefly in the three Synoptic Gospels, and to recover, if possible, by means of an accurate study of the language spoken in Palestine the very original form of those sentences of Jesus. Did he speak Hebrew or Aramaic? Which of these two would explain more easily the peculiarities of the Greek forms, and which would give a more accurate meaning to those words as used by Jesus? This question, which is bound to touch upon extremely delicate theological problems, and is of incalculable importance for the criticism of the Synoptics, can be dealt with in these pages only and solely from the strictly philological point of view. Needless to say that the prominent feature of this first volume, dealing with the Introduction and some of the "Principal Notions" in
the Gospels, is to prove that the language spoken by Jesus was not Hebrew, as has been suggested by many great scholars, the last of whom is Resch, whose great work on this very question has just appeared, but the Aramaic of Galilee. Only, if retranslated into that special dialect, many of the forms and terms used obtain a clear and precise meaning. Such is the contention of Professor Dalman, who, with extreme learning and profound acumen, discusses seriatim each of these notions, and tries to retrace the original Aramaic form. There are a few points, however, which remain unanswered. The ground for assuming the language of the people to have been Aramaic in Palestine in the time of Jesus is not convincing. The fact remains that the language of the Prayers and the language of the Literature at that period was purely Hebrew, though of a somewhat different character from that of the Bible. A nation that speaks at one and the same time two languages is an ethnographical fiction. It is not likely that the people should have accepted a totally different language for their religious and another for their daily life, except in cases where the sacred literature had been introduced from elsewhere, as is the case with the Latin in the Catholic Church of Europe. The literature of the people would represent much more that language, and such is the case with the literature of the contemporaries of Jesus. Assuming, then, the literary language to have been Hebrew, how is it, then, that the primitive Gospel, also a literary product, should not have been written in the sacred Hebrew language, but in Aramaic? And if the three Synoptics have translated a Semitic original into Greek, have they not stood under the same influences under which the translators of the LXX stood, and was not the 'Koine' used in Palestine, a kind of Greeco-Semitic language, and which would thus not prove much for the original form of the language, either of the Primitive Gospel or of Jesus himself. Professor Dalman himself has to admit such influences when he tries to explain certain Hebraisms in the language of Luke. He says that Luke stood under the influence of
the Greek translation of the Bible. But as Professor Dalman refers constantly to the Hebrew forms of words and the notions prevalent at that period, as retained in the oldest texts of rabbinical literature, and supplies his Aramaic examples with very numerous parallels, he facilitates the critical examination of his thesis. He brings to bear to his task an unrivalled knowledge, at first hand, of these languages and literatures. The retranslation of whole sentences into Aramaic must, however, be declared as laboured and artificial, whilst the examinations and elucidations of the "Principal Notions" are models of accurate and profound investigation, full of keen insight into the spiritual life of the people of that period and of extreme value from a philological point of view. The supplement consists of eleven texts, which, according to Professor Dalman, are of Messianic import, commencing with the Sibyllinian Oracles and finishing with an Aramaic hymn, which seems to me to be of comparatively modern date, originating probably from the circle that had gathered round the new kabbalistical school in Tiberias in the sixteenth century, where many such hymns were written in the same language. The so-called Palestinian recension of the Eighteen Benedictions is merely a local variant unsupported and practically contradicted by the mass of similar texts which have recently come to light among the fragments brought from Egypt. Nor do I understand the reason for adopting the vocalization of the Yemen MSS. for the other Hebrew texts when we have at least as perfect texts in old and excellent MSS. with the usual vocalization. Those MSS. vary also considerably between one another, and for that reason alone it would have been more advisable to retain the version which appears in the Liturgies of the known rites. A text, which I have been able to reconstruct, from Egyptian fragments as old as those from which the so-called Palestinian Version has been published—all are of Palestinian origin for that—differs considerably from the one published by Professor Dalman, and agrees much more with the oldest known
version, that of Saadya, of the beginning of the tenth century, if not older. Professor Dalman ought to have taken this as basis, and in a similar manner the Kaddish as given by Maimonides is at least as archaic in form and structure as any other known; moreover, the Yemen Liturgy has adopted this form from Maimonides. But, in spite of these deficiencies, the book stands as an important contribution to the literature of that period.

M. G.

Eclipses of the Moon in India. By Robert Sewell. (London, 1898.)

This continuation of the "Indian Calendar" gives a list of the lunar eclipses from A.D. 300 to 1900, which will prove of great use to those who have to calculate or verify dates of Indian inscriptions. It is mainly based on Von Oppolzer's Canon der Finsternisse, but possesses a value of its own, inasmuch as Mr. Sewell, for the date of every eclipse, has given not only the week-day, but also the Hindu lunar month in which the eclipse took place (or will take place). This may best be shown by an example.

The Nanyaurā plate of Dhaṅgadeva mentions a lunar eclipse on Sunday, the 15th of the bright half of Kārttika of the [Vikrama] year 1055. We know that this date must fall in either A.D. 997 or 998, and from Mr. Sewell's list we see, without any calculation, that there was a lunar eclipse on the 6th November, A.D. 998, which was a Sunday, and which did fall in the month Kārttika. We also see from it that the eclipse was total, and from the times given (which have been taken from the Canon) we may say at once that the eclipse was visible everywhere in India.

To test the accuracy of Mr. Sewell's part of the work, I have recalculated the data given by him for about fifty lunar eclipses mentioned in Indian inscriptions, and have found only one instance where Mr. Sewell is wrong. The eclipse of Monday, the 9th October, A.D. 1139, which is mentioned in a plate of Govindacandra of Kanauj, took place in the month Āśvina, not in Kārttika.
Besides the list of lunar eclipses, Mr. Sewell's new work contains some minor additions to the "Indian Calendar," which it seems unnecessary to specify here.

*Göttingen.*

**F. KIELHORN.**

**History of British India.** By Sir William Wilson Hunter, K.C.S.I., LL.D., Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society. Volume I: "To the Overthrow of the English in the Spice Archipelago." (Longmans, Green, & Co., 1899.)

The author tells us in his Introduction, that this book completes a task which has occupied thirty-four years of his life. The Archives of England, Portugal, and Holland have been consulted by him personally.

The book, presented by the author to the Society, is the first volume of a series, and has been published in the present year; the remaining volumes will follow. It is dedicated by permission to H.M. the Queen-Empress, and is illustrated by four maps:

1. General Map of India.
2. Ancient and Mediaeval Trade Routes to India.
3. The Indian Peninsula, Portuguese period.
4. The Eastern Archipelago.

In the ten chapters of this volume the history of British India is brought down from 1516 A.D., when the old trade routes from India to the West were closed by the barbarism of the newly-established Turkish Empire, to 1603; the end of the struggle between the English and Dutch, culminating in the tragedy of Amboyna.

There is much new material: there is a judicious absence of an attempt at literary brilliancy; there is a sweeping away of certain familiar historic delusions, which hitherto prevailed. A certain historical philosophy dominates the narrative. The conquest of British India by the population of a little island in the extreme West is but the last scene of the great drama of the conflict between Asia and Europe, which had gone on for centuries long before the Christian era.
Great Britain endured much during a century and a half of struggle, ere it entered into its inheritance. "Qui dura vince" is an Italian proverb, aptly illustrated in this case. If it be argued, that the conquest of India was the result of brute force, this is not denied, but there was persistent self-sacrifice as well on the part of the conquerors.

The author does not withhold well-deserved praise from the Portuguese and their leaders; they were noble fellows, but the political resources and population of Portugal did not form a sufficiently large basis for so magnificent a structure as an Asiatic Empire.

As Portugal disappeared, Holland appeared on the scene, and her resources also proved insufficient for the task.

In these pages there is an absence of Chauvinism and Egoism, which often degrade the modern history of any particular country, written for the benefit of so-called patriotic readers; a judicial spirit reigns throughout, but one feature transpires, that the British authorities had even in those early days a care for the interests of the people committed to their charge, as is the case in British India to a remarkable extent at the present day. The Portuguese had no conception of the nature of the duty, which attended the task of ruling conquered provinces. The Dutch then, and now, looked upon Colonies and subject populations as the platform of a financial speculation, which must be made at any cost to bring profitable returns to the Mother-Country; they cared not for the advancement of the subject races.

The volume before us ends at a period, when the British prospects had fallen very low in the struggle with Holland, but it must be recollected that the bone of discord with Holland was not so much the Peninsula of India as the islands and coasts of the Indian Archipelago: the Dutch adventurers were supported by the whole strength of the Dutch Government; the British East India Company had to depend on its own resources. The author brings out the strong and weak features of the two contending nations, and with great success.
We look forward with great interest to the forthcoming second volume: we trust not to have to wait too long; it will bring the reader down the stream of time to a period, with the environment of which he is more familiar. It is well to study the genesis of Empires, as well as of Natural Phenomena. The Twentieth Century, into which we are entering, may develop organic dangers and the germ of decay of Empires, unheeded and unthought of by the surface-student of History. The question may be raised in Parliament, whether the Empire of India is worth retaining, if any prodigious sacrifice had to be made by the Mother-Country. The reply of an old Anglo-Indian official, who helped to extend the North-Western frontier from the Satlaj to the Indus and beyond, and to rule subject races firmly, yet sympathetically and lovingly, is, that if Great Britain by mischance, or misconduct, lost the Empire of India, it would cease to be one of the Great Powers of the World, and, following the example, fall to the political level of Spain.

The author suffered the great mortification of the loss of the main part of his materials and manuscripts collected in India, when the homeward-bound steamer, to which they were entrusted, went to the bottom of the sea, but his unflagging zeal and dauntless energy did not sink under this great calamity; to a certain extent he has modified the plan and scope of his enterprise, and we think wisely so.

In the first place, "Μέγα βιβλίον, μέγα κάκον": the present work must consist of several large volumes: if the author had carried out his intention of "preparing a complete history of India from the invasion of the Aryans" (p. 18), the size of the work would have been indefinitely extended.

In the second place, what was the presumable date of the Aryan Invasion? Anterior to Alexander the Great, anterior to the birth of Buddha, which are dates fixed with tolerable certainty. The earliest date of the Book under review is 1516 A.D. The Birth of Buddha carries us back 2,100 years, and there is an abyss of centuries
beyond before we reach the possible and probable date of the Aryan Invasion. Besides, such a subject opens out a new and distinct world of ideas, facts, speculations, and doubts, and postulates an amount of peculiar study and accumulated knowledge not to be found in the fourteen fascinating volumes of the Imperial Gazetteer of India. No one is so familiar as the author with the physical, racial, and intellectual features of the three hundred Millions of British India of the Nineteenth Century after the Christian era, and we are glad that he has restricted the orbit of his labours into a compass, where we can trust him implicitly, and without a doubt. Our critical attitude would necessarily be modified, if in one of his volumes we had to consider the questions: At what date was the Phoenician Alphabet imported into India? What are the dates of certain Inscriptions, and Manuscripts? The Twentieth Century may bring a solution to this and other questions: the Nineteenth has not done so. The author’s narrative floats down a stream of absolute historic calm and certainty: let him be satisfied.

Robert Needham Cust,
Hon. Sec. of Royal Asiatic Society.

March 10, 1899.

Parsee Prakāsh; being a record of important events in the growth of the Parsi community in Western India, chronologically arranged, from the date of their immigration into India to the year 1860 A.D. Compiled by Bomanji Byramjee Patell. Gujarāti. 4to.; pp. xvi and 1052. (Bombay, 1888.)

This chronicle of the doings and progress of the Indian Parsis, so far as they have been recorded down to 1860, could have been compiled only by patient and enthusiastic research, and have been so conveniently arranged only by judicious appreciation and thorough knowledge of the wants of inquirers. Each event is briefly recorded, but with all necessary particulars, from the best available document and under its proper English date. And, if the document bears
a Parsi or Hindu date, that is also recorded; while the nature of the document and, sometimes, remarks as to its authenticity are added in footnotes. As the chronicle is intended chiefly for the information of the Parsi community, it is written in Gujarāti; but the preface is also given in English, and the original text of English documents is often quoted in the footnotes.

Among the authorities quoted are printed and manuscript books, statements of old travellers, legal and government records, family papers, newspapers, rivāyats, and inscriptions. Formerly it was the custom for priests to keep records of deaths and remarkable events occurring in their vicinity, or among their neighbours, but this class of record was never easily accessible, and is now supposed to be fast disappearing, so that it will probably be altogether lost if copies be not collected during the present generation.

This work was published originally in eleven parts, appearing at intervals extending over the ten years from 1878 to 1888. Including a supplement of additional information, which accumulated during the publication, the book records about 3,180 distinct events, and mentions the names of about 5,370 Parsi men and 360 Parsi women. It is also provided with a perfect index of subjects, and another of Parsi names, probably the most complete that exists.

As a specimen of this chronicle it will be sufficient to report its mode of dealing with some of the earlier events. It commences by recording the emigration of the first party of Parsis from Hormuz, at the mouth of the Persian Gulf, to the island of Diw, south of Kāthīawār. This is stated on the authority of the Qisṣah-e Sañjān (completed 22nd November, 1599, o.s.), but no dates are mentioned, because those stated in that book are very uncertain. In the Hādesānāmu (Bombay, A.D. 1831) Dastūr Frāmji Aspandiārji Rabādi quotes them as follows:—The emigrants first fled into Kohistān, where they remained a century, and afterwards travelled to Hormuz, where they dwelt fifteen years, and then sailed to Diw, where they stayed nineteen years,
and again sailed in stormy weather to Sañjān. Here they were permitted to settle by the Hindū Rājā Jādirān, who granted them a considerable tract of land on certain conditions.

The date of their arrival is uncertain, but the footnotes state that the Rev. Dr. J. Wilson thought that the Rājā might have been Jaydev, who reigned in Gujarāt A.D. 745–806 (see Indian Antiquary, 1872). Though Dastūr Aspandiārji Kāmdinji, of Bharuc, in his Kadim Tārikh Pārsi-ni Kasr, p. 149 (A.D. 1826), states that the Parsis landed at Sañjān in Saṃvat 772, Śrāvan sud 9, on Friday the second day Bahman of the fourth month Tīr, A.Y. 85; but in 1870 Seth K. R. Kāma, in his Yazdajardi Tārikh, showed that these two dates did not correspond. The Indian Parsi date, second day of fourth month A.Y. 85, was really Friday, 25th September, 716, but the Hindu date seems to have been two or three months earlier, and this discrepancy can hardly be explained as a mere copyist’s blunder. In his supplement, p. 837, the compiler gives further information about this date; in an old copy of the Qīṣah-e Sañjān, among the records belonging to the Udvarā assembly, there was written, in Saṃvat 1872 (A.D. 1816), a memorandum that the day of the landing of the Parsis at Sañjān was Saṃvat 895, on the first day of the fourth month, on a Sunday. This date, the first of the fourth month, A.Y. 208 (Indian reckoning), was 24th August, A.D. 839, which day was really a Sunday. All that can be said for this latter date is that it is more reasonable than the former one.

As Parsi priests are accustomed to recite the names of their ancestors on certain occasions, it would seem an easy matter to ascertain the average number of generations by which the present priests are separated from any common ancestor; and this is no doubt the case when the interval is not more than four or five centuries; but further back this traditional memory is often imperfect. An extensive pedigree of the Bharuc Dastūrs and their posterity was compiled by one of their descendants born in 1838; and
from this pedigree, with the assistance of some information contained in known colophons, it is possible to approximate to the date when Neriosang Dhawal (the Parsi priest who translated most of the Yasna and part of the Khurda Avesta into Sanskrit) must have flourished; a matter which the compiler of the Parsi Prakash has not attempted to decide.

In a colophon appended to the Pahlavi Yosht-I Fryano in Haug's MS. 6 at Munich, the copyist, Peshyotan Ram Kadmyn, writing in 1397, gives his pedigree for ten generations back to Ramyar, the father of Hormazdyar, who is generally recognized as the first cousin of Neriosang Dhawal. These ten generations, detailed in a document 500 years old, have been a valuable extension, or confirmation, of the oldest portion of the pedigree. Another colophon, appended to the Pazard-Sanskrit Arja-Viraf in Haug's MS. 18 at Munich, was written by Ram Kadmyn, the father of the aforesaid Peshyotan, in 1410.

The pedigree itself informs us that Peshyotan was an ancestor of its compiler in the nineteenth generation, and that its compiler was born in 1838; while the colophons state that Peshyotan wrote one MS. in 1397, and his father Ram wrote another in 1410. With these data it is easy to calculate the average length of a generation with great exactness. As nineteen generations of 24 years and 25 years would extend over 456 and 475 years respectively, or back from 1838 to 1382 and 1363 respectively, it is evident that the average generation must have been between these limits, and most probably about 24 years and 3 months, because in that case Peshyotan would have been 20 years old in 1397, and Ram 57 years old in 1410; the son being just old enough to be trusted to copy Pahlavi MSS., and the father just young enough to write without spectacles, which were very rare anywhere in these days.

Returning to the pedigree, corrected by the insertion of the three names accidentally omitted in the English translation

1 All mentioned in the Pahlavi text, but three have been accidentally omitted in the English translation.
of Peshyotan's colophon, we find that Hormazdyār, the first cousin or contemporary of Neriosāṅg, lived eight generations earlier than Rām, and eight generations of 24 years and 3 months take us back 194 years from the birth of Rām in 1353 to the probable time of the birth of Hormazdyār, or of Neriosāṅg, about A.D. 1159. This leads to the conclusion that the Yasna must have been translated into Sanskrit about A.D. 1200, when Neriosāṅg may have been 41 years old. The pedigree mentions only three generations before Neriosāṅg, so it begins about A.D. 1086 with Sheheriyār and his son Shāhpur, from whom most of the priestly families trace their descent. Many early priests have probably been omitted, but whether before or after these two names is quite uncertain.

Shortly after their arrival at Saṅjān, the immigrant Parsis built a fire temple, and furnished it with the necessary apparatus for worship, which they had brought with them from Khurāsān. The date of its consecration, being doubtful, is given in a footnote as generally supposed to have been in Sāmvat 777, on the ninth day of the ninth month (A.Y.), which is a common mode of writing old dates in Indian Parsi MSS.; and this is the date on which its anniversary is still celebrated. But in some writings the 26th day of the second month is mentioned. These two dates are equivalent to 27th February, 721, and 18th August, 720, respectively.

The next events recorded are the visits of Parsis to the Kanheri Caves in Salsette, where they inscribed their names and the dates of their visits, in Pahlavi characters, nearly nine centuries ago. The dates given in the Parsee Prakāsh are not quite accurate, as they were published before these inscriptions had been fully translated in the Indian Antiquary, vol. ix, pp. 265–8. There are four Pahlavi inscriptions still fairly legible, and, if the dates are inscribed according to Indian Parsi reckoning, they are as follows:—The earliest inscription is unfinished, but gives the names of fifteen Parsis who had come to the place on the first day of the seventh month, A.Y. 378 (10th October, 1009). The second
inscription (over a tank) gives a complete list of the same Parsis, with one additional, and is dated the 16th day of the eighth month, A.Y. 378 (24th November, 1009), probably the date of intended departure; but a second extra name is added, as if the person had died more than a fortnight later. Both these inscriptions must refer to one protracted visit. A third inscription, dated the 24th of the seventh month, A.Y. 390 (30th October, 1021), contains ten names, of which four also occur in the preceding inscriptions. The fourth inscription, on a stone found among the ruins of a built dāgoba, gives merely the year A.Y. 390 and the name Māh-Farnbag, the first mentioned in the third inscription, being evidently a record of the same visit. The names resemble those used in the later Sasanian times, and for the next six centuries, by the Parsis in Persia.

From Sanjān the Parsis spread to Bharuc, Kambat, Aklesar, and other places in Gujarāt; and, according to a memorandum in an old book about the inheritance of property belonging to the Mēharji-Rānā family, their ancestor Kāmdin Zarathosht arrived at Nāgmandal on the 24th of the first month, A.Y. 511 (3rd April, 1142). He remarked that its climate was like that of Sāri in Māzendarān, the home of his ancestors, and hence he called his new home Nawsāri, or 'the new Sāri.'

Under the date A.D. 1184 a statement is quoted, from the preface to Westergaard's Zendavesta (1854), regarding an ancient colophon, found copied in the old Vendīdād, with Pahlavi, at Copenhagen, from which it appears that a preceding copy of the same text was written in Sagastān, or Sistān, for a Parsi priest named Māhyār, from the district of Aucak, on the bank of the water of Sind (probably Uch in the Panjāb), who had been six years in Sagastān, studying religious matters for his friends in India, and was about to return home with the information he had collected and this copy of the Vendīdād, presented as a righteous gift. The epoch from which the date of this colophon was reckoned is not mentioned, but as we have only a copy of a copy of the original colophon, the epoch was probably
omitted by one of the copyists. The Iranian Parsi calendar completes its year thirty days earlier than the Indian one, and in old dates the years were usually reckoned in Iran from the death of Yazdakard, that is, from A.Y. 20. The date given in the colophon is the 17th of the fourth month of 554, and this would be 16th May, 1185, if reckoned from Yazdakard’s accession, or 11th May, 1205, if reckoned from his death. Nothing further appears to be known of this colony of Parsis which existed at Uch in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Many priestly families are next traced to their ancestors in the footnotes; and the building of a brick dokhmu at Bharuc, by Seth Peshatanji, is mentioned as being recorded in an old book by a bard of Baroda. The date given is Samvat 1365, Jeth sud 2 (A.D. 1309); and the dokhmu appears to be still standing, though in a ruinous condition.

One of many documents, found in a collection of manuscript papers in the Meharji-Rañã library at Nawsãri, is an affidavit, signed by twenty-six Parsi laymen of Valsãr, certifying that they had obtained a resident priest from the Nawsãri assembly. This document is dated Samvat 1471, Vaisãkh sud 11 (A.D. 1414).

Shortly after this, Sultan Mahmûd Begãra, of Ahmâdãbâd, sent his kinsman Alafkhân, with a force of 3,000 men, to attack Sanjáñ, whose Râjã induced the Parsis to assist him with 1,400 men, under a leader named Ardestãr, who at first defeated the Musulmãns; but the latter, being reinforced, afterwards defeated the Parsis, killed Ardestãr, and captured Sanjáñ. These events are mentioned only in the Qisšah-e Sanjáñ, and their date is doubtful, but the compiler, in his footnotes, gives reasons for placing them in the interval, 1458–1493, and probably near the beginning of it.

The same uncertain authority states that the surviving Parsis fled from Sanjáñ, with their families and sacred fire, into the hills of Bãhrot, where they remained twelve years, and then moved into the Vãnsã jungle for fourteen years longer, after which Cãngã Ñsã, the chief Parsi layman at Nawsãri, induced them to take their sacred fire to Nawsãri
and settle there. An old Yasna, written at Nawsāri, A.D. 1658, was copied at Valsār, A.D. 1800, and in this copy it is stated that the Sanjān sacred fire arrived at Nawsāri on the 29th of the sixth Parsi month, in Saṁvat 1475 (28th June, 1419), which is not easy to reconcile with the preceding dates, and is probably not based upon a contemporary record, but upon mere tradition. The compiler of the Parsee Prakāsh, however, suggests (in p. 5, note 2) a means of approximately ascertaining the true date of the arrival of the Sanjān fugitives at Nawsāri by reference to information contained in the earliest Persian Rivāyats still extant. These Persian Rivāyats contain religious information and epistles, from Parsi priests in Persia, addressed to Parsis in India, in reply to written inquiries which the latter sent to Persia by special messengers from time to time. The earliest Rivāyats, of which copies are known to survive, were two brought back to India by Narēmān Hoshang, from the vicinity of Yazd, in 1478¹ and 1486,¹ and a Kitābat or epistle brought from the same neighbourhood, by four Iranian Parsi traders, in 1511.¹ In all three documents Cangah-shāh is mentioned as the chief layman at Nawsāri, and a Herbad Khurshēd, mentioned in the first Rivāyat as an important priest at Nawsāri, is further defined as Khurshēd of Sanjān in the other two documents. Both parties were evidently resident in Nawsāri for fully thirty-three years, but neither name is found in the next Rivāyat, written in 1527. From this we learn that an important priest from Sanjān had arrived at Nawsāri before 1478, and it is known that Sultān Mahmūd came into power at Aḥmadābād in 1458, so that the capture of Sanjān must have been after that date. If we suppose that the Parsis were driven out of Sanjān about 1460, and took refuge at Nawsāri about 1470, they would have dwelt ten years in the jungly hills, instead of the legendary twenty-six. This

¹ These are the dates if reckoned from the accession of Yazdakard, but they would each be twenty years later if reckoned from his death, in which case the fugitives may have remained in the jungle for the full traditional period of twenty-six years, say from 1460 to 1486.
occasional correspondence with the Iranian Parsis continued for more than another century, and has contributed several lists of Indian Parsi names to the compiler's chronicle.

The first Parsi who settled in Bombay was Dorūbji Nānābhāi, who came from Sumāri-gām at Surat, A.D. 1640, and remained in the service of the Portuguese authorities; being afterwards employed by the English to collect a tax levied on the cooly fishermen. He was the ancestor of the Kāwasji Patēl family, and died in 1689. His younger son, Rustamji Dorūbji, succeeded to his father's appointment, and in 1692, when all the Europeans and garrison were dying from a severe pestilence, and the Sīdi of Jaṅjirā had landed troops and taken the Duṅgari Fort, he collected a number of cooly fishermen, and drove the enemy out of the island, which he held for a few days, till the arrival of reinforcements from Surat. For this good service the Patēlship of Bombay was made hereditary in his family. He died on the 27th of the sixth month, A.Y. 1132 (11th April, 1764), aged 96, having been one of the principal members of the original Parsī Paṅcāyat from its commencement.

Regarding Rustamji's wife and her family a tale, worthy of romance, is told under the date A.D. 1808. Her parents were Siyāvakhsh bin Dīnyār and his wife Firaṅgij, Iranian Parsis who had been forcibly converted to the Musulmān faith. They had two daughters, whom they had secretly brought up as Zoroastrians, and were intending to send them for marriage to the Parsis residing in India, when a German traveller appeared, who was a very respectable man; so Siyāvakhsh begged his assistance, and proposed to intrust him with his daughters, for conveyance to India and delivery to some trustworthy Parsi there, who would undertake to have them married. The German offered to marry one of the girls himself, and to deliver the other as requested. To this the girls and their parents assented, and the former travelled to Bombay with the German. Thence the German took one girl with him to his own country, leaving the other with a respectable Parsi shopkeeper, to give away
in marriage to some Parsi householder. His choice fell upon Rustamji Dorubji, to whom the girl, named Firojā, was married. She had four sons, three of whom died before her, at ages varying from 37 to 55; and she survived her husband nearly 44 years, dying on the 11th of the fifth month, A.Y. 1177 (15th February, 1808), aged 80.1 It is rare for the combined lives of a man and his wife to extend into three centuries, as in this case, beginning in 1677 and ending in 1808, a period of 131 years; but the husband must have been 60 years older than his wife. From the age of the eldest son, at the time of his death, it is easy to see that the marriage took place in 1743, which is one step towards identifying the German traveller, if he were a man of any importance.

These desultory remarks will be sufficient to show that Mr. B. B. Patell has succeeded in collecting much valuable historical information regarding the Indian Parsis, which he should endeavour to extend and improve as opportunity offers. Wherever old and trustworthy documents survive, the influential Parsis should assist him to obtain permission to inspect them and note their contents for future compilation. He has nearly exhausted the documents with which I am acquainted, but some remaining information may be mentioned.

Perhaps the oldest document in India, containing a contemporary record of Parsi names, was one of the copper-plates of the Kottayam grant, made to the Syrian Church by a local Rājā in Travancore, probably early in the ninth century A.D., a facsimile of which was published in J.R.A.S., o.s., Vol. VII, p. 344. Fortunately this facsimile is fairly legible, as the plate, bearing the names of the witnesses, is said to be now lost. Ten of these witnesses signed their names in cursive Pahlavi, and all call themselves Magavoko,

1 The compiler has probably found these facts recorded in family papers, and not in any newspaper, as supposed by M. D. Menant in his recent book entitled Les Parsis. In the Parsee Prakāsh there are two footnotes, referring to the Bombay Courier for other events recorded on the same page as this tale, with which latter they have no connection; and the Bombay Courier for 1808 has been searched in vain for any reference to this tale.
or Magian. The cursive character of the writing makes the names difficult to decipher, but the following translation is probably nearly correct:

"I, the Magian (Magavokō) Yakrōno-r...-shifas, son of Shikōn-zarir, am a witness. I, the Magian Ātarē-māhāg, son of Vēh-zufōn, am a witness to it. I, the Magian rejoicing the just (arshān-shādak), Marjo-vēh, son of Fūlānik, am a witness to it. I, the Magian Gīlūmat, son of Bag-vēh, am a witness to it. I, the Magian Sūvag, son of Yākōpo, am a witness to it. I, the Magian... son of Marjo-vēh, am a witness to it. I, the Magian Zarag, son of Yunānūn (the Greeks), am a witness. I, the Magian of the religion of Magianism, Farn-bag, son of Vīndād-Aūhrāmand, am a witness to it. I, the Magian Marjo-yakrōno, son of Bun-rashīdo, am a witness to it. I, the Magian Khūpo-marjo, son of Aharāi, am a witness to it."

Two of the names are partially lost, owing to breakages of the copper-plate; and two of the Parsis, Sūvag, son of Yākōpo, and Zarag, son of Yunānūn, appear to have been sons of converts from the Greek or Syrian Church.

The colophons of MSS., besides furnishing dates, are fruitful fields for exploration, not only with regard to the names and ancestors of copyists, but also as to those of their employers in some cases. It is only within the last few years that the name of the man to whom the Parsis owe the preservation of the Pahlavi Yasna, Vendīdād, and some other miscellaneous texts, has been discovered in some old MSS. His name was Čāhil, son of Sāngan, a Parsi layman of Khambāt, probably a trader, who must have died before A.D. 1323, after providing for two copies of each of the texts above mentioned, as a good work. A roznāmah is also appended to two of the colophons, mentioning the names of six of his ancestors and other dead relations, and the dates when they should each be kept in remembrance.

A complete list of copyists and their ancestors, with approximate dates for each name, might be both interesting and useful; and abundance of such materials accumulate in
the course of time. The Persian Rivāyat have been nearly exhausted, so far as names of Indian Parsis are concerned; but they also contain long lists of Iranian Parsis living at certain times, and some attempts at estimating their numbers.

March, 1899.

E. W. West.


This remarkable compilation possesses the qualities which such a book should possess—a clear and well-considered plan steadily adhered to, a matured presentation of the matters entered, an informed selection of the authorities. A work on Chronology to be of use must, on its own merits, command respect and confidence as to general accuracy, and to my mind there is no doubt that Miss Duff’s book (to give the author her best-known name) is entitled to both. The methods adopted for ensuring accuracy are unimpeachable, and the sources of information as nearly so as existing conditions admit. The references to the authorities are ubiquitous and of the highest value. The list of those who have actively assisted the author is of itself a guarantee of the care, knowledge, and research brought to bear on the subject.

The general plan of the work is “a table of events in chronological order” of ascertained facts and dates only, supplemented by an extremely valuable Appendix, consisting of Lists of Indian Dynasties, in which are included all the known names of the kings, with the dates of those only, as to whom positive information is available. There are also collated lists of the Pauranic Dynasties—Śaśunāga, Maurya, Śuṅga, Kaṇva, Andhrabhṛtya. These Lists and Tables are made to work in together, so as to form a kind of index of dates to each other, in a highly commendable manner. In addition, there is a very long, complete, and most laborious index to the whole work.
To say that such a book supplies a need, and will be of assistance to students, is to put the case too mildly, as it will, on account of its carefulness and completeness within its limits, be of inestimable value to those whose studies take them into matters connected with Indian history, and will save them an infinite amount of troublesome and thankless search in the verification of details; for Miss Duff’s admirable industry and patience have not only now placed the desired facts within easy reach, but have also supplied the necessary references to the authorities, by which her statements can be readily verified. One student, at any rate, of things Indian, tenders her his hearty thanks in anticipation for much future trouble saved.

The preface hints at the present work being intended only as a preliminary edition, and, though no one could wish to compel an author to undertake so great and so careful a labour, as is involved in the book before us, more than once in a lifetime, one cannot but hope that should research, current and to come, cause, as it ought, another edition to early succeed the present one, the work will fall to the competent hand so successful on this occasion. But whenever the time comes for such another edition, it is to be hoped that, just as the Sinhalese Chronology has been now introduced as germane to the Indian, circumstances will have rendered it possible to introduce the Burmese also. The connection of the various Burmese and Peguan Dynasties with, at least, Buddhist India was much closer than many suspect, and the present writer feels convinced that an intimate study of Burmese Chronology will serve to throw light on that of early India. The epigraphic data available for the purpose are quite as numerous and trustworthy as those for India, and the vernacular literary data are also very many and far from untrustworthy. Unfortunately, both these sources of correct information still await the attention of competent students.

This is one direction in which Miss Duff’s labours might in future be enlarged with advantage, should the state of research permit. Here is another. The Chand Dynasty of
Kumaun, the Kangra Dynasty, and some Nepali Dynasties are given in the Appendix. There are genealogies existing in MS., which should be procurable through the political agencies, of Chambâ, Jammûn, Nahan, and many another Himalayan 'kingdom,' the value of which, when historical inquiries are necessary, can be demonstrated by a reference to the prefaces of the various semi-historical tales from the Hills to be found in the Legends of the Panjab. I once had, even if I have not now, put away in some forgotten place of safety, authentic vernacular copies of several of these in my own possession: and if I recollect rightly, some of them found a corner in Panjab Notes and Queries. All such lists require a good deal of verification, of course, but, though the facts they purport to relate truly might never find their way into the Tables, they might be usefully included in the Lists of the Appendix.

As to the limits that the author has imposed upon herself, personally I should like to see the work continued on to the year 1700 A.D. or thereabouts, so as to include the chief facts of the earlier European struggles in India.

With these remarks and hints, thrown out for what they may be worth, I take leave of one of the most praiseworthy efforts at the compilation of a good book of reference it has been my fortune to come across.

R. C. Temple.

The Booklet of Counsels. (Urmî, 1898.)

It is desirable to call attention to this work, modestly called the "Booklet of Counsels," recently issued by the Men of the Archbishop's Mission to Assyrian Christians, in Syro-Armenian characters. Its purpose is to provide the Syrians with a series of characteristic selections from their classical literature, embracing the earliest as well as the latest authors. The editors have laid several printed books under contribution, but they have also published many new texts and introduced Syriac scholars to new authors. Nearly every extract is preceded by a brief notice in Syriac
of the author's life, and, where there are unusual expressions, accompanied by notes. As is customary with texts printed in the Nestorian character, the extracts have been fully vocalized, and the editors have come well through the test to which this process has submitted their scholarship. There are few or no misprints.

There is no reason why this book should not be used as a Chrestomathy in Europe, and the quantity and diversity of the matter make it compare very favourably with any that has been issued. There are many new specimens in it of artificial poetry, a form of composition illustrated in Cardahi's Liber Thesauri, which, however, having the comments in Arabic, is not accessible to many readers. There is a considerable extract from the Scholia of Theodore Bar Kunai, a work of which M. Pognon in the recently published second part of his "Coupes de Khouabir" has published another fragment; the Urmī extract contains a harmony of apparent discrepancies in the Gospels. For the date and probable sources of this writer M. Pognon's work should be consulted. There are some new Homilies of Isaac of Nineveh and of Narsai; extracts from unpublished works of Yohannan Bar Zu'bai, Yohannan of Mausil, Ishak Eshbednaya, 'Amanuel Malfana, Simon of Shanklabad, Elias of Anbar, and others; while in one or two cases the extracts given appear almost simultaneously with the publication of the original, e.g. in the case of the extract from the Ethikon of Barhebraeus, the whole of which has recently been published by Bedjas, accompanied by the Liber Columbae, which, curiously, appeared about the same time in Rome. It is to be feared that even this new accession to Syriac literature will do little to save it from the charge of "mediocrity," levelled against it by Dr. Wright; but the editors, Messrs. Jenks and Irving, have accomplished a work which reflects great credit on themselves, their press, and their mission.

D. S. Margoliouth.
First Steps in Assyrian. By L. W. King, M.A.,
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian
Antiquities, British Museum. pp. 528. (Kegan Paul,
Trench, & Co. 15s.)

Every intelligent attempt to extend the knowledge and
deepen the interest of English students in Assyrian and
Babylonian Archaeology deserves a cordial welcome. The
subject is too large and too important to be treated by its
experts in any kind of 'close-corporation' spirit. With
100,000 tablets in our own National Museum, the tens of
thousands elsewhere, and further additions being continually
made to these stores, our present number of readers cannot
possibly keep pace with their work. The Deluge Tablet
sent home by Mr. Rassam had lain unrecognized for years
until it came under the notice of the late Mr. Geo. Smith.
The Chedorlaomer Tablets for sixteen or eighteen years had
attracted no special attention until Mr. Pinches discovered
their contents. What further surprises of a similar
character await us, who can divine? Moreover, there
is urgent need for an immediate renewal of the work of
excavation by our own countrymen; others are moving
whilst our hands are slack, and Arabs are plundering and
destroying. To facilitate the study of Cuneiform is there-
fore to render to every branch of the subject as it stands
service of the utmost value, and to prepare the way for
future work.

Mr. King's book is in many respects admirable, and
supplies a genuine need. It is, as he describes it, "A Book
for Beginners," and he has done well both in making
a plentiful use of the script and in exemplifying plentifully
by its aid various important points of grammar. It is
perhaps the general excellency of the work and its
adaptation to the end proposed which excite the greater
attention to its defects. One cannot help asking why in
a "book for beginners" the bulk should have been so
swelled out, and the cost proportionately increased? We
have only 70 pages of actual grammar out of a total of
538 pages, while with Sign-list, Vocabulary, etc., we have only 222 pages. The remainder is the "Reading Book," containing forty-two fully transliterated and translated texts, and a few texts not so treated. The proportion of texts is excessive, with so large a number accessible on every hand, and must have more than doubled the expense of publication. Moreover, all the texts are in the Assyrian character, which is most unfortunate. If we had had a few Babylonian texts in the Babylonian character, with the Assyrian equivalents given where difficulty was likely to be experienced, it would have greatly increased the value of the book by introducing the student to a wider range of Cuneiform literature; but to put Khaummurabi's language in Assurbanipal's script is an inexcusable anachronism, if not an absurdity.

With reference to the Grammar, it is difficult to understand upon what principle the moods and tenses of the verb are jumbled together into one. We are told that "The Assyrian verb possesses five tenses: the Preterite, the Present, the Imperative, the Participle, the Permansive, and the Infinitive"; and after learning that the Imperative and Infinitive are tenses, we get the contradictory statement that "the Permansive expresses a state or condition." It is much to be regretted also that the bad precedent of previous writers should have been followed in the treatment of the paradigm of the verb. Why should we not have had at least one verb given completely and in the original script? What Hebrew tutor would think of giving his students the Kal conjugation alone, and leaving them with only a few hints to fill up the rest as best he could? With nothing but Mr. King's book it is very doubtful whether any 'beginner' would be able to write out even the simplest of the regular Assyrian verbs in full. Surely a little more type and space here would have been well employed.

It would seem indeed as if Mr. King was in too much hurry to get his work off his hands. He is a busy man, no doubt, and others have to suffer for it. But a little more deliberation would not only have prevented certain
needless repetitions and other blemishes in his English, but enabled him to bestow more pains on the arrangement of the Vocabulary, and to improve on the arrangements of his predecessors. If we must have our Vocabularies and Lexicons arranged according to the order of the Hebrew letters, then why should א stand before ב (albeit י may be understood as a vowel), and דע before ו? Or if according to the order of the English letters, why should aibu stand before abu, and abbittu before abalu? As things are, our Lexicographers follow neither order, and our Lexicons are in inextricable confusion. Mr. King is not to be blamed for the precedents he has followed, although it is to be regretted that it should not have occurred to him to break with them and to set a new precedent, especially in a book for beginners. This alphabetical difficulty created by our Lexicographers is further increased by the practice of placing each derived word under its supposed root—a practice which cannot be consistently observed, because the root of every word is not certainly known. Mr. King has wisely endeavoured to mitigate the inconvenience it occasions by placing the word in some cases in its alphabetical position and referring the student to the other place for its meaning. But the practice itself has hardly anything to commend it, and would be better entirely abandoned.

The fact is that these confused arrangements are at bottom sheer pedantry. The impossibility of following consistently any order excepting that of the English equivalents of the Assyrian syllabary appears on every page of every vocabulary or lexicon in which the attempt is made. Mr. King attests it by feeling compelled to place words with the initial vowels ‘E,’ ‘I,’ and ‘U’ between the letters א and י: hence we have Alephs, Hēs, Waws, Cheths, Yodhs, and Ayins all mixed up together. A vocabulary or lexicon is necessarily chiefly used to find the meanings of words we do not recognize, and when once the value of the first Cuneiform character can be determined the rest ought to be easy. But when the task is to discover the
meaning of a derivative, especially a derivative of a root weak of the second or third radical or both, the student and even the experienced reader may have to turn from root to root, and in the end only find what he wants by accident. Who that has ever used Delitzsch's Hand-
worterbuch has escaped this exasperation? Why should not the common-sense plan be adopted for the Assyrian which everybody employs in English, French, German, and other dictionaries, of placing the word in its alphabetical position, with the root in brackets in explanation of it?

For Mr. King's book we wish a wide circulation, and a speedy demand for a new and improved edition.

J. T.


In this volume of over 700 pages, the author gives a very complete account of the religion of the Babylonians and Assyrians, as far as it is now known to us. In reviewing such a theme as this, it is necessary to state, at the outset, that it is an exceedingly complicated subject, requiring a good knowledge of the inscriptions, much critical acumen, and likewise plenty of courage to attack.

After a chapter treating of "the land and the people," in which he leaves the Akkadian question entirely open, he treats of the Babylonian gods prior to the days of Hammurabi (2300 B.C.), during which period numerous divine names are found, of which he gives the list.¹ At the head of these he places the god Bêl, or En-lil.² Professor Jastrow is of opinion that En-lil or Bêl was originally a different deity from Marduk or Merodach, but was eventually identified with him on account of the ever-increasing influence of the city of Babylon, the centre of Merodach's worship. The author is no doubt right in

¹ The readings, he points out, are to be taken with reserve.
² Better Enlilin, and also pronounced Ellilla.
attributing his deification to the fact that he was originally a "powerful chieftain, armed with mighty weapons, but engaged in conflicts for the ultimate benefit of mankind."

When treating of the Babylonian pantheon of the days of Hammurabi, the author gives a longish account of the goddess whose name is generally read by the German Assyriologists as Sarpanitum, which reading he also adopts, notwithstanding that the only authorized one is Zirpanitum or Zerpanitum. He points out the process of her identification with the goddess Erûa, and her assimilation with Bêltu or Beltis (why use the construct form Belit rather than the nominative Bêltu?) is referred to incidentally on pp. 224 and 684. Of course, every goddess could be designated bêltu, 'lady,' just as all the gods could bear the title of bêlu, 'lord,' but there was one Bêl and one Bêltu, par excellence, the consort of Bêl, identified with Sarpanitum (Zerpanitum) probably at the time that En-lil (Ellilla or Bêl) was identified with Marduk.

It is to be noted in connection with the name of Merodach, that Josef Grivel's attempt to identify him with the Biblical Nimrod (which has been accepted by Sayce) is not by any means so unsuccessful as it was, to all appearance, formerly thought to be. There is no proof that Gilgamesh (with whom Nimrod was formerly identified) was a great hunter, but of all the hunters of the universe, Marduk must assuredly be held to be the greatest, for it was he who, when all the other gods turned back in fear, chased and entrapped with his net the mighty dragon of Chaos, Tiamtum, and put an end to her existence. Moreover, just as Nisroch is none other than a changed form of Aššur (compare the Greek forms Ἑσθράχ and Ἐσθράχ, which omit the initial n, and Νάσαράχ, which restores the original a in the first syllable), so, by the same process of adding †, has the original Amarudu (for an earlier Amarudug') become in Hebrew Nimrod. Nisroch, or, as once given in Greek, Esorach, is

1 Semiticized Amaruduk, then Maruduk, and ultimately (seemingly) Marduk, unless this last form be a man’s name, abbreviated from Marduks, 'he of Merodach.'
a disfigured form of the name of Aṣṣur with the ending -ak, which appears as -ak in the full form of the name of Marduk, namely, Amuruduk.¹

Not only does the author treat at length of the various gods, but he also describes fully the religious literature, including the incantations and charms. Besides this, the various legends are treated in full, as well as the cosmology, "the Zodiacal System," the Babylonian view of life after death, and the temples and worship. Of these, it is probably the chapter treating of the various legends of the Babylonians and Assyrians that will be read with the greatest interest. In his concluding chapter, the author gives some remarks upon the religion of the Babylonians in general, and its influence on the beliefs of the world. After referring to the shortcomings of such a religious system as the Babylonians and Assyrians had—how, in later times, "the priests of Marduk set the fashion in theological thought"—he points out that the ancient traditions and myths were reshaped so as to contribute to the glory of that deity. It was the antiquity of Babylonian literature that prevented the cult from becoming uniform in all parts of the empire, and as each district, led by the priests, its natural theological leaders, held to the teaching, such as it was, of the tablets which they reverenced so much, everything tended to preserve religious opinions and teaching in the various provinces unchanged, so that uniformity could never be attained. The religion remained, therefore, the worship of various deities, differing (as to the chief deities) in each district, and a certain number of good and evil spirits and demons, and the demonology, as is well known, influenced greatly not only the beliefs of the Jews in that direction, but also, as the author points out, Christian beliefs as well; the most notable instance being the Book of Revelation.

¹ It is noteworthy that both Nimrod and Nisroch have, in Hebrew, the same vowel-points, showing that the forms have been, so to say, 'doctored.' Apparently some of the Hebrew scribes had a disinclination to record unchanged the names of heathen gods, and the form Abed-Nego for Abed-Nebo has been attributed, probably rightly, to this.
chapter 12, and to this might be added also the description of the locusts with human heads and wings and tails of scorpions (which remind one of the ‘scorpion-men’ of the legends and the cylinder and other seals) referred to in chapter 9 of the same book.

On page 684 the author refers to a ‘pilgrimage’ that Aššur-bani-āpî made to Šagila to restore a statue that a former king of Assyria had taken from its place, and this reminds one that there are certain fragments of tablets of the nature of omens which refer to pilgrimages of a more real nature, and the benefits that might be expected to result from making them. On these fragments we find such entries as “If one go to the Temple of the Hero, he will escape evil”; “If one go to the Temple of the Seven Gods, he will have peace”; “If one go to Niffer, trouble of a day, peace of a year.”

Notwithstanding the rather voluminous work of Professor Jastrow, there is still much to be learned and much to record about the religion of the Babylonians and Assyrians. Nevertheless, it is a most valuable and useful work, and may be regarded as giving a fair estimate of the subject, treated from a rather different standpoint than that of the well-known and still most suggestive and valuable Hibbert Lectures of Professor Sayce, to whom the author from time to time refers. On reading the book through, one feels that there is a certain loss of continuity in the method employed by the author of splitting up his description into periods, and that to deal with the history of the worship of each god separately, in a continuous manner, whilst still carefully indicating the periods into which he has divided the work, would have been better, because it would not have separated and placed in widely sundered parts of the book subjects that ought to form one continuous whole. This, however, will probably be found by others to be no disadvantage at all, and is, in any case, a mere matter of arrangement.

T. G. Pinches.
The problem the author has endeavoured to solve is the assignment of Al Wāqidi's *Kitāb al Maghāzi* to its proper place among the older works of Muhammedan tradition. He also investigates the sources used by him as well as his method of sifting the material collected. Whoever has had to deal with questions connected with the *Hadith*, knows only too well what slippery ground this is, and how few and uncertain are the means of criticism. Al Wāqidi having written at the time when Ibn Hishām was busy editing Ibn Isḥāq's biography of Muhammed, it is of special interest to find out the relation which existed between these two oldest authors of the early history of Islām. As Ibn Hishām's work must be studied by comparing it with Al Tabari's great "History," so also much light is thrown on Al Wāqidi by the same author. Although Sprenger regards Al Wāqidi's *Kitāb al Tarikh* as an independent work, it was considered identical with the *Kitāb al Maghāzi*, and it is probable that Dr. Horovitz is right in the inferences he draws from the statement of the *Kitāb al Fihrist*, that Al Tabari's quotations were originally taken from the *Kitāb al Maghāzi*. The incongruence of these quotations with Al Wāqidi's text, as handed down to us, is another difficulty which Dr. Horovitz tries to overcome by suggesting that Al Wāqidi himself published a second and rectified recension of his work, and it was this which Al Tabari made use of.

As to the critical method applied by Al Wāqidi, it compares rather unfavourably with Ibn Isḥāq's manner of reproducing traditions. The latter does not lay so much stress on other versions of the same tradition as the former, and it is altogether interesting to observe how cautiously Ibn Isḥāq often narrates traditions of miraculous character, or which were not supported by good evidence. Apart
from the instances mentioned by Dr. Horovitz, it is especially Ibn Ishāq’s reproduction of the Bahirā legend for which he, by frequently interspersing the words زعموا فيما يلزمون (I. Hish., pp. 115-17), evidently declines every responsibility. It is well known that Al Wāqidi is not free from a certain bias. He shows several of the characteristics which distinguish the later and less reliable traditionists from the earlier ones, notably broader style, and an increased display of Muhammed’s prophetic and military achievements. This is forcibly illustrated by the lists of the expeditions handed down by Ibn Ishāq as well as Al Wāqidi, and which Dr. Horovitz has done well to place side by side. Needless to say that Al Wāqidi’s is by far the larger.

Dr. Horovitz has managed to steer clear of the many difficulties of his extremely abstruse subject, and has embodied in his little book a surprising amount of reading and sound criticism. There is no doubt that he has furthered the general knowledge of the matter, and the essay will be useful to students of Muhammedan tradition. As a trifling correction, I should point out that the beginning of Sura ix is not albarrāa, but barā’a.

H. Hirschfeld.

Notes on the Languages of the South Andaman Group of Tribes. By M. V. Portman. (Calcutta: Office of the Superintendent of Government Printing, India, 1898.)

This is a heavy quarto, 390 + 191 pica pages, printed in a type easy to read, but in a confused manner for a work of this kind, which requires the judicious use of varied founts to bring out the points clearly for the reader. The blame for this fault no doubt does not lie with the author, from what one knows of the vagaries of a Government Press.

It is a work of exceeding interest to myself for many reasons, and perhaps I ought not to have undertaken to
notice it for this Society, as it frequently alludes to my own work on the subject, and is based on my own suggestions as to the form it has taken. But the thought that the Andamanese languages are of necessity known to a few only, has overruled personal considerations and induced me to agree to do so. The labour involved in the production of this elaborate work, spread over nearly twenty years, must have been very great, and every page shows the minute knowledge and painstaking accuracy of the author. In addition, the information given is mostly original, and all of it is at first hand. The whole, therefore, forms a volume of great intrinsic merit and value to philologists. Its pages contain, perhaps, the most thorough examination to which any 'savage' language has yet been subjected. Mr. Portman has, in truth, by this book added considerably to the debt of gratitude that science already owes him for his long-continued, patient, and intelligent studies of the Andamanese.

His peculiarities are, of course, now well known, including his defiant adherence to expressed views, and accordingly we have again his old trick of assuming that the public understands, without assistance, references to obscure and scarce books. Indeed, in one place he refers to "My History of our relations with the Andamanese," which is not yet out, so far as I know; at any rate, I have never been favoured officially or otherwise with a printed copy thereof. And then he enters into a long criticism of details of Mr. Man's invaluable monograph on the Andamanese by means of references merely to the pages of the Journal of the Anthropological Institute. This will certainly serve only to puzzle the reader, as, unfortunately, subscribers to the Institute are not very numerous, as possibly they might be with advantage to themselves. We also find trotted out repeatedly Mr. Portman's favourite theory, as an established fact, of the probable disappearance in the early future of the Andamanese as a people, a theory which naturally may or may not be true. Let us all hope it is not, as I most certainly do.
With this notice of blemishes, which are after all not of much importance, let me turn to a very brief examination of the contents of this most laborious and valuable publication.

Like all true teachers, Mr. Portman begins with an admirable map, taken from the Marine Survey of the Andamans. The only fault that could be found with this is that it does not embody the latest fruits of that Department's splendid work. But for this Mr. Portman is not to blame, as it was not possible for him to have included them. For the purposes of his book the map is complete, clear, and quite trustworthy.

We are also favoured with a short chapter on the five tribes of the Southern Andamanese, with their septs and divisions, replete with new and minute knowledge of the subject. These tribes are the Aka-Beada, Akar-Bale, Puchikwar, Aukau-Juwoi, and Kol. Aka-Beada is a more 'correct' form of the Bojig-ngijida of former works. In addition, all Andamanese are divided into long-shore men and forest men—Aryauto and Eremtaga in the Aka-Beada language, which is that spoken about the great Penal Settlement at Port Blair. Each tribe speaks its own language, or rather variety, not dialect, of the general South Andaman language, of which Mr. Portman thinks the Puchikwar to be probably nearest the parent tongue, whatever that was. He notices, too, both generally and specifically, that the Andamanese freely use gestures to eke out the sense of their speech, and remarks on the richness of the languages in concrete terms and their poverty in abstract expressions. All this is natural in a group of savage tongues.

The bulk of Mr. Portman's book is taken up with well-chosen and well-presented specimens of the languages as actually used, and most careful analyses of typical sentences and words, a full explanation of the manner in which, and the plan on which, the words are built up, an attempt to translate a portion of the Bible into one of them, a comparative vocabulary, and an excellent analysis of the words.
therein. The book has, however, no vernacular index, a want that every student thereof will at once feel.

The object of the work is "to give a general idea of the languages and mental attitude of the people," and with the help of "a comparative vocabulary and its analysis to show how the words are constructed and how the different languages compare with each other." To assist him in achieving this, Mr. Portman has utilized a small privately printed pamphlet of my own, which was "A Brief Exposition of a Theory of Universal Grammar," specially designed, some sixteen years ago, to meet the very difficulties with which he had found himself face to face, when he commenced the work under review. That pamphlet arose out of the practical impossibility of using the usual inflexional system of grammar taught in Europe for the accurate description of a group of languages constructed after the fashion of the Andamanese. The book under notice is consequently of exceptional interest to myself, as a means of watching how my theory has stood the first practical test which has been applied to it. Mr. Portman has hardly used the Theory as I should myself have used it, still his use of it is such as to give an idea of its working in a stranger's hands.

The Theory I propounded had its immediate origin in the criticisms of the late Mr. A. J. Ellis, public and private, on my former work on the Andamanese speech, in which he pointed out that, in order to adequately represent, for scientific readers, such a form of speech, "we require new terms and an entirely new set of grammatical conceptions, which shall not bend an agglutinative language to our inflexional translation," and he asked me accordingly if it were not possible "to throw over the inflexional treatment of an uninflected language." This and the further consideration that, since every human being speaks with but the object of communicating his own intelligence to other human beings, the several possible ways of doing this must be based on some general laws applicable to them all, if one could only find them out, led me to make the attempt to
construct a general theory on logical principles, which should abandon the inflexional treatment, its conceptions, and its terms. Now, my efforts led me not only to abandon the accepted grammatical terms, but also to reverse the accepted order of teaching them, to alter many accepted definitions, and while admitting much that is usually taught, both to add and omit many details. Taken all round, the Theory was a wide departure from orthodox teaching. But it is always difficult for human beings to take quite a new departure. The instinct of continuity — of evolution — is generally too strong in them to admit of a complete break with the past, and so Mr. Portman, while accepting my theory and using my terms in his laborious and remarkable pages, really does violence to both by adhering to the time-honoured plan of putting accidence before syntax, in addition to the indiscriminate employment of the old terms side by side of my novel ones, in a confused and puzzling, but from the point of view of the evolutionist, a most interestingly naïve style. I am also, I regret to say, otherwise far from feeling assured that he has understood aright either the theory or the terms, which by the way does not look well for my exposition! E.g., he says that one of the functions of the prefixes in Andamanese is to indicate the genders of the roots. But I purposely and expressly left 'gender' out of the Theory, because it is merely a clumsy mode of explaining a certain kind of inflexion. Again, while informing us that the prefixes are used to modify the meanings of the roots, he says, "in short the prefixes are qualitative affixes," a term I employed to signify that class of affix which is used to denote the inherent qualities of a word. E.g., to use the familiar terminology, audi-re, verb; audi-ens, part.; audi-tor, noun:—laugh-ter, noun; laugh-ing, part.; laughing-ly, adv. This sort of affix is quite a different thing from what I called a radical affix, used for modifying the meaning of the root into that of the stem deriving from the root, defining a stem to be root plus a modifying affix. This can be seen from the last word analyzed, 'laughingly,' where ly classifies the word, laugh is the root (in pedantic
strictness a stem, because it is an amplification of a simpler root), and laugh-ing the stem, i.e. the root modified by the affix ing. So in willingness and willingly, ness and ly would be qualitative affixes and ing a radical affix, as defined in the Theory.

Indeed, Mr. Portman’s treatment of the Theory is throughout such a compromise between the system under which he was brought up and that I proposed—is such “fine confused feeding” in fact—that I cannot attempt to follow it further in a brief notice of his book, and in order to see how far the Theory is applicable to its purpose, viz., the adequate explanation of a novel savage tongue, I will, with the permission of the Society, in a future issue of the Journal, put it to the test in my own way, using for the purpose Mr. Portman’s sixth chapter on the Andaman Fire Legend, which he gives in all the five languages of the South Andamanese.

With these remarks, I will take leave for the present of Mr. Portman’s last book, congratulating him on producing for scholars on the whole so fine an example of patient and intelligent study, combined with straightforward honest presentation.

R. C. Temple.

The Gandhāra Sculptures. A selection of illustrations in twenty-five plates from the British and Lahor Museums, with notes on the age of the sculptures and descriptive remarks by J. Burgess, C.I.E., LL.D., F.R.S.E.

Under this title are included two numbers of the Journal of Indian Art (April and July, 1898) written by Dr. Burgess and furnished with excellent collotype illustrations by Mr. W. Griggs. These twenty-five plates of ancient Buddhist sculptures from various districts on the north-west frontier of India are intended to supplement the eighty-three already published, by the same author, in Part i of the Illustrations of the Ancient Monuments, Temples, and Sculptures of India. There is no need to dilate
here on the great importance, both for the history of art and the history of religion, of the study of these interesting sculptures; but the regret may be expressed that steps are not taken to collect them systematically and place them in some centre where they would be accessible to students. Of late years, and particularly since the recent military operations on the north-west frontier, they have been brought in large numbers to this country, only, in too many instances, to be lost in private houses. It ought not to be too much to expect that Government will, before it is too late, take some steps both to check the vandalism which is at present thoughtlessly destroying the traces of an ancient civilization, and to provide for the safe custody and the intelligent study of the monuments still existing.

Dr. Burgess gives a useful summary of the views which different scholars, notably M. Senart and Mr. Vincent Smith, have held as to the date of these sculptures, and the sources from which their art was derived. That the predominating influence was Roman can scarcely be questioned, and it seems possible, in many instances, to trace also the attitude and grouping of the figures and the details of ornamentation to Roman models. It is much to be desired that we may some day have a full treatment of this question of derivation; and such a work would manifestly be most perfect if undertaken in collaboration by two scholars representing the Roman and the Buddhist sides respectively.

It should be noted that the description at the foot of plate 2, "Sculpture in Lahore Museum," does not refer, as might be imagined, to the whole plate, but only to figure 4. The three other figures are of objects in the British Museum, as correctly stated in the letterpress.

In thanking Dr. Burgess, who has done so much for the history of Indian art, for this important contribution, we may express the hope that he will still further increase our debt of gratitude to him by other publications of a similar character.

E. J. Rapson.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(January, February, March, 1899.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

January 10, 1899.—Sir Raymond West (Vice-President) in the Chair.

It was announced that—

Mr. J. G. Nicholls and
Mr. S. C. Niyoji

had been elected members of the Society.

Professor Rhys Davids read a paper on "The Theory of the Soul in the Upanishads." A discussion followed, in which Mr. J. Kennedy, Dr. Gaster, and Sir Raymond West took part. The paper appeared in the January number.

February 14.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that—

Mr. E. A. Gait and
Captain W. Vost, I.M.S.,

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. Basil Williams read a paper entitled "Some Talks with the Bábís in Persia." In this paper, after tracing the history of the religion from the investigations of Comte Gobineau and Mr. Edward Browne, author of "A Year among the Persians," he described the inquiries which he had himself made in 1896 among the Bábís of Yezd and Hamadan. He found that the authority of the Báb's direct
successor had by this time been almost entirely superseded by Beha-u-Uah and his son Abbas; and, in fact, that the character of the religion had been very largely altered. An aggressive spirit of reform had yielded to the cardinal doctrine of a universal tolerance, which, while more amiable, was less calculated to create enthusiasm, and the quietism which had become a feature of the religion had probably rendered it less active for good as well as for violence. However, there was every indication that the religion was increasing in the number of its adherents, though it was very difficult to form any conjecture as to their real numbers, owing to the secrecy still observed among its devotees. This secrecy was to some extent justified by occasional persecutions; but these were not very frequent, and would probably become still less so as the harmless character of the religion became appreciated.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. E. G. Browne, Professor E. D. Ross, and Mr. H. Baynes took part.

March 14.—Mr. H. C. Kay in the Chair.

It was announced that—

Mr. Basil Williams and
Mr. D. M. da S. Wickremasinghe

had been elected members of the Society.

Professor D. S. Margoliouth read a paper on Ibn Arabi’s “Gems of Wisdom.” A discussion followed, in which Dr. Gaster, Miss Ridding, Professor Rhys Davids, Mr. Barakat-ullah Maulavi, and the Chairman took part. The paper will appear in a subsequent issue.

II. CONTENTS OF FOREIGN ORIENTAL JOURNALS.

I. VIENNA ORIENTAL JOURNAL. Vol. xii, No. 3.

Steinschneider (M.). Heilmittelnamen der Araber.
Stackelberg (R. v.). Bemerkungen zur persischen Sagen-geschichte.
Harlez (C. de). Miscellanées chinois.

II. JOURNAL ASIATIQUE. Série IX, Tome XII, No. 2.

Série IX, Tome XII, No. 3.
Rouvier (J.). L’Ère de Marathos en Phénicie.
Courant (M.). La presse périodique japonaise.

III. ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MORGENLÄNDISCHEN GESSELLSCHAFT.
Band lii, Heft 4.
Schreiner (M.). Beiträge zur Geschichte der theologischen Bewegungen im Islâm.
Foy (W.). Beiträge zur Erklärung der susischen Achaemenideninschriften.
Böhltlingk (O.). Miscellen.
Oldenberg (H.). Buddhistische Studien.
Jacob (G.). Zur Grammatik des Vulgär Türkischen.
Aufrecht (Th.). Über Ugra als Kommentator zum Nirukta.

III. OBITUARY NOTICES.

Hofrath Friedrich Müller.

Hofrath Friedrich Müller, Professor of Comparative Philology, and Sanskrit, in the University of Vienna, was born on the 3rd of March, 1834, at Jemnik, in Bohemia; from 1853 to 1857 he was a student in the
Faculty of Philosophy at Vienna, and in 1859 he took the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Tübingen. He utilized
a long residence at Göttingen to make considerable advances
in the field of Philology. In 1858 he entered the service
of the University Library of Vienna, and in 1861 obtained
an appointment in the Imperial Library at the same place.
In the interim he had employed himself as a 'Privat-
docent' in Linguistic study; in 1866 he became a Professor
in Oriental Languages in the Vienna University.

He was recognized as the leading authority of Com-
parative Philology of his time. His studies had extended
over every branch of Linguistic Knowledge, and there
existed no language in the world, of which he could not
indicate the characteristics, and the family to which it
belonged. The greatest service, however, which he rendered
was, that he was the first scholar who brought Ethnology
into close connection and touch with Comparative Philology,
and recognized it as an aid to the study of Language. He
published in 1867 and 1868 "The Voyage of the Austrian
Frigate Novára."

In the year 1873 he published his magnificent work
"Allgemeine Ethnographie" in three volumes, and an
Appendix, and between the years 1876 and 1888 his
"Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft." To this book I am
deeply indebted, as it helped me in my own Linguistic
studies, and the author paid me the great compliment
of dedicating one volume to me. In my book on the
Languages of Africa, published 1883, I adopted his
classification of African Languages, and never regretted
having done so. From p. 453 of that book I quote the
following passage:

"Frederick Müller I have never seen in the flesh: when
"I called upon him in the Hof-Bibliothek of Vienna, he
"was absent at the Baths. But I seemed to know him.
"In one of the books, which I ventured to send to his
"African Collection, I wrote:

"'Ich habe Dich mit den Augen nicht gesehen, aber mit
"der Seele habe ich Deine Freundlichkeit erkannt.'
"I shall ever feel grateful for his help and advice."

Since 1883 I met him several times, notably at the Vienna Congress of 1886. He died on May 25, 1898. I was always getting postcards from him, and one reached me only a few weeks before his death, asking for a copy of a Grammar of a South American Language, which I was lucky enough to be able to send to him.

R. N. C.


Bene qui latuit, bene vixit. The "rage for fame" never possessed this patient, quiet man; but his learning and achievement assure him an honourable place in the annals of American scholarship. His death is a grievous loss to Oriental studies in America. For he was, first of all, a true scholar; his work, in part still unpublished, is of intrinsic and abiding value; and his life and the spirit which informed it were an example and a blessing to those who came within its influence. He was, moreover, born to ample wealth, and of this he was ready to give gladly to causes that proved themselves worthy of a beneficence which was both sober-minded and unostentatious. His life—cut off, like that of James Darmesteter, in the midst of the "glorious forties"—was, also like that of the French Orientalist,\(^1\) a constant struggle against the awful odds of physical infirmity. In Warren's infancy, a fall from a chaise produced an injury of utmost gravity. It resulted in a spinal lesion, apparently like that from which Darmesteter suffered. And so Warren's accomplishments are, as it were, a victory wrested from adverse fate.

Mr. Warren was born in Boston, November 18th, 1854. As partial countervail for his exclusion from the ordinary pleasures and privileges of childhood and youth, he received careful private instruction and the advantages of travel—journeys to Egypt and to Southern California may be

---

\(^1\) See his obituary in this Journal, 1895, p. 217.
mentioned. He took the bachelor's degree at Harvard College in 1879, and went, at the beginning of the next term, to Baltimore, to continue, at the Johns Hopkins University, under Professor Lanman, the study of Sanskrit, which he had already begun as a college student. And here he remained for several years after Professor Lanman's removal to Harvard, working under the guidance of his successor, Professor Bloomfield. In 1884 Warren returned to the home of his father, in Boston. The latter died in 1888, and not long after the latter established himself at Cambridge, in a beautiful place near the Harvard Library, the residence of a Harvard professor of fifty years ago; and there he abode for the rest of his days.

A visit to London in 1884, and especially the contagious enthusiasm of Professor Rhys Davids, seem to have been potent factors in Mr. Warren's decision to devote himself to Pāli literature of Southern Buddhism. The Jātaka, as edited by our honoured veteran colleague, Professor Fausboll, of Copenhagen, had failed not of its charm for Mr. Warren. The edition had then progressed as far as the third volume; and with a version of the first story thereof, the "Little Kāliṅga," Mr. Warren made his début in print. This translation, presumably the first ever made in America from the Pāli, appeared October 27, 1884, and, for a reason that will interest some of the members of this Society, in the Providence Journal. Providence is the seat of Brown University; and to its Library the Rev. Dr. J. N. Cushing, long a Baptist missionary in Rangoon, had given some twenty palm-leaf manuscripts, mostly parts of the Tipiṭaka, and in Burmese writing, at that time perhaps the only considerable portion of the Buddhist scriptures in the United States. An English specimen of the literature to which these strange books belong might therefore be presumed to interest the people of the University town.

Warren's study of the Pāli literature was now prosecuted with zeal and persistency, and his knowledge of the edited texts, as well as of many important inedita, grew constantly wider and deeper. Aside from a few incidental papers,
mentioned below, the first-fruit of these studies was his "Buddhism in Translations," which was published by Harvard University in 1896 as volume iii of the "Harvard Oriental Series." Of this it is needless here to speak in detail, for the work has already been noticed at length in these columns (1897, pages 145–149). Mr. Warren's purpose was to make the great authorities on Buddhism speak for themselves, directly and in English uncoloured by any translator's prejudice. The value of his work lies largely in the selection of the passages; partly in the order and partly in the form of their presentation; and partly also in the inclusion of a considerable amount of material previously inaccessible.

This material is from Buddhaghosa's "Way of Purity" or "Path of Holiness," the "Visuddhi-magga." Its famous author flourished about 400 A.D. His book is a systematic exposition of Buddhist doctrine, and may be justly adjudged to be the most important treatise of its kind and scope now extant. Mr. Warren presented to the Oriental Congress at London in 1892 an elaborate analysis of the entire work. The text has already been printed in Ceylon in Singalese letters; but that fact, as Pāli scholars know to their cost, is far from making it accessible to Occidental students. To publish a scholarly edition of this text, printed in English letters, and with all the facilities for ready comprehension which Occidental typography makes possible, to provide suitable indexes, and to give a complete English translation—such had become the ambition of Warren's scholarly life. And a most noble ambition it was, as all who know aught of the illustrious monk, Buddhaghosa, and of this, the masterpiece among his voluminous writings, will readily admit.

The consummation of Mr. Warren's plan in all its essential features is most devoutly to be wished. A brief account of the state of the work at the editor's demise is pertinent. His main reliance was the Burmese manuscript belonging to the India Office Library. Besides this, he had a Singalese manuscript from Professor Rhys Davids, and
another from the late Dr. Richard Morris. And a fourth manuscript he had obtained from Henry Rigg, Esq., consulting engineer to the Government of India, for railways. With the help of accurate transcripts of these four (which he owed to the efficient assistance of Miss Louise Brooks), he had made his collations, and had established his text from beginning to end, aside from the final adjustment of many orthographic details in which the Burmese and the Insular copies are wont to differ. An important task to which Mr. Warren had addressed himself was the tracing of Buddhaghosa’s citations from the canonical and other antecedent writings back to their sources—scattered as they are throughout a large literature. About half of the quotations had thus been identified. The English version covers nearly one-half of the text, albeit parts are still in unfinished form. It ought therefore to be possible to do the other half upon the same general principles and in the same general style, so that the work can truly be issued as Mr. Warren’s.

Mr. Warren maintained a lively and intelligent interest in many things that lay without his own field, so in natural science, especially chemistry and physiology, and in the history of speculation. It was, accordingly, the philosophical side of Buddhism which was to him its most attractive aspect. For this reason, too, no doubt, the keen dialectic of Buddhaghosa made special appeal to him. And hence it is doubly to be regretted that there is no one in America so well qualified as he was, by knowledge of the literature and by philosophical study, to finish his work.

Mr. Warren had long been a member of the American Oriental Society, serving it for years with zeal as its Treasurer and as one of its Board of Directors. He was a devoted son of Harvard, generous and loyal. And as a citizen, whether of the municipality or of the Commonwealth, he was no less public-spirited than modest, ever ready to do his full share in works of enlightened organized charity, or to help, for example, in the preservation of our forests or in the reform of the civil service. Thus in many
ways and for divers reasons he will be sorely missed among his colleagues, his neighbours, and friends, and not the least for the example which he set for us as scholars. His was the 'friendliness' or 'good-will' (metta) which played such a role among the pāramis of the gentle Gotama; his was patient and cheerful courage in adversity; his were high intellectual endowments, directed by a character unselﬁsh and lofty, and pure; and his was a profoundly religious nature: for these things, while we mourn, let us remember him and be glad.

C. R. LANMAN.

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
Feb. 10, 1899.

MR. WARREN'S WRITINGS.


"Buddhaghosa’s Way of Purity (Visuddhi-magga), edited in the original Pāli, and translated into English." [To be published in the Harvard Oriental Series.]

Mr. C. J. Rodgers.

Charles James Rodgers was born in 1838 in the small hamlet Wilne Mills, Derbyshire, where his father was manager of a cotton-spinning factory. He was educated at schools at Shardlow and Milford, both in Derbyshire, being a pupil teacher at the latter, and from it obtained by competition a Queen’s Scholarship at the Borough Road College, London.
After two years' training at the College he was appointed master of the National School at Fenstanton, Cambs, and whilst there, feeling attracted to work in India, prepared himself by studying Oriental languages, going into Cambridge to attend lectures at the University on those subjects. In 1863 he was sent out to India by the Christian Vernacular Education Society, the work given him being to establish and conduct a Training College for Native Teachers on the same line as the British and Foreign Training Colleges in England. This he did at Amritsar. Very much through his efforts the handsome College, of which he was for twenty-two years Principal, was built and maintained in efficiency, many trained teachers from it being sent out to all parts of India. He soon began to study Persian and the vernaculars of the region in which he was working, as well as to interest himself in the history and archaeology of India, taking up Indian Numismatics as a specialty. His ability and knowledge were recognized by his being appointed in 1896 Archaeological Surveyor of the Panjab. Mr. Rodgers worked zealously in his new position, collecting a very large amount of information and material for study during the five years he held it; but then, unfortunately, the Government in a time of retrenchments abolished the appointment, and he, having of course given up his college on getting work under Government, was cast adrift. In his capacity as Honorary Numismatist to the Government of India he got some occasional work in arranging and cataloguing collections in the Panjab and Calcutta, but being unable to find regular employment, came home to England in poor health and much dispirited. Early in last year he got the small post of Secretary to the Religious Book Society at Lahore, and went out again, but not for long, as he died there in November. Mr. Rodgers married in 1866 one who was in every way a help to him in his work, being a gifted linguist and able teacher. She has been for many years Superintendent of Schools for Girls at Amritsar, and is now left with a large family, several of whom are still dependent on her.
Mr. Rodgers' work in Oriental Numismatics was wide, and extended over a long course of years. His writings were chiefly published in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, to which he contributed some thirty papers between the years 1871 and 1897, on Sikh, Durrani, Kashmir, Kangra, Dehli Kings, Dehli Moghul, and Muhammadan Native States Coinages, some of which opened out new fields of study. During the years 1894–95 he was engaged in cataloguing the Coin Collections of the Government Museums at Lahore and Calcutta and the publication of the two large volumes of the catalogues, which unfortunately, through no fault of the author, as was pointed out in the notices of them in our Journal of 1894 and 1897, are not so useful as they might have been, yet well show his knowledge and industry. His diligence in hunting out coins and reading them was as remarkable as the extent and unselfishness of his knowledge about them, and probably all who have been engaged in like studies of late years were indebted to him for some help given, if not directly, at any rate by his writings. And although one could not always agree with his readings, or see so much as he thought he did, there was always reason in them, and he was properly tolerant of criticism rightly made. Probably arising from his study of the baits or couplets on Moghul coins, Mr. Rodgers paid a good deal of attention to Persian acrostic, cryptogram, and chronogram modes of writing. His paper in the October, 1898, number of our Journal, on "Tarikhs" shows his proficiency in that mode, and the following, composed on the occasion of the Queen's Jubilee, is an example of his style in the acrostic:

A Sonnet.

Zeal for the faith has not been always shown
At least by those who were 'Defensor' called.
In every age, men, more or less enthralled,
Ne'er rose to heights when seated on a throne,
And, though the cross was ever on the crown,

J.R.A.S. 1899.
The wearer's heart ne'er seemed the sign to bear.
Useless that sign if unallied with care;
Life, 'neath the Cross, all selfish ends must drown.
Ah! how blest we to see a Lady lone
Begirt with sorrows rise above them all,
Intent on doing good whate'er befall,
Deeming that duty ornaments the throne.
In her we see the glory of all time
Not dimmed by years, but yearly more sublime.

Zainat ul abidin.

O. C.

IV. ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

Presented by the India Office.

— — Archaeological Survey of North India. Vol. VI.
Portman (M. V.). Notes on the Languages of the South Andaman Groups of Tribes. 4to. Calcutta, 1898.

Presented by the Madras Government Press.

8vo. Madras, 1898.

Presented by the Assam Secretariat.

Shakespear (Major). Mi-Zo Leh Vai Thon Thu.
8vo. Shillong, 1898.
Presented by Lady Meux.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). The Lives of Mabâ Sêyôn and Gabra Krêstôs, the Ethiopic Texts edited with an English translation, and a chapter on the Illustrations of Ethiopic MSS. (Lady Meux Manuscript, No. 1.)
4to. London, 1898.

Presented by the Musée Guimet.

Amélineau (E.). Histoire de la Sepulture et des funérailles dans l'ancienne Égypte. 2 tomes.

Presented by Dr. Cust.

Grierson (Dr. G.). Linguistic Survey of India. Seven vols.

Presented by the Authors.

Lévi (S.). La doctrine du Sacrifice dans les Brâhmaṇas.

Aiyar (B. V. K.). Purushasukta translated and explained.
Post 8vo. Madras, 1898.
—— Sandhyavandanam of Rig, Yajus, and Sâma Vedins, with translation, paraphrase, and commentary.
Post 8vo. Madras, 1898.

Ujfalvy (C. de). Mémoire sur les Huns blancs et sur la déformation de leurs cranes.

8vo. Rome, 1898.


Brandstetter (Dr. R.). Malaio-Polynesische Forschungen, Reihe 2. I. Die Geschichte von Djajalankara.
Pamphlet. 8vo. Luzern, 1898.

Sanjana (D. D. P.). Tansar’s Alleged Pahlavi Letter to the King of Tabaristan from the standpoint of M. J. Darmesteter.
Pamphlet. 8vo. Leipzig, 1898.

3rd edition. 8vo. London and Tokyo, 1898.

From the Publishers.
Kern (Fr.). Innisā’u-1-Ālimāt von Muhammad Bey ‘Osmān Galāl; neuarabische Bearbeitung von Molière’s Femmes Savantes. 8vo. Leipzig, 1898.
ART. XIV.—*Two Lists of Words from Bāṇa’s ‘Harṣa-Carita.’*
By F. W. Thomas, M.R.A.S.

The following lists are composed of words and meanings which, occurring in the Harṣa-Carita of Bāṇa, are not quoted, or are instanced only from grammars, dictionaries, and commentaries, in the great St. Petersburg Lexicon and the smaller Lexicon of Böhtlingk. Only a few words not coming under this definition have for special reasons been included; namely, where I was unable in the Kashmir text to verify Böhtlingk’s references to Bāṇa’s work, where only an inferior work is cited, and where I or the Sanskrit commentator, Čaṅkara, did not adopt the exact rendering given in the two dictionaries. It did not appear on the whole worth while to quote words and meanings simply because their *earliest* occurrence was in the Harṣa-Carita, or because they illustrated the well-known and extremely close lexical affinity of Bāṇa’s works with such books as the Brhat-Saṃhitā, Rāja-Taranginī, Kathā-Sarit-Sāgara, Vāsavadattā, Daṇḍakumāra-Carita, and also the Kāvya literature in general.

For the sake of convenience I have made two lists, one of new words and the other of new meanings. In both lists *italics* indicate that the word (or meaning) is quoted by the St. Petersburg Lexicon only from Sanskrit grammars,
dictionaries, etc. The asterisk merely reproduces that in Böhtlingk’s smaller Lexicon. I have added a few references to Zachariae’s editions of Çaṅvata and Hemacandra, and to his “Beiträge zur indischen Lexicographie.”¹ The lines and pages are those of the Bombay edition (1892), with Çaṅkara’s commentary. The few quotations from the Kādambari refer to Peterson’s second edition, those from the Daçakumāra-Carita to the edition by Bühler and Peterson.

Most of the words call for no remark, many being only such as any writer might form at will. But the Lexicons have adopted the principle of quoting these, and experience shows that such words often reappear. For the Kāvyas writers made free use of their commonplace books, and even, as Bühler informed me, a practice of learning their predecessors’ works by heart, or, as in the case of the poets Māgha and Bhāravi, set themselves to imitate and outdo them.

The list was originally composed some years ago with reference only to the St. Petersburg Lexicon. A comparison with Böhtlingk’s dictionary showed the necessity of a thorough revision, and deprived it of very many of its most interesting words. I hope that the care taken in the revision has prevented the multiplication of the mistakes in numbers and renderings to which such a list is peculiarly liable.

I.

Ā.

*amçumālin, ‘the sun’* (cf. Daçak., p. 44, l. 6) 245. 7

*akuhana, ‘free from jealousy or suspicion’* (kuhanā īrsyā çaṅkā vā, but cf. Zach., *Hem.*, 3. 359, kuhano müṣike sersye kuhanā dambhakarmanī, which suggests a derivation from a + kuhand) 202. 13

¹ The Maṅkha-Koça has appeared too late for citation.
akṛtina, 'ineffectual' 239. 13
akṛtārthaḥ, 'ineffectual' 239. 13
akṛtimalāpatva, 'the possession of (1) truthful,
(2) superhuman utterance' 109. 20
aksanīka, 'vyagraḥ, 'intent' 163. 14
aksavalaya, 'rosary' 51. 6
aksavalayin, 'wearing a rosary' 43. 21
akhala, 'not a ruffian' 202. 13
agrāmyatā, 'urbanity' 38. 14
agrumina, 'urbane' 277. 20
agresarāḥ, 'leader, 'chief among' (B. from
Khaṇḍapraṇaśa) 214. 19
aṅikkīpta, 'embraced' 182. 6
aṅgavalana, 'uneasy movements of limbs' 33. 1, 74. 9
aṅgārakita, 'turned to charcoal' 66. 15, 206. 21
aṅgāratā, 'condition of charcoal' 167. 17
acapala, 'without tricks' 202. 12
acchabhalla, 'bear' (B. quotes Bāla. and Vikra-
maṇk.) 260. 10
aṇjalikārika, 'prāyatimāṇa, 'a kind of statue' 163. 12
aṭavīprayaprāntatā, 'the having extremities con-
sisting mainly of forest' 255. 8
aṭitikṣatā, 'excessive sharpness' 118. 15
aṭidhīratā, 'excessive gravity' 154. 11
aṭinamratā, 'excessive flexibility' 117. 2
aṇīḥcānda, 'very silent' 171. 17
aṭipaṭiyas, 'very keen' 177. 5
aṭibhadratā, 'excessive courtliness' 28. 13
aṭibhirutā, 'excessive timidity' 212. 15
aṭimārgaṇa, 'very importunate,' with pun on
mārgaṇa, 'arrow' 152. 10
aṭimṛduḥrdayatā, 'excessive tenderness of heart' 274. 21
aṭiyantraṇa, 'excessive restraint or formality' (cf.
Kād., 133. 18) 116. 17
aṭilaghima, 'excessive levity' 14. 9
aṭivelam, aṭimātra (v.l. atipeçalaḥ), 'exceedingly' 39. 14
aṭīçayin, 'surpassing' 61. 10
aṭisaukumāra, 'excessive delicacy' 162. 11
atyamara, ‘surpassing the gods’ 86. 5
atyutkampin, ‘trembling excessively’ 162. 13
adacāmīṣṭha, ‘not having reached the full span of life’ 46. 17
adurvinita, ‘not boorish’ 202. 16
adhiṃkṣepaḥ, ‘insult’ 41. 1, 124. 15
adhistanam, adv. = adhivakṣaḥ, ‘near the bosom’ 42. 1
adhomukhiḥbūḥ, ‘to cast down one’s face’ 15. 3, 169. 5, 248. 24
adhyāropana, ‘false ascription,’ ‘tying the bowstring to its notch’ 250. 1
adhyēsanā · yācēnā, ‘importunity’ 44. 10
anupalāpa, ‘not denying’ 88. 3
anapācina, ‘unerring’ (apācina = *umgekehrt) 88. 12
anavahela, ‘not contemptuous’ 30. 14
anindhanam, adv., ‘without fuel’ 281. 12
anucaratva, ‘attendance on’ 153. 3
anuttāra, ‘having no escape’ 213. 4
anupraca, ‘act in obedience to’ 193. 17
anurāvin, ‘roaring after’ 181. 11
anuvraṣam, adv., ‘every season’ 155. 7
anesaṇa · nirabhilāsaḥ, ‘free from greed’ 202. 12
andhakāriḥbūta, ‘darkened’ 14. 2, 200. 7
apakalaṅka, ‘without blemish’ 100. 3
apatyakam = apatyam, ‘child’ 156. 1
apatyavatva, ‘childlessness’ 136. 3
apativac, ‘skinned,’ ‘peeled’ 256. 18
*apavitray, ‘pollute’ 19. 2
apunarunmilana, ‘never again opening the eyes’ 188. 15
abubhukṣa, ‘not a glutton’ 202. 15
abodhya, ‘not to be aroused by admonition’ 197. 15
abhinnapuṭaḥ · vamcādimaaya catuṣkoṇaḥ pātalā- kṛtir jālakair kriyate, ‘a kind of veil’? 158. 7
abhicōsaḥ, ‘drying up’ 285. 4
abhyanuvṛttiḥ, probably error for atyanuvṛtti, ‘excessive affection’ 88. 10
abhyaṅgārikah · grhaṭhaḥ samyagvṛttiṣṭhito vā, ‘householder’ or ‘virtuous person’ 88. 2
ambaravāhin, 'clothes-bearer' 196.11
*aṃlātakam · puspabhedah karaṇṭikāpuspabhedo vā
('Kugelamaranth,' B.) 154.1
arunāy-, 'be or become red' 234.12
*aṛuṇasārathih, 'the sun' 199.2
argalātā, 'condition of a bolt' 119.23
argalay-, 'fasten with a bolt' 73.2
arbudācas, adv., 'in arbudas' 226.12
avaculīn, 'having an ensign or boss' 37.8
avacakādana, 'covering' 118.8
avarakṣiṇi · acyavandhanarajjuh, 'rein' or 'halter' 230.1
avarodhah n., 'harem' 143.9
avalepin, (1) 'touching' 125.17
(2) 'proud' 248.6
avaleha, 'sweetmeats' 287.3
avalokitāh · buddhabhedah = avalokitecvaraḥ (cf.
Zach., Hem., 5.17, 18) 79.14
avinayanidānātā, 'being cause of misconduct' 47.2
avisāya, 'beyond sphere of' 197.18
avispaṣṭa, 'not perceptible' 195.11
aćālīnātā, 'ill-breeding' 28.5
ācruṭapūrṇatva, 'uniqueness' 204.15
aṣṭamaṅgalakam · kaṅkaṇam ity anye ('collection
of eight lucky objects' or 'bracelet') 206.18
asahyātā, 'irresistibleness' 284.9
asāmparāyika, 'not fit for combat' 200.15
asāratva, 'unsoundness' 193.15
asidhenuḥ · churikā, 'dagger' 23.11
asuravivara, 'a treasure cave'; see H.C., trans.,
p. 193, n. 3, and appendix 47.17, 108.5, 113.18, 223.4
asuravivarvyasānin · pāṭālabhilaśi = vātikaḥ, 'a
magician'? 47.17, 108.5, 223.4
avsatāntriṅkṛta, 'made dependent' 193.17
ahimabhās, 'the sun' 218.2
a芆irbudhnoḥ · Civaḥ 169.16
*aḥrāṇi = ahiramaṇi, 'a kind of snake' 260.6
## Á.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>akasmiha, 'unexpected'</th>
<th>204. 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acamanadhārin, 'bearer of rinsing-bowl'</td>
<td>195. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acaranatas, 'in solemn form'</td>
<td>226. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acāmaruka, 'rinsing vessel'</td>
<td>164. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acōśita · utkhātaḥ, 'torn out'</td>
<td>192. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acōśana or acchośana, 'stinging' (?)</td>
<td>53. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acchādanaka, 'robe'</td>
<td>231. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aṭīk-, 'go'</td>
<td>5. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aṇḍira · pragalbhāḥ (cf. aṇḍīra, Zach., Čārv., 619), 'audacious'</td>
<td>236. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṛtarpāṇam · piṣṭam = piṣṭapāṇicāṅgulam ('ein art MörTEL, B.), 'imprint of the hand in paint on walls, vessels, etc.'</td>
<td>157. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ātmambharitā · svārthamātraparata, 'selfishness'</td>
<td>206. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āmikṣīya, adj. to āmikṣā</td>
<td>49. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āyudhikṛta, 'converted to a weapon'</td>
<td>254. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āraṭanam, 'shouting'</td>
<td>74. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alīndaka · alindaka (at end of comp.: ? *ālīnda)</td>
<td>157. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ālepaka, 'plasterer'</td>
<td>157. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āvarāṇikar }</td>
<td>'use as a veil'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āvarāṇikṛta }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āśāḍhin, 'bearing an āśāḍha' (cf. Kad., 21. 1) 12. 7, 43. 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*āhatalaṅkaṇa · prasiddhāḥ, 'excellent,' 'famous'</td>
<td>243. 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Ī.

| indhanāy, 'become fuel' | 284. 11 |
| indhanibhū, id. | 155. 21 |

## Ū.

| ucchosoṣa = ucchoṣanam, 'drying up' | 55. 5 |
| ucchmaṃru, 'bearded' | 55. 1 |
| utkaṇṭaka, 'horripilated' | 26. 7, 146. 6 |
| utkampīkā = utkampah, 'tremor' | 83. 5 |
| uttamsikṛta, 'used as an uttamsa' | 154. 1 |
uttunḍa, 'rearing' (of horses), utprothah 230. 4
utpalāça, 'with outstanding leaves' 73. 3
udāsinībhū, 'become indifferent' 276. 14
udgamanakam · utthānam, 'rising' 267. 11
udgīṭakaḥ · ucçair gītāṃ yesām, 'loud-voiced person' 152. 9
udvāhin, 'supporting' 110. 16
umattatā, 'madness' 152. 6
upatoranam, adv., 'near a torana' 137. 16, 225. 8
*upanirgamanam · nirgamanamārgaḥ (cf. Zach., Cāčr., 91), 'exit' 105. 8
*upabarha · upadhānam, 'cushion' 198. 15
*upalīṅgam · nimittam, 'portent' 224. 14
upasimhāsanam, adv., 'near a simhāsana' 181. 2
upaskarana = upakarana, 'implement' 236. 11
*uruvūka, 'kind of plant' 257. 8
ullaka · sugandhiphalaviçeṣarasa äsavabheda ity anye, 'kind of decoction or the juice of a scented fruit' 243. 20
uṣnāy-, 'be hot' 189. 4
*uṣmāy, id. 215. 9

Ü.

urdhvībhū, 'become high' 180. 8

Ř.

ṛjukar-, 'aim' 164. 13

E.
edamūka, 'deaf and dumb' (cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 5) 14. 10

AY.
aurabhakṣa, 'flock of sheep' 105. 12
K.

*kaṭabhāṅgaḥ - pratyagram godhūmādiyavasāṃ
ghāsa ity arthah 'fresh fodder'
kaṭahāra, 'whisp of hay'
kaṭāksitam, 'side-glance'
kaṇṭhālaka, 'bag'
cf. kaṇṭhāraka, Vāsav., 291. 1.
kaṇḍana, 'pounding'
kadalāvanāy-, 'act as a kadāli grove'
kapālalaka = kapāla (at end of comp.)
kabandhavant-, 'having a headless body'
kamalasambhavatva, 'birth from a kamala'
kariṅkarṇaçaṅkāḥ-, 'resemble an elephant's ear-
sHELL'
kariṅkarma, 'elephant manœuvres'
kariṣṭakāṣa, *'brushing (carrying off) dung-heaps'
karka = karambhaka according to Kailāṭh Candra
Datta, 'gruel'
karnāgocaratā, 'position near the ear'
karnāpūrīkara-, 'use as ear ornament'
karaṅkalita, 'collected, 'entangled'
kalpalatāvanāy, 'resemble a grove of kalpa creepers'
kalmāṣapādatā, 'possession of dappled feet'; ? ref.
to the king Kalmāṣapāda
kalyāṇaprakṛtiva, 'possession of an excellent or
golden nature'
kavacita, 'armoured' (B., Lalit.)
kaviruditaka - duṣkhoḍḍipanakālaḥ, 'recurrence
of grief'
kākodaraṇaḥ - serpent
kātyāyanikā, 'old widow' = kātyāyanī (cf. Zach.,
_Hemm., 4. 168; Çāçe., 115) 47. 8, 185. 1
kānanakapotāḥ - grdhraḥ, 'vulture'
kāpuruṣatāḥ, 'cowardice'
kāpotikā, 'kind of plant'

WORDS FROM BĀNA’S ‘HARṢA-CARITA.’

kāmandałavya = kāmandałava, adj. to kāmandaḷu
kārdaraṅga · kārdaraṅgadeçodbhavaḥ, from the
‘Kārdaraṅga country’

*‘kārma, ‘artificer’

kāladhauta, ‘golden’
kāśṭhāmunih · kāśṭhā parādhārā tatpradhāno
munih, ‘hermit on a pillar’
kiṅkirikṛta, ‘enslaved’
kisalayin, ‘having tendrils’
samutkīl, ‘pull up, as pegs’
kucī, ? ‘fraud’

*‘kuṇja, ? ‘a kind of horn or musical instrument’,
but guṇja should be read (v. alliteration).
kuntalin, ‘wearing a hair lock’
kuprayukta, ‘go-between,’ servant of a veṣyā
kulaṇṭakāh · cunābandhanalagudāḥ, ‘leash’
kulaputratā, ‘nobility’
kulīnata, id.
kusumabandhuḥ = Kāma, 241. 20, -bändhava
kusumbhakaṃ · padmakaṃ, ‘saffron’
kūṭājvara, ‘fever caused by hooting of ospreys’
kān-
kūṭita

{kūpikā = kūpaka, ‘a tank’
kūrcā, * ‘deceit’ (‘sphuta ātmamahimnā vyava-
hāraḥ (= ‘conceit’) samūha ity anye)·

*kṛtamukhā · samskṛtaḥ, ‘perfect’
kṛpāñata, ‘condition of a sword’
kṛcay, ‘make thin’
kṛṣnikā · kṛṣṇalekhaḥ, ‘black line’ on the lip (cf.
Kād., 209. 8)
kedārikam · svalpaṃ kṣetram, ‘small holding’
koṇikā, ‘drumstick’
kaura, ? ‘fraud’
krātava, adj. to kṛatu
kṣaṇaruci = kṣaṇaprabhā, ‘lightning’
kṣāmatā, ‘thinness’
kṣāmatārīkṛta, ‘made thin’
ksīrodāy, 'resemble the ocean of milk' 66. 11
ksauṇīpāga, 'hobble' (of horses) 228. 11

K.H.

*khakkhata · vṛddhah, 'old' 231. 1
khanakhaṇa, onomatop.
229. 1
khanḍalaka, 'a small piece,' or *khanḍala (at end
of comp.) 255. 9
*khanḍikā = guṭikā, 'berry' 113. 21 (comm.)
*khanḍiman, 'fragmentary state' 290. 5
*khaladhāna · ksodādidecah, 'threshing-floor' 54. 5, 104, 11
khalamukha, 'russian' 202. 20
khuradhāraṇī · khurādhāh kāṣṭhapāṭṭacchāditā
bhūḥ (foot-rest of a horse, cf. Kād., 212. 23) 70. 11

G.

ganika = gaṇaka, 'astrologer' 219. 16
gataṅgata, 'coming and going' 255. 13
gataṅgatikam, id. 59. 15
gantri · caṅkaṭikā (B. quotes gantrīratha), 'cart' 230. 7
*gandhapāśaṇa, 'fragrant sulphur' (B. quotes -vant,
cf. Daçak., 2, p. 28, l. 17) 217. 12
parāgam- ? sense? 'die'? 243. 3, 252. 9
cf. Kād., 262. 13, 264. 11 (where it means
'arrive')

garudamani · mahānīlah, 'sapphire' 66. 15
garbhikṛta, 'contained' 112. 9
giriguḍaka (cf. giriguḍa), 'ball' for playing a
game resembling polo 238. 7
guptitas, adv., 'from confinement' 280. 21
gṛhacintaka, 'architect' 229. 3
*ghṛvagrāhini · dehaldevārārāmbhadecah, 'threshold'
(B.), 'vestibule' or the like 171. 17
ghṛhitavā, 'having taken a vow of silence' 192. 16
gauratā, 'fair complexion,' 'yellowness' 154. 7
granthiparṇā, 'a kind of plant' (granthiparṇā, B.) 257. 8
grahavant- · bhūtagṛhitāḥ, ‘infatuated,’ ‘possessed’ 48. 4
grīvāsūtram, ‘necklace’ (?) = kaṇṭhasūtram 141. 1

Gh.
ghaṇṭikābandha · ciraso grīvāyāṣca yanmadhyam,
‘part between head and neck of horses’ 70. 1
ghāsika, ‘fodderer’ 230. 3, 238. 12
ghuraghraka, ‘ornament’ (of a horse) 65. 9
ghrṇīman, ‘heat’ 57. 6
ghrṣṭapṛṣṭha · kāryeṣu kṣuṇṇah, ‘worn out’ 212. 2

C.
caṇcura · nipuṇah, ‘ingenious,’ ‘active’ 263. 8
cātukāḥ · hariṇānām pūrvabhāgaḥ, ‘fore-quarter
of venison’ 237. 5
cāṭulāṭilaka · lalāṭalamby alaṅkāraḥ, ‘forehead
ornament’ 37. 6
*caṇḍraçālikā · dhaçalaghṛṣyopari prāsādikā, ‘chamber
at top of the seraglio’ 172. 1
anuprācar-, ‘act in obedience to’ 193. 17
carmaputrīkā, ‘statue’ 61. 4
carmaphalaka · sphaṭaka, ‘buckler’ 121. 14, 125. 8
cāraṇatā, ‘love of gossip’ 40. 2
cirantarātā, ‘long-standing’ 30. 9
cīkārin, ‘making the sound cit’ 257. 2
ciri, ‘grasshopper’ 53. 6
cuṇḍi, ‘harlot’ 229. 9
cūḍāmanītā, ‘condition of a crest-jewel’ 244. 18
cautyakarma, ‘ritual of the caitya’? 265. 15

Ch.
*chattrabhāṅgaḥ, (1) *‘death of a king,’ (2) *‘widow-
hood’ (Zach., Hem., 4. 49) 189. 8
cheḵālaṇa = cheḵoktiṅ, ‘double entendre’ 234. 6
J.

jaṭīkṛta, 'made into a knot of hair' 113. 20
janapakti = lokapaktiḥ, 'way of the world' 44. 7
jambhīra, 'kind of plant' 263. 4
jarjaray-, 'break in pieces' (jarjarita, Kād., etc.) 115. 4, 241. 11
jāghanika, ? leet., ? sense ('low fellow?') 229. 8
jātīpaṭṭikā · चेर्थांिः jaghanagranthanānī, 'fine
drawers' 243. 9
jātyantarita, 'transferred to another jāti' 71. 11
jālikā, 'mask,' 'veil' 36. 16, 109. 6
jūṭikābandha, 'coiled hair' 37. 8
jyeṣṭhamallāh, 'superior' (cf. τριακτήρ) 85. 15

T.

tāṅkārin, 'making the sound ūa' 161. 3
āṭik, 'go' (*āṭikana, B.) 53. 3

D.

ḍimbima = ḍiṅḍima, 'drum' 219. 14

T.

tantrīpaṭahikā · paṭahabhedaḥ, 'kind of drum' 145. 8
tarāṅgāy, 'to be wavy' 65. 5, 181. 15, 185. 19
taralāy-, 'flicker,' 'tremble' 256. 13
taralikar-, 'make to tremble' 184. 20
tāḍita, adj. to taṇḍit 69. 3
tārakṣava, adj. to tarakaṣu, 'hyaena' 259. 13
tilāhuti, 'offering of sesame-seeds and water'
(cf. tilodaka, Manü, 3. 223) 57. 8, 122. 9
tulāyantra, 'water-pump' 250. 7
tṛṇābhūti, 'state of thirst,' sc. 'the world' 236. 12
toyakarmāntika · toyakarmaçāli, 'waterman' 172. 14
triguṇīta, ‘tripled’ 171. 17
trisaraṇa, ‘the Buddhist triad’ 265. 16
truṭāṇa, ‘bursting’ 70. 3

D.
dakṣamakhamathana = Čiva, cf. dakṣamathana 111. 10
dagdhhamunḍāḥ, ‘vratibhedah, ‘kind of ascetic’ 251. 5
daṇḍatā, ‘the condition of a stick’ 242. 17
dadruṇa, ‘leprous’ (Hemādri, ap. B.) 54. 7
dantakāṇḍa, ‘tusk’ (of hippopotamus) 244. 8
danturātī, ‘indentation’ 114. 10
pravidar-, ‘cleave’ 201. 11
darpahulatā, ‘excess of haughtiness’ 205. 16
dāntavāha, ‘ox-driver’ 257. 3
dārdurikah, ‘potter’ 47. 18
dikpālatā, ‘condition of a regent of the quarters’ 120. 14
*dirghādhvagāh, ‘courier’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 49) 58. 8, 178. 11
durapatya, ‘bad offspring’ 248. 14
durabhībhavatva, ‘invincibleness’ 197. 15
durabhībhavacarirātā, ‘bodily invincibleness’ 211. 5
durupasarpa, ‘difficult of access’ 84. 3
durnivāratā, ‘resistlessness’ 40. 1, 187. 4
durbhandhu, ‘bad relative’ 248. 16
durbalaka = durbala, ‘feeble’ 286. 3
durbalibhū-, ‘become feeble’ 253. 10
durlabhībhū-, ‘become unattainable’ 179. 1
dūrikaraṇam, ‘removal’ 128. 14
doṣāndhatā, ‘blindness to faults’ 212. 13
*drauṃāyanaḥ, Aśvatthāmā 289. 17

Dh.
samadvadhāray-, ‘honour, ‘reflect’ 103. 3, 187. 5, 275. 18
dhavalīka-, ‘whiten’ 42. 12, 126. 16, 157. 11
dhūsārikar-, ‘make grey’ 180. 20, 191. 14
dhūsāribhū-, ‘become grey’ 129. 14
dhruvāgīti, ‘kind of intonation’ 22. 14
N.
nadikā, 'small stream' (occurs in a compound ap. B.); cf. Kād., 215. 23, 223. 20 264. 16
narakah, 'feeble man,' with pun on naraka, 'hell' 251. 16
nalācāli, 'cālibhedah, 'kind of rice-crop' 258. 3
nalinayoni, 'Brahmā' 16. 8
navasevā { semi-technical terms, 'apprenticeship,' navasevaka { 'apprentice' (cf. Kād., 76. 20, 207. 6, 331. 16) 169. 19, 215. 20, 229. 14
nākatas, adv., 'from the sky' 281. 8
nāgadamanah, gajamardano garuḍaçca, 'goad' and 'Garuḍa' 212. 5
 viṣahara oṣadhibhedah, 'kind of antidote herb' 260. 4
nāgavanavithi, cf. nāgavithi, B. and R. 219. 21
nāgasphtā = nāgasphtā? ('a plant') 255. 17
nābhipadmah, 'navel lotus' 131. 5
nāli, ? 229. 16
nālīvāhiṅa, kariṇāṃ vāsa- (?ghāsa-) grahaṇa-niyukto hastipako methākhyāh, 'elephant groom or fodderer' 229. 6
nicolaka, *'mantle,' 158. 19, 'case' or 'sheath' (cf. B.) 241. 15, 243. 7
nīdrākalaçca, 'a cup placed for a good omen by the bedside'; cf. Kād., 68. 7, nidrāmaṅgalakalaçca 164. 18
nīdhāníkṛta, 'stored up' (cf. B.) 179. 17
nīmnikṛta, 'hollowed' 197. 1
nirantaratas, 'continuousness' 211. 15
niravatāra, 'without means of descent' 49. 1
niravalambanata, 'lack of support' 272. 9
niravacaṣatā, 'complete destruction' 188. 14
nirucchvāsam, adv., 'without a sigh' 251. 1
nirūtkaṇṭha, 'without longing' 268. 15
nirutsaṇa, 'without ushers' 192. 5
nirudaka, 'waterless' (Hemādri, ap. B.) 63. 17
nirglāsa, bhuktaçeṣo ghāsaḥ, 'remnants of corn fodder' 230. 6
nirmadikrta, 'humbled'
216. 1
nirmalyam, 'toilet leavings' (cf. Daçak, p. 62, l. 10)
250. 3
nirmukula, 'budless'
92. 10
nirvadanavikara, 'without disfigurement of face'
(cf. nirvikaravadana, Kâd., 317. 2)
164. 6
niçcalata, 'motionlessness'
242. 12
niçcalikar, 'render motionless'
59. 16, 100. 5, 153. 8, 254. 23, 268. 6
niçcalibhû, 'become motionless'
283. 5
nişkapatā, 'guileless'
211. 7
niṣkusuma, 'without flowers'
92. 10
niṣthuraka = niṣthura, 'cruel'
235. 17
nrpây, 'be king'
çl. 12

P.

(paryāna)pakṣakaḥ · prāntah pārṣvam vā, 'end'
or 'side'
231. 7
pakṣay, 'act as wings'
65. 4
pañcabrahma, 'a kind of prayer,' · pañca brahmāni
sadyojatāḥ vāmadevāḥ aghorāḥ tatpuruṣāḥ
22. 11
iśāṇaṣca
pañcakulaḥ · adhyākṣah, 'officer,' cf. Fleet, C.I.I.,
iii, p. 31, l. 6
286. 9
paṭakutṣi · paṭaiḥ kuṭi sūkṣmagraham, 'hovel'
('Zelt,' quoted from a commentator by B.)
229. 3
patadgraha, 'spittoon' (quoted from a commentator by B.)
237. 2
pattravita, 'cork,' 'stopper' (of a jar)?
256. 6
*padabandhaḥ · pādakatakāḥ ('*step,' B.), 'anklet'
231. 8
padahamsaka · pādakatakāḥ (cf. haṃsakāh), 'anklet'
146. 4
padmajalakita, 'marked with red spots' (of an
elephant; cf. *padma, 'red spots on an
elephant')
72. 5
padmarāgin, 'having rubies'
108. 9
paravaçikar, 'subdue'
42. 3
parāgam, v. sub gam.
243. 3, etc.
parācīnatā · parāṁmukhatvam ananukūlyaṁ vā,
‘aversion,’ ‘disinclination’ 194. 6
parāyattatā, ‘dependence’ 273. 17
parāvart, ‘turn aside’ 280. 11
parivastrā · tiraskarini, ‘awning,’ ‘screen’ 229. 4
parisphuraṇa, ‘radiance’ 212. 2
parikṣitukāma, ‘desirous of testing’ 201. 13
pavītrikā, ‘a kind of ornament or amulet’ 197. 3
paścimāsanika, ‘occupant of hind seat on an
elephant’ (cf. Kad., 112. 5, pattralekhaya
samadhyaśitāntarāsana) 231. 5
pāṭay- · pāṭum kar-, ‘freshen’ (a current of air) 178. 1
pāṭalata, ‘redness’ 15. 16, 123. 12
pāṭalita, ‘reddened’ 20. 1
pāṭipati · pāṭi bahuparivārapurūṣagṛhīto nivāsa-
bhūbhägaḥ, kulaputракasamūha ity anye.
Var. lect., pāṭhipati, ‘headquarters of officers
in an army’ 228. 12
pāṭhaka, ‘reader’ 137. 18
*pāṇḍuraprśṭha · nirlajjaḥ (cf. pāṇḍupṛṣṭhaḥ, B. and
R.), ‘shameless’ 214. 2
pāṇḍurin, ‘kind of ascetic’ 265. 9
pāṭheyīkar-, ‘take for provision on a journey’ 271. 17
pādaphalikā · ubhayapāṛçvayoḥ paryāne yā kriyate,
āgulpham pādatraṇaṁ ity anye, ‘stirrups’? 231. 7
pāreṇoṇam, adv., ‘beyond the Čoṇa’ 30. 11
picaeva, adj. from pico, · ‘cotton’ 256. 16
pindaśapātīn, ‘ascetic’ 261. 20, 262. 8
pindālaktakah · kvathito ‘laktakarasah (cf. Kād.,
63. 8), ‘clotted lac’ 35. 17
piṣṭapāṇcāṅgula, ‘hand-marks made with pigment,
cf. Kād., 41. 13 63. 13
puṭatā, ‘closure’ 126. 3
puṇḍrekṣukā = puṇḍreku, ‘Puṇḍra sugar-cane’ 73. 16
puṇyabhāgīn, ‘blessed’ 40. 13, 68. 7
puṇahsaṇijivana, ‘resurrection’ 37. 10
purobhāgītvā, ‘doṣaikagrāhīhydayaḥ purobhāgī
ingadyate,’ ‘censoriousness’ 13. 14
puroyāhin, ‘vanguard’ 27. 12
*pulakin, ‘bristling,’ ‘name of a tree’ 255. 19
pulināy-, ‘resemble a sandbank’ 17. 8
puspapaṭṭaḥ · yatra vastreṣu puspāni sūtraḥ kriyante
sa puspapaṭṭaḥ, ‘flowered cloth’ 111. 5
puspaloham · manibhedāḥ, ‘kind of precious stone’ 149. 11
pustakrāṭ · lepyakāraḥ, ‘modeller in plaster’ (cf.
pusta, B. and R., and pustamaya, Kād.,
276. 21) 47. 11
pustakarman, id. 86. 10
pūtataḥ, ‘purity’ 115. 16
paunṛṇṭūta · aindraḥ, ‘belonging to Indra’ 245. 17
prajāpālatāḥ, ‘function of a ruler’ 190. 14
pratikaṇčālikā, ‘return gift’ 245. 1
pratiprāṇigrahaṇa, ‘winning (or ‘reflecting’) all
creatures’ 134. 12
pratipremaṇ, ‘answering love’ 134. 9
pratibhavanaḥ, adv., ‘house by house’ 225. 18
pratīvimbaka = pratīvimbam, ‘reflection’
pratīvāhar-, ‘answer’ 167. 22
29. 4
prapāgrha, ‘hostel,’ ‘watering-place’ 105. 6
prabalapaṅka, ‘torrent (or downpour) of mud’ (cf.
Kād., 301. 13) 251. 11
pravidra-, ‘cleave’ 201. 11
prasādalabhdaḥ, ‘received as a present’; cf. Kad.,
Tar.), s.v. prasāda 68. 16
praharaṇikar-, ‘use as a weapon’
prakṛtakṛt, ‘Prakṛt poet’? 12. 7
prāṇītaḥ · jīvitam, ‘life’ 47. 7
180. 11, 284. 11
pratīveçikam · pratīvimbam, ? ‘reflection’
prūroḥaka, ‘shoot of a tree’ 85. 1
230. 3
priyamvadatā, ‘kindliness in speech’
priyālāpitā, id. 29. 5
190. 10
Ph.

pharapharita, punahpunarîṣatkampita, 'twitching'
(of a horse's lip) 70. 8
phālī, kaksyābandhah, 'sash'
'khātā, 'row'? 123. 17

B.

bakulaka = bakula 182. 14
balādhikṛta, 'officer in an army' (cf. Kad., 331. 14) 228. 12
balācanā, puspākhyauṣadhiḥ, 'kind of herb essence' 158. 8
balibhaṅga, 'wrinkle' 112. 2, 114. 4
bahali, 'plenty' 256. 8
bālavayajanīkṛta, 'converted into a yak-tail fan' 41. 20
bāhucaḷītā, 'heroism' 190. 10
bāspachedya, 'kind of tender grass' 104. 17
brhadaçvavāra, 'head cavalry officer' 208. 13
brahmastambham, 'jagat, 'the world' 102. 1

Bh.

bhaṭī, 'soldier's wife' 225. 12
bhastrabharaṇam, tūṇabhedaḥ, 'quiver' 231. 5, 260. 12
bhāṇḍāgārin, 'butler' 229. 7
samudbhīdā, 'burst forth' 153. 15, 167. 9
bhimarathi, narakanadī kālarāтри vā or sapta-
saptatyā varsais tatsaṅkhyaiciça māsair
dinaiyācī tāvadbhir gatair ekā rātrir bhima-
rathī bhavati tām atikrānto varṣaçatajīvī
naro bhavati. The latter sense is given by
B. and R. from the Ḥāraṇvali 190. 6
bhīsaṇaṭa, 'terribleness' 209. 14
bhujagabhuj, mayūraḥ, 'peacock' 31. 8
bhujangata, 'profligacy' 88. 2
bhīsaṇīkṛta, 'used as an ornament' 114. 16
bhṛgāragrāhin, 'pitcher-carrier' 196. 11
bhruvaṇcitam, bhrūcalitam, 'movements of the
brows' 234. 5
M.

*makaramukha \* jānunor uparibhāgaḥ (cf. Zach., Beitr., p. 72), ‘upper part of knee’ 25.13, 80.13
manḍānaka, ‘ornament’ (on a horse) 65.7
\*āyānam, ‘chariot’ (or ‘ornament’? cf. B. sub āyāna) 234.20
madhūṣyandin, ‘dropping honey’ (‘a kind of string instrument,’ B.) 92.10
madhyanāyaka, ‘central gem in a necklace’ 9.10
mandākinirpravāhāy-, ‘resemble the Mandākini torrent’ 66.10
mayūrapattrāy-, ‘resemble a peacock’s feathers’ 232.3
mayūrapitta, ‘a pigment’ (cf. Kād., 31.10.11, where a variegated colour is implied: is it ‘peacock’s gall’ or ‘peacock-coloured gall’?) 260.14
marmarita, ‘made desert’ 52.11
malakuthā \* malapattī, ‘blankets’ or ‘overalls’? 238.14
mahākālalāḥḍaaya, ‘name of a mantra’ 119.15
māṇikyaavrksāy-, ‘resemble a ruby tree’ 66.10
mihikā, \* mist’ 92.9
muktągalam, adv. = muktakaṇṭham, ‘loudly’ 277.5
muktaḍhalibhūta, ‘turned into a pearl’ 281.19
mukhaçočāh \* Mukhayuktāh koča ye liṅga paridī-yanete, ‘covering for the liṅga image’? 111.6
mukhāvayaṃtā, ‘condition of portion of face’ 81.15
mukhāvaraṇaṃ, ‘veil’ 109.6
munḍamālā, ‘a forehead wrap or wreath’ (‘name of a tantra,’ B.) 24.8, 82.13, 109.1, 123.12, 161.9, 167.16
munḍamālikā, id. 68.17, 145.13, 189.15, 226.15
mudgarin, ‘bearing a mudgara’ 127.19
mumudiś, from ‘mud,’ ‘be about to expand’ 16.10
mūlāstambha, ‘main prop’ ċl.1
vimṛg-, ? lect.? 238.2
mṛgatantu, ‘wild animals’ sinews’? 256.9
mṛdūkṛta, ‘softened’ 196.7
maitriy-, ‘be friendly’ 247.14
Y.

yakṣapālīta, ? 'mad'

yamadolā, 'swing of death or Yama'

yāpyatā, 'derision'

R.

rājāvijitā, 'royal descent'

rāsakamanḍala · tryaśrabhrāntantattavṛṇḍaḥ, 'triangular group of dancers'

raiṇava, adj. from reṇu ('proper name,' B.)

L.

lambamāna · gardabhadāso, baṇijām karmakaro vā, 'donkey boy' or 'trader's servant'

lālikā · kavikāçekkaram, 'end of the bit'

lāsaka, 'pulse broth'

lāsin, 'flashing' (in raṅgalāsin, B.)

lekhikar-, 'form into a streak'

lepiķar-, 'make into an unguent'

lokāntarībhūta, 'gone to another world'

lohitikar-, 'redden'

V.

vatsarūpaka · svalpo vatsaḥ (= vatsarūpa), 'small calf'

vanagrāmakam, 'forest village settlement'

vanamānuṣaḥ, 'ourang-utang'

*vandanaṃdā, 'wreath at door of a house'

vandyatva, 'venerableness'

varamanuṣyatā, 'chivalrousness'

varṇakaviḥ, 'descriptive poet'

parāvart-, 'turn aside'

vallabhappālāh · aṣvapālāh (*vallabhapālakah, ap. B.), 'marshal' or 'groom'
vaçayitar-, 'ruler'

vasturūpaka, 'kind of figured cloth' 159 (comm.)

*vāṃcikāḥ, 'flute-player'

vākyavid · mīmāṃsakaḥ, 'Mīmāṃsa philosopher'

*vātakhudā = vātakhudā (gatipratighataltalakṣāno vātavyādhiḥ), 'blister'

vārttībhūta-, 'become mere talk'

vālapāca · karṇābharaṇabhedaḥ (=vālapācyakah), 'ear ornament'

vāhinināthaḥ, 'ocean'

vāhinināyakaḥ = vāhinīpati = foregoing 134. 5, 211. 19

vikuttanā, 'knocking together' (of the feet); cf.

Kād., 73. 19 143. 17

vikramaikarasatā, 'devotion to heroism'

vitakavīṭikā · paṅcāśattāmbūlapaattraḥ kriyate
(cf. s. vīṭikā, B. and R.; ? read vikaṭa-), 'pile of areca-nuts in a certain shape'

vipallava, 'leafless'

vibhūṣ-, 'without ornament'

vimṛg-, ? lect.

viralibhū-, 'become rare'

vilakṣita, 'abashed'

viloṭhana, 'rolling about'

vistāravant-, 'widespread,' 'far-reaching'

visrāvin, 'streaming forth'

vihvalikṣta, 'agonized'

vīrakṣetrasambhavatva, 'noble birth'

vyāghrapalli · tṛṇaṅkutibhedāḥ, 'kind of hut,' cf.

Vyāghrapallika, name of a village, C.I.I.,

iii, p. 136 230. 12

vyāpratāṭā, 'occupation'

Ç.

cāta · dhūrtañcha (=cātaḥ), 'knave' or 'robber' 236.9, 238.1

cālājīrām · cāravam, 'plate'

cārājīrām, id.

cārikā, 'bedaubed'
S.

sakaṇnapallava, ‘having twigs about the ears’ 145. 13
sakhikṛta, ‘made a friend’ 38. 10
saṅkalita, ‘collected,’ ‘entangled’ 230. 1, 233. 11
saṅkubja, ‘short’ 260. 7
saṅkriḍa, saṅkriḍat • kūjat (of a wheel), ‘creak.’
Cf. also saṅkriḍita, Kirāt., 16. 8 (ap. B.) 257. 2
saṅkriḍanam · cabdaḥ (of a gate), v. foregoing 89. 18
saṅkhyāpaka, ‘making up a number’ 228. 7
saćcanatalaka, ‘having forehead marks of sandal’ 145. 13
saJJanata, ‘goodness’ 274. 16
satula · ardhajaṅghikā ity anye ardhajaṅghā-
letyāhuh? 231. 10
sadṛttata, ‘goodness’ 267. 1
samaraçaunḍata, ‘delight in battle’ 190. 11
samavadhāray, ‘honor,’ ‘reflect’ 103. 3, 187. 5, 275. 18
samāṇajātita, ‘kinship’ 59. 5
samāṇacitata, ‘similarity of character’ 59. 7
saṃucchūna, ‘swollen’ 181. 18
saṃudamālika, ‘having garlands’ 145. 13
samutkil, ‘pull up, as pegs’ 228. 16
samutsāraka, ‘chamberlain’ 133. 2
samutsāraṇa, ‘driving out of the way’ 78. 9, 233. 11
samūrka = samūru, ‘kind of deer’ 243. 10
sambhavatva, ‘origin’ 281. 23
sarvāviṣvāsita, ‘confidingness’ 221. 16
sālasya, ‘languid’ 32. 5
suganīta, ‘well calculated’ 226. 6
sutavad, adv., ‘as a son’ 182. 20
sudṛḍham, adv., ‘strongly’ 128. 9
sunimitta, ‘good omen’ 227. 8
sundarīkar, ‘make pleasant’ 240. 2
sūtkar, ‘make the sound sūt’ 217. 2
sūtkārin, ‘making the sound sūt’ 208. 2
*sṛkka - sṛkkīṇy oṣṭhaparyantau, ‘horse’s muzzle’ 65. 2, 114. 10
*sairika - hālikāh, ‘ploughman’ 257. 1
sthāvaraka = sthāvara (‘proper name,’ B.), ‘old’ 235. 18

H.

hamsayūthāy-, ‘resemble flock of hamsas’ 66. 9
prativyāhar-, ‘answer’ 29. 4
hārikesara, ‘kind of plant’ 262. 12
hariṇīkā = hariṇī, ‘deer’ 182. 22
halahalakahā - utkaṇṭhā, ‘longing’ 278. 14
hastapāca - praṭastahastah, ‘beautiful hand’ 75. 11
hastikṛta, ‘held in the hand’ 174. 6
hākaṣṭam, ‘cry of grief’ 179. 16, 195. 11
hutāčanatā, ‘condition of fire’ 200. 14

II.

Ā.

aṅkana, ‘brand-mark’ 156. 2
aṅgaja, 'tail feather (of peacock)'
aja · hariḥ (Viṣṇu)
atasi, 'flax'
ataskara, 'not a thief'
atipātah, 'passing (of time)'
adhirūḍhi, 'mounting'
anavaskara, 'without secrets'
anāyattāḥ · hastipārṣvarakṣi, 'groom'
anuttāna, 'not loud'
anubandhikā · gātrasandhipidā, 'pain in the joints'
('todesanzeichen,' B.)
anuṣaṅgah · prasaṅgah, practically = 'accident'
anukah · turagaṇam adhastād oṣṭhaḥ, 'horse's under lip'
anauddhatyam, 'modesty' (cf. B. and H., Nachträge)
aprārthita, 'without making a request'
abhimukhikar-, 'oppose' or 'bring to face' ('drive forward,' Daçaḵ, ap. B.)
abhilamba, 'hanging down'
abhissara · sahāyaḥ, 'companion' (cf. Daçaḵ, p. 64, l. 18)
· cauraḥ, 'thief'
abhihāraḥ, 'robbery' or 'robber' (nāmābhihāraḥ · paryāyāntaram), cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 236; Čaçe., 367
abhīru · șatavri (Suḵruta, ap. B. and R.)
abhyaagūḍha · pariṇataḥ, 'completed' (of time of life)
abhyyudgama, 'undertaking'
ardhacandra, 'half-moon on a shield'
alambusa, 'kind of plant'
avasāda, 'despair' (Mahāvyut., B.)
acvaṭara · taruṇo 'çvah, 'young horse'
asṭapuspikā · aṣṭauṣṭapūṇy evaṣṭapuspikā. Tatra prabhṛti Gandhapradhānam partīvam, .... Yadvā āṣanaṣṭatraprabhṛtiṣvaṣṭasu pratekam aṣṭapuspikā, 'flowers used in worship' (so in Kād., 227. 20, quoted by B.)
Ā.
ākalana, ‘counting’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 160; Čāṇ., 467) 286. 11
ākārilā, ‘challenged’ 64. 15, 165. 3
ākāray 64. 15, 165. 3
āḍambara, ‘anointing of body’? 229. 15
āṭarpaṇam = āṭarpāṇaḥ, ‘kind of mortar or the like,’ B., ‘imprint of the hand on walls, vessels, etc.’ 157. 21
ābharaṇakam = ābharaṇam, ‘ornament’ 109. 14
āmantraṇam = āprachanam, ‘farewell greeting’ 173. 18, 185. 5
āyatīḥ = pratāpaḥ, ‘heroism’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 3. 239; Čāṇ., 395; Kād., 55. 22) 43. 3, 135. 3
ālāpanam, ‘address’ 29. 8

U.
uccaṇḍa = ucco gādhā ity anye (cf. B.), ‘high’ or ‘hanging-low’ (of a garment) 58. 11
uttāla? = heftig, ungestüm of horses (cf. B.) 228. 17
upādakah = *carabhaḥ 16. 7
uṭārakah, *‘chamberlain’ 223. 13
ullāgham = svasthikaṇaḥ, ‘restoration to health’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 3. 124, ullāghaḥ; B. quotes only ullāgha, adj.) 16. 7
ullekha = ullekhanaḥ, ‘making a scar’ 81. 1

E.
ēḍa = *çrutihinaḥ, ‘deaf’ 14. 10

AU.
aurasah = bhrāṭā, ‘brother’ 198. 18
aurjityam, ‘might’ (in comm. to Kāvyādārca, B.) 78. 10, 190. 4
K.

kañcuκin · *sarpah (cf. Zach., Čaçe., 706), ‘snake’ 108. 11
kaṭuka · haṣtipakayoktraḥ (?)—ā, ‘elephant-rider,’
228. 14; · pratiḥāraḥ, ‘chamberlain’
250. 4
kaṭhora · jaraṭaḥ, ‘old’
32. 7
‘deep red’
52. 7, 256. 19
kaṇṭhasūtram, ‘kind of necklace’
183. 13
karaṇka, ‘basket’
38. 4
· kaṅkālaḥ (‘schädel,’ B.), ‘skeleton’
257. 4
karaṇiḥ · lekhyāṃ kāyaṣṭha ity anye (Hindi,
kīrāṇi), ‘writing’ or ‘kāyaṣṭha’
227. 15
karmaṇya, ‘fit’ (of things)
257. 7
kalatram, ‘waist’ (cf. Zach., Čaçe., 490, and
Vāsav., ap. B.) and ‘retinue’
108. 12
kalyāṇābhīnineçin, merely a term of respect (‘well-
summer,’ B.); cf. Kād., 104. 7, 136. 6
69. 6
kācara · pīta-varṇaḥ, ‘yellow’; · kapilaḥ (‘glasern,’
‘glasähnlich,’ B.)
114. 6, 259. 11
kāpeyam, *‘monkey’s tricks’
89. 12
kāmala, adj. from kamala, ‘belonging to a red lotus’
212. 13
kāleya, adj. from kāli
66. 6
kīnāca, ‘poor’
202. 14
kuṭa, *‘a pot’
264. 6
kuçaḥ · atra sandhyaḥ (? sense)
192. 14
kūrc̣a, *‘part between eyebrows’
114. 5
kūrc̣am astrī bhruror madhyam (cf. Zach., Hem.,
2. 56; Čaçe., 399).
kōṭavi, *‘naked woman’
225. 10
koçaka, *‘testicle’
243. 18
kṣapaṇaka, with pun on the literal sense · yah
kṣapaṭati, ‘destroying’
284. 19
kṣveḍa · visam, ‘poison’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 2. 110;
Čaçe., 135; B., no ref.)
18. 14

KH.

khagaḥ · raviḥ (Hemādri, ap. B.), ‘sun’
52. 4
khaṇakaḥaṇa, onomatop.
G.

ganikā, "female elephant" 219. 16
GANDA, "excellent" 258. 5
GANDAKA, a proper name (?) 235. 18
gandhanam · mardanam udvāhanam vā, "wearing down" (cf. Zach., Čārv., 436, "utsahane; "verhöhnen," B.) 154. 6
gamakah · asadhāraṇāni svarāṇām nimīlanaṇī yāni lakṣyeṣu antaramārga iti prasiddhāḥ, "a musical term" ("tiefer brustton," B.) 95. 8
abhyaśavagāḍha · pariṇataḥ, "completed" (cf. time of life) 72. 5
gahvaram · pāpam (= "hypocrisy," B.; cf. Zach., Hem., 3. 543) 44. 7
godantaḥ · sarpaḥvahā, "kind of snake," but ? "a white mineral substance" 260. 5
godherah = gaudhera, "kind of lizard," striyāṃ gaudheragodhāragodheyā godhikātmajāḥ 263. 12
ghanikṛta, "thickened" of a liquid (B., no ref.) 158. 8

C.
cakrīvant · "gardabha uṣṭro vā, "donkey" or "camel" 230. 7
caksūrāgah, "disease of the eyes" (also "desire" in an amatory sense), cf. Kād., 41. 1 215. 4, 283. 11
candālah · acavapālah, "groom" 71. 1, 236. 9
candikā · bhīṣaṇā, "dreadful" 286. 12
catura, "apt" (of things) 8. 5
capeṭah, "paw" or "stroke with paw," karatalā-ghāṭah 203. 5
pratyuccar-, "ponder" 265. 13
carmpuṭah · carmakṛto hastyākāraḥ, "leathern figure of elephant" ("leathern sack," B.) 219. 20, 248. 22
cipita · hrasvāh, "short" (of a bag) 229. 4
csthūla iṣallambaṇca, "thick" (of the lip) 259. 14
cīrikā. khaṇḍikā, 'rag' or 'hem' 58. 11, 167. 15
cūlika, 'nipple of bosom' 139. 19
caitya in citācaityacihne - citāyāṁ caityacihna-
stham ākıram ciham, čmačanadevagrıham
vā (?= B. and H. 2)
   'āyatanam (cf. Zach., Hem., 2. 350;
Čāve, 460) 195. 9
caityaka, 'small caitya' (proper name, B.) 89. 10

Ch.

chāṭa - tanu, 'thin' 36. 4

J.

jaṭilita, 'having tresses,' 'betressed with' (cf.
jaṭilay, 'fill with,' B.) 104. 12
jālikah, (1) 'deceiver,' (2) 'fisherman'

jahin, 'disguised as' (proper name, B.) 153. 15, 203. 10
jivitecāh - svāmī, 'lord' (cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 313;
Čāve, 300) 40. 5

D.

dāmbaraḥ, 'bombastic tone' (B., no ref.) ġl. 7

T.

tāmbūlikāh, 'betel-bearer' ('betel-seller,' B.) 231. 4
tālakam - tālapattram, 'palm-leaf,' nigدوtālakam
lauha evācvabandhanaviçeça ity anye 228. 17
tiraskāraḥ, in literal sense 'hiding' ? 205. 16
vitrasta - urydhvan kṣiptaḥ, 'dishevelled' (of hair) 198. 10
trikāṇṭakaḥ, 'jewel of three gems,' 'karpabharaṇa-
bhedah 25. 3, 147. 5, 149. 9
*triyaṣṭi, 'a triangle of three sticks'

*trīṣimant, 'the sun' 112. 10
55. 7
D.

daṇḍaka, ‘lines in a book’?, granthadaṇḍakāh
    ’ṛggaṇāḥ 103.3
daridra · ksāmaḥ, ‘thin’ 75.7, 108.11
daçānanaḥ · vyādhiḥ, ‘disease’ 173.8
dānavant, ‘full of ichor’ 200.18
dārikā, ‘wife’ 204.10
dāserakah, *‘verna’ 144.5, 196.12, 229.7
    Čaçv., 718) 236.14
dronaḥ, *‘crow’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 2. 143) 89.12
droṇi · çobhāviçeṣaḥ (of a horse) yad āha 70.4
    prsthoraḥkaṭipūrçvasya māṃstkarśanānirmitā |
    droṇiketī praçaṁsanti çobhā vājini pañcamī ||
dvijottama, ‘Brahmā’ 104.3

N.
namaskāra, ‘respectful message’ 38.14
nalaka   ? sense? 231.6
    ‘leg bone’ 260.16
nāḍī   ? sense? 243.16
nālikā · horaḥ ‘space of twenty-four minutes,’ B.) 286.11
nāsīra · karpūram, anye nāsīram *agresaram āhuḥ,
    ‘camphor’ or ‘vanguard’ (cf. Kād., 331.14) 229.15
nigamaḥ · banikpathah (cf. B., s.v. I.f.; also B. and
    Zach., Beitr., pp. 20, 21) 220.1
nirvahaṇam · samāptih, ‘completion’ 6.5
    · prakatānan, ‘manifestation’ 279.20
niveça, ‘insertions in shot silk’ 80.18
niṣṭha, ‘at a standstill’ (texts have niśkrā) 235.17
nistasraṇam, ‘getting out’ 236.6

P.
pakṣaka, ‘wing’ (at end of comp.) 259.11
pañcamī, ‘fifth decade of life’ 72.6
pattralatā, *‘a long knife’ 231.6
pathya, noun, ‘diet prescribed by a physician’ 172. 11, 176. 8
parināti, ‘butting’ (of an elephant) 75. 12
parihāraḥ, maryādā, ‘boundary’ (‘common land round a village,’ B.) 113. 16
pallavita, ‘having sprays,’ ‘bristling’ (‘filled with,’ B.) 93. 4, 102. 12, 133. 14, 231. 6, etc.
pāṭalaka, ‘pale red’ (Colebr., Alg., ap. B. and H.) 143. 15
pāṭāṅga, adj. to pataṅga, ‘sun’ 89. 9
picchakam, keçakalāpah, ‘tail’? 271. 9 (comm.)
pindaḥ = pindikā, ‘fleshy protuberances’ 192. 19
pundarika, simhah, ‘lion’ 30. 20
pupikā 257. 12
pūlikā or -ā, ‘bundle’ 231. 6
potram, sūkaramukham, ‘hog’s snout’ (cf. B.) 264. 3
pratigrahaḥ = sainyapaccādbhāgaḥ, ‘rear of army’ (cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 340; Cāca, 72; Beitr., p. 44) 246. 17
pratipāḍakah, khaṭvāyām unnāmakah, ‘support of couch’ 252. 4
pratimā = dantakocah, ‘part between tusks’ (of elephant) 76. 3, 131. 4
pratisara, ‘servant’ (‘anukūlaḥ), cf. Zach., Hem., 4. 266 39. 17
prapakva, ‘over-ripe’ (‘inflamed’ in medical sense, B.) 53. 4
praviveka, ‘discrimination’ (B. quotes Lalitavistara, ‘vollstandige Zurückgezogenheit’) 101. 15
prasphoṭana, ‘stamping with the feet’ (cf. prasphoṭita, Kad., 223. 15) 255. 15
prasphoṭita, nirājanikṛtaḥ, ‘blazing’ 105. 3
vipūritah, ‘filled to bursting’ 229. 3
proddanda, ‘with uplifted stalk or staff’ 106. 2

B.

bahalata, ‘abundance’ 47. 2, 104. 8
bahusuvraṇa, ‘name of a costly sacrifice’ 99. 3
būdara, adj., 'of cotton' 158. 17
bijadhāni, 'granary' 255. 4

**Bh.**

bhasmaka • bhasmabhūrikaçātyaçanavyādhiḥ, 'indigestion' 57. 1
bhururudha • pakṣibhedha, 'kind of bird' 263. 9
bhūnandanaḥ = bhūputra, 'the planet Mars' 131. 7
bhogin, 'king' (cf. Zach., Hem., 2. 273; Çāçu, 105) 212. 5

**M.**

malana, 'rolling upon,' 'toying with,' 'pounding'
('zerdrücken, zerreiben,' B.) 102. 13, 107. 4
mahāmuni, Jahnur api, 44. 2; Vaçciṣṭhaçca 134. 8
mahāsthāna, 'audience hall' 192. 2
mānavant • abhāṅkāri, 'proud' 252. 7
mukharatā, in some obscure, obscene sense (cf.
H.C., 251. 15, mukhapriyaratā) Kād., 6. 17
muṣṭi, 'proper name of an asura' 118. 13
mekhalā • parvatamadhyabhūmiṣca, 'flank of a moun-
tain' (cf. Kād., 37. 7; Zach., Hem., 3. 672;
Çāçu, 348) 80. 17

**Y.**

yantraka, 'desk' 95. 4
yantrita, ? 'earnest,' 'zealous' 255. 6

**R.**

ratnaraśiṣṭiḥ, * 'ocean' 207. 10

**V.**

varatrā, * 'elephant's girdle' (cf. Zach., Hem., 3. 592) 229. 10
varātakaḥ • rajjuḥ, 'rope' 83. 3
vikṣepaḥ · karah, 'tax'
   'a camp' (cf. B. and Bühler, Ind. Ant., vii, pp. 62 and 252; xi, 161, etc.)
vigādha · ghanāḥ (of night, 'late')
vigrahin, 'having a form or body'
vitrasta · ārdhvaṃ kṣiptah, 'dishevelled' (of hair)
viṣālaḥ, 'a certain Bodhisattva'
vṛjina, 'lock of hair'
vṛṣah, 'dharmaḥ'
veṇī · paṅktiḥ, 'row'

C.

çalalaḥ · çvāvit, 'porcupine'
çāleyam · çālīnām bhavanāṃ kṣetram, 'rice-field'
   (cf. Zach., Hem., 3. 500)
çuśira, 'hollow part of viṇā' (cf. Zach., Çacev., 185)
çeṭala = çaiṭala, 'water-plant'
çeṇīta, 'reddened' (B. quotes çuçoṇa, H.C.)

S.

samyatīḥ, 'self-restraint,'
samyoga in gatasaṃyoga · utpannacittakṣobhah,
   'presence of mind'
saṃvarganam · āvartanam, 'arranging of visitors'
   ('winning of friends,' B.)
saṃvalanam · saṅkocanam, 'tight wrapping'
saṃvāhana, 'conveying a load'
saṅkalitin · gaṇanājīñah, 'astrologer,' 'calculator'
   ('one who has added,' B.)
saṅghatā, 'a race'
saṅcārakah, 'a roving spy'
sandhyābali, 'a bull let loose'
saṃyoga, 'combination'?, saṅghe, 'a levee' or
   'mobilization'? (Rüstung, B.); cf. Kād.,
   307. 1, saṁyasamaṇye, and 294. 11

64. 13  107. 9  120. 16  82. 6  198. 10  110. 2  181. 2  85. 16  22. 5

55. 2  65. 8, 115. 16  222. 8  172. 20

145. 1  135. 7  236. 11  157. 5  25. 11  236. 11

141. 10  65. 3, 230. 12  40. 8  111. 4

232. 10, 240. 7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term/Definition</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sarvagataḥ · cāra api samsthākhyah, ‘spy’</td>
<td>40. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sasambhramam, adv., ‘hastily’</td>
<td>141.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahrdaya, ‘intelligent’</td>
<td>145.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siddhayoga, ‘having an infallible magic’</td>
<td>26. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siddhi · pākah, ‘digestion’</td>
<td>133.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukhay-, intrans. (= sukhāy-?)</td>
<td>140. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star-, intrans. (cf. Kād., 76. 21 and 368. 11)</td>
<td>234.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sphūraḥ · *spōtakaḥ (on chowries), (cf. Zach., Hem., 2. 456; Beitr., p. 51)</td>
<td>160. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prasphoṭita · nirājanikṛtaḥ, ‘blazing’</td>
<td>105.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· vipūritaḥ, ‘filled to bursting’</td>
<td>229.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II. THE 'SOLAR' RACE.

The whole of this subject is so difficult that I must submit the following remarks as purely tentative, and express a hope that others with more accurate knowledge will correct me. It will be well to begin with what appears to be at least tolerably certain facts. (1) The Rgveda shows nothing, directly, of any advance of Aryans to Ayodhya or the further kingdoms under the Naipāl Himalaya, nor does the Mahābhārata. But both specify an Aikshwāka settlement on the Indus; and we shall see some early indications, from other sources, of 'Solar' tribes beyond Ayodhya, Mithilā, and Vaiśāli, their chief centres. Our evidence for the 'Solar' dynasty of Ayodhya is the Rāmahāyana, supplemented by the genealogies of the Purāṇas. The Buddhist writings throw some light on the subject also. (2) The kingdom of Ayodhya very early passed away; the more historic kingdoms in that region are connected with Buddhist times and with Śravasti, Kapilavastu, etc. (3) It is certainly the case that there were early sun-worshipping tribes in India, and not only in the Oudh region. We know of sun-worship and serpent-worship in Kāśmīr; we hear of it among the ancient Saurā of Saurāśṭra and the Bāla (or originators of Valabhipura); the Kāthi (vassals of the Bāla) are still sun-worshippers.¹

¹ Arch. Rep., ii, 34.
Multān, connected with the Malloi of the Greeks (who are possibly the same as the Bālā), was a centre of sun-worship as late as the time of Aurangzeb. It is quite possible that there may have been 'Solar' tribes of Aryan connection, whose nature-worship took the form of a special devotion to the sun, and that a sharp line of distinction cannot be drawn between these, and the Turanian, and later 'Indo-Scythian,' tribes. But one particular tribe among the whole became regarded as the first in rank—as the 'Solar' race par excellence; that was the tribe descended from Ikshwāku. When Hindu tradition had long associated a particular dignity and venerable antiquity with the Ayodhya kingdom and its hero Rāma, all tribes of any earlier sun-worshipping connection would, on becoming orthodox Hindus, hasten to invent a connection of their chief clans or families with Rāma and his sons, in particular.

Next there appear to be certain matters which are highly probable. I think Ikshwāku was a real person. His line (unlike that of Puru), though a long one, is very slightly extended or developed (by the books) in collateral branches. Its locale is confined chiefly to Ayodhya and Vaiśāli, and to Mithilā (or Videhā) further east. Chiefly, but not entirely; for (as I have said) the Rgveda acknowledges Aikshwāka princes in the Indus Valley. A king there is described as 'revant' (rich); and in the M., Subala, of the Aikshwāka tribe, is a vassal of Jayadratha king of Sindhu-Sauvīra. The Purāṇas also speak in general terms of the distribution of Aikshwāka princes, and in one case, at least, give us a definite locale in Saurāṣṭra. But let me here introduce a short genealogy (Table III), and make a few remarks as to where the Purāṇas locate the descendants. The progenitor is, as usual, mythical. Aditi is the primeval mother of the Sun (whence the name Āditya). The Sun's offspring is Mānuvaivaswata. Most of Ikshwāku’s eight or nine brothers are quite untraceable. One is vaguely called ancestor of 'Northern Kings.' Another is connected with

1 Lassen, i, 657.  
2 Wilson, V.P., 348 ff.
Anarta and Saurashtra. Another (Nediṣṭa) is the ancestor of Viśāla, who founds Vaiśāli — apparently long after Ayodhya. The Rāmāyana places Viśāla much earlier, as

**Table III.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUVAIVASWATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKSHWĀKU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karūsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nediṣṭa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saryāti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anarta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S'asadā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mithi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arda (or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[founded Mithilā; Andhra, <em>ear. lect.</em>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23rd descendant] [of Kuśasthālī; gives his daughter to Balarāma, p. 357]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th descendant is father of Sītā, wife S'ravastā [founds of Rāma, p. 390] S'ravastī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapilaswā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[founds Kapilavastu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikumbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Here come in Mandhātri, Purukutsa, Trasadasyu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16th descendant, Subāhū, defeated by Tālajangha]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagara [who recovers kingdom]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raghu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasārathā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHARATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satrughna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakṣmana, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taksha and Pushkara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuśa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrihadhalā [killed in great war]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** — The Rāmāyana places BHARATA as the eleventh or twelfth descendant from Ikshwāku himself, and consequently as a remote ancestor of Rāmā. It does not admit Nikumbha, but makes Raghu sixth in descent from Sagara; the V.P. places Raghu lower down as great-grandfather of Rāmā.
a son of Ikshwāku. And, I may add, Ikshwāku is made about four generations earlier than Yayāti, the head in Tables I and II. The V.P. gives Ikshwāku the usual one hundred sons, placing fifty of them as potentates of ‘the Northern’ countries and forty-eight of ‘the Southern.’ The Bhāgavata P. improves on this, and places some in the centre (presumably Oudh); some in the east (presumably Mithilā, or possibly in Mahākosala); and some in the west (the Sindh and Saurāṣṭra group). There is no direct mention of Ikshwāku as king of Ayodhya in the V.P. But the Vāyu-P. places Ikshwāku’s son as ‘king of Ayodhya.’ The table marks also the founders of ‘Śravasti’ and Kapilavastu. Mithilā is founded by a grandson of Ikshwāku, thus placing Videhā early in the list of dominions. How far this agrees with the story of Mathava and the sacred fire in the Śatap. Br., I have not inquired. The whole list implies an antiquity of the Solar race greater than that of the Yādava or the Lunar. The Pauranic genealogy appears to have been subjected to some manipulation; it appears to be elaborated from the briefer but, in some respects, more probable list in the Rāmāyana, which also does not go beyond Rāma and his sons. The names of Purukutsa and Trasadasyu have been inserted; the R. having introduced the (Vedic) Mandhātri into the list, the others add two more such names, forgetting that (in the Rg.) Purukutsa and his son belong, not to the Ikshwākus at all but, to the Puru tribe. In the R. the king Bharata appears, more conformably with Vedic synchronism, as the twentieth ancestor of Rāma. In the V.P. he is introduced as a brother of Rāma with two others, all four being ‘incarnations.’ It does not appear what is the object of connecting Bharata with the (non-Brahmanic) centres of

But not by so many generations as is sometimes supposed. For example, it is said that Bahukā or Bahu, the Solar prince who is attacked by the Talajangha and Hālīhaya, is the thirty-fifth in descent from Ikshwāku, while Talajangha is only eighteenth in the Yādu list; but the V.P. does not make them contemporary; the text speaks of a conflict between the tribes, i.e. several generations perhaps after the eponymous ancestors. One authority, indeed, makes Trisankhu and Talajangha contemporary, but Bahukā is eighth in descent from Trisankhu.
Taxila and Pushkarāvati, although no doubt there were Northern 'Solar' tribes, in the sense of sun-worshippers, in those parts. The attempt to introduce Śūrasena, king of Mathurā, as a son of one of the brothers, to make a link between the Solar line and the Krishna legend, is very clumsy.¹ So much for the genealogy.

It seems to me that we must recognize two localities for the Sun race in India, apart, I mean, from the Northern tribes whom we cannot connect with Ikshwāku, or certainly decide to be Aryan. (1) The Ayodhya centre, with which I may connect Vaiśāli and Mithilā as being in the same general region, and represented by the same family. (2) A centre in the Indus Valley, and Saurāṣṭra, with some further obscure connection with the Vindhyān country, about which only faint surmises can be hazarded. Both these call for some remark.

I. The Agni Purāṇa is said (but I have not been able to verify the reference) to represent the Solar race as emigrating (from the north-west) to Oudh long before the (Lunar) tribes moved to the Ganges. Fergusson boldly states as a fact, that these tribes went to Oudh a thousand years before the other Aryans advanced.² The general sense of the authorities seems to be that Ayodhya and Vaiśāli are the earliest kingdoms,³ and the move to occupy Mithilā somewhat later. The subkingdoms of Śravasti and Kapilavastu seem also to be a little later still. In any case these are the special domains of the direct line of Ikshwāku. They seem never to have very much altered, though particular territories in the Eastern part may have been lost. Indeed, the Solar kingdoms do not appear to

¹ As, indeed, is the way in which some statements regarding the supernatural origin of Krishna are grafted on to the narrative of his purely human family and exploits. It almost looks as if some later hand had made a very rude mosaic by letting pieces into another narrative (see especially the passage in Wilson’s Ed., pp. 439-40). As Krishna’s human life and exploits could not be got rid of, it seems as if an attempt was made to attach his family to the dignified Solar Line rather than to the outlandish Yādava, but feebly and tentatively by this one suggestion; it could not really be done.

² “Tree and Serpent Worship,” p. 59.

³ On the supposition that the V.P. is in error in making Viśāla a late descendant.
have much place in early legendary history at all. Probably the position so far north and east of the central region made them somewhat outside the current of affairs. The aspect of things, however, changed much with the rise of Buddhism in one of the Eastern tribes. The kingdom of Ayodhya, equally with Vaiśāli and Mithilā, must have been of very limited extent; and Ayodhya, as a Hindu centre, must have come to an end at a then relatively recent date—perhaps some time after the great war. The real importance of the Oudh region, as known to us, is Buddhist, not Hindu. Śravasti and Kapilavastu, not Ayodhya, are historical centres. It was not only that from this neighbourhood Buddhism arose, but the whole country, from its proximity to Magadha and the sacred associations of Gāyā, gained political as well as religious importance. From this centre, the Mauryan emperor was able to send the Buddhist faith almost all over India.

The entire silence of the Mahābhārata and the Vishnu-Purāṇa about Ayodhya is remarkable. In the case of the former we may suppose the great glory of Ayodhya and the Rāma dynasty to have already passed away; for King Vrihadbala of Kosala is mentioned among the allies, but without any particular distinction. His place in the list of descent shows that the great war was understood to have happened more than thirty generations after Rāma. The Vishnu-Purāṇa deserves a little more notice. I cannot pretend to judge of its date from a literary or linguistic point of view, but from its contents it could not apparently have been written or compiled before the fifth or sixth century of our era—at a date, I mean, when the Mālava tribe had established themselves in the country which then acquired their name, and especially when all the invading Indo-Scythian, Gujar, and Hūṇa tribes were well known. The writer, at some orthodox Hindu capital, would know nothing about Oudh. Always girt with

1 I take the list as in Lassen, I, App., pp. xiii, xiv.
2 This is discussed further on. The tribe was certainly not an early one in the locality, but is placed there in the V.P.
forest, the country by that time had been destroyed, and its palaces were buried in jungle; even the Buddhist centres had long been laid more or less in ruins, as we know from Fa-Hian and Hwen Thsang. The author would hesitate to commit himself to definite details about Ayodhya, and only vaguely alludes to better known places—Sravasti, Kapilavastu, and Vaisali.

The whole history really centres round Rama; even his sons Lava and Kusa do not make any figure. The V.P. says nothing of Lava, but apparently means (with the Raghuvaṃsa) to continue Kusa at Ayodhya, where he is ultimately followed by Vrihadhala, who ends the line. The V.P. 'prophecically' continues the list of kings, and (though unwilling to say anything about the Buddhist kings) is obliged to allude to Suddhodhana and Sākya. These, however, were not kings of Ayodhya, but of the region east-north-east of Oudh. The V.P. has accounted for Buddha (in an earlier chapter) as an 'illusory being' created to beguile the 'Daityas,' who oppose the worship of the true gods. Early destruction overtook the whole country, as I have said; and the first information we have is from the European geographers. We find Ptolemy's map showing the Tanganai (Taṅgaṇa tribe of the M.) in the north, and the Maroundai (or Maraemdaī) below them. Here, too, are the Amanichai, and the Sandrabatis (Chandravaṃsi?), possibly a real relic of the old Lunar race in Partavgarh. What the nationality of the tribes so named may be, has not, I believe, been ascertained.

In this connection it is natural to think of the Bharata. Whether or not the existing Bhar tribes, still numerous in Oudh and the further part of the N.W.P., are a surviving relic, it is quite certain that the 'very numerous' race of

1 This is well put in the Oudh Gazetteer, Introduction, xxxiii, xxxiv.
2 The Vāyu-P. makes Lava reign at Sravasti. In the V.P. there is some apparent attempt to make Kusa in some way connected with the Kosala beyond the Vindhyan, and to make him found a city on the brow of the Vindhyan hills.
3 It seems that these may either be subject tribes which regained independence by the destruction of Aryan overlords, or some new invasion of Indo-Scythians. There is a mention of a Marunda tribe in Samudragupta's inscription, but apparently it is on the North-West frontier.
Bharata are represented as settling within the same general limits as the Kuru-Paṇḍūla, etc., and in the very regions where Bhar clans still remain or were formerly dominant. On the usual plan in the Epics and Purāṇas, Bharata becomes a king in the Doab; and though the matter is never clearly stated, it is implied that the Bharata people are absorbed into, and under, the Aryan race who dominated the country. And as it is curious that both the Lunar and Solar genealogies adopt Bharata, it is natural to suggest the reason of this, viz., that the tribe was taken into the pale of Aryan tribes, partly into the Solar and partly into the Lunar. In origin they may have been Dravidian, since they were builders, like so many Dravidian tribes. I do not know whether the peculiar (sūrajbedi) position of their 'tanks' can be taken as an indication of Sun-worship, or whether anything can be inferred from the pointed beards of the kings in sculpture; but this is quite a subsidiary matter. Now, if the best houses and clans became 'Hindu,' there might well have been a lower stratum not so received, which fused with similar local clans of Kolarian race: and we know (in other parts) that Kolarian have so mixed with Dravidian and other races. In that case, the upper class of 'Bharata' would cease to be separately mentioned or enumerated, and would have shared the fortunes and the eclipse of the Brahmanic, military, and other, Hindus in the Central region, while the lower class, which now appears alone to survive, may be (in part) a remnant that never attained any social position, and (in part) include vestiges of some clans who have really fallen from a once superior rank. It is hardly possible to read the notices of the Bharata in literature, and their association with an evidently Brahmanic teacher like Visvāmitra, without feeling that they must have been freely admitted among the Aryan tribes.1

1 As to the statement that the 'Bhar' (as a whole) are Kolarian, I cannot find that it is supported by any general evidence. It cannot be inferred from the connection of the (very uncertainly spelt) name of the Bhar people with 'Bar'—the Indian fig-tree—because that derivation is quite arbitrary; and it is very doubtful if, the tribal name being really Bharata or Bhārata, that name could be
Regarding the ‘Solar’ territories beyond Oudh to the east and north-east, I have obtained very little information, but the Buddhist writings may give more. We find Buddhodhana, the father of ‘Gautama’ Buddha, reigning over a clan called Śākya; and whether that is connected with ‘Gautama’ (and implies a Brahman (?) descent), or with a ‘Rājput’ clan which many centuries later bore the name of ‘Gautam,’ I am unable to say. A genuine Śākya inscription, though a short one, has recently been discovered. Whether this was really a Brahmanical kingdom, and in what stage of Hindu development, cannot be stated; but the Buddhist writings mention many Brahmans in the Śākya country. Next to the Śākya, and separated by the Kohāna river, was the Koliyan tribe, to which Buddha’s mother, and his early deserted wife, belonged. In the neighbourhood, too, and close to the northern hills, we hear of the Malla or Mallaki tribe of Kapilavastu, in nine divisions. Here, too, are the Liçchavi tribe of Vaiśāli, also in nine divisions, and understood to be ‘Suryavamsi.’ Such was their dignity that the Gupta emperors were afterwards proud to record on inscriptions and coins, their connection with the family: it seems probable that the Gupta era was really derived from the Liçchavi.

II. The other possible centres of ‘Solar’ tribes are but vaguely indicated.

I have mentioned already the Ikshwāku kings on the Indus as alluded to in the Ṛgveda and the Mahābhārata.

derived from Bar (Skt. Vaṇa). It is true that Mr. Crookes says of some of the Bhar tribes (Crookes, ii, 9, 10) that they “propitiate evil spirits in the old fig-trees in the village” and worship ‘five ancestors’—pāṇḍūpīr. The existing Bhar are apparently a very mixed race, and have no distinct language; the presence of some Kolarian customs would not necessarily indicate that the whole race was Kolarian. On the contrary, if they are the remains of a larger race coming from the North-West and contemporary with the Aryans, their origin would more probably be Turanian.

1 Beames’ Elliot, Gloss., i, 115 ff. They do not appear in history before the Muhammadan conquest of Kanauj, and only near Fatihpur on the Ganges.

2 Kalpasutra (Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxii, p. 266). Mr. Hewitt also refers to the Sūmaṅgala Viḷāsana, in the Pāli Text Society’s edition, regarding the Śakya. This I have not seen.

3 Like some other tribes of the period, the Liçchavi are said to have been at first non-monarchical; when they accepted kingly rule, Jayadeva I originated the Nepāl era.
The genealogy of the Purāṇa would suggest some connection with the sun-worshippers in Taxila and the N.W. Panjāb hills. So, again, we have an ancient descendant of Ikshwāku's brother made to dominate a (not extensive) local kingdom in the Gujarāt peninsula (Anarta). Still more vague is the suggestion that there must be some cause for the attachment of the name ‘Kosala,’ not only to ‘Oudh’ (distinguished as Uttara Kosala, i.e. Kosala in the north), but to ‘Mahā Kosalā,’ a place south of the Vindhyan line, including the Čhattisgarh plain, and possibly including places nearer the Vindhyan hills at the western end.\(^1\) When the Solar prince Bāhu or Bahu-kā is attacked by the Tālajāṅgha and Haihaya tribes, it is implied\(^2\) that he was driven out of his kingdom into the forest; and unless we suppose the Western Tālajāṅgha clasmens to have marched as far as the Oudh region (Northern Kosala), the more natural suggestion is that the Solar princes had, formerly, dominions somewhere in the Eastern (or even Western) Vindhyan region, near the old Haihaya and Tālajāṅgha. More I cannot say; but it is worth while noticing that a tribe of real antiquity, and still known in Oudh (Hardoi, etc.) and the eastern part of Upper India, as the ‘Nikumbh,’ seems to have some connection with such a Vindhyan locale. Mr. Crookes quotes Cunningham as accepting their descent from Nikumbhā, who, though omitted in the short Solar genealogy of the Rāmāyana, is nevertheless apparently fully entitled to a place. It is known on fairly good evidence\(^3\) that, being at some remote date driven from Oudh, this clan acquired possessions, not only in Alwar and that part of Rājputāna, but that they preceded the Sisodhya in Mewār (whence perhaps they expelled the Mērs, who gave the name to the country?). Not only so, but Mr. Crookes refers to two twelfth and early thirteenth century inscriptions found in Kānhdēś,\(^4\) in which the reigning

---

1 See Lassen, i, 688, and the references in the note.
2 See Wilson, V.P., p. 373.
3 The whole case is stated in Crookes (Tribes of the N.W.P.), vol. iv, 86 ff.
4 Crookes, vol. iv, p. 86.
king is said to have descended from King Nikumbhā, in whose line Mandhātā (Mandhātri of the lists) was famous, as well as Sagara and others. The Hardoi district and other settlements in Oudh and those in Gorakhpur, are return settlements (from Alwar) in the fifteenth century. Another account connects them with the Kaśchwāha from Jaipur, and as in service with the Rāthor of Kanauj and the Tuār of Delhi. Both may be true. There is also a connected clan calling themselves merely ‘Raghuvaṃsi,’ as belonging to Raghu, a later descendant of Nikumbhā, and near to Rāma (who is often designated ‘Rāghava’). Some of the Raghuvaṃsi have wandered as far as the Panjāb (Jammu border), where they are often included in the ‘Manhās’ clan. In the present instance the point is, that apparently there was once a Solar locale as far west as Kānhdēś below the Vindhya, and some way west of the usually allotted site of Mahākosala.

In other respects it is always easy for any clan, especially one that had worshipped the Sun, to invent a connection with ‘Ayodhya’ and its kings. And as illustrating this side of the question, I may call attention to the stages of the process as pretty clearly shown by the ‘Solar’ origin which Tod confidently adopted for the leading clan of Mewār—the Grahi lot or Guhi lot, or Ahārya, or Sisodhya;¹ for all these names were successively adopted. We are told that the case is ‘proved’ by a twelfth-century local inscription, not found beyond Mewār itself; this, however, proves, not the truth of the legend, but its respectable antiquity.

Briefly the story is that a certain Kankasena (or Kanakse na, unknown to the genealogies, but called in the bard’s biruda ‘Kosalaputra’), said to be a descendant of Rāma, emigrated from a far distant western place called ‘Lohkot’—possibly Lahore (?), somewhere in the Indus region, and certainly not in or near Oudh. From that position we are not surprised to find the adventurer going direct to Northern

¹ Tod’s statement is in vol. i, 177 ff. (reprint).
Gujarat, and wrestling a dominion from the 'Pramāra' (were any 'Pramāra' heard of before the fifth century A.D. at earliest?). Kankasena founded Birnagar (on the mainland) in this dominion. Four generations later another descendant founded the places now called Dholka and Sihūr. Vallabhipura was founded by successors at an indefinite period after that. 'Śīlādityā' and other kings reigned in glory for a long period, certainly till after A.D. 766 (for which year we have a dated inscription of Śīlādityā VI (or VII). From the destruction of the city (in which the king was slain), the queen (a Pramāra lady) escaped, and gave birth to Guhā, who was chosen (in his retreat) by the Bhils as their king. His eighth descendant was Nāgādityā, and he was father of Bappa or Bappaka, who, after some strange adventures, became the real founder of the fortunes of the Guhilot (or Grahilot) clan (apparently first named after Guhā). Tod's records show this ancestor as capturing the famous fort of 'Cheetore' (Cīthūr) from possessors who were of the 'Maurya' clan, known in the West, but whom the annals say were 'Pramāra,' and as such related to Bappa's mother. This would bring the clan to the end of the tenth or the eleventh century.

Now we know something of the original Senapati Bhaṭṭārka, the sun-worshipping chief who founded the Vallaabh dynasty, and we have several inscriptions of his successors. Their most probable connection was with the Bāla race, one of the earlier Northern invaders (originally

1 From some Mewar records Tod obtained the date 'Samvat' 201 for Kankasena, and assumed (the impossible) application of the Vikrama era; and so later writers speak of the date A.D. 144-5 as an ascertained fact! I do not know what is the authority (if any) for the Samvat figures; but assuming them, the earliest (if it is a Śaka date) would be c. 279 A.D. for Kankasena; but if the Valabhi era is meant (which is possible) it would be c. A.D. 520. As several generations passed away before Kankasena's posterity founded Vallabhipura, and the number is not given, it is impossible to compare with the actual probable date of the building of the city.

2 There are some instrucive remarks about the word Bappa in *Bom. Gaz.*, vol. i, pt. 1, pp. 83 ff., where also a Gurjara origin is suggested. This does not commend itself to me in any way. The Bāla (Mallī?) were in India long before the Yu-chi, Taṣara, or Gurjara, though very possibly of ultimately the same ethnic stock.

3 See Arch. Rep., ii, 34. There are still (ancient) 'Vāla' estates of Dhānk in Gujarāt, and Chamādī in Kāthiāwār. See *Bom. Gaz.*, vol. viii, p. 129, as to the Vāla and their admixture with the Kāthi (Kathaci of the Greeks).
contemporary with the Ghakkar of the Panjáb), who, at a long subsequent period, moved towards Gujarát and Rājputāna. Here they rose to power and became orthodox Hindus; and then the Court bards, knowing the real antiquity of the race and its fine qualities and physique, but not knowing any other origin, hastened to link on the traditional ancestors with the venerated name of 'Rāma' and the Ayodhya legend.

The Rājput clan of Kaçchhapaghāta or Kaçhwāha, affords another example of much the same kind, unless, indeed, we can assume a real connection with the Nikumbh or Raghuvamsa. The clan has its origin in the Vindhyan country, or rather is first heard of there; and rose to power at Amber and Jaipur. There is no etymological (or any other) connection with Kuṣa, the son of Rāma.¹ Other examples will be mentioned under the head of 'Rājput.' Behind all the stories, it is quite possible that there may be some racial affinity of early sun-worshipping tribes who came to India from the same original home, but at different periods; and that thus all, even the Ayodhya family, may have this remote degree of community of origin. In this connection it may be mentioned that even in the Rāmāyana account, intending to deal with Daśaratha father of Rāma, and others, as orthodox kings, the sovereign is represented as in relation with a number of foreign princes who cannot be regarded as orthodox or even Hindu—such as the king of the Kekaya in the far Panjáb, and the king of Angādes, whose name 'Lompada' suggests a Šaka connection—who all come to his 'aswamedh' sacrifice.² He invites also (early) kings of Kāśi and Magadha (probably meaning pre-Lunar kings); and himself, in the course of preparation, visits Manipur, in the East Central Provinces, which is another of those slight indications of some Solar dominion in another 'Kosala' beyond the Vindhyā.

¹ Which only arises from careless spelling of 'Cushwāha,' 'Kusha,' etc.
² A peculiarly 'Solar' institution, as the horse was sacred to the Sun. Is not this sacrifice (as Tod has illustrated) really of non-Brahmanic, Northern origin?
If we try to form any general idea of the Solar tribes, it is that they may have been a group distinguished by special worship of the Sun, while other Aryan relatives worshipped other gods of Nature, and yet other (cognate) tribes worshipped the Earth-God, and the Serpent. It seems probable that one tribe became especially celebrated, adopting Brahmanical ordinances, and so became extolled by Brahmanical writers, while the others remained in greater or lesser obscurity. Any later clan that had any kind of connection with this Sun-worshipping race, when it afterwards became Hindu (or Brahmanical), would, on attaining to power or dignity, hasten to invent a genealogy from Rāma and his sons. Of the greatness and glory of Ayodhya as a kingdom or city we have no details; even the Rāmāyana hastens away from the subject to follow the fortunes of the hero in his distant and romantic adventures. The kingdom has no connection even with legendary history of other kingdoms; no vestige of it has ever been known; it is simply a matter of devout Hindu belief. It seems, however, only too likely that when all India bowed down to Buddha, and the traditions of the 'light of Asia' centred round Gāyā, Śravasti, Kapilavastu, and other places, giving them sanctity and renown, the Brahmanical writers and poets determined not to be behindhand, and built up the mythic glories of Ayodhya as the Brahmanic counterpoise to the Buddhist capitals; while for the same reason they surrounded Rāma with a halo of glory and romance to eclipse, if possible, the figure of Gautama Buddha.

1 "Ayodhya," writes the author of the Oudh Gazetteer (Introd., cap. iii), "its eponymous city, was the capital of that happy kingdom in which all that the Hindu reveres or desires was realized as it never can be realized again, and the seat of that glorious dynasty which began with the Sun and culminated, after sixty generations, in the incarnate deity and perfect man Rāma."

2 Just as the Krishna cult seems to have been encouraged, if not invented, by the Vaiṣṇava sect, as a rival to the Śaivaite worship; though naturally the populace accepted both together.
III. The Rajput Tribes.

It has to be remarked of ‘Rajput’ clans and septs in general, that they are almost entirely confined to Upper India, from the Panjáb to Bihár, and to a belt of country south of the Jamna, represented by the region extending from Gujarát on the west to Bághelkhand beyond Rajputána. Only a very small minority of tribes is found in what can be supposed to be an original or even early location. In the North-West Provinces and Oudh nearly every ‘Rajput’ settlement dates from the time of the earlier or later Moslem conquests.¹

It is worthy of remark that while other ruling races or clans are found in the Centre, in the East, and in the South, of India, no one calls them ‘Rajput’; the term is limited, not only to the area of the original Aryan domination, but to that in which also the Jats, Mehs, Gurjara, and others, also locally settled; so that the Brahmanic directors of social usage were driven to find some designation which would embrace various ruling clans and houses, the greater part of whom would only by a great stretch of fancy be connected with the long extinct or decayed tribes of the old Kshatriya stock.

It is noteworthy, as regards the Panjáb, that it is only in the eastern districts bordering on the North-West Provinces—the territory of the later Hindu tribes like the Tuár, Cauhán, etc., of Delhi and Kanaúj—that Rajput clans are found bearing the names that occur in Rajputána and the Maháyadeśa. In other parts, the tribes not only bear other names, but are evidently of a different kind. Sometimes, they appear to be remnants of really ancient tribes, necessarily Brahmanic or Aryan. It is also remarkable that numerically, the Rajputs of the Bhatti tribe (under

¹ I have given instances in Ind. Vill. Comm., pp. 99, 277.
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several sectional names) are the prevailing type. And these are of Yādava origin. Not, indeed, that they are frequently found in their original settlements; for most of them say they were first in Bhṛtiṇā, Jaisalmīr, etc., and came thence to their present homes. Where this is not the case, the ‘Rājput’ is really the Indo-Scythian, thinly disguised by a tradition of certain clans (if they are still Hindu\(^\text{1}\)) which affirms descent from some hero of the Epics, or a ‘Solar’ descent from ‘Ajudhya.’ Here and there a wandering colony of tribes from Rājputāna, or even from Western India, may be found; and a very few really old (possibly Aryan) families in the hill country.

There is no doubt that a great majority of the clan names in the Panjab belong both to the ‘Rājput’ and the ‘Jat’ sections. And this indicates that when the numerous Bāla, Indo-Scythian, Gūjar, and Hūṇa tribes settled, the leading military and princely houses were accepted as ‘Rājput,’ while those who took frankly to cultivation became ‘Jat.’ I think, too, that the in. rior or doubtful local tribes called ‘Rāuat’ (or Rāwat) and ‘Thakar’ really represent descendants of some ancestor who might have attained rank, but had married a widow, or married in a lower class, or committed some other breach of clan ‘etiquette’ which caused his family to fall in the social scale.

Another similar instance of specialization occurs (as might be expected) in Gujarāt and Kāthiavād: a certain number of special tribes not much known elsewhere—Jhareja, Jhālā, or Mākwāna, Rahbār, Padhīār, Nārodā, Jētwā, etc.—are there famous.

At this point I may introduce (chiefly on the authority of the Census and Ibbetson’s Memoir) a list of the Panjab ‘Rājputs,’ distinguishing (as is necessary) the hills by the plains, the West districts and the East, marking with an asterisk those names that are ‘Jat’ as well as ‘Rājput.’

\(^{1}\) Many clans have long become Musulmān, and then often claim descent from some Moslem source.
THE DISTINCT CHARACTER OF PANJAB RÄJPUTS.

A.

Eastern Hills, Kängra and eastward, Hushyrpur, etc.

Khatoch (very likely really a relic of the old (Yädava?) kings of Trigartta)—Pathianiya—Goleria—Dharwäl—Kandela—Pathiäl—Jaewal—Laddu—Närä—Ghorewâha (said to be Kaçhwâha)—Manj (or Kilç) —Täoñ (their) themselves ‘Bhatti’ descendants of Sâlivâhan.

B.

Dhünd—Sati—Ketwäl—*Dhaniäl—*Bakhral—Budhäl—Alpiäl (seem to be Man)—Kaniäl.

(B) Sait Range Country. —Kahât—Mair—Kasr—Jodra and Gheba. [All the above are possibly relics of old tribes, not in any way connected with known sources of origin.]

*Janjhaa—are almost the only tribe of this group allowed real Râjput rank—call themselves Râthor from Marwâr—(Khâr) (Khar are a subdivision of them).

(y) (Jamnu border)—Jamnâhâs (with a superior mind, a long falling ‘j’—(joh, evidently, to relic of a very old Arzâm) (now always Moslem) ‘Raghbânsi’ (often called ‘Salabria—Kâtîl (Jamnâhâs also), of course claiming to be ‘Salar’ (see below).)

C.

*Tuñwâr (the Tuâr or Tomara) and Jatu (clan).

*Cauñhâ—*Mandahâr (a purely local clan, derive themselves from Lava)—Prändir (said to be a relic of Colonel Tod’s extinct Dâhima)—Gaur and Gaurwa—Bargûjar—Jadum—Bariya (?—Ghorewâha—Räthor—Naipal (a Bhatti clan in Firozpur district).

[I do not recognize *Bâgri’ (inhabitant of the Bâgar or prairies of Bikâñer), *Râ’ut’ (any inferior or impure Râjput race), or ‘Rångar’ (any peasant Râjput become Mussulmân) as real tribal or clan names.]

D.

*Puñwâr or Pramâra, found all along Sutlej and Lower Indus; also up the Biå; also colony in south-east *Dhûdi clan of the same, on Sutlej; also Mekhân (Shâhpur district).

Bhatti (Bhatti of other parts) (Yädava), far the largest tribe; many have been established by later reflex element from Bhattiâna.

Nû, Nûn, Mîtrû, Râunjha are local subdivisions or of Bhatti.

(possibly Cauñhâ).

and Hirjû on Chinâb river. (If descended from Hûdi, are certainly Indo-Scythian; but are said to be ‘Puñwâr.’)

(really a branch of Siâl).

(said to be Cauñhâ).

Kathi not properly of Râjput rank; *Târâr, *Virk, are doubtfully Râjput.
Turning now to the Rājput clans in several observations which apply to the whole group.

In the first place, in regard to every single nation, it will not escape attention that a large number of clans and septs have been formed out of a sacred fire, which occurred, not in the old region of the Epic wars, but in the Mount Abu, in the Rājputāna-Vindhyā region. The legend itself we will examine presently.

Another considerable group (especially in Oudh and the North-West Provinces) escape the effort to trace them very far, because their intangible tradition derives the existing clan from a singular chief, whose name is sometimes suggestive of Aryan origin, but that is all. Once more, it is certain that several clans, of respectable place in history, a respected ancestor who married a female of some well-connected foreign birth, or of no rank at all. To inferior rank, or of foreign birth, the Bundela (or Čandella), the Bundela this class belong the Čā r-ranked Rāthor or Gāhārwār), (connected with the high 'Gaurī'; also the tribe with the Chamār-Gaur, and other sufficiently good rank) of the very un-Aryan name (bu 'Bargujār.' 1

A further general observation is first definite origin—the place where the tribe were heard of—may be made. It is only that the older fighting races must have some cases wholly, in others very near effect of internecine wars and invasions. Nevertheless it is, in cases, extremely likely that scattered remnants of old (and these in time left descendants have taken refuge in and along the again in the Rājputāna country and

1 On this subject I may refer to Cunningham, vol. xx, quoted by Crookes (iv, 219).
fastnesses. It is hardly necessary to remark that in these remote places, with the strong survival of clan feeling and rules of exogamy, it is possible for clans to remain with some evidence of origin for many centuries. They have not moved again, nor been subject to fresh vicissitudes. In Europe it is quite different; there, continual movement and the absence of clan customs and feeling, render undistinguishable fusion a consequence as inevitable as it is speedy. No one would undertake to trace out the probable descendants, say, of Alfred the Great or of the last Emperor of Constantinople. But in the Hills and remoter parts of India, out of the line of general traffic and the march of invading armies, the conditions are altogether different.

In the Himalayan States, we notice that not a few of the (individual) ruling chiefs belong to well-known (Rājputāna) tribes; and their presence is accounted for by the fact that they were driven from an earlier home by the Moslem invasions. It is quite possible that the same thing may have happened with still earlier tribal remnants, flying from much earlier calamities. To this latter origin, I believe, the Katoch families of Kangra,¹ the Čībh, Manhās, etc., in the Panjāb may be ascribed. After such a lapse of time it is quite likely that some may have fallen to the lower peasant rank, and have also become Mussulmān; while only a few retain traces of ancient royalty, and are still dignified chiefs.

But the Himalayas are distant; and a much nearer refuge-ground from defeat and slaughter in the battlefields of the Eastern Panjāb, Rohilkhand, and the Ganges plain, would be found in Bundelkhand, Bāghelkhand, and the country of Kūlañjara, Jaipur, Gwālior, Alwar, and Rājputāna generally. Here remnants of Aryan tribes would be much mixed up with Yādava driven out of the Panjāb and the Indus Valley, and with other Northern tribes

¹ In Lyall's Kangra Sett. Report, the fanciful legend of origin is given; showing that they have (naturally) forgotten any real ancestry, and believe themselves older than either Solar or Lunar! But it is quite possible that they may really be a relic of the Yādava king of Trigartta, preserved in that quiet retreat.
who can be traced,—followers of the Śakā Satraps, the Bālā and Kāthi, the Meṛ, the Gurjarā, and others. This may be more especially illustrated by the case of the Mālwa country, part of which is a rich and desirable plateau land. We hear of kings of Avanti or Ujjayini in Epic times, but not of any such name as Mālava applied to the whole country.¹ It is difficult to say when, in literature, the country is first called Mālava, or a tribe of that name mentioned in that particular locality. It is all the more so because the date of the different sections of the Mahābhārata is not settled; moreover, there are several tribes with very similar names. We know specially of a Malla, or Mallaka, tribe under the Nepāl Himalaya, and of the Malloi of Arrian, whose capital was Mallasthāna, or Multān. In the account of the victories of Bhīma (Digvijaya-parva) two countries are mentioned both belonging to the ‘Malla’ tribes, one under the Himalaya, and another apparently near Thanesar, situated above the Niṣāda country, near Vināśana where the Saraswati river disappears in the sand.

In the Bhishma-parva (list of people and countries) ‘Mallarāśtra’ being placed next to Kerala, seems to mean ‘Mahārāśtra.’² Another allusion in the M. (Drona-parva, v. 2,427) I have not been able to verify. But quite a number of these tribes, called Mallā, Mālava (and similar forms), are mentioned in the Vishnu-P.³ And once in this work (book ii, ch. 3)⁴ there is a clear reference to ‘Mālwa’ itself, since the Mālava people have their dwelling in the Paripātra Mountains. In the Brihat Samhita I believe the name occurs without doubt, but that is a fifth or sixth century date.

¹ The ‘country of Avanti’ is still spoken of in Rudradāman’s inscriptions, circa 150 A.D. Dhār and Ujjayini to the north, were in early times most probably approached from the Narhada Valley by the opening in the hills at Mban, through which the modern railway passes. Ujjayini lies a little way east of the Chambal Valley. The route to and from Mālwa via Nimach and Ratlam would come into use later on.
² Wilson, V.P., p. 188.
³ V.P., p. 185. The Māla are mentioned between the Bodha and the Matsya. Wilson thinks this refers to Chattisgarh. On p. 193 we have Mālava (var. lect. Mālaka, Mājara) and also Mālava (var. lect. Vallabhā).
⁴ V.P., p. 177.
The Mālava tribe was apparently not under monarchical rule at first; and when kings arose they kept the use of the 'tribal' era which (for some reason) the tribe had adopted from the Śakā conquest and Hema Kadpisa (B.C. 57). We also hear of the same tribe as one of the frontier people of Samudragupta's empire, in the latter part of the fourth century. When the 'kings of Mālava (eo nomine) first appear, is not, I believe, known; nor is it certain that the tribe occupied the entire country. We have Mālava (tribal) coins, which resemble those of the Nāga princes of Padmāvaṭī (Narwar in Gwālior, Central India) contemporary with the Guptas. The first inscription that I have been able to trace mentioning a 'king of Mālava' is dated v. 770 or A.D. 689. It seems, then, we have an example of a country some part of which only was anciently possessed, and which underwent a complete alteration by domination of a foreign tribe (or tribes), perhaps impelled to that quarter by this forward movement of other tribes. They may quite possibly be connected with the Bālā and Valabhipura; and if they came from the South or South-East Panjāb, they would have been impelled by the movement, or series of movements (that brought the Gurjara also), occurring during the early centuries of our era. That they had some connection with the Śakā appears from their adopting the era which afterwards the Ujjain astronomers took in hand and rendered permanent. Many similar changes must have taken place in neighbouring countries, and new ruling clans been introduced, especially about the period of the death of Harshadeva (or Harshavardhana), in the second half of the seventh century.

The eighth century is the general date when most of the Rājput clans are first heard of historically. In this way Rājputāna—east and west, Mālwa, and the country further

1 See J.R.A.S., Oct. 1897, pp. 860–882. The coins (not earlier than the fifth century) are described in Rapson (Bühler's Encyclopaedia of Eastern Research), pp. 12, 13, to which Professor Macdonell kindly called my attention, as also to a notice in Bom. Gaz., vol. i., pt. 2, p. 311.

2 Rapson, § 101.
north, became the centre of the Rajput tribes, including older ‘Hindu’ elements, as well as Indo-Scythian, Gurjara, and Jat (to a more limited extent),¹ not to mention the Meḍ (who gave name to Mevāḍ, or Mewāṛ) and other Hūṇa clans. When these tribes found their dominions (or their vassal possessions under the more powerful leaders) at Ujjain, Jodhpur, Ædepur, Ajmer, Amber, Kālañjara, and Gwālior, they became ‘Hindus,’ if not so already; their coins (where any exist) and inscriptions would give Sanskritized names, and already the way would be smoothed to a new rank or caste position in Hindu society. Only the humbler ranks, who were content with agriculture or cattle-grazing, would retain names suggesting their origin —Jat, Meṛ, Gujar, etc. And there are a few tribes who rose to some importance, but were too far distant to attract literary notice, except from local and colloquial bards. It is to this circumstance that the distinct character of the Panjāb Rajputs may (in so many cases) be attributed. It explains also why tribes like the Vāla of Dhānk, the Jetvā, or the Jhālā of Kāthiāwar, all of whom are really Northern tribes, but locally allowed Rajput rank and glorified by local bards, do not appear among the ‘Rajputs’ of the central-northern region. I must take the opportunity of noting that the name ‘Gurjara’ was once an honoured one,² though now (except for the little State of Sāmthar) there is no royal relic of the tribe. ‘Gujars’ are quite a low class. But it will often happen that the upper houses and clans of a Northern race have received new names (and that in several different branches),

¹ Jats seem to have preferred the Panjāb and the Rohilkhand districts; they extended, however, to Rājputāna.
² In at least one of the lists of the ‘thirty-six houses’ the Gurjara were admitted to a place. At any rate they were sufficiently influential to make their name adhere to a country over the whole of which they never had dominion, and over part of which their dominion was not very long lived. There is of course no early literary use of Gurjarāṣṭra, nor am I aware of its use by a later writer of pure Sanskrit. Gujarāt (or Gujarāth) was constructed by Moślem historians on the same principle as Saurāṣṭra from the Saura tribe. In the Ædepur prassāṭi King Bhīmdēv I of Anhilpur (a.d. 1021-1063) is still called ‘Lord of Lāṭa and King of Gurjara.’
while an older racial name has only adhered to the humbler classes of the same stock.

From this central belt of country, the relics of older ‘Hindu’ tribes and the others mentioned were in time prepared to redistribute their growing numbers. For, with the Moslem conquest (which at first had the effect of further dispersing such Hindu leaders as were still in Hinduland), came the necessity for countenancing the more energetic clans, and enlisting their services under the Empire. Accordingly, from, say, the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries, we find our now thoroughly ‘Hindu’ tribes, under their later established names, gradually issuing forth—sometimes in considerable bodies, sometimes in small parties under energetic leaders—to return to ‘Hindustan,’ where the sites of the old Aryan kingdoms were either long grown over with dense jungle, or were partially occupied by agricultural settlements, ruled over by (resuscitated) Dóm, Thāru, Pāsi, Bhar, or Ćeru chiefs, according to locality.

Rājputāna and the vicinity thus became the locale where many new clans were built up,—some of them unconnected by race with the ‘Hindu’ castes. But some clans, too, are clearly derived from the upper Dakhan and from the eastern end of the Vindhyanas—perhaps from Magadha itself. Of the latter, the Āndhra¹ form a noteworthy instance. Of the former, we have an example in the wide-branching Rāṣṭrakūṭa, whom we can trace from the West Coast to Gujarāt and the country east of it, whence a stroke of fortune took one branch to Kanauj and Jodhpur.

On the general question of origin, one other remark naturally occurs: it is that by the adoption of Hinduism, and by the occurrence of names in Sanskrit or Prakrit inscriptions, these clans may take on a much more ‘Hindu’ appearance than their origin sometimes warrants. We

¹ It is to be wished that we had some more definite authority or knew the source of the alleged division of the Āndhra into the real family (the Āndhrajāti) and the ‘Andhrabhārtyā.’ It does seem as if there was some such distinction in this widely dominating race. Wilson, V.P., p. 472 (note).
find in inscriptions long and splendid names compounded with ‘deva,’ ‘simha,’ ‘vammma,’ ‘āditya,’ etc., etc., but we are not bound to suppose that these are the real personal names of the chiefs; indeed, every now and then have a glimpse of what appear to be the actual names, as Allāta, Dhaṅga, Karka, Kakka, Rajjila, Bauka,fulla, Silluka, Bhilluka, Kokalla, Lāh, etc., etc. Their y titles, Rāna (or Rāno), Rāo (locally Rāv), are forms more associated with those on the Kuṣan and Śakā coins than with Sanskrit. Many of the Northern nations coming in later times to India must have had some ethnical affinity with the tribes more entitled to be described as ‘Aryan,’ ‘Vaiśya,’ etc. And at or before the beginning of our era, there would have been little or no barrier to a rapid fusion of races and clans. At most, the barriers would have been those of rank, dignity, and admitted clan-affinity (all the clans being exogamous). In due course of time all ranks became orthodox Hindus, and (as I have remarked in another connection) caste is strictly observed, while new names and fabulous descents from some sage or hero of the Epic days are invented. It is curious that Brahmanic orthodoxy, while it introduced (or supported) the practice of ‘Satī,’ the non-marriage of widows, and the veneration for the cow, did not banish some prior national customs—the use of spirits and eating flesh (for example), or the worship of the sun, the horse,

1 What is the real origin of the inferior title Thākur, which is applied also to the whole class in parts of the North-West Provinces, while Thakar appears in the Panjāb as the name of an inferior group? Among the Nāga princes of Gondwāna ‘Thākur’ meant the priest attached to the royal household (Cent. Prov. Gaz., Intro.d., p. lxvi).

2 In the late thirteenth century Karn, the unfortunate prince of the Vāghela division of the Čālukya, considered it beneath his dignity to give his daughter in marriage to a Yādava prince of Devagiri: he consented only as an alternative to seeing her married to a Moslem. But had the Devagiri chief (already called by the annalists Mahrātha) been of pure Yādava blood, such an objection would be unintelligible. Probably by that time they were of very mixed race. It is notorious in the pages of Tōd, Malcolm, and others, with what facility Rājputs of rank form unions, mostly irregular, with women of any class, and what numbers of inferior race—‘Dīsa,’ ‘Goli,’ etc.—are produced. Men of this birth may yet be of superior character and energy, and may originate houses, who rise far above the rank their origin would suggest, and attain to wealth and influence.
and arms. Sir J. Malcolm remarks: "To this day, every Rājput wears an amulet embossed with a figure of a horse and the sun. This mythological emblem is quite indispensable. It is, with all who can afford it, of gold; others are contented with silver; but the poorest Rajput makes this figure his first present to his infant male offspring. It is their personal deity, and receives their daily adoration. It is common also to wear the figure of a distinguished ancestor engraved on gold or silver . . . . its utility is chiefly as a charm to keep at a distance ghosts and evil spirits." 2

It is also curious to observe that, speaking generally, the Rājput, when still Hindu, has his own pride of caste and occupation, which is connected rather with birth and rank than with purity 3 as of a twice-born caste in the religious sense. At any rate, the existing Rājput standard is not at all that of the ideal Kshatriya of the 'Shāstra.' I need hardly refer to the evidence Tod has collected (and in such a matter his authority is unimpeachable) of the completely Northern or Scythian type which marks the customs of these proud tribes in the Rājputāna States. 4

In Rājputāna and Central India the actual rank and dignity of the Rājput families, and their position as chiefs, military commanders, or landlords, prevent the matter of caste-position from attracting notice; but in Gujarāt and Western India, where the families have suffered eclipse and are more in the peasant condition, so that their actual caste rank is more easily observed, Kinloch Forbes has remarked that the 'Rājput' by no means takes the highest (caste) place

---

1 The strict seclusion of females observed in the higher Rājput families (of which several extreme cases are given in the Rāsmālā for example) seems not so much to be the result of Hindu teaching as a measure of protection suggested by the conduct of the Moslems, at any rate during the earlier invasions and periods of local domination.

2 "Memoirs of Central India" (reprint), ii, 119. I am not aware whether such a custom is observed by the Rājput tribes in the North-West Provinces, Oudh, or the Panjab, by those really entitled to the rank.

next the Brahman, as he would do if recognized as really a ‘Kshatriya.’ In Gujarät, he says, that when speaking of the ‘ujjali-vasti,’ or ‘higher-caste people’ in general, the popular phrase is not ‘Brähman-Rājput,’ but ‘Brähman-Wāniyo,’ i.e. the Baniya caste has the next rank. The ‘Wāniyo’ will not even take water from the hand of a Rājput. All this points to the fact that any superior tribe, of ability to effect conquest and establish a local rule, might become ‘Rājput,’ but not literally take the place of the old military, ‘twice-born’ caste. And this is still more obvious in the case of the peasant landholding Rājputs in the Panjāb and North-West Provinces.

We may next turn to the specific account of the origin of the chief ‘Rājput’ tribes, which is indicated (or concealed?) by the story of the ‘Agnikula.’ In effect it states that four ancestors of four tribes were miraculously produced from the fire-fountain or sacrificial pit (Agnikunda) on Mount Abu. Such events do not admit of chronology; and Vasiṣṭha and Visvāmitra, who figure in the story, are ‘sages,’ independent both of lapse of time and change of place.

The singular granite peak of Mount Abu, belonging rather to Jaina antiquity, is quite outside the theatre of the action of Epic heroes and sages. But in itself it is one of those remarkable natural features which are sure, sooner or later, to be seized on as the scene of legendary occurrences, and to be covered with temples and shrines. On this spot were the ‘clans of the Fire-born’ produced. Each of the four names is given a certain (but neither lucid nor probable) meaning. Apart from the fact that the story merely conceals an origin that was either unknown or not thought suitable to be disclosed, it is not in itself worth

1 Rāsmālā, p. 536. See also the remarks about Vaiśya at p. 553.
2 Visvāmitra, though himself an Arrau, is always connected in one way or another with non-Brahmanic tribes. Here he is introduced as taking away Vasiṣṭha’s Sacred Cow. The four heroes are produced in answer to Vasiṣṭha’s prayer to avenge the wrong. It is impossible not to suspect an allegorical meaning here.
much attention. It is not at all ancient,¹ nor is it uniformly adhered to by the mediaeval relators of it. If it has any meaning at all, it indicates that certain tribes or families became Hindus, or at least espoused at the time, the Brahmanic cause. Tod tells us that “they were to defend the altars of Bal (Īśwara) against the Dyes (Daitya).”

It will be easily seen, from a brief review of the four clans, successively, how late this legend is; how other legends and origins compete with it; and how, through several variations, the underlying sense seems to be this, that several non-Aryan, or mixed, or perhaps purely Scythic, clans were adopted by the Brahmans, sometimes under the guise that they were warriors born of a Brahman father, or that they were descendants of the priestly-warrior class (Aṅgira, Bhrigu, etc.), mentioned in literature.

(1) The Parihāra (or Pratihāra) are hardly known; they early disappeared from history, but survive in a few inscriptions. They are found first in Jodhpur (Marwār). Some other (Central Indian) states, Uchahra, Khoh, and others, are thought to have been Parihāra.² The Mewār Grahilot rose to fame by ejecting a Parihāra prince from Mandor and Mewār. The Mandor inscription (now at Jodhpur) and that of Ghaṭayāla, know nothing of the Agnikula legend.³ The personal names mentioned suggest a Gurjara connection; but the origin asserted is from a Brahman father by a ‘Kshatriya’ mother (though the actual chiefs are Jainas!).

¹ Tod’s account of it is in vol. i, p. 82 (reprint). Is the story older than Chand and the other bards? See Rāmālā, p. 336.
² Curiously enough, one list of “the thirty-six” gives a place both to Parihāra and Pratihāra (Rāmālā, p. 535); Cunningham suggested that they might be the Poraoroi of Ptolemy; but Lassen, with more probability, referred that name to the much better known Pramāra. This, if substantiated, would take back the Pramāra to before the second century. Dr. Gustav Oppert (“Original Inhabitants of India,” pp. 22–3, note, and p. 92) has an altogether different suggestion. Chand the bard makes the Pramāra superiors of the Parihāra, and accounts for the settlement of the latter in “Mardas” as by grant of the former; but then he places a Pramāra as king of Ujjain and suzerain. The Parihāra were, in fact, driven out of Marwār when the Rāthor princes of Kanauj came to an end, in mediaeval times.
³ See J.R.A.S., 1894, p. 1 ff. and 1895, p. 514. The first inscription is probably of the ninth century. That from Ghaṭayāla (No. 13 in Kielhorn’s list) is Vik. 918.
(2) The Pramāra (or Paramāra) are much more widely known, and are found (under the colloquial form Puār or Puńwār) in various places, both in names in the West and in the North. The history seems possibly to go further back than in the other cases. It is possible that there is some connection with the early ‘Sodrai’ or with the ‘Sogdoi’ of Alexander’s time. But if these are really the Sodhā of the Indus Valley, the ‘Pramāra’ (as such) would be a later branch of them, not vice versa; for in fact the existing Sodhā Rājputs of Sindh only came from Mālwa in the thirteenth century. The Pramāra are represented as intermarrying with the Yādava and other royal houses. The Vālabhi king has a Pramāra queen who escapes from the destruction of the city (probably in the end of the eighth century), and is in fact the mother of the ancestor of the Mewār clan. The Pramāra and Cedi also intermarried. The Udepur prasāṭi is not dated, but may be about the eleventh century. It adopts the fire-legend, but with an important variation—making only this one tribe produced from the fire. The royal names mentioned suggest that the Pramāra kings began to rule in Mālwa in the eighth or ninth century, but possibly a century earlier.

(3) The Čauhān (Čāhumāna of inscriptions) appear first at ‘Śākambarī’ near Ājmer. No direct assertion of any other origin than that of the fire-legend has come to my notice; but Cunningham states that the common gotra-chārya of the Čaubān houses makes the ancestor to be of the Vatsa race through five famous progenitors (“Bāc gotra

---

1 It is curious that Chand (if I may trust Tod, i, 84, note) calls the Pramāra ‘of Telingana,’ as if they had something to do with the Andhra and Chālukhyā. Tod’s list of their branches includes the Mori (Maurya). It is true that relics of this old race appear long after the time of Aśoka, as princes in the Konkan, and also at Čīthūr in the Vindhya Hills; but if there is any connection with the Pramāra, the latter must be a branch of the Maurya, not vice versa.

2 See McCrindle, “The Invasion of Alexander,” etc., p. 354, and the Rāsmāla, p. 227; but see the Sindh Gazetteer, p. 862. The Đhāt State is still held by Sodhā Rājputs.

3 Ep. Ind., i, p. 222 ff. It has various interesting items; among them an attack on the Hāñhaya king of Čedi by the Pramāra vassal Vākpati at the end of the tenth century.

4 As reported in Beacons’ Elliot, Gloss., i, 68.
pāṇc pravara”). Mukhji, the Cauhān bard, adopts the fire-legend, but again makes the Cauhān the only product. The ‘Vatsa’ legend, however, equally suggests the idea of a more or less foreign tribe adopted by the Brahmins by means of the favourite descent from priestly-warrior ancestors. The earlier name seems to have been Bach or Bāch, which suggested ‘Vatsa’ as an origin; or perhaps, vice versa, Bāch was derived from ‘Vatsa.’

Probably the tribe originated in the eastern ultra-Vindhyan region and came to Ājmer. The Harsha inscription (Vik. 1030) describes an ancestor of the reigning Cāhumāna king as Gūvaka I, “famous as a hero in the assemblies of the Nāgā and other princes.” The name ‘Vatsarāja’ also occurs in the list of the family.

Elliot gives an account of the main branches of the clan in descent from Prithwī Chand, and of the various estates acquired when once the clan obtained a footing in Hindustān. This latter was something of an accident, in the twelfth century, since the Tuār prince of Delhi gave way to his son-in-law, a Cauhān, because he had no son of his own.

The clan name frequently appears in the stories of the Gujarāt bards. Its leaders were ever ready to offer resistance to the Moslem, and had their efforts been better seconded by other ‘Hindu’ tribes, and anything like unanimity maintained, the result of the Moslem battles of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries might have been different from what it was. After the defeat at Delhi the clan was dispersed, but its chief centres still remain in the States of Harāuti, Kotah, and Bundi, in Rājputāna.

(4) The Čalukya (or Çilukya) tribe is one that is almost certainly of foreign or non-Brahmanic origin; it peculiarly belongs to Western India, or the ultra-Vindhyan country. We have the reigning house first coming to power in the

---

1 Bhārgava, Čyavana, Apravana, Aurva, and Jamadagnya.
2 And there is a traditional ‘Veni Vach Rāya’ (Bach) who was the original founder of Ídar. Curiously enough, one of the early Cauhān ancestors (Anhil) is placed at Garhamaṇḍala, i.e. with the Vatsya-Çedi people. I cannot find any detail about this.
3 Ep. Ind., ii, 117. Harsha is a hill in the Jaipur State.
sixth century \(^1\) and then dividing into two. In the seventh century the 'Western' Chalukya are ruling in the Dakhan, and the 'Eastern' extend to the so-called Carnatic coast. We have some indications of an early dominion in part of Gujarāṭ before the 'Solankhi' princes ruled over the whole. The Rāsmāla gives the bardic story relating how this happened; \(^2\) and it is by no means improbable. There seems to be no reason to doubt that 'Solankhi' is merely a colloquial form of Čalukya; the bards use the two forms quite indifferently. The Vāghela (Bāghela) house was an offshoot of this stock in Gujarāṭ. Once more, in the case of this royal house, we have a variety of legendary origins: one shows the device of a Brahman adoption, making the ancestor connected with the priestly-warrior class. Another, later, account is merely the usual fire-legend of the four Agnikula. Sir Walter Elliot thought the origin to be 'Lunar,' meaning Yādava, but there is no ground given for this suggestion. On the other hand, in the Bilhari (Čedi) inscription, \(^3\) the tribe is derived from the Mahābhārata times and a quarrel between Drona and Drupada. Drona (the brahman or sage) takes water in his hand to curse Drupada, and from the handful (çuluka) of water "there arose a man like victory incarnate, and from him proceeded the clan (kula) of the Čaulukya, the excellencies of which are countless." Dr. Bhāndārkar, again, \(^4\) refers to a more general account ("opening lines of all the copper-plates"), that the tribe were derived from the Solar line and are descended of that Harita who appears (in the V.P.) as one of the kings (great-grandson of Mandhātri) regarding whom the confusing statement is made \(^5\) that the Angirasa Brahmans were descended from him. Here we have the same idea which marks the Drona story, since there also the sage or priest gives birth to the

---

\(^1\) See also Bom. Gaz., i, pt. 2, p. 182.  
\(^2\) Rāsmāla, p. 18 ff.  
\(^3\) Ep. Ind., i, 256 (line 33).  
\(^4\) Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 2, p. 150. Here the 'Čuluk' comes in as the handful of sacrificial water taken by the god Brahmadeva.  
\(^5\) See Wilson, V.P., p. 369, note.
warrior. The derivation from ‘Ayodhya’ (but not here connected with the usual Rāma or Lava) seems to be because the Čalukya were really originallly Sun-worshippers,—very possibly a branch of the Āndhra. There is no question that they have absolutely no connection with the Eastern Aryans proper.

So much for the Agnikula races. I should add that some of the bards wish to make Yādava a fifth ‘Agnikula’ (as stated in the Rāṣmālā), which is quite natural, if, as I have surmised, we are really intended to understand ruling races of non-Brahmanic (and very often non-Aryan) origin, grafted on to the Hindu system by the adoption of Brahmanical religion. But it is curious that there are certain races (always called Rājput) who have never been included with the ‘Agnikula.’ Two of these are especially noteworthy: the Tuār or Tumara, celebrated as princes of Delhi; and the Raṭhor, who appear to me to be clearly Yādava, and who, at any rate, did not need the support of an artificial origin.

As to the Raṭhor (or Rāṭhaur), the name (though naturally later descendants invented fanciful meanings, as raht, ‘the spine of Indra,’ etc.) is clearly from the old form Raṭṭa, or Raṭhi, which was Sanskritized (in the inscriptions) into Rāṣṭrika, or Rāṣṭrakūṭa, and that again made into the colloquial form Rāṭhor. There is an early, but short, list of kings (not dated, but probably of the late fifth or else the seventh century) showing the (already well-known) family at Mānapura, a locality not ascertained but apparently in the Dakhan.1 It is true, negatively, that this makes no mention of a Yādava descent; and the seal was a lion, not the Garuḍa of later families; but this latter is of little import, since branches change their emblem with their faith (as the Čalukya took the ‘Boar’ symbol to mark their adoption of Vaiṣṇavite religion), or for some other cause. Really there is no reason to doubt that Abhimanyu 2 and

1 Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 1, p. 120; pt. 2, p. 386.
2 Observe that the uncommon name of ‘Abhimanyu’ is itself that of one of the Yādava ancestors, and (much later) that of a son of Arjuna.
other kings of the inscription are of the same stock as the later Rāṣṭrakutā. They are admitted to have been a very early indigenous clan in the Dakhan, who came into conflict with the Čālukya and others: they acquired greater power, and naturally branched out widely. I see no reason to suppose that there was another, Northern, family of a similar name. From the widespread victories of some of the kings, as recorded in the inscriptions, there is no reason why a branch should not have gone to the north from the Dakhan. Of course, the idea that they held Kanauj in the fifth century is not sustainable; but they and the branch called Gahaḍvāla (Gaharwār) certainly held Kanauj for several successions—not more than five, I think—in the eleventh century. After that, being defeated, they went to Jodhpur; and it is quite possible that they had families in the neighbourhood long before. The later inscriptions certainly contain Yaḍava genealogies. One calls the family Tuṅga; another takes it from Satyāki. The inscription alluded to by Cunningham also seems to regard the Gujarāt Rāṭhors, when they overthrew the Vāla princes, as restoring the fortunes of

---

1 I have remarked on these names in the list of 'Rājput' tribes at the end.
2 When scattered parties in the course of time wandered as far as Hindustan, and even to the distant Panjāb, very naturally different clan-names would arise; and those who still remembered 'Rāṭhors' would forget the history, and invent vague fables about Kuṣa and Rāma, and 'Hiranya Kaśipu,' which have no meaning whatever.
3 For the Satyāki descent see Ep. Ind., iii, 268 ff., and the Tuṅga, see Ep. Ind., iv, 286 (Karhād plate). Other references for the Yaḍava descent are given in a note to Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 2, p. 194.
4 See Anc. Geog., p. 317 (where there is much that has since been corrected, but that does not affect the present point). Full details are given in Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 1, p. 119 ff. In vol. i, pt. 2, p. 386, a somewhat divergent account is given. Dr. Bhagvānlīḷā considered the undated inscription to be of about 450 A.D. Dr. Fleet thinks it about the seventh century. Bhagvānlīḷā takes the 'Māṇaspura' city to be the capital of the ancestor (of Abhirāmaya) Māṇankapurā, perhaps the Mālkhad (below Sholapur) of the later R. kings. Dr. Fleet suggests some place in Central India (Mānapur, in Mālwa). This latter is very unlikely. Whether the 'Raṣṭ' were a Dravidian clan, or connected with the early Araṭṭa (Bāḥikā) of Epic times, or an early Yaḍava Aryan (and no real reason is given against the latter suggestion), Mālva is a most unlikely place; their whole early history is closely associated with the Dakhan. It is true that the Yaḍava descent is noted (but independently, and not with the vagueness that purely legendary accounts exhibit) in inscriptions of a date when Brahmanic caste was prevalent, and tribes began to desire an 'orthodox' origin; but this is not conclusive against all the natural probabilities of the case.
the country, which had lost its appellation of Su-rājya, the beautiful kingdom (Saurāṣṭra). This looks as if the kings were restorers of what was really an older and long-established race of 'Yādava,' whose connection with Saurāṣṭra was ancient and traditional; before the (unquestionably 'foreign') 'Kshatrapas,' the Vallabhi princes, and the Traikūṭakas, interfered.¹

The Tuār, or Tomara, are always connected with Delhi (Indraprastha). Crookes says they are Yadubāṇis, but gives no authority or reason.² They appear at Delhi with the (very legendary) rebuilding of the forsaken city of Mahābhārata times—Indraprastha (supposed to have occurred in the eighth century). After that, a long line of princes seems to have emerged, bearing the clan-name of Tuār, and with the syllable 'pāla' at the end of their names (Anang- or Ananda-pāla, etc.). It is very unlikely that they represent any direct continuation of the old Kshatriya kings, since the traditions describe an utter dispersion and a laying waste of the country. But Lassen notices that a tribe of Tomara (not Tomāra) appear with the Kīrāta and other remote people in the V.P. (from the Bhīṣma-parva of the M.),³ and suggests that they were in the Sirmor hills, north-west of the Jamna. He thinks also that there was some connection with the Kāśmir kingdom (in the Rājātaraṅgini).⁴ Chand, the bard, places a 'Tuār'...

¹ The Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 1, p. 150 ff., has given details about the Chāvada princes (or, as a Nausāri inscription calls them, Chatoṭaka), whom the bards represent as successors of the Vālā; but has not co-ordinated them with the Rāṣṭrakūṭa successors. The former must have either ruled independently in the northern part of the peninsula, or been in dependence on the latter. The Ratnamāla (about A.D. 1230), speaking of the struggle between King Bhuvaḍa or Bhūvar (Çalukhya) and the Panḍāsara prince (early in the eighth century?), puts the king at 'Kalyāṇi,' because that was the only place he knew of, though it was not really a Çalukya capital before the eleventh century. Perhaps, as conscious of this, he purposely confuses the matter by referring also to 'Kanyakubja,' which, geographically, is nonsense, but suggests another general locale for ancient kings. I think his 'Bhuvaḍa' is a colloquial contraction for Buddhavarman (A.D. 713). I believe the Çaura (or Chāvda) are the really original tribe of Sūrā who gave their name to the country, and are contemporaries of the earliest Yādava inhabitants, and that the name Sūra of the Yādava genealogy has a possible reference to them.

² Vol. iv, p. 412.
³ Wilson, p. 196.
⁴ Lassen, iii, 897.
prince at the fort of Pawāgādh, in West Gujarāt, bearing
the name of Rām Gaur; as if the Tuār were a scattered
race, perhaps the same as the Hindu (Gaur) Rājās of
Bengal, and of uncertain origin. It is, of course, possible
that some relic of the old Aryan stock may have escaped to
the Himalaya, and thence, after many centuries, reappeared
in the Delhi country. But, when it happened that any
tribe obtained a later dominion there, it would be almost
inevitable that (in an inscription, as Tod mentions) the
princes should call themselves, or be represented as,
‘Pāṇḍava.’ Altogether the real origin of the clan is quite
untraceable; it stood in memory solely because of its
connection with the rule at Delhi.

One other tribe locally famous in Oudh, and at one time
of the greatest political importance, is the Bais. It is
reckoned as ‘Rājput,’ especially the ‘Tilok-çandi’ clans,
although the tribal name indicates Vaiśya, not Kshatriya
origin. In the course of time, what with the desolating
wars of the Aryan kings and the long course of foreign
invasion, it is obvious that any tribes that survived and
multiplied and remained entitled to call themselves ‘Aryan,’
would rather belong to the Brahman or Vaiśya (Aryan
common people), the non-combatant, or less continuously
exposed, classes of the race. And in course of time it might
well happen that particular families would rise to eminence,
and yet being conscious of Vaiśya caste, were too proud
to claim a ‘Kshatriya’ rank that did not belong to them.
The Vishnu Purāṇa tells us the ‘Gupta’ is a proper name
for Vaiśyas, which suggests that the (later) Gupta emperors
were also Vaiśya. And we have Hwen Thsang’s authority,
and that of the Harshaçaritra, for calling the celebrated
Harshadeva (seventh century) a Vaiśya. We find also some
indications that in the process of time, when very mixed
races must have been numerous in the North and West of

1 Vol. i. p. 31, in the original edition; this I have not seen, unless vol. i,
p. 29, of the reprint is the same; but there is no specific mention of an inscription
asserting Pāṇḍava origin.
2 Wilson, V.P., p. 422.
India, the term ‘Vaiśya’ came into use, as indicating quite a separate race. In the Brihat Saṁhitā we find, in the west, ‘Vaiśya’ named as a people along with the ‘Aparantaka’ or inhabitants of the Konkan. ¹ There were ‘Vaiśya’ as a house or clan at Śthānīśwara (Thanesār); and to this, as I have said, Harshadeva belonged. There is no reason whatever to object to this indicating ‘Vaiśya’ in the sense of the Aryan third caste, on the ground of the king’s marriage into the ‘Rājput’ families of Vallabhi and Kanauj. Both the latter were more or less foreigners, and were certainly not superior to pure ‘Vaiśya.’ ² The Gupta kings married in the same way; and even at the present day the Tilok-çandi ‘Bais’ of Oudh marry into good Rājput families, and are regarded quite as of ‘Rājput’ rank. I think it extremely likely that Tilok-Chand himself, who was an unassuming person, and never himself (as Mr. Benett expressly tells us) took the title of Rājā, ³ was aware that he had no pretensions to actual Kshatriya descent, and was content to be a Vaiśya or ‘Bais.’ The Tilok-çandi house, however, maintained stoutly its supremacy as well as its descent from Śālivāhana, from ‘Paithan’ in the ‘Dakhan.’ Tradition has magnified this hero out of all proportion; in any case he was not by descent a pure Aryan, though traditionally connected with the Yādava. The Bais do not profess to have come to Oudh before the thirteenth century.

Besides these three clans not included as Agnikula, there are, of course, the Jadoṅ or Yadubaṅsi tribes, so called, and other clans with specific names who claim descent from Yadu. There are also one or two that are called ‘Sombāṅsi’ vaguely claiming descent as ‘Lunar.’ In this case it is sometimes

¹ It is curious that the Waniyo (Baniya or Vaiśya) in Gujarāt and the corresponding caste in the Dakhan are always regarded as very superior.
² See the note to p. 68, Ep. Ind., vol. i. The objection, I submit, is quite untenable, and the evidence clear.
³ There is a good account in his “Chief Families of the Roy Bareilly District” (Lucknow, 1870). A curious mark of Dakhan origin is noted by Crookes (vol. i, 120), that the Bais women retain a garment in one piece, which is evidently the graceful ‘sāri,’ the characteristic female dress of the West and South.
doubtful whether the Yadu descent is meant or the Puru. Lastly, there are clans, some of considerable importance (like the Nikumbh), who, with more or less reason, claim to be Suryavaṇsi or Solar. I have already offered general remarks on this claim, when speaking of the Solar races. What further detailed notes have been made are placed under the head of the tribal name in the concluding ‘List.’

It has only further to be added that though in so many cases a foreign or a doubtful origin belongs to these tribes, and though the claim to be Aryan Kshatriya is rarely, if ever, tenable, that does not really detract either from the dignity and historic reputation they have attained, or indeed from a still highly respectable antiquity. If their history can only give them an origin in the sixth or eighth century, that at least is as old as our Anglo-Saxon Heptarchy; and many an English family would think its descent of the first water if it could be, with tolerable certainty, carried back even half that distance. Whether Solar or Lunar, Aryan or Scythian, the tribes cannot lose the credit of heroic self-sacrifice, of devoted and patient energy in defence against the Moslem—qualities which have made them famous alike in the ballads of their bards and the pages of more matter-of-fact history.
TENTATIVE GROUPING OF RĀJPUT TRIBES.

P. = Panjāb; N. = N.-West Provinces; O. = Oudh; Rj. = Rājputāna; W. = Gujarāt and Western India.¹

I. YADUBAŃSI.

1. Bais? (see the text; can only be placed here if the family of Śālivāhana is held to be Yādava).
2. Banāphar (N., O.). Elliot, i, 45; Crookes, i, 120.
3. Bhāṭī (Rj. Bikāner and Bhatner), called Bhatti (P.), where there are branches—Naipāl, Wattu, Manj, etc.
   Gāharwār: see Rāṭhor.
5. Jadoṅ, or Jadubaṅsi. Some clans are called by the generic name only.
6. Jhanjūa, or Janjhūa (P.): see also Rāṭhor.
7. Jhaṛeja (W.).
8. { Rāṭhor (Rāṣṭrakūṭa).
   { Gāharwār.
   Many branches, originating in the Dakhan, have extended to Gujarāt and beyond, and so towards Rj.; and a branch furnished some five princes in succession, to Kanauj; thence driven to Marwār. A vestige is found in Budaon District (N.). Hardly known in the P., except individual Rājūs in the Hill States and a few in the Eastern districts. The Jhanjūa claim to be Rāṭhor is noted at p. 535, ante. In Rj. they are the most numerous clan, not only in Marwār, but in Ājmer (whence they expelled the Čauhān—Rj. Gaz., ii, 35), and in Bikāner and Jaisalmer.

¹ References are to Beames' Elliot's Glossary, to Crookes' "Tribes and Castes of the North-West Provinces and Oudh," 4 vols., and to Ibbetson's "Outlines of Panjāb Ethnography," 1881 (1 vol., 4to).
The Gāharwār clan (Tod’s Gherwāl) are most probably only a branch or section of the family, the distinction being caused by the fact that some of them became (or remained) Buddhist (Crookes, iv, 237). The Buddhist descendants would naturally try and connect their lineage with Buddha’s country and the Solar stock, whence the occasional statement that the ‘Rāṭhor’ are ‘Solar,’ from Oudh or Kosala. They expelled the Tomara from Kanauj (in 1050 A.D.). Pr. Chand, the Čauhān Rājā of Delhi, carried off a Rāṭhor princess, leading to war between the two kingdoms, and the defeat of both by the Moslem. The R. were driven to Jodhpur, where there is an R. inscription as early as V. 1053 (circa 997 A.D.), (No. 53 in Kielhorn’s List, Ep. Ind., vol. v). In the inscriptions (75, 77, 80, 83, Kielhorn) the ‘Čandradeva’ who acquired Kanauj in the eleventh century, is distinctly called a Gāharwār (Gāhadvāla), while Elliot (i, 123) calls him ‘the Rathor.’ But again, in an inscription (dated from Benares, Vik. 1171) of the grandson of Čandradeva, the family is not called ‘Gāhadvāla’; and so in later ones (e.g., No. 148 in Kielhorn’s list, Vik. 1224); the families were perhaps then separated.

II. Reputed Lunar.

(Čandrabański or Sombański.)

1. Bāchal (N., O.). A clan of some repute; once had a coinage of their own; known from the tenth century. Their gotrācharyā always calls them ‘Sombański.’

2. Sombański (N., O.). A clan of considerable antiquity, adopting this generic name only; came from a settlement at Jhūsi, near Allāhābād; and seem really to have some claim to have dwelt immemorially about the region they still inhabit (to the number of 84,000).

1 i.e., other than Yādava.
III. Reputed Solar (Sūrajbańsi).

1. Ahbans (O.). Placing themselves under this head owing to a curious tradition (not likely to be invented) that they are descended from the tribe of Šaura (Chāvaḍa) in Saurāstra, who were Sun-worshippers.

2. Dikhit (or Dikshit) (N., O.). Once a powerful race, the country of their adoption being called Dikhityāna. Their tradition is that they descend from a Rājā who was fifty-first in line of descent from Ikshwāku, and who (as usual) went to 'Gujarat.' Long afterwards the family, returning to pay homage to the King of Ujjain, their original name 'Dargbańsi' was changed to 'Dikhit;' they ultimately wandered to Oudh.

3. Gahlot (Guhilot or Grahilot). Name in Mewār changed to Sisodhya.

Guhil, or Gohil (W.). Celebrated in Gujarat stories.

We have a king Guhila (in Rj.) in inscriptions of Vik. 1008 and 1010; and there is an early Guha or Guhasena among the Vallabhi kings (sixth century). The Gohils of Bhāvnagar are said to be 'admittedly' of the same stock as the Vallabhi princes. If that be so (which seems doubtful), the Gohil and Gahlot are of the same origin. K. Forbes (Rāsmalā, p. 237) says that he has found annals deriving the Gohil from Śālivāhana (who is a Yādava according to the usual account). The Gahlot came to a settlement in Marwār, expelling certain Bhil chiefs, and held it until the Rāthor drove them out. In Marwār their neighbours were the 'Dābhi.' The Gahlot finally settled in Mewār. No Gohils are known beyond Gujarat (Bhāvnagar).

---

1 There is a king 'Dirgabhāhu' in the V.P. list, but not fifty-first. Whether 'Dargbańsi' may be Dirgabhāhu, and refer to him, I cannot say.
2 See p. 530, ante.
4. Kaçhwāha. Some remarks have been made under the head
of 'Solar.' We have inscriptions of Kaçchapaghāta
(or Kaçchapārī) from Gwālior (Vik. 1034 and
onwards). One mentions the clan as the ally of the
Candella. Another in Vik. 1150 mentions that the
king (of the 1034 inscription) conquered Gopādri
(Gwālior). They appear also in the chronicles as in
'Antarbed' (in the Doāb), and allied with Prithwi
Chand of Delhi. They expelled the Bargujar and
Mina from Amber and Jaipur. They are still prevalent
in the north-east states of Rj., especially in Jaipur and
Alwar; a sept called Shekhāwat is in North Jaipur.
In Shāhjahānpur (N.) is an inferior branch called
Kāsip. The Ghorewāha of Jālandhar (P.) claim to be
another branch (Ibbetson, § 457).

5. Mandahar (East P., also in part of Robilkhand) claim
as cognate, the Kandahar, Bargujar, Śaṅkarwāl, and
Panihar: of these I find no notice. They say they
are descended from Lava, and left Oudh in the (late)
times of the Candela (Crookes, iv, 473).

6. Nikumbh. This clan was mentioned at p. 528, ante,
because of a detailed tradition that they belong to
the Solar race (through Sagara, who came into conflict
with the Tālajauṁgha); and it is noteworthy that the
name Nikumbha is found among the Kuṇbi of
Bombay, as if there had at one time been some Solar
settlement in the West. They now appear in Alwar
and East Rj., and were in Mewār before the Gahlot.

7. Raghuvāṇi (O., East P.) claim to be the same stock as
No. 6, and connected with the 'Raghuvāṇi' dynasty
of Harshadeva (A.D. 606-650), who, however, appears
to be Vaiṣya.

8. Raikwār. (O.), a purely local clan, who say they came
from a village called Raikā, in Kāśmīr: as sun-
worship prevailed there, there may be some 'Solar'
connection, not necessarily Aryan.

1 Crookes (iv, 86), alluding to a Kāṇhadeś inscription of the thirteenth century.
9. Sirnet (East O.) call themselves a branch of the Nikumbh, but curiously have a tradition that their branch came from a dominion in West Assam.

10. Sūrajbański (N., O.). As many as 44,000 in the census gave only this generic designation.

[I must add also, but cannot specifically classify, a limited clan of 'Baria' Rājputs found in Jālandhar (P.), who have a curiously definite tradition that they are derived from Karnā, whom they call 'king of Aṅga,' born (miraculously) of Kunti or Pṛthī, by the Sun-god (owing to the sage Durvasa's charm). Hence he was not recognized as a Pāṇḍav, and was killed by the brothers. They call themselves 'Solar,' though having no connection with the regular Sūrajbański clans.]

IV. Agnikula.

[See remarks in text: really this group forms part of the 'unknown' since no origin except the uncertain fire-legend, and some local traditions, can be quoted.]

A. Parihāra, or Pratihāra (Padhiār of Kāthiāwār?). There was a dynasty at Gwālior (A.D. 1129–1211) and some remains, as noted in the text. An inscription (Kielhorn's list, No. 39) mentions a family called 'Gurjara-pratihāra,' from Alwar.

B. Pramāra (locally Puār, or Puñwār, West P.; along Sutlej and Indus; also colony in S.-East P.; rarely found in Rj.). Crookes writes Panwār (N., O., where there are over 96,000 of them). Bakrāl, an alleged branch in Rāwalpindi (?), Gheba, and Jodra (West P.) are clans; and so are the Tiwāna (West P., Salt Range). Another branch is the Siyāl (West P.)—unless we accept Cunningham's report (from tribal annals) of a descent from 'Rāja Hūdi,' in which case they are Indo-Scythian (Arch. Rep., ii, 22). But the Pramāra are very likely of Śakā affinity themselves.
Ujjayini, a clan (N., O.), descended from the Ujjain (Pramāra) sovereigns.

Çalukyā, or Çālukya.

C. Bāghela, or Vāghela, W., N., O.
Solankhi, a branch in Gujarāt, N., O.
Without doubt originating in the ultra-Vindhya region; possibly of Andhra connection.

D. Çauhān (Çāhumāna of inscription).
In Rj. Early Ajmer possessions; ousted by the Rāthor. The septa found in Rj. are Deora (in Sirohi): the Khīći or descendants of Rājā Pr. Chand in Nimrūna (N.-West Rj.). All the following are also real or alleged clans:

Amethia (North O.). Their tradition prefers that one of the Çauhān origins which derives them from Vatsa (Jamadagnya Vatsa), and they call themselves ‘Bhrigubaṃsi’ accordingly. But another account derives them from the Çamār-gauṇ.

Bandhālgotī (but another account connects them with the Kaçhwāha of Jaipur).
Gondal (P., Salt Range).
Hāra (of the chief domains Hārauti, Bundi, and Kotah).¹
Khīći (West P., N., O.).
Some authorities would make Nikumbh to belong to the Çauhān.

V. UNKNOWN.

1. Baṟgujar. Various accounts are given. Some (East P.) and some (N.), (Elliot, i, 38), claim Solar descent from Lava. Arose in Eastern Rājputāna. Very possibly connected with the ruling clans of Gurjara. As these were originally sun-worshippers, it is possible that a superior grade of them, becoming Hindus, adopted the usual expedient of inventing a descent from Lava.

¹ May not these be the Hāra Hūpa of the fifth century?
LIST OF THE CLANS.

2. Barhaulia (N., O.): Elliot, i, 57. Came from Marwār; said to be Bhrigubaṃsi, but the account will not bear inspection; their chief ancestor was in service with a Čeru Rājā and fighting the Bhar.

3. Bisen (N., O.), said to be Bhrigubaṃsi, from Paraśurāma (Crookes, ii, 116). Remnants of a half-Aryan stock not expelled from their country.

4. Bundela, gave name to Bundelkhaṇḍ (Elliot, i, 45). Probably a spurious offshoot of the Gāhaṇwār or Rāṇthor.

5. Čandela (or Čandella). A powerful tribe, but probably of mixed origin. An inscription of A.D. 953 (Ep. Ind., i, 123) calls the family Čandella, or Čandrateya, with descent from a sage Čandrateya, himself a descendant of Atri. (It is curious how many of these later traditions suggest the idea of a foreign warrior tribe becoming Brahmanic.) The (Khajurāho) inscription shows the family as of sufficient rank (in the tenth century) to marry into a Čauhān clan. Were Jaina at one time. Cunningham thinks they began at Mahoba (fifty-four miles south of Hamirpur, N.W. Provinces) in the ninth century; afterwards ruled at Kālanjara. Certainly not Sombaṃsi, as sometimes suggested.


8. Gauṛ (locally Gauṛwa). A name given to denote the tribe of the older Rājās of Gauṛ or Bengal. Now divided into the Bhāt-gauṛ, Čamār-gauṛ, and Bāhman-gauṛ, implying mixed races descendant from mothers of the Bhāt, Čamār, and Brahman castes or clans. Some of the Sutlej hill Rājās (P.) of Suket, Mandi, etc., are ‘Gauṛ.’ An old chronicle states they preceded the Čauhān in Ājmer. A Gauṛ chief fought Sindhia at Supāra, or Sopāra (Thāna district of Bombay), as late as 1809. (This place was said to have been for centuries the capital
of the Upper Konkan.) It is quite likely that the Bengal Rājās, of uncertain clan and called Gaur from the locality, were widely dispersed before the early Moslem conquests, and gave rise to a very miscellaneous series of clans.

9. Gautam. A local tribe (N., O.), origin uncertain. Whether it is connected with Gautama Rishi or with the Śakyā famous as the clan of Buddha, it is impossible to say. If it were so, on becoming Hindu it would not cherish any such reminiscence. I must refer to Crookes, ii, 404, for details: the sixth descendant of the Sage Gautama could not be contemporary with any Gāharwār or Rāthor prince of Kanauj.


11. Janwār (O.), the offspring of an ancestor ‘Bariyar Shāh,’ said to have come from the west of Gujarāt (Chāmpāner). May possibly be Čauhān: since these were in possession of the hill-fort of Pavāgarh from 1300–1484 A.D.

12. Jhālā or Makvāna, and Jetvā. These are Kāthiāwār tribes, and I must refer, for their certainly Northern (probably Hūṇa) origin, to the detailed account in Bom. Gaz., vol. i, pt. 1, p. 135 ff. A branch of the Mihira or Mer race went thence to Rj.


15. Kānhpuria (O.). In the sixteenth century. Possibly some connection with the Bais and the Gaharwār (?).

16. Katheriya, or Katehriya. A powerful tribe in Rohilkhand, more probably deriving their name from the country than giving it, as sometimes said. (12th century.)
17. Kausik (Benares and Gorakhpur divisions). Possibly some local remnant of the old Kuśika tribe associated with the Bharata.

18. Manhās. Janwāl is the name of a superior branch in the P. western hills. Very possibly a remnant of some old Aryan stock.

19. Pundir (P., local). Said to be a relic of Tod’s extinct Dahima royal house. Also in Upper Doāb (N.), where as many as 56,000 are found.


21. Sengar (O., in sixteenth century). Claim the same descent as Gautam (q.v.).


23. Tuār, or Tunwār. Tomara. This tribe is celebrated, as a number of princes held the throne of Delhi. All that can be said is that possibly they may have had some connection with an older royal Aryan stock, like the vaguely denominated Gaur Rājputs. I have made some further remarks in the text about a possible origin in Sīrmūr (north-west of the Jańna). We seem to have Tuār kings of both Kanauj and Delhi up to 1050 A.D., after which the Rāṭhor took Kanauj and confined the Tuār to Delhi. The succession passed, on failure of heirs, to the Čaubān.

The Tomara (and a section Jātu) are still found in the East P., and in N. and O. there were 39,000 Tuārs (1891). The Janghāra are a Tuār sept in Rohilkhand.

24. Vāla (or Bāla). I may perhaps include this, as there is a chief still ruling at Dhānk (Gujarat). Remark have been made under the head of ‘Solar.’

[I have not included a few purely local and minor clans, already noted in the Panjāb list at p. 535.]
Art. XVI.—A Theory of Universal Grammar, as applied to a Group of Savage Languages. By R. C. Temple.

In reviewing lately Mr. Portman's "Notes on the Languages of the South Andaman Group of Tribes," I pointed out that he had used a pamphlet of my own, privately printed in 1883, entitled "A Brief Exposition of a Theory of Universal Grammar," which was specially designed to meet the very difficulties he had to face in giving a general idea of languages constructed on lines at first sight very different from those on whose structure modern European Grammar is based.

I also pointed out that the pamphlet in question arose out of the practical impossibility of using the usual inflexional system of Grammar, as taught in Europe for the accurate description of a group of agglutinative languages, and that it had its immediate origin in the criticisms of the late Mr. A. J. Ellis, public and private, on an old work of 1877 and certain MSS. by myself and Mr. E. H. Man on the Andamanese speech. Mr. Ellis explained that in order to adequately represent for scientific readers such a form of speech as the Andamanese, "we require new terms and an entirely new set of grammatical conceptions, which shall not bend an agglutinative language to our inflexional translation," and he asked me accordingly if it were not possible "to throw over the inflexional treatment of an uninflected language." This, and the further consideration that since every human being speaks with but the one object of communicating his own intelligence to other human beings, the several possible ways of doing this must be based on some general laws applicable to them all, if only one could find them out,
led me to make the attempt to construct a general theory on logical principles, which should abandon the inflexional treatment, its conceptions, and its terms.

Such an attempt involved a wide departure from orthodox grammatical teaching, and I found that Mr. Portman, while adopting the theory, had been unable to clear himself of the teaching in which he had been brought up, and had consequently produced a work which was a compromise between the two. His laborious and praiseworthy efforts to adequately represent the Andamanese languages had failed in point of clearness, and my theory was not properly represented in his pages. I therefore promised in the review to revert to the subject again in this Journal, and to give its readers a more extended view of the theory than was then possible. Hence this article.

With these few introductory remarks I will proceed at once with my subject, commencing with a general statement of the argumentation on which the theory is based, testing it as a method of clearly presenting a savage group of tongues constructed after the fashion of the Andamanese by an explanation thereby of the linguistic contents of an entire story, as given by Mr. Portman, viz. "The Andaman Fire Legend," and concluding by a skeleton statement of the theory itself.

Premising that I am talking of the conditions of sixteen years ago, I found myself, in building up the theory, compelled, in order to work out the argument logically, to commence where the accepted Grammars ended, viz. at the sentence, defining the sentence as the expression of a complete meaning, and making that the unit of language. Clearly, then, a sentence may consist of one or more expressions of a meaning or 'words,' which I defined as single expressions of a meaning. It can also consist of two separate parts—the subject, i.e., the matter to be discussed or communicated, and the predicate, i.e., the discussion or communication. And when the subject or predicate consists of many words it must contain principal and additional words.
This leads to the argument that the components of a sentence are words, placed either in the subjective or predicative part of it, having a relation to each other in that part of principal and subordinate. Therefore, because of such relation, words fulfil functions. The functions of the principal words are to indicate the subject or predicate, and of the subordinate words to illustrate the predicate, or to explain the subject or to illustrate that explanation. Again, as the predicate is the discussion or communication on the subject, it is capable of extension or completion by complementary words, which form that part of a sentence recognized in the Grammars as 'the object.'

This completes the first stage of the argument leading to a direct and simple definition of grammatical terms; but speech obviously does not stop here, because mankind speaks with a purpose, and the function of his sentences is to indicate that purpose, which must be one of the following in any specified sentence:— (1) affirmation, (2) denial, (3) interrogation, (4) exhortation, (5) information.

Now, purpose can be indicated in a sentence by the position of its components, by variation of their forms, or by the addition of special introductory words. Also, connected purposes can be indicated by connected sentences, placed in the relation to each other of principal and subordinate, which relation can be expressed by the position of the sentences themselves, by variation of the forms of their components, or by the addition of special words of reference. And a word of reference can act in two ways, either by merely joining sentences, or by substituting itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers. Further, the inter-relation of the words in a sentence can be expressed by the addition of special connecting words, or by variation or correlated variation of form.

These considerations complete what may be called the second stage of the argument leading to clear definitions of grammatical terms. The argument thereafter becomes more complicated, taking us into the explanation of
elliptical, i.e. incompletely expressed, forms of speech, and into those expansions of sentences known as phrases, clauses, and periods. But to keep our minds fixed for the present only on that part of it which leads to plain grammatical definitions, it may be stated now that functionally a word is either—

(1) An integer, or a sentence in itself.
(2) An indicator, or indicative of the subject or complement (object) of a sentence.
(3) An explicator, or explanatory of its subject or complement.
(4) A predicator, or indicative of its predicate.
(5) An illustrator, or illustrative of its predicate or complement, or of the explanation of its subject or complement.
(6) A connector, or explanatory of the inter-relation of its components (words).
(7) An introducer, or explanatory of its purpose.
(8) A referent conjunctor, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by joining them.
(9) A referent substitute, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by substitution of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers.

These, then, are the terms I concocted and the arguments out of which they grew. Of course, grammarians will know that all this is syntax, and I will now explain why I consider that it is far more important to study function than form as essential to the correct apprehension of words, and how to my mind accidence arises properly out of syntax and not the other way round, as we have all been taught.

It is obvious that any given word may fulfil one or more or all the functions of words, and that therefore words may be collected into as many classes as there are functions, any individual word being transferable from one class to another and belonging to as many classes as there are functions which it can fulfil. The functions a word fulfils in any particular sentence can be indicated by its position therein
without or with variation of form, and, because of this, the
form which a word can be made to assume is capable of
indicating the class to which it belongs for the nonce. It
is further obvious that words transferable from class to class
belong primarily to a certain class and secondarily to the
others, that a transfer involves the fulfilment of a new
function, and that a word in its transferred condition
becomes a new word connected with the form fulfilling the
primary function, the relation between the forms, i.e. the
words, so connected being that of parent and offshoot.
Form, therefore, can indicate the class to which a parent
word and its offshoots respectively belong.

This is the induction that leads me to argue that form
grows out of function, or, to put it in the familiar way,
accidence grows out of syntax, because when connected
words differ in form they must consist of a principal part
or stem, and an additional part or functional affix. The
function of the stem is to indicate the meaning of the word,
and the function of the affix to modify that meaning with
reference to the function of the word. This modification
can be expressed by indicating the class to which the word
belongs, or by indicating its relation or correlation to the
other words in the sentence.

But the stem itself may consist of an original meaning
and thus be a simple stem, or it may contain a modification
of an original meaning and so be a compound stem.
A compound stem must consist of a principal part or root
and additional parts or radical affixes, the function of the
root being to indicate the original meaning of the stem,
and of the radical affixes to indicate the modifications by
which the meaning of the root has been changed into the
meaning of the stem.

Further, since words fulfil functions and belong to classes,
they must possess inherent qualities, which can be indicated
by qualititative affixes.

Thus it is that the affixes determine the forms of words,
bringing into existence what is usually called etymology
or derivation. They are attachable, separably or inseparably,
to roots and stems and words by the well-recognized methods of prefixing, infixing, and suffixing, either in their full or in a varied form. It is the method of attaching them by variation of form that brings about inflexion in all its variety of kind.

Such is the line which I have long thought inductive argument should take, in order to work out the grammar of any given language or group of languages logically, starting from the base argument that speech is a mode of communication between man and man, expressed through the ear by talking, through the eye by signs, or through the skin by touch, and taking a language to be a variety or special mode of speech.

The grammar, i.e. the exposition of the laws, of any single language seems to me to stop at this point, and to carry the argument further, as one of course must, is to enter the region of Comparative Grammar. In doing so one must start at the same point as before, viz. the sentence, but progress on a different line, because hitherto the effort has been to resolve the unit of language into its components, and now it has to be considered as being itself a component of something greater, i.e. of a language.

To continue the argument. Since a sentence is composed of words placed in a particular order without or with variation of form, its meaning is clearly rendered complete by the combination of the meaning of its components with their position or forms or both. Also, since sentences are the units of languages, words are the components of sentences, and languages are varieties of speech, languages can vary in the forms of their words, or in the position in which their words are placed in the sentence, or in both. And thus are created classes of languages. Again, since the meaning of a sentence may be rendered complete either by the position of its words or by their forms, languages are primarily divisible into syntactical languages, or those that express complete meaning by the position of their words; and into formative languages, or those that express complete meaning by the forms of their words. Further, since words
are varied in form by the addition of affixes, and since affixes may be attached to words in an altered or unaltered form, formative languages are divisible into agglutinative languages, or those that add affixes without alteration; and into synthetic languages, or those that add affixes with alteration. And lastly, since affixes may be prefixes, infixes, or suffixes, agglutinative and synthetic languages are each divisible into (1) pre-mutative, or those that prefix their affixes; (2) intro-mutative, or those that infix them; and (3) post-mutative, or those that suffix them.

Thus does it seem to me that the inductive argument can be carried onwards to a clear and definite apprehension of the birth and growth of the phenomena presented by the varieties of human speech, i.e. by languages. But as is the case with every other natural growth, no language can have ever been left to develop itself alone, and thus do we get the phenomenon of connected languages, which may be defined as those that differ from each other by varying the respective forms and positions, but not the meanings, of their words. And since the variation of form is effected by the addition of altered or unaltered affixes, connected languages can vary the forms of the affixes without materially varying those of the roots and stems of their words. In this way they become divisible into groups, or those whose stems are common, and into families, or those whose roots are common.

It is also against natural conditions for any language to develop only in one direction, or without subjection to outside influences, and so it is that we find languages developing on more than one line and belonging strictly to more than one class, but in every such case the language has what is commonly called its genius or peculiar constitution, i.e., it belongs primarily to one class and secondarily to the others.

I have always thought, and I believe it could be proved, that every language must conform to some part or other of the theory above indicated in outline, and in that case the theory would be truly what I have ventured to call
it—"A Theory of Universal Grammar." That such a theory exists in nature and only awaits unearthing, I have no doubt whatever. Mankind, when untrammelled by 'teaching,' acts on an instinctive assumption of its existence, for children and adults alike always learn a language in the same way if left to themselves. They copy the enunciation of complete sentences from experts in it to start with, learning to divide up and vary the sentences so acquired afterwards, and this is not only the surest but also the quickest way of mastering a foreign tongue correctly. Its rules of grammar, as stated in books about it, are mastered later on, and in every case where they only are studied there comes about that book knowledge of the language, which is everywhere by instinct acknowledged to be a matter apart from and inferior to the practical or true knowledge. I use the term 'true' here, because, unless this is possessed, whatever knowledge may be acquired fails to fulfil its object of finding a new mode of communicating with one's fellow man.

But it seems to me that if the laws laid down in the set Grammars were to follow closely on the laws instinctively obeyed by the untutored man, and to do no violence to what he feels to be the logical sequence of ideas, the divorce between practical and linguistic knowledge—between knowledge by the ear and knowledge by the eye—would not be so complete as it is nowadays. And not only that, if the laws could be stated in the manner above suggested, they could be more readily grasped and better retained in the memory, and languages would consequently be more quickly, more thoroughly, and more easily learned, both by children and adults, than is now practicable. Looked at thus, the matter becomes one of the greatest practical importance.

This is what I have attempted to achieve in stating my theory; but, assuming it to be fundamentally right and correctly worked out, it will be observed that it reverses the accepted order of teaching, alters many accepted definitions, and, while admitting much that is
usually taught, it both adds and omits many details. Taken all round, it is a wide departure from orthodox teaching. Hence the interest that Mr. Portman's efforts possess for myself.

But, as I have already pointed out in my review of his book, he has not strictly applied the theory, and has mixed it up in his application with the accepted teaching. I will therefore now put it to the test in my own way, using for the purpose Mr. Portman's sixth chapter on "The Andaman Fire Legend," which he gives in all the five languages of the South Andaman group.

The story is in each case a very short one, and is given by Mr. Portman as follows:—

THE ANDAMAN FIRE LEGEND.

AKA-BEADA LANGUAGE.

Interlined Text.

Taul-l’oko-tima-len Puluga-la mami-ka | Luratut-la
(a Place) — in God asleep-was | (a Bird)
chapa tap-nga omo-re | chapa-la Puluga-la
fire stealing-bring-did | fire God
pugat-ka | Puluga-la boi-ka | Puluga-la chapa
burning-was | God awake-was | God fire
eni-ka | a ik chapa-like Luratut
seizing-was | he taking fire —by (Bird)
l’ot-pugari-re | jek Luratut-la eni-ka | a
burn -t | at-once (Bird) taking-was | he
i-Tar-cheker l’ot-pugari-re | Wota-Emi-baraij-len
(a Bird) burn -t | Wota-Emi-village-in
Chaoga-tabanga oko-dal-re | Tomolola |
The-ancestors made-fires | Tomolola |

Mr. Portman's Rendering.

God was sleeping at Taul-l’oko-tima. Luratut came, stealing fire. The fire burnt God. God woke up. God seized the fire; He took the fire and burnt Luratut with it. Then Luratut took (the fire); he burnt Tar-cheker in Wota-Emi village, (where then) the Ancestors lit fires. (The Ancestors referred to were the) Tomola.
Akar-Bale Language.

**Interlined Text.**

Dim-Daura—le rita Keri-l’ong-tauwer—te Puluga (a Man) long-ago (a Place) —by God l’i toago choapa l’—omo —kate | ong ik his platform fire bringing—was | he taking akat-paura puguru—t l’—a—re | Bolub ka Tarkaur all-men burn —t di-d | (a Man) and (a Man) ka Bilichau ongot oto—jurugmu —t—ia | ongot and (a Man) they in-the-sea-wen—t—did | they at—yaukat mo —nga | ongot oaro—tichal-ena —te fish becom—ing | they carry-taking—by Rokwa-l’ar-tonga-baroij—a oko—dal —nga l’—a—re (a Place) —village-in fire-mak-ing di-d

Mr. Portman’s Rendering.

Dim-Daura, a very long time ago, at Keri-l’ong-tauwer, was bringing fire from God’s platform. He, taking the fire, burnt everybody with it. Bolub and Tarkaur and Bilichau fell into the sea and became fish. They took the fire to Rokwa-l’ar-tonga village and made fires there.

Puchikwar Language.

**Interlined Text.**

Taul-l’oko-tim—an Bilik l’ong—pat —ye | Lurutut | (a Place) —in God sleep—did | (a Bird) | l’ong at ab—lechi—nga | Lurutut l’ong—di —ye | he fire bring—ing | (a Bird) seiz—ed | kota ong Bilik l’ab—biki—ye | kota Bilik then he God burn—t | then God l’ong—konyi —ye | Bilik | l’ong at li —ye | ong awaken—ed | God | he fire seiz—ed | he e Lurutut l’oto—toi-chu—nga | kota kol ong then (a Bird) (with) fire-hitt—ing | then again he e Tarchal l’ote— toi-chu—ye | Chalter then (a Man) (with) fire-hit—did | (a Bird) l’ong—di —ye | ong Lao-Cham —len da —nga | seiz—ed | he ancestors —to giv—ing | Wauta-Emi—en ota Lao-cham | n’ong o—kadak —nga. Wauta-Emi—in then ancestors | they fire-mak—ing.
Mr. Portman's Rendering.

God was sleeping in Taul-l’oko-tim. Luratut went to bring fire. Luratut caught hold of the fire, then he burnt God. Then God woke up. God seized the fire. He hit Luratut with the fire. Then again he hit Tarchal with the fire. Chalter caught hold of it. He gave it to the ancestors. Then the ancestors made fire at Wauta-Emi.

Aukau-Juwai Language.

Interlined Text.

Kuro-t’om-mik —a Mom Mirit —la | Bilik
(a Place) —in Mr. Pigeon | God
l’aukau —ema —t | peakar at —lo top —chike |
slep —t | wood fire —with stealing —was |
at laiche Lech —lin a | kotak a
fire the-late (a Man) —to he | then he
auko —kodak —chine at —lo Karat-tatak-emi —in |
fire-make —did fire —with (a Place) —at |

Mr. Portman's Rendering.

Mr. Pigeon stole a firebrand at Kuro-t’om-mika, while God was sleeping. He gave the brand to the late Lech, who then made fires at Karat-tatak-emi.

Kol Language.

Interlined Text.

Taul-l’oko-tim —en Bilik —la pat —ke | Luratut —la (a Place) —in God asleep —was | (a Bird)
Oko-Emi —t at kek —an | Kaulotat —ke | lin (a Place) —in fire too —k | (a Man) —was | by
l’—a —chol —an Min-tong —ta —kete | Min-tong —ta —kete —lak (he) —wen —t (a Place) —to | (a Place) —to | by
l’—ir —bil —an | Kaulotat l’ir —pin (it) —out —wen —t | (a Man) charcoal
l’ir —dauk —an | k’irim —kaudak —an | n’a break —did | fire —make —did | they
n’otam —tepur —an | at —ke n’ote —tepur —an | alive —became | fire —by (they) —alive —became |
Min-tong-tauk-pauroich—in Jangil | n'a
(a Place) -village—in ancestors| they
l'oko—kaudak—an | fire-make—did |

Mr. Portman's Rendering.

God was sleeping at Taul-l'oko-tima. Luratut took away fire to Oko-Emi. Kaulotat went to Min-tong-ta, (taking fire with him from Oko-Emi). At Min-tong-ta the fire went out. Kaulotat broke up the charred firewood and made fire again, (by blowing up the embers). They (the people there) became alive. Owing to the fire they became alive. The ancestors thus got fire in Min-tong-tauk village.

In making an analysis of the language in which the above story is couched, it is at first all plain sailing, and it will be seen at a glance from any of these sentences that the Andamanese sentence is the expression of a complete meaning, capable at once of being divided into subject and predicate. This can be seen as under, making S. mean that the word is in the subjective, and P. that it is in the predicative, part of the sentence.

Aka-Beada.


Akar-Bale.

Dim-Daurale (S.) rita (P.) Keri-l'ong-tauwer-te (P.) Puluga (P.) l'i (P.) toago (P.) choapa (P.) l'omokate (P.). Ong (S.) ik (S.) akat-paura (P.) pugurut-l'are (P.). Bolub (S.) ka (S.) Tarkaur (S.) ka (S.) Bilichau (S.) (P. wanting). Ongot (S.) otojurugmutia (P.). Ongot (S.) atyaukat (P.) monga (P.) Ongot (S.) oarotichal-ena-te (S.) Rokwa-l'ar-
tonga (P.) baroij-len (P.) oko-dalnga-l'are (P.).
Puchikwar.


Aukau-Juwoi.


The whole narration in this language is extremely elliptical, and what Mr. Portman defines as the first 'phrase' seems to me to be three elliptical sentences.

Kol.


There are instances in these languages of combining the subject and predicate in one expression, which are an indication of grammatical growth. E.g., Kaulotat-ke is really an indicator (noun) with a predicative (verbal) suffix, and signifies some such expression as: 'Now, there was one Kaulotat.' In n'ote-tepuran we have the subject and predicate again combined into one expression—n' (they) -ote-tepuran (became alive).
The next point for consideration, viz., that the components of the sentences are words, placed either in the subjective or predicative parts of it, having a relation to each other in that part, needs no special illustration, and one may pass on to the functions of the words, using the abbreviations given below in the illustrations exhibited. To make these clear to the reader, I will recapitulate the explanations given in the Theory.

Functionally a word is either—

(1) An integer, or a sentence in itself. _Int._ (Interjection, vocative, etc.)
(2) An indicator, or indicative of the subject or complement (object) of a sentence. _In._ (Noun.)
(3) An explicator, or explanatory of its subject or complement. _E._ (Adjective.)
(4) A predicator, or indicative of its predicate. _P._ (Verb.)
(5) An illustrator, or illustrative of its predicate or complement, or of the explanation of its subject or complement. _Ill._ (Adverb.)
(6) A connector, or explanatory of the inter-relation of its components (words). _C._ (Conjunctions, pre- and post-positions, etc.)
(7) An introducer, or explanatory of its purpose. _Intd._ (Conjunctions.)
(8) A referent conjuctor, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by joining them. _R.C._ (Relative adverbs, pronouns, etc.)
(9) A referent substitute, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by substitution of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers. _R.S._ (Pronouns.)

By 'complement' is meant the 'object,' and hence the indicators, explicators, and illustrators belonging to the 'objective' or complementary part of the sentence are marked as 'complementary indicators, etc.,' thus: _C.Ind., C.E., C.Ill._
The various sentences in the Legends can therefore be analyzed as follows:—

Aka-Beada.

Akar-Bale.
Dim-Daurale (In.) rita (Ill.) Keril’ongtawurte (Ill.) Puluga- (In.) -l’i- (C.) -toago- (In.) (E. phrase) choapa (C.In.) l’omokate (P.). Ong (R.S.) ik (E.) akatpaura (C.In.) pugurut- (P.) -l’- (C.) -are (P. phrase). Bolub (In.) ka (C.) Tarkaur (In.) ka (C.) Bilichau (In., P. wanting). Ongot (R.S. otojurumutia (P.). Ongot (R.S.) atyauktat (C.In.) monga (P.). Ongot (R.S.) oarotich-enate (E.) Rokwal’artonga-baroiija (Ill.) okodalnga- (P.) -l’- (C.) -are (P. phrase).

Puchikwar.

Aukau-Juwoi.
Kurotonmika (Ill.) Mom (E.) Miritla (In., P. wanting). Bilik (In.) l’aukauemat (P.). (In. wanting) peakar (C.In.) atlo (C.Ill.) topchike (P.). At (C.In.) laiche- (E.) -Lech (In.) -jin (Ill. phrase) a (R.S., P. wanting). Kotak (R.C.) a (R.S.) aukokodakhine (P.) atlo (Ill.) Karattatak-Emi-in (Ill.).
Kol.

Taull'okotimen (Ill.) Bilikla (In.) patke (P.). Luratutla (In.) Oko-Emit (Ill.) at (C.In.) kekan (P.). Kaulotat-(In.) -ke- (P., the whole expression being an Integer). Lin (Ill.) l'- (R.S.) -acholan- (P. P. phrase) Mintongtakete (Ill.). Mintongtaketelak (Ill.) l'- (R.S.) -irbilan (P. P. phrase). Kaulotat (In.) l'irpin (C.In.) l'irdaukan (P.). (In. wanting) k'irimkaudakan (P.). N'a (R.S.) n'otamtepuran (P.). Atke (Ill.) n'- (R.S.) -otetepuran (P. P. phrase). Mintongtau-k-pauroichin (Ill.) jangil (In.) (P. wanting). N'a (R.S.) l'oko-kaudakan (P.).

The above method of syntactical analysis shows that all the languages arrive at a complete meaning, i.e. construct their sentences, in precisely the same way. In other words, they are all the outcome of the same habit of thought. It shows further, that that habit of thought is the simplest possible. Complications or extensions of ideas barely arise, and then only in the most direct form. E.g., Puluga-l'i-tongo-choapa (God-his-platform-fire, i.e. the fire from God's platform) and Ongot atyankat monga, ongot oarotichal-enate Rokwa-l'artonga-barlojja okodalnga-l'are (they fish becoming, they carrying-taking-by Rokwa-l'artonga-village-in fire-lighting-did, i.e. they became fish and taking (the fire) to the village of Rokwa-l'artonga lit a fire). The only signs of old habit or use in the languages are the frequent ellipses, indicating familiarity with them. The analysis also shows the languages to be purely colloquial, and therefore to have never been subjected to the modifications necessary when communication by signs, i.e. by writing, is resorted to. In short, the analysis seems to prove that the languages are the outcome of minds capable of but a very limited range of thought. Here, then, is one measure of the "Universal Theory" as a working hypothesis.

Leaving the syntax here and passing on to the accidence according to the Theory, it will be best to state for the sake of brevity of exposition, that an analysis of the words composing the Andamanese sentences shows that all the languages are agglutinative; i.e., the words are formed by
means of affixes to roots and stems without alteration of the radical forms of the affixes. It will also show that, like all other languages, they have not developed solely on one principle, and that rudiments of synthesis, or the attachment of affixes to roots and stems with alteration of form, are also present.

Andamanese words are, therefore, as a rule, easily dismembered, and further examination will show that all the forms of affixes, i.e. prefixes, infixes, and suffixes, are present in them by agglutination. The use of the infixes is to modify the root or stem, and so they are what I have called radical affixes. The use of the prefixes is principally as radical affixes, but also to indicate the functions of the words or their relation to other words. They can, therefore, also be functional affixes. The use of the suffixes is likewise twofold: as functional affixes, or to indicate the inherent qualities of the words, i.e. to show which class they belong to. They are, therefore, either functional or qualitative affixes.

With this preliminary information let us set to work to analyze the words in the Legend, omitting proper names for the present, and premising that in the following analysis R. = Root, S. = Stem, P.F. = Functional prefix, P.R. = Radical prefix, I. = Infix, S.F. = Functional suffix, S.Q. = Qualitative suffix.

**Aka-Beada.**

(1) Mami (R.)—ka (S.Q.). So also pugat—ka: boi—ka: sleep(ing) —was emi—ka.

(2) Chapa (R.).
fire

(3) Tap (R.)—nga (S.Q.).
steal —ing

(4) Omo (R.)—re (S.Q.).
bring —did

(5) Chapa (R.)—la (S.Q.).
fire —(hon. suf.)

(6) A (R.).
he
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(7) Ik (R.).
    tak(ing)
(8) Chapa (R.)—lik (S.F.).
    fire —by
(9) L' (P.F.) —ot (P.R.)—pugari (R. or S.)—re (S.Q.).
    (ref. pref.) —burn —t
(10) Jek (R.).
    at-once
(11) Baraij (R. or S.)—len (S.F.).
    village —in
(12) Oko (P.R.)—dal (R.) —re (S.Q.).
    —fire(light)—did

AKAR-BALE.

(1) Rita (R. or S.).
    very-long-ago.
(2) L' (P.F.) —i (R.).
    (ref. pref.) —he (ref. subst.) = his
(3) Toago (R. or S.).
    platform
(4) Choapa (R.).
    fire
(5) L' (P.F.) —omo (R.)—kate (S.Q.).
    (ref. pref.) —bring —was.
(6) Ong (R.).
    he
(7) Ik (R.).
    tak(ing)
(8) Akat (P.R.)—paura (R. or S.).
    all (men)
(9) Puguru (S.)—t (S.Q.).
    burn —t
(10) L' (P.F.) —a (R.)—re (S.Q.).
    (ref. pref.) —di —d
(11) Ka (R.).
    and
(12) Ongot (S.).
    they
(13) Oto (P.R.)—jurugmu (S.)—t (S.Q.)—ia (S.F.).
    sea-wen —t —was
(14) At (P.R.)—yaukat (S.).
    fish.
(15) Oaro (S.) + tichal (S.) + ena (R.)—te (S.Q.).
carry + hand + take — did = carried

(16) Baroij (R. or S.)—a (S.F.).
village — in

(17) Oko (P.R.)—dal (R.) — nga (S.Q.).
fire (light) — ing.

PUCHIKWAR.

(1) L’ (P.F.) — ong (R.).
(ref. pref.) — he

slep — t

(3) At (R.).
fire

(4) Ab (P.R.) — lechi (R.) — nga (S.Q.).
bring — ing

(5) Kota (R. or S.).
then

(6) Ong (R.).
he

(7) E (R.).
then

(8) L’ (P.F.) — oto (P.R.) — toichu (S.) — nga (S.Q.).
(he)
with-fire-hit — ting. Cf. l’oto-
toichu-ye, (he) with-fire-hit-did.

(9) Kol (R.).
again

(10) Da (R.) — nga (S.Q.).
giv — ing

(11) Ota (R.).
then

(12) N’ (P.F.) — ong (R.).
(plu. ref. pref.) — he = they

(13) O (P.R.) — kadak (R. or S.) — nga (S.Q.).
fire-mak — ing.

AUKAU-JUWOL.

(1) Mom (R.).
Mr.

(2) L’ (P.F.) — aukau (P.R.) — ema (R.) — t (S.Q.).
(he)
— slept — t
(3) Peakar (S.).
    wood
(4) At (R.)—lo (S.F.).
    fire    —with
(5) Top (R.)—chike (S.Q.).
    steal   —was
(6) Laiche (S.).
    Deceased
(7) A (R.).
    he
(8) Kotak (S.).
    then
(9) Auko (P.R.)—kodak (S.)—chine (S.Q.).
    fire-make —did.

Kol.

(1) Pat (R.)—ke (S.Q.).
    sleep    —was
(2) Kaulotat (S.)—ke (S.Q.).
    (male-name) —was To use the current grammatical terminology, this is a most interesting instance of a verbal termination to a noun.
(3) At (R.).
    fire
(4) Kek (R.)—an (S.Q.).
    take    —did
(5) Lin (R.).
    by
(6) L' (P.F.)—a (P.R.)—chol (R.)—an (S.Q.).
    (he)  —wen     —t
(7) L' (P.F.)—ir (P.R.)—bil (R.)—an (S.Q.).
    (it)  out-wen—t
(8) L' (P.F.)—ir (P.R.)—pin (R.).
    (he)  charcoal—(getting)
(9) L' (P.F.)—ir (P.R.)—dauk (R.)—an (S.Q.).
    (he)  break    —did
(10) K' (P.F. or P.R.)—irim (P.R.)—kaudak (S.)—an (S.Q.).
    fire-make —did
(11) N' (P.F.) —a (R.).
    (plu. ref. pref.)—he = they
(12) N' (P.F.)—otam (P.R.)—tepur (S.)—an (S.Q.).
     (they)    —kindle —d    Cf. n’ote-
     tepur-an, they-kindle-d.
(13) At (R.)—ke (S.F.).
     fire —by
(14) Pauroich (S.)—in (S.F.).
     village —in
(15) L’ (P.F.)—oko (P.R.)—kaudak (S.)—an (S.Q.).
     (he) —fire-make —did.

Now the above mode of verbal analysis shows how few of the possible ‘parts of speech’ these Tribes require to use in order to express the ideas contained in a complete narration, how very simple is the mental mechanism employed, how extremely limited the development of the ideas when started. It shows that we are, in fact, dealing here with savage languages. Here, then, is another measure of the "Universal Theory" as a working hypothesis.

I now propose to go into the proper names, and to see what their analysis tells us.

**Aka-Beada Proper Names.**

(1) Taul (R.)—l’ (P.F. = I.)—oko (P.R.)—tima (R.)
     Taul-tree —(its) —corner
     (P.R. + R. = S.) len (P.F.).
     in. So the whole expression signifies ‘in the village at the corner among the Taul trees.’

(2) Puluga (S.)—la (S.Q.).
     God (hon. suf.). The Deity, i.e. a supernatural anthropomorphic being. The word may mean ‘the Rain-bringer.’ N.B. ‘Rain’ often = ‘Storm’ in the Andamanese tropics.

(3) Luratut (S.)—la (S.Q.).
     Luratut. This is the name of a well-known bird, but in the context clearly signifies some man named after the bird. Here, however, we have an indication of legendary growth. For the Andamanese nowadays naturally mix up those of their ancestors who had ‘bird’ and ‘animal’ names with the birds and animals after whom they were named.
(4) I (P.R.)—Tarcheker (S.)
   Kingfisher. A 'bird' name, see (3).

(5) Wota (R.)—Emi (R.)
   rise-up—hut. 'The village of the huts from
   which the Tribes rose (like a flight of birds),' i.e. the
   traditional cradle of the race.

(6) Chaoga (S.)—taba (R.)—nga (S.Q.)
   spirit—greatest-be—ing. Chaoga denotes
   properly the appearance a dead person is supposed to
   assume, and the whole term signifies 'the dead who
   were greatest,' i.e. 'greater than ourselves,' the
   (revered) ancestors.

(7) Tomol (S.)—ola (S.Q.),
   Tomol(la)'s-sons—(hon. suf.). The Tomolola are the
   earliest traditional chiefs, i.e. the very earliest personages
   beyond 'the ancestors.'

Akar-Bale Proper Names.

(1) Dim (P.R.)—Daura (R.)—le (S.Q.),
   (male-name)—(hon. suf).

(2) Keri (R.)—l' (P.F. = I.)—ong (P.R.)—tauwer (S.)
   Keri-tree—(its)
   (P.R. + S. = S.)—te (S.F.)
   by i.e., 'by the village on the
   sand among the Keri-trees.'

(3) Puluga (S.).
   God.

(4) Bolub (S.).
   'fish' name. See the 'bird' names above.

(5) Tarkaur (S.).
   'fish' name. See (4).

(6) Bilichau (S.).
   Flying-fish. A 'fish' name. See (4).

(7) Rokwa (S.)—l' (P.F. = I.)—ar (P.R.)—to (R.)
   stone—(its)
   (P.R. + R. = S.)—nga (S.Q.),
   —ing i.e., 'the village by the
   row of stones.'

Puchikwar Proper Names.

(1) Taul (R.)—l' (P.F. = I.)—oko (P.R.)—tim (R.)
   Taul-tree—(its)
   —corner
(P.R. + R. = S.)—an (S.Q.).
   —in. See identical Aka-Beda term.

(2) Bilik (S.).
   God.

(3) Luratut (S.).
   'bird' name. See Aka-Beda term.

(4) Tarchal (S.).
   'fish' name. See (3).

(5) Chalter (S.).
   Kingfisher. A 'bird' name. See (3).

   'the ancestors'
   —to. See chaoga-tabanga, the Aka-Beda term.

(7) Wauta (S.)—Emi (S.)—en (S.F.).
   Wauta —Emi —in. See the Aka-Beda name Wota-Emi.

AUKAU-JUWOI PROPER NAMES.

(1) Kuro (S.) — t' (P.F. = I.) — on (P.R.) — mika (R.)
   Kuro-tree—(its)
   —very-big
   (P.R. + R. = S.). i.e., 'the village among the great
   Kuro-trees.'

(2) Mirit (S.)—la (S.Q.).
   Pigeon —(hon. suf.). A 'bird' name.

(3) Bilik (S.).
   God.

(4) Lech (R.) — lin (S.F.).
   male-name—to.

(5) Karat (S.) — t' (P.F. = I.)—atak (P.R.)—emi (R.)
   Karat-creeper—(its)
   —hut
   (P.R. + R. = S.)—in (S.F.).
   —in i.e., 'in the village
   where the huts are among the Karat-creepers.'

KOL PROPER NAMES.

(1) Taul (R.) — l' (P.F. = I.)—oko (P.R.)—tim (R.) (P.R.
   + R. = S.)—en (S.Q.). For this name see Aka-Beda.

(2) Bilik (S.)—la (S.Q.).
   God —(hon. suf.).

(3) Luratut (S.)—la (S.Q.). For this name see Aka-Beda.
(4) Oko (R.)—Emi (R.)—t (S.F.)
Oko—Emi—at
This is the same place as the Wota-Emi and Wauta-Emi already given, but it appears here in a presumably simpler form, signifying 'the (original) huts.'

(5) Kaulotat (S.)—ke (S.Q.)
Kaulotat-tree—was. This is an instance of a 'tree' name. See Aka-Bead (3). The peculiar 'verbal' termination to the word in the text is commented on elsewhere.

(6) Min (R.)—tong (R.)—ta (R.) [or tauk (S.)] (R. + Min-tree—leaf—bone
R. + R. [or R. or S.] = S.)—kete (S.F.)—lak (S.F.)
—by—to
I.e.,
'at the village of the rib-leafed Min-trees.'

(7) Jangil (S.)
'the ancestors.'

Now these proper names bear out in every respect the conclusions to be drawn from the former analysis, because they are clearly either mere roots or stems, or compounds of roots and stems thrown together by means of infixed affixes, the infixes themselves being in their nature plain functional prefixes of what is usually called a 'pronominal character.' The sense of the words is also usually immediately apparent, showing the difficulty the speakers have in getting out of the region of concrete into that of abstract ideas—indicating, that is, the 'savage' condition of their minds.

But the 'savage' nature of the languages comes out even more clearly if we apply the theory in another way, i.e., if we exclude the proper names and pick out the roots or stems of all sorts to be found in the five versions of the "Fire Legend." This will show that, leaving out persons and places, the five tribes tell five versions of an abstract story by an effort of memory with the aid between them of only seven separate indicators (nouns), seventeen separate predicators (verbs), and eight separate radicals, indicating the other parts of speech. Only once is an explicator (adj.) used in all the versions; only thrice an
illustrator (adv.), and then only once in any instance in the same language. No introductory words to sentences are used at all; only one conjunction between words and only two between sentences, referring in each case to what has been already said. There are no forward references, and there is only one referent substitute (pronoun, in this case of the 3rd person). In telling the Legend, we therefore see that, to employ the old familiar phraseology, the Aka-Beada use two nouns, eight verbs, one ref. conj., and one pronoun. The Akar-Bale use five nouns, nine verbs, one adv., one conj., one pron. in two forms. The Puchikwar use one noun (fire), six verbs, one adv., one ref. conj. in two forms, one pron. The Aukau-Juwoi use two nouns, three verbs, one adj., one pron. The Kol use three nouns, seven verbs, one adv., one pron. Poverty of thought and idea could hardly go lower than this. We are really brought face to face with the speech of undeveloped savages.

The evidence is as follows:—

**Tables of Roots and Stems.**

**Indicators (Nouns).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Aka-Beada</th>
<th>Akar-Bale</th>
<th>Puchikwar</th>
<th>Aukau-Juwoi</th>
<th>Kol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>village</td>
<td>baraij</td>
<td>baroij</td>
<td>toago</td>
<td></td>
<td>pauroich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform</td>
<td>paura</td>
<td>chopa</td>
<td>choapa</td>
<td>at</td>
<td>at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yaukat</td>
<td></td>
<td>peakar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>chapa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charcoal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Predicators (Verbs).**

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seize</td>
<td>eni</td>
<td>ena</td>
<td>di,</td>
<td>li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take</td>
<td>ik</td>
<td>ik</td>
<td>kek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light-a-fire</td>
<td>dal</td>
<td>dal</td>
<td>kodak</td>
<td>kaudak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>mami</td>
<td>pat</td>
<td>ema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steal</td>
<td>tap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring</td>
<td>omo</td>
<td>omo</td>
<td>lechi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
burn pugat, puguru
      pugari
wake boi konyi
go-into-sea jurugmu
become mo
carry tichal
give da

go chol
extinguish bilreak-up dauk
tinkle tepur

**Explicators (Adjectives).**
deceased laiche

**Illustrators (Adverbs).**
long-ago rita kol
again past (by)

**Connectors (Conjunctions).**
and ka

**Introducers (Conjunctions).**
 Nil.

**Referents.**

(a) **Conjunctors (Conjunctions).**
at-once jek
then ota, kota, e

(b) **Substitutes (Pronouns).**
he a i, ong ong a
they ongot n'ong n'a

Incidentally the above tables indicate the extent to which the languages belong, in the first place to a family, and in the next to a group, which may be further indicated by examination of the affixes. But, as the examples available are so few, nothing beyond indication can be here expected.
The proof can be seen by an examination of Mr. Portman's Comparative Vocabulary and his most patient analysis of the words therein.

### Tables of Affixes.

#### Prefixes, functional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Aka-Bead</th>
<th>Akar-Bale</th>
<th>Puchikwar</th>
<th>Aukau-Juwoi</th>
<th>Kol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>his, its</td>
<td>l'</td>
<td>l'</td>
<td>l'</td>
<td>l', t'</td>
<td>l'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/his</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theirs</td>
<td>n'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Prefixes, radical.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(?)/ot-</td>
<td>ot-</td>
<td>oto-</td>
<td>otam-, ote-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/atak-</td>
<td>atak-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/oko-</td>
<td>oko-</td>
<td>aukau-,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/ab-</td>
<td>ab-</td>
<td>auko-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/ar-</td>
<td>ar-</td>
<td></td>
<td>ir-, irim-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/i-</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>on-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(?)/ong-</td>
<td>ong-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Suffixes, functional.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by</td>
<td>-lik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>-len</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-te</td>
<td>-ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-in, -an,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-en</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-len</td>
<td>-lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-kete</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Suffixes, qualitative.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>was</td>
<td>-ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ing</td>
<td>-nga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>did</td>
<td>-re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(honorific)</td>
<td>-la, -ola</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-kate, -ia</td>
<td>-chike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nga</td>
<td>-ngga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-t, -te</td>
<td>-ye, -an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-la</td>
<td>-la</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reader will by this time have perceived that the development of the fundamental meanings of the roots and stems of Andamanese words is effected by means of radical prefixes; a consideration that brings us in contact
with the most difficult and most interesting feature of the Andamanese languages.

To the Andamanese mind roots present themselves as being divided off roughly into classes as under, to use Mr. Portman's classification, which is, of course, an impossible one, according to the general system of grammar he purports to follow. But, as his classification is sufficient for the purpose of illustrating my points, I shall not now disturb it.

Mr. Portman's classification is stated by him thus:—

The Andamanese roots appear to be divided into five groups, which are as follows:—

(1) Names of parts of the body, with special reference to the human body. Roots referring to the human race generally.

(2) Names of other natural animate and inanimate objects.

(3) Roots which are capable of being converted into either Explicators or Predicators, as well as being Indicators.

(4) Pronouns.

(5) Postpositions, Adverbs, Conjunctions, Exclamations, Proper Names of Andamanese men and women, the Flower Names given to Andamanese girls, Honorific Names, etc., Particles.

Now, with reference to the above statement, the main function of the radical prefixes is to indicate the group to which a root belongs, either primarily or secondarily by implication. In the groups, or in some of them at least, there are sub-groups, e.g., in group 1 we find sub-groups, of which the following are samples:—

**Table of Sub-Groups in Group I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Aka-Beadu</th>
<th>Akar-Bale</th>
<th>Pachikwar</th>
<th>Aukau-Juwoi</th>
<th>Kol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>ot-cheta</td>
<td>aut-chekta</td>
<td>ote-ta</td>
<td>auto-tau</td>
<td>aute-toi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand</td>
<td>on-kauro</td>
<td>ong-kauro</td>
<td>ong-kaure</td>
<td>aun-korau</td>
<td>aun-kaure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>aka-bang</td>
<td>aka-boang</td>
<td>o-pong</td>
<td>aukau-pong</td>
<td>o-pong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>ab-lo</td>
<td>ab-lo</td>
<td>ab-lu</td>
<td>a-lu</td>
<td>o-lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>ik-puku</td>
<td>id-puku</td>
<td>ir-bo</td>
<td>re-baukau</td>
<td>er-bokau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spine</td>
<td>ar-gorob</td>
<td>ar-kate</td>
<td>ar-kurab</td>
<td>a-kurup</td>
<td>o-kurup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As might be expected of savages, the Andamanese are intensely anthropomorphic, and this fact comes out in their languages, the radical prefixes in form and origin revolving for all Groups chiefly round those used to differentiate the parts of the human body or human attributes and necessities. There are, however, radical prefixes, whose function is purely to modify the meaning of a root, and so to form, in combination with the root, a pure stem. Here are instances out of Mr. Portman’s book:

_Yop_-da is, in Aka-Bead, ‘soft’ or ‘pliable’; then, a sponge is _ot-yop_, soft; a cane is _auto-yop_, pliable; a pencil is _aka-yop_ or _auko-yop_, pointed; the human body is _ab-yop_, soft; certain parts of it are _ong-yop_, soft; fallen trees are _ar-yop_, rotten; an adze is _ig-yop_, blunt.

_Chaurog_-nga means in Aka-Bead generally ‘tie(ing) up.’ Unmodified by a radical prefix it refers to the tying up of bundles of firewood or plantains, whence _chaurog-nga_-da, a faggot. But when so modified it can mean as follows: _aut-chaurog-nga_, tying up the carcases of dead pigs so that they may be carried on the back; _aka-chaurog-nga_, tying up jack-fruit into bundles; _ar-chaurog-nga_, tying up birds; _ong-chaurog-nga_, tying together the feet of little pigs while alive to prevent escape.

The anthropomorphism of the Andamanese, already noticed, induces them to refer all words, capable of such reference, directly to themselves, by means of referent prefixes to stems composed of roots plus radical prefixes; thus:

---

### The Head.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>-cheta</td>
<td>-chekta</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>-tau</td>
<td>-toi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his-d°</td>
<td>_ot-</td>
<td>_aut-</td>
<td>_ote-</td>
<td>_auto-</td>
<td>_aute-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my-d°</td>
<td>_d'ot-</td>
<td>_d'aut-</td>
<td>_t'ote-</td>
<td>_t'auto-</td>
<td>_t'aute-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hand</td>
<td>-kauro</td>
<td>-kauro</td>
<td>-kaure</td>
<td>-korau</td>
<td>-kaure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his-d°</td>
<td>_on-</td>
<td>_ong-</td>
<td>_ong-</td>
<td>_aun-</td>
<td>_aun-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thy-d°</td>
<td>_ng'on-</td>
<td>_ng'ong-</td>
<td>_ng'ong-</td>
<td>_ng'aun</td>
<td>_ng'aun-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the above cases, to the roots for ‘head’ and ‘hand’ are added for ‘his’ the root-forms of the prefixes, to which for ‘my’ and ‘thy’ have been superadded abbreviated forms of the root-forms for ‘I’ and ‘thou.’ And so it is for all the ‘persons.’

Also when the reference is possible to “persons in the plural,” some, but not by any means all, the Andamanese emphasize the fact of such reference by modifying the form of the radical prefix to indicate it, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sing.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Plu.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ot</strong></td>
<td><strong>otot</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ong</strong></td>
<td><strong>oiot</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>aka</strong></td>
<td><strong>akat</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ab</strong></td>
<td><strong>at</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ig</strong></td>
<td><strong>itig</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ar</strong></td>
<td><strong>arat</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No such alterations take place in Puchikwar and Aukau-Juwoi, except to differentiate ‘thy’ from ‘your.’ Thus: in Puchikwar, **aute**, sing., is **autel**, plu.; and in Aukau-Juwoi **autau**, sing., is **autel**, plu.; and so on.

To the differentiating plu. radical prefixes are added, where necessary, functional prefixes, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>our</td>
<td>m’otot</td>
<td>m’autot</td>
<td>m’aute</td>
<td>m’autau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your</td>
<td>ng’otot</td>
<td>ng’autot</td>
<td>ng’aute</td>
<td>ng’aute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another noteworthy fact, again due to anthropomorphism, is that usually the Andamanese languages conceive every word, when possible, as referred to ‘the 3rd person,’ e.g., ot-cheta-da is strictly not ‘head,’ but ‘his head.’ So otot-cheta-da is strictly ‘their heads.’ And so, in order to express a clear reference to a ‘3rd person,’ where the context renders such necessary, they do so by means of a referent prefix evolved for the purpose, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘s, its</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’- len’-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his (their)</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’-</td>
<td>1’- len’-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1’- l’- l’- l’- len’- l’- len’- l’- len’-
The last three forms seem to explain the origin of this curious habit, for in them we find a special referent prefix for 'their,' and so, when it is necessary to make 'their' clearly referent, we find a second prefix le superadded. We can therefore also say that the referent prefix l'-seems to indicate one of the signs of 'growth' in the languages, as we now have them.

Lastly, when the natural conditions require that an Andamanese should throw into a single expression more than one idea, he does so by direct and simple combination, with the aid of his referent prefix for 'its,' as may be seen from the proper names and some of the compound words in the texts of the Legend. Thus: Taul-l'-okotima, Taul-tree-its-corner, i.e. (the village at) the corner (among) the Taul-trees; Keri-l'-ongtawer, Keri-tree-its-sand, i.e. (the village on) the sand (among) the Keri-trees.

So here, again, it appears to me that the languages, even in the complicated forms and usage of the prefixes, show themselves to be purely and directly the expression of 'savage' thought, affording yet another measure of the Theory as a working hypothesis.

Now, of course, the Andamanese go far beyond this skeleton in the details of their speech, but everything else to be found in it seems to me to be a development of these fundamental laws, arising out of a mere following up to a further expansion the ideas contained in them, or out of the necessities of speech itself. There are no more further 'principles' to explain, so far as I can at present see, and I would refer the reader to Mr. Portman's careful and laborious pages for a proof of the present assertions. I would also take leave to refer him to those pages and to the foregoing observations, should he desire to judge for himself how far the Theory may be called a successful attempt to meet the conditions.

I will now proceed to state the Theory in skeleton form, believing that its bones can be clothed with the necessary flesh for every possible language by the process of direct natural development of detail,—that a clear and fair
explanation of all the phenomena of speech can be logically deduced from the general principles enunciated therein.

It seems to me to be necessary to say very little at present by way of preface. The Theory is based on the one phenomenon, which must of necessity be constant in every variety of speech, viz. the expression of a complete meaning, or, technically, the sentence. Words are then considered as components of the sentence, firstly as to the functions performed by them, and next as to the means whereby they can be made to fulfil their functions. Lastly, languages are considered according to their methods of composing sentences and words. This course of reasoning commends itself to my mind as logically correct, and if it be so, must, when properly worked out, explain every phenomenon of speech.

Terminology is a matter of convenience, and I have in the exposition of the Theory, changed the familiar terminology of the Grammars of the orthodox sort merely as a convenience. The question presents itself to me as one of choosing between the devising of new terms and the giving of new definitions to well-known old ones, used habitually in other senses. To my own mind it is easier to apprehend and retain in the memory the meaning of a new word than to keep before the mind a new definition of an old and familiar one. Hence my choice. But this is so much a personal matter, that it is a question of indifference to myself which method is adopted.

The familiar terminology has accordingly been changed in this wise. The old noun, adjective, verb, adverb, preposition, and conjunction become indicator, explicator, predicative, illustrator, connector, and referent conjunctive, while interjections and pronouns become integers and referent substitutes. Certain classes also of the adverbs are converted into introducers. Gender, number, person, tense, conjugation, and declension all disappear in the general description of kinds of inflexion—the object becomes the complement of the predicate, and concord becomes correlated variation. Also for obvious reasons subjects,
necessarily occupying an important place in Grammars which aim at explaining all that there is to say about a language—such as its phonology, orthography, and elocution—are not now considered in the exposition of the Theory.

THE SKELETON

OF

A THEORY OF UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR.

Speech is a mode of communication between man and man by expression. Speech may be communicated orally through the ear by talking, optically through the eye by signs, tangibly through the skin by the touch. Languages are varieties of speech.

The units of languages are sentences. A sentence is the expression of a complete meaning.

A sentence may consist of a single expression of a meaning. A single expression of a meaning is a word. A sentence may also consist of many words. When it consists of more than one word, it has two parts. These parts are the subject and the predicate. The subject of a sentence is the matter communicated or discussed in the sentence. The predicate of a sentence is the communication or discussion of that matter in the sentence.

The subject may consist of one word. It may also consist of many words. When it consists of more than one word, there is a principal word and additional words. The predicate may consist of one word. It may also consist of many words. When it consists of more than one word, there is a principal word and additional words. Therefore the components of a sentence are words placed either in
the subjective or predicative part of it, having a relation to each other in that part. This relation is that of principal and subordinate.

Since the words composing the parts of a sentence are placed in a position of relation to each other, they fulfil functions. The function of the principal word of the subject is to indicate the matter communicated or discussed by expressing it. The function of the subordinate words of the subject may be to explain that indication, or to illustrate the explanation of it. The function of the principal word of the predicate is to indicate the communication or discussion of the subject by expressing it. The function of the subordinate words of the predicate may be to illustrate that indication, or to complete it. The predicate may be completed by a word explanatory of the subject or indicative of the complement. Therefore, primarily, the words composing a sentence are either—

1. Indicators, or indicative of the subject.
2. Explicators, or explanatory of the subject.
3. Predicators, or indicative of the predicate.
4. Illustrators, or illustrative of the predicate, or of the explanation of the subject.
5. Complements, or complementary of the predicate.

And complements are either indicators or explicators. Therefore also complementary indicators may be explained by explicators, and this explanation may be illustrated by illustrators. And complementary explicators may be illustrated by illustrators.

But, since speech is a mode of communication between man and man, mankind speaks with a purpose. The function of sentences is to indicate the purpose of speech. The purpose of speech is either (1) affirmation, (2) denial, (3) interrogation, (4) exhortation, or (5) information. Purpose may be indicated in a sentence by the position of its components, by variation of the forms of its components, or by the addition of introductory words to express it or introducers.
Also, since the function of sentences is to indicate the purpose of speech, connected purposes may be indicated by connected sentences. The relation of connected sentences to each other is that of principal and subordinate. This relation may be expressed by the position of the connected sentences, by variation of the forms of their components, or by the addition of referent words expressing it or referents. A referent word may express the inter-relation of connected sentences by conjoining them, or by substituting itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers. Referents are therefore conjunctors or substitutes.

Also, since the words composing the parts of a sentence are placed in a position of relation to each other, this relation may be expressed in the sentence by the addition of connecting words expressing it or connectors, or by variation of the forms of the words themselves.

Also, since predicators are especially connected with indicators; explicators with indicators; illustrators and complements with predicators; and referent substitutes with their principals; there is an intimate relation between predicator and indicator, indicator and explicator, illustrator and predicator, predicator and complement, referent substitute and principal. This intimate relation may be expressed by the addition of connecting words to express it, or by correlated variation in the forms of the especially connected words.

Since speech is a mode of communication between man and man by expression, that communication may be made complete without complete expression. Speech may, therefore, be partly expressed, or be partly left unexpressed. And since speech may be partly left unexpressed, referent words may refer to the unexpressed portions, and words may be related to unexpressed words or correlated to them. Referent substitutes may, therefore, indicate the subject of a sentence.
Again, many words may be used collectively to express the meaning of one word. The collective expression of a single meaning by two or more words is a phrase. The relation of a phrase to the word it represents is that of original and substitute. A phrase, therefore, fulfils the function of its original.

Since a phrase is composed of words used collectively to represent a single expression of a meaning, that meaning may be complete in itself. Therefore a phrase may be a sentence. A sentence substituted for a word is a clause. A clause, therefore, fulfils the function of its original.

Since clauses represent words, a sentence may be composed of clauses, or partly of clauses and partly of words. A sentence composed of clauses, or partly of clauses and partly of words, is a period.

Therefore a word is functionally either—

(1) A sentence in itself or an integer,
(2) An essential component of a sentence, or
(3) An optional component of a sentence.

The essential components of a sentence are (1) indicators, (2) explicators, (3) predicators, (4) illustrators, (5) complements. And complements are either indicators or explicators.

The optional components of a sentence are (1) introducers, (2) referents, (3) connectors. And referents are either referent conjunctors or referent substitutes.

To recapitulate: Functionally a word is either—

(1) An integer, or a sentence in itself.
(2) An indicator, or indicative of the subject or complement of a sentence.
(3) An explicator, or explanatory of its subject or complement.
(4) A predicator, or indicative of its predicate.
(5) An **ILLUSTRATOR**, or illustrative of its predicate or complement, or of the explanation of its subject or complement.

(6) A **CONNECTOR**, or explanatory of the inter-relation of its components.

(7) An **INTRODUCER**, or explanatory of its purpose.

(8) A **REFERENT CONJUNCTOR**, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by joining them.

(9) A **REFERENT SUBSTITUTE**, or explanatory of the inter-relation of connected sentences by substitution of itself in the subordinate sentence for the word in the principal sentence to which it refers.

An individual word may fulfil all the functions of words, or it may fulfil only one function, or it may fulfil many functions. When a word can fulfil more than one function, the function it fulfils in a particular sentence is indicated by its *position* in the sentence, either without variation of form or with variation of form. There are, therefore, **CLASSES OF WORDS**.

Since a word may fulfil only one function, there are as many classes as there are functions. Also, since a word may fulfil more than one function, it may belong to as many classes as there are functions which it can fulfil. A word may, therefore, be transferable from one class to another; and this transfer may be effected by its *position* in the sentence without variation of form, or with variation of form. The class to which a word belongs may, therefore, be indicated by its **FORM**.

When a word is transferable from one class to another, it belongs primarily to a certain class, and secondarily to other classes. But, since by transfer to another class from the class to which it primarily belongs (with or without variation of form) the word fulfils a *new function*, it becomes a *new word* connected with the original word. The relation
between connected words is that of parent and offshoot. Since the form of a word may indicate its class, both parent and offshoot may assume the forms of the classes to which they respectively belong.

When connected words differ in form, they consist of a principal part or stem, and an additional part or functional affix. The function of the stem is to indicate the meaning of the word. The function of the functional affix is to modify that meaning with reference to the function of the word. This modification may be effected by indicating the class to which the word belongs, or by indicating its relation or correlation to the other words in the sentence.

A stem may be an original meaning or simple stem, or it may be a modification of an original meaning or compound stem. A compound stem consists of a principal part or root, and additional parts or radical affixes. The function of the root is to indicate the original meaning of the stem. The function of the radical affixes is to indicate the modifications by which the meaning of the root has been changed into the meaning of the stem.

Since words fulfil functions and belong to classes, they possess inherent qualities. The inherent qualities of words may be indicated by qualitative affixes.

Affixes are, therefore, functional, or indicative of the function of the word to which they are affixed, or of its relation or correlation to the other words in the sentence; radical, or indicative of the modifications of meaning which its root has undergone; qualitative, or indicative of its inherent qualities.

Affixes may be—

(1) prefixes, or prefixed to the root, stem, or word;
(2) infixes, or fixed into the root, stem, or word;
(3) suffixes, or suffixed to the root, stem, or word.
Affixes may be attached to roots, stems, or words in their *full form*, or in a *varied form*. When there is variation of form, there is inflexion or inseparability of the affix from the root, stem, or word. All the functions of affixes can, therefore, be fulfilled by inflexion; and *inflected words* may conform to particular *kinds of inflexion*.

Since a sentence is composed of words placed in a particular order, with or without variation of form, the meaning of a sentence is rendered complete by the combination of the meaning of its components with their position, or with their forms, or partly with their position and partly with their forms.

Since sentences are the units of languages, and words are the components of sentences, and since languages are varieties of speech, languages may vary in the forms of their words, or in the position in which their words are placed in the sentence, or partly in the forms and partly in the position of their words. There are, therefore, *classes of languages*.

Since the meaning of a sentence may be rendered complete either by the position of its words or by their form, languages are primarily divisible into *syntactical languages*, or those that express complete meaning by the position of their words; and into *formative languages*, or those that express complete meaning by the forms of their words.

Since words are varied in form by the addition of affixes, and since affixes may be attached to words in an unaltered or altered form, formative languages are divisible into *agglutinative languages*, or those that add affixes without alteration; and into *synthetic languages*, or those that add affixes with alteration.

Since affixes may be prefixes, infixes, or suffixes, agglutinative and synthetic languages are each divisible into (1) *pre-mutative languages*, or those that prefix their
affixes; (2) intro-mutative languages, or those that infix their affixes; (3) post-mutative languages, or those that suffix their affixes.

Languages are, therefore, by class either syntactical or formative. And formative languages are either agglutinative or synthetic. And agglutinative and synthetic languages are either pre-mutative, intro-mutative, or post-mutative.

A language may belong entirely to one class, or it may belong to more than one class. When a language belongs to more than one class, it belongs primarily to a particular class, and secondarily to other classes.

Since the meaning of a sentence is rendered complete by the meaning of its words in combination with their forms or position, languages may be connected languages, or those that vary the forms or the position, without varying the meanings, of their words.

Since variation of form is effected by the addition of affixes in an unaltered or altered form, connected languages may vary the affixes without variation of the roots or stems of their words. Connected languages whose stems are common belong to a group. Connected languages whose roots are common belong to a family; and, therefore, all connected languages belonging to a group belong to the same family.
ART. XVII.—Notes on Zarathuṣṭra's Doctrine regarding the Soul. By E. W. West.

On reference to the Millennial Chronology of the Bundahiś (as corrected and extended in S.B.E., vol. xlvii, Introduction, § 55) it will be seen that the first millennium commenced in B.C. 9630 with the formation of the Fravashi, or primary ideas of the good creations, which remained insensible and motionless for 3,000 years. At the beginning of the fourth millennium (B.C. 6630) the spiritual body of Zarathuṣṭra was framed together and remained 3,000 years with the Amešaspetas, while the primeval man and ox existed undisturbed in the world, because the Maleficent spirit was still confounded and powerless. But, at the beginning of the seventh millennium (B.C. 3630) the Maleficent spirit rushed into the creation, destroyed the Primeval ox, and distressed Gayomart, the primeval man, who died thirty years later; but Zarathuṣṭra was not born till B.C. 660.

Descriptive of these evils we have the second Hā, or chapter, of the first Gāthā (Yasna, xxix), in which the Geuš-urvan, or Soul of the Primeval Ox, bewails the hard fate of cattle in general, owing to drovers, robbers, and brutes who lacerate and plunder; he begs the protection of the Amešaspetas, and an assurance of good pasture for the animals he represents.

The creator of the Primeval Ox, Ahura-mazda himself, asks Asha ('righteousness') whom it is that he has appointed to control the masters of cattle, and what benevolent ruler to prevent violence. Asha replies that the bad masters do not yet understand the future recompense they will themselves receive for kindness to their cattle, nor the future punishment they will suffer for cruel
treatment. And Vohumanō (‘good-thought’) adds that he has found a man, in Zarathuštra the Spitāma, who will listen to their instructions and teach mankind accordingly.

As in this case we find the term soul applied to the representative spirit of the Primeval Ox, so in other cases we shall find the representative and responsible spirit of a human being is the soul. The fravashi, or guardian-spirit, is a totally distinct spiritual adjunct which every individual and object of the good creation possesses; it is a kind of primary idea, and is the spiritual counterpart of a deceased person, that is invoked, or reverenced, in certain ceremonies. Its duty is to protect the body which it represents.

In the Gāthas the following passages occur, regarding the soul and its responsibilities, and are here explained according to Darmesteter’s translations:—

Yasna, xxviii, 4. I who give Paradise to the soul, with the help of Vohumanō.

xxxí, 20. To him who shall have wished to deceive the righteous, there come groanings hereafter, long dwelling in darkness, unwholesome food, and words of insult. Such is the world, you wicked! to which your works and religion lead.

xxxiii, 9. Ahura-mazda occasions happiness, along with Vohumanō; they do the work together perfectly, their souls being in unison.

xxxiv, 2. These are the works of the man of benevolence, whose soul has righteousness for companion.

xliv, 8. And how my soul will be able to go and find joy in both worlds.

xlv, 7. The soul of the righteous aspires to immortality and strength, whilst the wicked will be in torment.

xlvi, 10. For all those whom I shall induce to address their prayer to you, a way over the Cinvat bridge will disclose itself.

xlvi, 11. The Karapans and Kavis are united in power to destroy the world of mortals by their evil deeds. But their soul and their conscience will groan when they arrive
before the Cinvat bridge, to reside for ever in the abode of the fiend.

xlix, 11. As to the wicked and the bad princes, of evil deeds, evil words, evil religion, and evil thoughts, their souls go to receive impure nourishment; truly they shall go to inhabit the abode of the fiend.

li, 9. With the knowledge which thou givest, among adversaries in conflict, by means of thy red fire, O Mazda! with the sign thou givest in both worlds, by means of melted metal, thou afflictest the wicked and causest the happiness of the righteous.

li, 13. Both the wicked and the righteous render an exact account of their religion; the former soul will groan before the Cinvat bridge, because he has destroyed the path of the good by his actions and his tongue. 14. From the Karapans there is no generous friendship, nor any goodness of action; they do not teach the good treatment of herds, either in their practice or in their doctrine; and their doctrine will give them, in the end, the abode of the fiend for a dwelling. 15. But the recompense, that Zarathuštra has promised to the pure, is the supreme heaven (garō-demāna) where Ahura-mazda first came.

The state of society described in the Gāthas is of a primitive character. Apparently scattered settlements of cattle-owners and agriculturists, under local chieftains, all subject to some central control, but the people not nomadic. The Gāthic period was evidently a time of religious revolution; the old priesthood, whether Karapans or Kavis, are always classed as evildoers and reprobates, trying to injure the reformed faith in Ahura-mazda and his attributes, the Amesāaspentas; but the exact differences between the rival faiths and practices are by no means clearly explained. One man is wicked and the other righteous; one is demoniacal and the other divine; one merits hell until the resurrection and the other deserves eternity in heaven; but, except that the wicked man is disobedient, and the righteous man is obedient, to the
reformer, the reasons given for treating them differently are not always quite satisfactory, especially as the wicked are not said to be daēna-yasna, 'demon-worshipping,' the usual epithet for polytheists, or heathens, in the later Yasna and Vendīdād.

Regarding the fate of the soul shortly after death we have also two Hās, or chapters, both Avesta and Pahlavi, which are reported to be fragments of the Hadhakohta Nask, but cannot be traced in the Pahlavi account of that Nask given in Dinkard, viii, xlvi, 1–15 (S.B.E., vol. xxxvii, pp. 166–169). These Hās were published by Hoshangji and Haug, along with the Book of Artā-Virāf (pp. 309–316). They state that the soul remains near the head of the corpse for the first three nights after death. If it be righteous it sits calmly reciting the beginning of Yasna xliii, and feels as much pleasure as ever it did before death. If it be wicked it rushes about, reciting in despair the beginning of Yasna xlvi, and suffers as much misery as ever it had experienced during life.

At the end of the third night the righteous soul advances, through a grove of trees, with a sweet-scented breeze blowing on him from the south, and presently meets a beautiful maiden, who tells him that she is his own good religion and actions, in fact, his clear conscience; and he himself feels that he has become youthful. He then steps forth on to the heaven of good thoughts, then upon that of good words, then upon that of good actions, and finally upon the eternal luminaries, where a soul previously arrived asks him how he has come. But Ahuramazda reproves the inquisitive soul for troubling him with questions after so hazardous a journey, and the righteous soul is supplied with nutritious food.

At the end of the third night, the wicked soul advances through terrors and stenches, with a foul-smelling wind blowing upon him from the north, and presently meets his conscience in the shape of a hideous hag who upbraids him on account of his wickedness. Then, stepping on to the hells of evil thought, evil speech, and evil action,
with the fourth step he rushes into the nethermost hell, where he is jeered at by a previous arrival, who is reproved by the Maleficent spirit, and the wicked soul is supplied with impure and poisonous food.

The Cinvat bridge, easy for the righteous, but impassable by the wicked, is mentioned several times in the Gāthas, and also occurs in Vendīdād xix and the later Yasna, but is not noticed in these Hās of the Hadhaokhta Nāsk. The female representative of the good conscience also appears in Vendīdād, xix, 30, accompanied by dogs, to assist the righteous soul over the bridge; while the wicked soul is left to be dragged to hell by the demon Vizaresa.

According to the Pahlavi accounts, in Mainyō-i Khirad, ii, 114–194, and Artā-Virāf nāmak, iv, 6–v, 5; xvii, 2–27, the soul is assisted by the yazatas Mithra, Sraoša, and others, and the balance of its good works and sins being ascertained and settled by Rashnu, it is conducted either to heaven by the yazatas, or to hell by the demons, according to its deserts. But the Yashis of the particular yazatas do not seem to allude to these circumstances; although the ceremonies prescribed for the days following a death evidently assume the spiritual presence of these yazatas.

But, besides the righteous and the wicked, there is a third class of soul provided for; that whose good works very nearly balance its evil deeds. This kind of soul is kept in an inert state, till the resurrection, in the open space between the earth and the fixed stars; the place of the Hamēstgān, the "ever-stationary, or those staying together," where they suffer only from the daily variations of heat and cold (see Mainyō-i Khirad, vii, 18). This species of purgatory for a fixed period is evidently mentioned in the Gāthas (Yasna, xxxiii, 1) as follows:—"As they are scrutinized, so one shall practise the laws which are of the primitive world; the justest actions of the priestly authority are for the wicked, as well as for the righteous, and for him in whom something of the false, as well as what are truths, alike prevails (?)."
The Avesta verb hémyásaité, which I have doubtfully translated by 'alike prevails,' is probably the word from which the various Pahlavi forms of the name of this purgatory are derived, such as Haméstakán, Haméštán, Haméštánik, Haméstánagán, Ham-hastakán, Ham-hastánik, and Hamastán. So the Pahlavi notion of 'immobility' should probably be modified, either into 'crowding together' or 'equal propensity for good and evil.'

So far, the Parsi is more certain of the immediate fate of the soul than people of most other religions; but there is still the future ordeal of the resurrection to pass through. As the chief object of this is to destroy evil, the righteous soul is little affected by the ordeal, which also concludes the torments of the wicked soul, unless it has been exceptionally wicked, in which case it has to endure three nights more of extreme torment before it is purified. Then each soul is sent to that particular grade of heaven to which its actions entitle it. The demons are destroyed by the good spirits, the space occupied by hell is annexed to the earth, and both are freed from mountains and ice, and remain imperishable for ever and ever. This is told in Indian Bundahiš, xxx, which is practically the same as xlii of the Iranian version; and Darmesteter, in his Zend-avesta, ii, p. 640, n. 138, gives a French translation of some further details from the Pahlavi Marvels of the month Fravardin and day Khurdat.

Westergaard's Avesta Fragment iv is the original text of the last fargard of the Varštânsar Nask, as Darmesteter first discovered from my translation of the Pahlavi version in S.B.E., xxxvii, pp. 302–3. It contains a distinct allusion to the resurrection, and to the Airyman supplication being used as a spell by Saosyâns, the last of the future apostles, to overcome the evil spirits, who are driven by it underground, where their bodies are completely shattered. So there can be no doubt that the resurrection was expected in Avesta times, and Darmesteter himself admits that it was a belief of the Achaemenians.

As Zarathushtra is supposed to have been born thirty years
before the commencement of his millennium, so each of the three succeeding apostles, Ukhshyāt-ereta, Ukhshyāt-nemaṁh, and Saośyāns, is supposed to be born thirty years before the commencement of each of the three succeeding millenniums, so as to assume priestly control at the vigorous age of thirty, when his millennium begins. According to the rectified Millennial Chronology of the Bundahiṣ, before mentioned (p. 605), the millennium of Zarathuṣtra began B.C. 630; that of Ukhshyāt-ereta in A.D. 371; that of Ukhshyāt-nemaṁh in A.D. 1371; that of Saośyāns ought to begin in A.D. 2371; and the resurrection, at the end of his fifty-seventh year, may be expected in A.D. 2398. But, owing to the errors that have crept into the Bundahiṣ chronology, the Parsis themselves are quite uncertain about these dates. What they know of their religious history after the Muḥammadan conquest of Persia, and what they expected for the future, in A.D. 900, may be learned from Dinkard, vii, chs. viii–xi, in S.B.E., xlvii, pp. 94–118.

In my article on The Sources of Dawlatsháh, which appeared in the January number of the Journal, I have already spoken of the excellent work which I now have the pleasure to present in English dress. For my translation I have used the Tihrán lithographed edition of A.H. 1305, which I have carefully collated throughout with the older of the two British Museum MSS. (Or. 3,507, dated A.H. 1017), and, in all doubtful passages, with the second MS. (Or. 2,955, dated A.H. 1274) also. These MSS. are fully described in Rieu’s Persian Supplement, pp. 244–245 and 265, Nos. 390 and 418. It remains only to say a few words concerning the author and the book.

The Chahár Maqála contains, as its name implies, four discourses, each of which treats of a class of men deemed by the author indispensable for the service of kings, to wit, (1) scribes (dabírán) or secretaries; (2) poets; (3) astrologers; and (4) physicians. Each discourse begins with certain general considerations on the class in question, which are afterwards illustrated by anecdotes, drawn, in large measure, from the personal reminiscences of the author, who was himself a court-poet and a frequenter of royal assemblies. The total number of these anecdotes, which constitute at once the most entertaining and the most valuable portion of the book, is about forty, an average of ten to each "discourse." So far as I know, only two of them, one concerning Firdawsí and the other about 'Umar Khayyám, have hitherto been cited from this work. Of these the first (translated by Ethé in vol. xlviii of the
Z.D.M.G., pp. 89–94) was taken, not from the Chahár Maqála itself, but from Ibn Isfandiyár’s History of Tabaristán, where it is quoted in extenso; while the second seems to have been known only in abridged citations, the misunderstanding of which gave rise to the Rose-tree cult of the ‘Umar Khayyám Society, referred to at p. 414 of the April number of the Journal.

Of the excellent style of the Chahár Maqála, a style at once strong, concise, and pregnant with meaning, though not always easy or simple, I have already spoken at pp. 40, 53, 56–57, and 61–69 of the January number of the Journal, so that there is no occasion to insist upon it further. As, however, my translation will occupy two numbers of the Journal, it may be convenient that I should here give a brief table of its contents.

**Introductory (Tihrán ed., pp. 1–27).**

1. Doxology, and Dedication to the Ghúrid Prince Abu'l-Hasan 'Alí b. Mas'úd, son of Fakhru'd-Din Mas'úd, brother of Shamsu'd-Din Muḥammad, and nephew of “the World-consumer” (Jahán-súz) 'Alá'u'd-Din Husayn who reigned A.D. 1149–1170 (pp. 1–6).

2. Beginning of the book. The author here gives his full name as Ahmad b. 'Umar b. 'Ali an-Nidhámi as-Samargandi, and states that he has been in the service of the House of Ghúr for forty-five years (pp. 6–7).

3. Excursus i, on the different grades of Being, and the Creation and Disposition of the World (pp. 7–11).

4. Excursus ii, on the Development of the Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal Kingdoms (pp. 11–14).

5. Excursus iii, on the Evolution, Faculties, and Senses (internal and external) of Man; the three classes of men; and the Kingly and Prophetic Offices (pp. 14–26), including—

6. Anecdote i, on the Nasnás, or Wild Man (pp. 20–21), and ending with—

7. Plan of work and brief statement of contents (pp. 26–27).
First Discourse: Secretaries (pp. 27–59).

Nature of the Secretarial Function and Qualifications of the Perfect Scribe (pp. 27–33). Anecdote ii, concerning Iskāfī (pp. 33–36).
Anecdote iii, on Iskāfī’s despatch announcing the defeat of Mākān (pp. 36–40).
Anecdote iv, showing that a Secretary of State should not be exposed to domestic worry (pp. 40–42).
Anecdote v, concerning the Sāhib Isma‘il ibn ‘Abbád (pp. 42–43).
Anecdote vi, concerning Ahmad Hasan of Maymand and the Lamghán deputies (pp. 43–46).
Anecdote vii, concerning al-Ma‘mūn’s wedding (pp. 46–51).
Anecdote viii, concerning al-Mustarshid’s oration against the Seljúqs (pp. 51–53).
Anecdote ix, concerning the Gūr-Khán (pp. 53–54).
Anecdote x, concerning the supernatural eloquence of the Qur’án (pp. 54–55).
Anecdote xi, concerning Muhammad b. ‘Abdu’l-láh, Bughrá Khán’s secretary (pp. 55–59).

Second Discourse: Poets (pp. 59–113).

Nature of the Poetic Art, and Qualifications of the Expert Poet (pp. 59–69), including—
Anecdote xii, concerning Ahmad b. ‘Abdu’l-láh of Khujistán (pp. 59–61), and—
List of the eminent poets who have shed lustre on the courts of the various Persian dynasties down to the author’s time (pp. 62–64).
Anecdote xiii, concerning Rúdáqí’s skill in improvisation (pp. 69–76).
Anecdote xiv, concerning Maḥmúd and Ayáz, and ‘Unṣuri’s improvisation (pp. 76–79).
Anecdote xv, concerning Farrukhi’s improvisation (pp. 79–87).

1 p. 31 is by mistake omitted in the pagination, which, for convenience of reference, I have followed without correction.
Anecdote xvi, concerning the author’s early struggles, and Mu’izzi’s counsel and encouragement (pp. 87–93).
Anecdote xvii, concerning the anger of Tughán Sháh and Azraqí’s improvisation (pp. 93–95).
Anecdote xviii, concerning the imprisonment of Mas’úd-i-Sa’d-i-Salmán and others by Sultán Ibráhím (pp. 95–98).
Anecdote xix, concerning Am’aq and Rashidi (pp. 98–101).
Anecdote xx, concerning Firdáwsi (pp. 101–109).
Anecdote xxi, autobiographical (pp. 109–113).

Third Discourse: Astrologers (pp. 113–138).
Nature of Astrology, and Qualifications of the Expert Astrologer (pp. 113–115).
Anecdote xxii, concerning Ya’qúb b. Isháq al-Kindí (pp. 115–118).
Anecdote xxiii, concerning Sultán Maḥmúd and Abú Rayhán al-Birúní (pp. 118–123).
Anecdote xxiv, concerning the skill possessed by an old woman in the author’s service in the Lore of the Stars (pp. 123–125).
Anecdote xxv, concerning Maḥmúd Dá’úd, the crazy soothsayer (pp. 125–128).
Anecdote xxvi, concerning al-Mausíli, the Astrologer, and the Nidhámú’l-Mulk (pp. 128–130).
Anecdote xxvii, concerning ‘Umar Khayyám’s prediction as to his place of burial (pp. 130–131).
Anecdote xxviii, concerning a weather forecast made by ‘Umar Khayyám (pp. 131–133).
Anecdote xxix, concerning a vagrant and irresponsible Astrologer (pp. 133–136).
Anecdote xxx, concerning a successful prognostication made by the author (pp. 136–138).

Fourth Discourse: Physicians (pp. 138–173).
Nature of the Science and Art of Medicine, and Qualifications of the Physician (pp. 138–141).
Anecdote xxxi, concerning faith-healing (pp. 141–146), including a dissertation on the most excellent works on Medicine, and the pre-eminence of Avicenna.

Anecdote xxxii, concerning a heroic cure wrought by Bukht-Yishū' (pp. 146–147).

Anecdote xxxiii, concerning a remarkable cure of Rheumatism (pp. 147–149).

Anecdote xxxiv, concerning another remarkable cure effected by Muḥammad Zakariyyā ar-Rāzi by the instrumentality of mental emotion (pp. 149–154).

Anecdote xxxv, concerning the adventures and the skill of Avicenna (pp. 154–163).

Anecdote xxxvi, concerning a heroic cure wrought by 'Aḍudu'd-Dawla's physician Kāmilu's-Sanā'at (pp. 163–165).

Anecdote xxxvii, concerning a remarkable cure of Melancholia effected by Avicenna (pp. 165–168).

Anecdote xxxviii, concerning the restoration to life of a man apparently dead by Adib Isma'il (pp. 168–169).

Anecdote xxxix, concerning the reproof addressed by a physician to a theologian whom he had saved from imminent death (pp. 169–170).

Anecdote xli, concerning a cure effected by Galen (pp. 170–171).

Anecdote xlii, concerning a remarkable cure wrought by the author (pp. 171–173).

Conclusion (pp. 173–174).

Postscript by the editor of the Tihrán edition (pp. 174–176).

As regards the author, Nidhámí-i-'Aruḍí of Samarqand, he will best reveal himself by his own numerous allusions to his career and adventures. His present work was written, at least in part, during the lifetime of 'Alá'u'd-Dín Husayn Jahán-súz ("the World-consumer"), who died in A.D. 1161, and since he speaks of himself as having been forty-five years in the service of the House of Ghúr, it is evident that he must have been born towards the end of the eleventh century of our era. The chief dates which he gives in the autobiographical portions of his work are as
follows. In A.H. 504 (A.D. 1110–1111) he heard traditions concerning Rúdagí at Samarqand (Anecdote xiii). In A.H. 506 (A.D. 1112–1113) he met ʿUmar Khayyám at Nishápûr (Anecdote xxvii). In A.H. 509 (A.D. 1115–1116) he was at Herát (Anecdote xvii). In the following year he was at Nishápûr (Anecdote i) and Tûs (Anecdotes xvi and xx), where he visited Firdawsi’s tomb. His position and income were at this time precarious, but, encouraged by the poet Muʿizzî, he succeeded in attracting the king’s notice and winning his approval. In A.H. 512 (A.D. 1118–1119) he was again at Nishápûr (Anecdote xxxi), and once more in A.H. 530 (A.D. 1135–1136), when he visited ʿUmar Khayyám’s grave, and remarked the fulfilment of the prediction uttered by the Astronomer-poet twenty-four years earlier (Anecdote xxvii). In A.H. 547 (A.D. 1152–1153) he was involved in the defeat of the army of Ghûr by Sanjar b. Malikshâh the Seljûq, and was for a while in hiding at Herát (Anecdotes xxx and xli). His life, in short, seems to have been spent chiefly in Khurásân at royal courts, where he had opportunities of meeting many noteworthy persons. Though a poet by profession, he seems to have been equally ready to practise Astrology (Anecdote xxx) and Medicine (Anecdote xli). Of his personal character, as of his ability, his work produces, on the whole, a very favourable impression, and the book itself I should be disposed to describe as one of the most interesting, the most instructive, the most charming, and the best written Persian prose works which it has been my fortune to come across. Of this, however, the reader shall judge for himself.

Notices of the writer occur in ‘Awfî’s Lubâbu’l-Albâb (ch. x, § 2, Poets of Transoxania), from which we learn nothing about his personality save that he bore the laqab of Najmuʾd-Dîn; Dawlatshâh’s Tadhkira (Ṭabaqa i, No. 13, pp. 60–61 of my forthcoming edition), where laudatory mention is made of the Chahār Maqâla; Hájî Khalîfâ (No. 4,348, s.v. جبیار مقاله), who calls him Nidhâmuʾd-Dîn (instead of Najmuʾd-Dîn), which is probably correct; the
Majma‘u‘l-Fusūḥā of that most accomplished of recent Persian writers, Riḍá-qulī Khán (vol. i, p. 635), who places him higher as a prose-writer than as a poet; and, no doubt, other biographical works. But, leaving these aside, let us now allow the author to speak for himself, only premising that, where reference is made to various readings, the older MS. (Or. 3,507) is denoted by A, the other MS. (Or. 2,955) by B, and the Tihrán lithographed edition by L.

THE FOUR DISCOURSES (CHAHĀR MAQĀLA) OF NIDHĀMI-I-
'ARUḍI-I-SAMARQANDI.

In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Clement.

Praise and thanks and glory to that King who, by ¹ the instrumentality of the Cherubim and Angels of the Spirit World, brought into being the World of Return and Restoration, and, by means thereof, created and adorned the World of Becoming and Decay, maintaining it by the Command and Prohibition of the Prophets and Saints, and restraining it by the swords and pens of Kings and Ministers. And blessings upon the Lord of both worlds, who was the most perfect of the Prophets, and invocations of grace upon his Companions and those of his Household, who were the most excellent of Saints and Vicars. And honour to the King of this time, that learned, just, divinely-favoured, victorious, and heaven-aided monarch, Husánu‘d-Dawla wa’d-Din, Helper of Islám and the Muslims, Exterminator of the infidels and polytheists, Subduer of the heretical and the froward, Supporter of hosts in the worlds, Pride of Kings and Emperors, Succourer of mankind, Protector of these days, Fore-arm of the Caliphate, Beauty of the Faith and Glory of the Nation, Order of the Arabs and the Persians, noblest of mankind, Shamsu‘l-Ma‘ālī,

¹ L. has "without the intervention."
Maliku’l-Umará, Abu’l-Hasan ‘Ali b. Mas‘úd,¹ Help of the Prince of Believers, may his life be filled with success, may the greater part of the world be assigned to his name, and may the ordering of the affairs of Adam’s seed be directed by his care! For to-day he is the most excellent of the kings of the age in nobility, pedigree, doughty deeds, judgement, statesmanship, justice, equity, valour, and generosity, as well as in the adorning of his territory, the embellishment of his realms, the maintenance of his friends, the subjugation of his foes, the raising of armies, the safeguarding of the people, the securing of the roads, and the tranquilizing of the realms,² and also in that upright judgement, clear understanding, strong resolve, and firm determination, by the excellence of which the concatenation of the House of Shamsab³ is held together and maintained in order, and by the perfection of which the strong arm of that Dynasty is strengthened and braced. May God Almighty give him full portion, together with the other kings of that line, of dominion and domain, and throne and fortune, by His Favour and His Grace!

But to proceed. It is an old custom and ancient practice, which custom is maintained and observed, that the Author, in the introduction to his discourse and preface of his book, should commemorate somewhat of his patron’s praise, and record some prayer on behalf of the object of his eulogy. But I, a loyal servant, instead of praise and prayer for this prince, will make mention in this book of those favours ordained and vouchsafed by God Almighty to this King of kingly parentage, that, these being submitted to his world-illuminating judgement, he may betake himself to the expression of his thanks for them. For in

¹ This Prince belonged to the Bāmiyān line of the Ghúrid Dynasty, was the son of Fakhru’d-Din Mas‘úd, and brother of Shamsu’d-Din Muhammad, and flourished in the latter part of the sixth century of the Hījra.

² L. has از مالک, "from perils," instead of محمَّد من Malāk.
³ See Tabayyat-i-Nūsirí (ed. Nassau Lees), p. 101 et seqq. The correct reading is found only in A. B. has آل شیب, L. has بکیا in A.
the uncreated Scripture and unmade Word, God says, "Verily if ye be thankful, We will give unto you increase"; for the gratitude of the servant is an alchemy for the favours of the Munificent Lord. Briefly, then, it behoves this great King and puissant Prince to know that to-day, upon the whole of this globe of dust, and within the circle of this green firmament, there is no king in more ample circumstances than this monarch, nor any potentate enjoying more abundant good than this sovereign. He hath the gift of youth and the blessing of constant health; his father and mother are alive; congenial brothers are on his right hand and on his left. And what father is like his sire, the mighty, divinely-strengthened, ever-victorious, heaven-aided Fakhrud-Daula wa’d-Din, Prince of the realms of yrán, King of the Mountains (may God prolong his continuance and continue to the heights his exaltation!), who is the most puissant of the monarchs of the age, and the most excellent of the princes of the time in judgement, statecraft, knowledge, chivalry, swordsmanship, strength of arm, treasure, and muniment! Supported by ten thousand men bearing spears and handling reins, he hath made himself a shield before his sons, so that no disturbing blast of the zephyr may so much as blow on one of their servants. Under his high protection and unassailable precaution (may God increase their degree!), prayers, of which each clause is breathed upwards at full morning-tide to the Court of God, co-operate with a far-trailing host and wheeling army. What a brother, too, like the royal Prince Shamsud-Daula wa’d-Din, Light of Islám and the Muslims (may his victories be rendered glorious!), who reaches the extreme limit of endeavour in the service of this my master (whose exaltation may God perpetuate!). Praise be to God that this my master omits naught either

1 Qur’án, xiv, 7.
2 A. has چمر "umbrella," for چمین "firmament."
3 Fakhrud-Din Mas’ud b. ‘Izzud-Din Hasan, a.h. 560 (A.D. 1155).
4 L. om. “ten.”
in reward or retribution! 1 And a favour yet greater is this, that the All-Perfect Benefactor and Unchanging Giver hath bestowed on him an uncle like the Lord of the World and Sovereign of the East, 'Alá'u'd-Dunyá wa'd-Din Abú 'Alí al-Ḥusayn b. al-Ḥusayn, 2 Ikhtiyáru Amír’l-Mù'minin (may God prolong his life 3 and cause his kingdom to endure!), who, with fifty thousand mail-clad men, strenuous in endeavour, obliterated the hosts of the world, and set in a corner all the kings of the age. May God (blessed and exalted is He!) long vouchsafe all to one another, and give all long enjoyment of one another’s company, and fill the world with light by their achievements, by His Favour, and Bounty, and Grace!

BEGINNING OF THE BOOK.

Your loyal servant and faithful retainer Ahmad b. ‘Umar 4 b. ‘Alí an-Nídhámí al-’Arúdí as-Samarquandi, who for forty-five years hath been devoted to the service of this House and inscribed in the register of the vassals of this Dynasty, desireth to render a service to the Supreme Imperial Court (may God exalt it!), and to set forth, according to the canons of Philosophy, duly adorned with decisive proofs, trenchant arguments and sound counsel, what kingship truly is, who is truly king, whence is derived this honourable office, to whom rightly appertaineth this favour, and in what manner one ought to show one’s gratitude for, and after what fashion accept, this privilege, so as to be second to the Lord of the children of men and third to the All-Provider of the Universe; for in the

1 A. adds: بلله جهان رئیس بروی او همی بینند و عمر شیرین، بچمال او همی گذارد.

2 'Alá'u'd-Din Husayn, called Jāhān-sá‘, “the World-consumer,” A.H. 544-556.

3 L. for عزّة, “his glory.”

4 L. om. [بن عمر].
Incontrovertible Scripture and Eternal Word God hath co-ordinated on one thread the pearls represented by these three exalted titles: "Obey God," saith He, "and obey His Apostle, and such as possess authority amongst yourselves." ¹

Now in the grades of existences and the ranks of the intelligibles, apart from the prophetic function, which is the supreme limit of man's degree, there is no rank higher than sovereignty, which is naught else but a Divine gift. God, glorious is His Name, hath accorded this position to the King of the age, and bestowed on him this degree, so that he may walk after the way of former kings and maintain the people after the manner of bygone ages.

Excursus I.

The August Discernment (may God exalt it!) must know that every being which inhabits the Universe falls necessarily into one of two categories. Either it is a being which is self-existent, and is called 'the Necessarily Existent,' which is God Almighty, great is His Glory, who existeth by virtue of Himself, and who, therefore, hath existed for ever, since He dependeth not on aught else; and who was always, since He subsisteth by Himself, not by another. But that existence whose being is through another is called 'Contingent Being,' and this is such as we are, since our being is from the seed, and the seed is from the blood, and the blood is from food, and food is from the sun, the earth, the water and the air, which in turn are from something else; and all these are such as yesterday were not, and to-morrow will not be. Now when reflection is carried to the uttermost, it appeareth that this Causal Nexus reacheth upwards to a Cause which deriveth not its being from another, but existeth by itself; and that the Creator is all, and from Him all deriveth its existence and subsistence. And when this matter is somewhat pondered, it will become clear that

¹ Qur'an, ir, 62.
Phenomena consist of Being tinctured with Not-being, while He IS by a continuity which reaches from Eternity Past to Eternity to come. And since the essence of Phenomena is of Not-being, they must inevitably return again to nothing; and again, as touching the basis of the human race, it is said, "Everything shall return unto its Origin," more especially in this world of Becoming and Decay. Therefore we, who are contingent in our being, have our origin in Not-being; while He, who existeth necessarily, is the Essence of Being, even as He (glorious is His state) saith in the Perspicuous Word and Firm Support, "All things perish save His Countenance."

Now you must know that this world lies in the hollow of the Heaven of the Moon and within the circle of this first sphere, and is called "the World of Becoming and Decay." And you must thus conceive it, that within the concavity of the Heaven of the Moon lies the Orb of Fire, round about which extends the Heaven of the Moon; and that within the Heaven of Fire is the Air, surrounded by the Fire, and within the Air is the Water, surrounded by the Air, while within the Water is the earth, with the Water round about it. And in the midst of the earth is an imaginary point, from which all straight lines drawn to the Heaven of the Moon are equal; and when we speak of "down," we mean this point and what lies nearest to it; and when we speak of "up," we mean the sphere of the remotest heaven, together with what lies nearest to it, this being a heaven above the Zodiacal Heaven, having naught beyond it, for with it the material world terminates, or comes to an end.

---

1 I here follow L., which has: و نمیرذ در بینیان زم‌رده، آنسان گفته آند. A. has نمیرذان، "the Prophets of the human race have said."

2 Qur'an, xxvii, 88.

3 This is the lowest or innermost of the nine celestial spheres which environ the earth. Concerning the Muslim Cosmogony, see Dieterici's *Makrocosmos*, p. 178 et seq.

4 This outermost, or ninth, celestial sphere is the *Primum mobile* of the Ptolemaic system, the *Falakul' - Atlas* or *Falakul' - Affidk* of the Muslim philosophers.
Now when God Almighty, by His effective Wisdom, desired to produce in this world minerals, plants, animals, and men, He created the stars, and in particular the sun and moon, whereon he made the growth and decay of these to depend. And the special property of the sun is this, that by its reflection it warms all things when it stands over against them, and supplies them through a medium with heat, and draws them up—that is, attracts them. So, by its juxtaposition, it warmed the water; and by means of the warmth, attracted it; until, in a long while, it laid bare one quarter or more of the earth’s surface, by reason of the much vapour which ascended and rose up therefrom. Now the nature of the water is this, that it can become stone, as it is well known to do in certain places, as may be actually witnessed.\(^1\) So mountains were produced from the water and the shining of the sun; and hereby the earth became somewhat raised from what it was, while the water sank and dried up, according to that fashion which is witnessed. This portion, therefore, is called ‘the Uncovered Quarter,’ for the reason above stated; and it is also called ‘the Inhabited Quarter,’ because animals dwell therein.

**Excursus II.**

When the influences of these stars had acted on the whole of\(^2\) these elements, they were reflected back from the midst of the earth and water, from that imaginary point [mentioned above], by the aid of the fire and wind, and the phenomena of the inorganic world were produced, such as mountains and mines, clouds, lightning, thunder, thunderbolts, shooting stars, comets, meteors, . . . . . .\(^3\) halos, conflagrations, earthquakes, and all manner of

---

1. The author alludes either to petrifaction and the formation of stalactites, or to ice.
2. A., B., در اطبار, which seems to me to be nonsense.
3. A., B., L. add وعتي، a word of which I have been unable to ascertain the meaning.
fountains, as has been fully explained in works treating of the effects of the celestial bodies, but for the explanation and discussion of which there is no room in this brief manual. But when time began, and the cycles of heaven became continuous, and the composition of this lower world became matured, and the time was come for the fertilization of that interspace which lay between the water and the air, the vegetable world was manifested. Then God, blessed and exalted is He, created for that substance whereby the plants were made manifest four subservient forces and three faculties. Of these four subservient forces, one was that which kept drawing to it whatever was suitable for its purpose, and this is called 'Attraction' (Jādhiba). Another keeps what the first may have attracted, and this is called 'Fixation' (Mūsika). The third is that which assimilates what has been attracted, and transmutes it from its former state until it becomes like unto itself, and this is called 'Assimilation' (Hāḍima). The fourth is that which rejects what is not appropriate, and is called 'Excretion' (Dūfi'a).

And of the three faculties, one is that which increaseth it by diffusing throughout it nutritious matters with a suitable and equal diffusion. The second is that which accompanies this nutriment until it reaches the extremities. The third is that which, when the organism has attained perfection and begins to tend towards defect, appears and produces germs, in order that, if destruction overtake the parent in this world, these may become its substitute and representative, so that the order of the world may be guarded from detriment, and the species may not cease. This is called the 'Reproductive Faculty' (Qunwat-i-Muwallida).

So this kingdom rose superior to the mineral and vegetable kingdoms in these several ways which have been mentioned; and the far-reaching Wisdom of the Creator so ordained, that these kingdoms should be connected successively and continuously, so that in the mineral kingdom the first thing which attained completeness and underwent the process of evolution became higher in organization until it grew to coral (marján, i.e. bussad), which is the ultimate term of
the mineral world, until it was connected with the first stage of plant life. And the first thing in the vegetable kingdom is the thorn, and the last the date-palm, which has been assimilated to the animal kingdom, since it needs the male to fertilize it so that it may bear fruit; while another [member of this kingdom] flees from its foe, for the vine flees from the *asaha*, a plant which, when it twists round the vine, causes it to shrivel up. In the vegetable kingdom, therefore, there is nothing higher than the date-palm and the vine, inasmuch as they are connected with the superior kingdom, and have outstepped the limits of their own world, and have evolved themselves in a higher direction.

Excursus III.

Now when this kingdom had attained perfection, and the influence of the 'Fathers' of the upper world had worked on the 'Mothers' below, and these had assumed a finer temper, and the interspace between the air and the fire became involved, and a finer offspring resulted, the manifestation of the animal world took place. This took to itself the faculties possessed by the vegetable kingdom, and added thereunto two others, one the faculty of discovery, which is called the 'Perceptive Faculty' (*Mudrika*), whereby the animal discerns things; the second the power of voluntary movement, by the help of which the animal moves automatically, approaching that which is agreeable to it and retreating from that which is offensive to it; and this is called the 'Motor Faculty' (*Muharrika*).

Now the Perceptive Faculty is subdivided into ten branches, five of which are called the *External Senses* and five the *Internal Senses*. The former are *Touch, Taste, Hearing, Sight,*

---

1. The Pearl, however, seems generally to be placed higher. See Dieterici's *Mikrocosmos*, p. 11.
2. See Dieterici's *Mikrocosmos*, p. 25.
3. A species of *Dolichos*. See Lane's Arabic Lexicon, s.v.
4. By the 'Seven Fathers above' and the 'Four Mothers below' the seven planets and the four elements are intended.
and *Smell*. Now *Touch* is a sense distributed throughout the flesh and skin of the animal, so that the nerves perceive and discern anything which touches it, such as dryness and moisture, heat and cold, roughness and smoothness, harshness and softness. *Taste* is a sense located in that nerve which is distributed over the surface of the tongue, which apprehends tastes and dissolves flavours from those bodies which come in contact with it; and it is this sense which discriminates between sweet and bitter, sharp and sour, and the like of these. *Hearing* is a sense located in the nerve which is distributed about the auditory meatus, so that it detects any sound which is discharged against it by undulations of the air compressed between two impinging bodies, that is to say, two bodies brought into contact with one another, by the impact of which the air is thrown into waves and becomes the cause of sound, inasmuch as it acts upon the air which is stationary in the auditory meatus, comes into contact with it, reaches this nerve, and gives rise to the sensation of hearing. *Sight* is a faculty located in two nerve-bulbs, which discerns images projected on the crystalline humour, whether of figures or solid bodies, variously coloured by the medium of a translucent substance which subsists between it and the surfaces of reflecting bodies. *Smell* is a faculty located in a protuberance situated in the fore part of the brain and resembling the nipple of the female breast, which apprehends what the air inhaled brings to it of odours mingled with the vapours wafted by air-currents, or what is impressed upon it by diffusion from the odorific body.

*The Five Internal Senses.* 1 Now as to the Internal Senses, some are such as perceive sense-impressions, while others are such as apprehend ideas. The first is the ‘Composite Sense’ (*Hiss-i-mushtarika*), which is a faculty located in the anterior ventricles of the brain, and receptive into itself of any image apprehended by the external senses, or impressed upon them for communication to it, such

---

1 See my *Year amongst the Persians*, pp. 144, 146.
perception being apprehended only when received by it. The second is the Imagination (Khayāl), a faculty located in the posterior ventricles of the second convolution of the brain, which preserves what the Composite Sense has apprehended from the external senses, so that this remains in it after the subsidence of the sense-impressions. The third is the ‘Imaginative Faculty’ (Mutakhayyila), thus called when animals are under discussion, but, in the case of the human soul, named the ‘Cognitive Faculty’ (Mutafakkira). This is a faculty located in the middle ventricle of the brain, whose function it is to co-ordinate with one another, and to preserve, those particular percepts which are stored in the Imagination, and to keep them distinct from one another by the control of thought. The fourth is the ‘Apprehensive Faculty’ (Wāhima), which is a faculty located in the extremity of the middle ventricle of the brain. Its function is to discover the supra-sensual ideas existing in particular percepts. By it the kid distinguishes between its dam and a wolf, and the child between a piece of rope and a serpent. The fifth is the ‘Retentive Faculty’ (Hāfidha), also called the ‘Memory’ (Dhākira), which is a faculty located in the posterior ventricle of the brain. It preserves those supra-sensual ideas discovered by the Apprehension; between which and itself the same relation subsists as between the Imagination and the Composite Sense, though the latter preserves forms and the former ideas.

Now all these are the servants of the Animal Soul, a substance having its well-spring in the heart, which, when it acts in the heart, is called the Animal Spirit, but when in the brain, the Psychic Spirit, and when in the liver, the Natural Spirit. It is a subtle vapour which rises from the blood, diffuses itself to the remotest arteries, and resembles the sun in luminosity. Every animal which possesses these Perceptive and Motor faculties, and these ten subordinate faculties derived therefrom, is called a perfect animal; but if any faculty is lacking in it, defective. Thus the snake has no ears, the ant no eyes, and these two are called deaf and blind; but none is more defective than the maggot,
which is a red worm found in the mud of streams,¹ called therefore *gil-khwāra* (‘mud-eater’), but in Transoxania *Za‘āk-kirmā* (?).² This is the lowest animal, while the highest is the satyr (*nasnās*),³ a creature inhabiting the plains of Turkistān, of erect carriage, of vertical stature, with wide flat nails. It cherishes a great affection for men; wherever it sees them, it halts on their path and examines them attentively; and when it finds a solitary man, it carries him off; nay, it is even said that it will conceive from him. This, after mankind, is the highest of animals, inasmuch as in several respects it resembles man; first, in its erect stature; secondly, in the breadth of its nails and in the hair of its head.

**Anecdote i.**

I heard as follows from Abū Riḍā b. ‘Abdu’s-Salām of Nishāpūr, in the Great Mosque at Nishāpūr, in the year A.H. 510 (=A.D. 1116–1117):—‘We were travelling towards Tamghāj,⁴ and in our caravan were several thousand camels. One day, when we were marching in the midday heat, we saw on a hillock a woman, bare-headed, extremely beautiful in form, with a figure like a cypress, a face like the moon, and long hair, standing and looking at us. Although I spoke to her, she made no reply; and when I approached her, she fled, running so swiftly in her flight that no horse could overtake her. Our guides,⁵ who were

---

¹ Cf. Dieterici’s *Mikrokosmos*, p. 43.
² A. reads بیاک کوهم, ل. بیاک کورهم, کوهم G. رئاک کورهم.
³ The term *nasnās* either denotes a real animal or a fabulous monster. In the first sense it is used of various kinds of monkeys, e.g. the orang-outang and marmoset; in the latter it is equivalent to the *Shiqq* or Half-man (which resembles a man cut in two vertically) of the Arabs, and the *Div-mardum* of the Persians. See Qazwini’s *ʿAjībūl-Makhlûqūt*, p. 449; and my *Year amongst the Persians*, pp. 165, 267.
⁴ See Qazwini’s *ʿAthāru‘l-Bidād*, p. 275.
⁵ The meaning of this word is conjectural. The sentence runs in A: .. وکی کشان ما ترکان بودند B. has کرکئ کشان, otherwise the same as A. In L. the sentence runs: "...

وکی کشان تا بیرگان بودند."
Turks, said that this was a wild man, such as they call namás."

Now you must know that it is nobler than other animals in these three respects which have been mentioned.

So when, by lapse of long ages and time, organization waxes more delicate, the moment comes for that interaction which takes place between the elements and the heavens, and man comes into being, bringing with him all that existed in the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms, to which is added the capacity for intellectual concepts. So he becomes king over all, and brings all things under his control. For from the mineral world he made jewels, gold and silver his embellishment and adornment, while from iron, tin, copper, and lead he fashioned utensils for his use. From the vegetable kingdom also he made his food and raiment and carpets; and from the animal world he provided himself with steeds and beasts of burden. Moreover, from all three kingdoms he chose out medicaments wherewith to heal himself. Whence did there accrue to him all this superiority? By this, that he knew himself, and, by means of intellectual concepts, knew God. "He who knoweth himself, knoweth his Lord."

So this kingdom [of man] became divided into three classes. The first is that class which is proximate to the Animal Kingdom, such as the wild men of the waste and the mountain, whose intelligence doth not more than suffice to secure their own livelihood, seek their own advantage, and ward off what is to their detriment. The second class compriseth the inhabitants of towns and cities, who possess civilization, mutually assist one another, and discover crafts and arts; but whose scientific attainments are limited to the organizing of such association as subsists between them, to the end that the different classes may continue to exist. The third class comprises such as are independent of these things, whose occupation, by night and by day, in secret and in public, is to reflect, "Who

1 Or perhaps "races." The word is انواع.
are we; for what reason did we come into existence, and who hath brought us into being?" In other words they hold debate concerning the real essences of things, reflect on their coming, and anxiously consider their departure, saying, "How have we come? Whither do we go?"

This class, again, is subdivided into two sorts; first, those who reach the essence of this object by means of masters, by laborious toil and absorption, and by reading and writing; and such are called philosophers. But there is yet another sort who, without master or book, reach the extreme limit of this problem, and these are called prophets.

Now, the peculiar virtues of the Prophet are three: first, that, without instruction, he knows all knowledges; secondly, that he gives information concerning yesterday and to-morrow otherwise than by analogical reasoning; and thirdly, that his soul hath such power that from whatever body he will he taketh the form and produceth another form, which thing none can do save such as are conformed to the Angelic World. Therefore in the Human World none is above him, and his command is effective for the well-being of the world; for whatever they have, he has, while possessing also an additional qualification which they have not, that is to say, communion with the Angelic World. This additional qualification is in brief termed the Prophetic Function, and is in detail such as we have explained.

Now, so long as such a man lives, he points out to his people what things conduce to well-being in both worlds, by the Command of God, glorious is His Name, communicated to him by means of the Angels. But when, by natural dissolution, he turns his face towards the other world, he leaves behind him a Code derived from the indications of God Almighty and his own sayings. And assuredly he requires to act as his substitute, and to maintain his Law and Practice, a vicegerent, who must needs be the most excellent of mankind and the most perfect product of his age, in order that he may revive this Law and carry out this Practice; and such an one
is called an Imám. This Imám can cope with the disasters of the East and the West, the North and the South, in such wise that the effects of his care extend alike to the most remote and the nearest, while his command and prohibition reach alike the intelligent and the ignorant. But he must needs have vicars to act for him in distant parts of the world, and not every one of these will have such power that all mankind shall be compelled to admit it. Hence there must be a leader, an administrator, a compeller, which administrator and compeller is called a Monarch, that is to say, a King; and his vicarious function Sovereignty. The King, therefore, is the lieutenant of the Imám, the Imám of the Prophet, and the Prophet of God (mighty and glorious is He!).

Well has it been said on this subject:

"Then know that the functions of Prophet and King
Are set side by side like two stones in one ring."

Know, therefore, that the Regal and Prophetic offices are as two jewels in one ring, for the Prince of the sons of men himself hath said "State and Church are twins," since in form and essence neither differs, either as regards increase or defect, from the other. So, by virtue of this decree, no burden, after the Prophetic office, is weightier than Sovereignty, nor any function more laborious than that of governing. Hence a king needs round about him, as men on whose counsel, judgement, and deliberations depend the loosing and binding of the world, and the well-being and ill-being of the servants of God Almighty, such as are in every case the most excellent and most perfect of their time.

Now of the special ministers of Kings are the Secretary, the Poet, the Astrologer, and the Physician, and these can in no wise be dispensed with. For the maintenance of the administration is by the Secretary; the perpetuation of immortal renown by the Poet; the ordering of affairs by the Astrologer; and the health of the body by the Physician.
These four arduous functions and noble arts are amongst the branches of the Science of Philosophy; the functions of the Scribe and the Poet being branches of the Science of Logic; that of the Astrologer, one of the principal subdivisions of Mathematics; while the Physician's Art is amongst the branches of Natural Science. This book, therefore, comprises Four Discourses, to wit:—

First Discourse, on the essence of the Secretarial Art, and the nature of the Secretary.

Second Discourse, on the essence of the Poetic Art, and what it behoves the Poet to be.

Third Discourse, on the essence of the Science of Astrology, and the distinguishing signs of the Astrologer.

Fourth Discourse, on the essence of the Science of Medicine, and the function and nature of the Physician.

In all these divisions of Philosophy, then, that will be advanced which is appropriate to this book; and thereafter ten pleasing anecdotes, of the choicest connected with that subject and the rarest germane to that topic, of what hath befallen persons of the class under discussion, will be added, in order that it may become plainly known to the King that the Secretarial Office is not a trivial matter; that the Poetic Calling is no mean occupation; that Astrology is a necessary Science; that Medicine is indispensable; and that the wise King cannot do without these four persons—the Scribe, the Poet, the Astrologer, and the Physician.

First Discourse.

On the Essence of the Secretarial Function and the Nature of the Perfect Scribe.

The Secretarial Function is an art comprising reasoned modes of address and communication, and teaching the forms of address employed amongst men in correspondence, consultation, contention, eulogy, condemnation, diplomacy, provocation, and conciliation, as well as in magnifying
matters or minimizing them; contriving means of excuse or censure; imposing covenants; recording antecedents; and displaying, in every case, orderly arrangement, so that all may be enunciated primarily and finally.¹

Hence the Secretary must be of gentle birth, of refined honour, of penetrating discernment, of profound reflection, and of firm judgement; and the amplest portion and fullest share of the methods and attainments of this art must be his. Neither must he be remote from, or unacquainted with, logical judgements; and he must know the ranks of his contemporaries, and be familiar with the dignities of the leading men of his time. Moreover, he should not be absorbed in the wealth and perishable goods of this world; nor concern himself with the approval or condemnation of prejudiced persons and tattlers, or pay any heed to them; and he should, when exercising his secretarial functions, guard the honour of his master from degrading situations and dangerous practices. And in the course of his letter, while pursuing his duties of correspondence, he should not quarrel with eminent and powerful personages; and, even though enmity subsist between his master and the person whom he is addressing, he should restrain his pen, and not attack him, save in the case of one who may have overstepped his own proper limit, or advanced his foot beyond the circle of respect, for they say: "One for one;² and he who begins is most in the wrong."

And in his forms of address he should observe moderation, writing to each person that which befits his position, whereunto his kingdom, domain, army, and treasure are a guide; save in the case of one who may himself have fallen short in this matter, or made display of undue pride, or neglected some point of courtesy, or manifested an arrogance which reason cannot regard otherwise than as misplaced in such

¹ i.e. "once and for all," with such clearness as to leave no ambiguity, or ground for future dispute.
² واحظّ بواحدٍ و الباديّ الظلم, i.e., "Tit for tat, and the aggressor is most to blame."
correspondence, and unsuitable in epistolary communications. In such cases it is permitted and allowed to the Scribe to take up his pen, set his best foot forward, and in this pass go to the extreme limit and utmost bound, for they say: "Haughtiness towards the haughty is a good work."^1 But in no case must he suffer any dust from the atmosphere of conflict in this arena of correspondence to alight on the skirt of his master's honour; and in the setting forth of his message he must adopt that method which the orators of the Arabs have thus described: "The best speech is that which is brief and significant, and not wearisome."^2 For if the ideas accord not with the words, the discussion will be protracted, and the Scribe will be stigmatized as prolix, and "He who is prolix is a babbler."^3

Now the words of the Scribe will not attain to this elevation until he becomes familiar with every science, obtains some hint from every master, hears some aphorism from every philosopher, and borrows some elegance from every man of letters. Therefore he must accustom himself to peruse the Scripture of the Lord of Glory, the Traditions of Muḥammad the Chosen One (on whom, and on whose family, be God's blessing and peace), the Memoirs of the Companions, the proverbial sayings of the Arabs, and the wise words of the Persians; and to read the books of the ancients, and to study the writings of their successors, such as the Correspondence of the Ṣāḥib Isma'īl ibn ‘Abbád^4 and Ṣábi; the Qābús-náma^5; the compositions of Ḥamádi, Laqání, and Ibn Qudáma^6; the Gestes of Badi‘u‘z-Zamán

^1 See the Yatimatu’d-Dahr (ed. Damascus), vol. iii, pp. 31–112; De Slane’s Ibn Kalkhás, vol. i, pp. 212–217. L. omits "and Ṣábi."
^3 See Von Kremer’s Culturgesch., i, pp. 269, 270.
al-Hamadání, al-Ḥariri, and al-Ḥamídî; the Rescripts of al-Bal‘amî, Aḥmad-i-Ḥasan, and Abú Naṣr Kunduri; the Letters of Muḥammad ‘Abd, ‘Abdu’l-Ḥamîd, and the Sayyidu’r-Ru’asâ; the Séances of Muḥammad-i-Mansūr, Ibn ‘Abbâdî, and Ibnu’n-Nassâba, the descendant of ‘Alî; and, of the poetical works of the Arabs, the Dīwâns of Mutanabbi, Abîwardî, and Ghazzi; and, amongst the Persian poets, the poems of Ḥâkim Rûdagi, the Epic of Firdawsi, and the panegyrics of ‘Unṣûrî; since each one of these works which we have enumerated was, after its kind, the incomparable and unique product of its time; and every scribe who hath these books, and stimulates his mind, polishes his wit, and enkindles his fancy by their perusal, will ever raise the level of his diction, whereby a scribe becomes famous.

Now if he be well acquainted with the Qur’ân, with one verse therefrom he may discharge his obligation to a whole realm, as did Iskâfî.

1 See Von Kremer’s Culturgegesch., ii, pp. 470-476; Brockelmann’s Gesch. d. Arab. Litt., pp. 93-94 and 276-278.
2 See Rieu’s Persian Catalogue, vol. ii, pp. 747-8, where a very fine old MS. of the Majmūʿat-i-Ḥamîdî, written in the thirteenth century of our era, is described.
3 Abû ‘Alî Muḥammad al-Bal‘amî (d. a.h. 386).
4 The Ghaznavid Minister, Aḥmad b. Ḥasan of Maymand (d. a.h. 424), is probably meant.
7 Abû ‘Aṣîm Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-‘Abbâdî (see Rieu’s Arabic Suppl., p. 755), who died a.h. 458, is probably intended.
8 See Von Kremer’s Culturgegesch., ii, pp. 380, 381; Brockelmann’s Arab. Litt., pp. 86-89.
9 See Brockelmann’s Arab. Litt., p. 253; and the Yatîma, vol. iv, pp. 25 and 62-64, where mention is made of two Abîwardîs.
10 Brockelmann, op. cit., p. 263. A., however, reads عزّ.
11 See Ethé’s monograph, and also his article on Rûdagi in the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
12 See especially Noédeke’s D. Iranische Nationalepos in vol. ii (pp. 130-211) of Geiger and Kuhn’s Grundriss d. Iranischen Philologie.
13 See Ethé in the same Grundriss, pp. 224, 225.
correspondence, and unsuitable in epistolary communications. In such cases it is permitted and allowed to the Scribe to take up his pen, set his best foot forward, and in this pass go to the extreme limit and utmost bound, for they say: "Haughtiness towards the haughty is a good work." But in no case must he suffer any dust from the atmosphere of conflict in this arena of correspondence to alight on the skirt of his master's honour; and in the setting forth of his message he must adopt that method which the orators of the Arabs have thus described: "The best speech is that which is brief and significant, and not wearisome." For if the ideas accord not with the words, the discussion will be protracted, and the Scribe will be stigmatized as prolix, and "He who is prolix is a babbler."

Now the words of the Scribe will not attain to this elevation until he becomes familiar with every science, obtains some hint from every master, hears some aphorism from every philosopher, and borrows some elegance from every man of letters. Therefore he must accustom himself to peruse the Scripture of the Lord of Glory, the Traditions of Muhammad the Chosen One (on whom, and on whose family, be God's blessing and peace), the Memoirs of the Companions, the proverbial sayings of the Arabs, and the wise words of the Persians; and to read the books of the ancients, and to study the writings of their successors, such as the Correspondence of the Sahib Isma'il ibn 'Abbad and Sahib; the Qabus-nama; the compositions of Hamadi, Laqani, and Ibn Qudama; the Gestes of Badi'u'z-Zaman

1 See the Yatimatu'd-Dahr (ed. Damascus), vol. iii, pp. 31-112; De Slane's Ibn Kalikau, vol. i, pp. 212-217. L. omits "and Sahib."
3 See Von Kremer's Culturgesch., i, pp. 269, 270.
al-Hamadání,1 al-Harírí,1 and al-Ḥamídî 2; the _Rescripts_ of al-Bal’ami,3 Ahmád-i-Hasán,4 and Abú Naṣr Kunduri5; the _Letters_ of Muḥammad ‘Abd, ‘Abdu’l-Ḥamíd, and the Sayyidu’r-Ru’asá; the _Séances_ of Muḥammad-i-Manṣúr,6 Ibn ‘Abbádî,7 and Ibnu’n-Nassába, the descendant of ‘Alí; and, of the poetical works of the Arabs, the _Dīwāns_ of Mutanabbî,8 Abíwardî,9 and Ghazzî10; and, amongst the Persian poets, the poems of Ḥakím Rúdáqí,11 the Epic of Firdawsi,12 and the panegyrics of ‘Unṣúrî13; since each one of these works which we have enumerated was, after its kind, the incomparable and unique product of its time; and every scribe who hath these books, and stimulates his mind, polishes his wit, and enkindles his fancy by their perusal, will ever raise the level of his diction, whereby a scribe becomes famous.

Now if he be well acquainted with the Qur’án, with one verse therefrom he may discharge his obligation to a whole realm, as did Iskáfí.14

---

2 See Rieu’s _Persian Catalogue_, vol. ii, pp. 747–8, where a very fine old MS. of the _Magamidl-i-Ḥamídî_, written in the thirteenth century of our era, is described.
3 Abú ‘Alí Muḥammad al-Bal’ami (d. a.H. 386).
4 The Ghaznavid Minister, Ahmad b. Ḥasan of Maymand (d. a.H. 424), is probably meant.
7 Abú ‘Aṣīm Muḥammad b. Ahmad al-‘Abbádî (see Rieu’s _Arabic Suppl._, p. 755), who died a.H. 458, is probably intended.
8 See Von Kremer’s _Culturgesch._, ii, pp. 389, 381: Brockelmann’s _Arab. Litt._, pp. 86–89.
9 See Brockelmann’s _Arab. Litt._, p. 253; and the _Fatima_, vol. iv, pp. 25 and 62–64, where mention is made of two Abíwardís.
10 Brockelmann, op. cit., p. 253. A., however, reads عَرْقٍ.
11 See Ethé’s monograph, and also his article on Rúdáqí in the _Encyclopaedia Britannica._
12 See especially Noeldeke’s _D. Iranische Nationalepos_ in vol. ii (pp. 130–211) of Geiger and Kuhn’s _Grundriss d. Iranischen Philologie._
13 See Ethé in the same _Grundriss_, pp. 224, 225.
Anecdote ii.

Iskáfi was one of the secretaries of the House of Sámán, and knew his craft right well, so that he could cunningly traverse all obstacles, and emerge triumphant from the most difficult passes. He discharged the duties of secretary in the Chancellery of Núḥ b. Mansúr, but they did not properly recognize his worth, or bestow on him favours adequate to his pre-eminence. He therefore fled from Bukhárá to Alptagín at Herát. Alptagín, a Turk, wise and discerning, made much of him, and confided to him the Chancellery, so that at length he became one of his ministers. Now because there had sprung up at the court a new nobility who made light of the old nobles, while Alptagín patiently bore their presumption, matters at last culminated in rebellion, by reason of some slight put upon him. Then Amír Núḥ, incited by a party of the new nobles, wrote from Bukhárá to Zábulistán that Sabuktagín should come with that army, and the sons of Simjúr with their army from Nishápúr, and should make war on Alptagín. And this war is very celebrated, and the event most notorious.

So when these armies reached Herát, the Amír ‘Alí b. Muḥtáj sent Kísá’i, who was the Chief Chamberlain (Sáhibu’l-Báb), to Alptagín, with a letter like fire and water blended together, containing threats and menaces which left no room for peace and no way for conciliation, such as an angry master might write in his absence to his disobedient

---

1 This seems to be an error (though it stands thus in all three copies) for Mansúr b. núḥ (Mansúr I), who reigned A.H. 350–366; for núḥ b. Mansúr (Núḥ II) reigned A.H. 366–387, and Alptagín died in A.H. 382 or 384. Concerning the Divání’r-Rassá’i, see Von Kremer’s Culturgeschicht. d. Arab., i, pp. 174, 200; and A. de B. Kazimirski’s Monouchehri, pp. 36 and 43. According to Ibnu’l-Athir (Buláq ed. of A.H. 1303, vol. viii, p. 179), Alptagín’s revolt took place in A.H. 351.

2 See Defrémery’s Hist. des Samanides, pp. 260, 261.

3 Concerning this general, see Defrémery’s Hist. des Samanides, p. 248.

4 A. has both here and in l. 4 of the next page, and in the second place adds ‘Ali b. Muḥtáj after Abú’l-Ḥasan.
servants, the whole letter filled with such expressions as "I will come," "I will take," "I will bind," "I will strike," "I will slay." When the Chamberlain Abu'l-Hasan Kisá'i submitted this letter and delivered the message, not withholding aught, Alptagín, who was already vexed, grew more vexed, and broke out in anger, saying: "I was his father's servant, but when my master passed from this transitory to that eternal abode, he entrusted him to me, not me to him. Although, to outward seeming, I should obey him, it is in fact quite otherwise, for when you examine this matter, a contrary conclusion results, seeing that I am in the last stages of old age, and he in the first stages of youth. Those who have impelled him to act thus are destroyers of this Dynasty, not counsellors, and are overthrowers of this house, not supporters."

Then he asked of Iskáfi, "How wilt thou answer this letter?" Iskáfi, on the spur of the moment, wrote the first draft of the answer as follows:—

"In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Clement. O Núh, thou hast contended with us and made great the contention with us. Produce, then, that wherewith thou threatenest us, if thou art of those who speak truly." ¹

When this letter reached Núh b. Mansúr, the Amir of Khurásán, he read it, and was astonished; and all the gentlemen of the court were filled with amaze, and the scribes bit their fingers in wonder. And when the affair of Alptagín was disposed of, Iskáfi fled away privily, for he was fearful and terrified; until suddenly Núh sent a messenger to him to summon him to his presence, and conferred on him the post of Secretary. So his affairs prospered, and he became conspicuous and famous amongst the votaries of the Pen. Had he not known the Qur'án, he would not thus have distinguished himself on this occasion, nor would his position have risen from the station he occupied to this high degree.

¹ Qur'án, xi, 34.
Anecdote iii.

When Iskář’s affairs waxed thus prosperous, and he became established in the service of Nūḥ b. Mansúr, Máḵán the son of Káḵí⁠¹ rebelled at Ray and in Kúhistán, withdrew his neck from the yoke of obedience, sent his agents to Khwár, Samnán and Simmak, captured several of the towns of Kúmish,² and paid no heed to the Sámanids. Nūḥ b. Mansúr was afraid, because this was a formidable and able man, and set himself to deal with this matter. He therefore ordered Tášh, the commander-in-chief, to march against him with seven thousand horsemen, suppress this sedition, and put an end to this grave incident in whatever way he deemed most expedient.

Now Tásh was very wise and clear in judgement, emerging swiftly and skilfully from the straitest passes; and he was also victorious in warfare, and had never turned back in defeat from any one of the countless battles he had waged, nor come forth worsted from any campaign. While he lived, the dominion and authority of the House of Sáman enjoyed the greatest brilliancy and prosperity.

On this occasion, then, the Amír, being much preoccupied and distressed, sent a messenger to summon Iskář, and held a private interview with him. “I am greatly troubled,” said he, “by this occurrence; for Máḵán is a brave man, and an able, and hath, in addition to his bravery and courage, administrative capacity and generosity, so that there have been few like him amongst the Daylamís. You must co-operate with Tásh, and whatever he lacks for the raising of an army at this juncture, you must supply.

¹ The chronological difficulties involved in these two stories are considerable, for the rebellion of Máḵán b. Káḵí occurred in a.m. 329, towards the end of the reign of Naṣr II b. Aḥmad, i.e. long before the rebellion of Alptagín (see n. 1 on p. 638, supra). See Defrémery’s Sámanides, pp. 248 and 263-4.
² Better known as Qémis, the Arabicized form of the name. See B. de Meynard’s Dict. Géogr., Hist., et Litt. de la Perse, pp. 464-5. For the three other towns mentioned, see the same work, pp. 213, 317, and 318.
And I will establish myself at Nishapür, so that the army may be supported from the base, and the foeman discouraged. Every day a swift messenger must come from you to me with dispatches, wherein you must set forth the pith of what may have happened, so that my anxieties may be assuaged.” Iskáfi bowed and said, “I will obey.”

So next day Tásh unfurled his standard, sounded his drums, and set out for the front from Bukhárá, crossing the Oxus with seven thousand horsemen; while the Amir followed him with the remainder of the army to Nishápúr. There he invested Tásh and the army with robes of honour; and Tásh, raising his standard, marched into Bayhaq, whence he marched forwards into Kúmish to confront the enemy, with fixed purpose and in the best of spirits.

Meanwhile Mákán, with ten thousand mailed men, was encamped at the gates of Ray, where he had taken up his position. Tásh arrived, passed by the city, and encamped over against him. Then messengers passed to and fro between them, but no settlement was effected, for Mákán was puffed up with pride on account of that formidable army which he had gathered together from every quarter. It was therefore decided that they should join battle.

Now Tásh was an aged warrior, who for forty years had held the position of commander-in-chief, and had witnessed many such engagements; and he so manoeuvred that when the two armies met, and the doughty warriors and champions of Transoxania and Khurásán moved forward from the centre, only half of Mákán’s army was engaged, while the rest were not fighting. Mákán was slain, and Tásh, when he had ceased from taking and binding and slaying, turned to Iskáfi and said, “A carrier-pigeon must be sent in advance, to be followed later by a courier: but all the main features of the battle must be summed up in one sentence, which shall indicate all the circumstances, yet shall not exceed what a pigeon can carry, and shall adequately express our meaning.”

Then Iskáfi took so much paper as two fingers would cover and wrote:—“In the Name of God, the Merciful, the
Clement. As for Mákán, he hath become as his name"\textsuperscript{1} [Má kán = "He hath not been" in Arabic]. By this "má" he intended the negative, and by "kán," the verb substantive, so that the Persian of it would be, "Mákán hath become like his name," that is to say, hath become nothing.

When the carrier-pigeon reached the Amír Núḥ, he was not more delighted at the victory than at this dispatch, and he ordered Iskáfi's salary to be increased, saying: "Such a person must maintain a heart free from care in order to attain to such delicacies of expression."\textsuperscript{2}

Anecdote iv.

One who pursues any craft which depends on reflection ought to be free from care and anxiety, for if it be otherwise, the arrows of his thought will fly wide and will not hit the target of achievement, since only by a tranquil mind can one arrive at such words.

It is related that a certain Secretary of the 'Abbásid Caliphs was writing a letter to the governor of Egypt; and, his mind being tranquil and himself submerged in the ocean of reflection, was forming sentences precious as pearls of great price and fluent as running water. Suddenly his maidservant entered, saying, "There is no flour left." The scribe was so put out and disturbed in mind that he lost the thread of his diction, and was so affected that he wrote in the letter "There is no flour left." When he had finished it, he sent it to the Caliph, having no knowledge of these words which he had written.

When the letter reached the Caliph, and he read it, and saw this sentence, he was greatly astonished, being unable to account for so strange an occurrence. So he sent a messenger to summon the scribe, and inquired of him

\textsuperscript{1} The substance of this anecdote is given in the Tárikh-i-Guzída, and is cited by Defrémery at pp. 247-8 of his Histoire des Samanides (Paris, 1845).
concerning this. The scribe was covered with shame, and
gave the true explanation of the matter. The Caliph
was mightily astonished and said: “The beginning of this letter
excels the latter part by as much as the sûra ‘Say, He is
God, the One’\textsuperscript{1} excels the sûra ‘The hands of Abù Lahab
shall perish,’\textsuperscript{2} and it is a pity to surrender the minds of
eloquent men like you into the hands of the struggle for
the necessaries of life.” Then he ordered him to be given
means sufficiently ample to prevent such an announcement
as this from ever entering his ears again. Naturally it then
happened that he could compress into two sentences the
ideas of two worlds.

\textit{Anecdote v.}

The Şāhīb Isma’il ibn ‘Abbád,\textsuperscript{3} entitled \textit{al-Kāfī (“the
Competent”)}, of Ray,\textsuperscript{4} was minister to the Sháhansháh.
He was most perfect in his accomplishments, of which fact
his correspondence and his poetry are two sufficient witnesses
and unimpeachable arbiters.

Now the Şāhīb was a man of just dealings, and such are
wont to be extremely pious and scrupulous in their religious
duties, not holding it right that a true believer should
abide eternally in hell by reason of a grain of [righteous]
envy; and his servants and retainers and agents for the
most part followed his example.

Now there was at Qum a judge appointed by the Şāhīb
in whose godliness and piety he had the firmest belief,
though there were some who asserted the contrary, and
brought information against him, which, however, left the
Şāhīb unconvinced, until certain trustworthy persons of
Qum, whose statements commanded credence, declared that

\textsuperscript{1} Qur’ān, cxii.
\textsuperscript{2} Qur’ān, cxii.
\textsuperscript{3} For an account of this great minister and generous patron of literature, see
De Slane’s translation of \textit{Ibn Khallikán}, vol. i, pp. 212–217, and n. 4 on p. 636,
supra.
\textsuperscript{4} So B. Both A. and L. have \textit{الوادي}. 
in a certain suit between So-and-so and Such-an-one this judge had accepted a bribe of five hundred tómáns. This was mightily displeasing to the Šáhib for two reasons, first on account of the greatness of the bribe, and secondly on account of the shameless unscrupulousness of the judge. He at once took up his pen and wrote:

"In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Clement. O Judge of Qum! We dismiss you, so Come!" 1

Scholars and rhetoricians will notice and appreciate the high merit of this sentence in respect of its brevity, concision, and clearness, and naturally from that time forth rhetoricians and stylists have inscribed this epigram on their hearts, and repeat it to the people of the world.

Anecdote vi.

Lamghán 2 is a city in the district of Sind, one of the dependencies of Ghazna; and at this present time naught but one range of mountains separates its inhabitants from the heathen, so that they live in constant dread of the attacks and raids of the unbelievers. Yet the men of Lamghán are of good courage, sharp and frugal, and combining with their sharpness no small rascality, 3 to such a degree that they think nothing of lodging a complaint against a tax-gatherer on account of a maund of chaff or a single egg; while for even less than this they were ready to come to Ghazna to complain of exactions, and would remain there one or two months, and then return without having accomplished their object. In short, they are wonderful hands at patience, and are most stiffnecked in importunity.

1 I have endeavoured to preserve, feebly enough, the word-play in the original.
2 Or Lámhághán. See B. de Meynard’s Dict. Géogr. de la Perse, p. 503; Pavet de Courteille’s Mem. de Baber, ii, pp. 120, 121.
3 The texts differ considerably in this sentence. I follow A., which has:

آما لمغاناس مسُران بشكوه باشند و سکوب و با جلدی

زغری عمیم
Now in the reign of Sultan Mashud Yaminu'd-Dawla, the heathen one night attacked them, and damage of every sort befell them. But these were men who could raise a harvest without soil; and when this event happened several of their chiefs and men of note rose up and came to Ghazna, and, with their garments rent, their heads uncovered, and uttering loud lamentations, entered the bazaar of Ghazna, went to the King's Palace wailing and grieving, and so described their misfortune that even a stone would have been moved to tears. As their rascality, impudence, dissimulation, and cunning had not yet become apparent, that great minister, Ahmad Hasan of Maymand, took pity upon them, and forgave them that year's taxes, exempting them from all exactions, and bidding them return home, strive more strenuously, and spend less, so that by the beginning of the next year they might recover their former position.

So the deputation of Lamghanis returned with great contentment and huge satisfaction, and continued during that year in the easiest of circumstances, divulging their secret to no one. When the year came to an end, the same deputation returned to present another petition to the minister, simply setting forth that in the past year their lord the great minister had brightened their country by his grace and clemency and had effectively extended to them his protection, so that they were now able to dwell in peace on that border; but that, since their prosperity was still somewhat shaken, they feared that, should he demand the contribution on their possessions that year, some of them would be utterly ruined, and that, as a consequence of this, loss might accrue to the royal coffer.

The minister, therefore, extending his favour, excused them the taxes of yet another year. During these two years the people of Lamghan grew rich, but this did not suffice them, for in the third year their greed reasserted

1 See n. 4 on p. 637, supra.
2 This I take to be the meaning of آب يكس ندادند.
itself, and, hoping again to be excused, the same deputation again appeared at Court and made a similar representation. Then it became apparent to all the world that the people of Lamghán were in the wrong. So the minister turned the petition over and wrote on the back of it: "Al-kharáju khurájma, add'úhu dawá'd'úhu," that is to say, "The tax is a running sore: its cure is its discharge." And from the time of this great statesman this saying has become proverbial, and has proved useful in many cases. May the earth rest lightly on this great man!

Anecdote vii.

There were great statesmen under the 'Abbásid dynasty, and indeed the history of the Barmecides is well known and famous, and to what extent were their gifts and rewards. [Ibn] Sahl, called Dhu'r-Riyádsatayn1 ("the lord of two commands"), and his brother Fadl were exalted above the very heavens, so much so that Ma'mún espoused Fadl's daughter and asked her in marriage. Now she was a damsel peerless in beauty and unrivalled in attainments; and it was agreed that Ma'mún should go to the bride's house and remain there for a month, and after the lapse of this period return home with the bride. On the day fixed for their departure he desired, as is customary, to array himself in better clothes. Now Ma'mún always wore black; and people supposed that he wore it because black was the distinctive colour of the 'Abbásids; till one day Yaḥyá b. Aktham 2 inquired of him, "Why is it that the Prince of Believers prefers black garments?" Ma'mún replied to the Judge: "Black garments are for man and for the living; for no woman is married in black, nor is any dead

1 There appears to be a confusion here between the two brothers. Ḥasan ibn Sahl was the father of Pûrûn, al-Ma'mún's bride, while Fadl bore the title of Dhu'r-Riyádsatayn. See De Slane's 'Ibn Khallikán, vol. i, pp. 268–272 and 408–409; vol. ii, pp. 472–476. Also the Lata'if al-Ma'drif of ath-Tha'álibi (ed. De Jong), pp. 73, 74, where a full account is given of this marriage.

2 See De Slane's 'Ibn Khallikán, iv, pp. 33–51.
man buried in black." Yahyá was greatly surprised by this answer. So on this day Ma'mún desired to inspect the wardrobe; but of a thousand coats of satin, of royal fabric, of fur, hand-woven, of various colours, hand-cut, of fine black silk, he neither approved nor accepted one, but clad himself in his customary black, and mounted, and turned his face towards the bride's house. Now on that day Faḍl had decked out his palace in such wise that the nobles were filled with wonder thereat, for he had collected so many rare things that words would fail to describe or enumerate them. So when Ma'mún reached the gate of this palace, he saw a curtain suspended, fairer than a Chinese spring, and more delightful than the assurance of faith, whereof the design charmed the heart and the colour mingled with the soul; and he said to himself: "Whichever of those thousand coats I had chosen, I should have been shamed here. Praise be to God and thanks that I was content with this black raiment."

Now of all the elaborate preparations made by Faḍl on that day, one was this, that when Ma'mún reached the middle of the palace yard, he saw a tray filled with wax, round which was arranged a pattern of pearls. And at the feet of each guest were cast several nuts, in each of which was a piece of paper whereon was inscribed the name of a village; and whoever drew one, to him were delivered the title-deeds of that village.

So when Ma'mún entered the bride's house, he saw a mansion faced with gypsum and adorned with paintings,

1 The exact nature of most of these fabrics I have been unable to ascertain. The list runs as follows: طُبلِم, *[A., B.,]ْرُمْمَمْ طِلْمَمْ,* وَنِسْمِصِ وَمِمْمَمْ مِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ مِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْمَمْ وَمِمْm
strewn with perfumes of China, fairer than the East at the time of sunrise, and sweeter than a garden in the season of the rose. He saw, moreover, cast down and spread out at the entrance of the house, mats of cloth of gold,\textsuperscript{1} embroidered with rubies, pearls, and turquoises; and in like manner six cushions placed thereon, on which was seated a beauteous damsel sweeter than existence and life, and pleasanter than health and youth; in stature such that the noble cypress would have subscribed itself her servant; with cheeks which the brightest sun would have acknowledged as suzerain; with hair which was the envy of musk and ambergris; and with eyes after the likeness of the onyx and the narcissus.\textsuperscript{2} She, rising to her feet, advanced towards Ma‘mún, with a profound obeisance and earnest apologies, brought him forward and seated him in the chief seat, and stood before him in service. Ma‘mún bade her be seated, whereupon she seated herself on her knees,\textsuperscript{3} hanging her head and looking down at the carpet. Thereupon Ma‘mún was overcome with love: he had already lost his heart, and now he would have added thereunto his very soul. He stretched out his hand and drew forth from the pocket of his coat eighteen pearls, each one as large as a sparrow’s egg, brighter than the stars of heaven, more lustrous than the teeth of the fair, rounder, nay, more luminous, than Jupiter or Saturn. These rolled on the surface of the carpet, and, by reason of its smoothness and their roundness, continued in motion, there being no cause for their quiescence. But the girl paid no heed to the pearls, nor so much as raised her head. Thereat was Ma‘mún’s passion further increased, and he extended

\textsuperscript{1} This sentence, again, is not clear. It runs:

\textit{و خانه واری حصير از شوشه زر کشیده افکنده.}

\textsuperscript{2} A., B. \textit{و جشمش او از جسم جذع و عیبمر بود} L. has: \textit{و جشمش جذع و عیبمر}.

\textsuperscript{3} i.e., in the Persian fashion, on the heels, with the knees together in front.
his hand to caress her, and would have opened the door of amorous dalliance. But this caress aroused her modesty and covered her with confusion, and the delicate damsel was so affected that she was overtaken by that state peculiar to women, and the marks of shame and abashed modesty appeared in her cheeks and countenance, and she suddenly exclaimed: "O Prince of Believers! The command of God cometh, seek not then to hasten it!" ¹

Thereat Ma'mún withdrew his hand, and was near swooning on account of the extreme beauty of this citation, and her graceful application of it. Yet still he could not take his eyes off her, and for eighteen days he came not forth from this house and concerned himself with naught save two occupations. And the affairs of Faḍl prospered, and he attained to that high position to which he attained.

Anecdote viii.

Again in the time of the 'Abbásid Caliphs, in the reign of al-Mustarshid bi'lláh ² (may God make his tomb fragrant and exalt his rank in Paradise!), the son of al-Mustadhirr bi'lláh, the Prince of Believers came forth from the city of Baghdad with a well-equipped army in full panoply, and much treasure, and many muniments of war, marching against Khurásán, on account of a reparation which he would exact from the King of the World Sanjar. ³

Now this quarrel had been contrived by interested persons, and was due to the machinations and representations of conspirators, who had brought matters to this pass. When the Caliph reached Kirmánsáh, he there delivered on a Friday a homily which in eloquence transcended the highest zenith of the sun, and reached the support and

² The twenty-ninth 'Abbásid Caliph, reigned A.H. 512–529.
crown of the guard-stars.\(^1\) In the course of this harangue, after expressing his distress and despair, he complained of the House of Seljúq, in such wise that the orators of Arabia and the rhetoricians of Persia have confessed that, after the companions of the Prophet (God's blessing and peace rest on him and his family), who were the disciples of the Focus of the Prophetic Function and the expounders of his pithy aphorisms, no one had composed a discourse so weighty and eloquent. Said al-Mustarshid: “We entrusted our affairs to the House of Seljúq, but they contended against us, and the time lengthened over them, and their hearts were hardened, and many of them sinned,”\(^2\) that is to say, withdrew their necks from our commands in the Religion of Islám.

**Anecdote ix.**

The Gúr Khán of Khitá fought a battle with the King of the World Sanjar, the son of Maliksháh, at the gates of Samarqand, and so fateful was the day to the army of Islám that Transoxania passed into his power.\(^3\) After putting to death the Imám of the East Ḥusámú'd-Dín (may God make bright his example, and extend over him His Peace!), the Gúr Khán bestowed Bukhárá on Alptagín.\(^4\) When the Gúr Khán turned back, he entrusted the son of the Amír Bayánání,\(^5\) the nephew of Atsiz Khwárazmsháh,

---

\(^1\) *Farqádayn*, two bright stars near the Pole-star, \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) of Ursa Minor. See vol. ii of my *Traveller’s Narrative*, p. 125, n. 2.

\(^2\) فرَضَنا أُمُورَنا إلَى آل سلْبُوق فسِرْؤا عِلْمِنا فَتَالَ عِلْمِهم الإَمْدَدَ، فَكَفَّرَنَّهُم وَكَبَّرَ مِنْهُم فَاسَقُونَ.

\(^3\) See Mirkhwánd’s *History of the Seljúq*, ed. Vullers, pp. 176–180. Professor Ross has pointed out to me that Gúr Khán is a generic title. See *History of the Moghuls of Central Asia*, by Elins and Ross, p. 287 et seqq. See also Schefer’s *Chrestomathia Persiana*, vol. i, p. 34 et seqq.

\(^4\) So L., agreeing with Schefer, op. cit., p. 29, where A.H. 536 is given as the date of this event. For *Alptagín* A. and B. read امتهنکین.

\(^5\) L. has سامانی, A. بیابانی (uncertain), B. بیاناتی, but I cannot identify the name.
to the Imám Aḥmad b. ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz, who was the Imám of Bukhárā, and the leading man of his time,1 so that whatever he did he might do by his advice, and that he should not take any step without his instructions. Then the Gúr Khán turned back and retired to Bars-ján.2

Now his justice had no bounds, nor was there any limit to the effectiveness of his commands, and, indeed, in these two things lies the essence of kingship. But when Alptagín saw a clear field, he turned his hand to oppression, and began to levy contributions on Bukhárā. So several of the people of Bukhárā went as an embassy to the Gúr Khán3 to seek redress. The Gúr Khán, after the way of good Muslims, wrote a letter in Persian to Alptagín as follows:—

“In the Name of God, the Merciful, the Clement. Let Alptagín know that, although wide distance separates us, our approval and displeasure are near at hand. Let Alptagín do that which Aḥmad commands, and Aḥmad that which Muḥammad commands. Farewell.”

Again and again we have considered this and reflected on it. A thousand volumes or even more might be written to enlarge on this letter, yet its purport is extremely plain and clear, needing no explanation. Seldom have I seen anything like it.

_Anecdote x._

The extreme eloquence of the Qur’án is in its concision of words and marvellous presentation of ideas; imitation thereof results but in citation, to such a degree that a sense

---

1 For ٍبُرَّةٌ بِهْرَانٍ, A. and B. have ٍبُرَّةٌ بِهْرَانٍ, “and the son of Burhán.”

2 Name uncertain. L. has Zanján, which is quite unsuitable; A., بِرِسْجَنَ (not clearly legible); B., بِرِسْجَنَ.

3 A. has, instead of َنْزُرُ غُرْبِخَانٍ (L.’s reading), بِرِسْجَنَ B., بِرِسْجَنَ.
of awe is produced, and the wise and understanding man is converted from his state [of doubt]. And this is a clear proof and trenchant argument to establish the fact that this Word did not proceed from the mouth of any created being, nor issue from any human lips or tongue, but that the stamp of Eternity is the stigma of its prescriptions and sentences.

It is related that one day one of the Muslims was reciting before Walid b. Mughira this verse:—“And it was said, 'O Earth, gulp down thy waters, and O Heaven, draw them up': and the water abated. Thus was the matter effected. And it [i.e. the Ark] rested upon Mount Judi.”¹ “By God,” said Walid b. Mughira, “verily it hath beauty and sweetness, and verily at its highest it is terrible as a wild beast in fury, and at its lowest is as the deepest mine!”² When even enemies reached such a level of enthusiasm, by reason of the eloquence of the Qur'an and its incomparable height in the domain of religion and equity, to what degree must friends attain?

Anecdote xi.

In former times it was customary with the kings and tyrants of the world, such as the Pishdâdi, Kayâni, and Sásânian monarchs and the Caliphs, to vaunt themselves and compete with one another in justice and accomplishments, and with every ambassador whom they despatched they used to send wise sayings, riddles, and enigmatical questions. So the king, under these circumstances, stood in need of persons of intelligence and discrimination, and men of judgement and statesmanship; and several councils

¹ Qur'an, xi, 46.
² L. has لمعّدُق لمنّعتُمْو وان أسلفّه لمعدّن. In the margin هل معّدُق. A. and B. have لمعدّن and سلمّر for متنمر.
would be held and adjourned, until they were unanimous as to their answers, and when the inner meanings of these problems and enigmas were plain and apparent, then they would despatch the ambassador.

This practice was maintained until the time of Maḥmūd b. Sabuktāghin Yamīnu’d-Dawla (may God have mercy upon him!). One day he despatched an ambassador to Bughrā Khān in Transoxania, and in the letter which had been drafted occurred this passage: — "God Almighty saith, 'Verily the most honourable of you in God's sight is he who is most pious of you.'"¹ The acute and critical are agreed that here he [i.e. the Prophet] guards himself from ignorance; for the souls of men are subject to no more grievous defect than this, nor is there aught lower than the fault of folly. To the truth of this proposition and the soundness of this assertion God's Word also bears witness: 'God will raise up those of you who believe] and those to whom knowledge hath been given to [superior] degrees.'²

Therefore we desire that the Imāms of the land of Transoxania and the doctors of the East and scholars of the Khāqān's Court should give so much information touching essentials as to state what the Prophetic Office is, what Saintship, what Religion, what Islām, what Faith, what Well-doing, what Godliness, what the Approbation of Right, what the Prohibition of Wrong, what the Path, what the Balance, what Justice, and what Pity."

When this letter reached the Court of Bughrā Khān,³ and he had acquainted himself with its purport and contents, he summoned the Imāms of Transoxania from the different towns and districts, informed them of the matter, and requested them to answer these words, bidding each one compose a treatise on this subject, and introduce in the course of their dissertation and argument a reply to these

¹ Qur'ān, xlix, 13.
² Qur'ān, lvi, 12.
³ Here A. has ب رخان and B. رخان, though they agree with L. above and below.
interrogations. They craved a delay of four months; which period dragged on with all sorts of detriments, the least of which was the disbursements from the treasury for the salaries of the ambassadors and the maintenance of the Imâms, until at length Muḥammad b. 'Abdu'llâh the scribe, who was Bughrá Khán's private secretary, and was deeply versed in learning and highly distinguished in scholarship, besides being one of the most eloquent stylists amongst the Muslims both in prose and verse, said: "I will answer these questions in two words, in such wise that when the greatest scholars and most conspicuous men of al-Islám shall see my answer, it shall command their approval and admiration."

So he took up his pen and wrote under the questions, after the fashion of a legal decision (fatwâ): "Saith God's Apostle (upon whom be the Blessing of God, and also on his Family), 'Reverence for God's command and loving-kindness towards God's people.'" All the Imáms of Transoxania bit their fingers in amazement and expressed their admiration, saying, "Here indeed is an answer which is perfect, and an utterance which is comprehensive!" And the Kháqán was mightily pleased because the difficulty had been overcome by a scribe and not left to the divines. And when the answer reached Ghazna, all applauded it.

It therefore results from these premises that an intelligent and accomplished Secretary is a great ornament to the brilliancy of a King's Court. And with this anecdote we conclude this chapter. And from God cometh assistance.

SECOND DISCOURSE.


Poetry is that art whereby the poet arranges imaginary propositions, and adapts the deductions, with the result that he can make a little thing appear great and a great thing small, or cause good to appear in the garb of evil and evil in the garb of good. By acting on the imagination,
he excites the faculties of anger and concupiscence in such a way that by his suggestion men’s temperaments become affected with exultation or depression; whereby he conduces to the accomplishment of great things in the order of the world.

Anecdote xii.

Thus they relate that Ahmad b. ‘Abdu’lláh al-Khujistání was asked, “How didst thou, who wert originally an ass-herd, become Amir of Khurásán?” He replied: “One day I was reading the Díván of Handhala of Bádghís, in Bádghís of Khujistán, when I chanced on these two couplets:

شدو خطرکی زکام شهر بچویه
یا بیرگی و نازو نعمت و جاه
یا جومردان مرت روابه

‘If lordship lies within the lion’s jaws,
Go, risk it, and from those dread portals seize
Such straight-confronting death as men desire,
Or riches, greatness, rank and lasting ease.’

An impulse stirred within me such that I could in no wise remain content with that condition wherein I was. I therefore sold my asses, bought a horse, and, quitting my country, entered the service of ‘Amr b. Layth. At that time the fortune of the Şaffáris still floated at the zenith of its prosperity. Of the three brothers, ‘Ali was the youngest, and Ya’qúb and ‘Amr had precedence over him.

1 “Khujistan.—In the mountains near Herát. From this country issued Ahmad b. ‘Abdu’lláh al-Khujistání, who revolted at Nishápúr and died in A.H. 264.” (Barbier de Meynard’s Dict. Géogr., Histor., et Litt. de la Perse, p. 197.) The learned editor points out, however, that, according to Ibn‘l-Athír, Ahmad was assassinated in the month of Shawwál, A.H. 268, after having reigned at Nishápúr for six years. See the Journal Asiatique for 1845, p. 345 et seqq. of the second half.

2 See Ethé’s Rüdagi’s Vorläufer und Zeitgenossen, pp. 38–40, where these verses, and others by the same poet, are cited.

3 Brother of Ya’qúb b. Layth, the founder of the short-lived Şaffári dynasty. ‘Amr reigned from A.H. 265 to A.H. 287.
When Ya'qúb came from Khurásán to Ghazna over the mountains, 'Alí b. Layth sent me back from Ribát-i-Sangin ("the Stone Rest-house") to act as his agent to his feudal estates in Khurásán. I had collected an army of a hundred on the road, and had with me besides some twenty horsemen of my own. Now of the estates held in fief by 'Alí b. Layth one was Karúkh⁴ of Herát, a second Khán-i-Nishápúr. When I reached Karúkh, I produced my warrant, and what was paid to me I divided amongst the army and gave to the soldiers. My horsemen now numbered three hundred. When I reached Khwáf,⁵ and again produced my warrant, the burghers of Khwáf contested it, saying, 'Do we want a magistrate with [a bodyguard of only] ten men?'; I thereupon decided to renounce my allegiance to the Saífáris, looted Khwáf, proceeded to the village of Yashb,⁶ and came to Bayhaq, where two⁵ thousand horsemen joined me. I advanced and took Nishápúr, and my affairs prospered and improved until all Khurásán lay open to me, and I took possession of it for myself. Of all this, these two verses of poetry were the cause."

Salámi⁶ relates in his history that the affairs of Ahmad b. 'Abdu'lláh prospered so greatly that in one night at Nishápúr he distributed in largesse 300,000 dínárs, 500 head of horses, and 1,000 suits of clothes, and to-day he

---

1 See Barbier de Meynard's *Dict. Géogr., Hist., et Litt. de la Perse*, p. 487. B. and L. have "of Merv."
2 Ibid., pp. 213, 214.
3 The text and sense are both very doubtful. *A. (f. 126)* has گفتند مارا خواجه گفتند که مارا خواجه به دید باید تا, while the lithograph has گفتند مارا خواجه با دید یا دیه باید, while the lithograph has یکشش بیرون شدم و بشپ بیرون شدم. I cannot, however, find mention of the village.
4 The MSS. have plainly یکشش بیرون شدم, while the lithograph has یکشش بیرون شدم. The lithograph reads "a thousand."
5 Concerning Ibn Salám, the author of a *Tubaquitu'sh-Shu'arí* (d. A.D. 845-6), who is probably intended, see *J.R.A.S.* for January, 1899, p. 48, footnote.
stands in history as one of the victorious monarchs, all of which was brought about by these two couplets of poetry. Many similar instances are to be found amongst both the Arabs and the Persians, but we have restricted ourselves to the mention of this one. So a king cannot dispense with a good poet, who shall conduce to the immortality of his name, and shall record his fame in divâns and books. For when the king receives that command which none can escape,¹ no trace will remain of his army, his treasure, and his store; but his name will endure for ever by reason of the poet’s verse, as Sharîf-i-Mujallidi of Gurgân says:—

"From all the treasures hoarded by the Houses Of Sásân and of Sámân, in our days Nothing survives except the song of Bârbad, Nothing is left save Rûdagî’s sweet lays."

The names of the monarchs of the age and the princes of the time are perpetuated by the admirable verse and widely-current poems of this guild; as, for instance, the names of the House of Sámân by Ustád Abú ‘Abdîllâh Ja’far b. Muḥammad ar-Rûdakî,² Abû’l-‘Abbâs b. ‘Abbâs⁴ az-Zanjî, Abû’l-Mathâl⁵ al-Bukhârî, Abû Ishaq Jâybârî,⁶ Abû’l-Hasan al-‘Aji,⁷ and Ṭâhâwî, and Khabbâzî⁸ of Nishápûr, and Abû’l-Hasan al-Kisâ’i⁹; and the names of

¹ i.e., when he comes to die.
² B. omits the poet’s name altogether. L. has Majdî.
³ al-‘Awfî’s Luhâb, part ii, No. 7.
⁴ Ibid., No. 8, and Horn’s ed. of the Lughat-i-Asâdî, p. 24, first paragraph.
⁵ L. has راژی, and A. (f. 128b) رژگنی.
⁶ Ibid., No. 25, and Asâdî, p. 28.
⁷ Ibid., No. 10.
⁸ 13a ; A. (f. 13a) has the aç; B. has the aç; I suppose for aç, "enfant nourri d’un lait étranger"; while B. has aç.
⁹ See Ethê’s monograph, Die Lieder des Kisâ’î.
the kings of the House of Nāşiru'd-Din [i.e. the Ghaznavids] by such men as ‘Uṣnūrī, ‘Asjadi, Farrukhī, Bahrāmī, Zaynati, Buzurjmihr of Qā’in, Mudhaffār, Manshūri, Manūchihri, Mas’ūdī, Qasārāmī, Abū Hanīfa Iskāf (“the Cobbler”), Rāshidī, Abū’l-Faraj of Rūna, Mas’ūd-i Sa’d-i Salmān, Muḥammad Abū Nasr, Shāh Abū Rijā, Ahmad Khalaf, ‘Uṭhmān Mukhtārī, and Sanā’ī; and the names of the House of Khāqān through Lūlū’ī, Gulābī, Najībī, Farkhūrī, ‘Am’aq of Bukhārā, Rāshidī of Samarqand, Najjār (“the Carpenter”), iSāgharjī, ‘Alī Pānīdī, the son of Darghūsh, ‘Alī

1 Well-known contemporaries of Firdawṣī. Mention is made of the first and last (of whose poems lithographed editions have been published at Tihrān) further on.


5 Or Mudhaffārī, of Panj-dīr. See M.F., vol. i, p. 506.


7 See the edition of his Dīwān by A. de Bibeřstein Kazimirski.

8 Mas’ūdī of Ray (see M.F., i, p. 503), another Ghaznavīd poet, is apparently intended.

9 L. substitutes Ghaddī’īrī. For Qasārāmī see Horn’s Asāṣī, p. 27.

10 Of Merv or Ghazna. See ‘Awfī’s Lūhāb, ch. x, No. 21, and M.F., vol. i, pp. 83–85.

11 See M.F., i, pp. 70–78.


13 L. has Majd-i-Nāṣīr. I can find no particulars concerning him.

14 See M.F., i, pp. 68–70. He was of Ghazna, and also bore the laqab of Shihābū’d-Dīn.

15 See Dawlatshāh’s Tābdhīr (pp. 93, 94 of my forthcoming edition), Ṭabaqāta ii, No. 8.

16 A. adds “Mawjūd,” an error for “Majdūd.” See Dawlatshāh (pp. 95–99), Ṭabaqāta ii, No. 9; M.F., i, pp. 254–274.

17 L. omits this name and the next. Najibū’d-Dīn Jurbudhakānī (i.e. of Gulpāvagān) is meant. See M.F., i, pp. 634, 635.

18 See Dawlatshāh (pp. 69, 70), Ṭabaqāta i, No. 18.

19 See Dawlatshāh (pp. 64–67), Ṭabaqāta i, No. 15; M.F., i, pp. 345–350.

20 See Horn’s Asāṣī, p. 18.

21 See Anecdote xix, infra; and Horn’s Asāṣī, p. 31.

22 The second word is very uncertain. L. has Ṭā‘ānīdī, or Ṭā‘ānīdī; but lower (Anecdote xix), A. has (i.e. Ṭā‘ānīdī), which I take to be the correct form.

23 L. omits. B. has درخوشی. In both MSS. the first word is written بسر, which may stand for Беш, or possibly the correct reading is Bâshshâr-i Marghuz. See M.F., i, p. 171.
Sipihri, Jawhari, Sa’di, the son of Tisha, and ‘Alī Shaṭranjī ("the Chess-player") ; and the names of the House of Seljúq by Farrukhí, Karkháni, Lámi’i of Dahistán, Jaffar of Hamadán, Fírúz-i-Fakhrí, Burhání, Amír Mu’izzí, Abu’l-Ma’álí of Ray, Amid Kamáli, and Shihábi; and the names of the rulers of Tabaristán through Qumri of Gurgán, Ráfi’i of Nishápúr, Kafáyatí of Ganja, Kúsa Fáli, and Búrkala; and the names of the kings of Ghúr, the House of Shansab (may God cause their rule to endure for ever!), through Abu’l-Qásim Ráfi’i, Abú Bakr Jawhari, this least of mankind Nidhámí-i-‘Arúdi, and ‘Alí Ṣáfí. The dicáns of these poets are eloquent as to the excellence, comeliness, munitions and forces [of war], justice, bounty, worth, nobility, doughty deeds, judgement, statecraft, heavensent success and influence of these former kings, of whom to-day no trace remains, nor of their hosts and retinues any survivor. How many nobles there were under these dynasties who enjoyed the favours of kings, and dispensed untold largesses to these poets, and conferred on them sources of income, of whom to-day no trace remains; though many were the painted palaces and charming gardens which they created and embellished, but which to-day are

1 See ‘Awfí’s Lubáb, ch. viii, No. 30 ; M.F., i, pp. 244, 245 ; but the identity is uncertain.

2 Called "the goldsmith" (Zargar). See Dowlatsháh (pp. 118–121), Tabqa, ii, No. 18.

3 Very doubtful. L. omits A. has B. has و بسر تیشه.

4 Noticed in ch. x of ‘Awfí’s Lubáb; M.F., i, pp. 344, 345.

5 M.F., i, pp. 494–501.

6 Both MSS. have و در فنره فنری .

7 The father of Mu’izzí. Both are mentioned in Anecdoten xvi, infra.

8 M.F., i, pp. 79, 80.

9 Kamála’d-Dín ‘Amid of Bukhará. See M.F., i, pp. 486, 487.

10 Shihábu’d-Dín Ahmad b. Mu’ayyad of Nasaf, near Samarqand. M.F., i, pp. 310, 311.

11 M.F., i, pp. 477, 478.

12 M.F., i, pp. 220, 221.

13 L. has كفاً.

14 L. has Qa‘ini for Fáli, and omits Búrkala.
levelled with the ground and uniform with the deserts and ravines! Says the author:

"Bāsā kākhā kē Ḥaḍūdsh bīnāk drād,
Rūzākāt Hami bā māh mūrdrād;
Nāh bīnī ūzān hē yīt khāst bīrāy,
Māchī qīnsī māndāst bīrγāy."

"How many a palace did great Mahmūd raise,
At whose tall towers the Moon did stand at gaze,
Whereof one brick remaineth not in place,
Though still re-echo 'Unṣuri's sweet lays.'"

When the Monarch of the World Sūltān 'Alā'u'dunyā wa'd-Dīn Abū 'Alī al-Ḥusayn b. al-Ḥusayn, the Choice of the Prince of Believers (may his life be long, and the umbrella of his dynasty victorious!) marched on Ghazna to avenge those two martyred kings and laudable monarchs, whom Sūltān Bahrāmshāh had previously put to death after the fashion of common thieves, treating them with every indignity, and speaking lightly of them, he sacked Ghazna, and destroyed the buildings raised by Maḥmūd, Mas'ūd, and Ibrāhīm, but he bought with gold the poems written in their praise, and placed them in his library. In that army and in that city none dared call them king, yet he himself would read that Shāhnāma wherein Firdawsi says:

1 Qutb'u'd-Dīn Mūḥammad and Sayf'u'd-Dīn Sūrī, both killed by Bahrāmshāh the Ghaznavid, towards the middle of the sixth century of the Flight. From his devastation of Ghazna (A.H. 550, A.D. 1155-6) 'Alā'u'd-Dīn Ḥusayn the Ghūrid received the title of Jahān-sūz ("the World-consumer").

2 This sentence is obscure in the first portion. It runs as follows in A.:
"Of the child in its cot, ere its lips yet are dry
From the milk of its mother, 'Maḥmūd!' is the cry!
Maḥmūd, the Great King, who such order doth keep
That in peace from one pool drink the wolf and the sheep!"

All wise men know that herein was no reverence for Maḥmūd, but only admiration for Firdawsī and his verse. Had Maḥmūd understood this, he would probably not have left that noble man disappointed and despairing.

ExcurSUS.

Now the poet must be of tender temperament, profound in thought, sound in genius, clear of vision, quick of insight. He must be well versed in many divers sciences, and quick to extract what is best from his environment; for as poetry is of advantage in every science, so is every science of advantage in poetry. And the poet must be of pleasing conversation in social gatherings, of cheerful countenance on festive occasions; and his verse must have attained to such a level that it is written on the page of Time and celebrated on the lips and tongues of the noble, and be such that they transcribe it in books and recite it in cities. For the richest portion and most excellent part of poetry is immortal fame, and until it be thus confirmed and published it is ineffectual to this end, and this result cannot accrue from it; it will not survive its author, and, being ineffectual for the immortalizing of his name, how can it confer immortality on another?

But to this rank a poet cannot attain unless in the prime of his life and the season of his youth he commits to memory.
20,000 couplets of the poetry of the Ancients and 10,000 verses of the works of the Moderns, holds them constantly before his eyes, and continually reads and marks the dicáns of the masters of his art, observing how they have acquitted themselves in the strait passes and delicate places of song, in order that thus the fashion and varieties of verse may become ingrained in his nature, and the defects and beauties of poetry may be inscribed on the tablet of his understanding. In this way his style will improve and his genius will develop. Then, when his taste has been formed by wide reading of poetry, and his style of expression is thus strengthened, let him address himself seriously to the poetic art, study the science of Prosody, and peruse the works of Master Abu’l-Hasan Bahrámí of Sarakhs, such as the “Goal of Prosodists” (Gháyatul-’Arádiyyin), the “Thesaurus of Rhyme” (Kanzul-Qáfiya), and the works treating of poetic ideas and phraseology, plagiarisms, biographies, and all the sciences of this class, with such a master as he deemeth best, that thus he in turn may come to merit the title of Master, that his name may remain on the page of time like the names of those other Masters which we have mentioned, and that he may be able to discharge his debt to his patron and lord for what he obtains from him, so that his name may endure for ever.

Now it behoves the King to patronize such a person, so that he may remain in his service and celebrate his praise. But if he fall below this level, he should waste no money on him and pay no heed to his poetry, especially if he be old; for I have investigated this matter, and in the whole world have found nothing worse than an old poet, nor any money more ill spent than what is given to such. For one so ignoble as not to have discovered in fifty years that what he writes is bad, when will he discover it? But if he be young and has the right talent, even though his verse be not good, there is some hope that it may improve, and according to the Law of Chivalry it is proper to patronize him, a duty to take care of him, and an obligation to maintain him.
Now in the service of kings naught is better than improvisation, for thereby the king's mood is cheered, his receptions are made brilliant, and the poet himself attains his object. Such favours as Rúdagí obtained from the House of Sáman by his improvisations and by virtue of his verse, none other hath experienced.

(To be continued.)
1. HUMĀYŪN’S INSCRIPTION AT JĀM.

Shottermill.
April 7, 1899.

Dear Sir,—It may interest the readers of our Journal to know that the inscription from Turbat-i-Jām, which was sent by the lamented Mr. Ney Elias and published in the Journal for January, 1897, is referred to by the author of the Māṣir-i-Raḥīmī, who was a native of Persia and wrote early in the seventeenth century. He says (M.S., A.S.B., 284a) that he had read the inscription and noticed the blessed handwriting of the Emperor, but that the exact words of the verse had not remained in his memory. This statement occurs in his life of Bairām Khān.

H. Beveridge.

2. BALONGA, THE OLDEST CAPITAL OF CHAMPA.

Dear Professor Rhys Davids,—When the first part of Captain Gerini’s paper on the “Early Geography of Indo-China” appeared (now nearly two years ago) I was much struck by one of his identifications of Ptolemy’s place-names, which seemed to me both to corroborate strongly the general correctness of the method employed, and to be in itself of some intrinsic interest. After awaiting, with much curious expectation, but in vain, the continuation
of that paper, I now think it may be worth while to point out what I refer to.

Captain Gerini’s Table V, No. 121, reads:—

“Balonga, metropolis . . [rectified position] 104° 43’ [E.] . . 14° 16’ [N.] Quin-hon in Bin-dinh or Cha-ban (Canh-vanh) near Ba or Dalang (? Balang) river . . . . 109° 1’ [E.] . . 13° 44’ [N.].”

This points to a place nearly half-way up the eastern coast of Indo-China, in Annam, the ancient Champa.

M. Aymonier, in a paper entitled Les Tchames et leurs Religions, writes: “Qu’elles soient venues par terre de l’Ouest ou qu’elles aient été apportées de l’Inde par mer, la civilisation et la puissance du Tchampa se propagerent d’abord du sud au nord, avant d’être refoulées en sens inverse par les attaques du Céleste Empire et des Annamites, élèves et pupilles des Chinois. Les derniers descendants des habitants de ce royaume, qui se nomment aujourd’hui les Tchames, ont conservé la tradition de trois capitales historiques. La plus ancienne en date, Shri-Banouvy, était au nord, vraisemblablement au Quang-Binh actuel, vers 17° 30’ de latitude. Le second, Bal-Hanog, a laissé des vestiges encore reconnaissables près de Hué, la capitale actuelle de l’empire annamite. La troisième, Bal-Angoué, nous montre ses remparts bien conservés dans la province de Binh-Dinh, à quatre lieues du port de Qui-Nhon, 14° degré de latitude.”

This last capital, Bal-Angoué, appears to have been exactly where Captain Gerini puts Ptolemy’s Balonga, and there seems to be little possibility of doubt as to their identity.

In the second century of our era, therefore, it would seem that the metropolis of Champa was the most southern of its three historic capitals, the one that became the capital again more than a thousand years later, when the Chams

1 The continuation, being too long for this Journal, is being published by our Society, in co-operation with the Geographical, as a separate book.
were driven from their northern provinces. This fact illustrates M. Aymonier’s statement that the Cham civilization originally advanced from the south northwards, and long afterwards was driven back towards the south again, till in the end it was practically annihilated by the Annamese.

Moreover, it is evident that Indian influences had already in Ptolemy’s time struck root in Indo-China, and that the Indian names he gives to places on that coast are not all merely due to the nomenclature of casual Indian traders and seafarers. For bal is the Cham for ‘palace, capital, seat of royalty,’ and no doubt corresponds with the Malay balei, which, according to Favre, represents the Sanskrit valaya, ‘enclosure.’ A capital, with a name that is specifically Cham, but appears to be derived in part from Sanskrit, implies something of the nature of a local organized government borrowing, as the Cham civilization throughout its ascertained history certainly did borrow, a good deal from Indian sources. Thus Ptolemy’s short entry of Balonga, metropolis, which antedates the evidence of the local inscriptions by at least a century or two, has preserved for us what is probably the oldest scrap of authentic Indo-Chinese history on record.—I am, etc.,

C. Otto Blagden.

3. Mrammā (กก).

This is the classical name of the people whom we call Burmese and the country which is commonly called Burma, from the colloquial pronunciation Bāmā.

The word Mrammā, though spelt with ṭ, is properly pronounced as if spelt with ṭ, and Bāmā is easily deducible from Myammā, though Brahmā cannot be turned into Mrammā. Notwithstanding this, Sir Arthur Phayre and others have held that Mrammā is a modern appellation, the outcome of the national pride. Sir Arthur, at p. 2 of his History, says: ‘the Indian settlers gave to them and adopted themselves the name Brahmā, which is that used
in Buddhist sacred books for the first inhabitants of the world . . . . This term, when used to designate the existing people, is now written Mrammā and generally pronounced Bamā."

As I have stated above, the language naturally lends itself to this change, as tan-myet to tabyet, a broom. Other instances might be given. Brahmanā and Brahma constantly appear in Burmese books, but are not changed in spelling or pronunciation, and no one has yet adduced any proof to show that this change was made when using the word Brahma to designate the people, if such really was the case.

The Burmese have been called by the Chinese Mien and by the Shans and others Man. In poetry their country is always the country of Mran or Myan, and I think we may safely conclude that this was the original name of the race or tribe.

Why, then, is it now called Mrammā? The answer appears to me to be perfectly simple. The original name of the tribe was Mran, which is written with a simple nasal final which can be represented by n or m. When the monks wrote this name in classical Pali it became Marammo, plural Marammā (see Childers' Dictionary, Kalyāṇi Inscriptions of A.D. 1476, and the Sūsanavamsa of Paññasāmi), which in the Burmese character would be ꞌꞌ ꞌ ꞌ ꞌ Mrammā, colloquially Bamā.¹ Mr. Taw-sein-ko has lately made a statement that the word is connected with Prome (Brome) on the Irrawaddy, a town whose name he derives from Brahm. These conjectures and statements all require a certain amount of evidence, without which they are valueless and misleading.

It is no use to ask a Burmese for a derivation if you want the correct one. He is always for "lucus a non lucendo."

R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

Wadham College, Oxford.
May 4, 1899.

¹ The fact that the Pali word has two m's militates against the Brahmā theory.
4. Ari.

Secretariat, Rangoon.
April 26, 1899.

Dear Sir,—I have read with interest Mr. St. John's letter on the word 'Ari' in the Society's Journal for January, 1899. Mrs. Bode suggests that the word may be connected with the Pāli word ariyo, while Mr. St. John feels sure that it stands for araṇṇaka or araṇṇako, 'one who dwells in the forest.' I have consulted a number of pandits, and they all confirm Mrs. Bode's derivation. They tell me that ဗိုး (aṅkha) becomes ဗိုး in Burmese in the same way as မိုး becomes မိုး and မိုး becomes မိုး, and that in Burmese literature the word ဗိုး has the meaning of 'noble, excellent,' when used as an adjective. A number of extracts have been shown me to support the latter portion of their statement.

Burmese history and Burmese archaeology are almost a terra incognita in Europe. The field is large, but the labourers are few. However, an Archaeological Department and a Provincial Museum are soon to be established in Burma, and it is hoped that the darkness, which now enshrouds things Burmese, will soon be dispelled.—Yours very truly,

Taw Sein Ko.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

5. Persian Manuscript attributed to Fakhrulddīn Rażī, with a Note on Risālatu 'l Ghufrān by Abū 'l 'Alā al-Ma'arrī and other MSS. in the same Collection.

Trinity College, Cambridge.
May 17, 1899.

Dear Sir,—I was much interested to learn from Dr. Horn's letter that a copy of the Persian MS.,
which I described in the January number, is
catalogued in the Aya Sofia at Constantinople under the
title of حَفْظُ الْبَدِين. This seems to put Râzî’s authorship
beyond question. As regards his originality, perhaps
I expressed myself rather carelessly when I said that my
MS. had “every appearance of being an original work.”
As the context shows, I meant to say that in my opinion
it was not translated from the Greek, and could so far
claim to be an original composition. I never doubted that
it was largely compiled from older sources: this was a priori
to be expected, and in many cases Râzî actually cites his
authority. While I am not prepared to assert positively
that he was indebted to the دُخِيرَةُ خُوازَازمِشَاهی, a perusal
of Dr. Horn’s paper has convinced me that the two works,
differing widely in scope, are yet to a large extent arranged
on parallel lines. It is curious that I should have unconsciously anticipated Dr. Horn’s admirable suggestion
to identify the authority whom Râzî cites by the name
of Seyyid or Imâm Ismâ’il with Ismâ’il b. Ḥasan b. Aḥmad
b. Muḥammad al-Ḥusainī al-Jurjâni, author of the دُخِيرَةُ خُوازَازمِشَاهی;
for Al-Sharîf Sharafu’d-dîn Ismâ’il, to whom
I thought Râzî might be referring, is in fact the same
person (Rieu, Persian Catalogue, p. 467; Ibn Abî Úsâibía,
ed. A. Müller, vol. ii, p. 31 seq.).

Since writing my article on the حَفْظُ الْبَدِين, I have had
occasion to make for my own use a rough catalogue of
the Arabic and Persian MSS. gathered many years ago
by my grandfather, the late Dr. John Nicholson of Penrith.
The private owner of MSS. may not improperly be likened
to the innocent receiver of stolen goods, whose best apology
is straightforward to publish what has befallen him. I hope
therefore to be pardoned if I give some slight account of
the rarer volumes and notice briefly a few more which have
an interest apart from rarity.

The Persian MSS., both in number and quality, are much
inferior to the Arabic. Besides the Ḥifṣu ’l Sīḥa I need
only mention the Tuhfatu 'l Mu'iminin, the Tuhfa-i Sāmī, the Khamsa of Nizāmī, Jāmī's Divān (two copies), and an exquisitely written Kulliyātī Amīr Khusrau, which belonged in turn to the libraries of Dr. Adam Clarke and Miss Richardson Currer.

There are about 150 Arabic MSS., and to one of these, the Risālatu 'l Ghufrān, I would call special attention, because it is, as I believe, a genuine work, hitherto unknown and undescribed, of the famous blind poet and man of letters, Abū 'l 'Alā al-Ma'arrī. The title runs:

**This Risālāt al-Ghafrān Tālifer 'Abū (sic) al-Ummād 'Abd Allah al-Tanūkhī al-Murta'awāra wa-Arsīla 'A'īl 'Abī al-Muntasir as-Sagdī 'al-Halib.**

A work entitled Risālāt al-Ghafrān occurs in Ḥājī Khalaīfa (vol. iii, p. 422), but it has no connection with my MS. I think, however, that Ḥājī Khalaīfa does mention this Risālā in the passage (vol. iii, p. 459) where he describes the Rasā'īl of Abū 'l 'Alā in the following terms:—

**Rasā'īl Abī al-Ula... bi-nalqis a-thārīyya tawāl 'ajrīrī jībīrī al-āthārīyya min al-Rasā'īl al-Malākīyya wa-l-Rasā'īl al-Sundīsyya wa-Rasā'īl al-Zahfārīyya wa-Rasā'īl al-Urūrīyya wa-l-Thānīyya al-ğ.**

For the words Rasā'īl al-Ghafrān read Rasā'īl al-Zahfārīyya—a very easy change. The MS. now before me fully answers to Ḥājī Khalaīfa's description, that is to say, it is really a rhetorical composition, which cannot save in courtesy be styled an Epistle. It extends to 219 pages in all. The first and longer portion consists of a series of imaginary conversations between the Shaikh 'Alī b. Mansūr and poets of the Ignorance who have been forgiven (hence the title) and received into Paradise. Many verses are quoted and commented on, each poet explaining and defending his own, and various amusing incidents are introduced. The second part deals mainly with heresies and heretics, e.g. al-zanadqat wa-l-ḏahrā'īn. As I hope to print some extracts from the Risālāt 'l Ghufrān in an early issue of the Journal,
I refrain from giving further details just now. It appears to me to have great interest, not only as a new and probably unique specimen of Abū 'l 'Alāʾ's literary powers, but also as being in itself a noteworthy accession to the huge mass of writings which fall under the general head of 'adab' or 'Litterae Humaniores.' The date is not formally stated, but we may infer from a passage on p. 156 that the Risāla was composed in 414 A.H.

Poetry and Commentaries thereon.

(1) Tanwiru 'l Siqt, containing the text of Abū 'l 'Alāʾ's Siqṭu 'l Zand with an excellent commentary called Tanwiru 'l Zand. This commentary is mentioned by Ḥājī Khalīfa (vol. iii, p. 601), who says that it incorporates with many enlargements and corrections the commentary which Abū 'l 'Alāʾ himself dictated, and which was called Dau'u 'l Siqt. The author of this commentary is not known; Ḥājī Khalīfa says بغضيم. An ancient hand has ascribed it on the title-page to the Imām Fakhru'ddīn Rāzī. Rāzī did indeed compose a commentary on this Divān, but Ibn Abī Uṣaibia (ed. A. Müller, vol. ii, p. 29, fifth line from the foot) declares that it was left unfinished, which is clearly not the case here. Moreover, Rāzī was born in 543 A.H., two years after the date of this work (541 A.H.). This copy was written in the year 709 A.H., في مدرسة الباهليّة, in the city of Jājarm in Khorūsān. My MS. is undoubtedly identical with the commentary which De Sacy mentions in his Chrestomathy (vol. iii, p. 92) and cites as 124 R.

(2) Sharḥu Tarjumānī 'l Ashwāq. This MS. contains a Divān by the celebrated Muḥiyyu'ddīn b. al-'Arabī, entitled ترجمان الإشواق, with the author's own commentary, which is here called الدخان والاغلاق (see Ḥājī Khal., vol. ii, p. 276). It has the preface (quoted in the Leyden Catalogue, vol. ii, p. 74 seq.) giving the date of the author's arrival in Mecca as 598 A.H., not 611 A.H. as is stated by Ḥājī Khalīfa, and begins with the same doxology, viz. أحمد لله الجس النعمة. It would be interesting to know
whether the text of the poems in this MS. agrees with that in the Leyden MS. (No. 596) and the Gotha MS. (No. 2,268); and I hope to investigate this point at the first opportunity. Inscriptions on the last page of this volume certify that it has twice been diligently collated and corrected, so that it should be an uncommonly exact manuscript. It was copied in 1029 A.H.

(3) Sharḥu Lāmiyati 'l 'Ajam. The title of this commentary by Salāḥu'ddin Ĥafḍī on Tōghrā'ī's celebrated poem is—

شريح الادب الذي انسحب وشرح لاميه الغمغم.

The copy of Ĥafḍī's commentary from which the original of this MS. was transcribed was written from the author's autograph in 888 A.H., and the present copy was made in 1071 A.H.

Among the remaining poetical MSS. I may just mention the Mu'allaqāt, with commentaries by Tibrizī and Zauzani, the Dīvān of Mutanabbī (two copies, one of which contains the commentary by Wāhīdī), the Siqṭu 'l Zand, Dīvān al-Šabāba, the Dīvān of 'Alawān b. Ṭālīya (cf. Ahlwardt, Berlin Cat., Nos. 3,328 and 7,936), and a mystical Dīvān, which at present I am unable to identify, with the following title:

كتاب ديوان ابن العربي العالم النافل المرشد الزاهد الورع سيدي

العارف بالله محمد ونا المصري.

It begins:

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم و به العون
وقال رفي الله عمه
تؤهم ذات الفرق اقصى كما ادنا
فل افرضا اقصى ولا مقصدنا استنى.

As the words in the title are by a different and apparently older hand, I think it likely that
the others are a spurious addition. In any case I shall be grateful for information throwing light upon this work or its alleged author.

My account of those MSS. that are not strictly poetical must be deferred to some future occasion.—Yours sincerely,

REYNOLD A. NICHOLSON.

6. THE AUTHOR OF THE ŚĀSANAVAMSA.

June 14, 1899.

DEAR SIR,—Feeling that it would be of interest to hear something of the author of a modern Pali work from one of his contemporaries in the Buddhist community, I wrote, a short time ago, to the Venerable Subhūti, of Waskaduwa, asking him some questions about the author of the Śāsanavamsa. He has not only replied most kindly, giving me a few particulars and mentioning his own relations with Paññāsāmi, but also sends me a copy of a letter written by the Burmese rājaguru himself to Ceylon, on the occasion of a visit of certain Sinhalese monks and others to Mandalay, in the year 1862.

Of Paññāsāmi Subhūti writes as follows:—

"The venerable priest was known by the name of Rājaguru Paññāsāmi. He lived at a monastery called 'Sahassarodhārāma' in the neighbourhood of Mandalay about thirty-five years ago. The friendly feelings that existed between him and me and the pleasant correspondence we then carried on are still fresh in my memory. 'Śāsanavamsa' was compiled in 1864, and the sad death of its author occurred several years later. He was also the author of many other works, the last of which was 'Saddanītiṭīkā,' which his death unfortunately rendered him unable to complete. He was a pure Burmese, and does not at all belong to the Sinhalese nationality, nor did he ever visit Ceylon. 'Śāsanavamsa' was compiled at the request of the High Priest Sumaṅgala, the Principal of the Vidyodaya College, and Saranaṅka Indāsabha Waraṅnasāmi, the
late High Priest of Rāmaññanikāya in Ceylon, who, it appears, are mentioned in the book.”

I add below a transcript of Paññāsāmi’s Pali letter.

MABEL BODE.

Namo tassa bhagavato arahato sammāsambuddhassa.

Pabhitam idam addhitasahāyabhūtassa sabrahmacārino Dhammamālaṁkāra-Sirisumanatissattherassa Paññāsāmisirikavidha- jamahādhammarājādhirājagurūti laddhalaṅcena therennū ti datṭhabbam.


Idam kalyuge tevisādhike dvisate sahasse ca sampatte māghamāsassa kālapakkhasamīयṃ sūrajavāre Āmāṇadipe Gādenagare Paramāṇandavihāre nisinnassā adīṭṭhasahāyāyassā Dhammālaṃkāra - Sirisumanattherassā santikaṃ pahitaṃ Jambudīpe Marammamaṇḍale Tambadīparaṭṭhe Ratanāpuṇṇanagarassā puratthinadisābhāge Sahassorodhārame dhaṇṇādhivāsabhūte mahādharmaraṇāṇā kārāpite nivāsinā Paṇṇāisamisesītīkavidhajamahādharmaraṇājāhīrājagurūti laaddhalanīcena therenāti daṭṭhabbām.

Tumhākaṇcatthāya pāṇiyabhājanaṃ vedamayam ekaṃ ca khuddakakaraṇḍakam Sāraṇāṃkarādhinaṃ hatthe niyyādeṃi.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
NOTICES OF BOOKS.

HISTORIA DOS PORTUGUESES NO MALABAR, POR ZINADIM. Manuscripto Arabe do Seculo XVI, publicado e traduzido por DAVID LOPES, S.S.G.L. pp. ciii, 96, 134. (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 1898.)

In 1833 there was published, as one of the volumes printed for the Oriental Translation Fund, the "Tohfat-ul-Mujahideen, an Historical work in the Arabic Language. Translated into English by Lieut. M. J. Rowlandson, Cor. M.R.A.S., Persian Interpreter to the Head-quarters of the Army, Fort St. George." The work of which this is a translation is by Zain-ud Dīn, a writer who lived during the reign of Ali Adil Shāh, the fifth sovereign of the Adil Shāhi dynasty at Bijāpur, and gives a history of Malabar, especially during the Portuguese period down to 1586. The importance and accuracy of this work have been recognized by all writers on Indian history; and Rowlandson's translation has been often quoted. Unfortunately, however, his translation is in many places inaccurate, and his rendering of proper names is often erroneous. The late Sir Henry Yule, in the List of Books prefixed to his Hobson-Jobson, inserts after the title of Rowlandson's work the remark, "Very badly edited"; and after a quotation from it, s.v. 'Capucat,' he adds: "The want of editing in this last book is deplorable." A new translation properly edited was therefore a great desideratum; and such has now appeared in Lisbon, in connection with the fourth centenary of the discovery of India by Vasco da Gama. Mr. David Lopes, the translator and editor, has collated four MSS.
for this edition, one being in the British Museum Library, a second in that of the Royal Asiatic Society, and the other two in the India Office Library. He prints the Arabic text, so that scholars may judge for themselves of the accuracy of his translation. To the latter he has appended numerous elucidatory footnotes, showing where the writer agrees with (or, rarely, differs from) the Portuguese historians. In a scholarly introduction Mr. Lopes gives a rapid survey of the commerce of India down to the sixteenth century, a succinct history of Malabar, a historical sketch of the St. Thomas Christians, and another of the Jews of Cochin, a brief chapter on the Portuguese dominion as referred to by Oriental writers, and, finally, one on Zain-ud Din and his work. In an appendix are given translations of passages from various Indian writers bearing on the subject of the work. There is a good index; and the value of the book is enhanced by four maps reproduced from Drs. Bittner and Tomaschek's *Die topographischen Capitel des indischen Seespiegels Möhit* (Vienna, 1897). Our only regret is, that, being in Portuguese, Mr. Lopes's work will be read by so few English scholars.

Donald Ferguson.


Our distinguished Honorary Member, Geheimrath Dr. Sachau, has with these volumes commenced a series of publications which will add new lustre to the famous school of Oriental learning over which he so efficiently presides. As a sort of preface we have an account of the work of the School in 1897 and 1898. In the latter year there were seventeen professors and seven lecturers, who gave instruction in thirteen languages, and in four special subjects—hygiene, agriculture, geography, and the method for travellers of taking scientific observations. These
courses were attended by 166 students; and two special
courses of lectures on Russian and Spanish, specially
designed to suit the requirements of commercial men, were
attended by 199 other students. On the completion
of their course of studies various students, whose names
are given, received diplomas for knowledge of Chinese,
Japanese, and Swaheli. And accounts are given of a
legacy bequeathed to the school, and of collections of
Moorish and Arabic and Persian MSS. presented to it.

The object of the present publications is stated to be:
(1) To follow up the latest developments of the languages
taught in the College, and of their allied idioms; (2) to
help towards an all-round progress in the scientific
knowledge of those languages, and especially in fields so
far insufficiently explored; (3) to work up old and to
open out new ground in the interests of the commerce,
the foreign missions, and the colonies of Germany; and
(4) to devote a careful study, in connection with all the
above objects, to the literatures, habits and customs,
religions, laws, institutions, and the historical and economic
development of the peoples who speak the above-mentioned
languages.

The scheme may seem ambitious, splendidly ambitious.
But it is not running much risk to say that under the
guidance of Geheimrath Sachau and his able coadjutors
it has every likelihood of a great success, and the present
volumes are fully worthy of the high standard thus set up.

We have here a series of monographs by the most
competent hands on an Arabic chronicle from Zanzibar,
on the present movement among Turkish writers towards
a greater purity of diction; on a story from Oman; on
the present state of legal studies and institutions in
Turkey; on inscriptions from Syria; on Russian works on
Western Asia; on the language of Galicia; on metre in
modern Arabic; on proverbs current in Morocco; on
a journey from Pekin to Chang-an and Lo-yang; on the
position of women in Japan; on the modern history of
Japan; and on Russian works on the far East; on
Muhammadan law as administered in East Africa; on law and custom among the Bantus; on fruit production in Zanzibar (from native sources); on the numerals in five Bantu dialects; on the dialect of Gulf Speke; and on East-African place-names.

When we see such studies, thorough and scholarly of course—for are they not the work of teachers attached to a German University?—but yet carefully chosen with a view to practical acquaintance with the peoples lately brought under German influence, and within the reach of German trade, we may begin to understand one of the advantages that trade enjoys. And we may ask whether the time has not come for England, also, to make up for lost time by establishing a similar school, and by encouraging Englishmen thrown into contact with Eastern and African peoples to give up their habit of learning at second-hand, and of conversing only through interpreters.


This forms the first volume of a series of "Sacred Books of the Buddhists," edited by Professor Max Müller. He states in the preface that when the series of "Sacred Books of the East" had closed, he still continued to receive offers of translations of important texts. They were chiefly Buddhist texts, and the King of Siam having promised material support, the present series was started. In thus providing the necessary means for the publishing of this volume the King of Siam has afforded a fresh proof of his enlightened patronage of literature, already well known by his support of the Pali Text Society, by the magnificent edition he has had printed of the Buddhist canonical works, and by his projected edition of the chief commentaries upon them. The cordial thanks of the increasing numbers of those interested in the comparative study of religion and
philosophy, of those interested in the history of India, and especially of those interested in Buddhism, are due to His Majesty for this fresh proof of his munificence.

The work itself is a small collection of old stories, originally current in Prakrit, and here retold in good orthodox Sanskrit by the author, whom the editor, Professor Kern, assigns to the seventh century A.D., and the translator, Dr. Speyer, thinks may be a century or two older. Now and again the learned author, Ārya Sūra, has misunderstood some word in his Prakrit original (see, for instance, Kern’s notes on pp. 88, 113) and thus makes a mistake which clearly shows the method of his work. As his date is about a thousand years, more or less, after the Buddha, the work bears about the same relation to the Buddhist canonical books as a work of some mediaeval monk who retold the New Testament parables in a greatly amplified version would bear to the New Testament itself. It is good evidence of the literary ability of Ārya Sūra, of the style current at his time, and even, to a slight degree (in the additions made by the author), of beliefs held at the time and place when and where it was composed. Of especial value in this respect are the half-dozen references to older Sūtras as authoritative documents, and the fact that the work is exclusively Hinayāna, not Mahāyāna, is evidence of the still continued popularity of the older Buddhism at a comparatively late date.

There is very little, however, that is distinctively Buddhist in this work. The doctrines of previous births, and of the effect worked in this birth by a man’s deeds in his previous births, are no doubt Buddhist; but they are also both pre-Buddhist, and common to other Indian systems of thought. And the sort of simple ethics inculcated is common ground not only to Buddhist, but to Indian, and indeed very much also to all, tellers of fables. We could wish therefore that subsequent volumes of this series might be chosen from the canonical books, or at least from books dealing with philosophic and religious conceptions.

The present volume is very readable. The excellent
English of the translations, and the careful and scholarly introduction, reflect the greatest credit on the translator. And we hope that the well-known organizing ability of Professor Max Müller, who has prefixed an interesting introduction of his own, will meet with as much success in the excellent idea of this series as it has already done in the case of the "Sacred Books of the East."


An account of the ways and means adopted by the disciples of Islām to propagate their belief throughout the world should be of great interest and importance. Not many have a clear notion of the real extent of the followers of the Muslim Church, much less are they acquainted with the manner in which they took root in countries of quite heterogeneous races. That from the outset Islām exercised missionary powers was due to the force of circumstances. In viewing this point one must start from the idea that it came to aid the spread of monotheism among pagans, and it is chiefly in countries inhabited by such that Islām has obtained a lasting foothold. This is sufficient to secure it the character of a universal religion, although so extensive a programme, as the author makes the founder of Islām responsible for, was not anticipated in the original scheme. Mr. Arnold goes too far when he asserts that Muhammed in the initial stages of his ministry claimed to have a mission to all mankind (p. 24). He certainly does not upset Sir William Muir's theory that the universalistic idea in Islām was only an afterthought. The words of the Qurān upon which Mr. Arnold bases his argument (Sūра xvi, 86) do not extend beyond the Jews and Christians of the Arab peninsula. Even when Muhammed's temporal power was on the increase, his energies were in the main directed towards his immediate neighbourhood, and he bequeathed
to his successors the very arduous task of strengthening the bonds which held many indifferent members to the mother church.

Mr. Arnold's views on the methods preached by Muhammed are altogether too ideal. All was not so pure and inoffensive as he seems to think. The passages he quotes in support of his theory that the Qurān "forbids violence and force in the conversion of unbelievers" should not have been selected without a look into the circumstances under which they were revealed. No one will be astonished to hear Muhammed proclaim patience as a great virtue or recommend gentle methods of persuasion during the Meccan period, when his cause was weak and his personal safety endangered. How different is his attitude after the conquest of Mecca, when in a bold manifesto he "in the name of Allāh" repudiates treaties existing between him and unbelievers: "When the sacred months have passed away, kill the idolators wherever you may find them; and take them and besiege them, and lie in wait for them in every place of observation" (ix, 5) . . . . "Fight those who believe not in Allāh and the last day," etc. (ibid., s. 29). We have only quoted the most striking passages, but there are many more, indeed, during the whole of Muhammed's life in Medina, and sword and dagger are more prominent than is compatible with a peaceful spread of Islām. A history of Muhammed's mission cannot be written without taking into account the forcible measures as well as the peaceful ones which were adopted. Mr. Arnold also omits another of the attractions possessed by early Islām, viz. the material gain promised to the converts of the poorer classes. Many who were all but starving when joining the ranks of the Faithful, died rich men.

The author will find some difficulty in convincing the reader that the mere 'preaching' of Islām is identical with the history of its propagation. How about the slaughter of the B. Koreiza after their surrender? That the wars of Muhammed were not aggressive but defensive is a sweeping assertion, which it would be extremely embarrassing to
prove. In his account of peaceful conversions Mr. Arnold places too much reliance on traditions more conspicuous by religious bias than good authority. He reproduces, e.g., the story of the conversion of Dhimām b. Tha’labā (the ambassador of the B. Sa’d b. Bakr) according to Sprenger’s translation (“Leben Mohammad’s,” iii, 202), but without sharing this scholar’s scepticism as to its historical accuracy. Now it is interesting to compare this account of the matter, which is taken from Ibn Sa’d’s large work, with the older version of Ibn Ishāq. According to the latter the conversion did not take place till A. 9 of the Hijra (and not A. 5 as Mr. Arnold believes), and the whole fantastic relation of the event is given on the ill-famed authority of Ibn Abbās. Now while in Ibn Sa’d’s version Dhimām asks the Prophet if he was not sent by Allāh to “all men,” Ibn Ishāq has only the words “to us.” This shows more clearly than anything that the universalistic tendency in Islām was still far from its full development in the second century.

Mr. Arnold’s theory of the nearly absolute toleration granted by early Moslems to followers of other creeds should also undergo some slight modification. He forgets, for instance, Omar’s treatment of the Christians in Najrān and of the Jews in Khaibar, who were both expelled from their territories in spite of the treaties they held from Muhammed. The harsher treatment allotted to Jews and Christians in later centuries is but a consequence of maxims laid down in the Qurān. The law admits neither of them as witnesses, because it denies them the character of integrity, a measure derived rather artificially from a phrase in the Qurān (lxv, 2, “Bring as witnesses men of equity from among you”; cf. Sachau, “Muhammed. Recht,” p. 739). Religious tolerance, wherever found among Moslems, is perhaps a question of rare or inborn qualities rather than anything else, just as the intensity of religious feeling varies among the different nations of the Muhammadan creed. At any rate, no general rule can be laid down in this respect; on the contrary, the course of history, even
in our century, is far from bearing out Mr. Arnold's optimistic opinions.

Otherwise Mr. Arnold has spared no pains in sketching out, both geographically and historically, the wanderings of Islam over Western Asia and Europe, Central Asia, India, China, Africa, and the Malay Archipelago. This list of names alone is sufficient to show that Islam is by no means dying. In his retrospect of the causes which make it a missionary religion the author, although not giving many new ideas, is yet on the right track. The extreme simplicity of the fundamental tenets, which tax the mind of the would-be believer very little, was and is no doubt a powerful agent in the promotion of propagandist efforts, particularly when applied against a decaying fetishism. Islam to-day probably meets with the same experiences among savage nations as it did in bygone times when its advances were met half-way by the pagans who had lost confidence in their old gods, the present circumstance being only dissimilar in that there are no more the enormous difficulties to overcome which were placed in its way by tribal and personal interests. If Mr. Arnold had done nothing but dispel the false notions which are rife among general readers regarding the vitality of Islam, he deserved success, but he has done more by giving a bird's-eye view of the present extent of one of the most interesting general upheavals on record.

H. HIRSCHFELD.

GENESIS DES MAHĀBHĀRATA, von JOSEPH DAHLMANN, S.J. 8vo; pp. xxiv + 290. (Berlin: Dames, 1899.)

This new work by Father Dahlmann has a misleading title. One expects a book setting forth the author's views as to the way in which the Mahābhārata was put together into its present shape. Instead of that, one has a series of replies to the various scholars who do not accept the position, put forward in Father Dahlmann's previous works, that the Mahābhārata existed, as we have it, before the
fifth century B.C. Professors Hopkins, Ludwig, Jacobi, and Weber, Drs. Winternitz and Lüders, and last, not least, M. Barth, will find themselves here the subject of very strongly worded criticism. But the reader, acquainted with the other works by the same author, will find little that has not been already stated, over and over again, in them. The best sentences in the present work are the ones on p. 50 and p. 150, where the author promises a detailed statement of what can be gathered from the epic as to law and custom, government, social organization, religion, and philosophy. Such a collection of data will be of the very greatest importance if all the evidence is impartially included; and equally important whether they lead up to the author's conclusion or to that of the many scholars of first rank who hold a view so different from his. The present work does not throw much light on that point. The methods of controversy, even in the ablest hands, are necessarily different from those of original research. And when the controversy is so much expanded by reiterated assertion of the author's solution of the very questions at issue, it is even less instructive than controversies usually are. We shall do well, therefore, to await the very interesting volumes which are promised. It is by them, really, that the gifted author will either stand or fall.


During the last twenty years considerable progress has been made in correcting and extending our knowledge of the Zoroastrian Scriptures, both Avesta and Pahlavi. In Geldner's edition of the Avesta we have probably an exhaustive revision of the complete texts; and this has been supplemented by Darmesteter's transcripts and partial translations of many surviving Avesta fragments. In the Sacred Books of the East we have eight volumes of English
translations of Avesta and Pahlavi texts; to which we must add Darmesteter's French translation of the Avesta, in three quarto volumes of *Le Musée Guimet*. The Pahlavi scriptures have not been so exhaustively translated, though several texts, previously unknown in Europe, have been examined, and others heard of; so that the probability of any important discovery of unrecorded religious texts in Pahlavi is now very small.

Next in importance to the doctrines of a religion are the life and actions of its founder, and the want of some really trustworthy history has been especially felt in the case of Zarathuṣtra (the Zoroaster of classical writers), because the original Avesta and Pahlavi narratives have both been lost. But Professor A. V. Williams Jackson has, at length, supplied what was wanted, partly from old summaries of the Pahlavi narrative, and partly from hints in the Avesta and statements, more or less vague, made by classical and Oriental writers. The result is a book which "deals with the life and legend of Zoroaster" in a singularly lucid, interesting, and exhaustive manner.

After a short introduction, emphasizing the fact that Zoroaster must have been a really historical personage and not a myth, the book narrates what is recorded about his family history and genealogy, his date and native place, his parents, birth, and childhood, his persecution by the old priesthood, his education and religious preparation, his conference with Ahura Mazda (probably in a vision), his two-years' preaching in vain to the Turanians and Karaps, his conferences with the six Amesāspeñtas, his temptation by Aūra-main-yu, and the first real convert he obtained, in his cousin, after ten years of conferences and preaching. Two years more are requisite for the conversion of Vištāsp and that king's family and court, owing to the violent opposition of the Kavis and Karaps, the old sages and priests, whose influence is at length overcome by the personal interference of the archangels Vohuman and Ashavahisti, aided by the Propitious Fire.

After this conversion of King Vištāsp, when Zoroaster
had completed his forty-second year, the old traditions contain fewer details. The war of the religion, with King Arjāsp, occurred eighteen years before Zoroaster's death, according to tradition, although Jāmāsp had already succeeded him as chief councillor of the king. Whether the Turanians who are said to have killed Zoroaster at Balkh, eighteen years later, were led by Arjāsp is perhaps less certain. Tradition, however, attributes the writing of the Avesta to Jāmāsp, from the teaching of Zoroaster, eight years before the death of the latter.

To the narrative of Zoroaster's mission, here briefly sketched, is added an equal bulk of appendixes, comprising all the further information, ancient and modern, that has been discovered regarding the incidents mentioned. These appendixes contain explanations of Zoroaster's name; statements regarding his date, with discussion and results; a table of Zoroastrian chronology; a comprehensive discussion of all allusions to Zoroaster's native place and the scene of his ministry; classical passages mentioning his name; allusions to him in various other old literatures; and notes on sculptures supposed to represent him.

Classical writers report the birth of Zoroaster as having occurred earlier than B.C. 6,000, although the traditional date is B.C. 660. This serious difference is, however, easily explained when we find that tradition also states that his spiritual body was first formed B.C. 6,630; as it then becomes evident that the classical writers mistook this spiritual formation for actual birth in the material world. At the same time, this classical error affords an interesting proof of the existence of the traditional system of Zoroastrian chronology as early as the fourth century B.C., the date of the older manuscripts which the classical writers quote as their authorities on the subject.

The identification of Zoroaster's native place, and of the scenes of his activity, has engaged much of Professor Jackson's attention, and is treated most exhaustively. Although at first inclined to seek Zoroaster's early home in the east, he has been compelled to admit that most of
the best evidence is strongly in favour of finding it in the west. The conclusion being that Zoroaster was born somewhere in Ḍarbaijān, between Lake Urumiah and the Caspian; his father's family residing either at Urumiah, Šīz, or on the Daryāi river; and his mother's family at Rai. Regarding the scenes of his activity, he appears to have had little success in his own country, and his early preaching tours among the Turanians were practically useless, even when made in the south-east region of Sagastān. He must then have returned by degrees to his native land, as the localities of his later conferences, with the Amešaspéntas, may be traced south of the Caspian and in Ḍarbaijān.

Where he had to seek Vištāsp is not stated in any Avesta or Pāhlavi text, although Sagastān is sometimes mentioned as belonging to the Kayān dynasty. Muhammadan writers are almost unanimous in placing Vištāsp's kingdom in Bactria, and his capital at Balkh, which appears to have been founded by his father Lohrāsp (Aurvataspa), who is said to have abdicated and lived there in retirement. Thirty-five years after the conversion of Vištāsp, Zoroaster was killed by Turanians at the storming of Balkh, according to Firdausi and other Persian writers. But the Pāhlavi tradition, though it gives the name of the assassin, does not mention the locality of the massacre.

Several eminent Iranian scholars dispute the claims of Bactria to being the scene of Vištāsp's conversion and Zoroaster's death, and advocate those of Media. Professor Jackson has stated the evidence on both sides of the question, but wisely refrains from drawing any positive conclusion which, by hastily accepting the evidence on one side, would reject all that which is offered on the other. It is safer to wait for further discoveries and, in the meantime, this valuable work will supply the reader with very nearly all the known materials for understanding the life and work of Zoroaster, the Zarathuštra of the Avesta.

It may be useful to add that two or three names, quoted in the book from Persian works, illustrate the marvellous
ingenuity of Persian scribes in misusing diacritical points, so as to corrupt foreign names. In such cases the reader has only to write the name in Persian characters without the points, and then try all possible combinations of other points, when he will soon discover the original reading of the name. Thus, the place called Darbīšt, or Zarbīšt, in p. 97, lin. 11 and p. 224, n. 2, is found to be a corruption of Dīz-i-nīpīšt, or ‘fortress of documents,’ which is mentioned in the last chapter of the third book of the Dīnkard, in a Pahlavi passage translated in S.B.E., xxxvii, xxxi. Again, the strange Mobed Torru of Būsāwārī, quoted in p. 202, lin. 26, from the Dabistān, is evidently Barzū of Nawsārī, commonly called Dastūr Barzū Kāmdīn, who was still living in 1670.

Another Persian name, which has been sadly ill-treated by Arab and Persian scribes, is that of the supreme highpriest of Ardašīr Pāpākān, which has recently been partially corrected from Tōsar into Tansar. In the Arabic text of Mas'ūdī’s Meadows of Gold (ed. B. de Meynard), vol. ii, p. 161, the best out of five readings of the name is Bīsār, and this becomes Tansar when all the diacritical points are altered. But the name is Pahlavi and occurs six times in the Dīnkard; thrice it can be read either Tansar or Tōsār, and thrice the letter ṉ or o is doubled. In the Persian text of Tansar’s letter to the king of Tabaristān the name occurs five times, and the ṉ is certainly doubled once. The Persian translator also explains (see Journal Asiatique, 1894, pp. 205, 508) that the owner of the original Pahlavi MS. had noted that the name implied that the highpriest’s body was hairy. As the first syllable tan means ‘body’ in Pahlavi, and the Pahlavi word for ‘hair’ is vārsa, we might expect the whole name to be Tanvārs; but, to adapt this to the Pahlavi and Persian orthography of the word, we ought to go a step farther and assume that the last two letters have been transposed colloquially, so that the actual name had become Tanvāsar; and this reading would correctly represent the Pahlavi spelling with a double ṉ, because v and ṉ are written alike in Pahlavi. We have the option of reading Tanōsār,
as tan, 'the body,' is usually written tanō, but how could this reading be reconciled with the meaning 'hairy body'?

*June, 1899.*

**E. W. West.**


In this volume the Upanishads have the good fortune of being treated by an enthusiastic admirer, whose sympathy with their philosophic position has led him to devote a careful study to the texts in their original language, and who unites to a thorough knowledge of European philosophy a strict training in the rules of historical criticism. Had the work been written by a professor of philology instead of by a professor of philosophy it would, no doubt, have been very different. The passages on which the principal stress is here laid might then have loomed less largely than other passages here passed over as if of little moment. A selection in either case would be inevitable; and what we have here is a complete statement of the Upanishad theory of God and of the soul. To the first, the theology, ten chapters are devoted; to the second, four; and there are supplementary chapters on the views expressed in the Upanishads as to transmigration, salvation, and ethics; and a very interesting introductory discussion of the relative age of the various texts.

Throughout the book the question of the course of the development of the different doctrines discussed is kept constantly before the reader's attention. And in this respect the views put forward by the author are characterized by so much caution, and at the same time by so much insight, and supported by so many details, that they will probably be accepted, in the main, by all future writers on the subject. The conclusions reached are a distinct contribution to our knowledge of the question; and it will be advisable, shortly, to set out the final result.
The oldest of the Upanishads, which are also the longest and are in prose, consist, each of them, of a mosaic of passages different in age and origin. It is only possible, therefore, in a very general way, and subject to special reservations, to speak of any one of them as a whole. But subject to this the Brihadāranyaka is the oldest (and especially Books I–IV), the Chāndogya comes next, then the Taittiriya, Aitareya, Kaushitaki, and Kena, in the order here given. All these are pre-Buddhistic, and the oldest passages in them are some centuries older than the most modern.

After Buddhism we have the Kāṭhaka, Īṣā, Śvetāsvatara, Muṇḍaka, and Mahā-nārāyaṇa, all in verse. And to this period probably belong some of the metrical passages, especially those of greater length, in the prose works of the last group, which in the main are older.

Younger than this second group we have a third small group—the Praśna, Maitrāyanīya, and Māṇḍūkya, written, in prose, but in a prose very evidently much later than that used in the Upanishads of the first group.

It is these fourteen Upanishads of which the philosophic contents is set out in the present volume. The other, still later ones, are only incidentally mentioned. And matter not philosophical—that is, not relating either to the Brahman or to the Ātman—is very properly omitted. The very interesting discussion as to the origin of the Sāṅkhya system of the older Upanishads comes under the head of their philosophical teaching; and so also do all the questions discussed in the supplementary chapters.

Of the many grotesque, naïve, even superstitious ideas, which find utterance in these crabbed old texts, the present work takes little or no notice, and seeing that the work has been written from the point of view, not of folklore, not of the history of ideas, but of the history of philosophy, it would be unfair to expect that it should.

The initial position of the author is (p. 42) that the main points in all religions are: 1, the existence of God; 2, the immortality of the soul; 3, the freedom of the will. And
that these three points can only be safeguarded by the idealistic philosophy to which the older Upanishads give so deep and so subtle an expression. How can the former part of this proposition be reconciled with Buddhism? or is that not a religion? And if the word God is to have the meaning of the Brahman, how can the proposition be reconciled with Confucianism, or even with the ancient faiths of Greece, of Egypt, and the Euphrates Valley. By a universal consensus of usage all these are called 'religions'; and it would seem rather hard to set up such a definition of religion as would exclude them all.

The author expresses several times the opinion that in their most essential tenets the thinkers of the Upanishads are at one with a certain line of European thinkers, roughly indicated by the names Parmenides, Plato, Kant, Schopenhauer. This would seem to require some modification. Schopenhauer, at all events, distinctly stated that, if he were to judge all systems by his own, the Buddhist would be the best. Surely Schopenhauer, who was also an enthusiastic admirer of the Upanishads, would not have made such a statement without good cause. It would seem that, in his opinion, the philosophy underlying the Upanishad theories of God and the soul can be held without holding those theories themselves. Now to most readers the Upanishads, apart from the Brahman and Atman theories, would be rather like the play of Hamlet with the part of Hamlet left out.

Neither of these propositions are essential to the purpose of the work, which is to expound the philosophy of the Upanishads. That is done throughout with so much care, with so much scholarship, with such admirable insight, that the present work will be simply indispensible to every student who wishes to rightly understand and adequately appreciate these precious legacies of ancient Indian thought. We have had nothing like it before. In a hundred details of importance the author's rich knowledge has enabled him to throw unexpected light on dark phrases. He brings out with great skill the really essential points. On such questions as the origin of the Sāṅkhya school; on the doctrine
of salvation; on the part played by the nobles (rather than the priests) in working out the most vital portions of the Upanishad theory; on the distinction between the ascetic and the recluse; on the origin and growth of the transmigration idea; on the relation of the older Upanishads to the younger ones, and of both to the later Vedanta—we have discussions of the greatest interest; and it is quite safe to say that we have new light on each. It would be obviously impossible within the limits of this short notice to set out, in detail, exactly in how far the author's views on such points go beyond those of his predecessors. And it would be so far undesirable, as everyone should himself read this fascinating volume, of which we hope soon to see a translation into English.

The previous part dealt with the philosophy of the Vedas and Brāhmaṇas. The succeeding part will deal with Buddhism. It would add greatly to the usefulness of each part if indices, at least of the Sanskrit words elucidated, had been added. We much hope that this want may be made good in the next part.

T. W. Rhys Davids.


This is an attempt to give in English verse, and in a small compass, such an epitome of the national poem of India as would be likely to convey to English readers a fair idea of the character of the poem. The author says (in the Epilogue, p. 175) of the Mahā Bhārata:—

"The work went on growing for a thousand years after it was first compiled and put together in the form of an epic; until the crystal rill of the epic itself was all but lost in an unending morass of religious and didactic episodes, legends, tales, and traditions . . . . Nevertheless the leading incidents and characters of the old epic are still
discernible uninjured by the mass of foreign substance in which they are now imbedded—like those immortal figures, recovered from the ruins of an ancient world, which now beautify the museums of Europe."

The author has accordingly rendered, in a free translation, not an abstract of certain passages, but the whole of such passages as seemed to him to contain the very gist of the original epic. There is only one exception. The eighteen days' battle undoubtedly belonged to the original story. But it is too long in the Sanskrit for the purpose of this little book. That episode has accordingly been greatly condensed. All the rest of the story is told in consecutive lines, just as they stand in the original.

The metre selected is the metre of "Locksley Hall." The choice is a very happy one. The swing of the trochaic verse more fitly reproduces the *sloka* than any iambics can do; and the length of the metre chosen corresponds more nearly than the ordinary English blank verse would do to the length of the original verses. An example will show the style.

Yudhisthira laments the destruction of his warriors by Bhishma:—

As a lordly tusker tramples on a marsh of feeble reeds,
As a forest conflagration on the parched woodland feeds,
Bhishma rides down on my warriors in his mighty battle car.
God nor mortal chief can face him in the gory field of war.
Vain our toil, and vain the valour of our kinsmen loved and lost;
Vainly fight my faithful brothers by a luckless fortune crotch!

It may be a question whether it was wise to introduce the element of rhyme which divides off each couplet from others in a way not found in the original, and must frequently have hampered the translator. It is certainly most unfortunate that where Sanskrit names are mentioned they are in some cases so placed in the verse that the stress comes upon the wrong syllable. We hear throughout not
of Draupadi, but of Draupādi; not of Hastina, or Hastinapura, but of Hastīna; not of Uttara, but of Uttāra; not of Sāvitrī, but of Savitri; not of Satyavān, but of Satyāvan; and so on with some other familiar names. It was no doubt difficult to fit the Indian names into the English metre, and whatever one does, the English reader will probably mangle them. But the aid of the metre would have afforded a great opportunity for teaching the English where rightly to put the stress. So slight a change would be required that we even hope that at least Draupādi and Hastīna will disappear from the next edition.

It is particularly interesting to notice what are the passages which the learned translator has considered to contain the gist of the original epic. He has chosen the following verses—the Roman figures referring to the Book, and the Arabic to the section, of the Calcutta edition.

I. 134–137, 184–189.
III. 292–296.
V. 1–3, 94, 124–126.
VI–X. In abstract.
XI. 10, 11, 16, 17, 26, 28.
XIV. 85, 88, 89.

The author hopes elsewhere to put forward his views on the historical growth of the epic. In this little volume they would be out of place. It should be judged as a literary effort, not as historical criticism. And as literary effort it is certainly a very great success. A generous admiration for the original, and a warm sympathy with its tone, a striking command of vigorous and flowing and idiomatic English, a fine sense of rhythm, and a real power of poetic imagination have combined to render this selection just what it is intended to be—a most interesting and attractive way of introducing to English readers what the author considers to be the essence of the grand old Indian poem.
The smaller edition quoted at the head of this notice is the popular one at a popular price. There is an édition de luxe on finer paper, with a number of exquisite illustrations of which one only is inserted in the popular edition. We hope both the enterprising publisher and the successful author will be amply rewarded by the sale of this timely and instructive little book.

Rh. D.

Lieder der Mönche und Nonnen Gotamo Buddha's;
von Karl Eugen Neumann. 8vo; pp. 383. (Berlin: Hofmann, 1899.)

This is a translation into German verse of the two collections of poems by the men and women respectively, members of the Buddhist Order during, or immediately after, the Buddha's time. These two anthologies, called the Thera- and Therī-gathā, consist in great part of verses not found elsewhere in the canon, but also contain the verses only taken from episodes in mixed prose and verse in other books. These latter cases—in which the verses are really only rightly intelligible by means of the light thrown upon them by the prose setting in which they are found—make it highly probable that all the verses must originally have been handed down in a similar prose setting. The commentator, Dhammapāla of Kāncipurā, who wrote a thousand years later, embodies in his work the tradition as to what this ancient prose setting was. But even with this assistance it is often not easy to gather the exact force of the ecstatic outbursts of feeling which these old verses record.

The task undertaken by the translator is therefore no easy one; though, of course, a successful solution of it would afford most valuable evidence of a characteristic phase, not only of Buddhist, but of Indian thought. The difficulty is increased by the frequent use in these lyrics of Pali words and phrases so pregnant with meaning and association that they cannot possibly be rendered by a single European word without thereby ignoring much of their
connotation and thus really misrepresenting the original. The translator has indeed a rare command of vigorous and varied language. His wide reading, sympathetic appreciation, and philosophic training give him great advantages. And he could no doubt give weighty reasons for the great changes he has ventured to make in his renderings of many of the most important of the technical terms in which the early Buddhists gave expression to their views of life. But he gives no reasons, or only in the curtest way. He has made an interesting and suggestive note on the meaning of viññāna in his "Anthologie." If he has any desire to convince his fellow scholars he would do well to give us many more such notes. And if it be considered that a volume of translations is scarcely the place for them, then it would seem desirable that he should thresh out these important questions of detail before he devotes his valuable leisure, and his great gifts, to more translations, the value of which, certainly to scholars, and also to the general reader, really depends precisely on the accuracy of these details. Dr. Neumann will scarcely complain of a point of view that really amounts to a desire to have more of Dr. Neumann.

RH. D.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(April, May, June, 1899.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

April 18, 1899.—Dr. M. Gaster in the Chair.
It was announced that—

Mrs. Beveridge,
Dr. Sangat Ram,
Mr. Luxman Arya, and
Mr. Mon Mohan Chakravarti

had been elected members of the Society.

The Secretary read a paper by Dr. E. W. West on the "Doctrine of the Soul in the Zoroastrian Sacred Books." A discussion followed, in which Mr. Kennedy, Mr. E. G. Browne, Miss Ridding, and the Chairman took part. The paper is published in full in the present number.

May 9, Anniversary Meeting.—The Right Hon. Sir M. E. Grant Duff in the Chair.
It was announced that—

Mrs. Rauschenbusch-Clough,
Mr. R. A. Yerburgh, M.P.,
Sir Charles J. Lyall, K.C.S.I., and
Mr. H. C. Chatterji

had been elected members of the Society.
The following Report of the Council for the year 1898 was then read by the Secretary:

**Report of the Council for the Year 1898.**

The Council regret to report the loss by death or retirement of the following thirty-one members:

There have died—

1. Dr. E. B. Landis,
2. Mr. C. J. Rodgers,
3. Mr. Crausford,
4. Mr. Heywood,
5. Sir H. Peek,
6. Mr. H. Tufnell,
7. Mr. Abd al Hakh,
8. Mr. H. Dhruva,
9. Mr. James,
10. Sir C. Murray,
11. Professor G. Bühler,
12. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan,

There have retired—

1. Mr. W. S. Blunt,
2. Mr. H. N. Bushby,
3. Mr. G. Hughes,
4. Mr. E. D. Morgan,
5. Captain Bower,
6. Mrs. Daniels,
7. Mr. Dvijadas Datta,
8. Dr. Geisler,
9. Mr. F. H. Guillemand,
10. Colonel G. A. Jacob,
11. Mr. Madho,
12. Mr. S. C. Mukerji,
13. H.E. Felice Maissa,
14. Mr. Oliver,
15. Mr. Pratt,
16. Mr. Quinn,
17. Mr. N. Shah,
18. Mr. W. M. Beaufort.

On the other hand, the following forty-seven new members have been elected:

1. Mr. Nobushigé Aménomori,
2. Mr. J. B. Andrews,
3. Mr. H. Beauchamp,
4. Mr. W. M. Beaufort,
5. Rev. W. A. Briggs,
6. Baron A. Danvers,
7. Mr. H. V. S. Davids,
8. Sir R. H. Davies, K.C.S.I.,
9. Dr. D. P. Derasúri,
10. Mr. Barendra Nath Dutt,
11. Mr. H. Franklin,
12. Mr. A. Temple Frere,
13. Professor Ignace Guidi,
14. Captain T. Wolseley Haig,
15. Mr. F. J. Horniman, M.P.,
16. Rev. F. F. Irving,
17. Mr. A. V. Ramachandra Iyer,
18. Mr. A. Levien,
19. Mr. David Lopes,
20. General Sir Peter Lumsden, G.C.B.,
21. Mr. C. G. Luzac,
22. Mr. M. Macauliffe,
23. Mr. A. R. Macdonald,
24. Sir Donald Macnabb, K.C.S.I.,
25. Mr. G. Maxwell,
26. Mr. Herman Miesegaes,
27. H.H. the Maharaja of Mysore,
28. Mr. C. Tirumalaya Naidu,
29. Mr. Alexis de Nartzoff,
30. Mr. V. R. Pandit,
31. Mr. Robert Pearce,
32. Mr. J. W. Reid,
33. Mr. Suryanarain Row,
34. Mr. V. C. Seshacharri,
35. Mr. W. S. Seton-Karr,
36. Mr. G. W. Sheppard,
37. Mr. H. W. Stevens,
38. Mr. G. W. Thatcher,
39. Mr. F. W. Thomas,
40. Major-General A. C. Toker,
41. Mr. W. E. M. Tomlinson, M.P.,
42. Mr. L. R. Tottenham,
43. H.R.H. Prince Vajirañña,
44. Mr. M. N. Venketswami,
45. Captain F. Webb Ware, I.C.S.,
46. The Right Rev. J. E. C. Welldon, D.D.,
47. Mr. R. H. Wilson.

Of the subscribing Libraries one has retired and seven have been added to the list.

These figures show a total increase of twenty-two subscribing members and libraries; somewhat more than the average increase of previous years. The actual number of subscribers on the 1st January, 1894, was 493, and on the 1st January, 1899, was 553, showing an increase of sixty, or an average increase of twelve a year. The difference between this number and that of the current year is chiefly accounted for by the accession of the new library members. But the most important fact in our list of members for the year 1898 is that during the year there has been an increase of five in the number of resident or full members. For many years the number of the resident members has gone slowly, but steadily, down. This is the first occasion on which the Council have to announce, not only no decrease, but a substantial addition to our numbers. The total receipts from members' subscriptions last year was £578 2s. 7d. This year it is £612 1s. 6d.

The gradual improvement in the amount received by the Society for interest and dividends has been maintained. Last year it stood at £41 13s. 4d. This year it is £46 3s. 9d.
And the Society has deposited during the year a further sum of £40 18s. in the Post Office Savings Bank. The total investments of the Society are now worth, at the market rates of the day, about £1,350, the serious withdrawals owing to expenditure rendered necessary by the terms of our lease having been more than repaid out of current revenue.

The receipts from rents have slightly risen, showing £180 19s. as against £175 14s. And the remaining principal item on the credit side of our small balance-sheet shows a very satisfactory change, the sales of the Society's Journal having produced last year £188 2s. 4d. and this year £224 12s. 1d. This is the largest sum hitherto received in one year from such sales. It can be principally accounted for by the sale of one set of back numbers; but is also partly due to the small, but steady, increase in the number of the libraries purchasing the Journal as regular subscribers.

Altogether the nett receipts of the Society have been £1,341 4s. 8d., which is again the largest income received in any one year since the foundation of the Society.

The figures on the other side of the account show an advance, as against last year's expenditure, of about £5 in the binding of books, of £15 12s. 3d. in very necessary house repairs, and of £14 10s. 6d. in the amount placed in the Savings Bank; and £15 has been spent towards the completion of the Catalogue of the Society's very valuable collection of Sanskrit MSS., which has remained for so many years, owing to want of funds, uncatalogued. The preparation of this catalogue has necessarily taken a long time. But the Council hope this year to go to press with a work which will so greatly facilitate to scholars the use of the rare treasures which the Society owes to the generosity of Colonel Whish and Mr. Tod.

The accounts also show the present state of the two new undertakings upon which the Society has started—the Oriental Translation Fund and the Medal Fund.

Under the Translation Fund ten volumes have already, thanks to the generosity of Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot, been
published. Another volume, a translation of the "Chronicles of Jerahmeel," by Dr. Gaster, is in the press. And the next, the translation of an ancient "Manual of Buddhist Ethics and Psychology," by Mrs. Rhys Davids, will go to press this year. The expense of this last volume has been provided for by Mr. E. T. Sturdy. The Council congratulate the Society that this endeavour to meet a long-felt want has now reached so satisfactory a stage; and they would renew their very cordial thanks to Mr. Arbuthnot, who has given not only his gifts in money but so much care and thought to place this series of translations on a lasting basis. They venture also to express the hope that other members of the Society will follow the excellent example set by Mr. Sturdy, and come forward to pay for the translation of one or other of the numerous MSS. on the Society's shelves which still practically remain inaccessible to historical students.

The Council are glad to point out that the contributions to the Medal Fund, during the year under review, amounted to £63 15s., received in part from new donors, in part from previous donors who have renewed their subscriptions. But the fund is not yet complete. The Council are naturally anxious to place it on a permanent basis by investing a sum large enough to produce the income required. For that purpose about £200 is still required. And the Council desire to record their very grateful thanks to Mr. Wollaston, to whom the Society is indebted for the idea, and who has devoted so much time and trouble to ensure its success.

The French and German Asiatic Societies publish, besides their Journals, monographs or texts, too long for the Journal, but of great importance from the point of view of Oriental research. In their last report the Council gave expression to the hope that they would be able to do something of a similar kind. The first volume of this series of "Asiatic Studies" is now in the press. It is a volume by Major Gerini, of Bangkok, on the Geography of Ptolemy, more especially as regards Further India. It will be brought out in conjunction with the Geographical Society,
as a joint contribution to our knowledge of historical geography. And it is a work from this point of view of very great importance.

The titles of the articles in the Journal of the year is evidence of the vast range of those inquiries which the Society was founded to carry on. The history of land tenure and commerce, the decipherment of ancient inscriptions from all parts of the Eastern world, the geography and history of India, the literature and the beliefs of Syria, Armenia, and Persia, the language of Somaliland, the past struggles in Central Asia, the philosophic conceptions of the founder of Buddhism, the travels of Vasco da Gama and Marco Polo, the epic poetry of India, the poetry and philosophy of Persian Sufis, Chinese accounts of Indian historical persons and places, the migration of popular folklore and stories from the East to the West, even the history of the game of chess—there would seem to be nothing human alien to the Society's work, and it has been the object of the Council to see that every item of that work shall contain some distinct addition to human knowledge on the subject dealt with. The Council deem it not superfluous thus to remind the members of the Society of the difficulty, and of the wide interest, of the objects the Society has set before itself to accomplish. Compared with what it has to do, it is able, with the very limited means at its disposal, to do but little. This is really, almost entirely, a question of money. The Council feel justified in pointing to the amount of matter provided in the Journal, and the high level of the scholarly work it contains, to the resuscitation of the Oriental Translation Fund, and now to the establishment of the series of monographs on "Asiatic Studies," as proofs that the Society is very much alive to the important intellectual and educational interests it was founded to subserve.

The Council have not lost sight during the year of the pressing question of the establishment in London, and in connection with the new University, of an Oriental School similar in organization and efficiency to those provided
by the Governments of France, Germany, Austria, and Russia in their respective capitals. The Council have considered it inadvisable to take any public steps until such time as the new University, to which it is very desirable that the proposed school should be attached, has been formally constituted. This is now being rapidly done by the Statutory Commission sitting under the presidency of Lord Davey. The Commission has power to fix the number of faculties into which the University shall, at starting, be divided. The Council have applied to the Commission to create a faculty of Oriental Languages, History, and Archaeology in the reorganized University. Future action must await the decision of the Commission upon this application, and the Council hope to be able to show substantial progress in their next report.

The Council have to report that the change inaugurated by the Society at its last annual meeting in the terms of membership has so far worked satisfactorily. Seven members had been admitted under the new rules at the close of the year, and about as many have been elected since. In this way the Society has secured the support of a number of gentlemen who would not probably, under the old rules, have become members. And to that extent its power of work has increased. The Council would recommend that the rules remain in force for the ensuing year.

Under the rules of the Society, Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant Duff, Sir Frederic Goldsmid, and Sir Raymond West, whose term of three years expires to-day, retire from the Vice-Presidency of the Society. The Council recommend the re-election of those gentlemen for another term of three years, and the election also of Lord Crawford and Balcarres, of the Bishop of Calcutta, and of Sir Charles Lyall.

Under the rules of the Society, Mr. Beveridge, Mr. Sewell, Professor Bendall, Mr. Bowring, and Dr. Thornton retire this year from the Council. Of these five gentlemen, two only are immediately re-eligible. The Council recommend the election in their place of—
1. Dr. Thornton,
2. Mr. Sewell,
3. Colonel Temple,
4. Mr. A. G. Ellis,
5. Sir Cuthbert Peek.

The Council regret to have to report the death during the year of Professor Friedrich Müller, of Vienna, one of the Honorary Members of the Society; and would recommend the election in his stead of Professor Karabacek, of Vienna, the distinguished historian and Arabist.

The Council would also recommend that the following names be removed from the list of the Society's members, in accordance with Rule 3, on the ground of non-payment of subscriptions—

1. Mr. W. Bang,
2. Mr. B. Borrah,
3. Mr. A. C. Dass,
4. Rev. J. Doyle,
5. Mr. W. Pereira,
6. Dr. Indraji.

The usual statement of accounts is laid upon the table.

Colonel R. C. Temple, in proposing the adoption of the Report, said:—Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, Ladies and Gentlemen,—It is with very great pleasure that I have to propose the adoption of the Report of the Council that we have just heard read to-day, because it is peculiarly grateful to me after my return to England from another long sojourn in India to find that the Royal Asiatic Society, with which I have had the honour to be so long connected, is, owing to the action of the present Council, in even a more flourishing condition than of old. I do not think we need have any difficulty in congratulating the Council and the Officers of the Society in being able to lay before us such a Report as that we have heard read by Professor Rhys Davids.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscriptions</th>
<th>RECEIPTS</th>
<th>EXPENDITURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83 Resident Members at £3 3s.</td>
<td>£261 9 0</td>
<td>£344 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 in arrears</td>
<td>£3 3 0</td>
<td>£4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185 Non-Resident at £1 10s. with exchange</td>
<td>£277 11 6</td>
<td>£12 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 in arrears</td>
<td>£18 0 0</td>
<td>£18 8 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 in arrears</td>
<td>£12 9 0</td>
<td>£4 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 at £1 14</td>
<td>£27 6 0</td>
<td>£6 13 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Compounder’s extra subscription</td>
<td>£1 13 0</td>
<td>£2 17 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Library Members at £1 10s.</td>
<td>£10 10 0</td>
<td>£392 8 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>£61 6 0</td>
<td>£250 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation from the India Office</td>
<td>£47 5 0</td>
<td>£50 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal—</td>
<td>£210 0 0</td>
<td>£300 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td>£143 10 11</td>
<td>£365 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale</td>
<td>£61 2 0</td>
<td>£20 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of Pamphlets</td>
<td>£2 15 6</td>
<td>£17 12 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of Index</td>
<td>£17 0</td>
<td>£19 17 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisements</td>
<td>£16 6 8</td>
<td>£334 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogue Sale</td>
<td>£224 12 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Subscriptions</td>
<td>£1 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>£2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest—Dividends</td>
<td>£180 19 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Deposit in Bank</td>
<td>£38 3 4</td>
<td>£15 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Savings Bank</td>
<td>£5 18 5</td>
<td>£52 9 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>£4 2 0</td>
<td>£11 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions overpaid</td>
<td>£8 13 6</td>
<td>£2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repaid from Medal Fund</td>
<td>£6 0 0</td>
<td>£18 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Savings Bank</td>
<td>£2 9 10</td>
<td>£0 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>£211 7 0</td>
<td>£21 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£1341 4 5</td>
<td>£1285 15 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Funds:**
- P.O. Savings Bank: £171 7 3
- Midland Stock: £177 0 0
- New South Wales: £922 13 10
- £1151 4 1

**Expenditure:**
- House—Rental: £344 0 0
- Fire Insurance: £4 0 0
- Water: £12 0 0
- Gas: £18 8 5
- Gas: £4 10 0
- Income Tax: £6 13 4
- Repairs: £2 17 0
- Salaries—Secretary: £250 0 0
- Assistant Secretary: £50 0 0
- Journal—Printing: £365 2 6
- Illustrations: £20 0 0
- Library—New Books: £17 12 11
- Binding: £19 17 0
- For Preparation of Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS: £334 2 6
- Housekeeper: £52 9 11
- Stationer: £11 2 0
- Miscellaneous: £2 2 0
- Boy, wages: £18 4 0
- Bank Charges: £0 5 0
- Stamps—General: £21 0 0
- £1285 15 0
- Petty Cash: £49 0 0
- Returned Subscriptions: £22 2 10
- Transferred to P.O. Savings Bank: £3 0 0
- £1151 4 1

Examined with the books and vouchers, and found correct, March 24, 1899.

J. Kennedy, for the Council,
H. C. Temple, for the Society.
### MEDAL FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPTS</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance, Jan. 1, 1898</td>
<td>63 17 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>68 15 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENDITURE</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold Medal</td>
<td>22 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundries</td>
<td>3 18 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>25 18 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Balance**

| £117 12 6 |

### ORIENTAL TRANSLATION FUND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPTS</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance, Jan. 1, 1898</td>
<td>20 3 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By sale</td>
<td>6 7 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By donation from General Gosset</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£40 11 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENDITURE</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Balance**

| £40 11 6 |
It is inevitable that year by year we should have to deplore the loss by death of respected colleagues and fellow-workers, and in the past year we have not been more than usually fortunate in this matter. In Sir Henry Peek and Sir Charles Murray we have lost Members who have been more distinguished in other fields than in ours, and the eminent names of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan and Professor Bührer were before the Society at the last Meeting, with, I regret to say, the result in the case of the former of merely a promise of a detailed notice later on. But Professor Bührer had a very warm notice at the very competent hands of Professor Max Müller, and, though this is the case, it may perhaps interest some of you here to be informed that I have been successful in procuring the co-operation of some twenty well-known scholars and friends of that great master of Oriental learning in preparing for him a memorial number in the *Indian Antiquary*, which is to be written in his honour and in memory of his splendid services and his kindly and genial personality. In Mr. C. J. Rodgers I have lost a personal acquaintance, and this Society has lost an able colleague in Oriental work. He represented a class of Englishmen which has, I am glad to say, always existed among us, and of which we may be proud; because he was a very poor man, and the line of life he adopted was not one likely to bring him in any wealth, and yet he was content to spend every hour of his leisure in forwarding such a difficult study as Oriental numismatics. I see I carry this meeting with me that our respect is due to his memory and also to others like him who are working in the same way. There are two other names that I ought to mention, whose removal by death has been of too recent occurrence to be mentioned in the Report. In the first place, it is simply necessary for me to mention at such a meeting as this so great a name as that of Sir M. Monier-Williams, the author of the Sanskrit Dictionary, and the founder of the Oriental Institute at Oxford. But there has been removed from our Society another name, and I do not think that we ought to separate
to-day without some tribute of respect to the strong personality that has been labouring amongst us for so many years. In Dr. Leitner Oriental learning has lost a most enthusiastic and instructive exponent, and though what I may call the perseveridum ingenium which pervaded him may sometimes have brought him into very sharp antagonism with his compereers, yet I do not think that anyone is present who would not wish that this Society should pay a public tribute of respect to his memory, and I may remind you that he was a member for something like forty years.

There have been losses, of course, on account of resignation during the past year, and although this is inevitable, and it is impossible for us to control the reasons which cause members to resign, yet I think that it is very much to be regretted that Indian officials who have done so much for what our Continental friends call Indianism, as Captain Bower and Colonel Jacob, should have felt bound to resign. It seems to me, and I put it forward as a reasonable proposition, that it is the duty of every old Indian so long as he lives, and so long as he has the power, to support a Society like this, which has for its objects the increase of our learning and knowledge of India.

It is a more grateful task to mention the accessions to the list of members, and in the Society’s Report there are some notable facts in this respect, due, I understand, to the action of the Council during the past year. There have joined us such well-known Indian officials as Sir Henry Davies, Sir Peter Lumsden, and Sir Donald Macnabb, and also so distinguished a linguist as General Toker, and so distinguished a student of things Punjabi as Mr. Macauliffe, and we have also secured the allegiance of the new Bishop of Calcutta. Now this is exactly as it ought to be, and I hope you will join with me in encouraging the Council in going on with such successful efforts as these. We have some clue as to what is likely to happen in the future under its guidance, for this very day we have had announced to us that such important gentlemen as Mr. Yerburgh and Sir Charles Lyall have joined us.
Turning now to the business part of the Report, I find that there are several matters to encourage us. In the first place, there has been an increase of our members and a consequent increase in the amount of subscriptions; and not only that, there has been an arrest of that decrease in the number of resident members that has been going on for so very long. Then the sale of the Journal, we have been told, is the largest on record, and that has been partly due to the increase in the number of Libraries subscribing, which is most satisfactory; and all this has brought about what we all like to see in every state of life, the largest income that the Society has yet seen. I need hardly call upon you to congratulate the Council in achieving such a result as this. With our increased income, there has been an increase in expenditure, but that has been in useful and desired directions, and amongst other things on which money has been spent has been the cataloguing of the manuscripts belonging to the Society, and I hope that money will long continue to be spent in this direction, because it is really a very important point. If any of you will take the trouble to follow up the history of any particular form of Oriental learning in any part of Europe, you will find that the success of any particular branch has always been dependent on the presence of an accessible library of manuscripts in the neighbourhood, and therefore I say that we should do all in our power to continue the good work here. The Report mentions also some successful action in the matter of the Oriental Translation Fund, due to the private munificence of Mr. Arbuthnot and in a less degree of Mr. Sturdy. Now, ladies and gentlemen, of course we know that in a Society like this the majority of us must be members who are unable to follow their example, however much we may wish to do so. But it is the very existence of such a majority which should make us all the more grateful to Messrs. Arbuthnot and Sturdy, and make us join in the wish of the Council that the minority, or such as can do so, should come forward with funds for further volumes; and in this matter perhaps
I may be permitted to give a little hint to the managers of the fund, and that is that estimates should be prepared of the cost of any works that are desired, and that, armed with these, efforts should be made to procure subsidies for their production.

In the matter of the Medal Fund, we have again to thank the private pecuniary assistance and labours of another member of this Society, and in proposing for your acceptance a vote of thanks to Mr. Wollaston for his services, I would like to point out that all that is now necessary is to secure an income of £8 per annum, and for this purpose it is necessary to get together about £300, of which over £100 is already in hand. Of course, the object of creating this fund is to prevent the grant of the medal being dependent upon chance subscriptions as it becomes due from year to year. The important and practical matter of the Oriental School I think we had better leave entirely in the hands of our President, and I should not propose to do more now than to ask you to join me in hearty good wishes for its success, in which our President has taken so great and so lasting an interest. The last point I would bring to your notice in the Report is the proposal of the Council to prolong the new rules of membership. We have been told that this has resulted in securing the allegiance of certain gentlemen who might otherwise have held aloof, and I take it to be our obvious duty that, as a Society, we should support the Council in any line of action which has the result of strengthening our position.

I have detained you long enough, but I do not think that I should close my remarks without some allusion to the officers of this Society, whose work we members are only too apt to take entirely as a matter of course. The Report we have heard is one of a successful year's work, and although our thanks are due in the first instance to the Council, who are responsible for the work, yet much of their action must have been based upon the advice and assistance of the officers, and I think, and I hope you will agree with me, that we should be wanting in proper
gratitude if we were not also to extend our thanks to them. With these remarks, Mr. Chairman, I have the honour to propose that the Report of the Council be adopted as it stands. (Applause.)

Sir F. Goldsmid: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—I have been requested to second the proposal to adopt the Report which has just been read to you, and I consider it an honour and a privilege to be permitted to do so. Unblest with the gift of spontaneous eloquence, and unprepared to enter into details such as Colonel Temple has, with so much readiness and ability, put before you in his interesting statement, I must confine myself to words the paucity and plainness of which will, it is hoped, be excused, as coming from a somewhat broken-down member of the Asiatic Society, who is compelled to absent himself from your meetings more often than he could wish.

I need not repeat the congratulations which have already been offered on the continued success of the Society, and which are so thoroughly its due; but, as one who held the office of your Secretary some years ago, I feel it a duty as well as pleasure to bear testimony to the great ability of my successor in that appointment, now sitting at your table. His work is by no means an easy one. The Royal Asiatic is not a Society to attract the million. We cannot say to the ordinary outsider, "Drop in for an hour or so to our monthly meeting: the discussion may perhaps amuse you." Our object is rather to instruct than to amuse; and although our public is a small one, it requires to be provided for, and that satisfactorily. Much depends on the personality of the Secretary to make our cause popular. He has not only to keep himself au courant with Oriental studies of the day at home and abroad, but to awaken in others that kind of interest in them which practically tends to the successful performance of his own duties. Our direct appeal to the general public is, as you are aware, through the Journal. By this we are known and judged in the outer world. It appears to me that the high character of its contributions, to which I feel at liberty to testify from, at least, the
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period of my own resignation of the Secretaryship to the sent time, is so marked as to call for special recognition. would be an invidious task to allude now to individual contributors; but I note that our learned and industrious secretary is himself one of them. There is no mistake, en, that, whether we treat the question financially or in a literary sense, what the Society is doing means progress, and progress in a healthy and right direction.

I will not take up your time by further remarks, for I am ite sure you will agree with me that we are greatly debtor to the President and Officers of this Society for hat has been done in it. Had I the power of expression, I aspire to have of appreciation, I should not be found much at fault as you may well hold me to be on the ent occasion of addressing you.

Mr. Wollaston: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—a popular belief in the Muhammadan world that every man has his 'qismat,' or, as we should say in England, his fate, which dogs him at every turn. I am no exception to the rule. My destiny, unfortunately, is when there is nothing to say to find myself invariably asked to say it, and that is my reason for addressing you at the present time. I am directed to speak a few words about, of course, my pet subject, the Medal. Well, I do not propose to waste time by discussing whether it was right or wrong to found the Medal. I take it for granted that to a man, and, if I may use the phrase, to a woman, we are all agreed that it was in every way fitting to take that step, and we are glad we have done so; but I do not know whether you have all thoroughly grasped what doing it means. What is founding a Medal? In the first place—pardon me if I go into a few details—you have to get that very necessary beginning, a die, and you have to pay for it. A die has been prepared, and I believe it is generally admitted to be of a very exquisite design. I am delighted to say that it is paid for, and that therefore may be wiped off the list. So far, good; now the next thing we have to do is to provide a medal every third year. When I tell
you that the medal itself intrinsically costs something like £24 you may well understand that current expenses going on from year to year, or, at any rate, during every third year, are not inconsiderable. We have met all this, and the present moment we stand with our die, and our expenses paid, and £110 in hand. (Hear, hear.) I for one think that is supremely satisfactory, and, if I may, speaking on behalf of the Council, I would tender to all you here, and to all the many others who are not here, our gratitude for your great liberality. And yet, withal, I am not content I want to plead for more. I daresay some of you read a paper called Truth, which is continually giving a series of articles on what they call "The Pest of Society," begging letter-writer. Ladies and gentlemen, I am of the pests of society; I am a begging letter-writer. I have written you two circulars, and if all goes well we shall in a few short weeks address you a third one, as you if you will add again to your contributions. But let me encourage you. The first that was issued brought in £100; now for a small Society I call that magnificent. Our second, which of course it was not contemplated would be equally successful, produced £60. I think perhaps that is even more satisfactory than the first. A third is in the incubatory stage, it having only just been put into type; but we have already received two donations of £5, and we stand with £14 to our credit before we begin. I think that is most auspicious, and it encourages me to explain what I ask you to do. We want £200. For an individual it is a considerable sum. We have been trying with signal failure to get millionaires to give the entire amount, but my stock of millionaires is rather limited, and I have not succeeded in finding one that would rise to the occasion; still, I think that we may perhaps do without them, and I would suggest that you should really take the matter seriously in hand and see what you could do. I do not say to each of you, give £5; I do not expect you to give such a sum, and I do not ask you to do so; but it is not difficult to collect £5 if you really put your backs
into it and mean business, as the Americans say. If each person would do that, when we meet next year we should be able to tell you that the Medal had not only been founded—that is a fact—but endowed.

The adoption of the Report was then put to the meeting by the Chairman and carried unanimously.

Mr. H. Thomson Lyon moved and Dr. Cust seconded that a formal vote of condolence should be sent from the Society to the relatives of Dr. Leitner.

Mr. Sewell moved and Dr. Thornton seconded that a similar vote of condolence and sympathy should be sent to the widow of Sir M. Monier-Williams. In doing so Dr. Thornton called attention to the fact that Sir M. Monier-Williams had been a member of the Society from the year 1846, and that great as his labours had been in other matters, he was especially known to the Royal Asiatic Society as having been the first Chairman of an interesting Committee known as the Transliteration Committee. He was the first who moved in that direction, and the result of his labours may be now seen in every number of the Journal, which contains the decision of the Congress, adopting mainly the proposals that originated with the Committee of which he was the distinguished Chairman.

Both resolutions were carried unanimously.

Sir M. E. Grant Duff: Ladies and Gentlemen,—I felt very much honoured when the suggestion was recently made to me that I should come here to-day and propose the re-election of our President, Lord Reay, for the term of three years. When it was first proposed that Lord Reay should become President of the Asiatic Society, it was felt by many people that there could not have been a better choice, because he was the only person in England, I may say the only person in the world, who represented the two countries which have been most successful in establishing and perpetuating European Empires in Asia. I myself, when I first came to know Lord Reay, which is well on to forty years ago, thought that it was extremely probable that some day he would be Governor
of Netherlands India, and that it would be very pleasant to go out to stay with him in Java. It does not appear to have been written in the fates of either of us that we should go to Netherlands India; but a thing, which at that time appeared very much more improbable, came to pass. We both went to govern Presidencies in British India; I went to stay with him at Bombay, and he came to stay with me at Madras.

But we have not now merely to think of the *prima facie* view which had influence when Lord Reay was first elected here, because no sooner had he entered on the office of President than he confirmed in the most ample manner the wisdom of the choice that had been made, and showed that he was capable of performing very great services for the Society. He gave it the most unstinted and ungrudging labour, and he helped it also by his very extensive social relations, not only in this country, but on the Continent of Europe. If it were only for what he has already done during the period in which he has guided the fortunes of the Society, we should, I think, be inclined, by the best kind of gratitude, to desire to re-elect him. But, ladies and gentlemen, we are impelled in that direction not only by the best kind of gratitude—the gratitude for past favours—but by that other kind of gratitude which is a fervent desire to receive favours in the future. Now Lord Reay is singularly well suited to assist the Society in several most important ways at this particular time. In the first place, there is going to be in the month of October an Oriental Congress in Rome, and I do not think anyone could represent the Society better than a man who speaks so many tongues, and who also has such extensive connections amongst the sort of people who are likely to assemble for that Congress upon the Seven Hills. That is not all. At this moment there is on the part of the Society a very great desire that there should be an Oriental Faculty established in connection with the new Teaching University, as it is called, which is about to be brought into existence in London. Lord Reay has always been extremely sanguine
about the prospects of that Teaching University. That is a matter about which I will not express any opinion, because I hold to the good rule that in such matters one had better not prophesy unless one knows. However, there are a great many other people who are extremely sanguine about that University, and who believe that it will perform great things. Now Lord Reay, having been connected with the original Commission, and keeping the question always very much in view, is the person best fitted to urge the opinions which he shares in common with, I think, nearly all whom I see around me, about the great importance of having an Oriental School in connection with the University. That he will do so I make no doubt whatever. I am not at all sure that statesmen would not have done better a few years ago if they had established some such centres of light as an Oriental Faculty, rather than take the steps which they did take, with reference to primary education and the methods of paying for it, but I am also not sure that Lord Reay, as head of the London School Board, would exactly share my view as to that particular matter. I will accordingly say nothing more about it, except to point out the undoubted fact that Lord Reay, being Chairman of the London School Board, is in a particularly good position to urge the importance of establishing a Faculty of this kind in the London University. For the fact of his being Chairman of the London School Board shows by itself that he has a very high reputation among, and is very much listened to by, the sort of persons who occupy themselves most with education. These, ladies and gentlemen, are my principal reasons for desiring and proposing on this occasion that you should again elect our President for a term of three years. (Applause.)

*Sir Raymond West:* Sir M. E. Grant Duff, Ladies and Gentlemen,—I feel a peculiar pleasure in being called upon to second the resolution which is now before you. I had the honour and happiness to work, as a member of the Government, along with Lord Reay for some years in India, and I had the opportunity there of proving at
close quarters the intense interest which he felt in every-
thing which conduced to the welfare and advancement of
the population of that country, and especially that portion
of it which was under our control as members of the
Government of Bombay. I think that there is no gentleman
or lady well acquainted with India here, especially no native
of India here, who does not appreciate the very great
services that Lord Reay rendered to India, not only in
the material elements of improvement which he set in
motion in that country, but by the spirit in which he
worked and the generous sympathy which he was able
to show and to evoke from the large native population;
a spirit which is too much neglected on many occasions
and by too many persons, but which must be the source
of our progress and ultimate abiding success as governors
and rulers of that country, and which in the far-off future
will, as I trust, lead to a closer and closer assimilation of
aims, ends, and feelings between these two most important
sections of Her Majesty's subjects, as in all other sections
of her dominions.

Lord Reay in India devoted himself to scholarship,
without being a professed Oriental scholar. Nothing that
was brought forward in that sphere escaped his attention,
or failed to enlist his sympathy; but he devoted himself
more especially during the latter portion of his time in
the Bombay Presidency to the advancement of medical
science and of technical instruction, and in Bombay alone
I believe has anything of serious import in that direction
been as yet achieved. A pattern has been set, which may
well be followed in other parts of India, and I believe it
will be followed, because the ideas he fostered are fermenting
in the minds of the people through the country, and the
necessity is becoming more and more apparent of working
on such lines as Lord Reay instituted in the Bombay
Presidency for the material advancement of the community.
This much by way of introduction.

I felt, then, when Lord Reay was first elected as President
of this Royal Asiatic Society that he would render it
important practical services. That expectation, which was shared, I believe, by most members of the Society, has been more than realized. We who have been concerned in the direction of the affairs of the Society have felt from day to day that we could not have been presided over by anyone more efficient, more zealous, and in every way more capable than Lord Reay. (Applause.) You, ladies and gentlemen, who are sitting here have had many opportunities of seeing in what an urbane and appreciative way he has filled the President's chair, how frequently, brightening our dry discussions with a few sub-humorous remarks, he has made everything pass off pleasantly. Lord Reay has thus presided to our great advantage on numerous occasions at our meetings here; but, moreover, what a far-reaching and intelligent interest he has on all occasions manifested in the subject of the papers brought before us, whether they were within his own peculiar sphere or not! To me it has been a matter of no little surprise, although I knew of Lord Reay's indefatigable temperament and powers of work, that he should, having to discharge heavy Parliamentary duties, and the still heavier duties of President of the School Board of London, have been able to devote so much attention to the duties which fell upon him as President of the Royal Asiatic Society. But we feel, and we all acknowledge, that no-one could possibly have discharged those duties better, and our gratitude may be best manifested, I think, by our enthusiastically receiving the proposition which has been laid so well before the meeting by Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, and vote with acclamation the re-election of our outgoing President, Lord Reay. (Applause.)

Mr. Verburgh: Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, Ladies and Gentlemen,—As a new member of the Society I feel that I have hardly any locus standi in supporting the resolution before the meeting. Nor can I, as a new member, speak with any knowledge of the various services that Lord Reay has rendered to the Society, services which have been put before us by the two previous speakers. My particular
point in venturing to support this motion is with regard to the encouragement of the study of Oriental languages in this country. This is a matter in which I have taken considerable personal interest, and I know that Lord Reay has done a great deal to advance the cause. In the last Session of Parliament I put a question to the Leader of the House with regard to what the Government were prepared to do in this direction, and some four or five days afterwards I received a letter from a gentleman at Berlin telling me that, having seen the very unsatisfactory reply I had had, he was forwarding various papers relating to the Oriental Institute in Berlin, as he wished to show me what the German people were doing to further the study of Oriental languages. I must say that a very great deal has been done by Germany, and a study of the documents sent me throws our neglect of Oriental languages into the greatest possible relief. I have had the pleasure of reading an admirable address on this subject by Lord Reay, which is reported in your Journal, and if I may be permitted to do so, I should like, Sir, to inform you of what is being done in a practical way to meet the difficulties we have to face. The China Association have appointed a Committee upon which they have nominated some gentlemen who are not members of their body, but who are interested in this subject, and the Committee have reason to believe that they will be in a position to appear with some practical proposal before the Governing Body of the new London University. I mean by practical that they will be in a position to approach the Governing Body with a certain amount of money, so to speak, in their hands, to be devoted to an attempt to organize the teaching of Chinese for a certain period of time with the object of ascertaining whether the public will avail themselves of the opportunity sufficiently to warrant the founding and endowing of a Chair. (Applause.) There is another matter upon this point which I may put before you, namely, that this movement for the encouragement of the study of Chinese is also advancing in the North of England. On Friday in this week there
is to be a meeting in Manchester, called by the Lord Mayor of that City, the object of which is to consider, amongst other subjects, this very important one that I am now dealing with, the study of Oriental languages. It is hoped that money will be forthcoming to establish a Chair for a period of five years, during which it can be ascertained whether any permanent success can be looked for. Some remarks have been made this evening about millionaires. I heard the other day an amusing story of a very new millionaire who had gone to Christie’s and said: “I must have three of the most valuable pictures; I do not mind the painter, the subject, or the price, but I must have them at my house to-night on my walls because I have got a dinner party.” (Laughter.) I would venture to suggest to this gentleman that a far better way of employing his money and of earning a permanent record for himself would be to give some money to the foundation of such a College of Oriental Study as Germany can boast of in Berlin. (Applause.)

Dr. Cust: I beg, on behalf of the Council and the Officers of the Society, to express our entire concurrence with the re-election of Lord Reay. I have been on the Council the whole of those three terms, and I only express myself in the way a distinguished Italian once expressed himself: “I could not find so good a man as President, and I do not wish for a better one.” What we want is a scholarly statesman, and in Lord Reay we have found him. I only hope that when this three years is over we shall elect him for another three years.

The motion was put and carried unanimously.

June 13.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that—

Lord Sandhurst,
Mr. C. F. Rowthorn,
Mr. Gerald Dampier,
Babu Ramsare Das, and
Professor Satis Chandra Vidyābhūṣaṇa
had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. T. G. Pinches read a paper entitled "Akkadian, or
Cryptography," illustrated by lantern slides. A discussion
followed, in which the Rev. J. Tuckwell and Dr. Löwy
took part. The paper will appear in the October Journal.

II. CONTENTS OF FOREIGN ORIENTAL JOURNALS.

I. JOURNAL ASIATIQUE. Série IX, Tome xiii, No. 1.

Derenbourg (H.). Näbiga Dhobyūnī, inédit d’après le MS.
arabe 65 de la collection Schefer.

Nau (F.). Le traité sur l’astrolabe-plan de Sévère Sabokt,
écrit au viie siècle d’après des sources grecques et publié
pour la première fois d’après un MS. de Berlin.

Caudel (M.). Les premières invasions arabes dans

II. ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MORGENLÄNDISCHEN GESSELLSCHAFT.
Band li, Heft 1.

Praetorius (Fr.). Bemerkungen zu den beiden grossen
Inscriptions vom Dammbruch zu Marib.

Hardy (E.). Eine buddhistische Bearbeitung der Kṛṣṇa-
Sage.

Schreiner (M.). Beiträge zur Geschichte der theologischen
Bewegungen im Islam.


Oppert (J.). Hie und da.


Grimme (H.). Nochmals zur syrischen Betonungs- und
Verslehre.

Praetorius (Fr.). Notiz zur syrischen Metrik.

Bacher (W.). Eine alte Erwähnung der babylonischen
Keilinschriften.
Speyer (J. S.). Buddha’s Todejahr nach dem Avadānasataka.


Hertz (W. v.). Aristoteles bei den Parsen.


Schroeder (L. v.). Der Rigveda bei den Kaṭhas.
Lauffer (B.). Ueber das ṣa zur.
Steinschneider (M.). Heilmittelnamen der Araber.

III. Obituary Notices.

Dr. G. W. Leitner.

We regret to have to record the death of Dr. Leitner, who was for thirty-eight years a member of the Royal Asiatic Society. The son of a physician, he was born at Budapest in 1840, but removed in 1847 to Turkey, where his father had established a practice. His school education was completed at the Malta Protestant College. In 1855, when still a mere lad, he gained, by competitive examination, the post of “First Class Interpreter” to the British forces at Shumla, during the last eight months of the Crimean War. After the conclusion of the war, he attended a Muhammadan Theological School at Constantinople. In 1858 he came to England, and matriculated as a student at King’s College, London. At that institution he was soon afterwards appointed lecturer in Arabic, Turkish, and modern Greek, and in 1861 he succeeded the Rev. J. J. S. Perowne, now Bishop of Worcester, as Professor of Arabic and
Muhammadan Law. He was afterwards elected an Honorary Fellow of the College.

It was in 1861 that he first became a member of the Royal Asiatic Society.

In 1862 the University of Freiburg conferred upon him the degrees of M.A. and Ph.D.

As Professor at King’s College he issued several publications, among which may be mentioned his introduction to a philosophical grammar of Arabic, which was subsequently translated into Arabic and Urdu.

In 1864 the Panjáb Government offered the Principalship of the newly founded Lahore-Government-College for public competition. Dr. Leitner, anxious to extend his knowledge of languages and countries, applied, and was successful. On arriving in Lahore he found Indian educational affairs in a far from satisfactory state. The educational dispatch issued by the India Office in 1854 furnished the basis of his operations; its main principle being “to pave the way for the abolition of the Government-Schools by means of voluntary organizations,” but its provisions, such as, for instance, the grant-in-aid rules, were imperfectly known or understood by the natives, and decisive steps were still required to make them known. In order to assist the carrying out of the intentions of the 1854 dispatch, he founded the Anjuman-i-Panjáb, a body intended to stimulate among the upper and more learned classes of native society (which had hitherto kept aloof from the educational enterprises fostered by the Government) a spirit of independent zeal for true education, in a form, which was not merely a feeble copy of Western methods, but which could bring the natives into contact with all that was most valuable in Western thought, through the medium of their own language. To complete the educational work begun by the Lahore College and the Anjuman-i-Panjáb, a National University for the Panjáb now became necessary, and the realization of that object for many years occupied Dr. Leitner’s endeavours. Fortunately in Sir Donald McLeod, then Governor of the province, in Mr. (now Sir) Lepel
Griffin, and in many of the native chiefs, he found sympathetic and active coadjutors. The Lahore ‘University College’ was established in 1870, and under Dr. Leitner’s guidance, as Registrar, fulfilled all the purposes of a central University for North-Western India, though the full status of a University was not conferred on it till 1882. It was designed to give an impetus to educational self-government in the native community, and to the revival of the study of the languages of India, Arabic, Persia, and Sanskrit, and by presenting Western thought in forms acceptable to the native mind, to cause it to penetrate more deeply and widely than when, as on the old system, it was brought into direct conflict with National and Religious prejudices. Dr. Leitner’s educational views attracted much attention on the part of the native chiefs, and branches of the Anjuman-i-Panjáb were established throughout the province. A free discussion of literary, scientific, social, and political, subjects was thus stimulated in native society. In 1866, also, with the co-operation of a few friends, he established at Lahore a journal called Indian Public Opinion, ‘to represent the desires and wishes of every section of the inhabitants, whether European or native.’ Dr. Leitner and his friends continued this work for a period of ten years.

In 1882 the Indian Government brought out, as a Report, his “History of Indigenous Education in the Panjáb since annexation and in 1882.” These changes in the educational system of the Panjáb could not, of course, be carried through without provoking considerable opposition on the part of those, who had been carrying on educational work on the old lines. Even after he had established the Lahore University College, he was bitterly disappointed by the attempts made to divert moneys he had collected from leading natives from the teaching of the Indian and Eastern classics to that of English. In 1882 the Panjáb University created him its first Doctor of Oriental Learning.

His work in the Panjáb University was only half completed, when he retired, completely broken down in health, in 1887. The Emperor of Austria made him a Knight of

The work of founding and carrying on the Panjáb University was by no means the only work, that Dr. Leitner did during his residence in India. In 1866 he undertook for the Government an exploration of those regions on the North-West Frontier, into which the British troops have only entered in the last few years, and to which he gave the name of Dardistan, viz., the countries between Kábul, Badakshan, and Kashmir. From this expedition he brought back political, ethnological, and philological information, which is contained in his various miscellaneous writings on Dardistan. At a later date he kept in constant touch with the regions beyond the frontiers of the Empire, and his house at Lahore was a meeting-place for all sorts of wanderers from Central Asia, who supplied him with useful information.

During his residence in India he made a collection of Eastern antiquities and curiosities, of which the most interesting portion, perhaps, is composed of the series of sculptures and casts illustrating the connection between early Indian art and that of other countries, especially Greece. This Greek influence was derived from the Hellenic, or partly Hellenic, kingdoms, which for centuries after the downfall of Alexander the Great's empire maintained themselves in Kábul, Bakh, Herat, etc. By the action of this Greek art on Buddhism, which at one time exerted a great influence over all India, there was developed a 'Græco-Buddhistic' art, which long flourished in regions whence all traces of Greek civilization or Buddhistic worship have vanished. Part of this collection is now at the Oriental Institute at Woking, which he established on his return from India.

He was for the past nine years the proprietor and editor of the Asiatic Quarterly Review, a journal devoted to Oriental research and to imperial interests in Asia and the Colonies.

Dr. Leitner died at Bonn, in Germany, on the 22nd of
March, and his remains were brought over and interred in Brookwood Cemetery on the 6th of April.

We append a list of Dr. Leitner's principal writings:—

LIST OF THE LATE DR. LEITNER'S PUBLICATIONS.

The Theory and Practice of Education (especially in India).
Introduction to a Philosophical Grammar of Arabic.
The Sinin-ul-Islam (History and Literature of Muhammadanism in their relations to Universal History).
The Races of Turkey, with special reference to Muhammadan Education.
The Languages and Races of Dardistan.
Græco-Buddhistic Discoveries (a pamphlet).
A National University for the Panjâb (a pamphlet).
Adventures of a Sîak Pûsh Kafir.
Vocabulary of Technical Terms used in Elementary Vernacular School Books, Hindustani-English.
History of Indigenous Oriental Education, especially in the Panjâb since annexation and in 1882. Folio, pp. 660.
Linguistic Fragments discovered in 1870, 1872, and 1879, relating to Indian Trade, etc.
The Sciences of Language and Ethnography.
"Kaisar-i-Hind" (a pamphlet).
The National Anthem in Urdu (a pamphlet).
Muhammadanism (a report of an address, with Appendices).
The Hunza and Nagyr Hand-Book, being an introduction to a knowledge of the Language, Race, and Countries of Hunza, Nagyr, and a part of Yasin. Compared with various Dialects of Shina. In two parts—Part I, and a Supplement, namely:—

Dardistan in 1866, 1886, and 1891-93, being an account of the History, Religions, Customs, Legends, Fables, and Songs of Gilgit, Chilâs, Kandîâ, Yasin, Chitrâl, Hunza, Nagyr, and other parts of the Hindu Kush.

The following is some of Dr. Leitner's unpublished material, in proof and course of preparation:—

Useful Phrases in Chitrali Persian, by the late Mehtâr Nizâm-ul-Mulk of Chitrâl, and translated into English by Dr. Leitner.
Dialogues, Songs, Legends, and a Grammatical Sketch of Khawar or Arnijâ, the language of Chitrâl, with Historical Notices, etc.

In manuscript:—

The Race and Language of Kandîâ or Kiliâ (the district lying between Swâk and the Indus).
The Inscriptions, Songs, and Literature of Kashmir (text and transliteration).
Sir M. Monier-Williams, K.C.I.E.

With the death of Sir M. Monier-Williams, at Cannes, on April 11th, this Society lost a member who had belonged to it for more than half a century. Being in his eightieth year, he was the oldest Professor of Sanskrit in any University. He had occupied the Boden Chair at Oxford for nearly forty years, having succeeded Horace Hayman Wilson, the first Professor of Sanskrit in England, appointed in 1832. The son of Colonel Monier Williams, R.E., he was born at Bombay in 1819. Having been educated at private schools, and at King's College, London, he matriculated at Oxford in March, 1837, but did not go into residence at Balliol until Michaelmas, 1838. Among his fellow-undergraduates at Balliol were Stafford Northcote, Arthur Hobhouse, John Duke Coleridge, Benjamin Jowett, Edward Meyrick Goulburn, Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, Frederick Temple, Thomas Farrer, and William Rogers. With some of these he rowed in his College Eight at the head of the river in 1839. Having been nominated to a writership in the Indian Civil Service in November of the latter year, and having been examined at the India House at the end of the following December, he left Oxford, went to reside at Haileybury in January, 1840, and at the end of the year passed out of the East India College at the head of the list. But at this point the course of his career was suddenly and entirely changed by the death of his twin brother, killed in a border war in India. In deference to the urgent wishes of his widowed mother, he resolved to remain in England. He accordingly returned to Oxford in May, 1841; but as Balliol was full, and no system of out-college residence existed in those days, he entered at University. This was the College of Sir William Jones, the great pioneer of Sanskrit studies at the end of the last century, and the founder of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1784.

A pupil of Professor Wilson in Sanskrit, Monier Williams gained the Boden scholarship in 1843. Taking his degree in the following year, he was appointed to the Professorship
of Sanskrit, Bengali, and Telugu, at the East India Company's College at Haileybury, a post which he held for about fifteen years, till the College was closed after the Mutiny. During his tenure of this office he is said to have won the high esteem of all his pupils. The last survivor of the teaching staff, he preserved down to his death a lively interest in the history of Haileybury, and took a leading part in editing the Memorials of the old College, published in 1894. After a short interval, during which he held an appointment at Cheltenham College, he was elected Boden Professor of Sanskrit by Convocation at the memorable contest in 1860, of which many senior members of Oxford University retain a lively recollection.

In the early seventies Professor Williams conceived the plan of founding at Oxford an institution which should be a centre of Oriental learning and a focus for concentrating and disseminating correct information on Indian subjects. This plan he first brought before Congregation in May, 1875. In order to enlist the sympathies of the leading native princes in this project, he undertook at his own expense three journeys to India in 1875, 1876, and 1883; and his persevering efforts were so far crowned with success that he finally managed to collect a fund of close on £34,000. The foundation stone of the new Institute was laid by the Prince of Wales in 1883. The building was erected in three instalments, the first being finished in 1884 and the last in 1896. On July 1st of the latter year the completed Indian Institute was formally opened by Lord George Hamilton, Secretary of State for India, in the presence of a large and representative gathering of the friends of India. Sir Monier thus carried his scheme to a successful issue in the face of difficulties which could only have been surmounted by rare tenacity of purpose. The deep interest he continued to take in the welfare of the Indian Institute, he proved by presenting to its library some years before his death his valuable collection of Oriental MSS. and books to the number of about 3,000.

Brought up in the traditional school of Sanskrit learning
which Professor Wilson and other English scholars acquired from Pandits in India, Professor Monier-Williams never devoted much attention to the historical method of scholarship, consequently taking little interest in the oldest phase of Indian literature represented by the Vedas. He busied himself rather with the publication of the texts of well-known classical Sanskrit writers, with a view to encouraging the practical study of Sanskrit. Thus he brought out an edition of Kālidāsa’s Vikramorevaśi in 1849 and another of Śakuntalā (2nd ed. 1876). He also published the text, with translation and vocabulary, of the famous Story of Nala. He further produced a number of other useful educational works: a Sanskrit Grammar (1846), which ran through four editions, an excellent English-Sanskrit Dictionary (1851), and a Sanskrit Manual for composition (1862). His most important work of this kind was his large Sanskrit-English Dictionary, published in 1872. The substance of some of his lectures given at Oxford soon after he became Boden Professor were embodied in his Indian Epic Poetry (1863), which contains a full analysis of the Rāmāyana and of the leading story of the Mahābhārata.

Shortly before and after he returned to Oxford, Monier-Williams also wrote some Hindustani manuals. One of these was An Easy Introduction to the Study of Hindustani (1858), and another his Practical Hindustani Grammar (1862). To the same period belong his Original Papers illustrating the History of the Application of the Roman Alphabet to the Languages of India (1859) and his inaugural lecture on The Study of Sanskrit in relation to Missionary Work in India (1861).

Monier-Williams possessed much literary skill as a translator. His tasteful version in prose and verse of Śakuntalā (1853) has become very popular, having reached a sixth edition at least and finding a place among Sir John Lubbock’s Hundred Best Books. His Indian Wisdom (1875), which consists chiefly of translated specimens of Sanskrit literature, appeared in a fourth and enlarged edition in 1893.
The late Professor was a frequent advocate of the claims of Missionary enterprise in India; and it was this interest that led him to devote much of his time to writing books meant to diffuse a knowledge of Indian religions in England. All these works display much literary facility and have enjoyed a considerable popularity. More than 12,000 copies of his *Hinduism* (1877) have been sold; his *Modern India and the Indians* (1878) ran through three editions in a couple of years; there have been four editions of his *Religious Life and Thought in India* (1883); and his *Buddhism* (1889) in connection with Brahmanism and Hinduism and in contrast with Christianity, has been widely read.

Failing health obliged Sir Monier Monier-Williams to relinquish in 1887 the active duties of his Chair, which had become very heavy owing to the institution of the Honour School of Oriental Studies at Oxford in 1886. He ceased to reside in the University, spending the winter months in the south of France and the rest of the year at his house in the Isle of Wight. In these declining years of his life he devoted himself with great industry almost entirely to the completion of the second edition of his Sanskrit-English Dictionary, which when published will be twice the size of the first. This work he carried out under the patronage of the India Office.

Professor Monier-Williams was a Fellow of his old College, Balliol, from 1882 to 1886; was elected an Honorary Fellow of University College in 1892; and was Keeper and Perpetual Curator of the Indian Institute. He was a D.C.L. of Oxford, an LL.D. of Calcutta, and a Ph.D. of Göttingen. He was created a K.C.I.E. in 1887.

Sir M. Monier-Williams had the good fortune to live just long enough to fully finish his career. Only last year he celebrated his golden wedding in the midst of a prosperous family; he gave the final touch to the last proof-sheet of his Dictionary only a few days before he died; and it is only three years since he saw the entire completion of the Indian Institute, which will stand as a permanent memorial of his indomitable energy in advancing the practical interests of Oriental learning.

A. A. Macdonell.
IV. Notes and News.

The Urmi "Booklet of Counsels."—By an unfortunate misprint, this work has been described in our last issue, p. 453, as the "Booklet of Counsels." Prof. Margoliouth, to whom we owe the notice, had no opportunity of correcting the proof, or the mistake would not have been allowed to pass.

Oriental School at Saigon.—The French Government have established at Saigon a "Mission Archæologique de l'Indo-Chine." There is to be a Director, nominated for six years, and re-eligible, who will preside over the studies and edit the proceedings. There will be courses of study in Sanskrit and Pāli, and Archæology, scholarships for students, a library, a museum, and a journal or other proceedings, with a yearly report to be laid before the Minister of Public Instruction. M. Finot, a well-known graduate of the Oriental School at Paris, and a member of our Society, has been appointed the first Director. We express our congratulations to the French Government for inaugurating so useful a scheme; and our best wishes to M. Finot in his new undertaking.

An International Congress of the History of Religions will be held at Paris from Sept. 3 to Sept. 9, 1900, in connection with the Exhibition to be then held there. It will be under the direction of a commission of scholars connected with the University of France and learned bodies in Paris; the President being M. Albert Réville. Information as to the details of the Congress can be obtained from the Secretaries, at the Sorbonne, Paris.
GOLD MEDAL.

As our members are aware, Mr. Wollaston is issuing a third appeal for subscriptions towards the establishment on a permanent basis of the Fund for the Society’s Gold Medal. The following list shows the result thus far. For purpose of reference the results of the two former appeals are also here reprinted.

FIRST LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mons. A. Barth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Bendall</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. Beveridge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. L. Brandreth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. G. Browne</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Burn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. O. Codrington</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor E. B. Cowell</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. N. Cust</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Donner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir M. E. Grant Duff</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. F. Fleet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. W. Frazer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. Gaster</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Gerini</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. J. W. Gibb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Gibson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Frederick Goldsmid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Gosset</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Griffith</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Heap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir W. Wilson Hunter</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Irvine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. C. Kay</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Kennedy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Highness Kerala Varma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. W. Lawrence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. W. Leitner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Guy Le Strange</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Lewis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Lilley</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. McDouall</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor D. Margoliouth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. J. Marzetti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Barbier de Meynard</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. D. Mocatta</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir M. Monier-Williams</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir William Muir</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor F. Max Müller</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. A. E. Neil</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Plimmer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. J. Prendergast</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The President, Lord Reay</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Marquess of Ripon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. G. Scott</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mons. Émile Senart</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Sewell</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. H. Tawney</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonel R. C. Temple</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. T. H. Thornton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Highness the Mahārājā of Travancore</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Devchand Uttamchand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. M. J. Walhouse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. T. Watters</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Raymond West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. H. Whinfield</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. A. N. Wollaston</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£100 0 6
### SECOND LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Abdullah ibn Yusuf Ali</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. J. Allen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mons. A. Barth (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Burgess</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. C. Capper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Donner (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Duka</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Forlong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. L. Goldsmid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Gosset (2nd don.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. Grierson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. B. H. Hodgson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Irvine (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Jago Tre-laen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. A. M. T. Jackson</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Highness Kerala Varma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£57 4 0

### THIRD LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous per Mr. Wollaston</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. L. Brandreth (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. Grant Burns</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Estlin Carpenter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. O. Codrington (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. N.ust (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Joseph Fayrer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor de Goeje</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. Grindlay &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Right Hon. Lord George Hamilton (Sec. of State for India)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Harris</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Hatfield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Heap (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Joseph Hooker</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir W. Wilson Hunter (2nd don.)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. C. Kay (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir A. Kemball</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Kern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Kielhorn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. H. S. King &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rev. G. A. Langdale</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. P. W. Lawrence (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. G. Le Strange (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Lewis (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Lupton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor D. Margoliouth (2nd don.)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. D. Mocatta (2nd don.)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Lewis Rice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Rylands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor E. Schrader</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. A. Stein</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. H. Tawney (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rev. Dr. Taylor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. G. W. Thatcher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Tiele</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. T. Watters (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. A.N. Wollaston (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£100 11 0
V. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.


Presented by the Leiden University.


Presented by Professor Rhys Davids.


Presented by the Panjab Government.

Stein (M. A.). Detailed Report of an Archaeological Tour with the Buner Field Force. 8vo. Lahore, 1898.

Presented by the Mysore Archaeological Survey.


Presented by M. Nānissara Thera.


Presented by the Authors.

Karkaria (R. P.). India, forty years of Progress and Reform, being a Sketch of the Life and Times of Behramji Malabari. 8vo. London, 1896.


Devéria (M.). L’écriture du Royaume de Si-Hia ou Tangout. 4to. Paris, 1898.


Presented by the Publishers.

Duff (Miss C. M.). The Chronology of India, from the earliest times to the beginning of the sixteenth century. 8vo. London, 1899.


Skrine (F. H.) and E. D. Ross. The Heart of Asia: A History of Russian Turkestan and the Central Asian Khanates from the earliest times. 8vo. London, 1899.


Purchased.

Art. XIX.—The Arabic, Syriac, and Hebrew Manuscripts in the Hunterian Library in the University of Glasgow. By T. H. Weir, B.D., Assistant to the Professor of Oriental Languages in the University of Glasgow.

Dr. William Hunter (d. 1783) bequeathed to the University of Glasgow, along with his Natural History Collection, a library containing about twelve thousand volumes of printed books and six hundred manuscripts. The latter were catalogued by G. Haenel, in his Catalogi Librorum Manuscriptorum, Leipzig, 1830, columns 786–798. In regard to the Oriental manuscripts, however, he frequently does no more than state in what languages they are written, and that not always correctly. Thanks to the courtesy of the Keeper of the Museum, who gave every facility of access to the cases, the following is an emended list of the Arabic, Syriac, and Hebrew manuscripts. With the exception of No. 7, none of these is written on vellum.
ARABIC.

1. Qur'ān: dated 1068 A.H.

2. Qur'ān: dated Medina, 1057 A.H.

3. Qur'ān: dated 1082 A.H.

4. Qur'ān: no date.

5. Qur'ān: no date.

6. Qur'ān: last few pages fragmentary; chapters 105 to 109 are wanting: no date.

7. Part I of the Qur'ān: written on vellum in various colours of ink; titles of chapters, etc., in Kufic characters, the rest in African hand: no date.

8. Part III of the Qur'ān: no date.


10. Part XXIX of the Qur'ān: no date.

11. A small volume containing extracts from the Qur'ān (Sūrahs 46, 48, 55, 56, 67, and 78) and Prayers: no date.
12.
The "Mugni‘l Naṣīḥīn wa Muḥdī‘l ‘Ābidīn," a religious compendium, consisting of eighty-four homilies. Commencement:

المؤمنين والمسلمين . . . . أَمَّا بعَد

فهذه موعظة لطيفة ورسالة مرغوبة منقولة من كتاب شرعة الإسلام

وشرحها وتنبيه العاقلين وحيوة القلوب الـ

Copied by Aḥmadu‘ bn Ismā‘il in the country of Buda in the convent (تكية) of Saiḥ Sulaimān Afandi the preacher in the great Mosque in the year 1064 A.H.

It contains 128 closely written folios of 27 lines to the page. The author’s name does not appear.

13.
Apparently a commonplace-book; on the outside of the cover is the title, "Majmū‘ah Sai‘ah fihā Laṭā‘if Kāṭirah wa Jawāhir Kabirah," and the name Saiḥ Sulaimān Afandi. The only piece of any length which is in Arabic is the "Tuḥfatu‘l Mulūk" of Zainu‘l Dīn Muḥammad ibn abī Bakr Ḥasanu‘l Rāzī.

14.
A commentary on the Qur’ān, from the xixth Sūrah to the cixth, called the "Kitābu‘l Majālis" of Quṭbu‘l Ārifīn Maḥmūd, al Uskudūrī (cf. Brit. Mus. Catalogue of Turkish MSS., p. 234b, line 8). On the outside of the cover, under the title and author’s name, is the name of the Saiḥ Sulaimān Afandi.

A prefatory note says the "Majālis" were collected after the death of Uskudūrī by the Saiḥ Ismā‘il. The date breaks off in the middle of the name of the month.

15.
The "Kitābu‘l ilām bi‘āhādīthi‘l aḥkām":

16. "Kitābu'l Irshād," of the Saḥīḥ Muḥammad, al Nuʾmānī, †413 or 416; being biographies of the Twelve Imāms. It is a very neatly written MS.: there is no date. See Beale's Oriental Biographical Dictionary, revised edition, 1894, p. 16.

17. I. Extract, containing the "Bāb Ḥadithī'l Miʿrāj," from Pocock's MS. (Bodleian Cat., vol. i, p. 57) of the Ṣaḥīḥ of Buḥārī, †256 A.H. = 869 A.D.

II. Book containing the story of the Night Journey, transcribed, like the last, from an Oxford MS. (Bodl. Cat., i, p. 185, No. dcecliv, Marshell, 518).

III. The "Kitāb Raudatī'l Manāzir fi 'ilmī'l awwāl wa'l awwāhir" of Abu'l Walīdī'bn Ṣiḥnah of Aleppo, †815 A.H. = 1412 A.D., part ii, from the Fall of Man to the Hijrah.

18. 

In European Hand.

I. Extract from the "Kitābu'l 'Arā'is fi'l Majālis" of Thaʿlabi, copied from a Bodleian MS. (Cat., vol. i, p. 175, Marshell, 49).

II. Extracts from Ibn Ṣiḥnah's "Kitāb Ṭabarati'l Qulūb," also copied from a Bodleian MS. (Cat., vol. i, p. 95, Huntington, 506).

III. Extracts from the "Kitāb Dalāʿili'l Ḥairāt" of Jazūli from the Bodleian MS., vol. i, p. 67, Marshell, 79. The object of the copyist is to prove that the Muslims do not ask God to pray for Muḥammad.

19. The commentary by 'Abdu'l Ṭaṭīḥī'bn Fīristah, called Ibnu'l Malik, on the "Maṣāṣar Anwār fi Usūlī'li Fiṣḥ" of Abū Barakāt 'Abdu'llāhī'bn Aḥmad, known as Ḥāfīzu'l Dinī'l Nasafī, †710 A.H. = 1310 A.D. Dated Constantinople, 1050.
20.
Title: "Al Laiṭu’l Ābis fi Ṣadamāti’l Majālis," beginning: 
الحمد لله الذي هو أصل للعالم الخ

21.
An account of property in Constantinople set apart for religious, educational, and other public purposes, by the Sultan Muḥammad II. Commencement:

الحمد لله الذي وفق من أراد الخ
Dated 936 A.H.

22.

23.
I. Selections from the Apothegms and Sermons of 'Alī ibn abi Ṭālib:—

*folio 2a*: Prayer of 'Ali, beginning:

الله س وحبي باليسار

*folio 2b*: Selection from Apothegms, beginning:

باب اختبار من حكم أمير المومنين علي بن ابي طالب ... ويدخل في ذكر اختبار من مواطن أيضا قال ... كأن في الفتنة

*folio 14*: "'Ali's charge to his son Ḥusain, on his leaving Siṭṭin," beginning:

هذه وصية أمير المومنين ويعسوب الموحدين سيدنا علي بن ابي طالب ... لولده الطسيح ... كتبها اليه بحاجوريين عند انصرافه

من صفين الخ
ARABIC, SYRIAC, AND HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS.

folio 19: Sermon of 'Ali, beginning:

أعلم أن الدنيا دار فنا، دار عنا، الج

II. Treatises of Jalālu'l Din Muḥammad Davānī (in Persian):—

folio 21: His Commentary on his Şūfi Rubā'i's (Brit. Mus. Add. 16,839, xi): dated Friday, 11th Šauwāl, 1023 A.H.

folio 59: The "Risālatu'l Sahīhah"; finished copying Sunday, 8th Dūl Ḥijjah, 1022 A.H.

folio 65: The "Risālatu'l Tahliyīyah": n.d.

folio 86: Commentary on a Gazal of Ḥāfiz; finished Wednesday, 17th Sa'ba'n, 1022 A.H.

folio 92: A treatise entitled "Risālatu'l 'Adālah": n.d.

folio 100: Commentary on a Verse of Ḥāfiz: n.d.

folio 104: Commentary on a verse of the Gulsan i Raz.

III. folio 108: The "Tafsīs Iblīs." The author is named 'Izza'u'l Din 'Abdu'l Salām, son of Şaih Aḥmad, parent of Şaih Ġānim: finished, 15th Šauwāl, 1023 A.H. In the Catalogue of the Khedivial Library, Cairo, Part II, p. 76, the author is called:

 buz̄al din ʿabd al-salam bīn aḥmad bīn ʿamām al-mutawṣī

24.

Arabic with French Translation.
The "Kitābu'l Ajwibah," or "Kitābu'l Alif," of Ibnu'l 'Arabī.

25.

Treatise by Ibnu'l 'Arabī, entitled "Risālah fi Bayān Sūrati'l Īstī'dād, etc." Hajji Khalīfa calls it simply كتاب الحلوة. It begins:

al-jadd al-lāh al-dīn fī al-ṣafwa min ʿubādāh al-gh

Cf. Ahlwardt's Berlin Catalogue, 2,916.
folio 10: Treatise written by 'Ibnu’l 'Arabî after visiting Tunis in the year 590 A.H. In the Catalogue of the Khedivial Library, Cairo (Part II, p. 116), it is entitled:

مُسَاَهَّدُ الأَسْرَارَ الْقَدْسِيَّةَ وُمَطَالَعُ الْإِنْوَارِ الْلِّيْلِيَّة

folio 77: The “Miftāḥu’l Ǧaīb” (Hajji Khalifa, 12,581), by ‘Ibnu’l ‘Arabî.
folio 128: The Diwān of ‘Ibnu’l Fārid, † 632 A.H. = 1235 A.D. The beginning is wanting: dated 787 A.H.
folio 223: The “Marātibu’l Taqwa,” by ‘Ibnu’l ‘Arabî, commencing:

الحمد لله الذي خشي الخُلُصُ الحَكَمِ

folio 240: The treatise called الرِّسَالَةِ المُرْسَلَيْة by Ṣaiḥ Ṣadru’l Dini’l Qūnawi, beginning:

الحمد لله حَكَمُهُ وَالصُّلُوْةَ ... أعْمَّا بعْدَ هذَٰهُ حُمَى تَحْمِيمَ


26.

Title: “Kitābu’l Injili’l Ṣarīf’l Ǧaḥir wa Miṣbāhu’l Munīr’l Zāhir.”

The Four Gospels, each Gospel being prefaced by a biographical notice concerning its author. That of St. Matthew is said to have been written in Hebrew, being begun in Palestine and finished in India, “whither the disciples had driven him from the land of the
Jews." St. John wrote a commentary on St. Matthew's Gospel in Spain. This Gospel is divided into 101 chapters, and was written in the first year of Claudius or the ninth from the Resurrection. St. Mark wrote his Gospel in Rome, in the fourth year of Claudius, in Latin. St. Peter, the chief of the Apostles, first preached it in Rome, then Mark in Alexandria, where he was martyred. It contains fifty-four chapters. St. Luke wrote his Gospel in Greek, in the fourteenth year of Claudius, in Alexandria. St. Paul preached it first and then Luke, in Macedonia (madīnah maqdūnīyah). It contains eighty chapters. St. John wrote in Greek, in Ephesus, in the eighteenth (sic) year of Nero.

The date of copying is the month Nisan, 1697 A.D.

27.

This volume (of 26 folios, of which, however, only 38 pages are written on) begins with an Index of Fifty Homilies of Ephraim Syrus, with their subjects: then follow five pages of the First Homily, being a letter to the Monk John on Patience; six of the Fourth, on Repentance; and nineteen of the Fifth, on Hermit Life. Cf. Assemani, Bibl. Orient., i, p. 150.

28.

I. The Treatise (Risālah) of Hermes addressed to the Soul. It was edited by Fleischer, Leipzig, 1870.

II. A Collection of Christian Proverbs.

III. The Forty-eighth Homily of Ephraim Syrus.

IV. The Forty-ninth Homily of Ephraim Syrus.

Dated 1597 A.D.

29.

I. The "Intellectual Paradise" (Firdausu'l 'Aqli) of Gregory of Nyssa.

Copied in the year 6763 of Adam.
At the end are some verses and the Decalogue (in which the seventh and eighth Commandments precede the sixth). This seems to be the only copy in which the work is ascribed to Gregory; the Bodleian Catalogue describes it as of unknown authorship (ii, 44).

II. Four Homilies on Job by John Chrysostom.

III. The Canonical Book of Revelation.

All three are in the same hand.

30.

THE WORKS OF ST. JOHN OF DAMASCUS.

I. Five treatises on Faith, the Nestorians, Iconoclasts, the Divinity and Birth of our Lord, and on the Jacobites.

Cf. the Catalogue of Arabic MSS. in the Bibliothèque Nationale, 165, 3°.

II. (folic 84) Treatise on Philosophy, Logic, and Metaphysics, containing fifty-three bâhs.


III. (folio 148) The “Mi’atu’l Maqālati’l ’Tmīyab,” i.e. the "Εκδοσις τῆς ὀρθοδόξου πίστεως.


Several folios are wanting, and have been supplied by a different hand. The last bears the date 610 A.H.

31.

The “Imitation of Christ” of Thomas à Kempis translated from ‘Athenian’ into Arabic by Ignatius of Orleans of the disciples of St. Francis and order of Capuchins, with the co-operation of a native of Aleppo.

1. Life of Thomas à Kempis.

2. Introduction to the “Imitation.”

3. The “Imitation,” translated by the said Ignatius freely so as to make the sense clear, by authority of the Apostolic Roman Church.

4. Conclusion: finished 1638 A.D. = 1048 A.H.

5. Certain prayers and confessions to be used at Communion.
32.

The "Enchiridion" of Martin Luther: translated and written by Salomon Negri in Halle (Saxony) and finished 1716.

33.

Arabic and Latin.

Homilia Papae Clementis XI, habita in dominica Resurrectionis Christi Domini inter Missarum solemnia in Basilica Principis Apostolorum Anno MDCCIII Romae: Arabice elaborata olim à celeberrimo Salomone Negri, Damasceno, descripta à Georgio Jacobo Behr . . . . 1717.

34.

The "Kitāb . . . fi Ri‘āsatīl Bābā," that is, The Karta τῆς Ἀρχῆς τοῦ Παππά of Nectarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, 1660–1672; translated from the Greek by the late Reverend Father Christodoulos, metropolitan of Gaza. Dated 1722.

35.


II. The "Qānūnjah" of Maḥmūd ibn ‘Umara‘l Yagmīnī.

III. A short treatise in Turkish.

IV. A Treatise called the "Kitābu‘l Bāhiyah" by Nāṣiru‘l Dīnī‘l Ṭūsī. This MS. may be unique: cf. Hajji Khalifa, 9,631.

36.

The First and Second Treatises of the First Part of the Fourth Book of the "Qānūn" of Ibn Sīnā, in Arabic and Latin: n.d.

37.

Arabic with Latin Translation.

The Treatise of Abū Bakr Muḥammad ibn Zakaryā‘l Rāzī on Smallpox and Measles: no date.
38.
The "Kitābu'l Mūjiz" of 'Alī ibn abīl Ḥazmi'l Quraṣī, called Ibnu’l Nafis.

It is preceded by two pages on the parts of the human body, and a number of verses; and is followed by a short treatise of three and a half pages from Ibn Sinā, beginning: ‘الوان البول سنة’; and a third treatise of two and a half pages on Compounds.

The colophon bears the date 740 A.H.

39.
The "Kitābu'l Mūjiz." There precede fourteen pages of Contents in a different hand. There are also numerous notes, especially at the beginning and end.

The colophon bears the date 788 A.H.

40.
The "Mā lā yasa’u'l Ṭabīb Jahlahu" of Ibnu’l Kabīr, i.e. Yūsufu’bn Ismā’ila’l Juwainī, ibnu’l Kutbi, which he finished writing on Monday, 15th Jumāda II, 711 A.H. = 1311 A.D. Dated 1059?

41.
The "Azhāru’l Afkār fi Jawāhiri’l Aḥjār" of Aḥmadu’bn Yūsufa’l Taifāṣī.

The beginning and end have been supplied by a later hand. The original MS. covers 67 folios of 13 lines to the page. It is written in a large hand, and begins at the words عشرة عقود. بعشرة دنانير in the first bāb and ends with the fourth line (غلبت) of the twenty-fifth bāb. No date.

42.
Twelve pages (one for each month) giving tables by which to find the Hijrah date from the Gregorian.

43.
Eight small folios of diagrams showing the different Classes of Heirs (farā’īd).
44.

Arabic with interleaved French Translation.
The "Kitāb Mūqni’l Ḥallān," abridged from the "Ḥayātu’l Ḥa‘wān" of Al Damīrī, † 808 A.H. = 1405 A.D.
The translation was finished in the year 169–

45.
The "Kitāb Qabasi’l Anwār" of Sa‘īd Jamālu’l Din Yūsufu’l Nadrūmī [Nadwarami] (who was alive in the year 807 A.H.).

Commencement:  
الحمد لله الملك الديان المعروف

Ends:  
تم كتاب قتب الإثوب وجامع السرور

Cf. Hajji Khalifa, No. 9,329:  
في علم التحروف والسرور 46.

On the Rising of the Nile: a neatly written treatise explaining the Rising of the Nile from astronomical causes.

No title, author’s name, nor date; it begins:

الحمد لله رب العالمين وسلوة....... وبعد فاعمل إياها الطالب

أن الناس قد أكثروا القول في باب الحكم على زيادة النيل

47.

A Collection of Magical and similar Treatises covering 142 large folios of 21 lines to the page. The writing is large and clear, and on the flyleaf (p. 1) are descriptive titles.

folios 1–34a: A Compendium composed by Yūsufu ’bn Amir Sa‘īd’l Dīn’l Muksi for the use of his son Iskandar, and called "Maḥzūnu’l Aṣrār." It is described on the flyleaf of the volume (p. 1) as رسالة في علم الروحانية; and begins:

الحمد لله حق حمدته والسلوة الج"
folios 34b–37a: A treatise on the science of the Letters (ʿulum al-ḥurūf); begins:

التول في بيان طبيعة الحروف ومناصبها الخ

folios 37b–41a: Commentary on the "Ḥāfiyyah," on the same subject as the last, beginning:

الحمد لله الذي خلق الإنسان وعمله البيان الخ

(Hajji Khalifa, No. 4,674).

folios 41b–47: A treatise on Talismans, beginning:

كتاب قواعد الطلاسم لتنطر شا البابلي..... قال تنطرها البابلي

لما كثرما صنفتا من أعمال التبريجات الخ

folio 48a begins:

دعاء اذريس عليه السلام وهي الأربعون اسماء الكبيرة المنافية

والبركات الخ

folios 49–55: A treatise "de mysticis literarum," beginning:

بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم الحمد لولي الصلوة على نبيه محمد وآله

وتابعي منواله العظيم والشواهد العقلية الخ


folios 65–69: The "Mawāhibu'l Rabbāniyyah fi'l Asrāri'l Rūhāniyyah" of the same author as the last; Hajji Khalifa, 13,367.

folios 71–79: Treatise on the science of Geomancy. Begins:

الحمد لله رب العالمين وصلى الخ

folios 81–110: A Treatise on the science of Physiognomy, entitled "Kitābu'l Siyāsah fi 'Ilmi'l Firāsah," by Muḥammad ibn abī Taʿlibi'l Anṣāri, al Dīmaṣqī, † 737 A.H. = 1336–7 A.D. It begins:

الحمد لله الذي يستحق الحمد الخ
folios 111-142: The "Wajizu'l Muntaqa wa'l 'Azizu'l Multaqa," by Şihābu'l Dīn Aḥmadu'bn Yūsufa'l Sa'fādī. Commencement:

الحمد لله الذي بطلبه يسلم الله

Key to signs in European hand.

48.

I. The "Marāḥu'l Arwāh," on the weak verbs by Aḥmadu'bn 'Ali ibn Mas'ūd, with copious marginal notes at the beginning and, in European hand, paradigms towards the end.

II. The "Taṣrifu'l 'Izzi" of 'Izzu'l Dīn 'Abdu'l Wahhābi'l Zanjānī.

Dated 983 A.H.

III. A short treatise, in which a number of weak forms are parsed, beginning:

الحمد لله الذي كشف الله

There is no title nor author's name.

49.

The "Muhtār" of Muhammad ibn abī Bakr, al Rāzī. He finished writing it in the year 760 A.H. = 1359 A.D.

Copied 1051.

50.

The "Qāmūs" of Firūzābādī:

Copied Ahmedabad, 1071.

51.

The "Kitāb Ṣarḥ Mulhati'l Ḥrab": commentary on grammar, both text and commentary being by Ḥarīrī, † 515 A.H. = 1123 A.D.

Commencement:

أتول من بعد افتتاح القول الح

52.

I. The "Maqsūd" of Yūsufu'l Ḥanafī, or, according to others, of Abū Ḥanīfah: dated 983 A.H.
II. The "Bina'u'l Afal": dated 983 A.H.

III. The "Amthilatu'l Muhtalifah" (paradigm of nasara with marginal notes): no date; it is followed by paradigms of weak verbs.

53.
The "Maqshud" above: the text is vowelled: no date.

54.
I. The "Mi'at 'Amil" of 'Abdu'l Qahiri'ibn 'Abdi'l Rahmani'il Jurjani: thirteen small folios of eleven lines to the page: dated 1160 A.H.

II. A short treatise in same hand (ten folios), commencing:

الحمد لله رب العالمين والصلاة

وعبد فاعل الله لا بد كلّ

طالب معرفة الاعراب من معرفة مائة شري ستون منها يسمى عملاً

وثلاثون منها يسمى معمل ومائة وعشرة منها يسمى عملاً وأعراباً فأبين لکٞ

هذه ثلاثة على طريق الإيجاز أخ

55.
Abecedarium very neatly written in black, gilt, and green, followed by some daily prayers.

On cover: "Angelo Timoné, 1732.

56.
The "Talhisu'l Miftah" of Jalalu'l Dinil Qazwini († 739), being an epitome of Part III of the "Miftahu'l Ulum" of Al Sukaki, † 626.

The colophon bears the date 711 A.H.

57.
The "Mutawwal" of Ibn Mas'ud ibn 'Umaral Taftazani, † 792; being a commentary on the "Talhisu'l Miftah" above: dated 975 A.H.: very ill written.

1 Mr. A. G. Ellis, M.A., of the British Museum, kindly identified this as the 'Assamil of Mu'ammad ibn Pir 'Ali, al Birgili, † 981 A.H.
58.
The Diwān of Al Mutanabbī. Begins:

قَالَ ابْنُ الطَّيِّبِ احمدَ بْن الْحَسِينِ المَنْتِنِي

Dated 1131 A.H. This is a magnificent MS.

59.
The Life of Timur (Tamerlane), called the "Ajā'ibu'l Maqūdur fi Aḥbūr Timūr," by Ibn 'Arab Shāh, with an appendix of seven pages, giving an account of the work: dated 923 A.H. 150 folios of 21 lines to the page.

60.
The "Ta'riḥ Aḥāq Miṣr mina'l Jarākisah," by Muḥammad al Zunbulī, al Rammāl: dated 1028 A.H.

Hajji Khalīfa, 2,158, gives the name as Ibn Sunbul. The Catalogue of the Khedivial Library, Cairo, Part V, p. 23, gives the author's name as—

اَحمدُ بْنِ عَلِيِّ بْنِ زَنْبِيلِ الْعَلِيِّ الْرَّمْثَالِ

There precede nine pages containing stories of Nizāmu'l Mulk and of Al Ḥidr; and at the end are (a) a letter from the Sultan Bayazid II to Al Gūrī: Brit. Mus. Turkish MSS., p. 83a, line 4; (b) a second letter; and (c) an account of the Fatimid Khalif Mu'izz Abu Tamīm Ma'add.

61.
The "Durr al Ḥabab fi A'yān Ḥalab" of Raḍī al Din Muḥammad, called Iblu'l Ḥanbali, † 971 A.H. A very neatly written MS. of 263 folios, of 27 lines to the page. Dated 1060 A.H.

SYRIAC.

1.
Officium sanctae Hebdomadis Jacobitarum: three volumes; copied in 1717 by T. S. Bayer "e codice bombycino A. Seleucid. 1816 supra fidem eleganter scripto in urbe Nicosia Cyprī."
2.

Syriac with Latin Titles.

I. "Rudimenta Syriacae Linguae ex autographo (quod ex manu cognosco) Gasparis de Malavair Indi Halae Saxonum descripti G. S. B[ayer]."


3.

Syriac and Arabic.


II. Arabic: Christian-Messianic notes on the Psalms of David by Ibu'n'l Fadl.

III. Arabic: Homiliae Johannis Chrysostomi duae quas Salomon Negri Romae descripterat.


4.

The "Book of the Cause of all Causes" or of the "Recognition of Truth." Kayser, in the introduction to his edition of the text, mentions four MSS.—those of Berlin, Rome, Bodleian, and Paris, of which the first differs in some respects from the rest. The Hunterian belongs to the group formed by the last three, and, amongst these, it agrees with the Roman, where this differs from all the others. It is in the Serto character; and there is no date. It stops at the word [د] on p. 269, l. 12, of Kayser's edition, and immediately goes on with the extract from the Roman,
Bodleian, and Parisian given on p. 270, beginning מִלָּה, at the end of which instead of the final מִלָּה it reads, מִלָּה מִלָּה מִלָּה מִלָּה.

5.
Short Syriac Grammar in English.

6.
I. The "Hexahemeron" ascribed to Jacob of Edessa.
II. The "Physiologus" ascribed to St. Basil.
   Dated, Paris, 1636.
   A notice of this MS. will be found in the Journal Asiatique for November–December, 1898.

KARŞUNİ.

1.
The "Taqwimul Abdan fi Tadbiri'l Insan" of Yahya 'bn 'Isa, Ibn Jazlah, al Baghdadi.

2.
Psalter, with Song of Moses and other extracts, copied from a MS. in the Royal Library, Berlin, in the year 1711.

HEBREW.

1.
The מֵסֶר בִּרְדִיעַת הַשֵּׁטִים of Ishaq ibn Sulaiman.

2.
Latin.

3.
According to a pencilled note at the beginning in the handwriting of the late Professor W. Robertson Smith, "Mystical Commentary on Genesis (Imperfect)."
   Commencement: בֹּשֶׁם אֶל אֱלֹא וּשְׁמָיו בָּהּ נָה.

(Continued from page 663.)

Anecdote xiii.

They relate thus, that Naṣr b. Ahmad, who was the central point of the Sámánid group, whose fortunes reached their zenith during the days of his rule, was most plenteously equipped with every means of enjoyment and material of splendour—well-filled treasuries, an efficient army, and loyal servants. In winter he used to reside at Bukhárá, his capital, while in summer he used to go to Samarqand or some other of the cities of Khurásán. Now one year it was the turn of Herát. He spent the spring at Bádghís, where are the most charming pasture-grounds of Khurásán and ʻIráq, for there are nearly a thousand watercourses abounding in water and pasture, any one of which would suffice for an army.

When the beasts had well eaten, and had regained their strength and condition, and were fit for warfare or to take the field, Naṣr b. Ahmad turned his face towards Herát, but halted outside the city of Marghazár-i-Sapíd and there pitched his camp. Cool breezes from the north were stirring, and the fruit was ripening in the districts of Málín and Karúkh ¹—fruit which can be obtained in but few places, and nowhere so cheaply. There the army rested. The climate was charming, the breeze cool, food plentiful, fruit abundant, and the air filled with fragrant scents, so that the soldiers enjoyed their life to the full during the spring and summer.

¹ See Barbier de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, pp. 487, 511-512, according to which the former village is distant from Herát two parasangs, the latter ten.
When Mihrgán arrived, and the juice of the grape came into season, and the egplantine, basil, and yellow rocket were in bloom, they did full justice to the charms of autumn, and took their fill of the pleasures of that season. Mihrgán was protracted, for the cold did not wax severe, and the grapes proved to be of exceptional sweetness. For in the district of Herát one hundred and twenty different varieties of the grape occur, each sweeter and more delicious than the other; and amongst them are in particular two kinds which are not to be found in any other region of the inhabited world, one called Tarniyán and the other Gulchídí, tight-skinned, slender-cored, and luscious, so that you would surely say they were [flavoured with] cinnamon. A cluster of Gulchídí grapes sometimes attains a weight of five maunds; they are black as pitch and sweet as sugar, nor can one eat many for the sweetness that is in them. And besides these there were all sorts of other delicious fruits.

So the Amír Našr b. Ahmad saw Mihrgán and its fruits, and was mightily pleased therewith. Then the narcissus began to bloom, and the raisins were plucked and stoned in Málin, and hung up on lines, and packed in chests; and the Amír with his army moved into the two groups of hamlets called Ghúra and Darwáz. There he saw mansions of which each one was like highest paradise, having before it a garden or pleasure-ground with a northern aspect. There they wintered, while the Mandarin oranges began
to arrive from Sístán and the sweet oranges from Mázan-
darán; and so they passed the winter in the most agreeable
manner.

When [the second] spring came, the Amír sent the
horses to Bádghís and moved his camp to Málin [to a spot]
between two streams. And when summer came, the fruits
again ripened; and when Míhrágn came, he said, "Let
us enjoy Míhrágn at Herát"; and so from season to season
he continued to procrastinate, until four years had passed
in this way. For it was then the heyday of the Sámání
prosperity, and the land was flourishing, the kingdom
unmenaced by foes, the army loyal, fortune favourable,
and heaven auspicious; yet withal the Amír's attendants
grew weary, and desire for home arose within them, while
they beheld the King quiescent, the air of Herát in his
head and the love of Herát in his heart; and in the
course of conversation he would declare that he preferred
Herát to the Garden of Eden, and would set its charms
above those of the spring tide of Beauty.¹

So they perceived that he intended to remain there for
that summer also. Then the captains of the army and
courtiers of the King went to Abú 'Abdu'lláh Rúdági,²
than whom there was none more honoured of the King's
intimates, and none whose words found so ready an
acceptance. And they said to him: "We will present thee
with five thousand dinárs if thou wilt contrive some artifice
whereby the King may be induced to depart hence, for
our hearts are dying for desire of our wives and children,
and our souls are like to leave us for longing after Bukhárá." Rúdági agreed; and since he had felt the
Amír's pulse and understood his temper, he perceived that
prose would not affect him, and so had recourse to verse.

¹ So A., which reads بحرا حسن; while L. has بحرا حسن, "a Chinese
spring."
² See Ethé's excellent monograph, and his article in the Encyclopædia
Britannica; also p. 62 of the Journal for January, 1899.
He therefore composed a *qasida*; and, when the Amīr had taken his morning cup, came in and did obeisance, and sat down in his place; and, when the musicians ceased, he took up the harp, and, playing the "Lover's air," began this elegy:—

"The Ju-yi-Mūliyān we call to mind,
We long for those dear friends long left behind."

Then he strikes a lower key, and sings:—

"The sands of Oxus, toilsome though they be,
Beneath my feet were soft as silk to me.
Glad at the friend's return, the Oxus deep
Up to our girths in laughing waves shall leap.
Long live Bukhārā! Be thou of good cheer!
Joyous towards thee hasteth our Amīr!
The Moon's the Prince, Bukhārā is the sky;
O Sky, the Moon shall light thee by and bye!
Bukhārā is the mead, the Cypress he;
Receive at last, O Mead, thy Cypress-tree!"

---

1 This poem is very well known, being cited in almost all notices of Rūdagi's life (e.g. by Dawlatshāh), in Forbes' *Persian Grammar*, pp. 5*, 2, 161-163, and in Blochmann's *Verse of the Persians*, pp. 2-3.
When Rúdagí reached this verse, the Amír was so much affected that he descended from his throne, bestrode the horse which was on sentry-duty, and set off for Bukhará so precipitately that they carried his riding-boots after him for two parasangs, as far as Burúna, and only then did he put them on; nor did he draw rein anywhere till he reached Bukhará, and Rúdagí received from the army the double of that five thousand dinárs.

At Samarqand, in the year A.H. 504 (= A.D. 1110–1111), I heard from the Dihqán Abú Rijá Ahmád b. 'Abdu's-Samad al-'Abidi as follows:—"My grandfather, the Dihqán Abú Rijá, related that [on this occasion] when Rúdagí reached Samarqand, he had four hundred camels laden with his wealth." And, indeed, that illustrious man was worthy of this splendid equipment, for no one has yet produced a successful imitation of that elegy, nor found means to surmount triumphantly the difficulties [which the subject presents]. Thus the Poet-laureate Mu'izzi was one of the sweetest singers and most graceful wits in Persia, and his poetry reaches the highest level in freshness and sweetness, and excels in fluency and charm. Zaynu'l-Mulk Abú Sa'd [b.] Hindú b. Muḥammad b. Hindú of Isfahán requested him to compose an imitation of this qasída, and Mu'izzi, unable to plead his inability so to do, wrote:

"Now advanceth Rustam from Mázandarán,
Now advanceth Zayn-i-Mulk from Isfahán."

1 Khing-i-nawbatí. To provide against any sudden emergency, a horse, ready saddled and bridled, was kept always at the gate of the King's palace, and it is this 'sentry-horse' to which reference is here made.

2 L. has برونیه, and in a marginal note explains burána as meaning turban or handkerchief; but A. has برونیه, and I suspect that it is really a place-name. Cf. Sachau's remarks on the derivation of al-Birúni's name at p. 7 of his translation of the Chronology of Ancient Nations.

All wise men will perceive how great is the difference between this poetry and that; for who can sing with such sweetness as does Rúdagi when he says:

آذرین و مدح سود آید همی، گر بگنچ اندر زبان آید همی

"Surely are renown and praise a lasting gain,
Even though the royal coffers lose sustain!"

For in this couplet are seven admirable touches of art: first, the verse is apposite; secondly, antithetical; thirdly, it has a refrain; fourthly, it embodies an enunciation of equivalence; fifthly, it has sweetness; sixthly, style; seventhly, energy. Every master of the craft, who has deeply considered the poetic art, will admit, after a little reflection, that I am right.

Anecdote xiv.

The love borne by Maḥmúd Yamínū'd-Dawla to Ayáz the Turk is well known and famous. It is related that Ayáz was not remarkably handsome, but had several good points. Of sweet expression and olive complexion, symmetrically formed, graceful in his movements, sensible and deliberate in action, he was mightily endowed with all the arts of courtiership, in which respect, indeed, he had few rivals in his time. Now these are all qualities which excite love and give permanence to friendship.

Now Maḥmúd was a pious and God-fearing man, and he wrestled with his love for Ayáz so that he did not diverge by so much as a single step from the Path of the Law and the Way of Chivalry. One night, however, at a carousel, when the wine had begun to affect him and love to stir within him, he looked at the curls of Ayáz, and saw, as it were, ambergris rolling over the face of the moon, hyacinths twisted about the visage of the sun, ringlet upon
ringlet like a coat of mail; link upon link like a chain; in every ringlet a thousand hearts and under every lock a hundred thousand souls. Thereupon love plucked the reins of self-restraint from the hands of his endurance, and lover-like he drew him to himself. But the watchman of "Hath not God forbidden you to transgress against Him?" thrust forth his head from the collar of the Law, stood before Maḥmūd, and said: "O Maḥmūd, mingle not sin with love, nor mix the false with the true, for such a slip will raise the Realm of Love in revolt against thee, and thou wilt fall like thy first father from Love's Paradise, and remain afflicted in the world of Sin." The ear of his fortunate nature being quick to hear, he hearkened to this announcement, and the tongue of his faith cried from his innermost soul, "We believe and we affirm." Then, again, he feared lest the army of his self-control might be unable to withstand the evolutions of the locks of Ayáz, so, drawing a knife, he placed it in the hands of Ayáz, bidding him take it and cut off his curls. Ayáz took the knife from his hands with an obeisance, and, having enquired where he should cut them, was bidden to cut them in the middle. He therefore doubled back his locks to get the measurement, executed the King's command, and laid the two tresses before Maḥmūd. It is said that this ready obedience became a fresh cause of love; and Maḥmūd called for gold and jewels and gave to Ayáz beyond his usual custom and ordinary practice, after which he fell into a drunken sleep.

When the morning breeze blew upon him, and he arose from sleep to ascend the Royal Throne, he remembered what he had done. He summoned Ayáz and saw the clipped tresses. The army of remorse invaded his heart, and the peevish headache born of wine settled on his brain. He kept rising up and sitting down aimlessly, and none of the courtiers or men of rank dared to address to him any enquiry, until at length Ḥájib ʿAlí Qarib, who was the Chief Chamberlain, turned to ʿUnṣūrī and said, "Go, show thyself to him." So ʿUnṣūrī came in and did obeisance.
Mahmúd raised his head and said: "I was just thinking of you. You see what has happened: say something on this subject." 'Unṣúrī said:

"Though shame it be a fair one's curls to shear,
Why rise in wrath or sit in sorrow here?
Rather rejoice, make merry, call for wine;
When clipped the cypress doth most trim appear."

Mahmúd was highly pleased with this quatrain, and bade them bring gold and silver, which he mixed together, and therewith thrice filled the poet's lap. Then he summoned the minstrels before him, and drank wine to [the accompaniment of] those two verses whereby his melancholy had been dissipated, and recovered the equability of his temper.

Anecdote xv.

Now you must know that improvisation is the chief pillar of the Poetic Art; and it is incumbent on the poet to train his talents to such a point as to be able to improvise on any subject, for thus is money extracted from the treasury, and thus can the king be made acquainted with any matter which arises. All this is necessary to please the heart of one's patron and the humour of him who is the subject of one's eulogies; and whatever poets have earned in the way of great rewards has been earned by improvisations and poems inspired by the occasion.

Farrukhí was a native of Sístán, and was the son of Júlúgh, the servant of Amir Khalaf. He was possessed

1 So A., but B. and L. read جولونغ, while M.F. has تلورع.
2 See Defrémery's Histoire des Samanides, p. 265.
of good talents, composed pleasing verses, and was a skilful performer on the harp; and he was retained in the service of one of the dihqáns of Sístán, who gave him a yearly allowance of two hundred measures of corn, each containing five maunds, and a hundred dirhams in silver coinage of Núh [which amply sufficed for his needs]. But he desired to marry a woman of Khalaf's clientage, whereby his expenses were increased, and the baskets and trays were multiplied, so that Farrukhí remained without sufficient provision, nor was there in Sístán anyone else save their amírs. He therefore appealed to the Dihqán, saying: "My expenses have been increased; how would it be if the Dihqán should make my allowance of corn three hundred maunds, and raise my salary by five hundred dirhams, so that my means may perhaps become equal to my expenditure?"

The Dihqán wrote on the back of the appeal: "So much shall not be refused you, but there is no possibility of any further increase."

So Farrukhí was in despair, and made enquiries of such as arrived and passed by to hear of some patron in some region or part of the world who might look upon him with favour, so that he might chance on a success; until at length they informed him that the Amír Abu'l-Madhaffar Chighání in Chigháníyán was a munificent patron of this class, conferring on them splendid presents and rewards, and was at that period conspicuous in this respect amongst the kings of the age and nobles of the time. On the subject of this choice Farrukhí says:

\[\text{با کاروان حنّتہ برتنم زسیستان، با حنّتہ تنیده زدل بافتہ زجان،}\]

\[\text{وا اورا تمام بودی ودکه و زنیبل انفزود.}\]

1 The words are omitted by L.
2 A. گر
3 L. has for گر, so that the sense would then be "anyone of their amírs."
4 Or, in its Arabicised form, Sigháníyán, a place in Transoxania, near Tirmidh and Qubdáhiyán. See De Goeje's Bibl. Geogr. Arab., where it is mentioned repeatedly.
"In a caravan of merchandise from Sistán did I start,  
With fabrics spun within my brain and woven by my heart."

In truth it is a fine elegy that he composed on the Poetic Art, incomparable in the beauty of its eulogies.

So Farrukhí, having furnished himself with what was necessary for the journey, set out for Chighániyán. Now Abu’l-Mudhaffar had 18,000 mares, roadsters,¹ each one of which was followed by its colt. And every year the Amir used to go out to brand the mares, and at this moment he happened to be at the place where the branding was done; while ‘Amíd As’ad, who was his steward, was at the capital preparing provisions to be conveyed to the Amir. To him Farrukhí went, and recited a qaṣīda, and submitted to him the poetry he had composed for the Amir.

Now ‘Amíd As’ad was a man of parts and a poet, and in Farrukhí’s verse he recognized poetry at once fresh, sweet, pleasing, and masterly, while seeing the man himself to be ill-proportioned, clothed in a torn jubba worn anyhow,² with a huge turban on his head after the manner of the Sagzís, of the most unprepossessing appearance from head to foot; and this poetry, withal, in the seventh heaven. He could not believe that it had been composed by this Sagzi, and, to prove him, said: "The Amir is at the branding-ground, whither I go to wait upon him; and thither I will take thee also, for it is a mighty pleasant spot—

\[جھانی {در {جھانی {سپر {بینی {\]

‘World within world of verdure wilt thou see’—

full of tents and lamps like stars, and from each tent come the songs of Rúdági, and friends sit together, drinking wine and making merry, while before the Amir’s pavilion a great fire is kindled, in size like unto several mountains,

1 The word is راهی, explained in the margin of L. as meaning گردند.  
2 Pish u pas.
whereat they brand the colts. And the King, with the goblet in one hand and the lasso in the other, drinks wine and gives away horses. Compose, now, a qaṣida, describing the branding-ground, so that I may take thee before the Amīr."

That night Farrukhī went and composed the following qaṣida, which he brought before 'Amīd:—

1 See pp. 114–117 of the lithographed edition of Farrukhī’s works published at Tīhrān for Mīrzā Mahdī Khān Badāyī’s-nigar, poetically surnamed Mukhlīṣ, in a.h. 1301. Of the 52 bayts there given, only 22 are cited in the Chahār Maqāla. The poem is also given by Dawlatshāh (pp. 55–57 of my forthcoming edition). Only a few of the more important variants are noticed here.

A gloss in the lithographed Tīhrān edition explains this word as meaning 'necklace' (گردن بند).
رست پندازی که خلعهای رئیسی یافته‌اند، باغهای پردرخت از داذگاه شهیرار، داذگاه شهیرار اکنون چگان ختم شود، کاندرو از خشته خیه بمانند روزگار، سبزه اندر سبزه بینی جون سبزه اندر سبزه، خیمه اندر خیمه بینی جون حصاراندر حصار، سبزه‌ها یاراگه چراغ و مطریان جرب دندست، خیمه‌ها با یادگار نوش و ساکنان میگسار.

هرکجا خیمه است خنثی عاشقی با دوست مست، هرکجا سبزه است شادان یاری ازدیداریار، عاشقان نیس و کشمار و نیکوان ناز و عساب، مطریان رود و سرو و خفنگان خواب و خمار.

بردر پرده سرای خسرو پیروز بخت، از بین داغ آتشی افروخته خورشید وار، بر کشیده آتشی چون مطری دینبای زرد، گرم چون طیع جوان و زرد چون نز عمار، دانه‌ها چون شاخه‌ای بشد پاکوت رگنگ، هرکی چون نارزندن گشته اندر زیر نار، برگان خواب نا دیده محاف اندر محاف، مرکبان داغ نا کرد دامداراندر قطار، خسرو فرتخ سیر بر بارا دریا کشند، با اکناد اندر میان دشت چون اسفندیار.

1 L. has glossed in the margin as 'slave-boys'. (غلام بچگانه) The Tihran ed. has دیدگان, 'eyes.'
Since the meadow hides its face in satin shot with greens and blues,
And the mountains wrap their brows in silken veils of seven hues,
Earth is teeming like the musk-pod with aromas rich and rare,
Foliage bright as parrot's plumage doth the graceful willow wear.
Yestere'en the midnight breezes brought the tidings of the spring:
Welcome, O ye northern gales, for this glad promise which ye bring!
Up its sleeve the wind, meseemeth, pounded musk hath stored away,
While the garden fills its lap with shining dolls, as though for play.

1 L. substitutes 'Fakhr-i-Dawlat.'  
2 The Tihrān ed. has: شادمان و شادخوار و کامران و کامکار.  
3 So A. L. has داش.  
4 So A. and L. The ed. has هدیه داد.
On the branches of syringa necklaces of pearls we see,
Ruby earrings of Badakhshan sparkle on the Judas-tree.
Since the branches of the rose-bush carmine cups and beakers bore
Human-like five-fingered hands reach downwards from the sycamore.
Gardens all chameleon-coated, branches with chameleon whorls,
Pearly-lustrous pools around us, clouds above us raining pearls!
On the gleaming plain this coat of many colours doth appear
Like a robe of honour granted in the court of our Amir.
For our Prince's Camp of Branding stirreth in these joyful days,
So that all this age of ours in joyful wonder stands agaze.
Green within the green you see, like skies within the firmament;
Like a fort within a fortress spreads the army, tent on tent.
Every tent contains a lover resting in his sweetheart's arms,
Every patch of grass revealeth to a friend a favourite's charms.
Harps are sounding 'midst the verdure, minstrels sing their lays divine,
Tents resound with clink of glasses as the pages pour the wine.
Kisses, clasplings from the lovers; coy reproaches from the fair;
Wine-born slumbers for the sleepers, while the minstrels wake the air.
Branding fires, like suns ablaze, are kindled at the spacious gate
Leading to the State-pavilion of our Prince so fortunate.
Leap the flames like gleaming lances draped with yellow-lined brocade,
Hotter than a young man's temper, yellower than gold assayed.
Branding tools like coral branches ruby-tinted glow amain
In the fire, as in the ripe pomegranate glows the crimson grain.
Rank on rank of active boys, whose watchful eyes no slumber know;
Steeds which still await the branding, rank on rank and row on row.
On his horse, the river-forder, roams our genial Prince afar,
Ready to his hand the lasso, like a young Isfandiyar.
Like the locks of pretty children see it how it curls and bends,
Yet be sure its hold is stronger than the covenant of friends.
Bu‘l-Mudhaffar Shah the Just, surrounded by a noble band,
King and conqueror of cities, brave defender of the land.
Serpent-coiled in skilful hands fresh forms his whirling noose
doth take,
Like unto the rod of Moses metamorphosed to a snake.
Whosoever hath been captured by that noose and circling line,
On the face and flank and shoulder ever bears the Royal sign.
But, though on one side he brands, he giveth also rich rewards,
Leads his poets with a bridle, binds his guests as though with
cords."

When 'Amid As'ad heard this elegy, he was overwhelmed
with amazement, for never had the like of it reached his
ears. He put aside all his business, mounted Farrukhi on
a horse, and set out for the Amir, whose presence he entered
about sundown, saying: "O Sire, I bring thee a poet the
like of whom the eye of Time hath not seen since Daqiqi's
face was veiled in death." Then he related what had
passed.

So the Amir accorded Farrukhi an audience, and when
he came in he did reverence, and the Amir gave him his
hand, and assigned him an honourable place, enquiring
after his health, treating him with kindness, and inspiring
him with hopes of favours to come. When the wine had
gone round several times, Farrukhi arose, and, in a sweet
and plaintive voice, recited his elegy, beginning:—

"با کاروان حَلَّه بِفَتْم زَصِیْسِنْ، با حَلَّهُ تنیَه‌ دِل بَائِه زَجَان،"
"In a caravan of merchandise from Sistán did I start,
With fabrics spun within my brain and woven in my heart.""

When he had finished, the Amir, himself something of
a poet, expressed his astonishment at this qasīda. 'Amid
As'ad said, "Wait till you see!" Farrukhi was silent
until the wine had produced its full effect on the Amir,
then he arose and recited this elegy on the branding-ground.
The Amir was amazed, and in his admiration turned to
Farrukhi, saying: "They have brought in a thousand colts,
all with white foreheads, fetlocks, and feet. Thou art a cunning rascal, a Sagzí; catch as many as thou art able, that they may be thine.” Farrukhí, on whom the wine had produced its full effect, came out, took his turban from his head, hurled himself into the midst of the herd, and chased a drove of them before him across the plain; but, though he caused them to gallop hither and thither, he could not catch a single one. At length a ruined rest-house situated on the edge of the camping-ground came into view, and thither the colts fled. Farrukhí, being tired out, placed his turban under his head in the porch of the rest-house, and at once went to sleep, by reason of his extreme weariness and the effects of the wine. When they counted the colts, they were forty-two in number. The Amír, on being told of this, laughed and said: “He is a lucky fellow, and will come to great things. Look after him, and look after the colts as well. When he awakes, waken me too.” So they obeyed the King’s orders.

Next day, after sunrise, Farrukhí arose. The Amír had already risen, and, when he had performed his prayers, he gave Farrukhí an audience, treated him with great consideration, and handed over the colts to his attendants. He also ordered Farrukhí to be given a horse and equipments suitable to a man of rank, as well as a tent, three camels, five slaves, wearing apparel, and carpets. So Farrukhí prospered in his service, and enjoyed the greatest circumstance, and waited upon Sultán Mahmúd, who, seeing him thus magnificently equipped, regarded him with the same regard, and his affairs reached that pitch of prosperity which they reached, so that twenty servants girt with silver girdles rode behind him.

Anecdote xvi.

In the year A.H. 510 (A.D. 1116-1117) the King of Islám Sanjar, the son of Maliksháh the Seljúq (may God be merciful to him!), chanced to be encamped at the spring season within the marches of Tús, in the plain of Tarúq,
when I, in hopes of obtaining some favour, joined his Court from Herât, having then nothing in the way of equipment or provision. I composed a qasîda and went to Mu‘izzî, the Poet-laureate, to seek for his counsel and support. He looked at my poem, and, having tested my talents in several ways, behaved in the most noble manner, and deemed it his duty to act in the way befitting so great a man.

One day I expressed in his presence a hope that Fortune would be more favourable to me, and complained of my luck. He answered genially: "Thou hast laboured hard to acquire this science, and hast fully mastered it: surely this will have its effect. My own case was precisely similar; and good poetry has never yet been wasted. Thou hast a goodly share in this art: thy verse is even and melodious, and is still improving. Wait and see the advantages which thou wilt reap from this science. For though Fortune should at first be grudging, matters will eventually turn out as thou wishest.

"My father Burhâni, the Poet-laureate (may God be merciful to him!), passed away from this transitory to that eternal world in the town of Qazwin in the early part of the reign of Malikhshâh, entrusting me to the King in this verse, since then become famous:—

\[
\text{سً رَفَتُمِ وَ فَرَزَنَدَ مِنَ أَمَّدَ خَلْفُ صَدِقُ، أُورَبَ تَخَدَّدَا وَ تَخَدَّدَتْ سَهلُمُ}
\]

'I am fitting, but I leave a son behind me, And commend him to my God and to my King."

"So my father's salary and allowances were transferred to me, and I became Malikhshâh's court-poet, and spent a year in the King's service; yet was I unable to see him save from a distance, nor did I get one dinár of my salary

---

1 This verse, to which are added several others, is commonly ascribed to the Nidhámû'l-Mulk, e.g. by Dawlatshâh (p. 59 of my forthcoming edition). Apart from the improbability that one who lay dying of a mortal wound would be in the mood to compose verses, we learn from this anecdote that the Nidhámû'l-Mulk "had no opinion of poets because he had no skill in their art." The verse which gives his age as 94 at the time of his death (he was actually 80 at most) is alone enough to discredit the story.
or one maund of my allowances, while my expenditure was increased, I became involved in debt, and my brain was perplexed by my affairs. For that great Minister the Nidhámu’l-Mulk (may God be merciful to him!) had no opinion of poets, because he had no skill in their art; nor did he pay any attention to any one of the religious leaders or mystics.

"One day—it was the eve of the day on which the new moon of Ramadán was due to appear, and I had not a farthing for all the expenses incidental to that month and the feast which follows it—I went thus sad at heart to the Amir ‘Alí Farámarz1 ‘Alá’u’d-Dawla, a man of royal parentage, a lover of poetry, and the intimate companion and son-in-law of the King, with whom he enjoyed the highest honour and before whom he could speak boldly, for he held high rank under that administration. And he had already been my patron. I said: 'May my lord's life be long!' Not all that the father could do can the son do, nor does that which accrued to the father accrue to the son. My father was a bold and energetic man, and was sustained by his art, and the martyred King Alp Arslán, the lord of the world, entertained the highest opinion of him. But what he could do that can I not, for modesty forbids me. I have served this prince for a year, and have contracted debts to the extent of a thousand dinárs, and have not received a farthing. Crave permission, then, for thy servant to go to Níshápúr, and discharge his debts, and live on that which is left over, and express his gratitude to this victorious Dynasty.'

"'Thou speakest truly,' replied Amir ‘Alí: 'we have all been at fault, but this shall be so no longer. The King, at the time of Evening Prayer, will go up to look for the moon. Thou must bé present there, and we will see what Fortune will do.' Thereupon he at once ordered me to receive a hundred dinárs to defray my Ramadán expenses,
and a purse containing this sum in Nishápúr coinage was forthwith brought and placed before me. So I returned mightily well pleased, and made my preparations for Ramadán, and at the time of the second prayer went to the King's pavilion. It chanced that 'Alá'u'd-Dawla arrived at the very same moment, and I paid my respects to him. 'Thou hast done excellently well,' said he, 'and hast come punctually.' Then he dismounted and went in before the King.

"At sundown the King came forth from his pavilion, with a cross-bow in his hand and 'Alá'u'd-Dawla on his right hand. I ran forward to do obeisance. Amír 'Alí continued the kindnesses he had already shown me, and then busied himself in looking for the moon. The King, however, was the first to see it, whereat he was mightily pleased. Then 'Alá'u'd-Dawla said to me, 'O son of Burhání, say something appropriate,' and I at once recited these two couplets:

ای ماد حی ابروان یاری گوئی، یا نی چو کمان شهریاری گوئی
نعلی زده از زر عصیاری گوئی، بشر گوش به گوشواری گوئی

'Methinks, O Moon, thou art our Prince's bow,
Or his curved eyebrow, which doth charm us so,
Or else a horse-shoe wrought of gold refined,
Or ring from Heaven's ear depending low.'

"When I had submitted these verses, Amír 'Alí applauded, and the King said: 'Go, loose from the stable whichever horse thou pleasest.' When I was close to the stable, Amír 'Alí designated a horse which was brought out and given to my attendants, and which proved to be worth 300 dínárs of Nishápúr. The King then went to his oratory, and I performed the evening prayer, after which we sat down to meat. At the table Amír 'Alí said: 'O son of Burhání! Thou has not yet said anything about this favour conferred on thee by the lord of the world. Compose
a quatrains at once!’ I thereupon sprang to my feet and recited these two verses:

'جُون آتش خاطر مرا شاد بدید
از خانم مرا بر زمرداد کشید
جُون آب یکی ترانه از مُس شنید
جُون باد یکی مرکب خاصم بخشید

'The King beheld the fire which in me blazed:
Me from low earth above the moon he raised:
From me a verse, like water fluent heard,
And swift as wind a noble steed conferred.'

"When I recited these verses 'Alá‘u’d-Dawla warmly applauded me, and by reason of his applause the King gave me a thousand dinárs. Then 'Alá‘u’d-Dawla said: 'He hath not yet received his salary and allowances. To-morrow I will sit by the Minister until he writes a draft for his salary on Isfahán, and orders his allowances to be paid out of the treasury.' Said the King: 'Thou must do it, then, for no one else has sufficient boldness. And call this poet after my title.' Now the King's title was Mu‘izzu’d-Dunya wa’d-Din, so Amir 'Ali called me Mu‘izzi. 'Amir Mu‘izzi,' said the King, [correcting him]. And this noble lord was so zealous for me that next day, by the time of the first prayer, I had received a thousand dinárs as a gift, twelve hundred more as allowances, and an order for a thousand maunds of corn. And when the month of Ramadán was past, he summoned me to a private audience, and caused me to become the King's boon-companion. So my fortune began to improve, and thenceforth he made enduring provision for me, and to-day whatever I have I possess by the favour of that Prince. May God, blessed and exalted is He, rejoice his dust with the lights of His Mercy, by His Favour and His Grace!'"
The House of Seljúq were all fond of poetry, but none more so than Tughán Sháh b. Alp Arslán, whose conversation and intercourse was entirely with poets, and whose favourite companions were almost all of this class—men such as Amír Abú ‘Abdu’lláh Qurashi, Abú Bakr Azraqí, Abú Manşúr, Abú Yúsuf, Shujá’í of Fasá, Aḩmad Badíhí, Haqíqí and Nasímí, all of whom enjoyed a definite status, while many others kept coming and going, all departing with gifts and joyful countenances.

One day the King was playing backgammon with Ahmad Badíhí. They were finishing a game for [a stake of] ten thousand [dínárs], and the Amír had two pieces in the sixth house and Aḩmad Badíhí two pieces in the first house; and it was the Amír's throw. He threw with the most deliberate care, in order to cast two sixes, instead of which he threw two ones, whereat he was mightily vexed and left the board, while his anger rose so high and reached such a pitch that each moment he was like to put his hand to his sword, and his courtiers trembled like the leaves of a tree, seeing that he was a king, and withal a boy angered at such spite of Fortune.

Then Abú Bakr Azraqí arose, and, approaching the minstrels, recited this quatrains:

\[
\text{گرمشاد دونش خواست دویکت زخم افتاد،}
\text{تناظن نبری که کعبجن داد نداد.}
\]

1 Called by Rižá-qulí Khán (M.F., i. 139) Tughánsháh b. Malik-i-Mu'nayyad. See Houtman’s Hist. des Seljouqides de Kérên, pp. 114, 119, 142.
2 ‘Abdí's Lubáb, ch. x, No. 3; Dowlatsháh (pp. 72-73 of my ed.), Tabaqá ii, No. 1; and M.F., vol. i, pp. 139-152.
3 M.F., i, p. 169. His šágáh was Majdu’d-Dín and his nisba Sajzáwándí.
4 For the explanation of this passage I am indebted to my friend Mirzá ‘Abdu’lláh-Ghaffar of the Persian Legation. The six ‘houses’ on each side of the backgammon board are named (proceeding from left to right) as follows: (1) khúl-khán or yák-guh, (2) dák-khán, (3) si-khán, (4) chahúr-khán, (5) bút-dar, (6) shish-khán or shish-dar-guh. The numbers contained in these names allude to the numbers which must be thrown with the dice to get the pieces which occupy them off the board.
When I was at Herát in the year A.H. 509 (A.D. 1115-1116), Abú Mansúr and Abú Yúsuf related to me that the Amír Tugháňsháh was so charmed and delighted with these two verses that he kissed Azraqí on the eyes, called for gold, and successively placed five hundred dinárs in his mouth, continuing thus to reward him so long as one gold piece was left. Thus did he recover his good humour and such largesse did he bestow, and the cause of all this was one quatrain. May God Almighty have mercy on both of them, by His Favour and Grace!

Anecdote xviii.

In the year A.H. 472 (A.D. 1079-1080) a certain spiteful person laid a statement before Sultán Ibráhím to the effect that his son, Mahmúd Sayfu’d-Dawla, intended to go to ‘Iráq to Maliksháh. The King’s jealousy was aroused, and it so worked on him that suddenly he had his son seized, bound, and interned in the fortress of Náy. His son’s intimates also he arrested and interned, amongst them Mas’úd-i-Sá’d-i-Salmán, whom he sent to Vajiristán, to

1 The two MSS. and L. all have "572," an evident error, for (1) Sultán Ibráhím the Ghaznavid reigned A.H. 451-492 (A.D. 1059-1099); (2) Maliksháh reigned A.H. 465-485 (A.D. 1072-1092); (3) the poet in question died in A.H. 515 or 525 (A.D. 1121 or 1130); (4) the Chahár Maqála, as we have already seen, was written during the lifetime of Sultán ‘Alá’u’d-Din Husáyn Juhání, i.e. before A.H. 556 (A.D. 1161).

2 So A., L.: B. has اورا. I cannot identify the word, and suspect that the reading is wrong.
the Castle of Náy; whence he sent to the King the following quatrains which he had composed:—

"O King, 't is Maliksháh should wear thy chain,
That royal limbs might fret with captive's pain,
But Sa'd-i-Sálnán's offspring could not hurt,
Though venomous as poison, thy domain!"

'Alí Khájj brought this quatrains to the King, but it produced no effect on him, though all wise and impartial critics will recognize what rank Mas'úd's poems of captivity hold in lofty feeling, and what degree in eloquence. Sometimes, when I read his verses, the hair stands on end on my body, and the tears are like to trickle from my eyes. But when these verses were read to the King, and he heard them, they affected him not at all, and not one particle of his being was warmed to enthusiasm, so that he departed from this world leaving that noble man in prison. Khwája Sálman says:—

مقصور شد مصالح گار چهارنانان
بر حسب و بند ایستن تن مقصور ناتوان
بر حسب و بند نیز ندارندم استوار
شا گرد مس ندارند ده تس نگاهان
هرده نشسته بردر و در بام سیسن سن
بای هندگرد حامد بگویند هر زمان
هاان بر جهید زود که حبلتگریست او
کرد آفتاب بدل کند از سایه نردهان

1 I adopt R.'s reading. A. has جلیلیات. حسینیات.
2 These verses are inserted in the margin of A. (f. 20v) only.
"Naught served the ends of statesmen save that I,
A helpless exile, should in fetters lie,
Nor do they deem me safe within their cells,
Unless surrounded by ten sentinels;
Which ten sit ever by the gates and walls,
And ever one unto his comrade calls:
'Ho there! On guard! This cunning rogue is one
To fashion bridge and steps from shade and sun!'
Why, grant I stood arrayed for such a fight,
And suddenly sprang forth, attempting flight,
Could elephant or raging lion hope,
Thus cramped in prison-cage, with ten to cope?
Can I, bereft of weapons, take the field,
Or make of back and bosom bow and shield?"

So, by reason of his relation to Sayṣu’d-Dawla, he remained imprisoned for twelve years in the days of Sultân Ibráhîm. And Abû Naṣr of Pârs, on account of his like relation, was imprisoned for eight years, though none hath been heard of who hath produced so many splendid elegies and rare gems of verse as were born of his brilliant genius. After eight years Tâhir ‘Alî of Mûshkân, Thiqatu’l-Mulk,

---

1 I can find no mention of a poet of this name, and am inclined to think that the author of the oldest extant Persian version of *Kitala and Dimna* (lithographed at Tabriz, a.h. 1305) is meant. In this volume his name is given as Niṣḥamû’d-Dîn Abû’l-Ma’âli Naṣrû’llâh b. ‘Abdû’l-Hamîd, but in *M.F.* (vol. i, p. 655) as Naṣîrû’d-Dîn [b.] ‘Abdû’l-Hamîd-i-Fârsi-i-Shirâzi. Some of the verses which he composed in prison are there cited.

2 L. has ‘twenty.’
brought him forth from his bondage, so that, in short, during this King's reign that illustrious man spent all his life in captivity, and the ill repute of this deed remained on this House. I hesitate as to the motives which are to be assigned to this act, and whether it is to be ascribed to strength of purpose, or a heedless nature, or hardness of heart, or a malicious disposition. In any case it was not a laudable deed, and I have never met with any sensible man who was prepared to praise that dynasty for such inflexibility of purpose or excess of caution. And I heard it remarked by the King of the World Ghiyáthu'd-Dín wa'd-Dunyá Muḥammad, the son of Maliksháh, at the Gates of Hamadán, on the occasion of the rebellion of his son-in-law, Amír Shihábu'd-Dín Qutulmush Alp Gházi: "It is the sign of a malicious heart to keep a foe imprisoned, for one of two things, either he means well or ill. Then, if the former, it is an injustice to keep him in prison; and if the latter, it is again an injustice to suffer an ill-doer to live." In short that misery of Maśúd passed, while this ill repute will endure till the Resurrection.

**Anecdote xix.**

In the time of Sultán Khídr b. Ibráhím the power of the Kháqánís was at its most flourishing period, while the strength of their administration and the respect in which it was held were such as could not be surpassed.

Now he was a wise, just, and sagacious ruler, and to him appertained the dominion of Transoxania and Turkistán, while he enjoyed the most complete security on the side of Khurásán, wherewith he was allied by friendly relations, kinship, and firm treatises and covenants. And of the

---

1 The seventh Seljúq king, who reigned A.H. 498-511 (A.D. 1104-1117).
2 The dynasty called flak Khans (see Lane's Muḥammadan Dynasties, pp 131-135) seems to be meant. L. has 'Sámání'. Khídr Khán b. Abu'-Mudhaffar 'Imádu'd-Dawla Ibráhím Tuğháj Khan reigned about A.H. 472-488 (A.D. 1079-1095).
splendour maintained by him one detail was this, that when he rode out they carried before his horse, besides other arms, seven hundred maces of gold and silver. He was, moreover, a great patron of poets, and in his service were Amír Am‘aq, Master Rashídí, Najjár-i-Ságharchí, ‘Ali Pánídí, the son of Darghúsh, the son of Isfaráyíni, ‘Ali Sipíhí, and Najíbi of Farghána, all of whom obtained rich rewards and vast honours. The Poet-laureate was Amír ‘Am‘aq, who had profited abundantly by that dynasty and obtained the most ample circumstance, comprising fair damsels, well-paced horses, golden vessels, sumptuous apparel, and servants, biped and quadruped, innumerable. He was greatly honoured at the King’s Court, so that of necessity the other poets must needs do him reverence. Such homage as from the others he desired from Master Rashídí also, but herein he was disappointed, for Rashídí, though still young, was nevertheless learned in his art. The Lady Zaynab was the special object of his panegyrics, and he enjoyed the fullest favour of the King, who was continually praising him and asserting his merits, so that Rashídí’s affairs prospered, the title of “Prince of poets” was conferred on him, he continued to rise higher in the King’s opinion, and from him received gifts of great value.

One day, in Rashídí’s absence, the King asked ‘Am‘aq: “What thinkest thou of the verse of Rashídí, ‘the Prince of poets’?” “His verse,” replied he, “is extremely good and chaste and correct, but it wants spice.”

After some while had elapsed, Rashídí came in and did obeisance, and was about to sit down when the King called him before himself, and said, teasing him as is the way of kings: “I asked the Poet-laureate just now, ‘How is Rashídí’s poetry?’” He replied that it was good, but wanted spice. Now you must compose a quatrain on this

1 See n. 19 on p. 658 supra.
2 Mentioned briefly in the Atashkáda amongst the poets of Mávará‘un-Nahr.
3 See n. 22 on p. 658 supra.
4 See n. 23 on p. 658 supra.
5 See n. 1 on p. 659 supra.
6 Sayyídá‘sh-Shu‘árá.
subject." Rashidî, with a bow, sat down in his place and improvised the following fragment:

"You stigmatize my verse as ‘wanting spice,’
And possibly, my friend, you may be right.
My verse is honey-flavoured, sugar-sweet,
And spice with such could scarcely cause delight.
Spice is for you, you blackguard, not for me, 
For beans and turnips is the stuff you write!"

When he recited these verses the King was mightily pleased. And in Transoxania it is the custom and practice to place in the audience-chambers of kings and others gold and silver in trays which they call sim-faqû or juft; ¹ and in this audience of Khidr Khán’s there were set four trays of red gold, each containing two hundred and fifty dinârs; and these he used to dispense by the handful. On this day he ordered Rashidî to receive all four trays, so he obtained the highest honour, and became famous. For just as a patron becomes famous by the verse of a good poet, so do poets likewise achieve renown by receiving a great reward from the king, these two things being interdependent.

Anecdote xx.

Master Abu’l-Qâsim Firdawsî ² was one of the Dihqâns of Tús, from a village called Bâzh, in the district of

¹ A... ب... ل...  سم طاقيا يا... سم طاقيا يا...  سم طاقيا يا...

² This anecdote is cited by Ibn Isandirîr in his History of Tabaristan (A.H. 613, A.D. 1216: see Rieu’s Persian Catalogue, pp. 292-294 and 5332), whence it was excerpted and published, with a German translation, by Ethê (Z.D.M.G., vol. xlviii, pp. 89-94). It was also utilized by Neidelke in his Iranische Nationalepos (Grundriss d. Iran. Philologie, vol. ii, p. 130 et seqq.).
Tabarán, a large village capable of supplying a thousand men. There Firdawsí enjoyed an excellent position, so that he was rendered quite independent of his neighbours by the income which he derived from his lands, and he had but one child, a daughter. His one desire in putting the Book of Kings (Sháhnáma) into verse was, out of the reward which he might obtain for it, to supply her with an adequate dowry. And to this end he left nothing undone, raising his verse as high as heaven, and causing it in sweet fluency to resemble running water. What genius, indeed, could raise verse to such a height as he does in the letter written by Zál to Sám the son of Naríman in Mázandarán, when he desired to ally himself with Rúdába the daughter of the King of Kábul:—

"Then to Sám straightway sent he a letter,
Filled with fair praises, prayers, and good greeting.
First made he mention of the World-Maker,
Who doom dispenseth and doom fulfilleth.
'On Níram's son Sám,' wrote he, 'the sword-lord,
Mail-clad and mace-girl, may the Lord's peace rest!
Hurler of horse troops in hot-contested fights,
Feeder of carrion-fouls with foemen's flesh-feast,

1 A., B., L. all have "Tabaristán." See, however, Noeldeke, loc. cit., p. 151.
2 These verses (with some variants) will be found on pp. 124–5 of vol. i of Turner Macan's edition of the Sháhnáma (Calcutta, 1829)."
Raising the roar of strife on the red war-field,
From the grim war-clouds grinding the gore-shower.
Who, by his manly might merit on merit
Heaps, till his merit merit outmeasures.'''

In eloquence I know of no poetry in Persian which equals this, and but little even in Arabic.

When Firdawsi had completed the Shâhnâma, it was transcribed by 'Ali Daylam and recited by Abû Dulâf, both of whom he mentions by name in tendering his thanks to Ha'iy-i-Qutayba, the governor of Tús, who had conferred on Firdawsi many favours:

"Of the men of renown of this city 'Ali Daylam and Abû Dulâf have participated in this book.
From them my portion was naught save 'Well done!'
My gall-bladder was like to burst with their 'Well done.'" 4
Ha'iy the son of Qutayba is a nobleman who asks me not for unrewarded verse.
I am cognizant neither of the principles nor the applications of tax-collecting;
I lounge [at ease] in the midst of my guilt." 5

---

1 Poor as this rendering is, I am strongly of opinion that for an English rendering of the Shâhnâma (which always seems to me very analogous in sim, scope, and treatment to that little-read English epic, the Brut of Layamon), the old English alliterative verse would be the most suitable form.
2 See Noeldeke, loc. cit., p. 133, and n. 2 ad cae.
3 So A. and L. B. has the more usual "Husayn b. Qutayb." Cf. Noeldeke, loc. cit.
4 i.e., I am sick of their barren and unprofitable plaudits. As these poor men rendered him material service in other ways, Firdawsi's remarks seem rather ungrateful.
5 What follows is evidently an explanation of this couplet. Firdawsi means that being no longer vexed with the exactions of the tax-gatherer, he can now repose in peace.
Ha'i'y the son of Qutayba was the revenue-collector of Tus, and deemed it his duty at least to abate the taxes payable by Firdawsí; hence naturally his name will endure till the Resurrection and kings will read it.

So 'Alí Daylam transcribed the Sháhnháma in seven volumes, and Firdawsí, taking with him Abú Dulaf, set out for Ghazna. There, by the help of the great Minister Aḥmad Ḥasan the secretary, he presented it, and it was accepted, Sultán Maḥmúd expressing himself as greatly indebted to his Minister. But the Prime Minister had enemies who were continually casting the dust of perturbation into the cup of his position, and Maḥmúd consulted with them as to what he should give Firdawsí. They replied: "Fifty thousand dirhams, and even that is too much, seeing that he is in belief a Ráfdí and a Mu'tazilite. Of his Mu'tazilite views this verse is a proof:—

"Thy gaze the Creator can never deserv; Then therefore, by gazing, dost weary thine eye?"

"While to his Ráfdí proclivities these verses of his witness:

خداوند، کتابی صوری نهاد، بر انگیخته موجب از آن تن بان، چو هفتاد کشتی دران ساخته، همه بادبانیها بر افراد ایها; بر آرائه هموگچشم خروش، میانه یکی خووب کشتی عروس، بهمر بندو اندران با یلی، بستن زند نهی و ولی، اگر خلقد خواهی بی‌گنگ سرا؛ بنیهند نهی و مصر چای، گرتن زین بده آید گناد منست، چنین دان و این راد راد منست، برین زادم و هسم برسی بگذرم، یقین دان که خاکت پی حیدرم.

2 Both MSS. have خرمهائی.
When the Lord of the World established the Sea, the fierce wind
stirred up waves thereon,
Thereon, as it were, seventy ships wrought, all with sails set.
Amongst them one vessel, fair as a bride, decked with colour
like the eye of the cock,
Therein the Prophet with ‘Ali, and all the household of the
Prophet and his Vicar.
If thou desirest Paradise in the other World, take thy place
by the Prophet and his Trustee.
If ill accrues to thee thereby, it is my fault: know this, that
this way is my way.
In this I was born, and in this I will pass away: know for
a surety that I am as dust at the feet of ‘Ali.’”

Now Sultán Mahmúd was a zealot, and he listened to these
imputations and caught hold of them, and, to be brief, only
twenty¹ thousand dirhams were paid to Hakim Firdawsi.
He was bitterly disappointed, went to the bath, and, on
coming out, bought a drink of sherbet,² and divided the
money between the bath-man and the sherbet-seller.
Knowing, however, Mahmúd’s severity, he fled from
Ghazna, and alighted in Herát at the shop of Azra’i’s
father, Isma‘il the bookseller (Warrāq), where he remained
in hiding for six months, until Mahmúd’s messengers had
reached Tús and had turned back thence, when Firdawsi,
feeling secure, set out from Herát for Tús, taking the
Sháhnáma with him. Thence he came to Tabaristán to the
Sipahbad Shír-zád of the House of Bávand, who was king
there; and this is a noble house which traces its descent
from Yazdíqird the son of Shahriyár.

Then Firdawsi wrote a satire on Sultán Mahmúd in the
Preface, and read a hundred couplets to Shír-zád,³ saying:
“‘I will dedicate this Sháhnáma to you instead of to Sultán
Mahmúd, for this book deals wholly with the legends and
deeds of thy forebears.’” Shír-zád treated him with honour

¹ So A. and B., but L. has “sixty thousand.”
² Paqá’, described as a kind of beer.
³ Cf. Noeldeke, loc. cit., p. 155, and n. 4 ad cæl., where this ruler’s name is
given as the Ispahbad Shahriyár b. Sharzin.
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and showed him many kindnesses, and said: "Māhmūd was induced to act thus by others, who did not submit your book to him under proper conditions, and misrepresented you. Moreover, you are a Shi'ite, and to one who loves the Family of the Prophet nothing will happen which did not happen to them. Māhmūd is my liege-lord: let the Shāhnāma stand in his name, and give me the satire which you have written on him, that I may expunge it and give you some little recompense; and Māhmūd will surely summon thee and seek to satisfy thee fully. Do not, then, throw away the labour spent on such a book." And next day he sent Firdawsi 100,000 dirhams, saying: "I buy each couplet at a thousand dirhams; give me those hundred couplets, and rest satisfied therewith." So Firdawsi sent him these verses, and he ordered them to be expunged; and Firdawsi also destroyed his rough copy of them, so that this satire was done away with, and only these few verses remained:—

"They cast imputations on me, saying: 'That man of many words
Hath grown old in the love of the Prophet and 'Alī.'
If I speak of my love for these
I can protect a hundred such as Māhmūd.

1 This is a remarkable statement, and, if true, would involve the assumption that the well-known satire, as we have it, is spurious. Cf. Noëldéke (loc. cit.), pp. 155-156, and n. 1 on the latter.

2 A. adds another couplet here as follows:—
No good can come of the son of a slave,
Even though his father hath ruled as King.
The King had no aptitude for good,
Else would he have seated me on a throne.
Since in his family there was no nobility
He could not bear to hear the names of the noble."

In truth good service was rendered to Maḥmūd by Shīr-zād, and Maḥmūd was greatly indebted to him.

When I was at Nishāpūr in the year A.H. 514 (A.D. 1120–1121), I heard Amīr Muʿizzī say that he had heard Amīr ʿAbduʿr-Razzāq at Tūs relate as follows:—"Maḥmūd was once in India, and was returning thence towards Ghazna. On the way, as it chanced, there was a rebellious chief possessed of a strong fortress, and next day Maḥmūd encamped at the gates of it, and sent an ambassador to him, bidding him come before him on the morrow, do homage, pay his respects at the Court, receive a robe of honour and return to his place. Next day Maḥmūd rode out with the Prime Minister on his right hand, for the ambassador had turned back and was coming to meet the king. 'I wonder,' said the latter to the Minister, 'what answer he will have given?' The Minister replied:

{"arabic_text":null}

'Should the answer come contrary to my wish,
Then for me the mace and the arena of [combat with]
Afrāsiyāb.'

'Whose verse,' enquired Maḥmūd, 'is that? For he must have the heart of a man.' 'Poor Abuʿl-Qāsim Firdawṣī composed it,' answered the Minister; 'he who laboured for five and twenty years to complete such a work, and reaped from it no advantage.' 'You speak well,' said Maḥmūd; 'I deeply regret that this noble man was disappointed by me. Remind me at Ghazna to send him something.'

"So when the Sultan returned to Ghazna, the Minister reminded him; and Maḥmūd ordered Firdawṣī to be given
sixty thousand dinárs' worth of indigo, and that this indigo should be carried to Tús on the King's own camels, and that apologies should be made to Firdawsí. For years the Minister had been working for this, and at length he had achieved his work; so now he caused the camels to be loaded, and the indigo arrived safely at Tabarán. But as the camels were entering through the Rúdbár Gate, the corpse of Firdawsí was being borne forth from the Gate of Razán. Now at this time there was in Tabarán a preacher whose fanaticism was such that he declared that he would not suffer Firdawsí's body to be buried in the Musulmán Cemetery, because he was a Ráfidí; and nothing that men could say served to move this doctor. Now outside the gate there was a garden belonging to Firdawsí, and there they buried him, and there he lies to this day." And in the year A.H. 510 (A.D. 1116–1117) I visited his tomb.

They say that Firdawsí left a daughter, of very lofty spirit, to whom they would have given the King's gift; but she would not accept it, saying, "I need it not." The Post-master wrote to the Court and represented this to the King, who ordered that doctor to be expelled from Tabarán as a punishment for his officiousness, and to be exiled from his home, and the money to be given to the Imám Abú Bakr Isháq for the repair of the rest-house of Cháha, which stands on the road between Merv and Nishápúr on the boundaries of Tús. When this order reached Tús and Nishápúr, it was faithfully carried out; and the restoration of the rest-house of Cháha was effected by this money.

1 Tabarán is the name of a portion of the city of Tús. See B. de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, pp. 374–375.
2 Noedelke (loc. cit., p. 157, and n. 2 ad eale.) has Razáq for Razán, but A., B., and L. all agree in the latter reading. There are several places called Rúdbár, of which one situated near Tabarán is probably meant. See B. de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, p. 266. A Razán in Sistán is mentioned by Baládhuri (pp. 396–397), and another (زد) in the district of Nasá in Khurásán. (Dict. de la Perse, p. 259.)
3 I am not sure at what point the inverted commas should be inserted, but the last sentence of this paragraph is certainly Nidhámí's.
4 So B. and L. A. has Jáha.
Anecdote xxi.

At the period when I was in the service of that martyred prince the King of the Mountains (may God illuminate his tomb and exalt his station in Paradise!), that august personage had a high opinion of me, and showed himself a most generous patron towards me. Now on the Festival of the Breaking of the Fast one of the nobles of the city of Balkh (may God maintain its prosperity!), Amír 'Amíd Šafiyyu'd-Dín Abú Bakr Muhammad b. al-Husayn Rawánsbáhí, came to the Court. He was a young man, an expert writer, a qualified Secretary of State, well endowed with culture and its fruits, popular with all, whose praises were on all tongues. And at this time I was not in attendance.

Now at a reception the King chanced to say, "Call Nidhámí." Said the Amír 'Amíd Šafiyyu'd-Dín, "Is Nidhámí here?" They answered "Yes." But he supposed that it was Nidhámí-i-Munírí.2 "Ah," said he, "a fine poet and a man of wide fame!" When the messenger arrived to summon me, I put on my shoes, and, as I entered, did obeisance, and sat down in my place. When the wine had gone round several times, Amír 'Amíd said, "Nidhámí has not come." "He is come," replied the King; "see, there he is, seated in such-and-such a place." "I am not speaking of this Nidhámí," answered Amír 'Amíd; "that Nidhámí of whom I speak is another one, and as for this one, I do not even know him." Thereupon I saw that the King was vexed; he at once turned to me and said, "Is there another Nidhámí besides thee?" "Yes, sire," I answered, "there are two other Nidhámís, one of Samarqand, whom they call Nidhámí-i-Munírí, and one of Nishápúr, whom they call Nidhámí-i-Athírí; while me they call Nidhámí-i-'Arúdí." "Art thou better, or they?" demanded he. Then Amír 'Amíd perceived that

1 L. adds 'ibn.'
2 The reading of this nisba is very doubtful in all three texts, both here and lower. In some it appears to read Minbúrí.
he had spoken ill, and that the King was annoyed. "Sire," said he, "those two Nıdhámís are quarrelsome fellows, apt to break up social gatherings by their quarrelsomeness, and to cause trouble, and to do mischief." "Wait," said the King jestingly, "till you see this one drain a bumper and break up the meeting: but of these three Nıdhámís which is the best poet?" "Of those two," said the Amír 'Amíd, "I have personal knowledge, having seen them, while this one I have not previously seen, nor have I heard his poetry. If he will compose a couple of verses on this subject which we have been discussing, so that I may see his talents and hear his verse, I will tell you which of these three is best."

Then the King turned to me, saying: "Now, O Nıdhámí, do not shame us: say what 'Amíd desires."

Now at that time, when I was in the service of this King, I possessed a copious talent and a brilliant genius, and the favours and gifts of my master had stimulated me to such a point that my improvisations came fluent as running water; so I took up a pen, and, ere the wine-cup had gone twice round, composed these five couplets and submitted them to the King:

١

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{در جهان به نظامیم ای شاه؛} & \quad \text{که جهانی زما با نغمانه،}
\\
\text{من بورسی به پیش بختش هم،} & \quad \text{و آن دو در مزر و پیش سلطانه،}
\\
\text{پسریک خریز عربستانه؛} & \quad \text{هریکی مفرغ خراسانه؛}
\\
\text{وچه هیچون خردن سنگ دادند،} & \quad \text{وچه هیچون روان سنگ گویدند،}
\\
\text{هردو از کار خوشون هر مانند،} & \quad \text{من شرایم که شان چیو دی یام.}
\end{align*}
\]

١ L., which I follow, has: ... که قدحی بخورد و مجلس را برم زند، ... A. has: ... که پنج قدح سنگی بخورد ... B. has: ... بینقدح سنگی بخورد ...
"We are three Nidhámís in the world, O King, on account of whom a whole world is filled with outcry.
I am at Warsá before the King's throne, while those two others are in Merv before the Sultan.
To-day, in truth, in verse each one is the Pride of Khurásán.
Although they utter verse subtle as spirit, and although they understand the Art of Speech like Wisdom,
I am the Wine, for, when I get hold of them, both desist from their work."

When I submitted these verses, the Amír 'Amid Šafiyyu'd-Din bowed and said: "O King, let alone the Nidhámís, I know of no poet in all Transoxania, 'Iráq, or Khurásán capable of improvising five such verses, more especially in respect of strength, energy, and sweetness, conjoined with such grace of diction and filled with ideas so original. Rejoice, O Nidhámí, for thou hast no peer on the face of the earth. O sire, he hath a graceful wit, a mind swift to apprehend, and a finished art. By the good fortune of the King of the age and his generosity he hath developed into a unique genius, and will even become more than this, for he is young and hath many days before him."

Thereat the countenance of my King and Lord brightened mightily, and a great cheerfulness appeared in his gracious temperament, and he applauded me, saying: "I give thee the lead-mine of Warsá from this Festival until the Festival of the Sheep-sacrifice. Send an agent there." I did so, sending Isháq the Jew. It was the middle of summer, and while they were working it they melted much of the ore, so that in seventy days twelve thousand mounds of lead¹ accrued to me, while the King's opinion of me was increased a thousand-fold. May God (blessed and exalted is He) illuminate his august ashes with the light of His approval,² by His Favour and Grace!

¹ A., B. here add: از آن خمس.
² A. adds after و جان شریف اورا جمع غنا مسرور-کناد بمته آلم.
THIRD DISCOURSE.


Abú Rayhán Birúni says in the first chapter of his "Explanation of the Science of Astrology" (Kitáb‘ul-Tashhím fi šaná‘ati ‘t-tanjím)1: "A man does not deserve the title of Astrologer until he attains proficiency in four sciences: first, Mathematics; secondly, Arithmetic; thirdly, Cosmography; and fourthly, Judicial Astrology."

Now Mathematical Science is that whereby are known the natures and qualities of lines and geometrical figures, plain and solid, and the general relations of quantities, and what partakes of the quantitative nature, to what has position and form. It includes the principles of the Book of Euclid the geometrician2 in the recension of Thábit ibn Qurra.3

Arithmetic is that science whereby are known the natures of all sorts of numbers;4 the nature of their relation to one another; their generation from each other; and the applications thereof, such as halving, doubling, multiplication, division, addition, subtraction, and Algebra. The principles thereof are contained in the book of the ‘Arq al-Múshkwíl, and the applications in the "Supplement" (Takmilá) of Abú Mansúr of Baghdad,5 and the "Hundred Chapters" (Ṣad Báb) of as-Sajzi.6

---

1 See Rieu's Persian Catalogue, pp. 451-2, where a MS. of the Persian version of this work, dated A.H. 685 (A.D. 1286), is described.
2 I suppose that this is the meaning of جَارِي in the text.
3 I take this to be the sense of L.'s reading: كثْبَت بِن قُرَةٍ دَسْتِي دَسْتِي وَسْتِي كَرَدَهُ أَسْتِي. For A. appears to read كثْبَت بِن قُرَةٍ دَسْتِي دَسْتِي وَسْتِي كَرَدَهُ أَسْتِي.
4 Concerning Thábit b. Qurra, see Wüstenfeld's Gesch. d. Arabischen Litteratur, pp. 34-36; Brockelmann's Gesch. d. Arab. Litteratur, pp. 217, 218, etc. He was born in A.H. 221 (A.D. 836) and died A.H. 283 (A.D. 901).
5 A. adds وَخِطَاطُهُ هَرِنَوْيُ إِذْ دَرَنَّ قَصَدَ خُوْيِشَ.
7 Abú Sa‘íd Ahmad b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdu‘l-Jalil as-Sajzi (or Síjzi, i.e. of Sajástán or Sistán). See Brockelmann, op. cit., p. 219.
Cosmography is that science whereby are known the natures of the Celestial and Terrestrial Bodies, the shapes and positions, their relations to one another, and the measurements and distances which are between them, together with the nature of the movements of each one of the stars and heavens, and the co-ordination of the spheres, axes, and circles whereby these movements are fulfilled. It includes a knowledge of the Al-Magest and the best of its commentaries and elucidations, which are the Commentary of Tabrizi and the Al-Magest of Shi'af. And amongst the applications of this science is the science of the Calendar and of Almanacs.

Judicial Astrology is a branch of Natural Science, and its special use is prognostication, by which is meant the deducing by analogy from configurations, and from an estimation of the degrees and zodiacal signs and their influences, those events which are brought about by their movements, in respect to the condition of the cycles of the world, politics, cities, nativities, changes, transitions, decisions, and other questions; and it is contained in these five [books] which we have enumerated, to wit, the writings of Abū Ma'shar of Balkh, Ahmād 'Abdu'l-Jalil-i-Sajzī, Abū Rayhān Bīrūnī, and Gūshyār-i-Jīlī.

So the Astrologer must be a man of acute mind, approved character, and great natural intelligence. And one of the essentials of this art is that the astrologer who would pronounce prognostications should possess in his own horoscope the Share of the Unseen, and that the Lord of the House of this Share of the Unseen should be lucky, and in a favourable position, in order that such pronouncements as he gives may be near the truth. And one of the

1 For "bodies" A., B. have "الاجرام", "the nature of the constituent parts of the Celestial and Terrestrial Realms."
2 See the long article on al-Maṣūṣ in Hajji Khalifa (No. 11,413). The Tabrizi intended is probably al-Fadl b. Hātim of Tabriz.
3 See Brockelmann, op. cit., pp. 221, 222.
4 See ibid., pp. 222, 223. Both forms of the nisba (Jilī and Jabali) are found in the texts.
conditions of being a good astrologer is that he should have in mind the whole of the “Principia” (Uṣūl) of Gūshyār, and should continually study the “Opus Majus,”¹ and should look frequently into the Qānūn-i-Mas’ūdī² and the Jāmi‘-i-Sháhī, so that his knowledge and concepts may be refreshed.

Anecdote xxii.

Ya‘qūb b. Ishāq al-Kindī,³ though he was a Jew, was the philosopher of his age and the wisest man of his time, and stood high in the service of al-Ma’mūn. One day he came in before al-Ma’mūn, and sat down above one of the Imāms of Islām. Said this man, “Thou art of a subject race; why, then, dost thou sit above the Imāms of Islām?” “Because,” said Ya‘qūb, “I know what thou knowest, while thou knowest not what I know.”

Now this person knew of his skill in Astrology, but had no knowledge of his other attainments in science. “I will write down,” said he, “something on a piece of paper, and if thou canst divine what I have written, I will admit your claim.” Then they laid a wager, on the part of this person a cloak, and on the part of Ya‘qūb a mule and its trappings, worth a thousand dinārs, which was standing at the door. Then the former asked for an inkstand and paper, wrote something on a piece of paper, placed it under the Caliph’s quilt, and cried, “Out with it!” Ya‘qūb b. Ishāq asked for a tray of earth, rose up, took the altitude, ascertained the ascendant, drew an astrological table on the tray of earth, determined the positions of the stars, fixed the signs of the Zodiac, worked out the subjective conditions and

¹ From the context, some book would seem to be intended.
² By Abū Rayhān al-Bīrūnī. See Hōji Khalifa, No. 9, 359.
affinities, and said, "On that paper he has written something which was first a plant and then an animal." Al-Ma’mún put his hand under the quilt and drew forth the paper, on which was written "The Rod of Moses." Al-Ma’mún was filled with wonder and expressed his astonishment. Then Ya‘qúb took the cloak of his adversary, and cut it in two before al-Ma’mún, saying, "I will make it into two . . ." 2

This matter became generally known in Baghdad, whence it spread to ‘Iráq and throughout Khurásán, and was widely discussed. A certain doctor of Balkh, prompted by that fanatical zeal which characterizes the learned, obtained a book on Astrology and placed a knife in the middle of it, intending to go to Baghdad, attend the lectures of Ya‘qúb b. Isháq al-Kindí, make a beginning in Astrology, and, when he should find a suitable opportunity, suddenly kill him. Stage by stage he advanced, until he went in to the hot bath and came out, arrayed himself in clean clothes, and, placing this book in his sleeve, set out for Ya‘qúb’s house.

When he reached the gate of the house, he saw standing there many handsomely-caparisoned horses belonging to descendants of the Prophet 3 and other eminent and noble persons of Baghdad. Having made enquiries, he went in, entered the circle in front of Ya‘qúb, greeted him, and said, "I desire to study somewhat of the science of the stars with our Master." "Thou hast come from the East to slay me on a pretence of studying Astrology," replied Ya‘qúb, "but thou wilt repent of thine intention, study the stars, and

---

1 Neither the meaning nor the wording of this sentence is clear to me. L. has جمي شرایط خصی و ضمير بعمل آورد, A. and B. have خصی A., and B. have or خصی the reading being uncertain.

2 Some sort of garment seems to be meant, but neither the reading nor the meaning is clear. L. has گو پاپئتیا کنمن, A., ود و پاردر افتات کنمن; B., ود پاپئتیا کنمن.

3 Literally, "of the Banú Hāshim."
attain perfection in that science, and wilt become one of the greatest Astrologers in the Church of Muḥammad (on whom be God’s Blessing and Peace).” All the great men there assembled were astonished; and Abū Ma’shar¹ confessed and produced the knife from the middle of the book, broke it, and cast it away. Then he bent his knees and studied for fifteen years, until he reached that eminence which he reached in Astrology.

Anecdote xxiii.

It is stated that once when Sultān Maḥmūd b. Nāṣiru’d-Dīn² was sitting on the roof of a four-doored summer-house in Ghazna, in the Garden of a Thousand Trees, he turned his face to Abū Rayhān³ and said, “By which of these four doors shall I go out?” (for all four were practicable) “Decide, and write the decision on a piece of paper, and put it under my quilt.” Abū Rayhān called for an astrolabe, took the altitude, worked out the ascendant, reflected for a while, and then wrote down his decision on a piece of paper, and placed it under the quilt. “Hast thou decided?” asked Maḥmūd. He answered, “Yes.”

Then Maḥmūd bade them make an opening in the wall, and they brought mattocks and spades, and in the wall which was on the eastern side dug out a fifth door, through which he went out. Then he bade them bring the paper. So they brought it, and on it was written: “He will go out through none of these four doors, but they will dig a fifth door on the side of the eastern wall, by which door he will go forth.” Maḥmūd, on reading this, was furious, and bade them cast Abū Rayhān down from the midst of the palace. So they did even as he had said. Now

¹ See Brockelmann’s Gesch. d. Arab. Litteratur, pp. 221, 222.
² i.e. the great Sultān Maḥmūd of Ghazna (reigned h. 388-421, a.d. 998-1030).
³ i.e. the celebrated al-Birūnī, of whom mention has been already made.
a net had been stretched here to keep off the flies,¹ and on it Abú Rayhán fell. The net tore, and he subsided gently to the ground, so that he received no injury. "Bring him in," said Maḫmūd. So they brought him in, and Maḫmūd said: "O Abú Rayhán, didst thou know this?" "I knew it, sire," he answered, and, taking the Almanac from the servant, produced the prognostications out of the Almanac;² and amongst the predictions for that day was written: "To-day they will cast me down from a high place, but I shall reach the earth in safety, and arise sound in body."

All this was not according to Maḫmūd's mind. He waxed still angrier, and ordered Abú Rayhán to be detained in the citadel. So Abú Rayhán was confined in the citadel of Ghazna, where he remained for six months. It is said that during that period of six months none dared speak to Maḫmūd about Abú Rayhán, one of whose servants was, however, deputed to wait upon him, and to go out to get what he wanted, and to return therewith. One day this servant was passing through the Park of Ghazna,³ when a fortune-teller called to him and said, "I perceive several things worth mentioning in your fortune: give me a present, that I may reveal them to you." The servant gave him two dirhams, whereupon the soothsayer said: "One dear to thee is in affliction, but ere three days are past he will be delivered from that affliction, will be invested with a robe of honour, and will again be loaded with honours and favours."

The servant proceeded to the citadel, and told this incident to his master as a piece of good tidings. Abú

¹ This seems to be the meaning of L.'s reading: مگر راد مگس را دامی بسته بودند. A. and B. are illegible. The former seems to have, مگر تا سام مسکنش را رامی... the latter, مگر نا شام مسکنش را دامی... و تحویل از میان تنقویم بیرون کرد... بسر مرغزار غزنی...
Rayhán smiled and said, "O foolish fellow, dost thou not know that on such occasions one ought not to stand still? Thou hast informed me too late."¹ It is said that the Prime Minister Ahmad Hasan of Maymand (may God be merciful to him!) was for six months seeking an opportunity to say a word on behalf of Abú Rayhán. At length, when engaged in the chase, he found the King in a good humour, and, working from one topic to another, he brought the conversation round to Astrology. Then he said: "Poor Abú Rayhán uttered two such good prognostications, and instead of decorations and a robe of honour obtained bonds and imprisonment." "Know, my lord," replied Maḥmūd, "for I have proved it,"² that this man is said to have no equal in the world save Abú 'Ali Siná (Avicenna), but both his prognostications were opposed to my will; and kings are like little children³—in order to receive rewards from them, one should speak in accordance with their opinion. It would have been better for him on that day if one of those two prognostications had been wrong. But to-morrow order him to be brought forth, and to be given a horse caparisoned with gold, a royal robe, a satin turban, a thousand dinárs, a slave, and a handmaiden."

So, on the very day specified by the soothsayer, they brought forth Abú Rayhán, and the gift of honour detailed above was conferred upon him, and the King apologized to him, saying: "If thou desirest always to reap advantage from me, speak according to my desire, not according to the dictates of thy science." So thereafter Abú Rayhán altered his practice; and this is one of the conditions of the service of kings, that one must be with them in right or wrong, and speak according to their wish.

Now when Abú Rayhán reached his house, the learned

¹ Instead of this sentence A. has: "Thou hast wasted two dirhams."
² I follow L., which reads: بدین ای خواجه و من بانته ام, A. has: خواجه بدین که مس ندانسته ام.
³ A. omits this simile.
came to congratulate him. He related to them the incident of the soothsayer, whereat they were amazed, and sent to summon him. They found him most illiterate, knowing nothing. Then Abú Rayhán said, "Hast thou the horoscope of thy nativity?" "I have," replied he. Then Abú Rayhán examined it, and the Share of the Unseen fell directly on the degree of his Ascendant,\(^1\) so that whatever he said, though he spoke blindly, came near to the truth.

*Anecdote xxiv.*

I had in my employment a woman-servant, who was born on the 28th of Safar, A.H. 510 \(^2\) (=July 12th, A.D. 1116), when the Moon was in conjunction with the Sun and there was no distance between them, so that both the Share of Fortune and the Share of the Unseen fell on the degree of the Ascendant. When she reached the age of fifteen years, I taught her Astrology, in which she became so skilful that she could answer difficult questions in this science, and her prognostications came very near the truth. Ladies used to come to her and question her, and the most part of what she said coincided with the pre-ordained decrees of fate.

One day an old woman came and said: "It is now four years since a son of mine went on a journey, and I have no news of him, neither of his life nor of his death. See whether, wherever he may be, he is of the living or the dead." So the woman-astrologer arose, took the altitude, worked out the degree of the Ascendant, drew out an astrological table, and determined the positions of the stars; and the very first words she said were, "Thy son hath returned!"

The old woman was annoyed and said: "O child, I have no hopes of my son's coming: tell me this much, is he alive or dead?"

\(^1\) A. has "512."
"I tell you," said the other, "thy son hath come. Go, and, if he hath not come, return, that I may tell thee how he is."

So the old woman went to her house, and lo! her son had arrived and was unloading his asses. She embraced him, took off her veil, and came back to the woman-astrologer, saying, "Thou didst speak truly; my son hath come, bringing presents"; and she gave her her blessing. When I came home and heard tidings of this, I enquired of her, "By what didst thou speak, and from what House didst thou deduce this prognostication?" She answered: "I had not reached so far as this. When I had finished the figure of the Ascendant, he came in and sat down on the letter of the degree of the Ascendant, wherefore it so seemed in my mind, that this young man had returned. When I said so, and the mother had gone to find out, it became so certain to me that it was as though I actually saw him unloading his asses."

Then I perceived that it was the Share of the Unseen, and nothing else but this, which thus influenced the degree of the Ascendant.

Anecdote xxv.

Maḥmūd Dā'ūdī, the son of Abūl-Qāsim Dā'ūdī, was a great fool, nay, almost a madman, and had no considerable knowledge as to the actions of the stars; yet he could cast a nativity, and in his notebook were figures declaring "it is" or "it is not." He was in the service of Amīr Dā'ūd Abū Bakr Mas'ūd at Panj-dih; and his prognostications generally came right.

Now his madness was such that when my master the King of the Mountains sent him a pair of Ghūrī dogs, very large and formidable, he fought with them of his own free-will, and escaped from them in safety. Years afterwards we were sitting with a number of persons of learning in the Perfumers' Market at Herāt, in the shop of Muqri
the surgeon-druggist, and discussing all manner of subjects. One of these learned men happening to remark, "What a great man was Avicenna (Ibn Sīnā)!" I saw Dá'údī fly into a passion, all the possession of anger appearing in and overcoming him, and he cried: "O so-and-so, who was Abú 'Ali? I regard myself as equal in worth to a thousand Abú 'Ali's, for he never even fought with a cat, whilst I fought before Amír Dá'úd with two dogs." So on that day I knew him to be mad; yet for all his madness I witnessed the following occurrence.

In the year A.H. 505 (A.H. 1111-1112), when Sultán Sanjar encamped in the Plain of Khúzán, on his way to Transoxania to fight with Muḥammad, Amír Dá'úd attached himself to the King, and made a great entertainment for him. On the third day the King came to the river-brink, and entered a boat to amuse himself with fishing. In the boat he summoned Dá'údī before him to talk after the manner of madmen, while he laughed, for Dá'údī would openly abuse Amír Dá'úd.

Presently the King said to him, "Prognosticate how many maunds the fish which I shall catch this time will weigh." Dá'údī said, "Draw up your hook." So the king drew it up; and he took the altitude, paused for a while, and then said, "Now cast it." The King cast, and he said, "I prognosticate that this fish which you will draw out will weigh five maunds." "O knave," said Amír Dá'úd, "whence should fish of five maunds' weight come into this stream?" "Be silent," said Dá'údī; "what do you know about it?" So Amír Dá'úd was silent, fearing that, should he insist further, he would only get abuse.

---

1 The readings differ here. L. has ... بدرکان متقری عطر طبیب ... A., B. have ... بدکان متقری حداد طبیب...

2 A. has 505.

3 See Barbier de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, pp. 215, 216. A. reads Khdz, B. Khdzá.

4 Apparently his brother, Ghiyāthu'd-Dīn Abú Shuja' Muḥammad the Seljuq is meant. He reigned A.H. 498-511 (A.D. 1104-1117).
Suddenly there was a pull on the line, indicating that a fish had been taken captive. The King drew in the line with a very large fish on it, which, when weighed, scaled five ¹ maunds. All were amazed, and expressed their astonishment. "Dá'údî," said the King, "what dost thou wish for?" "O King," said he with an obeisance, "of all that is on this earth I desire but a coat of mail, a shield, and a spear, that I may do battle with Báwardî." And this Abáwardí was the Captain of Amír Dá'úd's gate, and Dá'údî entertained towards him a fanatical hatred, because the title of Shujá'ull-Mulk had been conferred upon him, while Dá'údî himself bore the title of Shujá'ull-Hukamá, and grudged that the other should be so entitled. And the Amír, well knowing this, used continually to embroil Dá'údî with him, and this good Musulmán was at his wits' end by reason of him.

In short, as to Maḥmúd Dá'údî's madness there was no doubt, and I have mentioned this matter in order that the King may know that folly and insanity are amongst the conditions of this craft.

Anecdote xxvi.

Ḥakím-i-Mawṣili was one of the order of Astrologers in Nishápur, and was in the service of that great Minister Nidhámu'll-Mulk of Tús, who used to consult with him on matters of importance, and seek his advice and opinion. Now when Mawsili's years were drawing to a close, and great decrepitude appeared in him, and feebleness of body began to show itself, so that he was no longer able to perform these long journeys, he asked the Minister's permission to go and reside at Nishápúr, and to send thence annually the almanac and forecast for the year.

Now the Minister Nidhámu'll-Mulk was also in the decline of life and near the term of existence; and he said: "Look

¹ A. has "six."
so much at the lapse of my life as to observe when the dissolution of my elemental nature will occur, and at what epoch that inevitable fate and unavoidable sentence will befal.”

Ḥakím-i-Mawṣili answered, “Six months after my death.” So the Minister ordered him to receive all things needful for his comfort, and Mawṣili went to Nishápūr, and there abode in ease, sending each year the forecast and calendar. And whoever came to the Minister from Nishápūr, he used first to enquire, “How is Mawṣili?” And so soon as he had news of his safety, he would become joyous and cheerful.

At length, in the year A.H. 485 (= A.D. 1092–3), one arrived from Nishápūr, and the Minister enquired of him concerning Mawṣili. The man replied, with an obeisance: “May he who holdeth the chief seat in al-Islām be the heir of many lifetimes! Mawṣili hath quitted this mortal body.” “When?” enquired the Minister. “In the middle of Rabī‘ the First” (April 11–May 11, A.D. 1092), answered the man, “he yielded up his life for him who sitteth in the chief seat of al-Islām.”

The Minister thereat was mightily put about, and was warned, and looked into all his affairs, and confirmed all his pious endowments, and gave effect to his bequests,¹ and wrote his last testament, and set free such of his slaves as had earned his approval, and discharged the debts which he owed, and, so far as lay in his power, made all men content with him, and sought forgiveness from his adversaries, and made his will, and so sat awaiting his fate until the month of Ramadán (A.H. 485 = Oct. 5–Nov. 4, A.D. 1092), when he fell a martyr at the hands of that Sect (i.e. the Assassins); may God make illustrious his Proof, and accord him an ample Approval!

Since the Ascendant ruling his nativity, the observation, the Lord of the Sign, and the dominant factor were rightly

¹ A., which I follow, has: ادراوات را ( الوزارى) توقع كور 4
determined, and the Astrologer was expert and accomplished, naturally the prognostication came true.¹

Anecdote xxvii.

In the year a.h. 506 (a.d. 1112–1113) Khwája Imám 'Umar Khayyám² and Khwája Imám Mudhaffar-i-Isfázári had alighted in the city of Balkh, in the street of the Slave-sellers, in the house of Amír Abú Sa’d,³ and I had joined that assembly. In the midst of our convivial gathering I heard that Argument of Truth (Ḥujjatu’l-Ḥaqq) 'Umar say, “My grave will be in a spot where the trees will shed their blossoms on me twice in each year.” This thing seemed to me impossible, though I knew that one such as he would not speak idle words.

When I arrived at Nishápur in the year a.h. 530 (a.d. 1135–6), it being then some years since that great man had veiled his countenance in the dust, and this lower world had been bereaved of him, I went to visit his grave on the eve of a Friday (seeing that he had the claim of a master on me), taking with me a guide to point out to me his tomb. So he brought me out to the Híra⁴ Cemetery; I turned to the left, and his tomb lay at the foot of a garden-wall, over which pear-trees and peach-trees thrust their heads, and on his grave had fallen so many flower-leaves that his dust was hidden beneath the flowers. Then I remembered that saying which I had heard from him

¹ I confess that these astrological terms are beyond me. Several of them (e.g. ḥaylaj and kadkhuda) are explained in the section of the Masáfatul-tulûm which treats of Astrology (ed. Van Vloten, pp. 225–232). The first part of the sentence runs:

جوئ طالع مسولون و رعد و قد خدا و هیالی دست بود ...  

² A. and B. have Khayyání, the form usually found in Arabic books.

³ A. adds جرعد, while B. calls him بوسعيد جرعد.

⁴ So A., B., and L., but in the margin of the latter is the following gloss: جرعد جو میری ایوان و طلاق و رواق (بهدان).
in the city of Balkh, and I fell to weeping, because on the face of the earth, and in all the regions of the habitable globe, I nowhere saw one like unto him. May God (blessed and exalted is He) have mercy upon him, by His Grace and His Favour! Yet although I witnessed this prognostication on the part of that Proof of the Truth 'Umar, I did not observe that he had any great belief in astrological predictions; nor have I seen or heard of any of the great [scientists] who had such belief.

Anecdote xxviii.

In the winter of the year A.H. 508 (= A.D. 1114–1115) the King sent a messenger to Merv to the Prime Minister Sa'dru'd-Din Muḥammad b. al-Mudhaffar (on whom be God's Mercy) bidding him tell Khwája Imám 'Umar to select a favourable time for him to go hunting, such that therein should be no snowy or rainy days. For Khwája Imám 'Umar was in the Minister's company, and used to lodge at his house.

So the Minister sent a messenger to summon him, and told him what had happened. The Khwája went and looked into the matter for two days, and made a careful choice; and he himself went and superintended the mounting of the King at the auspicious moment. When the King was mounted and had gone but a short distance, the sky became overcast with clouds, a wind arose, and snow and mist supervened. All present fell to laughing, and the King desired to turn back; but Khwája Imám ['Umar] said: "Have no anxiety, for this very hour the clouds will clear away, and during these five days there will be not a drop of moisture." So the King rode on, and the clouds

1 A. has: "cause him to dwell in Paradise."
2 I. omits this last sentence.
3 I suppose this to be the meaning of the words: which is the reading of all three texts.
opened, and during those five days there was no moisture, and no one saw a cloud.

But prognostication by the stars, though a recognized art, is not to be relied on, and whatever the astrologer predicts he must leave to Fate.

Anecdote xxix.

It is incumbent on the King, wherever he goes, to prove such companions and servants as he has with him; and if one is a believer in the Holy Law, and scrupulously observes the rites and duties thereof, he should make him an intimate, and treat him with honour, and confide in him; but if otherwise, he should drive him away, and guard even the outskirts of his environment from his very shadow. Whoever does not believe in the religion and law of Muḥammad the Chosen One, in him can no man trust, and he is unlucky, both to himself and to his master.

In the beginning of the reign of the king Sultān Ghiyāthu’d-Dunyā wa’d-Dīn Muḥammad b. Malikshāh, styled Qasīmu Amīr’re-Mūminin (may God illuminate his proof!), the King of the Arabs, Sadaqa, revolted and withdrew his neck from the yoke of allegiance, and with fifty thousand Arab horsemen marched on Baghdad from Hilla. The Prince of Believers al-Mustaḍḍhir bi’llāh had sent off letter after letter and courier after courier to Isfahān, summoning the Sultan, who sought from the astrologers the determination of the auspicious moment. But no such determination could be made which would suit the Lord of the King’s Ascendant, which was retrograde. So they said, “We find no auspicious moment.” “Seek it, then,” said he; and he was very urgent in the matter, and much vexed in mind. And so the astrologers fled.

1 Reigned A.H. 498-511, A.D. 1104-1117.
2 Cf. Houtema’s ed. of al-Bundārī’s History of the Seljuqs, p. 185, where an Amir of this name is mentioned under the year A.H. 531.
3 A. calls it Sipahān.
Now there was a stranger of Jayy who had a shop by the Gate of the Dome and who used to take omens; and men and women of every class used to visit him, and he used to write for them amulets and charms, but he had no profound knowledge. By means of an acquaintance with one of the King’s servants he brought himself to the King’s notice, and said: “I will find an auspicious moment: depart in that, and if thou dost not return victorious, then cut off my head.”

So the King was pleased, and mounted his horse at the moment declared auspicious by him, and gave him two hundred dinárs of Níshápúr, and went forth, fought with Sádaqa, defeated his army, took him captive, and put him to death. And when he returned triumphant and victorious to Isfahán, he heaped favours on the soothsayer, ordered him to receive great honours, and made him one of his intimates. Then he summoned the astrologers and said: “You did not find an auspicious moment, it was this stranger of Jayy who found it; and I went, and God justified the omen. Probably Sádaqa had sent you a bribe so that you should not name the auspicious time.” Then they all fell to the earth, lamenting and exclaiming: “The astrologers were not satisfied with that moment. If you wish, write a message and send it to Khurásán, and see what Khwája Imám ‘Umar Khayyám says.”

The King saw that the poor wretches did not speak amiss. He therefore summoned one of his courtiers and said: “Invite this stranger of Jayy to your house, drink wine with him, and treat him with kindly familiarity; and, when he is overcome with wine, enquire of him, saying,

1 A suburb of Isfahán, as is explained in a marginal gloss in L., which has this reading: غريب جي (printed in the text as one word, غربتي جي). A. reads غربو (and B. غربو).  
2 A. adds “Wherefore did ye act thus?”  
3 L. is constant in this reading, but here A. has غربتي جي and B. غربتي جي.
Was that moment determined by thee not good? For the astrologers find fault with it. Tell me the secret of this."

Then the courtier did so, and, when his guest was drunk, made this enquiry of him. The soothsayer answered: "I knew that one of two things must happen; either that army would be defeated, or this one. If the former, then I should be loaded with honours; and if the latter, how should the King concern himself with me?"

Next day the courtier reported this conversation to the King, who ordered the strange soothsayer to be expelled, because one who held such views about good Musulmáns was unlucky. Then the King summoned his own astrologers and restored his confidence to them, saying: "I knew that this soothsayer never said his prayers, and one who agrees not with our Holy Law agrees not with us."

**Anecdote xxx.**

In the year A.H. 547 (A.D. 1152–3) a battle was fought between that king of blessed memory Sanjar b. Maliksháh and my lord the king 'Alá'u'd-Dín wa'd-Dunyá; and the army of Ghúr was defeated, and my lord the King of the East was taken prisoner, and my lord's son the Just King Shamsu'd-Dawlia wa'd-Dín Mahmúd b. Mas'túd was taken captive at the hands of the Commander-in-chief (Amir-i-sipahsálár). The ransom was fixed at fifty thousand dinárs of pure gold, and a messenger from him was to go to the Court at Bámiyán to ask for this sum; and when it should be sent the Prince was to be released, while the King himself was granted his liberty by the Lord of the World (Sanjar), who, moreover, at the time of his departure from

1 A. adds "they killed him, and . . . ."

2 The words بردنشه هریوش are omitted in L. For this meaning of هریوش see Vüller's Persian Lexicon, s.v.
Herát, granted him a robe of honour; and it was under these circumstances that I arrived to wait upon him.¹

One day, being extremely sad at heart, he signed to me, and enquired when this deliverance would finally be accomplished, and when this consignment would arrive. So I took an observation that day with a view to making this prognostication, and worked out the ascendant, exerting myself to the utmost, and [ascertained that] there was an indication of a satisfactory solution to the question on the third day. So next day I came and said: "To-morrow at the time of the first prayer the messenger will arrive." All that night the Prince was thinking about this matter. Next day I hastened to wait on him. "To-day," said he, "is the time fixed." "Yes," I replied; and continued with him till the first prayer. When the call to prayer was sounded, he remarked reproachfully: "The first prayer has arrived, but still no news!" Even while he was thus speaking, a courier arrived bringing the good tidings that the consignment had come, consisting of fifty thousand dínárs, sheep, and other things, and that 'Izzu'd-Dín Mahmúd,² the steward of Prince Ḥusámu'd-Dawla wa'd-Dín, was in charge of the convoy. My lord Shamsu'd-Dawla wa'd-Dín was invested with the King's dress of honour, and very shortly regained his beloved home, and from that time his affairs have prospered more and more every day (may they continue so to do!). And thence it was that he used to treat me with the utmost kindness and say: "Nidhámí, do you remember making such a prognostication in Herát, and how it came true? I wanted to fill thy mouth with gold, but there I had no gold, though here

¹ The text is rather obscure here. It runs: 

واز جانب [جوانب] سلطان عالم او خود مستقل بود بوقت حزبکت کردن از هرات تشريف [نامزد] کرده بود و مس بند بدر درس حال بخدمت رسیدم ،

² A. adds حاجی.
I have." Then he called for gold, and filled my mouth therewith till it would contain no more, whereupon he said, "Hold out thy sleeve." So I held it out, and he filled it also with gold. May God (blessed and exalted is He) maintain this dynasty in daily-increasing prosperity, and long spare these two Princes to my august Master, by His favour, bounty, and grace! Amen, O Lord of the Worlds!

FOURTH DISCOURSE.

On the Nature of the Science of Medicine, and the grades\(^1\) of Physicians.

Medicine is that art whereby the health of the human body is preserved; whereby, when it wanes, it is restored; and whereby the body is embellished by long hair, a clean complexion, freshness and vigour.

EXCURSUS.

The physician should be of tender disposition, of wise and gentle nature, and more especially an acute observer, capable of benefiting everyone by accurate diagnoses, that is to say, by rapid deduction of the unknown from the known. And no physician can be of tender disposition if he fails to recognize the nobility of man; nor of philosophical nature unless he knows Logic, nor an acute observer unless he be strengthened by God's guidance; and he who is not an acute observer will not arrive at a correct understanding of the cause of any ailment, for he must form his opinion from the pulse, which has a systole, a diastole, and a pause between these two movements.

Now here there is a difference of opinion amongst physicians, one school maintaining that it is impossible by palpation to gauge the movement of contraction; but

\(^1\) For مراتب A. has هداية.
that most accomplished of the moderns, that talented man Abú ‘Alí al-Ḥusayn b. ‘Abdu’l-láh Siná (Avicenna),¹ says in his book the Qánún that the movement of contraction also can be gauged, though with difficulty, in thin subjects;² and that the pulse is of two sorts, each of which is divided into three subordinate varieties, namely, its two extremes and its mean; but, unless the Divine guidance assist the physician in his search for the truth, his thought will not hit the mark. So also the examination of the urine, and the observing of its colour and peculiarities, and the deducing somewhat from each colour, is no easy matter; for these deductions are dependent on Divine help and Heavenly guidance; and this is the quality which we have already mentioned under the name of acumen. And unless the physician knows Logic, and understands the meaning of species and genus, he cannot discriminate between that which appertains to the category and that which is peculiar to the individual, and so will not recognize the cause of the disease. And, failing to recognize the cause, he will not succeed in his treatment. But let us now give an illustration, so that it may be known that it is as we say. Disease³ is the genus; fever, cold, headache, dizziness, scarlet fever, and jaundice are the species, each of which is distinguished from the others by a diagnostic sign, while each itself is again divisible into varieties. For instance, ‘Fever’ is the genus, wherein quotidian, tertian, double tertian, quartan, and the sub-varieties of each, are distinguished from each other by a special diagnostic sign, so that, for instance, quotidian is distinguished from other

² A. reads:
³ L. here has جنس آمد, instead of the correct reading of A., مرض.
fevers by the fact that the longest period thereof is a day and a night, and that in it there is no rigor, heaviness, lassitude, nor pain.\(^1\) Again, inflammatory fever\(^2\) is distinguished from other fevers by this, that when it lays hold of anyone it does not abate for several days; while tertian is distinguished by the fact that it comes once a day and not the next; and double tertian by this, that one day it comes with a higher temperature and a shorter interval, and another day in a milder form with a longer interval; while, lastly, quartan is distinguished by this, that for two days it does not come and the third day it comes.

Each of these, again, comprises several varieties, and each of these in turn sundry sub-varieties; and if the physician be versed in Logic and possessed of acumen, he will know which fever it is, what the *materies morbi* is, and whether it is simple or compound, and he can then at once proceed to treat it; but if he fail to recognize the disease, then let him turn to God and seek help from Him; and so likewise, if he fail in his treatment, let him have recourse to God, seeing that the issue is in His hands.

*Anecdote xxxi.*

In the year A.H. 512,\(^3\) in the Druggists' Bazaar of Nishápûr, at the shop of Muhammad Ǉakhim the Physician,\(^4\) I heard Khwâja Imám Abû Bakr Daqqáq saying: "A certain man of Nishápûr\(^5\) was seized with the colie and called me in. I examined him, and proceeded to treat him,

\(^1\) A. has *ودرسیکی، وگرانی و کاهلی و درد نباشد*.

\(^2\) See Schlimmer's *Terminologie Médico-Pharmaceutique* (lithographed at Tihrán, A.H. 1874), pp. 192–197 and 285. Perhaps, however, it should here be translated "remittent."

\(^3\) A. has A.H. 502 (= A.D. 1108–9).

\(^4\) The readings vary. A. has *سمَّى سَمَّى سَمَّى سَمَّى*; B. *سمَّى سَمَّى سَمَّى سَمَّى*; L. *سمَّى سَمَّى سَمَّى*.

\(^5\) A. adds "in the year [A.H.] 502."
fulfilling the utmost of my endeavour in this matter; but no improvement in his health took place. Three days elapsed. At the time of evening prayer I returned, thinking that the patient would pass away at midnight. I went up on to the roof, but could hardly sleep for anxiety. In the morning when I awoke I said to myself, 'The patient will have passed away.' I turned my face in that direction, but heard no sound [of lamentation] which might indicate his passing. I repeated the Fatiha, and hastened in that direction, saying: 'O my God and my Lord, Thou Thyself hast said in the Sure Book and Indubitable Scripture, "And we send down in the Qur'an what is a Healing and a Mercy to true believers."' For I was filled with regret, seeing that he was a young man, and in easy circumstances. Then I performed the minor ablution, went to the oratory, and repeated the customary prayer. One knocked at the door of the house. When I went to look who was there, it was one of his household, who gave good tidings, saying, 'He hath passed out of danger'; and, on my enquiring when, added, 'Just now he obtained relief.' Then I knew that the patient had been relieved by the blessing of the Fatiha of the Scripture, and that this draught had been dispensed from the Divine Dispensary. For I have put this to the proof, administering this draught in many cases, in all of which it proved beneficial, and resulted in restoration to health.'

Therefore the physician should be of good faith, and should venerate the commands and prohibitions of the Holy Law. And on the science of Medicine he should read the "Aphorisms" (Fuṣūl) of Hippocrates, the "Questions" (Masā'il) of Ḥunayn b. Ishāq, the "Guide" (Murshid) of Muḥammad b. Zakariyya of Ray (ar-Rāzī), and Nīlī's "Commentary"; and after he has read and learned these

1 Qur'an, xvii, 84.
2 See Wüstenfeld's Geschichte d. Arab. Arzte, No. 69, pp. 26–29. He was born a.h. 194 (A.D. 809), and died a.h. 260 (A.D. 873).
3 Ibid., No. 98, pp. 40–49. He is known in Europe as Rasis or Rhases.
4 For A. has श्री नीली.
volumes above enumerated with a kind and careful master, he should diligently study with a congenial teacher the following intermediate works, to wit, the “Thesaurus” (Dhakhira) of Thábit b. Qurra, the Manṣúri1 of Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá of Ray, the “Direction” (Hidáya) of the younger2 Abú Bakr, or the “Sufficiency” (Kifáya) of Aḥmad Farrukh, or the “Aims” (Aghráf) of Sayyid Isma‘íl Jurjáni.3 Then he should take up one of the more detailed treatises, such as the “Sixteen (Treatises,” Sitta ‘ashar) of Galen, or the “Compendium” (Húrí) of Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá, or the “Complete Practitioner” (Kámíth’s-Saná‘át), or the “Hundred Chapters” (Sád Báb) of Abú Sáhl Mashi‘í,4 or the Qánún of Abú ‘Ali (Avicenna),5 or the Dhakhira-i-Khuwárazmsháhí,6 and read it in his leisure moments; or, if he desires to be independent of other works, he may content himself with the Qánún.

The Lord of the Two Worlds and the Guide of the Two Grosser Races says: “Every kind of game is in the belly of the wild ass.”7 All this has been set forth by the Qánún, so that much may be effected therewith; and whoever has mastered the first volume of the Qánún, to him nothing will be hidden of the general principles and applications of Medicine, for if Hippocrates and Galen could return to life, it would be proper that they should do reverence to this book. Yet have I heard a wonderful thing, to wit, that one hath taken exception to Abú ‘Ali in respect of this work,

1 See Wüstenfeld, op. cit., p. 43, No. 2. The full title of the work is: كتاب الطب المعتصوري.
2 Or “later” (آخرين), but A. reads أخوين. I cannot identify this person.
3 See Wüstenfeld, op. cit., No. 165, p. 95.
5 See n. 1 on p. 813 supra.
6 See Rieu’s Persian Catalogue, pp. 466, 467.
7 Meaning that every kind of game is inferior to the wild ass. It is said proverbially of anyone who excels his fellows. See Lane’s Arabic Lexicon, p. 2357, s.v. فرح.
and hath embodied his objections in a book, which he hath named "the Rectification of the Qânûn"; and it is as though I looked at both books, and perceived what a distinguished man the author of the first was, while the author of the second merits only censure. For what right has anyone to find fault with so great a man, when the very first question which he meets with in a book of his which he comes across is difficult to his comprehension? For four thousand years the physicians of antiquity travailed in spirit and melted their very souls in order to reduce the science of Medicine to some fixed order, yet could not effect this, until, after the lapse of this period, that absolute philosopher and most mighty thinker Aristotle portioned and parcelled out. Logic and Philosophy as in a balance, and measured them by the measure of analogy, so that all doubt and ambiguity departed from them, and they were established on a sure and critical basis. And during these fifteen centuries which have elapsed since his time, no philosopher has won to the inmost essence of his doctrine, nor travelled the high road of his pre-eminence, save that most excellent of the moderns, the Philosopher of the East and the West, the Proof of Islâm, Abú ‘Alí b. Abdu’l-láh b. Siná (Avicenna). He who finds fault with these two great men will have cast himself out from the company of the wise, ranked himself with madmen, and proved himself to be of the number of those who lack intelligence. May God (blessed and exalted is He) keep us from such stumbling and vain imaginings!

So, if the physician hath mastered the first volume of the Qânûn, and hath attained to forty years of age, he will be worthy of confidence; and when he hath reached this degree, he should keep ever with him some of the smaller treatises

1 "صلاح قانون"  
2 L. has "صدى و حكمت صدى و نقد كرن". For A. substitutes "صدى و حكمت صدى و نقد كرن". In the margin of L. "صدى" is glossed as "جمع".  
3 A. has "the Proof of God unto His creatures."
composed by proved masters, such as the "Gift of Kings" (Tuhfat u'l-Muluk) of Muḥammad Zakariyya [ar-Rāzī], or the Khāfiya of Ibn Sandūna of Isfahān, or the "Provision against all sorts of error in Medical Treatment" (Tudārụkhu anwā'i'l-khāfi fi't-tadbīrī't-ṭibbā), of which Abū ʿAlī (Avicenna) is the author; or the Khubṣuq u'l-ʿAlā'i,1 or the "Memoranda" (Yādīgār) of Sayyid Isma'il Jurjānī.2 For no reliance can be placed on the Memory, which is located in the posterior part of the brain, for it may delay to afford him assistance in carrying out these prescriptions.

Therefore every king who would choose a physician must see that these conditions which have been enumerated are found in him; for it is no light matter to commit one's life and soul into the hands of any ignorant quack, or to entrust the care of one's health to any reckless charlatan.

Anecdote xxxii.

Bukht-Yīshū,3 a Christian of Baghdad, was a skilful physician and a true and tender man; and he was attached to the service of al-Maʾmūn the Caliph. Now one of the children of Hāshim, a kinsman of al-Maʾmūn, was attacked with dysentery, and al-Maʾmūn, being greatly attached to him, sent Bukht-Yīshū to treat him. So he, for al-Maʾmūn's sake, girded up his loins in service, and treated him in various ways, but to no purpose, for the case passed beyond his powers. So Bukht-Yīshū was ashamed before al-Maʾmūn; but al-Maʾmūn said to him: "Be not ashamed, for thou didst fulfil thine utmost endeavour, but God Almighty doth not desire that it should succeed. Acquiesce in Fate, even as we have acquiesced." Bukht-Yīshū, seeing al-Maʾmūn thus hopeless, replied: "One other remedy remains, and it is a perilous one; but, trusting to the fortune of the Prince of Believers, I will attempt it, and perchance God Most High may cause it to succeed."

1 See Hāji Khalifa, No. 4, 728.
2 See Wüstenfeld, op. cit., p. 95, No. 155. He died A.H. 530.
3 See Wüstenfeld, op. cit., p. 17, No. 30. Concerning this and similar names, see Noeldeke's Geschichte d. Artaḳshir-i-Pāshā, p. 49, n. 4.
Now the patient was going to stool fifty or sixty times a day. So Bukht - Yishú' prepared a purgative and administered it to him; and on the day whereon he took the purgative, his diarrhoea was still further increased; but next day it stopped. So the physicians asked him, "What hazardous treatment was that which thou didst adopt yesterday?" He answered: "The materies morbi of this diarrhoea was from the brain, and until it was dislodged from the brain the flux would not cease. I feared that if I administered a purgative the patient's strength might not be equal to the increased diarrhoea; but at length, when I plucked up heart, [I saw that] there was hope in giving the purgative, but none in withholding it. So I gave it, and God Most High vouchsafed a cure; and my opinion was justified, namely, that if the purgative were withheld, only the death of the patient was to be expected; but that if it were administered, there was a possibility of either life or death. Therefore, seeing that to give the purgative was the better course, I administered it."

Anecdote xxxiii.

The great Shaykh Abú 'Alí Siná (Avicenna) relates as follows in the "Book of the Origin and the Return" (Kitábul - Mabídá wa'l - Ma'áid), at the end of the section on Contingent Being:

"A curious anecdote hath come to me which I have heard related.¹ A certain physician presented himself at the court of one of the House of Sámán, and was well received, and rose to so high a position of trust that he used to enter the women's apartments and feel the pulses of its carefully-guarded and closely-veiled inmates.

¹ L. has در كتاب مبدأ ومعاد در آخر فصل إمكان وجود نادرة ... بعنس رسل که شنودم، A. after addsaddsنادرة هذا النفس همیگردید ... و رسل که شنودم که ... and reads...
One day he was sitting with the King in the women’s apartments in a place where it was impossible for any [other] male creature to pass. The King demanded food, and it was brought by the handmaidens. One of these presided over the table. As she was placing it on the ground, she bent down.\(^1\) When she desired to stand upright again, she was unable to do so, but remained as she was, by reason of a rheumatic swelling of the joints.\(^2\) The King turned to the physician and said, ‘Cure her at once in whatever way you can.’ Here was no opportunity for any physical method of treatment, since for such no appliances were available. So the physician bethought himself of a psychical treatment, and bade them remove the veil from her head, whereon she made a movement. Then he bade them remove her skirt,\(^3\) whereon she raised her head and stood upright.

\[\text{"What method of procedure was this?" enquired the King.} \]
\[\text{"At that juncture," replied the physician, "a rheumatic swelling appeared in her joints. I bade them uncover her head, that perchance she might be ashamed, and might make some movement because this condition was displeasing to her. So the whole of her head and face was uncovered, and anger was apparent therein."} \]
\[\text{I then abandoned this, and ordered her skirt to be removed. She was filled with shame, and a flush of heat was produced within her, such that it dissolved the rheumatic humour. Then she stood upright, and, restored to her erect position, became sound once again."} \]

\[\text{"Had this physician not been skilled in his art, he would never have thought of this treatment; and had he failed,}\]

\[^1\] For L.’s reading... A. has:

\[\text{xowon bn zmyn nhd d tsh} \]

\[^2\] L. has...

\[\text{xowon a z sm xwngfn fas mfr} \]

\[^3\] Literally, "trousers," of the kind worn by women in the East.

\[^4\] Instead of "she underwent no change."
he would have forfeited the King’s regard. Hence a knowledge of natural science\(^1\) and an apprehension of its facts form a part of this subject.”

Anecdote xxxiv.

Another of the House of Sáman, Amír Mañšúr b. Núḥ b. Naṣr,\(^2\) became afflicted with an ailment which grew chronic, and remained established, and the physicians were unable to cure it. So the Amír Mañšúr sent messengers to summon Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá of Ray to treat him. Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá came as far as the Oxus, but when he saw it he said: “I will not embark in the boat: God Most High saith, ‘Do not cast yourselves into peril with your own hands’\(^3\); and, again, it is surely a thing remote from wisdom voluntarily to place one’s self in so hazardous a position.” Ere the Amír’s messenger had gone to Bukhárá and returned, he had composed the treatise entitled Mañšúrí.\(^4\) So when a notable arrived with a special led-horse, bringing a message intermingled with promises of reward, he handed this Mañšúrí to him, saying: “I am this book, and by this book thou canst attain thine object, so that there is no need of me.”

When the book reached the Amír he was in grievous suffering, wherefore he sent a thousand dínárs and one of his own private horses, saying: “Strive to move him by all these kind attentions, but, if they prove fruitless, bind his hands and feet, place him in the boat, and fetch him across.” So, just as the Amír had commanded, they urgently entreated Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá, but to no purpose. Then they bound his hands and feet, placed him in the boat, and, when they had ferried him across the river, released him. Then they brought the led-horse, fully caparisoned, before him, and he mounted in the best

\(^1\) So L., which reads طبعي, but A. has طبع, “human nature.”


\(^3\) Qur’án, ii. v. 191.

\(^4\) See n. 1 on p. 816 supra.
of humours, and set out for Bukhárá. And when they enquired of him, saying, "We feared to bring thee across the water lest thou shouldst cherish enmity against us, but thou didst not so, nor do we see thee vexed in heart," he replied: "I know that every year several thousand persons cross the Oxus without being drowned, and that I too should probably not be drowned; still, it was possible that I might perish, and if this had happened they would have continued till the Resurrection to say, 'A foolish fellow was Muhammed b. Zakariyyá, in that, of his own free will, he embarked in a boat and so was drowned.' But when they bound me, I escaped all danger of censure; for then they would say, 'They bound the poor fellow's hands and feet, so that he was drowned.' Thus should I have been excused, not blamed, in case of my being drowned."

When they reached Bukhárá, he saw the Amir and began to treat him, exerting his powers to the utmost, but without relief to the patient. One day he came in before the Amir and said: "To-morrow I am going to try another method of treatment, but for the carrying out of it you will have to sacrifice such-and-such a horse and such-and-such a mule," the two being both animals of note, so that in one night they had gone forty parasangs.

So next day he took the Amir to the hot bath of Jú-yi-Múliyán, outside the palace, leaving that horse and mule ready equipped and tightly girt in the charge of his own servant; while of the King's retinue and attendants he suffered not one to enter the bath. Then he brought the King into the middle of the hot bath, and poured over him warm water, after which he prepared a draught and gave it to him to drink. And he kept him there till such time as the humours in his joints were matured.

Then he himself went out and put on his clothes, and, taking a knife in his hand, came in, and stood for a while reviling the King, saying: "Thou didst order me to be bound and cast into the boat, and didst conspire against my life. If I do not destroy thee as a punishment for this, I am not Muhammed b. Zakariyyá!"
The Amir was furious, sprang from his place, and, partly from anger, partly from fear of the knife and dread of death, rose to his feet. When Muhammad b. Zakariyya saw the Amir on his feet, he turned round and went out from the bath, and he and his servant mounted, the one the horse, the other the mule, and turned their faces towards the Oxus. At the time of the second prayer they crossed the river, and halted nowhere till they reached Merv. When Muhammad b. Zakariyya reached Merv, he alighted, and wrote a letter to the Amir, saying: "May the life of the King be prolonged in health of body and effective command! According to agreement this servant treated his master, doing all that was possible. There was, however, an extreme weakness in the natural caloric, and the treatment of the disease by ordinary means would have been a protracted affair. I therefore abandoned it, and carried you to the hot bath for psychical treatment, and administered a draught, and left you so long as to bring about a maturity of the humours. Then I angered the King, so that an increase in the natural caloric was produced, and it gained strength until those humours, already softened, were dissolved. But henceforth it is not expedient that a meeting should take place between myself and the King."

Now after the Amir had risen to his feet and Muhammad b. Zakariyya had gone out, the Amir sat down and at once fainted. When he came to himself he went forth from the bath and called to his servants, saying, "Where has the physician gone?" They answered, "He came out from the bath, and mounted the horse, while his attendant mounted the mule, and went off."

Then the Amir knew what object he had had in view. So he came forth on his own feet from the hot bath; and tidings of this ran through the city, and his servants and retainers and people rejoiced greatly, and gave alms, and offered sacrifices, and held high festival. But they could not find the physician, seek him as they might. And on the seventh day Muhammad b. Zakariyya's servant
arrived, riding the horse and leading the mule, and presented the letter. The Amír read it, and was astonished, and excused him, and sent him a horse, and a robe of honour, and equipment, and a cloak, and arms, and a turban, and a male slave, and a handmaiden; and further commanded that there should be assigned to him in Ray from the estates of al-Ma’mún a yearly allowance of two thousand dinárs and two hundred ass-loads of corn. These marks of honour he forwarded to him by the hand of a trusty messenger, together with his apologies. So the Amír completely regained his health, and Muḥammad b. Zakariyyá attained his object.

**Anecdote xxxv.**

Ma’mún Khwárazmsháh had an accomplished Minister named Abu’l-Hasan Aḥmad b. Muḥammad. He was a man of learning and a friend of scholars, and consequently many philosophers and men of erudition, such as Abú ‘Alí b. Síná, Abú Sahl Masíḥi, Abu’l-Hasan Khammár, Abú Naṣr ‘Arráq, and Abú Rayhán [al-Bírúní], gathered about his court.

Now Abú Naṣr ‘Arráq was the nephew of Khwárazmsháh, and in all branches of the exact sciences he was second only to Ptolemy the Philosopher; while Abú ‘Alí [b. Síná] and Abú Sahl Masíḥi were the successors of Aristotle in

---

1 The text has مامون, but perhaps the last word is to be taken as meaning “settled,” “tranquil.”
2 So in L., and so corrected in A. from “twelve thousand.”
3 See p. viii of the Preface to Sachau’s translation of al-Bírúní’s Chronology of the Ancient Nations, and the same scholar’s article Zur Geschichte und Chronologie von Chwaraeu in the Sitzungsberichte d. Wiener Akademie for 1863.
4 The first, second, and last of these learned men have been already mentioned. The third is probably Abu’l-Khayr al-Hasan . . . Ibn’l-Khammár (Wüstenfeld’s Geschichte d. Arab. Aereze, No. 115, pp. 58, 59), who died A.H. 381 (A.D. 991).
5 The texts have “of Aristú and Aristátalis,” as though they were two different persons, instead of two forms of the same name.
the science of Philosophy, which includes all sciences; and
Abu'l-Hasan Khammar was the third after Hippocrates
and Galen in the science of Medicine. And all these were,
in this their service, independent of worldly cares, and
maintained with one another familiar intercourse and
pleasant correspondence.

But Fortune, as is its custom, disapproved of this; though
the King would not willingly have destroyed this happiness
of theirs, or brought these pleasant days to an end. So
a notable arrived from Sultan Mahmud Yaminu'd-Dawla
with a letter, whereof the purport was as follows: "I have
heard that there are in attendance on Khwárazmsháh
several men of learning, each unrivalled in his science, such
as So-and-so and So-and-so. You must send them to my
court, so that they may attain the honour of attendance
thereat. We rely on being enabled to profit by their
knowledge and skill, and request this favour on the part of
Khwárazmsháh."

Now the bearer of this message was Khwája Husayn 'Ali
Míká'il, who was one of the most accomplished men of
his age, and the wonder of his time amongst his contem-
poraries, while the prosperity of Sultan Yaminu'd-Dawla
continued ever on the increase in the zenith of dominion
and empire, and the kings of the time used to treat him
with every respect and do him homage, and night and day
lay down in fear of him. So Khwárazmsháh entertained
Husayn 'Ali Míká'il in the best of lodgings, and ordered
him to be supplied with all materials suitable for a prolonged
stay; but, before according him an audience, he summoned
the philosophers and laid before them the King's letter,
saying: "The King is strong, and has a large army
recruited from Khurásán and India; and he covets 'Iráq.
I cannot refuse to obey his order, or be disobedient to his
mandate. What say ye on this matter?"

They answered, "We cannot abandon thy service, nor
will we in any wise go to him." But Abú Naṣr and Abu'l-
Hasan and Abú Rayhán were eager to go, having heard
accounts of the King's munificent gifts and presents. Then
said Khwárazmsháh, "I will summon you before me,¹ and do you take your own way." Then he equipped Abú 'Alí [b. Síná] and Abú Sahl, and arranged a plan for them, and sent with them a guide, and they set off through the desert towards Mázandarán.

Next day Khwárazmsháh accorded Ḥusayn 'Alí Míká'il an audience, and heaped on him all sorts of compliments. "I have read the letter," said he, "and have acquainted myself with its contents and with the King's command. Abú 'Alí and Abú Sahl are gone, but I will provide equipment for Abú Naṣr and Abú Rayhán and Abú'l-Hasan,² so that they may enjoy the honour of entering that August Presence." So in a little while he provided their outfit, and despatched them in the company of Khwája Husayn Míká'il to Bālkh. So they came into the presence of Sulṭán Yaminu'd-Dawla, and joined the King's Court.

Now it was Abú 'Alí [b. Síná] whom the King chiefly desired. He commanded Abú Naṣr the painter to draw his portrait on paper, and he ordered the other artists to make forty copies of the portrait, and these he despatched in all directions, placing them in the hands of persons of note, to whom he said, "There is a man after this likeness, whom they call Abú 'Alí b. Síná. Seek him out and send him to me."

Now when Abú 'Alí and Abú Sahl departed from Khwárazmsháh,³ ere morning came they had travelled fifteen parasangs. When it was morning they alighted at a place where there were wells, and Abú 'Alí took up an astrological table to see under what ascendant they had started on their journey. "We shall lose our way," said he, "and experience hardships." Said Abú Sahl: "We acquiesce in God's decree. Indeed, I know that I shall not come safely through this journey, for in these two days

¹ L.'s reading is: شمارا بيش خوانم. A. adds the words after شما.
² Here and elsewhere A. has Ḥusayn for Ḥasan.
³ So A. L. has "Khwárazm."
the passage of the degree of my ascendant reaches Capricorn, and that is decisive, so that no hope remains to me. Henceforth our intercourse of souls is at an end."

Then a wind arose and clouds gathered. Abú ‘Alí relates as follows. On the fourth day a dust-storm arose, and the world was darkened. They lost their way, for the wind had obliterated the tracks. When the wind lulled, their guide was a thousand times more astray than before; no water was obtainable; and, by reason of the heat of the desert of Khwárazm, Abú Sahl Masíhi passed away to the World of Eternity. The guide turned back, while Abú ‘Alí, with a thousand hardships and difficulties, reached Abíward, whence he went to Tús, and finally happened on Nishápur.

There he found a number of persons who were seeking for Abú ‘Alí. He alighted in a quiet spot, where he abode several days, and thence he turned his face towards Gurgán. Qábús, who was king of that province, was a great and accomplished man, and a friend to men of learning. Abú ‘Alí knew that there no harm would befall him. When he reached Gurgán, he alighted at a caravanseray. One day a person fell sick in his neighbourhood. Abú ‘Alí treated him, and he got better. It is related that Abú ‘Alí continued to live in Gurgán, and that his income became considerable and went on increasing day by day. Some time elapsed thus, until one of the relatives of Qábús fell sick. The physicians set themselves to treat him, striving and exerting themselves to the utmost, but the disease was not cured. Now Qábús was greatly attached

---

1 The text has كه تسهير درجة طالع من درري دو روز بعثوق ميرسد. The term tasyir is explained at p. 230 of Van Vloten’s ed. of the Mafíšatu’l-ulam.

2 This last sentence is in A. only.


4 For L.’s reading در گریزان پزیست A. has همی نگریست.
to him. So one of the servants of Qábús did obeisance before him and said: "Into such-and-such a caravanseray hath entered a young man who is a physician, and whose efforts are singularly blessed, so that several persons have been cured at his hands." So Qábús bade them seek him out and bring him to the patient.

So they sought out Abú 'Alí and brought him to the sick man. He saw a youth of comely countenance, whereon the hair had scarcely begun to show itself, and of symmetrical proportions. He sat down, felt his pulse, asked to see his urine, inspected it, and said, "I want a man who knows all the districts and the quarters of this province." So they brought one; and Abú 'Alí placed his hand on the patient's pulse, and bade the other mention the names of the different quarters and districts of Gurgán. So the man began, and continued until he reached the name of a quarter at the mention of which, as he uttered it, the patient's pulse gave a strange flutter. Then Abú 'Alí said, "Now I must have someone who knows all the streets in this quarter." They brought such an one. "Repeat," said Abú 'Alí, "the names of all the houses in this district." So he repeated them till he reached the name of a house at the mention of which the patient's pulse gave the same flutter. "Now," said Abú 'Alí, "I want someone who knows all the households." They brought such an one, and he began to repeat them until he reached a name at the mention of which that same strange flutter was apparent.

Then said Abú 'Alí, "It is finished." Thereupon he turned to the confidential advisers of Qábús, and said: "This lad is in love with such-and-such a girl, in such-and-such a house, in such-and-such a street, in such-and-such a quarter: the girl's face is the patient's cure." The patient, who was listening, heard what was said, and in shame hid his face beneath the clothes. When they made enquiries, it was even as Abú 'Alí had said.¹ Then they

¹ Compare the precisely similar narrative in the first story of the first book of the *Mathnawi* of Jalālūd-Din Rūmī, and also a passage in the section of the *Dhakhira-i-Khwādruzahi* (Book vi, Guftār i, Juz' 2, ch. 3), of which this
reported this matter to Qábús, who was amazed thereat and said, "Bring him before me." So Abú 'Alí b. Síná was brought before Qábús.

Now Qábús had a copy of Abú 'Alí's portrait, which Yamín'u'd-Dawla had sent to him. "Why, here is Abú 'Alí!" exclaimed he. "Yes, O most puissant Prince," replied the other. Then Qábús came down from his throne, advanced several paces to meet Abú 'Alí, embraced him, conversed genially with him, sat down beside him, and said, "O greatest and most accomplished philosopher of the world, explain to me the rationale of this treatment!"

"O Sire," answered Abú 'Alí, "when I inspected his pulse and urine, I became convinced that his complaint was love, and that he had fallen thus sick through keeping his secret. Had I enquired of him, he would not have told me; so I placed my hand on his pulse while they repeated in succession the names of the different quarters, and when it came to the name of the quarter of his beloved, love moved him, and his heart was stirred, so that I knew she was a dweller in that quarter. Then I enquired the streets, and when I reached the street in question that same movement occurred, and I knew that she dwelt in that street. Then I enquired the names of the households in that street, and the same phenomenon occurred when the house of his beloved was named, so that I knew the house also. Then they made mention of the names of its inhabitants, and when he heard the name of his beloved, he was greatly affected, so that I knew the name of his sweetheart also. Then I told him my conclusion, and he could not deny it, but was compelled to confess the truth."

is a translation:—"Now the lover's pulse is variable and irregular, especially when he sees the object of his affections, or hears her name, or gets tidings of her. In this way one can discover, in the case of one who conceals his love and the name of his beloved, who is the object of his passion, and that in the following way. The physician should place his finger on the patient's pulse, and unexpectedly order the names of those persons amongst whom it may be surmised that his sweetheart is to be found to be repeated, whereupon it will appear from the patient's behaviour who his beloved is, and what her name is. Avicenna (upon whom be God's Mercy) says: 'I have tried this plan, and have succeeded by it in finding out who the beloved object was.'"
Qâbús was greatly astonished, and indeed there was good reason for astonishment. "O most eminent and most excellent philosopher of the world," said he, "both the lover and the beloved are the children of my sisters, and are cousins to one another. Choose, then, an auspicious moment that I may unite them in marriage." So the Master [Avicenna] chose a fortunate hour, and in it they were united, and that prince was cured of the ailment which had brought him to death's door. And thereafter Qâbús maintained Abú 'Alí in the best manner possible, and thence he went to Ray, and finally became minister to 'Alá'u'd-Dawla, as is well known in history.

Anecdote xxxvi.

The author of the Kâmîlû's-Sanâ'at\(^1\) was physician to 'Aḍudu'd-Dawla\(^2\) in Pârs, in the city of Shírâz. Now in that city there was a porter who used to carry loads of four hundred and five hundred maunds on his back. And every five or six months he would be attacked by headache, and become restless, remaining so for ten\(^3\) days and nights. One time he was attacked by headache, and when seven or eight days had elapsed, he several times determined to destroy himself. At length one day this physician passed by the door of his house. The porter's brother ran to meet him, did reverence to him, and, conjuring him by God Most High, told him his brother's condition. "Bring him to me," said the physician. So they called him before the physician, who saw that he was a big man, of bulky frame, wearing on his feet a pair of shoes each of which weighed a maund and a half. Then the physician asked for and examined his urine; after which, "Bring him with me into the open country," said

---

\(^{1}\) See Brockelmann's \textit{Gesch. d. Arab. Litt.}, p. 237, No. 19. His name was
\(^{2}\) \textit{Ali b. al-'Abbás al-Majúsi}, and he died a.h. 384 (A.D. 994).
\(^{3}\) The second prince of the House of Buwayh, reigned a.h. 338-372 (A.D. 949-982).
\(^{2}\) So A., but L. has "two."
he. They did so. On their arrival there, he bade his servant take the turban from his head, and cast it round his neck. Then he ordered another servant to take the shoes off the porter's feet and kick him on the back of the neck. The porter's sons wept, but the physician was a man of consideration, so that they could say nothing. Then the physician ordered his servant to throw the turban round his neck, to mount his horse, and to make the porter run round the plain. The servant did as he was bid. Blood began to flow from the porter's nostrils. "Now," said the physician, "let him alone, that the blood may flow from him, for he stinketh worse than a corpse." The man fell asleep amidst the blood which flowed from his nose, and three hundred dirhams' weight of blood escaped from his nostrils. They bore him thence, and he slept for a day and a night, and his headache passed away and never again returned.

Then 'Afulu'd-Dawla questioned the physician as to the rationale of this treatment. "O King," he replied, "for some while the blood had coagulated \(^1\) in his head, and it was impossible to relieve this congestion by means of belladonna,\(^2\) so I devised another treatment, which proved successful."

*Anecdote xxxvii.*

Melancholia is a disease which physicians often fail to treat successfully, for, though all melancholic diseases are chronic, melancholia is a pathological condition which is [especially] slow to pass.

---

1. Perhaps "coagulated" is too strong a word for "عصده", and we should rather translate "for some while he had suffered from congestion of the head" or "cerebral congestion."

2. The word "قبر" explained as "مقبر" seems to mean belladonna. The word "مقبر" I do not understand.
Abu'l-Hasan b. Yahyá, in his work entitled the "Hippocratic Therapeutics" (Mu'álaja-i-Buqráti), a book the like of which hath been composed by no one on the Art of Medicine, hath reckoned up the leaders of thought, sages, physicians, scholars, and philosophers who have been afflicted by this disease, for there were many of them; and he continues thus:

"My master Abú Ja'far b. Muḥammad Abú Sa'd al-Nashawi, commonly known as Šarakh, related to me," says he, "on the authority of the Imám Shaykh Muḥammad b. al-'Aqil al-Qazwini, on the authority of the Amír Fakhru'd-Dawla Kálinjár the Buwayhid, that one of the princes of the House of Buwayh was attacked by melancholy, and was in such wise affected by the disease that he imagined himself to have been transformed into a cow. Every day he would low like a cow, causing annoyance to everyone, and saying, 'Kill me, so that a good stew may be prepared from my flesh'; until matters reached such a pass that he would eat nothing, and the physicians were unable to do him any good.

"Now at this juncture Abú 'Alí (Avicenna) was prime minister, and the king 'Alá'u'd-Dawla Muḥammad b. Washmḡir had the fullest confidence in him, and had entrusted into his hands all the affairs of the kingdom, and placed under his judgment and discretion all matters. And, indeed, since Alexander the Great, whose minister was Aristotle, no king had such a minister as Abú 'Alí. And during the time that he was minister, he used to rise up every morning before dawn and write a couple of pages of the Shifá." Then, when the true dawn appeared, he

---

1 See Brockelmann's Gesch. d. Arab. Litt., p. 237, where his name is given as Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Muḥammad at-Tabari. He was court physician to the Buwayhid prince Ruknu'd-Dawla about A.H. 360 (A.D. 970). MSS. of the work cited exist at Oxford, Munich, and in the India Office.
2 A. has Sa'di.
3 So all texts.
4 One of Avicenna's most celebrated works. See the British Museum Arabic Catalogue, p. 745a, and the Supplement to the same, No. 711, pp. 484, 485.
used to give audience to his disciples, such as Kiyá Ra’ís Bahmanyár, Abú Mansúr Zíla,1 ‘Abdu’ll-Wáhid Jurjání, Sulayman of Damascus, and me, Abú Kálinjár. We used to continue our studies till the morning grew bright, and then perform our prayers behind him; and as soon as he came forth he was met at the gate of his house by a thousand mounted men, comprising the dignitaries and notables, as well as such as had boons to crave, or were in difficulties. Then the minister would mount, and this company would attend him to the Government Offices. By the time he arrived there, the number of horsemen had reached two thousand. And there he would remain until the morning prayer, and when he retired for refreshment all that company ate with him. Then he took his midday siesta, and when he rose up from this he would perform his prayer, wait on the King, and remain talking and conversing with him until the next prayer; and in all matters of importance there was no third person between him and the King.

"Our object in narrating these details is to show that the minister had no leisure time. Now when the physicians proved unable to cure this young man, the King’s intercession was sought, so that he might bid his minister take the case in hand. So ‘Alá’u’dd-Dawla spoke to him to this effect, and he consented. Then said he, ‘Good tidings to the patient, for the butcher has come to kill him!’ When the patient heard this, he rejoiced. Then the minister mounted his horse, and came with his retinue to the gate of the patient’s house. Taking a knife in his hand, he entered with two attendants, saying, ‘Where is this cow, that I may kill it?’ The patient made a noise like a cow, meaning, ‘He is here.’ The minister bade them bind him hand and foot in the middle of the house. The patient ran forward into the middle of the house and lay down on his right side, and they bound his hands and feet firmly, and ‘Abú ‘Álí then came forward, rubbing
the knives together, sat down, and placed his hand on his side, as is the custom of butchers. 'He is very lean,' said he, 'and not fit to be killed: he must eat fodder until he gets fat.' Then he rose up and came out, having bidden them loose his hands and feet, and place food before him, saying, 'Eat, so that thou mayst grow fat.' They did so, and he ate, and recovered his appetite, after which they administered to him drugs and draughts. 'This cow,' said Abú 'Ali, 'must be well fattened'; so the patient ate in the hope that he might grow fat and they might kill him; while the physicians applied themselves vigorously to treating him as the minister had indicated, and in a month's time he completely recovered."

All wise men will perceive that one cannot heal by such methods of treatment save by virtue of extreme excellence, perfect science, and unerring acumen.

Anecdote xxxviii.

In the reign of Maliksháh, and during part of the reign of Sultán Sanjar, there was at Heráta a philosopher named Adíb Isma'íl, a very great and perfect man, who, however, derived his income from his receipts as a physician. By him many rare cures of this class were wrought.

One day he was passing through the sheep-slayers' market. A butcher was skinning a sheep, and was eating the warm fat which he took from its belly.1 Khwája Isma'íl said to a grocer opposite him, "If at any time this fellow should die, inform me of it before they lay him in his grave." "Willingly," replied the grocer. When five or six months had elapsed, one morning it was rumoured abroad that such-and-such a butcher had died suddenly without any premonitory illness. The grocer also went to offer his condolences. He found a number of people tearing their garments, while others were consumed with grief, for

1 So in L. A. has: "And every now and then he would put his hand into the sheep's belly, pull out some of the warm fat, and swallow it."
the dead man was young, and had little children. Then he remembered the words of Khwája Isma'íl, and hastened to bear the intelligence to him. Said the Khwája, "He has been a long time in dying." Then he arose, took his staff, went to the dead man's house, raised the sheet from the face of the corpse, and began to apply the remedies for apoplexy. On the third day the dead man arose, and, though he remained paralytic, he lived for many years, and men were astonished, for that great man had seen from the first that he would be stricken by apoplexy.

Anecdote xxxix.

The Shaykhu'l-Islám 'Abdu'lláh Anšárí (may God sanctify his spirit!) conceived a fanatical hatred of the above-mentioned man of science, and several times attempted to do him an injury, and burned his books. Now this fanatical dislike arose from religious motives, for the people of Herát believed that he could restore the dead to life, and this belief was injurious to his own pretensions.

Now the Shaykh fell ill, and in the course of his illness the death-rattle became apparent. However much the physicians treated him, it availed nothing. They were in despair, and so sent a sample of his urine to the Khwája under the name of another, and requested him to prescribe. When he had inspected it, he said: "This is the urine of so-and-so, in whom the death-rattle has become apparent, and whom they are unable to treat. Bid them pound together a sir of pistachio-skins and a sir of the sugar called 'askari and give it to him, so that he may recover; and give him this message: 'You should study science, and not burn men's books.'"

1 مَكَّة
2 So R. and L. (دعوی را), but A. reads عوام را. "was injurious to the common folk."
3 For A. has یک میزیک سیه سی میزیک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک یک ی
So they made a confection of these two ingredients, and the patient ate it, and immediately the death-rattle ceased, and he recovered.

Anecdote xl.

In the time of Galen, one of the notables of Alexandria was attacked by pain in the finger-tips, and suffered great restlessness, being debarred from all repose. They informed Galen, who prescribed an unguent to be applied to his shoulders. As soon as they did this he was cured. Then they questioned Galen, saying, "What was [the rationale of] this treatment which thou didst adopt?" He replied: "This, that the source of a pain which attacks the finger-tips is the shoulder. I treated the root so that the branch might be cured."

Anecdote xli.

In the year A.H. 547 (= A.D. 1152-3), when a battle took place at Daráward between the King of the World Sanjar b. Maliksháh and my master 'Alá’u’d-Dawla al-Ḫusayn (may God immortalize their reigns!), and the Ghúrid army was so grievously smitten by the evil eye, and I wandered about Herát in hiding, because I was connected with the House of Ghúr, and their enemies uttered all manner of accusations against them, and rejoiced malignantly over their reverse; in the midst of this state of things, I say, I chanced one night to be in the house of a certain noble man. When he had eaten bread, I went out to satisfy a need. That noble man, by reason of whom I came to be there, was praising me, saying: "Men know him as a poet, but, apart from his skill in poetry, he is a man

1. L. has "447," both in figures and writing, an evident error, since Sanjar reigned A.H. 511-552, and 'Alá’u’d-Din Husayn "Jahán-súz" A.H. 544-556. A. omits the figures, and only has "in the year forty-seven."

2. See B. de Meynard's Dict. de la Perse, p. 228, but this reading is conjectural. L. has بدروده، بدرآوة، بدرآوة.

3. لشكرنورا جدان جمش زخم رخمي افتاد.
of great attainments, well skilled in astrology, medicine, polite letter-writing, and other accomplishments."

When I returned to the company, the master of the house showed me much respect, as do those who are in need of some favour, and sat by me for a while. "O so-and-so," said he, "I have one only daughter, and, save her, no other near relative, and she is my treasure. Lately she has fallen a victim to a malady such that during the days of her monthly courses ten or fifteen stars of sanguineous matter come from her, and she is greatly weakened. We have consulted the physicians, several of whom have treated her, but it has availed nothing, for if this issue be stopped, she is attacked with pain and swelling in the stomach, and if it be renewed, it is increased in amount, and she is much weakened, so that I fear its cessation, lest her strength should wholly decline." "Send me word," said I, "when next this state occurs."

When ten days had passed, the patient's mother came to fetch me, and brought her daughter to me. I saw a girl very comely, but despairing of life, and stricken with terror. She at once fell at my feet, saying: "O my father! For God's sake help me, for I am young, and have not yet seen the world." The tears sprang to my eyes, and I said, "Be of good cheer, this is an easy matter." Then I placed my fingers on her pulse. I found the artery strong, and her colour and complexion normal. It was at this time the season of summer, and most of the conditions of an enjoyable life were present, such as a robust habit of body, a strong constitution, a healthy complexion, age, season, country, and occupation. Then I summoned a phlebotomist

---

1. A. has "maunds."
2. L. has: "... وأكبر بار شعود زيد ميرود..." A. has: "و أكبر كشايند سيلان مي افتند..."
3. L. "امور عشرته..." A. "امور عشرت..."
4. For L.'s reading, "و و هوأى بكى (بلد؟) و عادت وأمرات ملعبة..."
and bade him open the basilic vein in both her arms; and I sent away all the women. The bad blood continued to flow, and, by pressure and manipulation, I took from her a thousand dirhams' weight of blood, so that she fell down in a swoon. Then I bade them bring fire, and prepare roasted meat beside her, until the house was filled with the smoke of the roasting meat, and it entered her nostrils. Then she came to her senses, moved, groaned, and asked for a drink. Then I prepared for her a gentle stimulant, and treated her for a week, and she recovered, and that illness passed away, and her monthly courses resumed their normal condition. And I called her my daughter, and to-day she is to me as my other children.

CONCLUSION.

My object in writing this treatise and in setting forth this discourse is not to make mention of my merits or to show forth my services, but rather to guide the beginner, and to glorify my Lord, the learned and just King, Husánu'd-Dawla wa'd-Dín, Helper of Islám and the Muslims, Pride of monarchs and kings, noblest of mankind, Shamsu'l-Ma'álí, Maliku'l-Umará, Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Mas'úd b. al-Husayn, Nuṣratu Amíri'l-Mú'mínín (may God perpetuate his glory!), by whose high station the Kingly Office is magnified. May God (blessed and glorious is He!) continue to embellish it by his Beauty, and may the Divine Protection and Heavenly Grace be a buckler over the form and stature of both, and may the heart of my Lord and Benefactor Fakhru'd-Dawla wa'd-Din, Bahá'u'l-Islám wa'l-Muslimín, King of the kings of the mountains, be rejoiced, not for a while but for ever, by the continuance of both!
Concluding Note by the Editor of the Tihrán ed. of A.H. 1305
(= A.D. 1887–8).

In the beneficent reign of the Sovereign Lord\(^1\) of the
nations, the King of kings who is like unto Alexander
in pomp, the Remembrancer of Kísra and Jamshíd, the
Monarch of monarchs, the Shadow of God in the lands,
by the regards of whose weighty mind all the sciences and
arts enjoy the fullest ascendancy, and the votaries of every
sort of craft and cunning possess the most brilliant position,
the King, son of a king and grandson of a king, and the
Prince, son of a prince and grandson of a prince, Sháh
Náṣiru'd-Dín Qájár (may God prolong his Power, and
extend his Life and his Reign!)—

"O King, who resembllest the Angels in exaltation,
Whose name is held in fair renown by the Supreme Host!"

By the auspicious traits of his nature the treatises of
men of culture, which had been clothed in the raiment of
oblivion, have become adorned with the ornament of
print, while the dust of desolation has been removed from
the senses of men of learning. Amongst such treatises is
this Chahár Maqála of 'Arúdí, whereof, until this time,
the virgin sentences were hidden behind the curtain of
concealment, and the maiden anecdotes lay latent and
unknown in the leaves. This servant of the Heaven-high
Court and house-bred slave of this Immortal Dynasty,
Muḥammad Báqír Khán, son of the late Hájí Muḥammad
 Báqír Khán, Begler-begí, the Qájár, who has devoted most
of his time to the transcription of written pages, undertook,
at the desire of his High Reverence Mullá 'Alí Khwánsári,
to transcribe this also. Two manuscripts were examined, of
which the one had been copied from the other. In the
one there were bad mistakes, and in the other worse. It
was as though a heap of gold had been acquired, but filled

\(^1\) Literally "Master of the necks."
with alloy and dross. Thus, amongst other errors, تَمْمُ, حَمِيم, حَمَاحم, تَلْعَمِم, was written. Therefore, to the utmost of my power, I applied myself, while transcribing the book, to correcting as far as possible the words and sentences occurring in it. My prayer of my spiritual friends, who are the changers of the coins of ideas, is that if a chance mistake occur, or an erroneous idea or word appear, they will overlook it with gracious eyes, and will endeavour to read such correction into the text.

At the time of concluding, a chronogram expressing the date [of publication] occurred to me, and is here submitted:¹

كتاب چهار مقاله کل صمیم در طبع آمد، 1305

By the desire of Aḵuénd-i-Mullá 'Alí Khwánsári, a.h. 1305, and by the care of His Reverence Abu’l-Quásim, the noble heir of Aḵuénd-i-Mullá Muḥammad.

¹ The meaning is: "The Book of the Four Discourses hath been correctly printed in its entirety." The numerical values of the letters composing this sentence, when added up, give 1305.
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Four years ago I submitted to the readers of this Journal "A Description of Mesopotamia and Baghdad, written about the year 900 A.D. by Ibn Serapion,"¹ in the course of which paper an attempt was made to sketch, in rough outline, the Plan of the mediaeval City of the Caliphs. This was derived from the accounts of the canals given by Ibn Serapion; and recognizing the imperfection of this Sketch Plan, I expressed my intention of returning again to the subject of Baghdad topography, and of completing, in a future article, the very cursory notes which were all that I had then been able to give with the translation of Ibn Serapion.

That there is no lack of material for working out the history of Baghdad will be shown presently, and underestimating my task, I had at first hoped that one or two papers in this Journal, as the result of a year's work, would have exhausted the subject. This, however, has proved to be a delusion. The time was doubled and again doubled, for the materials demanded a far more detailed examination than could be accomplished in a few months, nor could the results be condensed into a score or two of pages. The outcome of four years' work forms a volume, which is now ready for the press, and which it is hoped will be published in the course of the next few months. In the meantime a summary of the results, in part correcting the Sketch Plan appended to my former paper,² may now be given. This summary

¹ See J.R.A.S. for 1895, January, April, and October.
² See in J.R.A.S. for 1895, the Plan facing p. 275, where the whole of Western Baghdad is put too low down in regard to the Eastern Quarter; further the lower course of the 'Isā Canal should be as it is marked in the two following Plans.
will form the concluding chapters of my book, to which the reader is referred for all detail, and for full references to all the authorities. Of these last also some account will now be given, together with a short critical notice of their writings, whether historical or geographical, to which we owe the information that has made it possible, in part, to reconstruct the Plan of the City of the Caliphs.

The topography of mediaeval Baghdad has not, hitherto, met with the attention that the subject deserves; for it must be admitted that any detailed history of the Caliphs is incomprehensible if the plan of their capital cannot be laid before the reader. As far as I know, the only attempt that has yet been made to realize the appearance of the metropolitan city of the Eastern Caliphate, is due to the late A. von Kremer, who, in one chapter of his excellent History of Civilization in the East, has translated the description given by Ya'kūbī of the original burg or Round City built by Mansur.1 But this citadel was to later Baghdad much what at the present day the City, in modern London, has become in relation to the metropolis which encompasses it for miles on every side; and of greater Baghdad, Kremer says nothing. Further he does not attempt to give any plan even of the Round City, the position of which, in relation to modern Baghdad, he has not indicated. What Kremer left fragmentary I hope now to have completed.

Our systematic knowledge of the topography, as a whole, of mediaeval Baghdad, is chiefly derived from two nearly contemporary sources, namely, Ya'kūbī, who wrote near the end of the third century of the Hijrah, and Ibn Serapion, whose work dates from the beginning of the fourth: in other words, respectively a short time before and after the year 900 A.D. The first of these authorities, Ya'kūbī, describes the various quarters and buildings of the city as the traveller would pass them by when taking his way, in turn, along each of the great highroads which radiated to various points of

the compass from the four Gates of the Round City; Ibn Serapion, on the other hand, chiefly occupies himself with tracing out the network of Canals whose ramifications traversed those later suburbs of the Round City, which in time came to form the two great quarters of West and East Baghdad. And finally it is by marking the intersection of the various watercourses with the chief highroads that, after thus combining the two descriptions, it has been found possible to lay out a rough sort of triangulation for the plan of mediaeval Baghdad, of which otherwise the few vestiges that still remain would hardly have afforded sufficient data for any reliable reconstruction of its topography.

From its foundation by the Caliph Mansür to its capture by Hülagü the Mongol, the history of the city is that of the Abbasid Caliphate, and the events accompanying its rise and fall will, perhaps, be better understood if the five centuries that elapsed during this long period be divided into five rather unequal parts, representing, as it were, so many Acts in the great drama of the history of Islam.

These five divisions are:—(1) the period of the great Caliphs, from the foundation of the Dynasty in 132 (750 A.D.) to the death of Mamûn in 218 (833 A.D.); (2) the tyranny of the Turkish Body Guard, ending in 334 (946 A.D.), when Mu‘izz-ad-Dawlah, the Buyid Prince, became master in Baghdad; (3) the period of the Buyid supremacy; (4) followed by the Saljûk supremacy, beginning with Tughril Beg, who entered Baghdad in 447 (1055 A.D.), and ending with the death of Sultan Sanjar, the last of the great Saljûks, in 552 (1157 A.D.); (5) lastly the period of decline and fall, which ended with the Mongol conquest, the sack of Baghdad in 656 (1258 A.D.), and the death of the last Abbasid Caliph, Musta‘ṣim.

In so far as the history of the city of Baghdad itself is concerned, the first period of course only starts with the date of the foundation of the Round City by the Caliph Mansûr, namely about the year 145 (762 A.D.), closing with the death of Mamûn, as already said, or in other words, the period begins with the reign of the grandfather of Hârûn-ar-Rashîd
and ends with the life of the second of his sons who attained the Caliphate. These seventy and odd years form the most brilliant epoch of Moslem history; the Caliphs were then great warriors and sovereigns, and the fact is significant that, with the sole exception of Amin, no Caliph during this period died in Baghdad: for their tombs lie scattered over the length and breadth of the Empire—from the Pilgrim Road by Mecca, to Tus in Khurassan, or the Gates of Tarsus in the north-west—the burial-place of the Caliph being where he had died, on the road, so to speak, journeying for the affairs of Islam.

For this first period we have unfortunately no written contemporary authorities, but for the topography of Baghdad an event of much importance is the first siege of the capital in the year 198 (814 A.D.), when Amin, son of Harun-ar-Rashid, defended himself during eighteen months against the generals of his brother Mumin. The detailed narrative of this siege, taken down from the accounts of eye-witnesses and reduced to system, has been transmitted to us in the pages of the great chronicle of Tabari. In this, the incidental mention of places attacked or defended during the siege operations enables us to fix the position of many points left vague in the two great systematic descriptions of Baghdad written by Ya'kubi and Ibn Serapion, which belong to the following century, from whose writings chiefly (as already said) the plan has been reconstructed.

REFERENCES TO PLAN OF BAGHDAD.

No. 1.

2. Various Public Offices and Palaces in the Central Area of the Round City (the City of Mansur).
3. Prison called Al-Matbuk.
4. Basrah Gate.
5. Khurassan Gate.
6. Syrian Gate.
7. Kufah Gate.
8. The Old Bridge: Bifurcation of the Kufah and Muwashwal High-roads.
10. Gate of Karkh.
11. Gate of the Coppersmiths.
12. Fief of Rabī‘ and Road of the Painter.
13. Thorn Bridge where the Kūfah Highroad crosses the ‘Isā Canal.
15. Market of Cloth-Merchants.
19. The Aṭiḳah Quarter.
21. The Shārkiyah Quarter and Mosque.
22. Shrine of Ma‘rūf Karkhi.
23. The New Bridge, the Booksellers’ Market and the Harrāni Archway.
24. Monastery at the Sārat Point.
25. Palace of Zubaydah.
26. The great Palace of the Khuld, the Stables and the Review Ground.
27. The Shārī‘ Quarter.
28. The Baghīfīn Quarter.
29. The Palace of Tāḥir, on the Upper Harbour.
30. Mills of Zubaydah, the Katrabbul Gate, the Zubaydiyyah Fief and Palace.
31. The Straw Gate (Bāb-at-Tība).
32. The Tomb of ‘Abd-Allah, son of Ibn Ḥanbal.
33. The Harb Gate and the Tomb of Ibn Ḥanbal.
34. The Iron Gate.
35. The Persian Quadrangle.
36. The Quadrangle of Abu-l-‘Abbās.
37. The Quadrangle of Shabīb.
38. Prison of the Syrian Gate.
39. The An‘ārī Gate and the Garden of Tāḥir.
40. Tomb of Ibrāhīm Harbī, and the Bukharian Mosque.
41. Square of the Rumālīyah.
42. Garden of Kass.
43. The Patriarch’s Mill on the ‘Abbāsīyah Island.
44. The Muhawwal Gate and Mosque; the Suburb of Humayd, son of Kaḥṭabah.
45. The Old Hospital.
46. Bridge and Darb-al-Ḥijārah (Road of Rocks).
47. The Kunāsah (Sweepings) and Gate of Abu Kabīsah.
48. The Yāsirīyah Quarter and Bridge.
49. The Kāẓimayn Shrines, and Tomb of Zubaydah.
50. Gate at head of Main Bridge called the Bāb-at-Tājk.
51. Mosque of Ruṣāfah and the Maydān.
52. Palace of Mahdī and Garden of Ḥafṣ.
53. Tomb of Abu Hanīfah.
54. The Shammasīyah Gate and Palace of Mānis.
55. Chapel of Vows in the Mālikīyah Cemetery.
56. The Baradān Gate.
57. Dār-ar-Rūm, the Christian Quarter.
58. The Khurāsān Gate of East Baghdad.
59. The Zāhir Garden, at the outflow of the Mūsā Canal.
60. The Thirst Market.
61. Palace of Mu’tasim.
62. The Three Tanks.
63. The great Pitched Gate.
64. Gate of Beasts Market.
66. Palace of Banājah.
67. The Abraz Gate.
68. The Muhkarrim Gate.
69. Gate of the Tuesday Market.
70. The Firdās Palace and Lake.
71. The Hasanī Palace; the Mosque of the Caliph, and the Bāb-al-‘Ammah or Public Gate.
72. The Tāj Palace.
73. The Palace of the Pleiades.
74. Palace of Amīn in the Kalwādhā Raķkah.

It will be remembered that Baghdad, as founded by Manṣūr, was a circular city, or burg, four miles in circumference, having four equidistant gates with a triple wall, which, in concentric circles, enclosed the great Palace and Mosque of the Caliph standing in the middle of the
wide central area. Before the death of Mansūr, in 158 (775 A.D.), however, the city had already spread far beyond these modest limits. Suburbs had grown up along the high roads starting from each of the four gates, and these suburbs, together with East Baghdad or Rusāfah, founded at almost the same time as the Round City, but on the other bank of the Tigris, covered ground measuring five miles across in the length and in the breadth.

Thus, beginning at the Başrah, or south-eastern, Gate of the Round City, one highroad went down-stream along the river bank, having the Sharkīyāh Quarter on the one hand near the Tigris, and the great Karkh Quarter on the other side, inland; and this last with its markets is described as stretching for nearly two leagues southward of Baghdad. The Karkh Quarter on the side furthest from the river was bordered by the highroad running south, which was the great Pilgrim Way leading to Mecca. This was known as the Kūfah Road (from the city of that name on the Euphrates), and this highway started from the bifurcation outside the Kūfah Gate at the south-western part of the Round City. Beyond the square at this Gate two highroads began, namely, the Kūfah Road south, bordering Karkh, as just described, and the Muḥawwal Road west, passing through the town of Muḥawwal, on the Īsā Canal, to the city of Anbār on the Euphrates. From the Syrian Gate, in the north-western part of the Round City, a thoroughfare also went westward, called the Anbār Road, which, passing first through the Harbiyāh Suburb to the Anbār Gate and there crossing the Bridge over the Trench of Tāhir, finally struck into the Muḥawwal Road at a point beyond Muḥawwal Town, having thus far kept along the northern bank of the Īsā Canal.

Beyond the suburb at the Kūfah Gate, and lying westward of the Round City, were various minor suburbs round the Muḥawwal Gate, bordering on the highroad to the town of that name; while north of the Syrian Gate stretched the great Ḥarb Quarter, or the Harbiyāh, occupying all the ground within the city limits up-stream above the
Round City; and beyond the Trench of Tāhir lay the cemeteries afterwards known as the  Kháizimayn Shrines. Outside the north-eastern or Khurāsān Gate of the Round City, the Caliph Maṇṣūr had built his great Palace, called the Khuld, lying to the right or south of the road leading to the Main Bridge of Boats across the Tigris; and on the further side of the river stood the Palace and suburb of Ruṣāfah. This lay to the northward of the Bridge end, and beyond it to the eastward came the Shammāsiyah Quarter, stretching from the river bank (opposite the Harbiyānah Quarter) to the Khurāsān Gate of the Eastern City; while to the south of the Main Bridge lay the Mukharrim Quarter.

During the reign of Mahdī, son and successor of Maṇṣūr, Ruṣāfah grew to rival West Baghdad in the extent and magnificence of its various palaces and market streets. Round the Palace and Mosque which Mahdī had built, his attendants and their followers received grants of lands, and just as the Round City had come to be encompassed by the suburbs in which stood the Fiefs of the nobles belonging more especially to the Court of Maṇṣūr, so Ruṣāfah, during the eleven years reign of Mahdī, became the centre of a town of palaces built by the next generation of courtiers. In the year 170 (786 A.D.), when the reign of Hārūn-ar-Rashid began, the three Eastern Quarters of Ruṣāfah, Shammāsiyah, and Mukharrim probably formed almost as great a city on the east side of the Tigris as was the City of Maṇṣūr with its suburbs on the west bank. The Caliph still lived in the Khuld Palace and most of the Diwāns (or Government Offices) remained in the Round City, but his Wazīr Ja'far, the Barmeçides, had recently built himself a palace on the eastern Tigris bank below the Mukharrim Quarter (which palace subsequently formed the nucleus of the later Palaces of the Caliphs), and much of the business of state was, during the reign of Hārūn, transacted in Eastern Baghdad under the supervision of Ja'far.

The fall of the Barmeçides cast its gloom over the later
years of Hārūn-ar-Rashid, and shortly after the death of the
great Caliph the rivalry which had from their birth existed
between his two sons—Amin, whose mother was the Abbasid
Princess Zubaydah, and Mamūn the son of a Persian bond-
woman—broke out into civil war. The Caliphate belonged
by right to Amin, but Hārūn had named Mamūn next in
the succession, and meanwhile had appointed him Governor
for life of Khurāsān and the whole eastern half of the
Empire. The Caliph Amin, after succeeding peaceably to
the throne, had at first remained inactive at Baghdad, but
before long he precipitated the crisis by naming his own
son, Mūsā, heir apparent, thus attempting to deprive
Mamūn of the succession. Thereupon Mamūn took up
arms, nominally in defence of his future rights, and causing
his brother Amin to be solemnly deposed in all the Mosques
of Persia, Syria, and Arabia (which provinces had declared
for him), the armies of Mamūn advanced through Persia
on lower Mesopotamia, preparatory to the siege of Baghdad.
Amin meanwhile had shut himself up in the capital,
and Mamūn, who himself remained safely established in
Khurāsān, had given the command of the invading force
to two of his generals, namely Harthamah, who marched
to attack Baghdad from the east, and Tāhir (subsequently
founder of the Tāhirid Dynasty of Khurāsān), who, after
crossing the Tigris at Madāin (Ctesiphon) into lower
Mesopotamia, was ordered to come up the great Kūfah
Road and thus invest the city from the western side. The
accounts in Ṭabarī¹ name the exact positions of the troops.
Harthamah, on the eastern side, after defeating the army
which Amin had sent to oppose him at Nahrawān, established
his headquarters on the hither side of the canal called
the Nahr Bīn, probably near the spot where the Palace
of the Pleiades was afterwards built, and then fortified
his camp with a wall and a ditch. His right wing was
before the Shamāsīyah Gate on the river bank above
the city, while his left wing occupied a pleasure palace

¹ Ṭabarī, iii, 837 to 925. For the editions of works quoted in this and the
following notes see my former paper J.R.A.S., 1895, p. 7.
built by Amin in the plain called the Rakka of the Kalwadhû District below the city. At this date Eastern Baghdad had no city walls, but the townspeople proceeded to build barricades to block the roads at their exit from the city, and from gate to gate the line of houses and garden walls served as the outer line of defence.

On the western side Tahir settled his headquarters in the garden outside the Anbar Gate, where the Anbar Bridge crossed the Trench that went by his name, and he forthwith began his attack on the outlying suburbs of this side. The houses in the Harbiyah Quarter were soon destroyed by his catapults (Manjanik), and the ruin effected is described as extending from the Tigris bank at the Baghiyin Quarter round past the Syrian Gate to the Kufah Gate, and thence down to the line of the Sarat Canal. Fire completed the destruction begun by the catapults, the great Mills at the junction of the two Sarat Canals were in part destroyed, and all the suburbs from the Quarter of Humayd down to the Karkhayia Canal are stated to have been laid in ruins. The siege dragged on from month to month, and the inhabitants of the city began to suffer horrible privations. The Princess Zubaydah, widow of Harun-ar-Rashid, was driven out of her palace in the Zubaydiyah Fief near the Kafrabbul Gate and now joined her son in the Round City, which with the Khuld Palace and the suburbs immediately to the south along the river bank, became the last refuge of Amin and the garrison.

Little by little the line hemming them in was drawn tighter, and all efforts to break through failed. A great fight took place in the Kunasah Quarter, and the garrison attempted a sally in the neighbourhood of the road called the Darb-al-Hijarah beyond the Muhawwal Gate, on which occasion Tahir came near to lose his life, but the besieged, after performing prodigies of valour, were again driven back. In order to facilitate the despatch of reinforcements to and from the army under Harthamah on the eastern river bank, Tahir had moored a new Bridge of Boats across the Tigris above Baghdad. He now ordered a general attack to
be made by Harthamah on the east side, and the Khurūsūn Gate of the Shammāsīyah having been taken by storm, this immediately led to the fall of East Baghdad. The siege had begun before the end of the year 196 A.H., and it was in the beginning of 198 that Harthamah having at length become master of Rusāfah, Shammāsīyah, and Mukharrim, namely the three quarters which lay on the Persian side of the Tigris, now proceeded to cut the main Bridge of Boats, and thus isolate the City of Mansūr.

Meanwhile in Western Baghdad, when it was seen that the defence was failing, the merchants had begun to parley, and the troops of Amin were ever deserting in increasing number. Tāhir, who already occupied the Quarters on the southern side of the Round City, namely the Sharīyūh, with Karkh and its great markets, had recently succeeded in destroying the two masonry bridges—the Old Bridge and the New—over the Sarāt Canal, by which the highroads from the Kūfah and Baṣrah Gates passed out into the suburbs. The unfortunate Caliph Amin now finally retired, with his mother Zubaydah, to the Palace of the Golden Gate in the centre of the Round City, egress to the Tigris being still preserved through the Khuld Palace and its gardens; but here the western river bank was already commanded by the catapults of Harthamah, whose troops had occupied the whole eastern side, and Tāhir now began to invest the walls of the Round City. His lines, we are told by Tabari, ran from the Tigris at the foot of the Khuld Gardens, up the Sarāt Canal, past the Baṣrah Gate to the Kūfah Gate, and thence turned north back to the river, after blocking the Syrian Gate, the Tigris bank being regained immediately above the Khuld Palace.

The end could not long be delayed. The Khuld Palace on the river had to be deserted, having become untenable from the stones shot by the catapults which Harthamah had planted in the Mukharrim Quarter; and Amin, after a vain attempt to find shelter by shutting himself up in the Palace of the Golden Gate, was driven to surrender. Fearing Harthamah less than Tāhir, Amin set out in secret
and embarked to cross the river to the camp of the besiegers on the east side, but by ill-chance, or through treachery, the boat was overturned, and the luckless Caliph, after swimming to shore and again seeking shelter on the western bank, was taken prisoner by the enemy's troops. Forthwith, by order of Tāhir, he was put to death in the garden near the Anbār Gate, his head being despatched to Mamūn in Khurāsān as a proof that the war was now at an end.

The reign of Mamūn, who some months after these events arrived in Baghdad, witnessed the rebuilding of the half-ruined capital; but the Round City would appear never to have recovered from the effects of this disastrous siege, and Mamūn, when resident in Baghdad, for the most part lived in the Barmecide Palace below the Mukharrim Quarter on the east bank, which, after having been greatly enlarged by the Wazīr Hasan Ibn Sahl, now came to be known as the Hasānī Palace.

After the death of Mamūn and the accession of his brother Mu'tāsīm, the riotous behaviour of the Turkish Body Guard ultimately forced that Caliph to betake himself to Sāmarrā', which for a time became the capital of the Caliphate. Here Mu'tāsīm, and after his death six of the succeeding Caliphs, reigned and built palaces, while successive Captains of the Guard controlled the affairs of the Empire at their pleasure. This was the second period in the history of the Abbasids, namely that of the long tyranny of the Turkish Guard, which only came to an end with the advent of the Buyid Princes. While the Caliphs lived at Sāmarrā', Baghdad was under the rule of governors, mostly Tāhirids; for Tāhir, after bringing Amīn to his death, had prudently retired from the court of Mamūn to live as a semi-independent Prince in Khurāsān, where he died in 207 (822 A.D.), and in the next generation, during the period when the Caliphs were the puppets of the Body Guard, various members of this great family occupied the chief provincial governorships throughout the Abbasid dominions. Thus while Tāhir was succeeded by his immediate descendants, to the third generation, in the principality of
Khurāsān, one Ṭahirid cousin was governor of Baghdad and another superintended affairs in the two holy cities of Mecca and Medina, while Khuwārizm (modern Khiva), the Herat province, with Ṭabaristān and Juzjān on the Caspian Sea, were all under the rule of such deputies as the head, for the time being, of this powerful house chose to appoint.

The period of fifty-eight years during which the Caliphate had its seat at Sāmarrā was interrupted in 251 (865 A.D.) by the episode of the flight to Baghdad of the Caliph Musta'īn, who made this attempt to escape from the tyranny of the Turkish Guard. Then followed the second siege of Baghdad, of about a year's duration, Musta'īn making a stubborn resistance against the troops despatched from Sāmarrā by his cousin, the rival Caliph Mu'tazz, whom the Captain of the Guard had set up in his place. During this second siege, Baghdad was defended by Muḥammad ibn 'Abd-Allah, a grandson of Ṭahir, who, rather more than half a century before, had besieged the city in the interests of Mamūn; but on this occasion it was Ruṣāfah or East Baghdad that became the headquarters of the defence, not West Baghdad with the Round City, as had been the case in the time of Amin. For the details of this siege, also, we are indebted to the pages of Ṭabarī, who possibly himself witnessed some of the incidents that he describes, since he must have been nearly thirty years of age at the date in question.

As soon as Musta'īn had reached Ruṣāfah he ordered the Governor, Muḥammad the Ṭahirid, to block the roads leading from Sāmarrā by cutting the dykes of the canals above Baghdad, and he next set to work to surround both the Eastern City and the Western with walls. As already said, the Caliph had his headquarters in Ruṣāfah, and on the east side the new wall began at the Shamnāʾiyah Gate on the Tigris bank, some distance above the Palace of Mahdī, where Musta'īn now lodged. Sweeping round through

1 Ṭabarī, iii, 1563 to 1578.
a quarter of a circle, past the Baradān Gate to the Khurāsān Gate at the town end of the great highroad leading to Persia and the East, the new wall thus enclosed the Rusāfah and Shammāsiyah Quarters; then curving back through another quarter circle, it included the Mukharrim Quarter, and finally came to the Tigris bank again at the Gate of the Tuesday Market. In West Baghdad the wall began at the Gate of the Fief of Zubaydah, so as to include the Upper Harbour, and passing to the Kaṭrabbul Gate followed up the line of the Trench of Tāhir, probably as far as the Anbār Gate—the Bāb-al-Hadid (the Iron Gate) being especially mentioned during the siege operations. From the Trench the wall curved down in a great semi-circle, enclosing the City of Mansūr, until it rejoined the Tigris some distance to the east of the Bāṣrah Gate, near the Palace of Ḥumayd. The exact line followed by the wall between the Tāhirid Trench and the Palace of Humayd is, unfortunately, not given. A ditch was dug outside the line of wall wheresoever no canal already existed, and the total cost of these fortifications is reported to have amounted to 330,000 dīnārs or gold pieces, equivalent to about £160,000.

The main attack on the part of the besieging troops from Sāmarrā was directed against the Shammāsiyah Gate on the east side, and against the Kaṭrabbul Gate on the west bank; but from the wall of the Fief of Zubaydah, and along the Trench, the defenders greatly harassed their opponents by stones from the catapults erected over the various gateways. At the end of several months of blockade a general assault was finally ordered by the besiegers, who made their attack all along the line from the Yāsiriyah Quarter and the Anbār Gate on the west, to the Khurāsān Gate at the eastern extremity of the Shammāsiyah Quarter. The attack succeeded, for after the Upper Bridge of Boats had been burnt, the defences were at length carried, and Mustaʿīn being now driven out of Rusāfah, was taken prisoner and forced to abdicate. Before long he came to his death at the hands of his captors, and the Turk Body
Guard then returned victorious to their nominal sovereign Mu'tazz in Sāmarrā, whom three years later they likewise deposed and murdered.

As has already been pointed out, the partial ruin of Western Baghdad, more especially of the Round City of Mansūr, had followed as the result of the first siege in the time of Amīn. This second siege under Musta'īn now brought about the ruin of the three Northern Quarters of East Baghdad, namely Ruṣāfah, Sammāsīyah, and Mukharrim. The Turkish Body Guard had for the time triumphed, but before another thirty years had elapsed, events occurred which caused Sāmarrā to be deserted by the Caliphs, and Mu'taḍīd (nephew of Mu'tazz), who succeeded to the throne in 279 (892 A.D.), permanently re-established the Caliphate in the older capital. Settling in East Baghdad, he laid the foundations of the great complex of Palaces which stood on the Tigris bank below the Mukharrim Quarter, forming the great Harīm, or Haramayn (the Precincts), which was afterwards commonly known as the Dār-al-Khilāfah (the Abode of the Caliphate). These Precincts became the nucleus of the later city, which developed from the line of suburbs spreading round the land side of the great Palace of the Caliphs. This was walled in at a later date, and at the present time still exists, forming the modern city of Baghdad on the east bank of the Tigris.

It is to the writers who flourished during the last quarter of the third century (the ninth A.D.), namely Ya'kūbī, Ibn Rustah and Ibn Serapion, that we owe our first, and indeed our only systematic descriptions of Baghdad. Ya'kūbī begins by describing the Round City as originally founded in the reign of Mansūr, and then passes on to a detailed account of its suburbs, concluding with a brief notice of the three Eastern Quarters of Ruṣāfah, Shammasīyah, and Mukharrim. The description of the canals given by our next authority, Ibn Serapion, supplements Ya'kūbī, and enables us (as already said) to plot out the topography by a rough system of triangulation; Ibn Rustah adding some
few additional details. The critical examination of these three authorities, however, need not now detain us; they form the chief basis of the whole of the description of Baghdad which, in book form, will shortly be published, and their works will there be fully reviewed. Points of detail in the plan of the city are supplemented by incidental notices of events under various years, occurring in the volumes of the great chronicle of Tabari, more especially in his descriptions of the two earlier sieges as already mentioned, and thus the earlier accounts can be filled in and completed.

A matter that must be noted in connection with these and the following descriptions of Baghdad, is the curiously arbitrary way in which the Arab geographers regard the position of the Round City of Mansur in relation to the points of the compass, and to the system of canals and roads that surrounded it. They appear to assume that the Tigris held its course entirely from west to east, and hence lay to the north of the city of Mansur; further, that the Sarat Canal (branching from the 'lsah Canal) ran in a direction from south to north before flowing out into the Tigris, and thus passed to the east of the Round City. On these suppositions, which a glance at the map will show only agree very partially with the facts of the case, all the earlier topographical descriptions are based. Thus the Badurayah District is spoken of as lying east of the Sarat, while the Katrabbul District was to the west of this stream; we, on the other hand, should rather have said that these districts (respectively above and below the Round City) lay to the south and north of the Sarat. Again, Ya'kilubi, in describing the suburbs near the Muhawwal Gate states that along the Sarat, going up-stream south (we should say west), there are certain Fiefs lying to the westward (we should say north) of this canal, and he always refers to the City of Mansur as occupying its western bank. This arbitrary view in regard to the main points of the compass must probably account for the reference made by Mas'udi to the Bab-al-Hadid (the Iron Gate) on the Tahirid Trench as a gate
of Baghdad that opened "towards the south," the explanation being that since the Trench must curve away at nearly a right angle on leaving the Šarāt, the Gates along its upper course were described as opening "towards the south," because the Trench which bifurcated from the Šarāt was held to flow west before turning north to flow into the Tigris in a course parallel to that of its parent stream the Šarāt.¹

To complete the list of our earliest authorities it remains to be mentioned that, besides his work on Geography (giving us the detailed description of Baghdad), Ya'kūbī also wrote a History, which he finished in the year 260 (874 A.D.); and dating from rather more than half-a-century later we have the celebrated work called "The Meadows of Gold" by Mas'ūdi. From the pages of both these historical works, as from the chronicle of Ṭabarī already mentioned, innumerable small details may be gleaned for the topography of Baghdad, which, though incidental and fragmentary, are often invaluable for fixing minor points.

The half-century which followed on the return of the Caliphs to Baghdad, and which preceded the advent of the Buyids, witnessed the completion of the three great palaces, the Fīrdūs, the Ḥasanī, and the Tāj, with the Mosque of the Caliph, in the southern part of East Baghdad along the river bank. These palaces, it will be remembered, lay immediately to the south of the Gate of the Tuesday Market in the city wall, which Musta'īn had built during the second siege; and before long East Baghdad thus came to be almost doubled in area. During the later years of the third century (the ninth A.D.) this older wall, which ran in a semicircle round the three northern quarters of Ruṣāfah, Shammāsiyah, and Mukharrim, must either have been purposely destroyed or else have been allowed to fall to ruin, for the new quarters round the Palaces in part overlapped the Mukharrim Quarter. Meanwhile, in the

¹ Instances are too numerous for reference in full, but the following will be sufficient to prove what is stated above. Ya'kūbī 244, Muḥaddasi 120, Mas'ūdi vi, 432, Yaḥūt i, 640, Marāsid ii, 436.
early years of the fourth century (which began 912 A.D.), the walls of the Round City of Ma'nūs, in West Baghdad, had likewise fallen to complete ruin, as also the two older Palaces of the Golden Gate and the Khul'd; the ground here coming to be taken up by the new quarters that surrounded the Basrah Gate, and the Bāb-al-Mu'ḥawwāl to the west of the Round City on the great highroad leading towards Anbār.

REFERENCES TO PLAN OF BAGHDAD.

No. 2.

1. Mosque of Mahdi in Rusāfah, with the Tombs of the Caliphs and the Shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah.
2. Great Dyke of Mu'tizz-ad-Dawlah.
3. Mosque of the Sultan.
4. Gate of the Sultan (modern Bāb-al-Mu'āẓam).
5. Gate of Khurāsān, or Bāb-az-Zafarīyāh (modern Bāb-al-Wuṣṭāni).
7. Gate of Kalwādšā, or Bāb-al-Baṣalīyāh; later Gate of Khalaj (?) (modern Bāb-ash-Sharkī).
8. The Abraz Gate.
10. Archway of the Artificer and the Great Square.
11. The Mukhtārah Quarter.
12. The Munktadiyāh Quarter.
13. The Tuesday Market, or Market of the Sultan.
14. The Mamūniyāh Quarter.
15. The Tomb of 'Abd-al-Ḳādir Gīlānī.
17. Monastery of Zandward.
18. The ʿAzāj Gate.
19. The Niẓāmīyāh College.
20. The Public Gate (Bāb-al-ʿAmmah).
22. The Hasāni Palace.
23. The Tāj Palace.
24. The Mustanṣirīyāh College.
25. The Shrine of Ma'rub Karkhī; a short distance to the south-east of which stands the so-called Tomb of Zubaydah.
26. The Mosque of Ma'ṣūr.
27. The Shrine of Junayd in the Shūmzīyāh Cemetery.
29. Tombs of Zubaydah and of the Buyid Princes near the Shrines of the Imāms Musā-al-Kāẓim and Muḥammad-at-Taḳī (the Kāẓimayn).
30. Tomb of ʿAbd Allah, son of Ibn Ḥanbal.

The Turk Body Guard, since the return of the Caliphs from Sāmarrā, had lost all power, and in 334 (946 A.D.) the third of the periods into which it has been found convenient to divide the history of the Abbasids began, its outset being marked by the arrival of the Buyid Prince Mu'tizz-ad-Dawlah in Baghdad. The period of the Buyid
supremacy lasted for rather more than a century, and was
caracterized by the erection of many fine buildings in
the capital of the Caliphate. The Buyid Princes were
Persian by descent and Shi'a by sympathy; they had
subjugated both Mesopotamia and the region now known
as Persia, where various members of the family occupied
the provincial governments, while the Prince, who was the
head of the house, as a rule made Baghdad his residence,
and from this centre of government controlled the Caliph,
and in his name strove to dominate all Eastern Islam.

The Buyid Princes built their Palaces in East Baghdad
on the ground formerly occupied by the Shammāsīyah and
part of the Mukharrim Quarters; and these Palaces, which
their successors the Saljūk Princes took over and enlarged,
were known by the name of the Dār-as-Sultānah (the Abode
of the Sultanate). The buildings were begun under Mu'izz-
ad-Dawlah the Buyid, who had especially entitled himself
to the lasting gratitude of the people of Baghdad by
erecting a huge Dyke which, when kept in repair, prevented
the inundation of the city by the flooding of the streams
flowing out into the Tigris at the Shammā-īyah lowlands.
At a later date his nephew and successor 'Aḍūd-ad-Dawlah
built a hospital in West Baghdad on the ruins of the Khuld
Palace, and this for three centuries was a school of medical
science which became famous throughout the East under
the name of the Bīmāristān 'Aḍūdī (the Hospital of 'Aḍūd-
ad-Dawlah).

During the century of the Buyid supremacy we have the
three first names in the long list of the Arab geographers,
namely, Ištākhri, Ibn-Hawkal, and Mūkaddasi, each of
whom gives a succinct description of Baghdad. The
geography of Ištākhri, who wrote in 340 (951 A.D.), was
re-edited and enlarged by Ibn-Hawkal in 367 (978 A.D.);
but as regards Baghdad, the two accounts are practically
identical, except for very few minor details.1 They describe
East Baghdad as almost entirely taken up by the palaces,

1 Ištākhri, 83; Ibn-Hawkal, 164.
namely, in the first place by the Palaces of the Caliph, or Ḥarīm (the royal precincts), these extending south with their gardens as far down as the Nahr Bin two leagues distant from the centre of the town; and secondly, by the great Palace of the Buyid Sultan in the upper part of the city. The walls of these various palaces are said to have formed a continuous line along the Tigris bank from the Shammāsīyah Quarter down-stream for a distance of about five miles. Opposite the Shammāsīyah of the eastern bank lay the Ḥarbiyah Quarter in West Baghdad, and below this was Karkh, which further had given its name in general parlance to all that half of Baghdad which lay to the west of the Tigris; East Baghdad being still known as the Ruṣāfah side, or as the quarter of the Bāb-at-Ṭāḵ, from the great arched gate of this name at the head of the Main Bridge.

Iṣṭakhrī mentions three great Friday Mosques as in use at his date, namely, the Mosque of Ruṣāfah, and that of the Palace of the Caliph in East Baghdad, with the old Mosque of the City of Manṣūr in West Baghdad; while Ibn-Hawkal (a quarter of a century later) adds a fourth, this having come into use by his time, namely, the Mosque at Barāthā on the road to Muḥawwal town, originally a shrine dedicated to the Caliph ʿAlī, whom the Shiʿaḥs more especially hold in honour. In Kalwāḏā also, a league distance down the river on the east side, there was at this date a great Mosque which might rightfully be considered as belonging to Baghdad, seeing that the houses of the Eastern City were continuous from below the Palaces of the Caliph to this outlying township. Both Iṣṭakhrī and Ibn-Hawkal, in spite of the numerous new-built palaces, deplore the ruin which had already befallen so many quarters; thus Iṣṭakhrī writes that all the road between the Main Bridge and the eastern Khurāsān Gate had in former times been occupied by houses, but that in his time these for the most part were already in ruin.

In Western Baghdad, Karkh is said still to be the most populous and best preserved quarter, and here the merchants
who lived at the Yāsiriyah suburb had their houses of business. Iṣṭakhrī then proceeds to give a detailed account (copied without acknowledgement by all subsequent authorities) of the ʿĪsā Canal, flowing through Karkh, which was navigable for boats all the way from the Euphrates to the Tigris; its numerous unnavigable branches, namely the Șarūt Canal and other minor channels, ramifying throughout the adjacent quarters. The extreme breadth across both halves of the city (East and West Baghdad) Iṣṭakhrī gives at five miles (the same as the length given for the Palace walls along the eastern river bank), and his account concludes with the remark that the gardens of the Palaces of the Caliph and others, in East Baghdad, were almost entirely irrigated by water-channels derived from the Nahrawān Canal, since the Tigris ran at too low a level for its waters to be brought into the city, except by the mechanical contrivance of the water-wheel, called Dūlāb, which involved much labour.

The account of Baghdad written by Muḥaddasi in 375 (985 A.D.) is less interesting than might have been expected from the other portions of his excellent and original work.¹ He mentions few topographical details, but after expatiating on the many advantages of position and climate which Maṃṣūr gained by selecting this particular site for his capital, he passes on to lament the present ruin of the great city, which he fears will soon rival Sāmarrā in its state of chronic insurrection and infamous misrule. In Karkh, on the west bank, he mentions the Fief of Rabīʿ as the most populous quarter, and states that on this side were to be found most of the Markets and fine houses still standing in spite of the general decay. He speaks of the Hospital lately built by ʿAḍud-ad-Dawlah opposite the Bridge of Boats leading to East Baghdad; and in this other half of the city the best preserved quarters were, he says, those lying round the Bāb-at-Tāk (the great Arch at the Bridgehead), and near the Dūr-al-Amīr, namely the

¹ Muḥaddasi, 119.
Palace of the Buyid Princes recently built over part of the Shammāsīyah Quarter.

'Aḏud-ad-Dawlah had died in Baghdad during the year 372 (982 A.D.), a short time before Mukaddasi wrote this description, and he was buried (as all good Shi'ahs should be) at Mashhad 'Ali, the celebrated shrine on the Euphrates, where the grave of the Caliph 'Alī was said to have been made. After the death of 'Aḏud-ad-Dawlah the Buyid power declined, and a period of internecine war followed, which only ended in 447 (1055 A.D.), when Tughril Beg, the Saljuḵ, after suppressing the last Buyid Prince, became master of Baghdad. With him begins the period of the Saljuḵ supremacy (the fourth period in the history of Abbasids), which lasted about a century, and is celebrated for the acts and deeds of Alp Arslān and Malik Shāh. The Saljuḵs were of the Turk race (the Buyids had been Persians), and unlike their predecessors, the Saljuḵ Princes for the most part did not reside in Baghdad, but maintained there a deputy who acted as their Lieutenant-Governor of Mesopotamia. He resided in Baghdad, occupying the Buyid Palace now generally called the Palace of the Sultanate; thus Baghdad already in Saljuḵ times was no longer nominally even the seat of government in the East.

Dating from the earlier years of the Saljuḵ period we have a work called “The History of Baghdad,” written by Khaṭīb in 450 (1058 A.D.), which still unfortunately remains in MS. It is full of interesting details in regard to the origin and position of the various buildings in both the western and eastern quarters of the city, and much of it has been copied, without any acknowledgement, by later compilers, such as Yāḵūt. This work of Khaṭīb contains, for instance, the account of the Greek Embassy to Baghdad in the year 305 (917 A.D.), with the description of the

---

1 See J.R.A.S. for 1897, p. 35. The full name of the writer is Ahmad ibn 'Ali al-Khaṭīb al-Baghdādī, and I have adopted the name Khaṭīb, meaning the “Preacher,” merely for convenience of brevity. The British Museum has three MSS. of his work, and there is also another good copy in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. The MS. which is referred to in the following pages is that numbered Or. 1607 of the British Museum Catalogue.
Palaces of the Caliphs in the time of Muktadîr, and though Khatîb is in great part merely a compiler, his book is a compilation at first hand citing authorities, which is more than unfortunately can be said of the works of many later writers.

The century of the Saljûq supremacy witnessed the great expansion of East Baghdad, for during the reign of Muktadî (fifth in descent from Muktadîr) suburbs were founded and grew up round the Palaces of the Caliph which in the reign of his son and successor Mustazhir were surrounded by the city wall that still exists. As showing the wide extent of the metropolis on both banks of the river before the reign of Mustazhir, Khatîb reports that when he lived in Baghdad there were six Great Mosques where the Public Prayers were always said on the Friday. These were, four in West Baghdad, namely, the Mosque of Mansûr in the Basrah Gate Quarter, the Mosque of the Ḥarbîyah Quarter, that of the Fief of Zubaydah, and the Mosque of Barâthâ half-way to Muḥawwal on the ‘Īsâ Canal; while in East Baghdad there were only two Friday Mosques, namely, the old Mosque in Ruṣâfah and that which the Caliph ‘Ali Muktasî had built near the Hasani Palace.1

Khatîb also gives some important data concerning the area covered by the houses of Baghdad in his day; fully confirming what has been told us in the previous century by Iṣṭakhrî, to the effect that the city had then already extended over an area of land measuring five miles across in every direction. The statements found in Khatîb are reckoned in terms of the Jarîb, a land measure which was a square of sixty ells side. Adopting twenty-three inches as the mean of the various estimates for the length of the ell (dhirâ‘), three Jarîbs and a third may be taken as equivalent to our acre, or in other words ten Jarîbs are

1 It is important to distinguish between the two Caliphs ‘Ali Muktasî 289 (902 A.D.) and Muḥammad Muktasî 530 (1136 A.D.), hence the addition of the personal name. For the same reason I write Mansûr Râshid 629 (1135) to distinguish this Caliph from Harûn-ar-Râshid 170 (786 A.D.). Khatîb, f. 108a; and for what follows see f. 108a, b.
equal to three acres, and the English square mile would contain 2,133 Jarībs.¹

Coming now to the statements made by Khaṭīb we find that three valuations of the area of the city at different epochs are recorded. The earliest dates from the time when Muwaffak, brother of the Caliph Mu’tamid, was in Baghdad—presumably therefore about the year 270 (884 A.D.)—during the Zanj rebellion, while the Caliphs still resided at Sūmarrā. It is reported that East Baghdad at this time covered 26,250 Jarībs, West Baghdad covering 17,500 Jarībs, of which total the cemeteries counted for 74 Jarībs. These figures give an area of about 12²⁄₃ and 8¹⁄₄ square miles respectively for the two halves of the city, East and West, or 21 square miles in total, the cemeteries occupying rather more than 22 acres of this space.

Next, at some date nearer to the time of Khaṭīb, which is not exactly specified, but when Baghdad had once more become “the Abode of the Caliphate,” the numbers recorded are:—27,000 Jarībs for East Baghdad, and for the older city on the western bank at one time 26,750 Jarībs, but at another time 16,750 Jarībs, unless, indeed, the higher of these figures be regarded as merely a clerical error for the lower, though as against this supposition it is to be remarked that each figure as cited by Khaṭīb is vouched for on a separate authority. These figures work out as the equivalent of 12³⁄₄ square miles for East Baghdad, and for the lower estimate of the western city somewhat under eight square miles. In round numbers 20⁴⁄₅ square miles for both sides at this lower estimate for West Baghdad, while the sum-total would come up to about twenty-five square miles if we accept the higher figure.

These calculations cannot of course be regarded as very exact, but the Arabs were, for their time, skilful land surveyors, practising the art for their fiscal assessments and for the laying down of the irrigation canals. Further, as above noted, these figures tend to confirm the estimate

¹ For this estimate of the Jarīb compare Mawardi, edited by M. Enger, p. 265. (Bonn, 1883.)
already given by Iṣṭahkhrī, which, at five miles across, length and breadth, would give twenty-five square miles for the square, and \(19\frac{1}{2}\) square miles for the area of a circle with this diameter.\(^1\) How much Baghdad has decreased since the times of the Caliphs is apparent from the fact that at the present day East Baghdad is computed to cover an area of 591 acres, while in West Baghdad the remains known as "the Old Town" comprise only 146 acres, giving a total for both sides which is equivalent to rather over one square mile and a sixth.

The Saljūqs, as already said, had inherited from their predecessors, the Buyids, the great Palace and Government Offices called the Dār-as-Sultānah in the upper part of the Eastern City. On the south side of this Malik Shāh in 485 (1092 A.D.) founded the great Saljūk Mosque known as the Jāmi'-as-Sultān, while at about the same time his Wazir, the celebrated Niẓām-al-Mulk, built and endowed the Niẓāmiyyah College on the land by the Tigris bank below the Palaces of the Caliph. These buildings both date from the reign of the Caliph Muḥtadī—467 to 487 (1075 to 1094 A.D.)—in whose time also many new quarters were laid out to the north and east of the Palaces of the Caliphs, which quarters before long came to form the new town of East Baghdad. In 488 (1095 A.D.) at the beginning of the reign of the next Caliph, Mustaẓhir, this New City, lying about a mile below the Saljūk Palaces was surrounded by a wall pierced by four gates, which wall (as proved by the gates) is identical in its main lines with the present town wall of modern Baghdad.

The Caliphate, even before the beginning of the Saljūk period, had already sunk into political insignificance, and the Caliphs having much spare time and considerable revenues employed their energies in palace building. It is indeed mainly to this period that the great Hārūn, or Precinct, as their residence came to be called, owes its

---

\(^1\) For the length of the side of the Jārīb, namely sixty ells, Khaṭīb uses the term ḥabl, meaning a "cord" or "rope," which apparently is not given in this special sense in our dictionaries, and it may therefore be worth noting.
magnificence, as described in the pages of Yākūt. He mentions in particular the great Rayḥāniyyīn (the Palace on the Perfumers' Market) and the second Palace of the Crown (Ḵāṣr-at-Tāj), both of which were built at the close of the Saljūḵ period.

In the year 530 (1136 A.D.), under the Caliph Maṃṣūr Rāshīd (not to be confounded with Hārūn-ar-Rashīd), Baghdad sustained a third siege, of only two months' duration however, by an army under command of Sultan Maṣʿūd the Saljūḵ. The Sultan, who had pitched his siege camp at the Mālikīyah, found no difficulty in investing the city, for the Governor of Wāṣīṭ on the lower Tigris, sent him up reinforcements by boat which shut in the Caliph from the river side, while the populace, taking advantage of the troubles, rose in insurrection, plundered the quarters of the Western City, and sacked the Palace called the Tāhirīd Ḥārīm, where, it is said, they gained an immense booty. After a blockade of fifty days, the Caliph Maṃṣūr Rāshīd finally fled to Mosul, and was there forced to abdicate, his uncle, Muḥammad Muktafī, being set up in his place, and Sultan Maṣʿūd retired with his army eastward.¹

A fourth siege took place twenty-one years later during the reign of the Caliph Muḥammad Muktafī, whose relations with Sultan Muḥammad, nephew and successor of Sultan Maṣʿūd aforesaid, had become so strained in 551 A.H. that the Saljūḵ Sultan, marching into Irāk, appeared with his army before the walls of Baghdad in the month Dhu-l-Kaʿadah of that year (January, 1157 A.D.). The Caliph forthwith shut himself up in East Baghdad, where a great store of munitions and provisions by his orders had already been brought together, and the city walls were well provided with both catapults and mangonels, the towers being garrisoned by cross-bowmen. Further, barges, also carrying cross-bowmen and catapults, were set to patrol the Tigris, where the Bridges of Boats had been taken up in order thoroughly to guard the river side of the Eastern City.

¹ The details of the third siege of Baghdad are given by Ibn-al-Athīr, xi, 26.
Marching down the great Khurāsān road, Sultan Muḥammad effected a junction with his Lieutenant, the Governor of Mosul, and himself crossed the Tigris above Baghdad. The attack was delivered in two divisions, namely, from the western quarter and from the north-east, where part of the Saljūk army occupied the great Palace of the Sultans outside the city wall. Up-stream, above Baghdad, Sultan Muḥammad had already spanned the Tigris by a new Bridge of Boats, thus conveniently to connect the two portions of his army. His own headquarters were on the Sarāt Canal, and from time to time he himself crossed to the Palace of the Sultans in order to urge on the siege operations. In East Baghdad the city walls were closely invested by his troops, in spite of frequent sallies from within the town, and the besiegers shortly after their arrival were reinforced from Ḥillah, Kūfah, Wāsiṭ, and Baṣrah. In spite of numbers, however, they made but little progress, and at the end of two months the Sultan found that his advanced positions had come to be so harassed by the mangonels of the townspeople that he was forced to shift his headquarter camp in West Baghdad, and retire westward to the line of the ʿĪsā Canal. His troops had more than once made an attack against the river front of East Baghdad, where there was no city wall, only the line of the great Palaces and gardens of the Caliph; but coming to the assault in their boats they were always beaten off by the Baghdad people, and they had lost many of their best men.

Meanwhile in the month Safar of 552 (March, 1157 A.D.) the Hajj Caravan from Mecca arrived on its return journey, and the Pilgrims were much scandalized at the spectacle of the Commander of the Faithful being assaulted in his own capital by the Saljūk Sultan. Further, in the course of the last two months, the Caliph Muṣṭafā had successfully turned the arts of diplomacy against his adversary, and Sultan Muḥammad, in addition to the ill-success of the siege, now found himself threatened by treason at home, where a relative was working to supplant him in his capital city of Ḥamadān. Matters now went rapidly from bad to
worse, and in the following month of Rabi' 1 (April), after having been rather more than three months encamped before Baghdad, Sultan Muḥammad in despair precipitately raised the siege. He had first to cross the Tigris by his new bridge above the Palace of the Sultans, before he could set out for Hamadān with his body-guard and personal followers, but his retreat being ill-organized, he came near to lose his baggage at the passage of the Bridge of Boats. The people of Baghdad, hearing of his departure, came pouring out of the city, stormed and sacked the Palace of the Sultans—the gates of which they tore off, burning all the furniture within its precincts—and then suddenly advancing, the mob cut the communications between the body-guard of the Sultan and his army, which still remained encamped in West Baghdad. Sultan Muḥammad, however, only delayed to recover his personal baggage, and then hastened his retreat along the Khurāsān highroad towards Hamadān, leaving the main body of his army under the command of the Governor of Mosul to settle matters as they could. These were still in force on the western bank, but finding they were thus abandoned, the troops promptly retired north on Mosul, without any further molestation at the hands of the Baghdad people.

The details of this siege, of which the foregoing is a condensed account, are graphically related by the contemporary historian 'Imād-ad-Dīn of Isfahan, who was in Baghdad at the time, and took the occasion of the retreat to indite a congratulatory ode to the Caliph Muḥtafī on the success of his arms. The account, it is true, adds little to our topographical knowledge, but in the dearth of contemporary writers it is not without interest. A notice of this fourth siege is also recorded in the Chronicle of Ibn-al-Athīr, who becomes our best general authority for Baghdad after the middle of the fourth century (the tenth a.d.)—when Ṭabari and his continuator Ārib have closed their annals—and this Chronicle carries us down to

1 'Imād-ad-Dīn, ii. 246 to 265 (in Recueil des Textes relatifs à l’histoire des Seldjoucides par M. Th. Houtsmu, Leyden, 1889); Ibn-al-Athīr, xi, 140.
the year 628 (1230 A.D.), namely to the reign of the father of the last Abbasid Caliph of Baghdad.

The Saljuq supremacy may be said virtually to have come to an end with the death of Sultan Sanjar, the last of the great Saljukas, in 552 (1157 A.D.); after which began the fifth and last period in the history of Baghdad. This was characterized by the almost complete political insignificance of the Abbasid Caliphs; and the Caliphate, after a century of this dotage, came to an end with the Mongol invasion under Hulagu in 656 (1258 A.D.). During this period the Caliphs were chiefly occupied in pulling down and rebuilding ephemeral palaces, and with laying out gardens within the Harim walls, all of which futilities appear to have greatly impressed the Persian Poet Khakani, who visited Baghdad in 550 (1155 A.D.) on his pilgrimage to Mecca. He has left us a very rhetorical description (useless, unfortunately, for topographical purposes) of what he saw in "the Abode of the Caliphate": the gardens, he says, are the equal of those of Paradise; the waters of the Tigris, which are only comparable in their pellucidness to the Tears of the Virgin Mary, flow round past the Karkh Quarter, and the river surface is everywhere covered with boats which Khakani likens to the Cradle of Jesus for their grace of build. With a good deal more in this style of bombast, and avoiding any detailed description of the town or its palaces, Khakani concludes his poem with a long panegyric of the Caliph Muhammed Muktafi, and of the various learned persons whom he saw in Baghdad.1

Benjamin of Tudela, the Jewish traveller, visited Baghdad a few years after the time of Khakani, approximately in 555 (1160 A.D.), but his narrative gives us little topographical information, since his attention is wholly directed to enumerating the settlements of his co-religionists in Babylonia. He states, however, that in his time the Caliph only left his Palace once a year, namely, on the great

---

1 Khakani, p. 91, of the Lithographed Lucknow edition of 1294 (1877 A.D.). I have to thank my friend Professor E. G. Browne, of Cambridge, for the loan of this work, which I should otherwise have failed to see.
Feast Day at the close of the Ramadān Fast, when setting forth in procession he visited the Mosque near the Baṣrah Gate, which same Benjamin of Tudela says was the Metropolitan Mosque of the City. The Jāmī’ of the older City of Manṣūr is evidently the place here designated; but it may be questioned (comparing this with the account left us by Ibn Jubayr a quarter of a century later) whether either the Caliph Muḥammad Muḵtafī or Mustanjid really maintained the seclusion of which Benjamin of Tudela speaks.¹

Contrasting with the futilities of the Persian Khākānī are the graphic descriptions given us by the Spanish Arab Ibn Jubayr who visited Baghdad some thirty years later, namely, in 580 (1184 A.D.). He was then on his way back from Mecca, and came up the great Kūfah highroad from the south, having crossed the Euphrates at Ḥillah by the Bridge of Boats, recently established here by the Caliph Nāṣir for the convenience of the Pilgrims, who formerly had had to cross the great river in a ferry. After leaving the Euphrates, Ibn Jubayr passed through the town of Sarṣar on the canal of that name, and entered Baghdad on the third day of the month Safar, 580 (17th May, 1184), alighting in the suburb of West Baghdad called the Kurayyah, which lay over against the Nīzāmīyah College of the Eastern City.²

Ibn Jubayr devotes many pages to the account of what he did during the fortnight of his sojourn in the capital of the Caliph Nāṣir, whom he had the honour of seeing on more than one occasion. He describes West Baghdad as being for the greater part in ruin. Its four most populous quarters were: first, the Kurayyah suburb near the (later) Bridge of Boats, the best built in the first instance and the least dilapidated; next to this was Karkh surrounded by its own wall; and above lay the quarter of the Baṣrah Gate (for what still remained of the Round

¹ "The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela," i, 97 (in Hebrew and English, by A. Asher, 1840).
City had now come to be known by the name of its southeastern Gate) with the Great Mosque of Mansūr, still used for the Friday Prayers; lastly, the quarter called the Shārī (the Highroad) along the Tigris bank above the ‘Aḍudī Hospital, the market of which connected the Shārī Quarter with the suburb of the Baṣrāh Gate. Other, but less populous, quarters of West Baghdad were: the Harbiyāh, the highest on the river bank, and adjacent thereto the ‘Attābīyāh Quarter, or the ‘Attābīyīn. This last perpetuated the name of ‘Attāb, great-grandson of Omayyah (the ancestor of the Omayyad Caliphs), and ‘Attāb, who was a contemporary of the Prophet, had been named by Muḥammad to be Governor of Mecca, a post which he also continued to hold during the reign of the Caliph Abu Bakr. The quarter of Baghdad which bore his name appears to have been occupied by his descendants who had settled there at an unknown period, and the name of the ‘Attābīyīn afterwards obtained a world-wide renown by reason of the ‘Attābī silk stuffs (in Europe called Tabby), which were first manufactured in this suburb. Further, Ibn Jubayr saw the tomb of Maṭūf Karkhī near the Baṣrāh Gate suburb, and the shrine of the Imām Mūsā in the great cemetery to the north (known now as the Kāṣimayn), this last being surrounded by the graves of many distinguished and holy personages.

---

1 This name has had a long life. The ‘Attābī silks became famous throughout the Moslem world, and were imitated in other towns. Ibn Khuradhdhi in 548 (1153 A.D.) describes Almería in Southern Spain as in his time possessing eight hundred looms for silk weaving, and the ‘Attābī stuffs are particularly mentioned among those that were manufactured. The name passed into Spanish under the form Attab, and thence to Italian and French as tabis. The name tabby for a rich kind of silk is now obsolete in English, but in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the word was in common use. In February, 1604, when Elizabeth received the Venetian Envoy Scaramelli, the Queen is described as wearing a dress of silver and white tabby ("vestita di tabi d’argento et bianco"). The Diary of Samuel Pepys records how on October 13, 1661, he wore his "false-tabby waistcoat with gold lace"; and a century later Miss Burney, on the occasion of the birthday of the Princess Royal at Windsor, September 29, 1786, appeared in a gown of "ilace tabby." Dr. Johnson gives the spelling tabby in his Dictionary, and explains it as "a kind of waved silk," adding that the tabby-cat is so named from the brindled markings of the tur. It is certainly curious that the common epithet applied to a cat in modern English should be derived from the name of a man who was a Companion of the Prophet Muḥammad, and governor of Mecca in the seventh century A.D.
Across the river in East Baghdad, and opposite the Kāzimayn, was the Quarter round the Tomb of Abu Ḥanīfah, lying above Ruṣāfah and its great Mosque, and round this last were seen the sepulchres of many other holy men, and more celebrated still the Tombs of the Caliphs. At a considerable distance below Ruṣāfah came the Palaces of the Caliph, covering an area estimated at more than a quarter of the whole of the Eastern City, and the royal precincts were encircled by the various palaces of the Abbasid nobles, so to speak "imprisoned in their grandeur." Ibn Jubayr was much struck by the beauty of the gardens in this quarter; but he remarks that the markets of East Baghdad were almost entirely supplied by the produce of the lands under cultivation on the opposite or western bank. There were three Great Mosques for the Friday Prayers in use in East Baghdad when Ibn Jubayr was there, namely, the Mosque of the Caliph within the Palace; the Mosque of the Sultan, which lay outside to the north of the Gate of the Sultan in the City wall, and standing in front of the Saljūḳ Palaces; and lastly the Ruṣāfah Mosque, which stood a mile distant from the Mosque of the Sultan aforesaid, in the immediate neighbourhood of the Shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah.

In the whole of Baghdad Ibn Jubayr further counted eleven Mosques where the Friday Prayers were said, and of Ḥammāns or Hot-baths, so many that none could tell their number; one person assuring him that there were over two thousand, and he adds that in these the halls were so finely plastered with bitumen, brought from Basrah, that the visitor imagined the walls to be lined with slabs of black marble. Of Colleges—each more magnificent than a palace—over thirty were to be counted, the greatest being the Nizāmiyāh, which had been recently restored. Lastly, Ibn Jubayr describes the city wall with its four gates, which went in a semi-circle round East Baghdad, from the Tigris bank above to the river again below the city quarters; and this wall, as already said, is virtually identical with the present wall round modern Baghdad, for one of the
extant gates still bears an inscription set up by the Caliph Nāṣir, who was reigning when Ibn Jubayr visited Baghdad.

Towards the close of the reign of this same Caliph Nāṣir, and about the year 623 (1226 A.D.), Yākūt wrote his great Geographical Dictionary (the articles arranged in alphabetical order), which forms, perhaps, the greatest storehouse of geographical facts compiled by any one man during the Middle Ages. He knew Baghdad intimately, having been brought up there, but wrote at a distance, compiling uncritically, and hence in minor points of detail he is sometimes guilty of egregious blunders. His descriptions of the various Palaces of the Caliphs are invaluable, but his statements concerning the relative positions of places and quarters in Baghdad, especially in regard to the points of the compass, are both vague and contradictory. If we were without the works of his predecessors, it would be impossible, following his accounts alone, to draw up any consistent plan of Baghdad; but with the earlier systematic descriptions to refer to, enabling us to correct minor errors, the plan of the city having been laid down gains a fulness of detail that would be unattainable without the numerous articles of his Dictionary.

He describes (under various articles) West Baghdad as consisting in his day of a number of separate quarters, each surrounded by its own wall. Thus the Harbiyāh in the northern part of West Baghdad lay like a separate walled town, nearly two miles distant from the remainder of Old Baghdad, and it was surrounded by many waste lands. The Harbiyāh also included several minor quarters, and to the west of it lay the separate townships of the Chahār Sūj, the “Four Markets,” and the ’Attābiyāh, as already noticed by Ibn Jubayr. At some distance to the south of the Harbiyāh stood the Old Mosque of Manṣūr, which was included in the quarter of the Baṣrah Gate, this Gate, as already said, having given its name to what continued to be habitable of the older Round City. The Karkhāyā Canal had in part disappeared, but the Merchants’ Quarter of Karkh remained standing “a horse gallop” (or about half-
a-mile) distant from the Baṣrah Gate Quarter, the population of which last, being of the orthodox Sunni faith, were the rivals of the Karkh people, who were all bigoted heterodox Shi‘ahs.

Adjoining Karkh, and on the Tigris bank, was the Körayyah and the quarter of the Kallayin Canal, where fried meats were sold; also the Tābīk Canal Quarter, which in the time of Yākūt had been recently burnt down; and hence, as he says, these were already for the most part merely so many rubbish heaps. The quarter round the Muḥawwal Gate, lying inland from Karkh and inhabited by Sunnīs, who were always at feud with their Shi‘ah neighbours, appears to have still retained some of its former opulence; while the town of Muḥawwal, a league beyond the outer suburbs of West Baghdad, was populous and famous for its excellent markets. The Shūniziyah Cemetery lay to the south of Karkh, while to the north of the Ḥarbīyāh extended the great burial-ground round the Shrine of the Imām Mūsā, now known as the Kāzimayn.

On the eastern bank, the centre of population, was the great Palace of the Caliph, described as occupying a third part of the whole area of the city; and all round this lay a network of markets and streets, extending to the city wall, and in places going beyond it. Outside the wall and at some distance to the north, was Rusūfah with its Mosque surrounded by the Tombs of the Caliphs; and up-stream, beyond this again, lay the quarter named after the Shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah, with its own market; and these two outlying suburbs with the neighbouring Christian Quarter, called the Dār-ar-Rūm (House of the Greeks), were all that remained habitable in the time of Yākūt of the older (northern) part of the Eastern City, which formerly had consisted of the three great quarters of Ruṣūfah, Shammasiyah, and Mukharrīm.

Yākūt, it will be seen by the dates, describes Baghdad for us as the great city stood immediately prior to the Mongol invasion; and the only building of note erected after his time was the Mustaṣirīyah College. This was
built by the Caliph Mustansir, the father of the last of the Abbasids, and the description of it is given in the contemporary Chronicle of Abu-l-Faraj. The ruins of this college still exist, and at some distance from it stands the minaret of a Mosque also inscribed with the name of this same Caliph. No mention, however, of Mustansir having built a Mosque occurs in the Chronicles, and it seems probable that these remains of the so-called Mustansiriyah Mosque are in reality those of the far older Mosque of the Palace built by the Caliph 'Ali Muktafi more than three centuries before, which Mustansir having restored, caused to be ornamented with the inscription now bearing his name. It may be added that besides these buildings in the city of Baghdad, Mustansir also constructed the magnificent stone bridge of four great arches over the Dujayl Canal near Harba, as is mentioned by the historian Fakhri, the remains of which still exist and have been carefully described by Captain Felix Jones, R.N.

In the dearth of authorities for the last centuries of the history of Baghdad, some information may be obtained from the great Biographical Dictionary compiled about the year 654 (1256 A.D.) by Ibn Khallikân. He was a native of Irbil (Arbela) near Mosul in Upper Mesopotamia, and though it is not certain that he himself ever visited Baghdad, he was evidently well acquainted with the history of its public buildings. From incidental remarks in the various biographies we often gain information—concerning the later buildings especially—which is lacking in the meagre chronicles of this period; thus his article on Malik Shah is our only authority for the fact that this Prince was the founder of the Jami'-as-Sultan, the great Friday Mosque of the Saljuks in East Baghdad, outside the Palace of the Sultans. Ibn Khallikân died at Damascus in 681

1 Chronicle of Abu-l-Faraj, p. 425. (Beyrouth, 1890.)
2 Elifachri, Arubisch von W. Ahlwardt, p. 380. (Gotha, 1860.) "Bombay Government Records," No. xiiii, New Series (1857). "Memoirs by Commander Felix Jones," p. 262, where two drawings of this bridge will be found, also the copy of the inscription by Mustansir which it bears, dated in the year 629 (1232 A.D.).
(1282 A.D.), a score of years after the Mongol sack of Baghdad; but of these recent events he maintains a discreet silence throughout his Dictionary, which deals exclusively with the notable personages of the past age.

For the details of the fall of Baghdad and the great siege by Hulagu, we have to consult, in the main, the works of Persian historians; since Ibn-al-Athîr closes his Chronicle with the year 628 A.H., and neither Abu-l-Faraj nor Abu-l-Fidâ afford much information on this subject. Indeed of the Mongol siege in the seventh century A.H. we know far less than we do, thanks to Tabari, of the first siege in the time of the Caliph Amin in the second century A.H.

The Persian History called the Tabakât-i-Nâširî, which was written shortly after 658 (1260 A.D.), is a contemporary authority for the times of Hulagu, and this with the information found in the work of Rashid-ad-Dîn, also written in Persian, which was finished in 710 (1310 A.D.), provides a fairly clear account of the siege operations. After overrunning and devastating western Persia, the Mongol armies poured down the great Khurâsân Road from Hulwân, the main body marching direct on East Baghdad. A considerable detachment, however, had been sent up-stream with orders to cross the Tigris at Takrit, thence to make a sweep round, and after capturing Anbûr on the Euphrates, these troops were to approach West Baghdad by the line of the Isa Canal.

The Mongol forces were led by Hulagu, grandson of Jenghiz Khân, who commanded the centre division in person, and he pitched his camp to the east of Baghdad, the siege beginning in the middle of Muḥarram of the year 656 (January, 1258). His main attack was directed

1 Another almost contemporary writer is Wasaṣûf, the historiographer of Ghâzân the II-Khân of Persia. He was born at Shiraz in 1263 A.D., five years, therefore, after the Mongol siege of Baghdad, and must have known personally many of those who had taken part in this famous event. I have gone through the pages of this work (edited in Persian with a German translation by Hammer-Purgstall in 1856) which are devoted to the times of Hulagu and the siege, but have been unable to glean a single fact not already mentioned by Rashid-ad-Dîn; the bombastic style in which Wasaṣûf writes being indeed but ill-adapted for conveying any precise topographical information.
against "the left of the city"—to one coming from Persia—namely, the Burj 'Ajami (the Persian Bastion), and the Ḥalbah Gate. The right wing of the Mongol army lay before "the breadth of the city," that is to say on the north side, facing the Gate of the Market of the Sultan, called the Bāb-us-Sultān by Ibn Jubbār; and the left wing was encamped before the Kalwādhā Gate at the southern extremity of East Baghdad. The detachments that had previously been sent north across the river, after defeating the armies of the Caliph Musta'sim on the right bank of the Tigris, took up their positions in two attacks; one near the 'Aḍudī Hospital at the upper (older Main) Bridge of Boats; while the second had its siege camp below this to the southward, probably near the lower Bridge opposite the Palace of the Caliph, and outside the Quarter known as the Kurāyyah.¹

The lower camp of the Mongols on the western bank is variously described as having been pitched at the place called Dūlāb-i-Bakal (in the Persian history of Rashīd-ad-Dīn), or at the Mabkalah (according to Abu-l-Faraj); the former name means "the Water-wheel of the Vegetable-garden," and the latter "the Kitchen-garden," both terms reminding us of the older Dār-al-Batīkh (the Vegetable Market), which stood, according to Ibn Serapion, in this part of West Baghdad. The Kūfah or Citadel which is also mentioned by Rashīd-ad-Dīn, when describing the attack on the west side, presumably has reference to what in the

¹ Major Ravery has made some blunders in his very useful translation of the Tahkūt-i-Nāṣiri (published in the Bibliotheca Indica, 1881) in the matter of place-names, some of which, to save further misunderstanding, it may be well to correct. Op. cit., p. 1240, Dājāyī is several times put for the Dujayl Canal, and this does not mean "branch," as here stated, but is the diminutive form of Dijāh, and hence signifies "the Little Tigris." It will be remembered that Kalwādhā is the outlying suburb or township below East Baghdad, which gave its name to the Southern Gate of the city called the Bāb Kalwādhā. Now Kalwādhā in the Persian pronunciation becomes Kalwāzā (with a ñ for the Arabic dā), but under no circumstances should the name be written as though consisting of two words "Kul-wāzi," as given on p. 1243. Op. cit., also a is the right vowel throughout. A similar remark, as regards the Persian pronunciation, applies to the 'Aḍudī Hospital, which name the countrymen of the Buyid Princes would, of course, pronounce 'Azudī. Major Ravery, however (a few lines below his Kul-wāzā), changes 'Aḍudī or 'Azudī into 'Usūdī, which makes the name almost unrecognizable.
thirteenth century A.D. still remained standing of the old fortifications of the Round City of Mansūr.

The siege operations, pushed to the uttermost by Hūlagū from outside the city, were but too well seconded by treachery within the walls of Baghdad, for both Karkh and the Quarter round the Shrine of the Imām Mūsā in the Kāžimayn, were inhabited by Shiʿahs, who, to prove their abhorrence of the Sunnī Caliph, corresponded traitorously with the Mongol enemy. After a blockade of about fifty days, a great assault was ordered at the Persian Bastion near the Halbah Gate, and East Baghdad having been taken by storm, the Caliph Mustaʿsim was brought out prisoner with his family and lodged in the Mongol camp. Shortly afterwards Hūlagū in person entered the city and took up his residence in what Rashīd-ad-Dīn calls the Maymūniyah ("the Monkey-house"), doubtless a designated corruption for the name of the Mamūniyah Quarter, which lay on the side of East Baghdad nearest to what had been the headquarter camp of the Mongols.

The sack of Baghdad which followed lasted forty days, during which time a large proportion of the inhabitants were butchered in cold blood; while a conflagration which destroyed the Mosque of the Caliph, the Shrine of Mūsā-al-Kāžim, and the Tombs of the Caliphs at Ruṣālah, besides most of the streets and private houses, completed the ruin of the city. The death of the Caliph Mustaʿsim, and of his sons, followed close on these events—the details of their "Martyrdom" are variously given in different authorities, who, however, agree as to the main facts—and then the Mongol hordes passed on to further conquests and fresh plunder; Hūlagū leaving orders that the Great Mosque of the Caliph and the Shrine of Mūsā in the Kāžimayn should be rebuilt.¹

¹ A full description of the fall of Baghdad, carefully put together from all available sources—Arabic, Persian, and Turkish—will be found in Sir H. Howorth's "History of the Mongols," vol. iii, pp. 113 to 133. For the death of the Caliph Mustaʿsim, the well-known account given by Marco Polo (see the translation of Sir Henry Yule, vol. i, p. 65), who was almost a contemporary, is probably true in the main facts, though the details may be fictitious; at any rate, his authority is as good as that of most of the Moslem writers.

J.R.A.S. 1899.
The state of ruin to which Baghdad was reduced by the Mongol sack is clearly indicated, half a century later, in the work known as the Marāṣid, an Epitome of Yākūt's Geographical Dictionary, which was composed about the year 700 (1300 A.D.) by an anonymous author. This book gives a summary of the facts detailed in the more voluminous work; but, in addition, the epitomator, when treating of places personally known to him, constantly supplies emendations correcting Yākūt, and states how matters stood in his own day. Hence, though primarily only an epitome of a compilation, the Marāṣid has for Baghdad and Mesopotamia the value of an authority at first hand. The author's description of Baghdad City is graphic and terse. After referring to the ruin brought about by a long succession of plundering armies—Persians, Turks, and Mongols—each of which had in turn wasted the goods and houses of the former inhabitants, he concludes with the following paragraph:

"Hence nothing now remains of Western Baghdad but some few isolated quarters, of which the best inhabited is Karkh; while in Eastern Baghdad all having long ago gone to ruin in the Shamāsiyah Quarter and in the Mukharrim, they did build a wall round such of the city as remained, this same lying along the bank of the Tigris. Thus matters continued until the Tartars (under Hūlāgū) came, when the major part of this remnant also was laid in ruin, and its inhabitants were all put to death, hardly one surviving to recall the excellence of the past. And then there came in people from the countryside, who settled in Baghdad seeing that its own citizens had all perished; so the City now is indeed other than it was, its population in our time being wholly changed from its former state—but Allah, be He exalted, ordaineth all."1

Our latest Arab authority for Baghdad is Ibn Baṭūṭah, the Berber, whose travels may rival those of his contemporary Marco Polo in extent. In his diary he took

1 Marāṣid, i, 163.
Ibn Jubayr as his model, and he cites long passages from the work of his predecessor; but unfortunately does not always state quite clearly whether what Ibn Jubayr had described in 580 (1184 A.D.) was what he, Ibn Batūṭah, had still found existing in Baghdad at the date of his own sojourn there in the year 727 (1327 A.D.). This vagueness of statement militates against the value of his work from a topographical point of view. Ibn Batūṭah, however, describes some buildings of a later date than Ibn Jubayr; the Mustanṣirīyah College, for example, indicating where this stood in Eastern Baghdad, and hence, since its ruins still exist, enabling us to add another fixed point for connecting modern Baghdad with the mediaeval city of the Caliphs. Further, Ibn Batūṭah (unless, indeed, in this he is merely servilely copying his predecessor Ibn Jubayr) appears to have been the last authority who saw the three great Mosques of the older capital still standing, namely, the Mosque of Mansūr in West Baghdad, and the Rusāfah Mosque on the eastern side, lying one mile distant from its neighbour the Mosque of the Saljūk Sultan. At the present day these three buildings seem to have entirely disappeared, as also all vestiges of the 'Aqūdi Hospital, which in the fourteenth century A.D., though a complete ruin, was still standing on the right bank of the Tigris, at the place where the older Main Bridge crossed the river to Rusāfah.¹

The last Moslem authority for Baghdad is the Persian historian and geographer Hand-Allah, surnamed Mustawfī (the Treasurer), who was the contemporary of Ibn Batūṭah, the Berber. He wrote an Universal History called the Tārikh-i-Guzīdah (the Choice Chronicle) and a work on Geography called the Nuzhat-al-Kulūb (the Heart's Delight), the later work having been completed in the year 740 (1339 A.D.). Hand-Allah describes Baghdad,² both east and west, as in his day surrounded by walls. The eastern

¹ Ibn Batūṭah, ii, 107.
² The Persian text of the section on Baghdad has been printed by C. Schefer in the Supplément au Siāsat Namah, p. 146. (Paris, 1897.)
city wall had four gates, and from the river bank above to the river bank below followed a semicircle, measuring in the circuit 18,000 paces. The western suburb, which was known as Karkh, had two gates in its wall, and this wall measured 12,000 paces in its semicircular sweep. The description of Hamd-Allah in regard to the city wall is thus virtually identical with that given by Ibn Jubayr, his predecessor by two centuries, and agrees with what is now found to exist in modern Baghdad. Hamd-Allah does not give names to the two Karkh gates, but the four gates in East Baghdad are named, and they may be easily identified with those mentioned by Ibn Jubayr, and are evidently the same as the four that still exist under somewhat different names at the present day.

Hamd-Allah especially describes the Shrines of Baghdad, namely, the Kázímayn, the Tomb of Ibn Hanbal, and the Tomb of Ma'rúf Karkhi on the west bank; and on the eastern side the Shrine of Abu Ḥanífah. These all existed in the last century, and, save one, may be seen at the present time. In his day, though no trace of them now remains, the Tombs of the Caliphs might still be visited in Ruṣūfah, standing apart by themselves like a little town. Hamd-Allah is also one of the first to mention the Shrine of 'Abd-al-Kādir of Gilan, which is a noted place of pilgrimage in modern Baghdad; this 'Abd-al-Kādir being the celebrated founder of the Kādiriyah sect of Dervishes—one of the most widespread religious orders of Islam—who died in 651 (1253 A.D.) and was buried in Baghdad, a few years, therefore, before the Mongol siege.

For modern times the fullest account of Baghdad will be found in the writings of Niebuhr, Felix Jones, and Sir H. Rawlinson. Carstein Niebuhr visited Mesopotamia about 1750, and has left a description of Baghdad, the accuracy of which more modern authorities confirm in every point. Of the remains of mediaeval Baghdad, all that then could be certainly identified were the following, most of which are again noticed in the Memoir of Commander Felix Jones, written in 1857, and referred to in a previous note.
The seat of the Turkish Provincial Government was in the last century, as now, in the Eastern City, and the old wall which surrounds the town on the land side is pierced by four ancient gateways, one of which, called the Bāb-at-Talism (the Gate of the Talisman), as already stated, bears the inscription of the Caliph Nāṣir. The ruins of both the Mustansiriyah College and the Mosque exist, and not very far from this last stands the Shrine of 'Abd-al-Kādir of Gilān, which dates back to the last days of the Caliphate.

Above the city, on the eastern Tigris bank, stands the Tomb of the Imām Abu Ḥanīfah in the village now known as Al-Mu'azzam, and on the western bank, opposite this, Niebuhr especially mentions that the Sepulchre of the Imām Ibn Hanbal had formerly existed, but that shortly before his visit in 1750, this tomb had been carried away by the floods of the Tigris. On the western bank also, opposite but above the Mu'azzam village of the east side, is the Shi'ah Shrine of the Kāzimayn, some of the buildings of which may date from the times of the Caliphate; but of the Round City of Mansūr apparently nothing remains—unless it be the Kufic inscription bearing the date 333 (945 a.d.), which both Commander Jones and Sir H. Rawlinson describe as existing in this quarter in the Convent (Takiyeh) of the Bektash Dervishes.

What is now called the Old Town on the western bank occupies the site of the former Karkh suburb, as is proved by the tomb of Ma'rūf Karkhi, which was built outside the Baṣrah Gate of the City of Mansūr, and which still exists, standing at some distance outside the Western Gate of the Old Town, and this place has been a much venerated shrine since the date of his death in the year 200 (815 a.d.). Niebuhr mentions as situated in this same neighbourhood the tomb of a certain Bahlūl Dānah, whom he describes as having been a relative and boon-companion of the Caliph Hārūn-ar-Rashīd, the gravestone bearing for date the year 501 (1108 a.d.). This personage apparently is not mentioned by any Moslem authority, and Hārūn-ar-Rashīd, in point of
fact, had been dead more than three centuries at the date inscribed on the tomb.\textsuperscript{1}

In regard to the so-called Tomb of Zubaydah, which now stands a little to the south of that of Ma’rūf Karkhī, the facts mentioned in the Chronicle of Ibn-al-Athīr\textsuperscript{2} are wholly against the assumption that this was the place of her burial. The older authorities, who describe the neighbouring shrine of Ma’rūf, make no allusion to any tomb near here of the celebrated wife of Hārūn-ar-Rashīd; further in the Chronicle just named, it is clearly stated that Zubaydah was buried in the Cemetery of the Kāzimayn, lying on the river some three miles to the north of the picturesque monument which apparently has for the last two centuries borne her name. Niebuhr, who describes the tomb as it stood in the last century, gives the text of the Arabic inscription which then adorned it. In this it is set forth that `Āyishah Khānum, daughter of the late Muṣṭafā Pasha, and wife of Ḥūsayn Pasha, Governor of Baghdad, was buried here in Muḥarram of the year 1131 (November, 1718 A.D.), her grave having been made in the ancient sepulchre of the Lady Zubaydah, grand-daughter of the Abbāsid Caliph Mansūr, and wife of Hārūn-ar-Rashīd, the date of whose death is (quite correctly) given as of the year 216 (831 A.D.).\textsuperscript{3}

To this information Niebuhr adds the statement that the (so-called) tomb of Zubaydah had been restored some thirty years before he visited Baghdad, when the Turkish Khānum was buried here, but by whom the monument was originally built appears to have been then unknown. Sir H. Rawlinson, who lived for many years in Baghdad, writes\textsuperscript{4} that the tomb of Zubaydah was first erected in 827 A.D., corresponding with 212 A.H.; but this would be four years before the date of her death as recorded on the unimpeachable authority of Ṭabārī, and Sir Henry gives no authority for his statement.

\textsuperscript{1} C. Niebuhr, "Voyage en Arabie," vol. ii, p. 240. (Amsterdam, 1780.)
\textsuperscript{2} Ibn-al-Athīr, ix, 395.
\textsuperscript{3} Cf. Ṭabārī, iii, 1105.
\textsuperscript{4} *Encyclopaedia Britannica*, 9th edition, article "Baghdad."
He also, apparently, had no doubts as to the present monument being the resting-place of this Princess, so famous both in the Chronicles and "The Thousand and One Nights"; though this attribution, as already stated, is entirely negated by the authority of Ibn-al-Athīr. Indeed, so far as I know, the earliest mention of this building having been the tomb of the Lady Zubaydah, only dates from the year 1713 A.D., when Husayn Pasha buried his wife here, in what, it would appear, he was told had been the sepulchre of the famous Abbasid princess.¹

In conclusion, a few paragraphs may serve to explain how the attempt has been made, in the two plans here given, to lay down the limits of mediaeval Baghdad on the lines of the modern city. The landmarks are, of course, the few ancient vestiges that still remain to fix the sites of buildings mentioned during the times of the Caliphs; and taking the plan of the present walled city on the east bank of the Tigris, we have to work backwards to the Round City of Mansūr on the western bank, of which no trace now exists.

It will be seen that East Baghdad of the present day has four gates, and there appears to be no reason to doubt that these, with the town wall, are identical in position with what is described by Ibn Jubayr as existing in 1184 A.D.; further, the ruins of the Mustansīriyah College and the ancient Minaret still mark the upper limit of the Palaces of the Caliphs, which, lying within an encircling

¹ For illustrations representing the so-called tomb of Zubaydah, and the shrine of Maṭrūf Karkhi, see Jones, "Memoir," p. 311. It is possible that this modern tomb of Zubaydah may be the building described in the twelfth century A.D. as standing near the high road outside the old Baṣrah Gate (see Ibn Jubayr, 227; and Baṭṭālah, ii, 198). The tomb within this shrine then bore an inscription, stating that ‘Awn and Muʿīn were buried here, two of the descendants of the Caliph ‘Ali, son-in-law of the Prophet Muḥammad. In the fourteenth century A.D. this same shrine is described by Ibn Baṭṭālah as a beautiful building, within which was the gravestone lying under a spacious dome-shaped monument. It would seem not unlikely that in the course of the next three centuries, the inscription having become illegible, and all memory of these ‘Alids long forgotten, popular tradition may have fixed on this tomb as that which had been built over the remains of the celebrated wife of Ḥārūn-ar-Rashid, more especially since her real sepulchre in the Kārimayn probably did not survive the Mongol siege and the subsequent conflagration.
wall on the river bank, originally occupied about a third of the area of the present walled town. Another fixed point on this eastern side is the existing shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah, which, we are told, stood immediately above the Rusāfah Mosque; the quarters of Rusāfah, Shammāsiyah, and Mukharrim lying in a semicircle between this point and the Palaces of the Caliph. Above the Abu Ḥanīfah Shrine was the upper Bridge of Boats, while the Shammāsiyah Quarter stretched back from the river, lying to the north of the Mukharrim Quarter.

The Shammāsiyah Quarter of the east bank lay opposite the Ḥarbīyah Quarter of Western Baghdad; and this suburb, spreading out below the tombs of the Kāzimayn (which still exist), enclosed in a great semicircular sweep the northern side of the Round City of Mansūr. The present Kāzimayn Shrine is the landmark fixing the upper limit of West Baghdad, and its position in regard to the city of Mansūr is clearly set forth in the old accounts. The position of the Round City and of its four gates is fixed, within certain narrow limits, by the facts stated as to its size—its four equidistant gates having been a mile apart one from the other, while that known as the Khurāsān Gate opened on the river and the Main Bridge. The Main Bridge head, on the eastern side, was below Rusāfah and above the Mukharrim, which latter quarter was divided from Rusāfah and Shammāsiyah by the great eastern highway that went from this bridge to the Khurāsān Gate of Eastern Baghdad.

The site of the Rusāfah Mosque must have been in the loop of the Tigris above the Main Bridge, for the Palaces of the Buyids and Saljūks afterwards stretched from the river bank above the shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah to near the river bank again at the Zāhir Garden in the Mukharrim Quarter, where the Great Mosque of the Sultan was afterwards built by Malik Shāh. This Mosque stood a mile distant from the older Rusāfah Mosque, and it lay outside (north) of the Gate of the Sultan in the wall of later (and modern) Eastern Baghdad. This Gate of the Sultan appears
to be almost identical in position with the more ancient Gate of the Tuesday Market, the lowest in the line of the older wall which had surrounded the three Northern Quarters of Mukharrim, Shammāsiyāh, and Rusāfah. This older wall of the Northern Quarters of East Baghdad went from below the Lower Bridge inland to the Abrāz Gate (which last we know from Yaḥūṭ stood within the area of the modern city), and thence going up by the Khurāsān and Baradān Gates, rejoined the river bank again at the Shammāsiyāh Gate, some distance above the shrine of Abu Ḥanīfah, nearly opposite the Kāzimayn. The line of this older wall can only be traced approximately by plotting in the various roads and gates mentioned, but its general course is clearly indicated by many incidental references, and near the Abrāz Gate it must have overlapped the line of the later city wall.

In Western Baghdad a fixed point is the present shrine of Maʿrūf Karkhi, which we are told originally lay outside the Baṣrah Gate of the Round City; and the positions of the Baṣrah and Kūfah Gates—lying a mile apart one from the other, and opening on the high-roads going, respectively, south to Kūfah, and down the Tigris bank—are fixed within narrow limits by the Maʿrūf shrine and the course of the Tigris. The present bridge of boats, which crosses the Tigris opposite the remains of the Mustanṣirīyah College, is almost certainly identical in position with the bridge mentioned by Ibn Jubayr and Yaḥūṭ as starting from the Ḳaṣr ʿĪsā Quarter, which was separated by the Lower Harbour (at the mouth of the ʿĪsā Canal) from the Kurayyāh Quarter. The positions of these two Quarters in regard to the Basrah Gate of the Round City is known; and the Kurayyah Quarter lay opposite the Niẓāmiyāh College in Eastern Baghdad, which stood near the Tigris bank between the Palaces of the Caliphs and the city wall at the Kalwādhā Gate, which last is now known as the Eastern Gate of modern Baghdad.

Finally, the courses of the ʿĪsā Canal, the Sarāṭ, and the Trench of Ṭāhīr, with their numerous branches, also
the site of the town of Muhawwal, a league from Baghdad, of which apparently nothing now remains, are all fixed within certain limits by reference to an imaginary line drawn from the point where the ‘Īṣā Canal left the Euphrates below Anbār to the mouth of this canal, where its waters poured into the Tigris at the Lower Harbour immediately below the bridge and opposite the Mustanshiriyah College. And the curves followed by the Tāhirid Trench, the ‘Īṣā Canal, and the Šarāt, with their connecting watercourses, have to be laid down so as to carry these round the four-mile circle of the City of Mansūr, which, with its four equidistant gates, lay between the Šarāt and the Trench of Tāhir; due account being taken of the network of waterways described by Ibn Serapion, which thus enveloped the Round City to the south, west, and north, while the Tigris bank formed its eastern limit beyond the gardens of the Khuld Palace.

Such, in brief outline, is the method that has been followed in constructing the accompanying plans; the details are filled in from the incidental mention by many authorities of the relative positions of places; and that in their general lines these plans are fairly exact appears to be proved by the process of plotting-out, where various minor points from diverse authors all work into their right places as indicated from the two contemporary descriptions of Ya‘kūbi and Ibn Serapion. But though the relative positions of most of the important points and buildings are thus fixed by more than one authority, the actual positions on the modern map are still to be sought for, and these can only be ascertained when excavations shall have been made, bringing to light the vestiges of the celebrated buildings of mediaeval Baghdad, such as the Mosque of Mansūr in the western city, and of the Rusāfah Mosque on the eastern bank, with the great Mosque of the Sultan standing a mile distant from it. Some traces of these great Mosques must surely exist, for they were built of kiln-burnt bricks and tiles, and digging would uncover their sites, which being found would give us the
fixed points needed for the verification of the mediaeval plan. Further, since these three Mosques in particular would appear to have been still standing in the fourteenth century A.D., when Ibn Baṭūṭah visited Baghdad, some fragments of their walls and arches may still remain at the present day to reward the explorer if careful search were made among the houses of the modern city.
ART. XXII.—Notes on Inscriptions from Udyāna, presented by Major Deane. By M. A. Stein, Ph.D.

For some time back the attention of scholars interested in the history and antiquities of the North-West Frontier regions of India has been drawn towards the remarkable series of inscriptions "in unknown characters" which the zealous search of Major H. A. Deane, C.S.I., Political Officer, Swat, Dir and Chitral, has brought to light in the territory of the ancient Udyāna.

Since the discovery of the epigraphical finds already published by M. Senart and myself, Major Deane, at the cost of no small trouble, has succeeded in collecting a considerable number of new inscriptions of this kind, either in the original stones or in the form of ink-impressions obtained through native agents. In accordance with the practice previously followed, the former were deposited in the Lahore Museum, while the impressions were, through Major Deane's kindness, entrusted to me for publication. In order, however, to make representative original specimens accessible also to scholars resident in Europe, Major Deane decided to present some of the stones more recently collected to the Royal Asiatic Society. Major Deane, by this liberal gift, has given a fresh proof of his eager desire to further researches bearing on the antiquities of those interesting frontier-regions, with which he is so closely connected as a soldier-administrator, and for the archaeological exploration of which he has himself done so much. The permission of


the Government of India having been obtained for this gift, I gladly undertook, at Major Deane's request, the task of selecting suitable specimens and accompanying them with the necessary explanations.

In offering these in the form of the present notes, I may be allowed to refer to my previous publication in the *Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal*, 1898, in respect of all general questions bearing on the character and date of these puzzling inscriptions. No advance seems yet to have been made towards the decipherment of any of the scripts which are exhibited by these finds in such striking variety. Nor do the newly acquired materials appear as yet to offer any help in that direction.

In regard to the topographical distribution of the finds, too, the previous observations still appear to hold good. The newly collected inscriptions attach themselves closely, in respect of their characters, to the several local groups or types which M. Senart and myself have been able to distinguish among the earlier series. This is fully illustrated by the specimens presented to the Royal Asiatic Society. It will hence be convenient to describe them in the order of the groups to which they belong.

Nos. i.—iv. (numbered 95, 93, 94, 96 in Major Deane's list) are small stones, all coming from Darveazghai, close to the village of Spankharrā which lies in the territory of the Rānizai Clan, just beyond the northernmost point of the Hashtnagar Tahsīl, Peshawar District. They exhibit the same curiously twisted and scrappy lines which are characteristic for the inscriptions or rather *sgraffiti* that have previously come to light from the neighbourhood of Spankharrā. Also in the small size and the irregular shape of the stones our Nos. i.—iv. resemble closely the previous specimens of the Spankharrā group, as will easily be seen by a comparison of figs. 1—23 on plate I. of my above-quoted paper.

To the second group, that of Bunēr, may be attributed with great probability No. v (numbered 25 in Major Deane's list, and previously known to me from an impression).
The place at which this stone was originally found is unknown, as it was brought to Major Deane's agent by a wandering Tālib. But each of its characters can be traced in otherwise accessible specimens of the Bunēr group (compare figs. 24–36, 76–91 of plates accompanying Parts I and II, resp., of my paper in the J.A.S.B.). Hence I have little doubt that this small stone, too, was originally brought from some place in Bunēr territory. Its peculiarity is the carefully raised and polished face on which the characters are incised. It suggests that the stone may have possibly been intended for a seal, a supposition with which the remarkably small size of the stone would well agree.

No. vi., which comes from Khudu Khēl territory, south of Mount Mahāban, shows the characters peculiar to the "Mahāban" type which is so largely represented among the previously published inscriptions. Though this stone is somewhat larger and more regular in shape than those hitherto noticed, we are confronted here, too, by the difficulty of determining which was the position intended for the inscription, i.e. what is to be considered as the top or bottom. The great majority of the inscriptions of the Mahāban group clearly shows the characters arranged in horizontal lines, though we have no certain clue as yet as to whether they are to be read from the right or left. In the case of our No. vi., too, an arrangement in four horizontal lines is unmistakable. The lowest of these lines (taking the stone as shown in the plate) contains a smaller number of characters than the rest, and these more closely placed, evidently owing to want of space. From this we may perhaps conclude that the shortest line contains the last letters of the inscription, and that therefore the position assumed in the reproduction was the one originally intended.

The remaining three inscriptions come from the Upper Swāt Valley, and show in their characters a near affinity to the few inscriptions which in the above-quoted paper I distinguished as the fifth or Swāt group. This close agreement of the characters is particularly striking in the case of No. vii., which, according to Major Deane's note,
was “found in an old ruin on a hill near Gogdarra in Upper Swāt.” About one-half of the characters it exhibits can be made out also on the impressions of two rock-cut inscriptions from Odigrām, reproduced in figs. 52 and 53 of plate VII., J.A.S.B., 1898. We may lay the more stress on this recurrence of particular characters as the find-places are in close proximity. According to the Sketch Map of Upper Swāt, prepared on the basis of the Field Survey which was effected during the short reconnaissance into the Upper Swāt Valley in August, 1897, Gogdarra is a village near the left bank of the Swāt River, only about one mile below Odigrām, more correctly spelt Udegrām. The distance of Gogdarra from the Landakē spur, the nearest point of the Swāt Valley at present accessible and the site of a notable engagement during the rising of 1897, is about ten miles.

The Udegrām inscriptions are engraved on a rock, and their position, according to the impressions supplied to me, is that shown on my plate. This helps us in determining with some probability the position in which our No. vii. was intended to be read. For it is only when holding the stone in the position indicated by the reproduction that the identity of a number of characters with those of the Udegrām inscriptions becomes apparent.

The old ruin to which Major Deane’s note refers as the place where the Goglarra stone was found, belongs in all probability to one of those ancient villages and towns which can be traced in so great a number along the hill slopes of the Swāt Valley. The ruins of these old sites consist mainly of fortified dwelling-places such as I have fully described in the case of similar sites examined by me in Bunēr.1 When visiting the heights of the Landakē spur at the close of the year 1897, I could with my field-glasses make out a succession of such ruined sites along the slopes of the hills stretching up the left bank of the Swāt Valley towards Barikōt, Šaṅgardār, and Udegrām.

1 See Detailed Report of an Archaeological Tour with the Buner Field Force, by M. A. Stein; Lahore, 1898, pp. 5 sqq. (Reprinted in Indian Antiquary, 1899, March-April.)
The most interesting piece of the present collection, and from a historical point of view as yet the most instructive of all of Major Deane's inscriptions in "unknown characters," is the stone No. viii. It was brought to Major Deane early in the present year from Upper Swāt, but its exact find-spot could not be ascertained. Its obverse shows a miniature relievo representation of a column in the Gandhāra style, with a Corinthian capital, placed in a kind of niche. From the foliage of the capital rises the upper half of a small human figure, now much effaced. On the rough back of this small sculpture, which measures about 8 inches in height and 3½ inches in breadth, a number of characters has been incised, some of which resemble closely those found in the Udegrām and Gogdarrā inscriptions (for the character curiously resembling the Arabic numeral 3, compare also fig. 54 on plate VII., *J.A.S.B.*, 1898).

Judging from a comparison of numerous similar pieces in the great collection of Gandhāra sculptures now in the Lahore Museum, I believe there can be little doubt that this small relievo fragment formed part of a panel adorning a small votive Stūpa. As one flank of the piece (on the proper left) shows a carefully smoothed surface, it seems probable that it occupied the corner in one of the courses forming the square base of the Stūpa. The dovel on the top shows that there was probably a similar course above it. The back of the relievo is left perfectly rough and uneven, which proves conclusively that it was not originally intended to be exposed to view. It is, in fact, clear that the back of the relievo panel must have been attached to the structure of stone or plaster which formed the interior of the small Stūpa.

Finding then characters cut into the rough surface of the back of this fragment, we are led *à priori* to conclude that this inscription or rather *sgraffito* was made after the relievo had been destroyed or removed from its original position. The only other supposition would be that the inscription, if coeval with the relievo, was directly intended to be hidden from view. Such an assumption, however,
is in itself very improbable, and a careful examination of the characters suffices to dispose of it. The stone on the back of the relievo has suffered considerably, and pieces both at its top and bottom have been chipped off. Yet none of the incised characters shows any trace of injury. This fact scarcely admits of any other explanation than that they were engraved at a later date when the fragment had already been reduced to the form in which we now see it.

The observation here indicated possesses considerable interest with reference to the question of the date and origin of these puzzling inscriptions. The chronology of the so-called Graeco-Buddhist art represented in the sculptures of the Gandhāra and Udyāna monasteries is still obscure in many respects. But there are strong grounds for the now generally accepted opinion which looks upon the first four centuries of our era as the period when the sculptural art of Gandhāra developed and flourished. Hitherto we have been without a single piece of definite evidence as to the date of any of Major Deane's inscriptions "in unknown characters." The small stone we have now examined supplies such evidence at least in one direction. It is impossible for us to judge how long after the original date of the relievo the latter was destroyed and the characters now seen engraved on its reverse. But we can safely assert now that this inscription itself cannot be older than the period to which the sculpture belongs, and that it probably dates considerably later.

We might draw the lower chronological limit somewhat more closely if the indication furnished by a detail feature of the little sculpture could be considered quite certain. I mean the small human figure rising from amidst the foliage of the capital. This decorative motive, which is frequent enough in the capitals of the Gandhāra style, was in all probability, like the great majority of the formal elements of the style, borrowed from the West. There, according to Mr. Fergusson's statement, it makes its first

---

1 Compare A. Grünwedel, *Buddhistische Kunst in Indien*, 1893, p. 79.
prominent appearance in late Roman art (Baths of Caracalla, A.D. 312–330). If this observation is correct, it seems unlikely that this particular ornament could have found its way into Gandhāra architecture much before the fourth century of our era. But I am unable at present to verify Mr. Fergusson’s opinion or to follow up this interesting question with the help of fresh materials.

Chronological evidence of some kind is furnished also by the last piece of the present collection, No. ix. The note with which it was forwarded to me in August, 1898, describes the origin of this stone as follows: “Inscribed stone said to have been found in an old fort which stands on a hill called Kahun about 3 miles to the south of the village of Gabriel in Kandia in Upper Kohistan of Swat. This inscription is said to have been found originally 3 years ago, by a Zamindar of Gabriel who made it over to one Mulla Rajab Ali. The Mulla made it over to a Talib named Muhibulla who gave it to Abul.” (Major Deane’s agent).

The inscription is engraved on the carefully polished flat surface of a black marble-like stone, which measures on its top about 12 inches by 6 inches. The edge along one long and one short side shows a diaper ornament, which is reproduced also on three sides of the thickness of the stone (about 1¾ inches). The smooth flat bottom of the stone, without ornament or writing, shows a square hole evidently intended for the insertion of a clamp.

Some of the characters of the inscription resemble those found on the stones from the Swāt Valley above discussed, while others reappear on the curious inscribed stones which were obtained from ruined sites near Zangi Khān Banda and Kharapa in Bunēr, and are reproduced in figs. 49–51 of plate VII., J.A.S.B. With the last-named inscriptions our No. ix. shares a striking irregularity in the position of the letters which seems scarcely compatible with the intention of a lineal arrangement.

1 Compare Fergusson, History of Indian Architecture, p. 178.
A glance at the stone or its reproduction shows that the carved diaper ornament which encloses the inscribed surface on two sides, could not possibly be of a later date than the inscription itself. For though the characters are placed close enough to this ornamented edge, yet they are nowhere cut or otherwise effaced by the latter. The ornament must, therefore, be either anterior to, or coeval with, the inscription. On this account the style and design of this ornament deserves our attention.

The ornament consists of a rather coarsely executed diaper, which shows four-leaved flowers in diagonally placed squares, the triangular spaces left outside the squares being filled up with halved flowers of the same shape. This design bears the closest resemblance to a diaper frequently found in the ornamental carving of Gandhāra sculptures. It is enough to compare the decoration of our stone with the diaper ornament of a sculptured fragment excavated in 1895 from the site of an ancient Vihāra at Dargai (below Malakand), and now in the Lahore Museum (see fig. x), in order to realize the relatively late date of the former. Here, too, it is impossible to fix the upper limit of the possible range of dates. But judging from the general appearance of the design and its coarse execution, I can see no reason why the stone with its inscription might not belong to one of the centuries immediately preceding the Muhammedan conquest.

The indications furnished by the two inscriptions last discussed leave still a wide chronological margin. They are nevertheless of special value when considered with reference to the suggestion—first made by Messrs. Lévi and Chavannes and discussed in my former Notes—as to the possible connection between these inscriptions “in unknown characters” and the rule of a Turkish dynasty in Udyāna.¹

We have the testimony of the Chinese pilgrim Ou-k'ong

and of the T'ang Annals for the fact that Udyāna and Gandhāra were subject during the eighth century of our era to a dynasty of Turkish nationality and language. From an important notice of Alberuni, which I have fully discussed elsewhere, we must conclude that these rulers belonged to the dynasty of the "Turkish Shāhiyas of Kābul" which continued to hold those territories down to the end of the ninth century. It is an acknowledged fact that none of the scripts in Major Deane's puzzling epigraphical finds are related to any known Indian systems of writing. On the other hand, it appears possible that they are connected in some way with alphabets used about the period indicated by Turkish tribes in Central Asia.

I regret that the hope I had expressed in my first Notes on Major Deane's inscriptions for a closer examination of these relations by a competent Turkish scholar has not yet been realized. Until this is done the above suggestion as to the origin of the inscriptions "in unknown characters" must be considered a mere conjecture. It is, however, in the meantime reassuring to find that the chronological evidence gathered from Major Deane's latest discoveries is in no way opposed to that conjectural dating.

CORRESPONDENCE.

1. "Ospreys."

102, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

Sir,—In our Journal for July, 1899, p. 493, Mr. F. W. Thomas translates “kūṭājvara 'fever caused by hooting of ospreys.'” I venture to suggest that the bird referred to may not be the “osprey” of English naturalists (Pandion haliaetus). This, although not at all a dumb bird, is perhaps the least noisy of all birds of prey, especially in India, where it seldom breeds, and therefore has not often to address a mate or young.

I suppose that if you polled India to-morrow you would not find an hundred men who could describe the call of the osprey in writing, in any language.

Perhaps there is some such joke in the word as in the phrase “horns of a hare,” which seems to occur all over India. But more probably it is to be classed with our own term “Brain-fever Bird” applied to a certain black cuckoo; and the bird referred to was one of the fishing-eagles (Haliaetus), which are very familiar and vociferous in some places, and will even build, year after year, in towns and villages. It may, indeed, have been their poor relation, the red-and-white ‘Brahmani Kite’ (Haliastur), which is almost as noisy, more abundant, even bolder in habit, and a known object of other queer beliefs.

W. F. Sinclair.
2. Ospreys.

Sir,—I must confess my inability to throw light upon Mr. Sinclair's interesting suggestion.

The cry of the kurara is often referred to in Sanskrit poetry (v. Böhtlingk & Roth's Lexicon, s.v.), being compared to the wailing of women, etc. In the passage, Hārṣa-Carita, p. 53, l. 1, the ṣapara fishes are excited by the cry, which, as the commentator says, santāpakāritvād, "in consequence of its heat-(or pain)-causing nature," is described as producing jvara or 'fever.' But I do not suppose that kūṭājvara was the name of a commonly recognized disease.

Kurara is usually rendered by 'osprey' or 'sea-eagle,' in German 'Meeradler,' and the bird is described in the above passage as occupying the arjuna-trees by the river banks. Whether the translation is zoologically accurate, I am not at all competent to decide.

F. W. Thomas.

3. Some Arabic Manuscripts.

Dear Sir,—With your permission I should like to continue and conclude my notice of the Persian and Arabic MSS. in my possession. I have already dealt with the Persian MSS., and with those of the Arabic that fall under the head of Poetry or Commentaries thereon. I will now mention some of the more noteworthy MSS. in the departments of Theology, History and Biography, Medicine, Grammar, and Belles Lettres.

A. Theology.

(1) The Korān, copied in 1069 A.H. by Muḥiyyu’ddīn b. Naṣīru’ddīn al-Ṣafārī. This Korān is virtually the same as that so particularly described by De Sacy in Notices et Extraits, vol. ix, pp. 76-102. The essential identity of the two MSS. is evident even in the Preface, where the
same things are said in a different order, though less copiously in my MS. Both represent the same edition of the Koran and have the same system of exhibiting the diversities of the seven Readers. The copy described by De Sacy is ninety years older than mine.

(2) زهر الكمام في قتقة يوسف, by Abū Ḥafs 'Umar b. Ibrāhīm al-Ausī al-Mudhakkir. This beautiful MS. is dated 846 A.H. Hāji Khalifa (vol. iii, p. 550) says that the author's name is Abū 'Alī 'Umar b. Ibrāhīm al-Ansārī, but it seems possible, as Abū Ḥafs occurs in the next article, viz. زهر الكمام وجمع النصوص, that its omission in the former is due to a mistake of the copyist.

(3) التثبت عند التبيت, a poem in rajaz by Jalālu'ddin Sayūṭī (Aumer, Munich Cat., No. 215). The volume also contains كتاب النصوص by Ṣadru'ddin al-Qūnawi. Hāji Khalifa gives the full title, نصوص في تحقيق طرور المختصوص, and mentions several commentaries on the work. Ṣadru'ddin, who died in 673 A.H., was the pupil of Muḥiyyu'ddin Ibnu'l 'Arabī and the intimate friend of Jalālu'ddin Rūmī (see Nasfahatul Uns, p. 645 seqq.).

(4) كتاب مغتاح الجغر, i.e. the Book of the Key to the Apocalyptical Skin (for جغر see Ibn Khaldūn, Prolegomena, trans. by De Slane, vol. ii, p. 214 seqq.), by the Shaikh 'Abdu'r'rahmān b. Muḥammad al-Bistānī, who died 843 or 848 A.H. (D'Herbelot, sub voc. Bastham). This work, which is not mentioned by Hāji Khalifa, contains many poems belonging to the apocalyptical branch of Arabic literature. Among these are two poems ascribed to Yahyā Ibn 'Aqīb, the tutor of Ḥasan and Ḥusain (مجلد السبطنين): (a) one consisting of eighty-seven couplets, the first of

1 Ibn Khaldūn (Prolegomena, trans. by De Slane, vol. ii, p. 232) refers to a passage in the Aghānī cited in Ibn Khallikān's life of Ibn'ul Qirriya, according to which Ibn 'Aqīb is an imaginary person, like Majnūn and Ibn'ul Qirriya. Ibn 'Aqīb, however, is not mentioned along with the other two in the Bulaq ed. of the Aghānī (vol. i, p. 167, article .)
which¹ is cited by Ḥāji Khalīfa under مُجمَّعة ابن عقَب, (b) one consisting of forty-six couplets, entitled النشقة الفدسيّة والندحة المسكيّة,² which begins:

شبحان ذى الأعذرة الاحمّا
القادِر القاهر مولى النعما

B. History and Biography.

(1) Siratu’l Rasūl. This fragmentary MS., which belonged to Salt, the Abyssinian traveller, bears the following inscription in his handwriting: “A Religious Treatise on the Life and Doctrine of Mahommed, bought by me at Mocha, 1805.” It appears to be a portion of an extended Life of Muḥammad. Pages of it agree verbatim with Ibn Hishām. The first chapter treats of Saif Ibn Dhi Yazan, the next is on the birth of Muḥammad, and the last is on the conversion of Abū Quḥāfa.

(2) Al-Siratu’l Ḥalabiyya, by 'Ali b. Burhānu’d-dīn al-Halabī. This volume begins with the relation of the causes that led to Muḥammad’s conquest of Mecca. Aumer (Munich Cat., Nos. 449–451) describes a copy of the complete work. The date of this MS. is 1150 a.H., and the copyist’s name is 'Ali al-Khāmī b. al-Shaikh Sulaimān al-Khāmī.

(3) Shudhārū’l 'Uqūd fi ta’rikhi’l ‘Uhūd, by Ibnu’l Jauzī. This MS. is identical with that described by De Jong (Catalogus Codicum Orientalium Bibliothecae Academiae Regiae Scientiarum, No. 102), of which he says: “Hic ergo habemus exemplar hujus operis, quod praefer fragmentum

Note¹ that in the manuscript Flögel conjectures metri causā, which is the reading of my MS.

Leidense in Europa, quantum scio, unicum est." The date of this copy is 1003 A.H., and the name of the scribe is Muḥammad b. Ahmad al-Nāhirī.

(4) Akhbāru'l Duwal wa Āthāru'l Uwal, by Al-Dimashqī. This copy was written in 1138 A.H.

(5) Badā'i'u'l Zuhūr fi Waqā'i'i'l Duhūr. This MS. contains a fragment of the work of Ibn Iyās (Leiden Cat., No. 832). It embraces the years 922–928, and is apparently the last volume of the work.

(6) A manuscript bearing the inscription 'Uqūdu'l Jumān. It is imperfect at the beginning, where three leaves are wanting. I cannot find in the text itself any indication of the author's name or of the title of his work, but there seems to be little doubt that it is really كتاب التحص في مختصر الزمان (Anmer, Munich Cat., No. 379), by Abū 'Abdu'llah Muḥammad b. 'Ali al-Shatibī al-Andalusī. It is a History of the World from the Creation, with a very disproportionate space for the Prophet and his nearest successors. The date of this copy is 1127 A.H.

(7) Ta'rīkhul Khamīs, by al-Diyārbakrī (Leiden Cat., No. 2,609), in two volumes. The second volume has lost some leaves at the end. The last article is devoted to Al-Mustanjid Billah, who came to the throne in 860 A.H.

(8) Raudatu'l Manāẓir fi akhbārī'l Awā'il wa'l Awākhīr, by Ibnul Shiḥna (Brit. Mus. Cat., p. 568). This volume, which is slightly imperfect at the end, contains the "de rebus quae ante finem mundi eventurae sunt."

(9) Appendix to the History of Dḥahābī, by Shamsu'ddin Muḥammad 'Alī b. Ḥamza al-Ḥusainī. There are two titles inside the cover:

(1) دليل المحافظ شمس الدين على نظيل العبر لشيخه الذهبي
(2) دليل المحافظ شمس الدين على تاريخ شيخه الذهبي

This work embraces the period 703–755 A.H., but the years from 741 to 755 precede the years from 703 to 740. It is written in a most illegible hand, with very few diacritical points.
(10) *Kitābu ʿAsmāʾīl ʾRijāl*. I have not found any mention of this work elsewhere. The inscription is:

كتاب اسماء الرجال تأليف الشيخ الإمام المعروف من كتب
الفقيه الى الله الودود العبد الصغير المذنب داود بن على بن
سليمان الشافعي النحوي (الحلوتي؟)

It begins (after a brief doxology):

اَمَّا بعِدْ نُحُذُّ الكِتَابَ فِي اسْمَاءِ الرَّجَالِ مَشْتَمِلْ عَلَى بابِ البَابِ
الأولِ فِي ذِكرِ السَّجَابِيَةِ ذَكَرْهُمْ وَأَنْتَاهُمْ وَمَنْ بعَدْهُمْ مِنَ التَّابِعِينَ وَلاَذَكِرْهُمْ
مِمَّا لَهُ ذِكْرُ وَرَوْاَيَةً فِي كِتَابِ الْمَشْكاَةِ مَرْتَبِّ عَلَى حُرُوفِ النَّجِيَّةِ
وَذِكْرُ الْبَكْنَةِ مِنْ اِسْتَھِيْلِ بَكْنِيَهُ فِي حُرُوفِ الْكُنْيَةِ دُونَ اِسْمِهِ فِي
حِرْفِ الْاِسْمِ مِنْ اِبْنِ هَرْبِيْرَة وَاسْمُهُ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ أَوْ عَبْدُ الرَّحْمَنِ أَذَكِرْهُ
فِي حِرْفِ الْبَابِ لَاَقِ حِرْفِ الْعَسِينِ وَالْبَابِ النَّشَائِيْنِ مِنْ لَهُ الْأَصْوَلِ مِنْ
المَذْكُورِينِ فِي اِسْمِ الْمَشْكاَةِ وَلاَذَكِرْهُمْ وَلَمْ نَذِكْرَهُمْ فِي اَوْلِيَاءِ رَضْوَانِ اللَّهِ
عَلَيْهِمْ اَجْمَعِينَ.

On the last page the author enumerates the works on which he has relied:

إِنَّمَا أُعْتَمِدَتْ فِي نَقِلِهَا أَوْرَدَهَا الَّذِي كَتَبَ الْإِيَّاضَةِ الْعَقَاتِ
الْمَنْقَابِ مِثْلُ الْعَسِينِ عَلِيِّ بنِ عَبْدُ الْمَيْتِرَوْحِلِيَّةِ الْأَوَّلِيَّةَ لَيْسِيَ نُعِيمِ
الْأَسْفِهَانِيَ وَجَمِيعُ الْأَصْوَلِ وَمَنَاَثِبِ الْأَخْيَارِ لَيْسِيَ السَّعَادَاتُ الْبَجْرِيُّ
وَالْكَافِشِ لَيْسِيَ عَبْدُ اللَّهِ الْدَّهْمِيَّ الْدَمْشَقِيَّ.

He adds that he finished the compilation and arrangement of his book (وفَقَّرَتْ مِنْ جَمِيعِهِ وَتَشْذِيبِهِ) on the 20th of Rajab, 740 A.H. His name, he says, is Muḥammad b. 'Abdu'llah al-Khaṭīb b. Muḥammad. It appears, then,
that the present work is a concise alphabetical dictionary of the names of those persons who are cited in the *Mishkātūl Masābīh*, and that its author, as is shown by the words "وإن لم تذكروا في أولها," is himself the author of the Mishkāt, viz. Walīyyu'ndīn Abu 'Abdu'llah b. 'Abdu'llah al-Khaṭīb. The Mishkāt was composed in 737 A.H., only three years before the Asmā'u'l Rijāl. This copy was made in 916 A.H. by the Dā'ūd, whose name occurs in the inscription. The volume contains a second work, transcribed by the same copyist in the same year.

(11) *Shadharātul Dhahab fi akhbāri man dhahab*. This is a biographical dictionary (in two thick volumes) of persons who died between the years 1 and 1000 A.H. I do not know of any copy in Europe, but there is one in the Khedivial Library (*Catalogue*, vol. v, p. 72). The author, Abu al-falāḥ 'Abd al-lāh b. 'Abd al-Mu'mīn al-Hashimi, completed his work on the 19th of Ramāḍān, 1080 A.H. As regards the sources thereof he says:

فمن جمعت من كتابهم وكرهت من مهتهلوهم وتعلمتهم مؤرخ الإسلام الدجلي وفي الأكثر على كتابه اعتمدت ومن مشكاة ما جمعت في مؤلفاته استمت وعمره من استهره. هذا الشاه كصاحب الكمال والعملية والمتهل وابن خلتكان وغير ذلك من الكتاب المفيدة والأسفار الجميلة المميزة.

For the complete and refer it to the History of Ibn'u'l Athir; the *Hilyatu'l Auliya* of Abū Nu'aim al-Isfahānī; and the *muhīb* is the *muhīb* of Abū Na'im al-Isfahānī and the *muhīb* of Abū Na'im al-Isfahānī by Ibn Taghribirdi (Flügel, *Handschriften der Wiener Hofbibliothek*, vol. ii, p. 338).
Naturally the articles vary in value to an enormous extent, some giving little beyond the name, while others afford copious details: thus the notice of Muḥīyyu’ddīn Ibnu’l-ʿArabī covers five closely written folio pages. The two volumes of this copy differ in size and handwriting; the transcription of the second volume was finished on the 17th of Rabī’u’l Awwal, 1153 A.H. On a future occasion I hope to print some of the longer articles by way of specimen.

C. Medicine.

(1) عيون الإنباء في طبقة الطبيبة, by Ibn Abī Uṣaibia, copied in Constantinople in the year 1136 A.H. It bears the following inscription: "E libris Theodori Preston Coll. S.S. Trin. Cant. Socii Damascii 1848"; and there is a note stating that he purchased it in Damascus for 900 piastres.

(2) كتاب الغنى والمنى, the Book of Life and Death, by Abū Maṃṣūr al-Hasan b. Nūḥ al-Qumrī, one of the teachers of Ibn Sinā. The date of this MS. is 924 A.H., and the copyist’s name is Maṃṣūr b. Muḥibbu’ddīn b. Zainu’l-ʿĀbidin al-Qurashi, who according to an interlineation in the colophon is saḥab al-juḥūz al-kubrā fi al-tabīt wa ṣirāḥa shirāhā wa’anā.".

D. Grammar.

(1) شرح الجمعة المرتيبة, a commentary by Muḥammad Sāliḥ b. Ibrāhīm b. Ḥusain al-Aḥsā’ī on Suyūṭī’s commentary on the Ḩaṣīyya of Ibn Mālik. The Bahjatu’l Marsiyya is mentioned by Ḥāji Khalīfa (vol. i, pp. 408, 409). Flügel in his translation of the passage makes it appear that Ibn ‘Aqīl is the author of the Bahjat, whereas it is in fact the work of Suyūṭī (see Brit. Mus. Cat., p. 237). I do not know whether this MS. exists elsewhere.

E. Belles Lettres (Adab).

(1) يضيفة الدهر, a celebrated work by Thaʿālibi. It is divided into four parts, each of which comprises ten chapters.
This MS. contains the first four chapters and a portion of the fifth chapter of the First Part, and the whole of the Third and Fourth Parts. The Second Part is wanting. A Persian inscription at the beginning of the Third Part gives the date 1109 A.H.

(2) كتاب شعر البلغة وطْرُف البراءة, by Tha‘alibī (Ahlwardt, Berlin Cat., No. 8,341). This copy is dated 1118 A.H.

(3) كتاب بوائط المواقف, by Tha‘alibī. This MS., dated 1156 A.H., corresponds exactly with No. 8,334 in Ahlwardt’s Berlin Catalogue. It has the double preface and the additional chapter.

(4) نزهة الأخبار وجمعة النوادر والأخبار. This work is not mentioned by Hajji Khalifa, nor am I able to find it in any European catalogue. The following passage from the preface gives the author’s name and describes the contents of the work:

وبعد فقد اعتنيت بجمع هذا الكتاب وتاليف هذا المؤلف المستنداب فقيّر عفو الله الرؤف مالك بن الشبيب أبي الفايس الشبيب معروف الخلوتى التعليمي لمطالعة الأخوان ومسامرة الغفلة والخلأل والإطلاع على بعض أحوال الزمان وسميته نزهة الأخبار وجمعة النوادر والأخبار وأجعلته مشتملاً على ما تشير من فصول في باها مهفة واخبار شريفة معظمة وذكرت بعض آثار الحبابة المكرمين والملوك السالين والشجعان المباشرين وغير ذلك من الآيات والأخبار.

The MS. is not dated.

There remain several interesting MSS., which seem worthy of at least a passing notice, but this letter is already too long. May I add, in conclusion, that I shall be happy to lend any manuscript of mine to Oriental scholars who desire to make use of it.—Yours sincerely,

Reynold A. Nicholson.
NOTES OF THE QUARTER.
(July, August, September, 1899.)

I. CONTENTS OF FOREIGN ORIENTAL JOURNALS.

I. JOURNAL ASIATIQUE. Série ix, Tome xiii, No. 2.


Grenard (M.). Spécimens de littérature moderne du Turkestan chinois.

Tome xiii, No. 3.


II. ZEITSCHRIFT DER DEUTSCHEN MÖRGENLÄNDISCHEN GESSELLSCHAFT.
Band lii, Heft 2.

Praetorius (Fr.). Über das babylonische Vokalisationsystem des Hebräischen.

Schwally (Fr.). Lexikalische Studien.

Böhtlingk (O.). Miscellen.
Kúnos (I.). Chansons populaires turques.
Nöldeke (Th.). Zur Alexiuslegende.
Fraenkel (S.). Noch einmal die syrische Chronik.
Winter (A.). Die Saptapādārthi des Śivāditya.
Hommel (F.). Die ältesten Lautwerte einiger ägyptischen Buchstaben zeichen.
Jacob (G.). Die Etymologie von spanisch naipe.
Littmann (E.). Türkische Volkslieder aus Kleinasien.
Thomas (F. W.). Indian Game of Chess.


Kampffmeyer (G.). Beiträge zur Dialectologie des Arabischen.
Cartellieri (W.). Das Mahābhārata bei Subandhu und Bāṇa.
Steinschneider (M.). Heilmittelnamen der Araber.
Laufer (B.). Ueber das ra zur.
II. OBITUARY NOTICE.

Peter Peterson.

While the sense of the loss which we sustained by Bühler's death is still keen, we have to mourn for the loss of yet another member of that band of Sanskrit scholars—the 'Bombay School' one may call them—who have led and directed the most remarkable and fruitful revival of Sanskrit learning in India of our time. Professor Peterson, who died from heart-disease after a very short illness on the 28th of August, was born in 1847 in the Shetland Isles. He was educated at the High School, Edinburgh, and graduated both at Edinburgh and Oxford (Balliol College). His Sanskrit studies began at Edinburgh under Professor Aufrecht, and were continued at Oxford, where he won the Boden Scholarship, under Professors Monier Williams and Max Müller. In 1873 he went to Bombay as Professor of Sanskrit at the Elphinstone College, and continued to hold this appointment for the rest of his life.

Peterson had a wonderful power of quickly grasping the main points of a subject and of seeing its true inwardness. The possession of this faculty, combined with his never-failing tact and good-humour, especially qualified him to conduct the search for Sanskrit MSS., a work which, thanks to the liberality of the Bombay Government, has in the Bombay Circle been prosecuted with such signal benefit to Sanskrit learning. His four masterly Reports will, no doubt, be regarded by scholars generally as his greatest work. They show, what is most essential in dealing with large and heterogeneous collections of documents, an unerring power of discriminating between the more important and the less important, and are, in every way, models of what reports of the kind should be.

As an editor of Sanskrit texts—all contributed to the Bombay Sanskrit Series, with the exception of the Nyāyābinduṭīkā, which was printed in the Bibliotheca
Indica—Peterson showed much the same characteristics of mind. There can surely, for instance, be no better introduction to the Kāvya literature than his edition of Kādambari, with its sympathetic preface and its appreciative notes. From these the student will learn how much of the beautiful is common to the poetry of the East and of the West, in spite of the different and sometimes apparently incongruous forms in which it is expressed. In fact, one of Peterson's favourite ideas was that, in spite of difference of form, the spirit of these two classes of literature was much the same. A good instance of this is to be seen in his preface to the edition of Vallabhadeva's Subhāṣitāvali, by Pandit Durgāprasāda and himself, where he gallantly defends Sanskrit romantic poetry from the too sweeping charges of barrenness and futility brought against it by a certain learned Sanskrit scholar. Indeed, no one can have known Peterson, or have studied his introductions to Kādambari or the Subhāṣitāvali, without recognizing that, in many respects, his temperament was poetic rather than scholastic. His great aim was to teach his readers how to appreciate and enjoy the beauties which he certainly appreciated and enjoyed himself: he was not so anxious, as an interpreter, to refrain from cutting Gordian knots occasionally.

Among Peterson's other works may be mentioned editions of the Hitopadeśa, of the Paddhati of Śāṅgadāhara, a Selection of Hymns from the Rig Veda with Translation, and the first two parts of a Handbook to the Study of the Rig Veda.

He contributed frequently to the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, and was President of that Society at the time of his death. To our Journal he contributed, in 1891 (p. 311), a valuable article on Pāṇini, Poet and Grammarian: with some remarks on the Age of Classical Sanskrit Poetry, in which he upheld the view, supported also by Hindu tradition, that the great grammarian and the author of certain verses, quoted in the Subhāṣitāvali of Vallabhadeva, the Paddhati of Śāṅgadāhara and elsewhere, were one and the same person, and, following the lead given by Bühler in his then recent paper on Die
Indischen Inschriften und das Alter der Indischen Kunstpoesie, contended for a much greater antiquity for Sanskrit poetry of the fixed classical form than scholars had been generally inclined to allow.

As a public speaker and as a writer, Peterson was master of a most beautiful English style. He several times acted as Professor of English at Elphinstone College, and as examiner in English for the Bombay University. For the benefit of native students, he compiled a volume of model essays, and published editions, with notes, of Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice” and the fourth book of Palgrave’s “Golden Treasury.” He frequently wrote for the Press—chiefly for the Times of India—and seemed to handle all sorts of subjects, political and otherwise, with the same facility and felicity.

All who were privileged to know him with some degree of intimacy will very sadly miss not only the cultured and refined scholar but also the genial and warm-hearted friend.

E. J. Rapson.

October 2, 1899.
Royal Asiatic Society.

GOLD MEDAL.

As our members are aware, Mr. Wollaston is issuing a third appeal for subscriptions towards the establishment on a permanent basis of the Fund for the Society's Gold Medal. The following list shows the result thus far. For purpose of reference the results of the two former appeals are also here reprinted.

It will be seen that up to the end of September the result of the third appeal has been the very satisfactory total of £130 3s. 0d. The balance now required to complete the Endowment Fund is therefore about £100. It is hoped that this amount will be forthcoming during the next few months, so that on the presentation of the Medal in the summer of 1900 it may be announced that the entire sum has been raised.
# First List of Subscriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B. H. Baden-Powell</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mons. A. Barth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Bendall</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. Beveridge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. L. Brandreth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. G. Browne</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Burn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. O. Codrington</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor E. B. Cowell</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. N. Cust</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Denner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir M. E. Grant Duff</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. F. Fleet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. W. Frazer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. Gaster</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Gerini</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. J. W. Gibb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Gibson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Frederick Goldsmid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Gosset</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Griffith</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Heap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir W. Wilson Hunter</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Irvine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. C. Kay</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Kennedy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Highness Kerala Varma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. W. Lawrence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. W. Leitner</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Guy Le Strange</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Lewis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** £100 0 6

---

# Second List of Subscriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Abdullah ibn Yusuf Ali</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. J. Allen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mons. A. Barth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Burgess</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. C. Capper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Donner</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Duka</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Forlong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. L. Goldsmid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Gosset (2nd don.)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. Grierson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. B. H. Hodgson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Irvine (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major-General Jago Trelawney</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. A. M. T. Jackson</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Highness Kerala Varma (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Lewis (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Lupton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor D. M. Margoliouth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. D. Mocatta (2nd don.)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Lewis Rice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Kylands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor E. Schrader</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. A. Stein</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. H. Tawney (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rev. Dr. Taylor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. G. W. Thatcher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Tiele</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. T. Watters (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. A. N. Wollaston (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** £57 4 0
## THIRD LIST OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous per Mr. Wollaston</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous per Mr. Wollaston (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. L. Brandreth</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. E. Grant Burns</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt. Rev. Bishop of Calcutta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Estlin Carpenter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. O. Codrington (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt. Hon. Lord Curzon (Viceroy of India)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R. N. Cust (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Clinton Dawkins</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Joseph Fayer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Gerini (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor de Goeje</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Grierson (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. Grindlay &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Right Hon. Lord George Hamilton (Sec. of State for India)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Harris</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Hatfield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Heap (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Joseph Hooker</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir W. Wilson Hunter (2nd don.)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. C. Kay (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir A. Kemball</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Kern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Kielhorn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. H. S. King &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rev. G. A. Langdale</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. W. Lawrence (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. G. Le Strange (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. J. Marzetti (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. F. D. Mocatta (3rd don.)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. H. Morris</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. Morrison</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Edmund Neel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Henry Norman</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Northbrook</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Pfungst</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir E. C. Ross</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Rylands (2nd don.)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Sachau</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. Sampson, Low, Marston, &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rev. Professor Sayce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Thomas Seccombe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. R. Sewell (2nd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messrs. T. N. Singh &amp; Co.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir R. Strachey</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rt. Rev. Sumangala (High Priest of Ceylon)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. W. S. Talbot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. H. Tawney (3rd don.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
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Anu, 308, 311.
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Ayodhya, 523 et seq.
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—— Theory of 'Soul' in the Upanishads, 71.
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Deane's (Major) inscriptions from Udyāna, 895.
Demon worship in India, 241.
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Divodasa, 308.
Dravidian speech, its limit in India, 300.
Dṛṣṭadvati, 312.
Druhyu, 308, 311.
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Çālukya clan, 547.
Çaste, 358 et seq.
Castes, The four, 299.
Çauhān clan, 546.
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Chahār Maqāla, 53, 56.
Chahār Maqāla of Nidhāmī-i-'Arūḍī-i-Samarqandī, translated by E. G. Browne, 613, 767; specially indexed, 841.
Champa, 665.
Chinioi identified as on the Chenab, 132.
Chutia Nagpore, 331 et seq.
Cinder-mounds of Bellary, 1.
—— at Būdīgūpta, 3.
—— at Nimbāpuram, 3.
Cockburn, J., Cave Drawings in the Kāirūr Range, N.W.P., 89.
Coinage of Mahākṣatrapas and Kṣatrapas of Surastra and Mālava, 357.
Commerce (early) between India and Babylon, 432.

F.
Fakhrud-dīn Rāzī, 424, 669.
Fakhru-d-dīn Rāzī, Persian MS, attributed to, 17.
Fenousson, D., Pedro Teixeira on the Veddas of Ceylon, 133.
Fraser, James, Note on, 214.
Prāshāshtra, 285.

G.
Gādhi, 314.
Gandhāra, 900.
Gāthas, 272 et seq.
Gayomart, the primeval man, 605.
General Meetings, 197, 471, 699.
Ghasamotika, 370.
Glasgow Hunterian Library Catalogue of Oriental MSS., 739.
Gold Medal, 735, 921.
Gonds, 330.
Gosinga Kharoṣṭhi MS., 426.
Graeco-Buddhist art, 900.
Graeco-Indian coinage, 358 et seq.
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Jāmiʿūt-Tawārikh, 409.
Jānmejaya, 313.
Jārāsandha, 314.
Jayadāman, 360 et seq.
Jayadratha, 520.
Jewish ethics, 200.
Jīgi Anaga, a nurse of Akbar, 99.
Jīvadāman (Śvāmī), 362 et seq.
Jowari (millet), 339.
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Hābība Bānū, daughter of Aẓīz Kōkā, 190.
Haechataaspas, 285.
Haibhayas, 311, 320, 333.
Hamda'l-lāh Mustawf of Qaswin, 58.
Hārīlī, C. du, Tathāgata, 131.
Hārśa-Carita, two lists of words, 485.
Hasan Šaḥbāzh, 137.
Hasan-i-Šabbāž, 409 et seq.
Hastinapura, 312.
Hebrew magic, 200.
Hewitt, J. F., Pre-Aryan Communal Village in India and Europe, 329.
Himāvān, 422.
Ho Kols, 330.
Horn, P., Persian MS. attributed to Fakhrud din Kāzī, 424.
Hoti-Mardan, sculptures, 423.
Ḥūlāgū, captures Baghdad, 849.
Humāyūn's inscription at Jām, 665.
Hūṇa tribes, 299.
Huvishka, Coins of, 423.
Hyogras, 285.
Hwen Thang, 318.
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Ibn-Hawkal, 864.
Ibn Jāvār, 875.
Ibn Khallike, 880.
Iχswākū, 520.
Iχswākū, 297, 308.
'Imād-ad-Dīn of Isfāhan, 873.
Indian communal village, 329.
Indo-Sythians, 318.
Indraprastha, 312.
Initiative of the Avesta, 271.
Inscriptions of Humāyūn at Jām, 665.
Inscriptions, The Péppé, 425.
Inscriptions from Udyāna, 895.
Irvine, W., James Fraser, 214.
Iṣṭakhīrī, 864.
Iṣvaradatta, 384.

J.

Jadoṅ tribes, 553.
Jādū Rājpute, 318.
Jām, Humāyūn's inscription at, 665.

K.

Kācchupaghātha or Kačhwāha, 531.
Kadru, 313.
Kaimūr Range, cave drawings, 89.
Kalyāṇi inscriptions of King Dhammaceti of Pug, 159.
Kampilya, 313.
Kanauj, 315.
Kankasenā, 539.
Kapilasā, 521.
Kapilavastu, 525.
Karāṭṭalaiyār, Indian poet, 255.
Karkotaka, 313.
Karpas, 285.
Karāṣṭhā, 521.
Kāśi, 312.
Kāṣmīr antiquities, 201.
Kasyapa, 313.
Kausambhī, 314.
Kavis, 285.
Kessari (millet), 330.
Khāḳānī the Persian poet, 874.
Khākharaṭa, Kaṭrap family, 369.
Khālid al-Fayyād, 99.
Kharaṣṭhi (Gosinda) MS., 426.
Kharaṣṭhi inscriptions, 339.
Khāṭīb, 867 et seq.
Khwarz-mas, 331.
Kilîi-Vajrā, 267.
Kol language, 575.
Kolarian speech, its limit in India, 300.
Kolarians, 329.
Kō-perum-cōran, king in Urnaiyār, 269.
Korwa, 331.
Kosala, 312.
Kropp, L. L., The Mohammedan Calendar, 142.
Krstrī, 319.
Krṣharāṭa, Kaṭrap family, 368 et seq.
Kaṭrapas (Western) coinage, 357.
Kahātraya, 299.
Kuddakō-Neśum-Çēralāthan, Indian prince, 254.
Kurrāl, 228.
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Kuru, 312.
Kuru-Pañēśās, 297.
Kuśa, 521.
Kuśān tribes, 299.
Kuśasthala (Kanauj), 315.
Kuśikās, 309.

L.

Lakshmana, 521.
Lao-Tzi, 331.
Lava, 521.
Leitner, G. W., obituary, 725.
Le Strange, G., Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate, 847.
Lingal, The Song of, 330.
Luhāba'-Alhab, 46, 53.
Lugal, name of god Merodach, 105.
Lughat-i-Furs of Assafī, 84.
Lunar Aryan tribes, 295, 519.

M.

Macdonell, A. A., Buddhist Sculptures from Takht-i-Bahā, 422.
Madhyadesa, 313.
Madra tribe, 311.
Magadha, 312.
Magadhi dialect, 301.
Magic among the Hebrews, 200.
Mahābharata, 305.
Mahām Anaga, 99.
Mahārāṣṭri dialect, 301.
Mahāvīra, 422, 428.
Mahū, 853.
Mahish-Mati, Indian goddess, 339.
Maidūzāmah, 285.
Mākandī, 313.
Malay books, collection bequeathed by Sir W. E. Maxwell, 121.
Manūn, Death of, 849.
Manāqib-sh-Shuṭ'ārā, 47.
Mankī, head of a Kol Parha, 332.
Manṣūr, founder of Baghdad, 849.
Manuvvivasata, 520.
Māra in Takht-i-Bahā sculptures, 423.
Mari-amma, South Indian goddess, 338.
Maroti, Gond god, 341.
Marya or Tree Gonds, 330.
Matriarchal village life in India 329.
Matsyas, 309, 312.
Maxwell, Sir W. E., Collection of Malay Books bequeathed to the Society, 121.
Mills, Rev. L., Initiative of the Avesta, 271.

Mithā, 521.
Mithila, 312.
Moga, 369.
Mon tribes of Burma, 329.
Monier-Williams, Sir M., obituary, 730.
Mrammā, 667.
Mudaranār of Aiyur, poet, 267.
Muhammadan Calendar, 142.
Munīr-ad-Dawlah, the Buwayd Prince, 849.
Mukaddasī, 864.
Muktafī, 873.
Müller, Fr., obituary, 473.
Mundas, 329, 332.
Murugan, Dravidian god, 228, 242.
al-Mustanṣir, 418.
Musta'sīm, 849.
Mu'taqīdī, 860.

N.

Napīm Khwāja Köka, husband of Māhām Anaga, 99.
Nāgas, 313.
Nagbunsi Rājas of Chutia Nagpore, 332.
Nahapāna, 338 et seq.
Nahusa, 297.
Nairs, 339.
— their customs, 339 et seq.
Nāsik inscriptions, 369.
Nāṣīr-i-Khusraw, 418.
Nediṣṭa, 521.
Nest-builders, 331.
— Some Arabic MSS., 906.
Nicolò Conti visita Vijayanagar, 10.
Nidhamī-1-'Arūdi-i-Samarqandi: Chahār Maqāla, translated by E. G. Browne, 613, 757; specially indexed, 841.
Nidhami-1-'Arūdi, 53.
Nīhilamūl Mulk, 469 et seq.
Nīkāyat, 51.
Nikumbha, 521.
Nila, Indian king, 339.
Nimbāpūram cinder-mound, 3.
Nimī, 521.
Nizām al Mulk, 136.
Geiger, W., Etymologie des Singha-lesischen, 146.
— Ceylon Tagebuchblätter, 146.
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Pâli MSS. in Nepal, 422.
Pândavas, 297.
Pâñini, 305.
Panjâb notes for 1898, 207.
Parânar, Indian poet, 255.
Parîhâra clan, 545.
Parikshita, 313.
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Pramāra clan, 546.
Pratisthāna, 312.
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Pre-Aryan communal village in India and Europe, 329.
Pythirisesa, 353.
Puchikwar language, 574.
Pupπ-tsoa-rahan, 140.
Purra-nānnūru, 226.
Purra-porul Vēpbā-Mālai, 226.
Puru, 308, 311, 312.
Sāmanavamsa, the author, 674.
Satruṣhna, 521.
Satvata branch of Yādavas, 319.
Satyadāman, 379.
Satyasimha, 399.
Saudāsa, 315.
Saurāstra, 319.
Sek Nāg, snake-god of the Gonds, 341.
Serpent-worship in India, 299, 519.
Sēsa, 313.
Swell, R., Cinder - Mounds of Bellary, 1.
Shesh Nāg, god of Winter, 341.
Shor identified as Shorkot, 133.
Shukru-nissa, daughter of Akbar, 100.
Siphasena, 395 et seq.
Sinclair, W. F., Ospreys, 905.
Soa Rahan, 140.
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Soul, Zarathuṣtra's doctrine, 605.
Spitama, 285.
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Subāhā, 521.
Subala, 620.
Sudās, 308.
Sullat, name of goddess Zir-panitum, 195.
Sun-worship in India, 299, 519.
Sūrasenas, 297, 311, 322.
Sūraseni dialect, 301.
Sūvīsikā, Pahlava minister, 377.
Swat Valley sculptures, 901.

Q.
al-Qarwini's Āṭharu'l-Bilād, 51.

R.
Raghu, 521.
Rajabal, 318.
Rajput clans, 295, 519.
Rams, 521.
Rapson, E. J., Coinage of the Mahā-kṣatrapas and Kṣatrapas of Surāstra and Mālava, 357.
Rashidu'd-Din, 409.
Rāthor tribe, 549.
Rawā'du-ṣ Safā, 409.
Ray, Sydney H., Torres Strait languages, 421.
Ravana, 319, 521.
Rāśāntu'l Ghufrān, 669.
Rodgers, C. J., 479.
Rādagi, minstrel of the Houses of Sāśan and Sāmān, 54 et seq.
Radhaśāman, 358 et seq.
Radrasena, 361 et seq.
Radrasimha, 361 et seq.
Rukmini, 319.

S.
Safar-nāma, 419.
Sagara, 521.
Sāhādeva, 339.
Sahāra-arjuna, 297.
Saigon, Oriental School, 734.
Sr. Jone, R. F. St. A., Ari, 139.
——Mrammā, 667.
Sakī tribes, 299.
Saka era, 364.
Sāmārrā, 587.
Sahagadaman, 382.
Saraswati, 312.
Sarīti, 521.
Sasāla, 521.

Tāhir, 856.
Takht-i-Bahāi, Buddhist sculptures, 422.
Takht Nāg, god of Spring, 341.
Takshaka, 313.
Tālaajanghas, 297, 311.
Tantras, 141.
Taosim, 331.
Tārikh Alī on ‘Omar Khayām, 136.
Tārikh-i-Alī, 409.
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Tathāgata, 131.
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Temple, R. C., Theory of Universal Grammar as applied to a Group of Savage Languages, 565.
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Theory of universal grammar, 565.
Thomas, F. W., Two Lists of Words from Bâna’s ‘Harsa-Carita,’ 485.
Osprius, 906.
Tilli, the sacred oil-seed, 330.
Titok-candi clans, 552.
Tole-Kappyam, 227.
Torres Straits languages, 421.
Tresu, 306.
Tuär or Tomara tribe, 551.
Tughril Beg, 849.
Turvaśa, 308, 311.
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Ucchaisrava, the long-eared horse of India, 342.
Udayana, notes on inscriptions presented by Major Deane, 895.
‘Umar-i-Khayyám, More light on, 409 et seq.
Universal grammar, theory as applied to a group of savage languages, 565.
Upanishad theory of soul, 71.
Upapārya, 318.
Usavatā, 369.
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Varanasi, 312.
Vāranavata, 315.
Vasistha, 308.
Vāsishthipata Pulumāyi, 369.
Vasu, 342.
Vāsuki, 313.
Vedas as sources of information, 304.
Vedhas of Ceylon, 133.
Videha, 312.

Vijayanagar, 1.
Vijayusena, 358 et seq.
Village land-tenures in India, 329.
Viradāman, 387 et seq.
Vīśāla, founder of Vaisālī, 521.
Vishnu-Purāṇa, 524.
Vīśvasena, 396.
Vīśvasimha, 367 et seq.
Vīśvāmitra, 314.
Vohu Manah, 283.
Vrihadhala of Kosala, 323.
Vrihadhala, 321.
Vrihadrāja, 315.
Vrikasthala, 313.
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West, E. W., Notes on Zarathustra’s Doctrine regarding the Soul, 605.
Western Satraps, inscriptions, 324.
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Yadu, 296, 306, 311.
Yadubanta tribes, 553 et seq.
Yādunāśi, 318.
Ya‘kūb on Baghdad, 848.
Yās̄adāman, 368 et seq.
Yatimatu’d-Dahr of Abā Maṣūr ath-Tha‘ālibi, 48, 50.
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Zanj rebellion, 869.
Zarathushtra, 273 et seq.
Zarathushtra’s doctrine regarding the soul, 605.
Zoroastrianism, 271 et seq.
Zubaydah, Tomb of, 888.
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